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A British-Roman Song
by Rudyard Kipling
(A. D. 406)
"A Centurion of the Thirtieth"

My father's father saw it not,
And I, belike, shall never come
To look on that so-holy spot -That very Rome --

Strong heart with triple armour bound,
Beat strongly, for thy life-blood runs,
Age after Age, the Empire round -In us thy Sons

Crowned by all Time, all Art, all Might,
The equal work of Gods and Man,
City beneath whose oldest height -The Race began!

Who, distant from the Seven Hills,
Loving and serving much, require
Thee -- thee to guard 'gainst home-born ills
The Imperial Fire!

Soon to send forth again a brood,
Unshakable, we pray, that clings
To Rome's thrice-hammered hardihood -In arduous things.

Rudyard Kipling (1809-1849) 

**********************************************************
This 18th volume No.9 presents actual papers on main topics of Journal specialization, namely, Mathematical and
Computer Modelling, Computer and Information Technologies, Operation Research and Decision Making
and Nature Phenomena and Innovative Engineering.
Our journal policy is directed on the fundamental and applied sciences researches, which are the basement of a full-scale
modelling in practice. This edition is the continuation of our publishing activities. We hope our journal will be interesting
for research community, and we are open for collaboration both in research and publishing. We hope that journal’s
contributors will consider the collaboration with the Editorial Board as useful and constructive.

EDITORS
Yuri Shunin
Igor Kabashkin



Joseph Rudyard Kipling (30 December 1865 – 18 January 1936) was an English short-story writer, poet, and novelist. He is chiefly remembered
for his tales and poems of British soldiers in India and his tales for children. He was born in Bombay, in the Bombay Presidency of British India, and
was taken by his family to England when he was five years old. Kipling is best known for his works of fiction, including The Jungle Book (a
collection of stories, which includes and his poems, including "Mandalay" (1890), "Gunga Din" (1890), "The Gods of the Copybook Headings"
(1919), "The White Man's Burden" (1899), and "If—" (1910). He is regarded as a major "innovator in the art of the short story"; his children's books
are enduring classics of children's literature; and his best works are said to exhibit "a versatile and luminous narrative gift".
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Distributed systems software architecture modelling and
research methods
Xiaochun Zhao*
Heilongjiang University of Science and Technology
Received 12 June 2014, www.cmnt.lv

Abstract
With the development of computer network technology, the open, heterogeneous and distributed systems have become the
mainstream in current computer applications because of the sharing resources, high availability, parallel processing and so on.
However, due to the problems of development, which are constant expansion of systems size, evolution and continuous
improvement, maintenance that required, specific distribution, autonomy and heterogeneity, a lot of research and software
development practice shows, the introduction of software architecture which guide distributed system to develop and assume
component blueprint is a practical and effective way to solve the difficulties of the development of distributed systems and build
distributed systems successfully. Therefore, how to improve the quality and efficiency of distributed systems development by using
software architecture, and ensuring system maintenance and space evolution are the key to develop distributed systems, also the core
of this study. Software architecture, formal description of distributed systems interaction style, refinement and mapping architecture,
distributed architecture systems development methods under evolution and reconstruction driving were studied based on the current
distributed systems development methods as well as the problem of inadequate means.
Keywords: Software architecture, distributed systems, interaction style, software architecture refinement

design a set of mapping rules from a software architecture
description DISADL to universal design model UML of
software implementation; (3) propose a software
architecture reconstruction based on fuzzy clustering
analysis; (4) present distribution systems development
method of the architecture driven, ADISC, establish its
life cycle model, and put into system architecture
supporting; (5) design and implement a visual supporting
modelling environment for distributed software
architecture structure, protocols, analysis, refinement,
remodelling design, ADisDTool.

1 Introduction
The main question in distributed system development is:
the complexity of design, construction, commissioning,
configuration and maintenance distributed applicant
system is high in a heterogeneous environment, and
causing high costs and low efficiency in developing,
large-scale distributed systems development seems a
risky challenge. With the component development ideas
become mainstream in software development, people
gradually realize that the software architecture is an
important mean to control software complexity, improve
the quality of software systems, support software
development and reuse.[1] Therefore, it has immediate
practical significance to in-depth research on the software
system architecture, explore effective large-scale
distributed systems development method, system design,
analysis, and tectonic environment of architecture system
driven, which help support its entire life cycle.
In this paper, a distributed system software
architecture modelling and developing methods have
been studied mainly from the following aspects: (1)
propose a system architecture abstract model DSAM
distributed which is suited system architecture , and give
its formal model, on this basis, design and implement an
attribute grammar-based software architecture description
language DISADL and description language Discid based
on CCS distributed component interaction style; (2)
propose architecture refinement guiding principles and
*

2 A Distributed software architecture description core
model-DSAM
Model DSAM as a basis is designed a distributed
software system architecture description language with
component based by extending the traditional attribute
grammars.
2.1 DSAM
Model DSAM includes: Event; Port; Interface; Connector
Type; Component Type; Architecture Model. Figure 1 is
a graphical representation of DSAM.

Corresponding author e-mail: 986889936@qq.com
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constantly, up to a certain size, take the UML as the
middle part the DIS_ADL architecture description is
mapped to the appropriate elements in UML, and then
developed into the design and implementation phase.
Therefore, DIS_ADL and UML are combined and
complement, DIS_ADL focus on high-level grasp and
semantics and depth of precise, UML is based on a viable
practice.

Interface

Composite member B
Atomic
components
B1

Atomic
components
B2

Composite member A
Atomic
components
A1

Atomic
components
A2

Atomic
component
s A3

3.2 MAPPING RULES FROM DISADL TO UML
Connctor

Conversion rules from Dis_ADL architecture description
elements to UML elements are shown in Table 1.

FIGURE 1 Architecture models DSAM

2.2 DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE DIS_ADL

TABLE 1 Mapping table of Dis_ADL element to UML elements
Element--Dis_ADL

2.2.1 Extending Attribute Grammar of Dis_ADL (EAG)

State variables

Element--UML1.x
Class Name,Package
Name
Class
Diagrams,Packages
Aggregation,composit
ion, package,
subsystem layer
Class private property

Total Interface

Interface

Component Name
Atomic
Components

EAG is a seven-tuple: EAG = (T, N, P, Z, V, F, B), where
T is the terminator collection; N is non-terminal symbol
set; P is the production; Z is the starting character; V is
the attribute range; F is calculation rules for the property;
B is a finite set of conditions.

Composite member

2.2.2 Semantic Description of Dis_ADL Based on EAG

Demand Interface

Semantic description based on EAG includes: (a) logic
timing and dependencies terminator; (2) parallel
description terminator; (3) terminator @ (4) conditions
production; (5) time constraints; (6) specific terminator

Port
Message return type
Message parameters

2.3 DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE - DISCID

Connector

Discid was meant to describe component interaction
styles and verify formal nature. Discid begins with
"Discid”. Practical application shows, combination with
Dis_ADL and Discid use various forms of mechanisms,
describe the architecture from different viewpoints and
form an organic whole, which greatly reduce the
distributed system designer’s cognitive difficulty, and
also greatly improve the efficiency of the system design.
Meanwhile, DIS_ADL and Discid are uncertainty and
incompleteness in modelling, moreover, its adaptive
capacity needs to be improved, Discid description needs
further implementation language for mapping.

Architecture
configuration
Binding
Comment

Abstract class
Class method names,
parameters, return
type
Class method return
type
Class method
parameter (variable +
type)
Class diagrams,
association
Component diagram
or class diagram
Object Linking
(associated instances)
Document

Element--UML2.0
Class Name,Package
Name
Component,Packages,C
lass Diagrams
Composite structures、
Subsystem
Class private property
Component supply
Interface
Component
Requirements Interface
Port
Class method return
type
Class method
parameter (variable +
type)
Connectors, class
diagram, association
Component diagram,
structured category
Object Linking
(associated instances)

4 Analysis of distributed software architecture
reconstruction
4.1 DEFINITION OF SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
RECONSTRUCTION [3]
Software architecture reconstruction is the process that
reverses extract the architecture from being achieved or
already implemented systems, reflecting the "actual
construction" software architecture. The core problem is
extraction of the architecture and the assessment the
architecture evolution.

3 Models UML
UML is the most common object-oriented modelling
language, modelling the software system by graph mode
which from static structure and dynamic behaviour.
3.1 ARCHITECTURE MAPPING FOR

4.2 SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
RECONSTRUCTION MODEL

Distributed systems development with the guidance of
software architecture build software systems architecture
model by DIS_ADL, after the high-level completion of
verification, seek to design fine from the top layer

Software architecture reconstruction process can be
divided into four parts: (l) confirm stakeholders, defining
target point of view, and the view collections. (2) extract

8
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the underlying architecture element information from a
variety of data sources (such as source code,
documentation, etc.). (3) Define and process the extracted
information, coordinate and establish connections
between elements, generate a cohesive view of the
architecture. (4) Construct data abstraction to generate
architecture representation.

5.3.2 ADisDTool reusable component library design [5]
ADisDTool established member (connector) library,
which provided for the entire life-cycle management
member. Provides the following functions: components,
connectors, interfaces, warehousing; components,
connectors, interfaces, query; components, connectors,
export, evaluation, life cycle management, version
control and so on.

5 Distributed system design method -- ADISc and
distributed development tectonic environment –
AdisDTool

6 Example authentication

5.1 DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM DESIGN METHOD OF
ARCHITECTURE DRIVEN – ADISC [4]

Through such typical case of large-scale distributed
systems development "digital content security platform
based on DRM (National Innovation Fund project,
project number 07c26226101995)", showing the core
areas of applying ADISC methods to analyse, design and
develop, providing convenient and effective design
environment through ADisDTool, which does help
convenient, fast and efficient analysis of large-scale
distributed systems, nature verification, design, evolution
and reuse, and prove effectiveness of DSAM models and
ADISC method the thesis mentioned .

The development process of distributed systems can be
divided with ADiSC into: requirements analysis; software
architecture design, modelling and refinement
conversion;
system
detailed
design;
system
implementation, component assembly deployment and
reconfiguration; system evolution and reuse.
5.2 DISTRIBUTED DEVELOPMENT TECTONIC
SETTING --ADISDTOOL

6.1 AS FOR "ORM-BASED DIGITAL CONTENT
SECURITY PLATFORM."

Modelling system of ADisDTool consists of interactive
graphics interpreter, DISADL language converter,
DISADL lexer / parser, verify the nature of the software
architecture, system builder, Discid language compiler
environment, refinement converter, UML mapping
generator, architecture reconstruction and other
components, the system model is shown in Figure 2.

The planform of Digital Content Protection Based on
DRM is a system, which is analysed, designed, developed
and achieved by distributed system, and the current one
has been put to use for network environment of digital
content security protection. PlatDRM ensured security of
digital content in creating, distributing, using, sharing that
throughout the life cycle. This paper briefly describes
PlatDRM to validate the model DSAM and ADiSC
method.

ADisDTool
User Interface
Event

Feedback
Discid language
editing environment

Graphic interactive
interpreter

Interactive ruleset

Extraction,
Assemble

Interactive design environment
Member,
the
connecto
r library

Graphically Architecture
Internal representation

Disid language
compiler envieronment

Warehousing
Modification

Systemic nature of
discrimination set

6.2 PLATDRM CORE FUNCTIONAL
REQUIREMENTS

Dis-ADL compiler
Dis-ADL text editing

Architecture validator

System Configuration Dis -ADL
text

Morphology, syntax analyzer

Refinement rule set

Refinement converter

UML Mapper

UML editor displays

PlatDRM core functional requirements are: (1) to ensure
digital content distribute secure, digital content is held
being only in the specified environment and key user
access, any duplicate is not available. (2) real-time
authorization control, and can be changed the digital
content access which have been distributed out at any
time. (3) real-time monitoring and recording digital
content action to take for the audit analysis, behaviour
tracking provides detailed historical data. (4) support the
parties authentication with domain authentication and
other authentication systems integration, users only need
to open an important document domain authentication.

Grammar rule set

System Builder

Middleware
Interface IDL

OO detailed design

Field template set

Framework of the
Implementation
language

Source Code

Reconstruced
view

Architecture reconstructor

FIGURE 2 ADisDTool system model

5.3.1 Functional design of ADisDTool architecture
modelling tool
The ADisDTool can be divided into eight modules:
Project Management module, component and connector
management module, visual modelling module
architecture view modules, code generation module,
system properties verification module, the system
refinement mapping module, reconfigurable architecture.

6.3 TOP-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE DESIGN
According to ADiSC methods, requirement analysis
selected core use cases; the resulting model is
transformed to the software architecture to build a
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language-independent architecture model. Meanwhile, it
can be application-oriented modelling, describe domain
business needs to facilitate greater reuse. PlatDRM is a
typical distributed application, Figure 3 is its top-level
conceptual architecture diagram, architecture consists of a
client component, server component, WEB management
component, of which the client is called CC member, the
server is called SC members, managing client is called
MC member.
Web
management
component
Comp

ConCtrol-inf

Server
component
SC Comp

Strategy

6.6 MAPPING SYSTEM
In the system design phase, we designed classes,
interfaces, components which PlatDRM containing by
using UML. In addition, object state diagrams, sequence
diagrams, etc. to get the attributes and methods of classes.
Figure 5 is PlatDRM overall package design. Figure 6 is
a design package diagram after client finer.

CC Client comp

Strategy

ConCtrol-inf

Right-Hand
Button

Tray

Cpropertypage

File System
Filter Driver

Data Layer

Conn2

Conn1

FIGURE 3 PlatDRM top Software Architecture Design

Communicatio
n Agent

Web
Management

Business Layer

6.4 ARCHITECTURE REFINEMENT
Management
component
part

Service component
part

The connector section

Plug-In

When architecture is in a design stage, we use
ADisDTool to analyse and refine PlatDRM architecture.
First, for the interface refinement, the interface
refinement between customer component and service
component are set to be strategy interfaces, authentication
interface, the operation log pick date, and digital content
object interface. Then the client component CC internal
structure refinement. After refining, Cc component
architecture is shown in Figure 4.

Client component parts

FIGURE 5 PlatDR, I overall design package diagram

CL

VS

AU

BR

AS

FE

CM

Cl:Case-C

Use-Client(file-name:string)
Strategy:Str-data

CD
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FIGURE 6 PlatDRM client design
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6.7 PLATDRM FUZZY CLUSTERING ANALYSIS
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Fuzzy clustering analysis, the results are shown in Figure
7.
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FIGURE 4 PlatFORM client component architecture after refinement
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6.5 INTERACTION EVENTS CLIENT DEFINITION
LOG_EVENT_CLIENT
After customers receiving log events, should be
temporarily stored in the queue used to prepare the client
component. LOG_EVENT_IO process defines the client
endpoint behaviour, describes the state changing method
after in response of API, also shows that when customers
in the state of receiving start LOG_RECEIVED log
events , the receiving message can only be placed in the
event queue. To enable the server can send message
directly at any time, avoiding the synchronization
aborting between the server and the client, the definition
of time endpoint contains two explicit intermediate state:
STOP_LOG_EVENT_OUT
and
STOP_LOG_EVENT_ACK, instead of the direct state
transition from LOG_RECEIVED to LOG_NEGLECT.
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FIGURE 7 PlatDRM client component dependency matrix after
refactoring
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6.8 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS BY USING THE DSM
CORRELATION ALGORITHM

CD
BR

Using the DSM-correlation algorithm, we can get matrix,
shown in Figure 7, so we focused on {DP, DM, RM, SU,
TU, CC} can be polymerized to obtain Figure 8.
Relationship between the main clients’ components can
be clearly seen.
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"Digital content security platform based on DRM"
Such a typical distributed system has been put into the
core link in ADISC, Dis_ADL describes the software
architecture and is given top-level component description
of the system, then refined it, and give a formal and
intuitive description for the language Discid we
mentioned focus on the typical event interaction style and
conduct of the verification. Finally, the code that system
implementation has been found in the software
architecture, fuzzy clustering analysis and analyse it by
using the proposed design structure matrix theories.
Currently, the system by using ADISC methods for
designing and developing was put into use in Shan xi
military giant, which has been got a good evaluation of
the user.

Y

BR

CL

FIGURE 9 P1atDRM client view after polymerization system packing

Client
AU
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CM

FIGURE 7 PlatDRM client component reachable matrix view after
refactoring
BR

FE

Y
Y

Y

7 Conclusion

Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
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Y

In the analysis of the lacking and problems in current
large-scale distributed systems development methods and
means of supporting, this paper presents a method based
on component structure distributed systems under the
support of the software driver. Its core is a distributed
software architecture abstraction model--DSAM, a
description language supported such architecture
modelling, validation, refinement, evolution and reverse
extraction over the DSAM--DIS_ADL and a component
interaction analysis verification language based on CCS -Discid. On this basis, this paper presents a visual support
for distributed software architecture modelling,
refinement and reconstruction of distributed system
design environment--ADisDTool.

Y

FIGURE 8 Client DSM after the polymerization

Analyse the results of DSM after client code division.
After refreshing, we discovered that according to results
of the matrix analysis, Figure 9 shows a PlatDRMclient's
system architecture and Figure 8 is the corresponding
matrix. Compared the figure represented with the original
architectural design (Figure 6), it is easy to see the
dependencies between components changed, and
dependency occurred between CL and AU, contrary the
initial design expectations, therefore, it needs to be
adjusted and avoided.
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Abstract
In the paper, a three-dimensional deployment algorithm based on ideal fluid model for sensor networks is proposed. On this basis, the
proposed ideal fluid model is analysed, and the concept of flow field model is applied in deployment of wireless sensor networks.
Sensor networks are abstracted as ideal fluid, with nodes as fluid micelles. In the deployment process, motion of nodes follows
momentum conservation law of fluid micelle. Moreover, a simulation experiment is performed in this paper with the proposed
deployment algorithm as the experimental subject. Coverage and uniformity are 2 indexes employed to evaluate the performance of
the proposed algorithm. Shown by the simulation result, the three-dimensional deployment algorithm based on ideal fluid model for
sensor networks leads to good deployment effect.
Keywords: three-dimensional deployment, mobile sensor networks, ideal fluid model

and rigor environment, it is impossible to perform
deployment manually. Nodes may be unable to be
distributed in appropriate positions, leading to overlapping
or dead zones, which wastes resources and affects network
service quality. By contrast, deployment of mobile nodes
perfectly solves the problem. In the algorithm, mobile
nodes are designed to move following certain rules, and to
elude obstacle accordingly. As for this, deployment in
unknown and complicated environment becomes possible.
Three-dimensional deployment of sensor network nodes
based on ideal flow field model proposed in this paper
belongs to this category. In the beginning, nodes may be
places at accessible positions. On this basis, nodes will be
automatically deployment according to prescribed motion
rules, and to elude obstacles when applicable.
Literature [13-15] introduces the concept of potential
field, i.e. a deployment method based on potential field.
This method takes nodes as virtual particles influenced by
virtual forces. One of the virtual forces creates repulsion
between node and obstacle, as well as between node and
node. As for this, nodes will expand rapidly based on the
compact distribution in the beginning, so as to reach
maximum coverage of network. Apart from such repulsive
force, nodes are also influenced by viscous friction, which
guarantees the network with a final static balance, i.e. all
nodes will stop moving eventually. When the environment
is changed, the network will be reconfigured accordingly
to conform to the changed environment, and to reach static
balance again.
This method leads to goods coverage rate. However,
there is a premise - all nodes have to be put in the
deployment environment in advance, i.e. the initial static
deployment. What's more, in the initial deployment, the

1 Introduction
Sensor network deployment refers to the process of
adopting proper algorithm to deploy nodes within the
target area, so as to conform to certain specified demand.
Network deployment is a pre-condition for sensor network
to play its role, as well as a premise for the normal
operation of network [1-3]. It determines the detection
effect of sensor network in the target area, which may
further influence the service quality of the network. Node
deployment of wireless sensor network is one of the kernel
problems in the field. A good deployment method may
significantly improve the perception quality of network,
reducing resource consumption, and extending service life
of network. Related scholars have performed plenty of
studies in this connection. Normally, deployment of indoor
sensor network nodes often puts to use regular deployment
approach [4, 5] and most deployment in outdoor
environment adopts random deployment approach [6-8].
Owing to diversified forms wireless sensor network
nodes, deployment methods may be divided into three
types:
1) Wireless sensor networks completely comprised by
static nodes may be deployed manually.
2) As for wireless sensor networks comprised by static
and mobile nodes, the mobility of mobile nodes [9] may
be utilized to eliminate dead zones in sensor networks.
3) Wireless sensor networks comprised by mobile
nodes may be deployed automatically [10, 11]. Owing to
the mobility of nodes, deployment of mobile nodes is quite
flexible [12].
It is easier to deploy nodes via releasing, spraying or
other relevant methods. Yet, in unknown, complicated,
*
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number of nodes shall be given. However, in unknown
environment, it is impossible to figure out how many
nodes are required so as to realize the deployment.
Shortage of nodes reduces the coverage, while excessive
nodes lead to redundancy, wasting energy. In this paper,
the deployment method proposed by Literature [13-15] is
improved. As for this, it is unnecessary to know the
number of nodes before deployment, and the improved
method is proved with high coverage effect.
Literature [16, 17] put forward a Virtual Force
Algorithm (VFA) based on the assumption that nodes are
movable, with the aim to improve the coverage of sensor
nodes after initial deployment. For a sensor network with
explicit number of nodes, virtual force algorithm tries to
maximize network coverage rate. The algorithm employs
attractive force and repulsive force to determine the path
and rate of nodes' virtual motion. Cluster header is
designed to calculate the destination position of nodes.
Nodes will move accordingly to complete the task, if there
is an effective destination position determined.
However, node position in the method is calculated by
cluster header, which quite complicated in large-scale
sensor networks, and is hereby not applicable. What we
need to designed is deployment method applicable to
large-scale networks with rigor environment. According to
virtual force algorithm, a certain acting force is assumed
between nodes, which promote the successful deployment
of nodes.
Literature [18] adopts the basic control mechanism
from virtual elastic network to deployment sensor
networks. In every virtual elastic network, each node is
considered as a particle, which moves regularly under the
influence of virtual force. If a pair of nodes is too close,
the elastic force between them will pull them apart. If the
distance between them is too large, the elastic force will
then push them closer. This is similar to the previously
mentioned deployment method based on virtual force, but
is still different in some aspects. The algorithm makes use
of elastic force between nodes to expand nodes from the
original compact and dense state to the whole area.
Decisions are made directly between nodes, free from
cluster headers. Literature [19] proposed a deployment
algorithm based on ideal fluid model. Inspired by fluid
dynamics, the paper proposed a new method to deploy
mobile sensor network in unknown area. According to the
physical rule of ideal fluid model, mobile sensor network
is considered as a sort of fluid, while sensor nodes as micro
fluid micelles. In the paper, fluid variables are projected
into sensor networks, with equation solution method,
initial condition and physical boundary condition given.
Based on Literature [19], the method is improved and
expanded to 3D deployment field, reaching good
deployment effect.
The rest part of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we analyse the ideal fluid dynamics model of
three-dimensional deployment for mobile sensor
networks. In Section 3, we solve the model mentioned in
Section 2 and establish the ideal fluid dynamics algorithm

of deployment. In Section 4, we simulate the ideal fluid
dynamics algorithm of deployment by using computer
software and evaluate its performance. Finally, in Section
5, we reach the main conclusions.
The rest part of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we analyse the ideal fluid dynamics model of
three-dimensional deployment for mobile sensor
networks. In Section 3, we solve the model mentioned in
Section 2 and establish the ideal fluid dynamics algorithm
of deployment. In Section 4, we simulate the ideal fluid
dynamics algorithm of deployment by using computer
software and evaluate its performance. Finally, in Section
5, we reach the main conclusions.
2 Analysis of ideal fluid control model
Nodes in sensor networks are independent individuals.
There is no friction between nodes. In this paper, sensor
networks are taken as ideal fluid. Ideal fluid omits
dissipation, viscous transport, mass diffusion and heat
conduction. Fluid model adopted in this paper defines fluid
as a set comprised by flowing infinitesimal fluid micelles.
Moreover, the paper is designed to study node motion. For
this reason, conservation of momentum shall be
considered. In other words, momentum equation followed
by fluid micelles is applied in sensor nodes, so as to make
nodes move following the rule, so as to realize sensor
network deployment.
In this paper, motion of nodes in three-dimensional
space Ω is researched. Moreover, the velocity along
direction x, y and z is separately represented with u, v and
w. Hereby, the three-dimensional expression of Euler
equation may be described with Equation (1). It establishes
the relation between the force on ideal fluid and the
accelerated velocity of fluid motion. This, it is the
foundation to study motions of ideal fluid, as well as an
important equation in fluid dynamics.

1
 fx 



1
 fy 



1
 fz 



p du

x dt
p dv

.
y dt
p dw

z dt

(1)

Equation (1) is an ideal fluid momentum equation,
where, ρ is fluid density, d/dt is derivative of velocity on
time, p refers to fluid pressure, fx, fy and fz are component
forces along directions of x, y and z; u, v and we are
velocity components of an infinitesimal fluid element
along directions of x, y and z. Expanding the derivative of
velocity on time:
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Definition of fluid variables used in Equation (1)-(3) in
wireless sensor networks is described in Table 1.

t
i

TABLE 1 Fluid Property and WSNs Property

(2)

Putting Equation (2) in Equation (1), (superscript and
subscript are directly added here) more detailed Euler
motion differential equation is shown as (3):
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Fluid Property

Symbol

Support Domain

Ω

WSNs Property
Local neighbourhood within
communication range

Position

x

Position vector

Velocity

v

Velocity control vector

Density

ρ

A measure of the number of nodes in Ω

Pressure

p

Body force

f

A parameter generating repulsion
among nodes
Flow control force vector

3.1 SOLUTION OF MODEL CONTROL EQUATION
(3)

Similar to computations in fluid dynamics, the velocity of
sensor nodes may as well be figured out by time iteration.
Taking Velocity Component u of Node i as the example,
assuming that the value of velocity component at Time t is
given, after a small time interval Δt, the value of velocity
component may be calculated with Taylor expansion, so as
to obtain the following equation:

In Equation (3), time derivative is on the left, and space
derivate is on the right. Subscript i and Superscript t
represents fluid element i's parameters of u, v, w, p, ρ and
f at the time of t.

uit  t  uit  (

3 Applying fluid concept to sensor networks

uit
 2 u t ( t ) 2
)t  ( 2i )
 ... .
t
2
t

(4)

Velocity component may be simply and approximately
described as the first two terms in Equation (4), i.e.:

In order to make use of the liquidity of ideal fluid to
analyse the deployment process of sensor network, the
network model is assumed as follows:
1) Nodes shall be able to move: Nodes in the network
shall be able to move freely, while the energy of nodes
shall be able to support nodes to move for a long distance
so as to realize the deployment, as well as affairs after the
deployment. This is the most fundamental ability of nodes,
as well as the basis for self-deployment of network.
2) Nodes shall be designed with the function of selfpositioning. Nodes shall be able to know their current
position and velocity in every phase. Such positioning
function is necessary for each node to determine the next
action in the deployment process.
3) Nodes shall be designed with the function to
perceive the environment. The perception coverage with
each sensor node may be considered as a circle with radius
of Rs. As for this, nodes are able to perceive the position of
obstacle, etc.
4) Nodes shall be designed with communication
function within finite range. The communication coverage
of each sensor node is defined by another circle with radius
of Rc. A sensor node shall be able to perceive the relative
position and velocity of its neighbour nodes within the
communication range.
5) Nodes shall be designed with calculation and
information fusion function. Useful information may be
extracted for decision-making, controlling motion
direction and velocity, so as to move freely.

uit  t  uit  (

uit
) t .
t

(5)

Putting Equation (3) in Equation (5), after a small time
interval Δt, the value of velocity component may be
described as:
t
 t t
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In calculation, equations of uit , vit , wit ,  it , and pit
may be put in Equation (6), so as to calculate the value of
velocity component by iteration, and to further figure out
the next position of Node i. In calculation, momentum
conservation law is followed. Motion of nodes abides by
the physical rule of fluid micelle.
3.2 CONSTRAINT CONDITION, INITIAL
CONDITION AND PHYSICAL BOUNDARY
CONDITION
The above has described node motion. However, when the
motion begins, there shall be initial conditions give.
Moreover, in the motion process, nodes' motion shall be
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limited. When nodes reach the boundary or encounter
obstacles, motion will also be changed. In the following,
these problems are to be solved.
1) Initial condition.
Time iteration method in Equation (5) needs to know
the initial value of velocity component in advance, as well
as present position before calculating the next position.
Before deployment, initial velocity and position of any
node may be known.
2) Physical boundary condition.
For ideal fluid, as there is no friction, flow velocity on
object plane is a finite non-zero value. Moreover, for
impervious walls, there is no mass inflow or out-flow
object plane. As for this, the velocity of fluid sticking close
to object plane shall be tangent with object plane. In other
words, the velocity component perpendicular to object
plane shall be zero, i.e. flowing on object plane is tangent
with object plane. This is the only object plane boundary
condition of frictionless flow. The value of velocity on
object plane, along with temperature, pressure and density
of fluid on object plane, will become a part of the solution.
As is shown by Figure 1, when the distance from node to
obstacle or boundary is smaller than d, the velocity will be
changed.

Boundary

Vi

v

Vn

d
V
node (i)

u

FIGURE 1 Object plane boundary condition

3) Constraint control condition.
Velocity component method in Equation (6) may be
used to calculate the velocity of sensor node. In reality,
owing to mobile equipment or other problems, the motion
velocity of network sensor nodes may be limited. As for
this, calculated velocity and accelerated velocity of sensor
nodes shall be mandatorily constrained, in case that they
exceed the threshold of velocity Vth and accelerated
velocity ath.
3.3 IDEAL FLUID DEPLOYMENT ALGORITHM
The entire Deployment Algorithm of Ideal Fluid Model is
shown in Algorithm 1.

ALGORITHM 1 Deployment Algorithm of Ideal Fluid Dynamics
Algorithm : Deployment Algorithm of Ideal Fluid Model
Requirement: Ω, N, C, Rc, Rs.
1:
Estimate number of nodes N based on expected Coverage Ratio C and volume of Ω
2:
At time t0, all of the N nodes are located at their initial positions
3:
For each node node_i at time t
4:
Parameters in Euler equation may be figured out by calculating the distance with neighbor nodes;
5:
Accelerated velocity ai of node along different direction may be calculated with parameters obtained from 4;
6:
Calculating node velocity vi;
7:
Judging if the velocity is larger than the prescribed threshold vth; if so, turn to 8; if not, turn to 9;
8:
Changing node velocity to threshold velocity;
9:
Calculating the position of the next step;
10:
Judging if the distance from node to obstacle or boundary is smaller than the prescribed distance; if so turn to 11; if not turn
to 12;
11:
Changing velocity according to boundary condition, and turning to 9;
12:
Node moves to the calculated position;
13:
Judging if the target coverage is reached; if so, turn to 14; if not, turn to 4;
14:
End For
15:
All nodes have reached equilibrium, algorithm ends.

With a 3D plot, the principle of the algorithm in this
paper can be clearly demonstrated, as is shown in Figure
2. This is a 3D plot simulated with software, and the
deployment area Ω is a space with the dimension of
10x10x10. The initial deployment position of node is a
corner in the area, as is shown in the left plot. The small
black dots are exactly the mobile nodes to be deployed.
The right plot shows the spatial distribution of nodes after
deployment. It can be seen from the plot that, nodes have
been expanded from the initial positions to the whole
space.
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FIGURE 2 Demonstration of the Deployment Process
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consider the coverage so as to ensure the connection. At
the moment, coverage contains connection problems.
Please refer to Table 2 for simulation parameters in
Figure 3. The circumstance after deployment is shown in
the left plot. In the plot, the cube represents the volume of
the region (area Ω). Tiny black dots represent the positions
of nodes; blue spheres are used to indicate the sensing
radius. In order to watch them clearly, only the sensing
radius of partial nodes are displayed. Nodes can probe the
environment and collect information in its sensing radius
Rs. Similarly, it may be influenced by the Coulomb's force
from its adjacent nodes, and repulsive force from the
obstacles as well. The communication radius of Node Rc is
greater than the sensing radius Rs. Nodes are able to
exchange information mutually within the communication
radius. The initial positions of the nodes are in the centre
of Region Ω (being close to the coordinates [5,5,5]).
Imaginably, node density at the beginning is practically
very large. When deployment is started, all the nodes are
forced by un-balanced Coulomb's force, starting to move
to fill the entire region, and eventually reaching
equilibrium, as is shown in Figure 3. The right plot shows
the change in Coverage and Uniformity versus time during
the deployment process described in the left plot. The xcoordinate is the simulation time T; the y-coordinate on the
left is the uniformity; the y-coordinate on the right
represents the coverage. We can see from the right plot
that, at the initial moment of deployment, the nodes only
cover a small part of the region because they are all
initially positioned in the centre of Ω. Therefore the
coverage is practically low (<20%). With time elapsed and
all nodes are in motion, the coverage tends to grow, and
reaches equilibrium after a certain moment (about
Time=9). This begins when the coverage reaches
maximum (about 100%), and lasts until the simulation is
over. The value of uniformity is initially around 1.8 when
the simulation begins. Then it decreases rapidly shortly
after the deployment begins, eventually, tends to be around
0.3. Because uniformity represents standard deviations, so
the smaller it is, the more uniform the 正network
常 部 署 is.

4 Simulation results
Numerous simulations have been carried out in various
environments to investigate the performance of our
approach. Parameter settings of our simulations are
indicated in Table 2 with reference to the related figure
number.
TABLE 2 Simulation settings by figure number
Figure 4

Figure 5

10×10×10

10×10×10

Node number (NN)

100

100

100

Rs, Rc

2; 4

2; 4

2; 4

damping factor (Df)
ath, vth
Time (T)
t
Obstacles
ROIs

2.0

2.0

2.0

2; 1
15
0.1
0
0

2; 1
15
0.1
1
0

2; 1
15
0.1
0
1

4.1 COVERAGE AND UNIFORMITY
Generally, coverage can be considered as the service
quality of a sensor network. Gage invented the concept of
coverage in the research of multi-robot systems [20]. This
paper defines it as the ratio between the sum of the
coverage volume of all nodes and the volume of the entire
target region, as is shown in Equation (7). The definition
of the sum of the coverage volume is taken from the
concept of union in the Set Theory, thus the coverage is
usually no larger than 1.

i
Coverage 

i 1,..., N

.



(7)

The uniformity of coverage is a well-defined standard
to measure the service life of a network. Article [21]
describes the concept as the standard deviation of distance
between nodes. Smaller standard deviation means better
coverage uniformity of the network. However, this
approach for measuring uniformity is under perfection. We
take the grid approach to calculate uniformity in this paper,
i.e. dividing the whole region into N small cubes with the
same volume, and then figuring out the standard deviation
of the nodes contained in these small cubes, as is shown in
Equation (8).
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FIGURE 3 Normal deployment

In the left plot in Figure 4, the solid spheres represent
obstacles. In the previous sections we mentioned that
obstacle can be considered stationary charge with same
sign. But the charge it carries is proportional to its size,
which means the larger it is, the more charge it carries.
There is only one obstacle in the left plot. We can adjust
the distance from nodes to the obstacles by configuring the
amount of charges that the obstacle carries. It is shown in

In the equation, ni is the total number of nodes in the ith
small cube and n is the mean of nodes number in each
cube. So far, we have discussed the relation between
communication and coverage. Article [22] has proved that
when the communication range of node is twice or larger
than the sensing range, coverage will contain pure
connections. In practical deployment, we only have to
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the left plot that, due to the repulsive force from the
obstacles, nodes will be deployed at a distance with the
obstacle to avoid them. This is highly meaningful in
applications. To keep the nodes away from hazard or
unreachable region can minimize node damage, indicating
the algorithm's self-adaption. The right plot shows the
change in coverage and uniformity versus time during the
deployment process. We can see that because of the
obstacles, the region is not completely covered by nodes.
The maximum coverage is less than 1. In the meantime,
compared with Figure 3, the value of uniformity is higher
after nodes have reached equilibrium, due to reduction of
uniformity because of obstacles.

meantime, compared with Figured 3, the value of
uniformity is higher after nodes have reached equilibrium,
due to reduction of uniformity because
of部ROIs.
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Most previous researches on sensor networks are limited
to 2d planes, neglecting the vertical fall of the deployment
area, while taking the area as a flat plane. With people’s
continual exploration on space, underwater, underground
and other regions, 3D sensor networks are gradually
becoming a research hot spot. Yet, 2D algorithms are no
longer applicable to 3D deployment. As for this,
deployment algorithms under 3D environment have to be
researched.
The proposed ideal fluid model is analysed in this
paper, and the concept of flow field model is applied in
deployment of wireless sensor networks. Sensor networks
are abstracted as ideal fluid. In the deployment process,
motion of nodes follows momentum conservation law of
fluid micelle. A simulation experiment is performed in this
paper with the proposed deployment algorithm as the
experimental subject. Coverage and uniformity are 2
indexes employed to evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithm. Shown by the simulation result, the
deployment algorithm based on ideal fluid model for
sensor networks leads to good effect.

Coverage(%)

8

0
15

FIGURE 4 Deployment with Obstacles

In the left plot in Figure 5, the black little solid spheres
represent sensor nodes while the three big spheres
represent the ROIs (Range of Interesting). We noted that
ROI can be considered stationary charge with opposite
sign. While the charge ROI carries is proportional to its
size, which means the larger it is, the more charge it
carries. There are three ROIs in the left plot. We can adjust
the distance from nodes to the ROIs by configuring the
amount of charges that the ROI carries. It is shown in the
left plot that, due to the attractive force from the ROIs,
nodes will be deployed close to them. This is highly
meaningful in applications. To put more attentions to the
region needed monitor. The right plot shows the change in
coverage and uniformity versus time during the
deployment process. We can see that because of the ROIs,
the region is completely covered by nodes. When the
maximum coverage is reached, it decreases slowly with
time for nodes tend to move toward to the ROIs. In the
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Abstract
In order to solving the problem of the multiple bullet target matching and multiple bullet three-dimensional trajectory calculation., this
article proposes a method for bullet three-dimensional trajectory measurement based on an adaptive multiple target surface and multiple
iteration algorithm. In this method, it set up a virtual cuboids target space, which includes multiple bullet trajectories. It used two high
speed cameras, one in left and another in right, to capture images. In the vertical direction of the bullet flying, these images were
segmented into infinite plane, which are multiple target surfaces. It used the projective transformation to recover the target twodimensional image from the left and the right images, and repeated this process until finding the bullet point in left view is coincide
with that in right view. If the points were found, it indicated that it achieves the goal's accurately matching and every space location of
the bullet. The simulation experimental results show that this method is feasible, image processing and analysis is merely influenced
by background. This method can effectively realize the bullet three-dimensional trajectory target matching, and it has strong
manoeuvrability.
Keywords: three-dimensional trajectory, target matching, perspective transformation, multiple iterations, adaptive multiple target surface

noise interference and influence [4, 5]. Due to the
complexity of imaging in the scene condition as well as a
variety of different sensor has the characteristics of
different imaging mechanism, the features of the
extraction of image stabilization point will sometimes be
very difficult. But when handling the bullet target
matching in the actual situation, if the background of
image is relatively complex, so the extraction of feature
points is inevitably affected by the noise and caused error
rate in the extraction of feature points, which lead to the
decrease of matching precision. So the above methods
cannot fully applicable to the situation, it need to find a
new method that is less affected by the environment, and
can be accurate and efficient implementation of the target
matching. The adaptive multiple target surface represents
a planar target surface can be unlimited extension and the
distance between the planes can be equidistance change.
Thus, this paper proposes a new adaptive multiple target
surface iteration method to achieve the objectives
matching. By finding about camera imaging of left and
right view the same target at the same time in the same
plane to achieve the goal of matching. The method by the
left and right view image perspective transformation [6-8]
front view image then compare the pixels in the graph in
the face to judge the pixels are consistent about the
corresponding view of whether the bullet is the same goal.
This method is rapid, easy to solve the matching problem
of the bullet, thus calculated to the three-dimensional
coordinate in the process of bullet flight.

1 Introduction
In the field of the three-dimensional coordinates and the
three-dimensional trajectory, a key question is how to
achieve multi-target bullet points of the match of the twodimensional image on the left and right cameras. How to
automatically and efficiently improve the accuracy of
matching that is an important link in achieving the bullet
matching. The commonly used image matching
technology is mainly divided into the method based on
pixel and the method based on feature [1-3]. Based on the
direct method is to directly calculate the difference value
of image pixel grey value and that the same part of the
pixel grey value should be inferior to different parts of the
pixel grey value of value. This method is simple and
intuitive, but the drawback is a large amount of calculation,
and as the image has a larger under the condition of
different rotation and illumination, the method cannot
obtain satisfactory results. In order to reduce the grey-scale
image matching method based on the false match rate and
improve the matching algorithm noise is less affected by
noise, so the method based on characteristic is presented.
Based on the characteristics of the method is to extract
contains important image feature points from the necessary
matching image, and then use similarity measure for image
feature points matching. The commonly used features are
edge, outline linear and angular point in image matching.
Matching based on feature for image distortion has certain
robustness, but its matching performance largely depends
on the quality of the image feature extraction, and this kind
of method of image feature extraction are susceptible to
*
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2.2 THE PRINCIPLE OF MODEL ANALYSIS

2 Adaptive target face multiple iterative method
principle

When we use two array high-speed cameras, which are
placed in both the left and right sides to capture images of
the bullet flight, the imaging process of each image can be
seen stationary. Because of rotation and translation,
orthography is formed on the image plane when we move
the observation point and the image plane on condition that
the object plane is stationary. The imaging process can be
seen as a plane, which the actual orthography plane is
mapped to at any angle. That is to say, the imaging process
is the projective transformation, which transfers from a
two-dimensional planar scene to another, the point, which
transfers from one plane to another [9].
Therefore, the transformation can be expressed as H,
which is a 3×3 holography regardless of global scale factor
in the projective space [10-13]. Thus, H has 8 DOF. As
shown in Equation (1), M is the homogeneous coordinates
in the plane of the scene; m is the imaging coordinates on
the image plane.

2.1 ADAPTIVE MULTIPLE TARGET SURFACE
MODEL
In reality, the bullet’s flying process can be seen as the
bullet through countless planes, which are parallel to each
other. As shown in Figure 1, the bullet’s flying state can be
expressed as a process that the bullet flies through the first
plane to the N-th planar. The plane is parallel to each other
and the relative distance is very tiny. So three-dimensional
coordinate received in each plane when the bullet flies
through each plane can be used to represent the bullet’s
flying 3D trajectory figure.

M  Hm .

Thus, according to the camera model, Equation (1) can
be rewritten as Equation (2) by transformation. The
coordinates on the plane of random point M is (X, Y, Z) the
corresponding coordinates of image point is (u, v, 1).
Through calculating multiple points, we can obtain
holography transferring Equation (1) to Equation (2).

Plane N

u1
0

u2

0


un
0


Plane 1
FIGURE 1 The process of the bullet flying

Through the theoretical analysis above, we can adopt
the virtual plane, which is made of 8 landmark point when
the bullet flies through it. The plane ABCD is parallel to
the plane EFGH, and the line AD, BC, EH, FG are
horizontal and have equal spaces. If we divide the planes
between the plane ABCD and plane EFGH in average, we
can get N parallels planes and form random number of
parallel planes. The bullet’s flying through the
construction plane is shown in Figure 2.
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Assuming that the cameras on both sides film the same
target, and adopting the unified reference coordinate
system, then we can get that the coordinates (X, Y) of
random point M on the scene plane are the same, while the
imaging coordinates (u, v) on the imaging plane resulted
from left and right view are different. Thus, the
relationship between pixels of front view images and
pixels of different angle images can be obtained from the
deformation of Equation (4) and expressed as Equation (5).
The coordinates (u, v) is on the imaging plane after the
perspective transformation, while (u’,v’) is on the front
view coordinates.

H

A

(1)

bullet

B

C

FIGURE 2 The bullet’s flying through the construction plane
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collected images are not front view image. The bullets 1
and 2 at the same time t are not in the same plane of the
actual three-dimensional space.

0  X 1u1

(3)

FIGURE 3 The different imaging bullets in the left and right camera

As the same target that the camera of both sides film at
the same time must meet the actual space target in one
plane of real space. As shown in Figure 3, target 1 is in the
adaptive multiple target surface plane M1 at the moment t.
Suppose that the four fixed points are ABCD, you’ll get
these four image point coordinates after image of left and
right view. The image point on the left side of these four
fixed points in the M plane is marked as A1, while the right
side is marked as A2. The image point of front view with
the uniform size is marked as B. We can obtain the
perspective transformation relationship between left view
and right view of the uniform size through Equation (5). It
can get Equations (6) and (7).

Thus, perspective transformation can be simplified as
the relationship between pixels of front view images and
image point of the plane image after the perspective
transformation. As shown in Equation (3), A is pixel
coordinates of image after perspective transformation. B is
pixel coordinates of the front view, is the perspective
transformation function.

A  B,

(4)

We can get the perspective transformation function
expressed as Equation (5) from Equation (4).

  ( AT A) 1 AT B,

(5)

A11  B,

(6)

A2 2  B .

(7)

Apply 1 and 2 separately to the left and right view,
we can recover the coordinates of bullet point target1_left
on the left to the coordinates in the front view and we will
get the new image coordinates B1. When recover the
coordinates of bullet point target1_right on the right to the
coordinates in the front view, we will get the new image
coordinates B2. Because target1_left and A1 are in the left
view images of M1 plane, target1_right and A2 are in the
left view image of M1 plane, and target1_left and
target1_right are the images of target1, then we can obtain
Equation (8) from Equations (6) and (7).

If there are n corresponding points, we will get 2n
equations about perspective transformation function, so we
can get the corresponding perspective transformation
function through 4 groups corresponding points. Because
the perspective transformation is the relationship from
pixel coordinates on one plane to another, so we can get
different perspective transform coefficients from different
front views of different sizes. At the same time, we can get
different perspective distortion when we film the same
object in a different angle, and the image of front view in
different position is different. In order to make the
subsequent match precisely intuitive, we should choose the
front view of same size, so that we can guarantee the
consistent results offering convenience for subsequent
image processing.
Using the double array camera capturing the image of
the bullet flight, we can obtain the bullet’s both sides
images when the bullet flies through the adaptive multiple
target surfaces. As shown in Figure 3, the left and right
view image represents the bullet 1 and bullet 2 fly through
the plane and respectively at the same time. When the left
camera and the right camera to capture the bullet image,
the angle of the camera, which led to the left, and right
view image has the projective transformation, so the

A11  A2 2 .

(8)

Then, it can transfer Equation (8) to Equations (9) and
(10).

At11  B1 ,

(9)

At 2 2  B2 .

(10)

Therefore, we can get that the coordinates of B1 and
B2 are the same. So we can finish the match of bullet
points through finding the intersection plane in which the
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image points of front view are fit by multiple iterations.
The image is shown in Figure 4.

ul ml 33  ml13 
X 
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 ml14  ul ml 34 
m v m 
 l 24 l l 34 
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 mr 24  vr mr 34 

(13)

3 Experimental analysis and simulation

FIGURE 4 Perspective transformation relations of the same bullet

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME
Assume that the two bullet targets are both in M1 plane.
We can respectively recover the two bullet targets to the
front view through perspective transformation. The
recovery of bullet 1 can be obtained by Equation (9) and
Equation (10), at the moment the bullet 1 is in M1 plane,
and we can get the same bullet coordinate points. For the
bullet 2, through the same principle analysis, the
coordinate of the left image is At11, while the right is At22,
and the images of front view are C1 and C2. They are shown
in Equations (11) and (12):

At111  C1 ,

(11)

At 22 1  C2 .

(12)

In order to prove that the proposed algorithm can be
implemented with, as well as to solve problems in practical
application, experimental simulation standard 5.56mm
bullets, high-speed analogue camera with PhantomV12.1.
Camera that full frame resolution of 1280×800, full frame
shooting rate of 6,242 frames/sec, the maximum recording
rate of up to 1,000,000 frames/sec, experimental
simulation 6,242 frames/sec.
Given experimental conditions,
cannot get
PhantomV12.1 speed cameras. So using old-fashioned
shoot animation processing forms, taking photos with a
digital camera to simulate every artificial speed camera
frames of all, according to the bullet velocity 860m/s, each
piece can be calculated bullet moving distance of about
0.137 meters, after several manual shooting, and
ultimately can get high-speed camera to capture the effect
on the bullet. If it does not consider the iris of the camera,
capture efficiency and the target, respectively, this and the
actual site situation is almost the same, so it can be used to
verify the algorithm.
Specific structure of experiments shown in Figure 4,
which constitute a rectangle EFGH is the target region of
the bullet, the trajectory of the bullet 1 and 2. With two thin
leads from the target surface area, put a line marker bullet
black fake bullet marks, as the bullet frame shooting
targets, which two thin three-dimensional trajectory as a
follow-up compared in order to test the correctness of
trajectory calculation.

While in practice, the bullet 2 is not in M1 plane of the
actual space, but in M2 plane. Thus, the coordinates of C1
and C2, which resulted from the transformation of
perspective transformation function in the front view can
not recover the both sides images to the front view images
in M2 plane where the bullet 2 is. So the coordinates of C1
and C2 will not overlap. The recovered front view images
of bullet 1 and bullet 2 are shown in Figure 5.

FIGURE 5 Perspective transformation relations of the two bullets

Through the principle of the analysis, we can clear the
match of bullet points and achieve the goal of one to one
correspondence. According to Equation (13), we can
calculate the type 3d coordinates ( X w , Yw , Z w ) of space
target. The parameters with the letter l are calibration
parameters and pixel coordinates of the left camera, while
the parameters with the letter r are calibration parameters
and pixel coordinates of the right camera in Equation (13).
FIGURE 6 Test chart of the algorithm
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AE, BF, CG, DH are perpendicular to the target surface
EFGH four thin, with the target area together constitute a
virtual rectangular multi- target surface, A-H these eight
signs point constructed bullet during flight through space
plane. Where in the surface and the surface is a surface
parallel to each other, the distance between the same.
Figure 6 is a schematic structural view of a test algorithm,
Figure 7 is a left side of the camera seen from the test
structure, and the structure of the right side of the camera
as seen in Figure 7 is symmetrical.
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FIGURE 10 Right camera virtual surface composed of eight landmarks
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FIGURE 7 Bullet flying through the virtual target surface

600

This experiment uses a digital camera for two virtual
analogue bullets through the process of shooting the target
surface, and gets a series of shots left and right view
images. Figure 8 and 9 show the left and right camera
capture the two bullets images at a time.
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FIGURE 11 Left camera virtual surface composed of eight landmarks

Thus, it can be divided into 20 for AD, BC, EH; FG and
these points with the same distance are connected in turn,
which forming 20 parallel planes. So there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the 20 parallel planes and the
equidistance 20 planes in three-dimensional space. The
result of image segmentation of equidistance is shown in
Figures 12 and 13.

FIGURE 8 Left camera to
capture the two bullets

FIGURE 9 Right camera to
capture the two bullets

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Read the collected images in matlab, because the eight
landmarks and the two bullets target are small, their
coordinates can be manually obtained by selecting the
centre of their coordinates. After getting A-H the eight
landmark coordinates, connect their coordinates in turn.
The result is shown in Figures 10 and 11.

FIGURE 12 The uniform cutting plane of the right view
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the right view image bullet11 coordinates through
transformation to get the coordinates c3 in front view, at
the same time; bullet2 coordinate is converted to
coordinate c4. From the coordinates of the results shows
that c1 and c3 is the same, coordinates c2 and c4 are not
equal. Through the analysis of Equations (9)-(12), the
bullet11 into the plane MNOP, the bullet12 is not on the
plane MNOP at this time, which can be found through the
recovery of left and right view the coplanar planes, is to
determine the bullet points around the image matching.
FIGURE 13 The uniform cutting plane of the left view

First assumption, two bullets bullet1 and bullet2
imaging are in the same plane ABCD at the same time. By
formula it can respectively calculate the perspective
transformation relations function about the left, right
image plane and the uniform size of the front view. Then,
applying the function to the left image and right as the
recovery of the bullet point coordinates. Figure 14 shows
the two bullets bullet1 and bullet2 in the left view image
by perspective transformation to get the two bullets
coordinates b1 and b2 in front view image. Figure15 shows
the two bullets bullet1 and bullet2 in the right view image
by perspective transformation to get the two bullets
coordinates b2 and b4 in front view image. By comparing
the coordinate size, b1, b2 and b3, b4 the coordinates of
the points are not the same. Through the analysis of
Equations (11) and (12), the two bullets are not on the
plane ABCD at the moment, as it not find the bullet into
the actual plane at the moment.

FIGURE 16 The bullets’ coordinates C1 and C2 by the left image
MNOP conversion

FIGURE 17 The bullets’ coordinates c3 and c4 by the right image
MNOP conversion

Through the above algorithm, multiple iterations
around until it finds the coordinates of the bullet is
consistent, that is sure to know the same bullet’s imaging
point in the left and right view. About as long as it can find
a set of matching bullets coordinates, then the continuity
of the trajectory of the bullet image may be used for
matching judgment, then can realize the bullet match in
each moment.
Determine the internal and external parameters of
camera by camera calibration and combining the
Equation (13) that can calculate the bullet’s threedimensional coordinate. Connect the three-dimensional
coordinates of the bullet that can get the bullet’s threedimensional trajectory. Figure 18 shows the simulation
results of the three-dimensional trajectory.

FIGURE 14 The bullets’ coordinates b1 and b2 by the left image ABCD
conversion

50

FIGURE 15 The bullets’ coordinates b3 and b4 by the right image
ABCD conversion

40

Through to the next image plane of the same algorithm,
iterative until it finds the coordinate of a bullet is same on
the front view image by restoring the left and right view
image. Through iteration, it gets a front view of the
uniform image plane MNOP, and the result is shown in
Figures 16 and 17. Figure 16 shows the left view image
bullet11 coordinates through transformation to get the
coordinates c1 in front view, at the same time, bullet2
coordinate is converted to coordinate c2. Figure 17 shows
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FIGURE 18 Three-dimensional trajectory of the two bullets
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corresponding coordinates in a front view of time
consistent with the target point is about the same time the
same target in the viewpoint of a real space in the same
plane. This method is an iterative search to find the target
by multiple coordinators’ consistent elevation view, while
the left and right camera will determine the corresponding
match point in the bullet. This method is convenient and
feasible experimental procedure. The image processing
from the surrounding environment can quickly and
accurately find the corresponding matching point and thus,
can create a three-dimensional bullet trajectories.

4 Conclusions
In order to obtain the flight trajectory of the bullet diagram
is the three-dimensional coordinates of different points in
time, the need to solve a major problem is that the presence
of multi-target, so the camera one by one to the bullet point
target pair. This process as the bullet flying through the
numerous virtual planes parallel to each other in the
process, and the left view image converted by the
perspective transformation is a front view of the image.
Through multiple iterative methods to find the
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Abstract
Intelligent algorithm is developing rapidly with the development of computer technology. And it is widely used in scientific research
and industrial application. As a kind of intelligent algorithm, particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been used in solving problem for
a long time. It is based on the bird group behaviour and uses biological group model to find the optimal solution. Its advantages are
fast calculation speed and easy implementation while the disadvantages are easily getting into the local extreme, slow convergence
speed in the late evolutionary and poor precision. In order to avoid the disadvantages, some modification has been studied for PSO
algorithm and establishes the concentration degree and steady degree based PSO (CS-PSO) algorithm in the paper. Based on the
convergence performance of particle swarm depends on the particle exploration ability, search space has been adaptively adjusted to
improve the convergence performance of particle swarm optimization with the variation of optimal fitness value. Corresponding
adjusted method has been shown in the paper. According to the example verification, the CS-PSO is effective and then the algorithm
is used in the bellow structure optimization.
Keywords: intelligent algorithm, particle swarm optimization, space adjusted, experimental test

into the local extreme, slow convergence speed in the late
evolutionary and poor precision.
In PSO, each solution of the optimization problem is a
bird in space, which we call "particle". All the particles
have a fitness value, which is determined the optimized
function. Each particle has a speed to determine the
direction and distance. Then particles follow the current
optimal particle to search in the solution space.
PSO is initialized to a group of random particles
(stochastic), and then through the iteration to find the
optimal solution. In each iteration, particle is updated by
following two extreme values. The first is the optimal
solution found by particles themselves, and this solution is
called. The other extreme is the optimal solution found by
all the particles, and this solution is called. It is also just
to one part of the particles as neighbour instead of all the
particles. In this condition, the optimal solution is the local
optimal solution. When particles find the two optimal
solutions, they will update the information of themselves.
Iteration termination condition usually select
maximum iterative times or current optimal position fit for
the minimum adaptive threshold as the terminal
conditions. The basic particle swarm optimization will not
need the user to determine many parameters, so the method
is quite convenient. But it is easy to fall into local
optimum, and the search accuracy is not high. Therefore,
it is necessary to improve [20-25].
Although there is many improved method for PSO, it
still has room to grow. In order to avoid the disadvantages,
some modification has been studied for PSO algorithm and
establishes the concentration degree and steady degree

1 Introduction
Intelligent computing is also known as "soft computing",
which is affected by natural rules of enlightenment.
According to its principle, imitate the algorithm to solve
the problems. Principle of bionics design (including the
design algorithm) is intelligent computing thought.
Intelligent algorithms [1-5] are more and more widely used
in solving different optimization problems. Programming
of the intelligent algorithm includes linear programming
[6-9], dynamic programming [10-12], etc. The content
includes many algorithm, such as artificial neural network
[13-15], genetic algorithm [16], simulated annealing
algorithm [17], and swarm intelligence technology [18].
As an important kind of intelligent algorithm, the PSO
is easy to realize with not too many parameters need to be
adjusted. It needs not differentiable derivative and related
information. PSO can be used as a permutation and
combination optimization method to solve mixed integer
nonlinear problems [19].
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is a new
evolutionary algorithm which is developed by Kennedy
and Eberhart in 1995. The basic idea is inspired by results
of bird group behaviour, and use and improved the
biological group model developed by biologists to provide
the particles fly to the optimal results in solution space. It
belongs to a class of stochastic global optimization
technique and finds optimal regions in complex search
spaces through the interaction between particles. Its
advantages are fast calculation speed and easy
implementation while the disadvantages are easily getting
*
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based PSO (CS-PSO) algorithm in the paper. Based on the
convergence performance of particle swarm depends on
the particle exploration capability, search space has been
adaptively adjusted to improve the convergence
performance of particle swarm optimization with the
variation of optimal fitness value. The main contribution
of the paper is the proposition of an improved PSO
algorithm (CS-PSO). The remainder of the paper is
organized as follows: Standard PSO algorithm is described
in section 2. CS-PSO method, including some definition
and the mathematical model is shown in section 3.
Examples verification and engineering application are
shown in section 4. Application introduction is shown in
section 5. And the conclusion is described in section 6.

vector

in k-th times of iteration found by all the particles, which
is called Gbest .
The inertia coefficient would vary in the search process
with the principle of Equation (3).

  max 

 xdk ) ,

best position of the particle i at time k, and set g best (k ) as
the best position of all particle's fitness value. Then we
define the concentration degree con _ deg(k ) as the
following:

(2)

where, ω is the inertia coefficient; r1 and r2 are the random
number between 0 and 1. Generally, c1  c2  2 . Position
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Apparently, con _ deg(k ) is between 0 and 1. After
iteration for a certain time, con _ deg(k ) would move
close to 1. This means the particles concentrate together.

gbest (k )
 S
1
gbest (i, k )
S
 i 1
ste _ deg( k )  
gbest (k )

lim
S
1

pbest (i, k )

S
i 1


(3)

In this paper, we will give some definitions and these
definitions would be used in the modified PSO method.
Definition 1: Set pbest (i, k ) as the fitness value for the

(1)

 xdk )  c2r2 ( pgk

k .

3.1 DEFINITION

and vdk . The position and speed of (k  1) times of
iteration would be updated by the Equations (1) and (2).

 c1r1( pdk

k max

How to improve global convergence performance of PSO
is always one of the focuses of current research. The
convergence performance of particle swarm depends on
the particle exploration capability in the solution space.
The global convergence performance of PSO algorithm
can be improved by improving the particles search ability.

For arbitrary particle d in the space, position and speed
updated at k-th times iteration can be expressed as the xdk

 vdk

max  min

3 CS-PSO method

2.1 STANDARD PSO algorithm

vdk 1

is the optimal position in k-th times iteration of

particle d, which is called pbest. p gk is the optimal position

2 PSO

xdk 1  xdk  vdk 1 ,

pdk

con _ deg(k ) reflects all particle concentration degree at
time k .
Definition 2: Set the steady degree ste _ deg(k ) as:

M

p

best (i, k )

0

i 1

.

S

p

best (i, k )

(5)

0

i 1
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In the definition, S is the smooth order. It usually uses
an integer between 10 and 200. ste _ deg(k ) is also
between 0 and 1. After iteration for a certain time, the
ste _ deg(k ) would move close to 1. Then, the velocity of
the particle is approximately to 0. It reflects the steady
degree of the particle at the time k.
Obviously, at a certain time in the iteration, all or part
of the particles can be modified to jump out of local
solutions to obtain the global optimal solutions with the
concentration and stable degree of the particle.

the occurrence of this phenomenon by effective measures
to provide finer search for the small range of the global
optimal solution to improve the efficiency and accuracy.
In this condition, search space should be adaptively
adjusted to improve the convergence performance of
particle swarm optimization with the variation of optimal
fitness value.
Main idea of the CS-PSO.
Set g best (k ) as the fitness value of particle swarm
optimization at the iteration step K, the corresponding
optimal position is xg  ( xg1, xg 2 ,...,xgN ) . The original

3.2 CONCENTRATION AND STEADY DEGREE
BASED PSO ALGORITHM (CS-PSO)

variation interval of dth dimension variable particle is
region (d )  [sleft d , srightd ] , d  1,2,...,N . Shrinkage
factor of the interval   (0,1) and maximum permissible
error of the interval is δ. After iteration for K steps, then
g best (k )  g best (k  L)   , and K  L  0 , ε is the
permissible error with given fitness. L is a positive integer.
Adjustment of particle swarm search space will be given
according to the following formula:

Searching in the standard PSO algorithm, particle swarm
will move to the local minimum or global minimum
convergence. In this case, PSO often has searched the
region or close region with global optimal position in it.
Then, the searching speed is much slower than earlier
period, the search speed is almost zero and the local search
ability is extremely low. Therefore, it is necessary to avoid

[ xgd   (1   )( xgd  sleft  d ), xgd   (1   )(sright  d  xgd )]

if max srght  d  sleft  d  
region (d )  
, d  1,2,...,N .
[ sleft  d , sright  d ]
others






So, as the iteration proceeds, convergence speed of
particle swarm optimization ability and local exploration
would be enhanced according to the contraction of particle
swarm search space to improve the convergence accuracy
of particle swarm. When it at a certain moment and the
solution space contraction to a certain extent, it can be
extended particle swarm search space to provide all
particles have fully variation in the new space to jump out
of local optimum to obtain the global optimum. This
method can balance the efficiency and precision of the
optimization process"
The CS-PSO algorithm can be divided in to some steps
as shown in Figure 1.

(6)

4 Verification
4.1 MATHEMATICS MODEL VERIFICATION
Parameters in the PSO will be set as: the inertia weight of
the maximum and minimum values is 0.9 and 0.1
respectively. Maximum iteration number is 2000 and
independent operation for 50 times.
1) Test function is shown as the following:

min f1 ( x)  ( x1  10)3  ( x2  20)3 ,
 100  ( x1  5) 2  ( x2  5) 2  0

S.t ( x1  6) 2  ( x2  5) 2  82.81  0 ,
 13  x  100,
0  x2  100
1


The global optimal solution is x*  (13.985,0.8216) ,
and then f ( x* )  6908.324 .
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Set the parameters:
particles size: M
iteration weight: ω
accelerating factor: c1, c2
permissible error with given fitness: ε
Shrinkage factor of the interval: α
maximum permissible error of the interval:δ
Iteration step length: L
Fitness value calculation of each particle

Determination of individual and global
optimal position
Analyze the variation characteristics of fitness
value of the particle swarm

Change the search space?
No
Yes
Adjust the search space

Compare the fitness value of each particle with
the best position fitness value pbest and gbest
Better or not?
No

Yes
Replace the value

Keep the value with no
change

No

Is the results meet the demand ?
Yes
Output result and finish
the calculation
FIGURE 1 Flow chart of CS-PSO

2) Test function is shown as the following:

min f1 ( x)  ( x1  10)3  ( x2  20)3 .
0  85.125  0.005723x2 x5  0.000624 x1 x4  0.002204 x3 x5  100

2
90  80.5125  0.007231x2 x5  0.0030032 x1 x2  0.0021813x3  110
S.t. 
.
25  9.300736  0.0047012 x3 x5  0.0012591x1 x3  0.00190021x3 x4  25
75  x  103, 33  x  50 25  x  45, i  3, 4,5
1
2
i
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The optimal value is f ( x )  680 .

The optimal value is f ( x )  0.800001 , while the

*

*

x  (0.8,0.2) .
Table 1 gives the results comparison of algorithm
proposed in the paper and other algorithms referred in
other paper. In the table, results of algorithm proposed in
the paper show better performance than PSO.H and GA
algorithms. The optimal value found by the particle size of
20 with the method proposed in the paper has a good
performance with the optimal value found by particle size
of 20 with the other method. For some functions, algorithm
proposed here can get better results.
*

3) min f 3 ( x)  x12  ( x2 1) 2 .
2

x  x  0
S.t  2 1

 1  xi  1,

i  1,2

.

The optimal value is f ( x* )  0.74 .
4) min f 4 ( x)  x12  4 x2 2 .

 x1  x2  1  0

S.t  x2  1  0
.
 x  x  1  0
 1 2
TABLE 1 Results comparison with other algorithms
TRPSO
Particles size M=40;
M=20;
c1=c2=1
c1=c2=1.8
-6961.813876
-6961.813876
-30665.538672
-30665.538672
0.749912
0.749917

Functio
n
f1(x)
f2(x)
f2(x)

f(x*) M=20;
c1=c2=1.8

PSO.H

GA

-6961.813876
-30665.538672
0.749990

-6961.7
-30665.5
0.75

-6952.1
-30664.5
0.75

TABLE 2 Results comparison with other algorithms
Function
f3(x)
f4(x)

TRPSO
MRR
TRPSO
MRR

Number of
experiments
50
10
50
10

Effect number of
experiments
50
6
50
10

The algorithm in calculation is compared with the other
algorithms by the convergence rate and stability. The
results are shown in Table 2. It is shown that the
convergence efficiency and velocity of the algorithm in
this paper are higher. The experimental results show the
effectiveness and rationality of the proposed algorithm,
which means certain advantage of the algorithm.

Mean number of
iteration
12.1
30
16.3
25

discrete variables, and x1 , x2 , x3 are integer multiple while
x4 is the integer multiple of 0.2.
The constraint condition of the self-variable are:
1  x1  10

1  x2  10
.

30  x  70
0.6  x4  1.2
Corrugated pipe material is 316L and the design
temperature is 300℃. The pitch of waves is q  41mm ,
and fatigue life cycles is 10500 times. Taken steel plate
utilization into consideration, the bellows expansion
length should be 500 mm with an error less than 5%.
Constraint conditions of calculation method, relevant
parameters, strength, stability and fatigue life of the
bellows are referred with related papers. For the
simplification of calculation, strength factor of Cm  3.0
are adopted. Then, the mathematics model for the bellow
can be described as the following:
Q
Find X ( x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) to provide the min f ( x)  ,
E
Q  ( Db  x1 x3 )  3.14 x1 x3  , L  (2 x3  0.57lq) x2  2Ll ,
where, ρ is the density of bellow material; Db is the
diameter.
Q  ( Db  x1 x3 )  3.14 x1 x3  , E  x2 (e  0.15q ) ,
where, e is the compensation rate for bellow.

4.2 ENGINEERING EXAMPLES
Bellows expansion joints are widely used in petroleum
system, chemical plant and the nuclear system. They are
the temperature and stress displacement compensation
element. The bellows are the main components, and the
structural design parameters are integer and discrete. The
design process involves many performance constraints and
highly nonlinear for objective function. Bellow
optimization design problem belongs to problems with
nonlinear constrained discrete design variables.
1) Use this method to optimize the structure parameters
for bellow with design pressure of 0.25MPa and diameter
of
400
mm.
The
optimal
solution
of
x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 (n, N , h, t ) is found the least unit volume
weight.
x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 are layers number, wave number, wave
height and single wall thickness. x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 are all
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0.95Ld  L  Ld , N C  [ N C ]  0 , where, Ld is
expansion to fixed length or their divisibility times, L is the
bellow expansion length, [NC] is the allowed design life of
bellow, NC is the working life of bellow.
The equations described above represent the variable
constraint, stability constraint, strong constraint,
expansion length constraint and fatigue life constraints.
2) The optimization calculation and result analysis
To meet the requirement of engineering, the optimal
solution should be discrete solution in the feasible domain.
Define initial constraint penalty factor is big enough
relative to the optimal objective function. With the test
results, define r  100 , discrete penalty factor sd 0  1
and c  1.005. The maximum iterations number
K max  100 . Particle number N d  50 and max  1.2 ,



0.15q
e  max e1  e  e y  e x , e2  e 
 ex  ,
c



ex , y 

[2 T  0.7( T   T )]x32
Ebt 2p
2 x3C f



5Ebt p

, where, tp thickness of the

3Cd

bellow; ex, ey, eθ are the displacement of axial, horizontal
and angular direction; Cd, Cf, Cθ, ϕ are the coefficients. Eb
 p  p sc  0
is the elastic modulus which is subject to 
,
 p  p si  0
where, p is the design pressure; psc, psi are column
instability and plane instability pressure limit.
'

 1   sb
0

'
'
, where,  sb
is the allowable

 2   sb  0

'
( 3   4 )  3 ab  0
stress for the corrugated pipe with design temperatures;
1, 2 , 3 , 4 are the film pressure and bending stress due
to the stress for corrugated pipe, respectively.

min  0.4 . Optimization design of discrete variables is
processed for the bellow and calculation results and
theoretical solution is included in the Table 3 by using the
grid method.

TABLE 3 Comparison of results with different calculation methods
Method
Existing
parameters
New method
Theoretical
solution

x1

x2

x3

1

3.0000

45

1

1

4.9893

30

0.58

1

5.0000

32

0.6

x4

F(x)

s(x)

rG(x)

Q
E

0.046

0

0

0.0472

0.086

0.047

From the result of this method, the optimization target
value increases by 66.31%. The difference between the
method and the theoretical solution is less than 1%. The
optimal solution is (1,4.9893,30,0.6) . The discrete degree
is very high and satisfies the discrete accuracy
requirements.
In the solving process, 10 local optimal solutions have
been acquired. It can be seen that when it is at iteration
times of 29, the optimal solution is approximately to the
global optimal solution (Figure 2).

5 Application introductions
PSO algorithm is widely used in neural network training
for function optimization, fuzzy system control and other
intelligent algorithm. Here we give some introduction of
the applications of the algorithm.
5.1 OPTIMIZATION OF FUNCTION
Study of particle swarm algorithm and convergence is to
study and solve the optimization problem much better.
Usually, this kind of problem is quite complex for the
problem having character of large scale and high
dimension. At the same time, in the mathematical nature,
the complexity can be reflected as non-linear, non-convex
and non-differentiable calculus properties and large
number of local extreme values exists in function
distribution. Compared to the traditional deterministic
optimization algorithm, the PSO algorithm has the
characteristics of fast reaction and high sensitivity in
solving this kind of problem with the proper choice of
initial value. Other global optimization algorithms, such as
genetic algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm,
evolutionary programming, etc. have different
mechanisms and single structure, and it is difficult to
achieve efficient optimization in complex functions with

2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2

Q/E

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

iteration time
FIGURE 2 Local optimal solution
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high dimension and direction. But the PSO algorithm
combines the advantages and disadvantages and it can
achieve efficient optimization of this kind of problems.

descriptions are different. It can be solved by redefining a
new operator. The optimization scheme has solved a
variety of TSP, VRP and scheduling problem in factories.

5.2 NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING

6 Conclusions

The PSO algorithm is now mainly exist in 3 aspects of
training neural network:
1) network topological structure and function transfer;
2) weight settings in connection;
3) intelligent learning. Each particle can completely
describe all the related parameters of the neural network.
Optimization of these parameters can be obtained with
repeated updating to achieve the training effect. Compared
with similar types of learning algorithms, such as back
propagation algorithm, particle swarm algorithm used in
the neural network has advantages of without the help of
differentiable derivative and differential properties in
transferring information between the functions. PSO also
can get better results than the error back-propagation
algorithm with higher speed under high probability
conditions.

Intelligent algorithms are more and more widely used in
solving different optimization problems. As an important
kind of intelligent algorithm, the PSO is easy to use for the
reason of not too many parameters to be changed. Particle
swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm belongs to a class of
stochastic global optimization technique and finds optimal
regions in complex search spaces through the interaction
between particles.
In order to avoid the disadvantages, some modification
has been studied for PSO algorithm and establishes the
concentration degree and steady degree based PSO (CSPSO) algorithm in the paper. From the convergence
performance of particle swarm depends on the particle
exploration capability, search space has been adaptively
adjusted to improve the convergence performance of
particle swarm optimization with the variation of optimal
fitness value. Corresponding adjusted method has been
shown in the paper.
The method is applied in some functions to verify the
validity, and then bellows structure design has been
processed with the CS-PSO algorithm. The design process
involves many performance constraints and highly
nonlinear for objective function. Bellow optimization
design problem belongs to problems with nonlinear
constrained discrete design variables. All the application
shows the availability of the method.
Although improved algorithm improves the global
search ability and convergence performance of PSO
algorithm to a certain extent and the significant effect of
various control parameters on the performance of the
proposed algorithms. How to balance control parameters
in the algorithm is still needed to further studied.

5.3 PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION
Particle swarm optimization algorithm can be used in
parameters optimization in continuous and discrete
problems. The problems mainly include signal processing,
path planning of robot, the fuzzy controller design, and the
pattern recognition problem
5.4 COMBINATORIAL OPTIMIZATION
Particle swarm algorithm with "01" string coding needs a
more reasonable solution and measures in many ordered
structure problems in combinatorial optimization problem
and the expression of constraint handling problems. When
the problems are different, correspond particles
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Abstract
A numerical model of cycloidal gear is created by using three-dimensional software and finite element analysis is applied with ANSYS
platform. The first six natural frequencies and mode shapes are obtained, as a result. Influences from structure, material and thickness
of the gear are investigated. Analysis shows that, modal shapes of cycloid gear are mainly circumferential modes, umbrella-type modes,
torsional vibration mode and radial modes. The first six natural frequencies of 5 kinds of cycloid gear with variable cross-section were
smaller than those of ordinary cycloid gears, and cycloid gears with variable cross-section can avoid resonance frequencies easily.
Dynamics of five new cycloidal gears with variable cross-sections are consistent with ordinary cycloid gears. Modal frequencies of
ordinary cycloid gears increases in accordance with materials, such as bearing steel, alloy steel and plastics; also, natural frequency
increases with the increase of the thickness of the gear. Conclusions of this paper provide a basis for dynamic designing of cycloid
gears.
Keywords: cycloid gear, finite element modal analysis, free modal, constraint modal

ANSYS software. Qin Guang Yue et al [13] conducted
modal analysis for Shearer cycloidal gear based on
ANSYS software. Woody and Zhang you Chen [14]
established cycloid gear model for multiple teeth
difference using ANSYS analysis software, derived root
stress calculation formula of cycloid gear with different
meshing phase angles and calculated and analysed root
stress of cycloid gear with different meshing phase angles.
Cycloid planetary drive is a drive with broad
application prospects. Cycloid planetary transmission has
significant advantages including transmission ratio range,
hardened (bearing steel) multiple-gear meshing, small,
smooth motion, long life, low noise, high load capacity and
high transmission efficiency. Cycloid planetary
transmission has been widely used in many industries and
occupies a very large portion in reducer industry. Tooth
profile of cycloid gear is composed of hypocycloidal or
epicycloid and is a key component of cycloidal gear
reducer. As a part of the main transmission, cycloid gear
bears the coupling of multiple parts in the meshing process.
If its own natural frequency coincides with the drive
frequency, it may cause forced vibration of whole reducer.
So modal frequencies for each cycloid is calculated in this
paper, it can provide a theoretical basis to avoid resonance
and the emergence of harmful vibration mode and study
dynamics in depth.

1 Introduction
In recent decades, many scholars have done a lot of
researches in terms of cycloid drive. Yan Hong Sen and Ta
Shi Lai [1] established a basic planetary gear system based
on a cylindrical tooth profile. Laita-Shi [2-4] proposed a
mathematical model and design procedures for planetary
transmission systems with cycloid gears and derived the
equation of meshing cycloid drive from conjugate surface
theory. Leilei et al [5] built a finite element model of the
cycloid gear and needle teeth based on ANSYS software
and conducted three-dimensional contact analysis. Thube
S. V and TR Bobak [6] established a finite element model
of the rotating parts of the cycloid reducer and conducted
a dynamic analysis. Zhang Xiu Yan and Xiao Jun Dai [78] designed a new type of tetracyclic cycloid gear,
conducted meshing stiffness analysis and finite element
modal analysis based on the finite element software.
Biernacki and Krzysztof [9] designed a plastic cycloidal
gear and conducted its finite element analysis. Nam, WK,
JW Shin, and SH Oh [10] designed a thin ball reducer for
a robot. Xiaojun Jun and Wei-Dong [11] established solid
model of RV cycloid reducer using Pro/E software and
built dynamic analysis models, analysed the inherent
characteristics of cycloid using ANSYS software. Liji
Shun et al [12] established solid model of cycloid gear with
two teeth difference using Pro/E software and analysed the
inherent characteristics of cycloid including non-binding
modes and modal with actual boundary constraints using
* Corresponding author e-mail: gulizhi888@163.com
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1) Modulus of elasticity is 2.07 × 105 Mpa, Poisson's
ratio is 0.25 and the density is 7.8×103 kg/m3.
2) Model meshing is conducted. Mesh quality and
density have a very big impact on the results of finite
element analysis and have direct impact on the quality of
the final grid results. Because cycloidal tooth profile is
complex, the sweep mesh partition method is adopted in
this paper. The model grid is mainly Hexahedral elements.
Final model is divided into 107,955 units and has a total of
162,553 nodes. Finite element model of ordinary cycloid
gear is shown in Figure 2.
3) Analysis type is specified as modal analysis.
4) Set number of extended modal. Structure vibrating
can be expressed as linear combination of vibration modes
corresponding to natural frequencies. Low order modes
have great impact on the vibrational structure, low natural
frequencies and mode shapes have practical significance.
So generally the first 5 to 10 modal analysis are performed;
in this paper, the first six natural frequencies and mode
shapes are calculated.

2 Mathematical model of tooth profile for an ordinary
cycloid gear
One method of forming cycloidal tooth profile is of
formation with two external circles, another method is of
formation with two circles inner meshing. Formation
method with two external circles meshing is described
here. The two circles are named a roll circle and a base
circle, respectively (insert a figure, Figure 1). When the
roll circle and the base circle are tangent externally, and
the roll circle makes pure rolling against the base circle,
the trajectory of any fixed point on the roll circle is a
epicycloid. Equations of a cycloid gear in Cartesian
coordinate system are as follows.

r 
X 1   r1  r2  sin   r2 sin  1   ,
 r2 
r 
Y1   r1  r2  cos   r2 cos  1   ,
 r2 

(1)

where r1 represents the radius of the base circle; r2
represents roll circle radius;  represents the angle of the
roll circle rotates about the centre of the base circle in
forming a cycloid.
3 Finite element modal analysis for ordinary cycloid
gear

FIGURE 1 Geometry of
ordinary cycloid gear

FIGURE 2 Finite element model
of the ordinary cycloid gear

3.1 MODAL ANALYSIS THEORY

3.3 RESULTS ANALYSIS

A modal is the representation of natural vibration
characteristics for a mechanical structure, each modal has
specific natural frequencies and mode shapes. Modal
analysis in this paper is used to obtain the natural
frequencies of cycloid gears. Free vibration equation is as
follows:

According to modal analysis theory, modal characteristics
under arbitrary boundary constraint conditions can be
calculated by mathematical modelling methods from
modal parameters calculated under free boundary
conditions. On the contrary, the results obtained under the
specified boundary conditions cannot be converted to the
dynamic characteristics of other boundary constraints. It is
necessary to analyse the differences for ordinary cycloid
gear between modal analysis under free boundary
conditions and modal analysis under actual boundary
constraints. Figure 3 shows the comparison of natural
frequency for cycloid gear between free modal and
constrained modal. As can be seen, the first-order and
second-order natural frequency of ordinary cycloid gear
under constraint modal is bigger than that of free modal.
But the third-order to sixth-order natural frequency of
ordinary cycloid gear under constraint modal are smaller
than that of free modal.

 M u   K u  0 ,

(2)

where  K  is stiffness matrix,  M  is mass matrix, u
and u are acceleration vector and displacement vector
respectively. Algebraic equation of natural frequency is
obtained by solving free vibration equation.
w2n  a1w 

2 n 1

 ...  an w2n  an  0 .

(3)

Order natural frequencies and mode shapes of the
structure can be obtained by solving Equation (3).
3.2 ESTABLISH FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF
ORDINARY CYCLOID GEAR
Cycloid gear geometric model is established with 3D
modelling software, as shown in Figure 1. The 3D model
is imported to ANSYS and finite element modal analysis
is conducted. Parameters and procedures are as follows.

FIGURE 3 The comparison of natura3l frequency for ordinary cycloid
gear between free modal and constraint modal
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4 Structure impact

4.2 MODAL ANALYSIS

4.1 DESIGN FIVE NEW VARIABLE CROSS
SECTION CYCLOIDAL GEAR

If structural design of cycloidal gear is unreasonable, then
the cycloid reducer at work will generate noise and
vibration. It is necessary to conduct finite element modal
analysis for the five kinds of new cycloid gears. Figure5
shows the comparison of natural frequency among the five
kinds of variable cross-section cycloid gears and ordinary
cycloid gear. As is shown, the first order natural frequency
of ordinary cycloid gear is 2094Hz and the first order
natural frequencies of the five new variable cross-section
cycloid gears are 2068Hz, 2019Hz, 1884Hz, 2039Hz and
1963Hz, respectively. The first six natural frequencies of
the 5 variable cross section cycloid gears are less than that
of ordinary cycloid gear; so, it is easier to avoid the
resonance for the 5 variable cross section cycloid gears.
Changing trends of the first six natural frequencies of the
5 variable cross section cycloid gears are consistent with
that of ordinary cycloid gear. Thus dynamics of the five
new variable cross-section cycloid gears are consistent
with that of ordinary cycloid gear .The front sixth modal
shapes of three kinds of cycloid gear are shown in Figure
6,7 and 8 ,the shape of which is concave, drum-shaped and
spherical respectively. The front sixth modal vibration
shapes of these three kinds of cycloidal gear are very
similar. The main deformation parts locate in the middle
and edge of cycloidal gear. Deformation of spherical
cycloid gear is bigger than that of concave and drum
shaped cycloid gear.

Cycloidal gear with variable cross-section is obtained
when tooth profile changes along the axis of the gear,
linearly or non-linearly. Each cross-section of variable
cross-section cycloid gear is a tooth profile of ordinary
cycloid gear. Five kinds of variable cross-section cycloid
gear are designed and 3D structure is shown in Figure 4.
These shapes include concave, drum-shaped, spherical,
oblique and tapered. The outer periphery tooth surface of
concave cycloidal gear (Figure 4a) is the concave surface,
corresponding needle teeth are convex central drum.
Central convex drum-shaped surface of needle teeth mesh
with the outer periphery concave surface of cycloid gear.
Drum-shaped cycloid gear (Figure 4b) is contrary to the
cycloidal gear with concave structure. Its outer
circumferential tooth surface of cycloid gear is convex
central drum surface, corresponding needle teeth are
concave surface. Needle teeth of spherical cycloid gear
(Figure 4c) is spherical, corresponding outer periphery of
cycloid gear is arc-shaped surface meshing with the ball
needle teeth. Needle teeth of oblique cycloidal gear (Figure
4d) are inclined cylinder, their outer periphery teeth of
cycloid are inclined surface. The tooth profile of Conical
cycloidal gear (Figure 4e) is conical surface. Contact areas
between these five new cycloidal gears and their
corresponding needle teeth are large. Contact stress is
uniform. They have high transmission efficiency and long
service life.

FIGURE 5 The comparison of natural frequency between variable
cross-section cycloid gear and ordinary cycloid gear

a) Concave cycloidal gear

c) Spherical cycloidal gear

b) Drum shaped Cycloidal gear

a) The first order

b) The second order

c) The third order

d) The fourth order

e) The fifth order

f) The sixth order

d) Oblique cycloidal gear

e) Conical cycloidal gear

FIGURE 6 The modal vibration pattern map of concave cycloidal
gear from the first to the sixth order

FIGURE 4 5 kinds of variable cross-section cycloid gear
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including bearing steel, alloy steel and plastics, are
performed. Material parameters of cycloid gear are shown
in Table 1.
TABLE 1 Material parameters of cycloid gear
Material
a) The first order

b) The second order

Modulus of
elasticity (MPa)

Poisson's
ratio

Density
(kg/m3)

2.07×105

0.25

7.8×103

2.2×105

0.3

7.8×103

36

0.4

1.41×103

Bearing Steel
20CrMnTi
alloy steel
SNCM220
Engineering
Plastics MC901

TABLE 2 The first six natural frequencies of ordinary cycloid gear
c) The third order

d) The fourth order
Modal order
1
2
3
4
5
6

e) The fifth order

Bearing Steel
alloy steel
Engineering
20CrMnTi
SNCM220
Plastics MC901
Natural frequency (Hz)
2094
2143
63
2094
2144
63
3734
3860
116
5335
5463
162
5337
5467
162
6810
6996
209

f) The sixth order

FIGURE 7 The modal vibration pattern map of drum shaped
cycloidal gear from the first to the sixth order

a) The first order

c) The third order

a) The first order

b) The second order

c) The third order

d) The fourth order

e) The fifth order

f) The sixth order

b) The second order

d) The fourth order
FIGURE 9 The first-sixth modal vibration pattern map of ordinary
cycloid gear with plastic MC901

e) The fifth order

When free modal analysis is conducted the front six
natural frequencies of ordinary cycloid gear are close to
zero. It is the rigid modal. Research on rigid modal is of no
real meaning. So each modal frequencies of the cycloid
gear after the seventh modal are extracted. The front six
modal nonzero modal that is after the seventh modal of
cycloidal gear is researched and analysed in this article.
The front six natural frequencies of cycloid gear with 3
kinds of different materials are shown in Table 2. As can
be seen from Table 2, that the minimum natural frequency
of the cycloidal gear with these three materials are 2094Hz,
2143Hz and 63Hz respectively. The natural frequency of
cycloid gear with plastic MC901 is significantly less than
that of cycloid gear with bearing steel or alloy steel. The

f) The sixth order

FIGURE 8 The modal vibration pattern map of spherical cycloidal
gear from the first to the sixth order

5 Impact of material
Due to the development of high-performance engineering
plastics, application of plastics in industry is accelerated.
Materials used to produce gears are no longer limited to
metals, plastics are used as well. Finite element model
analysis of ordinary cycloid gear, with different materials,
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natural frequency of ordinary cycloid gear is gradually
increasing with the modal order increases. The nonzero
order front six vibration modal of the ordinary cycloid gear
with plastic material MC901 is shown in Figure 9. As can
be seen from the Figure 6 that the first-order and the
second-order vibration mode of cycloidal gear are the
circumference modes, the central part of cycloidal gear has
almost not distortion. The third order vibration mode of
cycloidal gear is an umbrella-type vibration and the
deformation of the central part is the largest. The forth
order and the fifth-order vibration mode of cycloid gear is
torsional vibration mode, the central part of the cycloid
gear has no distortion. The sixth vibration mode of cycloid
gear is radial mode; the radial deformation of the central
portion is the largest, peripheral part has not distortion.

6 Impact of the thickness
The thickness change of cycloid gear affects the dynamic
characteristics of the cycloidal gear. To reveal this, modal
analysis of ordinary cycloid gear with thicknesses of
11mm, 13mm, 15mm, 17mm and 19mm is conducted by
using finite element software and the front sixth natural
frequencies of cycloid gear with six kinds of different
thicknesses are obtained. Details are shown in Table 3.
From the data, the natural frequencies of cycloidal gear
with different thickness have an increasing trend with the
increase of modal order. Simultaneously the natural
frequency of the same modal order is gradually increasing
with the increase of cycloid gear thickness.

TABLE 3 The front six natural frequencies of cycloid gear with different thickness
Cycloidal gear
thickness (mm)
11
13
15
17
19

The first order
(Hz)
2860
3750
4546
5279
5948

The second
order (Hz)
2878
3750
4548
5281
5949

The third order
(Hz)
2880
3759
4592
5363
6070

The fourth
order (Hz)
3492
4412
5251
6025
6735

The fifth order
(Hz)
3493
4413
5253
6027
6737

The sixth order
(Hz)
5699
6939
8081
9137
9638

frequencies of cycloidal gears with these three materials
show an increasing trend with the increasing of modal
order. Modal shape of cycloidal gear include
circumferential mode, umbrella-type mode, Torsional
mode and radial mode. The deformation of cycloid gears
in the peripheral portion and the central portion is the
greatest.
3) The natural frequencies of cycloidal gear with
different thickness have an increasing trend with the
increase of modal order. Simultaneously the natural
frequency of the same modal order is gradually increasing
with the increase of cycloid gear thickness.

7 Conclusions
1) 5 kinds of variable cross-section cycloid gears,
including concave, drum-shaped, spherical, oblique and
conical cycloid gears, are studied, and finite element
modal analysis are conducted. The front six natural
frequencies of the 5 variable cross section cycloid gears
are smaller than that of ordinary cycloid gear, so it is easier
to avoid resonance for the 5 variable cross section cycloid
gears. Changing trends of the front six order natural
frequencies of the 5 variable cross section cycloid gears
are consistent with that of ordinary cycloid gear. Thus,
dynamics of the five new variable cross-section cycloid
gears are consistent with that of ordinary cycloid gear.
2) The natural frequency of ordinary plastic cycloid
gear is significantly lower compared to those of the bearing
steel and alloy steel cycloid gears. Order modal
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Abstract
Stochastic resonance phenomenon induced in a system described by over-damped fractional Langevin equation with  -stable noise
is investigated. When there is no external  -stable noise, the stochastic resonance is observed in case of the fractional order less than
one certain threshold. By applying  -stable noise, the influences of the noise intensity and characteristic exponent of  -stable noise
on the occurrence of stochastic resonance phenomenon are characterized. We find that the proper noise intensity enlarges the peak
value of output power spectrum which is significant for stochastic resonance. Adjusting the noise intensity, the behaviour of signal-tonoise ratio is non-monotonic and with a maximum value. Under the same conditions, the lower value of characteristic exponent of 
-stable noise leads to the smaller noise intensity to achieve stochastic resonance.
Keywords: stochastic resonance, over-damped fractional Langevin equation,  -stable noise

system and this characteristic can be used to detect the
weak signal [11]. Peng Hao etc. studied the SR in the overdamped bistable system with chirp signal, the results show
that there is certain relation with the chirp signal frequency
and SR [12].
In most of the previous studies of SR in fractionalorder system, the noise was assumed to be white Gaussian
noise. It is commonly used to describe various phenomena
due to the Central Limit Theorem. White Gaussian noise
is just an ideal case for fluctuations, however, in practical
applications, non-Gaussian statistics is better to explain the
additive noise, such as noise in communications channel
and embedded wireless laptop transceivers [13], were
found to be impulsive, so they cannot be characterized well
using the Gaussian noise. The  -stable noise can describe
the impulsive characteristic of noise much better, it can
maintain the generation mechanism of natural noise and
limit distribution of propagation conditions, match the
actual data well. Gaussian noise is a particular example of
it [14]. Its distribution follows heavy-tail stable law
statistics with infinite variance; it can not only simulate the
stable situation of noise, but also the impulsive status.
The interest to discuss  -stable noise in SR has just
been started. The authors of [15] employ numerical
methods to find the solution of stochastic Langevin
equation and space fractional kinetic Equation, they
studied the properties of the probability density function
(PDF) of a bistable system driven by heavy tailed white
symmetric Lévy noise. It is founded that in contrast to the
bistable system driven by Gaussian noise, in the Lévy case,
the positions of maxima of the stationary PDF do not

1 Introduction
The fractional calculus has a long history since it was first
described by G.W. Leibniz [1], it allows the derivatives or
integrals to be any non-integer order. Fractional calculus
has been applied in many situations, such as
viscoelasticity, confined geometries, biological tissues,
thermoelasticity and control system etc. [2-6]. The
classical derivatives and integrals form of fractional
calculus are defined by Riemann-Liouville and Caputo.
Stochastic resonance (SR) has been widely
investigated during past decades. It is a nonlinear
phenomenon where a signal can be enhanced by adding
noise. In the classical SR theory, models based on integerorder equation and double-well potential is defined to
describe the resonance, which is characterized by the flow
over the potential barrier [7]. In such a system, the
occurrence of a single-well escape is a result of
competition between damping and excitation. But this SR
phenomenon is expected to be more complicated in system
with memory effect, which can be introduced by hidden
variables of non-viscous damping [8].
Recently, the phenomenon of stochastic resonance in
the fractional order systems was investigated. The authors
claimed that the stable steady states can be changed by
fractional order damping and then lead to single- or
double-well resonance behaviour [9]. SR was also
investigated in the under-damped fractional Langevin
equation, the signal-to-noise (SNR) and output signal’s
spectrum is found being non-monotonic, that indicates the
SR phenomenon occur [10]. The authors also investigate
that the SR phenomenon appears in the fractional order
* Corresponding author e-mail: davidzhyj@cjlu.edu.cn
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V  a 2 / (4b) . Without the extern periodic forcing or the
forcing is too weak, the particle cannot roll periodically
from one potential well into the other on. From Equation
(2) the Caputo’s definition of fractional order differential,
we can see the fractional order p relates with the memory
characteristic, the bigger p means the memory
characteristic much less, when p  1 , it turns into the
integer differential order, which indicates totally loss
memory, while p  0 , it differential equal to constant 1,
that indicates the same memory characteristic to the speed
of each time.

coincide with the positions of minima of the bistable
potential. Tomasz Srokowski [16] discussed with
generalized Langevin equation with double-well potential,
the probability density distributions converge with time to
a distribution similar to a Gaussian but tails have a powerlaw form. The SR phenomenon is emerged by means of
spectral amplification.
In this paper, we consider the SR phenomenon induced
by over-damped fractional Langevin equation with  stable noise, in addition, by a period driving force. When
the rate of the jumping between the potential wells due to
the  -stable noise coincides with the frequency of the
oscillatory force, the SR is observed. We discuss this
phenomenon and demonstrate the influence to SR by
various sets of the model parameters, signal-to-noise
(SNR) and power spectrum amplification are taken as
characteristic.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we
introduce the models and methods of over-damped
fractional Langevin equation and  -stable noise. The
related potential function and density function of  -stable
distribution are obtained in different cases. In section III,
the variation of output signal and power spectrum with
noise intensity is analysed, and we demonstrate how model
parameters such as characteristic exponent modify its
properties, in particular the SNR function. Section IV is
some discussions and conclusions.

V(x)

x
V

-xm

+xm

2 Models and methods
FIGURE 1 Sketch of the double-well potential V(x)

When there is no noise applied to the Equation (1), just
in the presence of periodic driving force A cos(2t ) , by
changing the fractional order p , the double-well potential
is tilted back and forth, thereby the potential barriers of the
right and the left well will be successively raised and
lowered, respectively, in an anti-symmetric manner.
Figure 2 shows the numerical simulation of Equation (1)
without the noise  (t ) , the other parameters are

Consider an over-damped fractional Langevin equation
[15, 16] driven by  -stable noise
C
0

D p x(t ) 

dV ( x)
 F1 (t )  E (t ) ,
dx

(1)

where C0 D p x(t ) is the p order fractional order derivative
to x (t ) by using Caputo’s definition, and 0  p  1 , the
Caputo’s definition is written as
a

Dtp f (t ) 

t
1
f ( )
d .
(n  p) a (t   ) p  n 1

a  b  1, E  0.3, f  0.01 . Figure 2(a) indicates the
curves when fractional order p changes from 0.9 to 0.1
with step 0.1; Figure 2(b) shows the curves when p
changes from 0.3 to 0.2 with step 0.01. From the figures it
can be concluded that as the fractional order p attenuated
from (0,1). The particle is doing partial periodic motion
around the balance point x  1 or x  1 with frequency
f  0.01 , when p reaches a threshold pt, the particles hop
the potential barrier top which takes place at x  0 into the
other well, thus do the periodic motion between x  1
with the centre at x  0 . From the simulation results, the
threshold pt is 0.29. When p is less than pt, the particles can
hop the potential barrier top without external noise energy,
thus the stochastic resonance phenomenon cannot be
appeared. While p is greater than pt, the particles just do
partial periodic motion around one well, it only needs the
synchronized action with the external noise to produce
stochastic resonance phenomenon.

(n)

(2)

We take a lower limit a  0 for the above definitions.
F1 (t )  A cos(2t ) is an external signal with amplitude
A and frequency  , and  (t ) denotes the  -stable noise
with characteristic exponent  (   (0, 2] ), which obey
to the  -stable distribution. E is the intensity of  -stable
noise. When   2 ,  (t ) becomes a Gaussian noise. The
potential function V(x) in the Equation (1) is defined as
V ( x)  ax 2 / 2  bx 4 / 4 (a  0, b  0)
(3)
V(x) is a symmetric double-well potential, as shown in
Figure 1. There are two minima located at  xm , they are
separated by a potential barrier with height
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a)
b)
FIGURE 2 Time domain of output signal with different fractional order p

 -stable noise  (t ) obeys  -stable distribution,

A good approximation is obtained with b=10, d=9.

whose characteristic function is [14]:

3 Numerical results





 exp( u [1  i  (tan 2 )sign( u )]  i ),   1
,(4)
 (t )  
 exp( u [1  i  2 log u sign(u )]  i ),   1



We fix the parameters in Equation (1) as a  b  1 ,
A  0.3 ,   0.01 ,   1.5 ,   0.5 ,   1.0 ,   0 for
 -stable noise  (t ) , Equation (1) turns into:

where   (0, 2],   [1,1],   0 and   , sign(u)
function is -1 for a negative number, 0 for the number zero,
or +1 for a position number.  -stable noise characteristic
function is determined by four parameters: characteristic
exponent  , scaling parameter  , symmetry parameter
 and location parameter  . A small value of  will
imply considerable probability mass in the tails of the
distribution. It corresponds to the Gaussian distribution
(for any  ) when   2 , a Cauchy distribution with
  1,   0 and a Lévy distribution with

d p x(t )
 x  x3  0.3cos(2  0.01)  E (t )
dt
where E is the noise intensity.

3.1 THE VARIATION OF OUTPUT SIGNAL AND
POWER SPECTRUM WITH NOISE INTENSITY
First we investigate the effects of  -stable noise on the
evolution of x(t) under fractional order p=0.75. We choose
the noise intensity E=1.5, The time domain and frequency
spectrum of input signal and output signal x(t) are shown
in Figure 3. Figure 4(a) shows the time domain of input
signal which is the external periodic signal with  -stable
noise, some sharp spikes are visible for the heavy tails of
 -stable noise, Figure 4(c) illustrates the power spectrum
of input signal, the peak amplitude of power spectrum is
0.1732 at frequency 0.01. Figure 4(b) shows the time
domain of output signal, Figure 4(d) illustrates the power
spectrum of output signal, the peak amplitude of power
spectrum is 0.5198 at frequency 0.01, greater than 0.1732,
which shows the SR significantly occurred. From Section
II, we found that if there is no noise applied to the system,
when fractional order p is greater than pt , no SR
phenomenon happened. From Figure 4 we know that the
 -stable noise with proper intensity can cause the
hopping of the particle between two potential wells, thus
lead to the SR effect.

  1 / 2,   1 .
Figure 3 illustrates the PDF of  -stable noise with
different parameters. Figure 3(a) shows the relation of
symmetric  -stable noise PDF with different
characteristic exponent parameters  , Figure 3(b)
displays the relation of skewed  -stable PDF with
different symmetry parameters  .
In this paper the fractional order operator is
approximated by a refined Oustaloup recursive filter [17]
in a specified frequency range b , h  and of order N. It
is given by


ds 2  bh s
 d  
s   h  
2
 b   d (1   ) s  bh s  d


 Gp ,


(5)

where G p , k ,  k' can be computed from
Gp 

 2 k

(6)

 2 k

2 N 1
2 N 1
s  k'
, k   bh d  ,  k'   bb d  .

k  N s  k

N
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Symmetric -stable densities,  = 0,  = 1,  = 0

Skewed -stable densities,  = 1, = 1,  = 0
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FIGURE 3 α-stable probability density functions
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FIGURE 4 The time domain and power spectrum of input and output signal when intensity E=1.5

Figure 5 illustrates the statistics of particle oscillating
back and forth between wells, it can be seen that the SR
phenomenon is the enhancement of output signal via
tuning the noise intensity, but when the noise intensity is
bigger enough, the effect of SR gradually diminish. At a
lower noise level, the particles oscillates at the minima of
the potential wells for a long time and rarely switches
between two potential wells, thus the periodic particles can
hardly be visible at the other potential well. Under this
circumstances, the periodic component of the output signal
x(t) is primarily doing motion around the potential

minima, which is interval motion in stochastic resonance,
it is illustrated by Figure 5(a) where noise intensity E=0.7.
However, when the noise intensity is increased to a certain
value, the input-output synchronization effect happens, the
periodic particles doing motion between two potential
wells, we call it the interval motion in stochastic
resonance. Figure 5(b) illustrated this phenomenon. Figure
5(c) shows that the synchronization vanishes when noise
intensity is larger enough, that means the system flips too
many times between its stable states within each forcing
period, thus statistically irrelevant.
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FIGURE 5 The process histogram of output signal

3.2 THE SNR FUNCTIONS WITH DIFFERENT
CHARACTERISTIC EXPONENT

greater than the certain threshold, the SR is not appeared.
However, by applying the  -stable noise, even at the
situation with larger fractional order, the SR phenomenon
is occurred, by comparing with the output power spectrum
of input signal and output signal, we investigate that the
proper noise intensity enhance the peak value of output
power spectrum, the behaviour of SNR is non-monotonic,
there is a maximum value when the noise intensity
changes, thus is the typical SR phenomenon. We also find
that at the same conditions, the smaller of the characteristic
exponent of  -stable noise, the lower of noise intensity to
achieve the SR.

SNR is often taken as one quantitative indicator to
demonstrate the SR phenomenon [18]. The definition is:

1
lim 
S ( )d  ,





S N ()

SNR 

where







(7)

S ( )d  represents the power carried by the

signal, S N () represents the noise power spectrum near

SNR with different 

the frequency, and S ( ) denotes the power spectrum of
signal.
Figure 6 shows the SNR versus the noise intensity E
with different characteristic exponent of  -stable noise,
the other parameters being kept same. The values of SNR
decrease with the noise intensity E at first, then begin to
increase, and when the noise intensity reach to a critical
value ESR, the values of SNR achieve a maximum and after
that decrease again. Under the different characteristic
exponent  , the SNR is clearly non-monotonic, thus
indicates the occurrence of SR phenomenon. As increasing
the characteristic exponent  the SNR shifts towards
bigger values of noise intensity.

28
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4 Discussions and conclusions
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FIGURE 6 SNR versus noise intensity E with different 

In this paper, the properties of over-damped fractional
Langevin equation with  -stable noise have been studied.
In case of no external  -stable noise, the stochastic
resonance phenomenon is observed when fractional order
is less than one certain threshold. When fractional order is
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Abstract
In this paper, through simulating and modelling of fish school with different body length, we study the influences of the body length
difference of fish school on spatial structure and group behaviour. Based on attraction/repulsion model, we obtain three typical spatial
structure of group with different model parameters: mixture structure, periphery structure and front-back structure. Moreover, we
analyse the polarization index and average angular speed of group with different model parameters and get the corresponding
relationship between these indices and model parameters. The results obtained in this paper coincide with the phenomenon observed
in the natural world and the methods provide an effective way to study the fish school behaviour.
Keywords: computer simulation, attraction/repulsion model, aggregation behaviour, spatial structure

1 Introduction

modelled the collective behaviour using three simple rules
(repulsion, attraction, alignment) and four common
collective behaviour patterns are produced in the model.
Jennifer et al. [7] extended the AR model from discrete to
continuous. Vincent [10] presented numerical simulations
of an animal grouping model based on individual
behaviours of attraction, alignment and repulsion, and
investigated how some factors such as the number of
individuals, the number of influential neighbours and the
strength of the alignment behaviour impacting on internal
spatial structures. Rune et al. [11] studied how to adjust the
parameters of the herring spawning behaviour model,
resulting in some particular spatial structure. Many studies
have been verified that the simulation results of AR model
are consistent with field experiments in many fish and
other animal aggregations, e.g. Starling [12], mosquito fish
[13], surf scoters [11], golden shiners [14].
All the above models assumed that fish schools
composed of individuals with the same body length, and
thus their interaction zones are the same as well. But a
large number of observations suggested that there are
individual differences exist in fish school [15, 16]. In
addition, fisheries often capture the uniform body length
fishes at the beginning of fishing season, but get the
varying body length individuals in late. This indicates that
the fish school composed of diverse body length
individuals is a common phenomenon in nature. However,
the spatial structure and behaviour of such diverse
collective systems are unclear.
In this paper, we consider the body length of
individuals in fish school as a continuous random variable,

Many biology systems are self-organizing in nature, such
as fish school, bird flocks, grasshopper, ants etc. The
aggregation behaviours in animals not only help protect
themselves against predators, but also facilitate mate
choice and access to information (such as the location of
food sources or predators, migratory routes, etc.).
Schooling of fish as a common aggregation phenomenon
in nature is attracting a lot of biology, cognitive science,
psychology, computer science, physics and other related
fields of scientists to attempt to describe, explain and
predict the structure and behaviour of aggregation.
However, it is very difficult to study the fish schooling in
the wild. Recently, computer simulation technology has
become important tools in fish school behaviour research.
Many models of aggregation offer researchers a way to
investigate how the interplay of individual behaviour
makes aggregation possible and leads to different
aggregate-level behaviours [1-7].
Many fish school behavioural models stand on
Breder’s model [8, 9], Breder considered the individual in
the group as atoms in the crystal and described the
mechanical model using atomic attraction and repulsion
analogue. Inspired by Breder’s work, many
Attraction/Repulsion (AR) models and their variants
emerged. AR models consider the individuals in the group
as independent agent, the agent attempt to maintain a
minimum distance (within zone of repulsion) between
themselves and others at all times, and they tend to be
attracted towards other individuals and to align themselves
with neighbours [1, 6]. For example, Couzin et al. [1]
*
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and simulate the fish school behaviours with different
body lengths. The main objective are to:
1) to develop a mathematics model for fish school
which is composed of different body length individuals.
2) to analyse the spatial structure and aggregation
behaviour generated by the model.
3) to reveal the transition rules of spatial structure and
behaviour when the model parameters are changed.

direction of neighbour j . This rule has the highest priority
in the model, so the desired direction of next time is:
d i (t   ) 

We assume that the N number of individuals with different
body length in continuous three-dimensional space. Time
is partitioned into discrete time steps with a regular spacing
τ. In each time step t, the i-th individual with body length
BLi access the position ri (t ) with direction vector d i (t ) .
The individual’s length is assumed to obey the Gaussian
distribution with mean m and standard deviation σ.
Interaction between individuals is restricted to the
directional component, and the speed of individuals is
configured to constant S.
In this research, we adopt a biological model concept
by Couzin [1], which is based on the observational and
empirical investigation of interaction of animal behaviour
with its neighbors in the aggregation phenomenon. We
divide the individual’s perception range into three zones:
zone of repulsion (ZOR), zone of attraction (ZOA) and
zone of orientation (ZOO). These zones are spherical,
except for a volume behind the individual within which
neighbours are undetectable. This “blind area” is defined
as a cone with interior angle 360    , where φ is defined
as the field of perception (see, Figure 1) [1]. Unlike fixed
the perception field for all individuals in the Couzin’s
model, we assume that the individual perception range
related to their body length. Let:
(1)

roi    BLi ,

(2)

rai    BLi ,

(3)

nr

rij (t )

j 1, j  i

rij (t )



,

no

d j (t )

j 1

d j (t )

d oi (t   )  

,

(6)

and towards the positions of individuals within the zone of
attraction
na

d ai (t   )  

rij (t )

,

(7)

j 1 rij (t )

where no and na are the individuals’ number in the zone
of orientation and attraction. If neighbours are only found
in the zone of orientation, then the desired direction of next
time is
d i (t   ) 

d oi (t   )
.
d oi (t   )

(8)

If neighbours are only found in the zone of attraction,
then the desired direction of next time is
d i (t   ) 

d ai (t   )
.
d ai (t   )

(9)

If neighbours are found in both zones, then the desired
direction of next time is

d i (t   ) 

where rri , roi , rai represent the radius of three zones, and,
α, β, γ are the perception coefficient of each zones. The
interaction rules of individuals in our model extended from
refs. [1, 8, 9]:
1) If nr neighbours are present in the zone of repulsion
at time t, individual i responds by moving away from
neighbours within this zone:

d ri (t   )  

(5)

2) If no neighbours are within the zone of repulsion,
the individual responds to other within the zone of
orientation and the zone of attraction. An individual will
attempt to align itself with neighbours within the zone of
orientation, giving the direction:

2 The Model

rri    BLi ,

d ri (t   )
.
d ri (t   )

(d oi (t   )  d ai (t   ))
.
2

(10)

After the above process has been performed for every
individual they turn towards the direction vector d i (t   )
by maximum turning rate θ. Provided the angle between
d i (t ) and d i (t   ) is less than the maximum turning
angle θτ, then d i (t   )  d i (t ) . In our model, the initial
position and initial direction are generated by random and
the next position of individual are computed by:

(4)

ri (t   )  ri (t )  di (t   )   s   ,

(11)

where ε is the random disturbance taken from a spherically
wrapped Gaussian distribution with standard deviation.

where rij  (r j  ri ) / r j  ri is the unit vector in the
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Front-back structure: with further increase the
standard deviation of body length, some individuals with
larger body size aggregate in the front and back of fish
school (Figure 2c). This can be understood as the larger
individual in the group to play a “leadership” role.

FIGURE 1 Diagram of three zones of interaction and the blind area
associated with individual i

3 Simulation Experiments
According to previous model and the parameters showed
in Table 1, the experiments were simulated through fixed
the perception coefficient of ZOR α and changed the
perception coefficient of ZOO β, the perception coefficient
of ZOA γ and the standard deviation σ. Each experiment
was repeated 5 times with 1000 time steps. The following
analyses describe the influence in spatial structure and
aggregation behaviour as the body length changed.

(a)

TABLE 1 Model parameters
Symbol

Parameter
Values
Number of individuals
256

Radius coefficient of ZOR (Unita)
1

Radius coefficient of ZOO (Unita)
2-10

4
Radius coefficient of ZOA (Unita)
The mean body length of
m
10
individuals (Unita)
The standard deviation of

0-5
individuals (Unita)

Perception range (Deg.)
330

Time step(Sec.)
0.1

Maximum turn rate (Deg./Sec.)
440
s
Speed (Unita/Sec.)
2
a
Similar to ref. [1], the “unit” relates to the non-dimensionality of
certain parameters in the model with the characteristic length scale
being associated with the body length of fishes, and the rest of the
model parameters can be scaled appropriately.
N

(b)

(c)
FIGURE 2 The aggregation spatial structure obtained by simulating (a)
mixture structure (b) periphery structure (c) front-back structure. Small
dots indicate individuals, each dot assign different level of gray color
according to the fish’s body length, the darker color indicate greater
individual, the lighter color represents smaller individual, and the
arrow indicates the direction of movement of fish school.

4 Spatial Structures
As the standard deviation of body length changed, the
aggregation behaviour of the system exhibits sharp
transitions between three aggregation spatial structures
(Figure 2), which we have labelled as follows:
Mixture structure: different sizes of fish appear
randomly anywhere in aggregation. This occurs when
individuals have little body length standard deviation
(Figure 2a).
Periphery structure: the individuals with greater body
length distribute in the group centre, but the individuals
with smaller body length aggregate around the centre. This
occurs when individuals have middle level body length
standard deviation (Figure 2b).

Figure 3 illustrates the contour of individual’s body
length after projected the spatial structure (Figure 2) to xy plane. As shown in the Figure 3, the contour of mixture
structure contains each other (Figure 3a), but the contour
of periphery structure exhibits the obvious hierarchy
structure (Figure 3b). In the contour of front-back
structure, we can see that the contour which represents the
largest body length only distribute in front of the most
peripheral position of fish school (Figure 3c). In the y-z
and x-z projection plane, similar results can be obtained.
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c(t ) 

1
N

c p (t ) 

N

 r (t )  ri (t ) ,

(14)

i 1

1 1
c(t ) N p

 r (t )  ri (t ) ,

(15)

iN p

where N p is the number of elements in the N p .The
Average Center Distance of Group represents the average
distance from individual to group centre. The p-Quintile
Center Distance Ratio indicates the ratio of individual’s
with greater body length to the average centre distance.

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4 The average centre distance of group

(c)
FIGURE 3 The contour of individual’s body length projected to x-y
plane (a) the contour of mixture structure (b) the contour of periphery
structure (c) the contour of front-back structure. The arrow indicates the
direction of movement of fish school, and different color represents the
contour of different body length.

In order to further characterize the spatial structure of
fish school with different body length standard deviation,
we introduce the concepts of Average Center Distance of
Group and p-Quintile Center Distance Ratio. Let the body
length of individuals as continuous random variable X, the
probability density function p(x) , X obey the Gaussian

FIGURE 5 The centre distance ratio of p-Quintile

We can see from Figure 4, when the σ and β are
smaller, the Average Center Distance of Group is also
smaller. This indicates that the group has a higher degree
of aggregation in this situation. When the σ and β
increasing, the Average Center Distance of Group
increases significantly. This shows that the group is more
scattered. As shown in Figure 5, the value of p-Quintile
Center Distance Ratio becomes larger with the σ and β
increasing. The individuals that have bigger body length
tend to aggregate in the peripheral position. Obviously, the
variation of p-Quintile Center Distance Ratio is more
influenced by σ compared with β. The markers (a-c)
labelled in Figure 4 and Figure 5 correspond to the three
spatial structures respectively.

distribution N (m,  2 ) , where m and σ are the parameters
that have showed in the Table 1. Let 0  p  1 , mp is the
p-Quintile of random variable X, then the below equation
should be satisfied:

P( X  m p )  p.

(12)

We define Np as the set of individuals which body
length is greater than or equal(s) mp and:
r (t ) 

1
N

N

 r (t ),

(13)

i 1

then, the Average Center Distance of Group and p-Quintile
Center Distance Ratio can be written as
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5 Collective behaviour analyses

5.2 AVERAGE ANGULAR SPEED

5.1 POLARIZATION INDEX

Let:

The polarization index [1] is defined as:

i (t )  (vi (t   ), vi (t )) /  ,

p group (t ) 

1
N

represents the angular speed of individual i at time t, and
(vi (t   ), vi (t )) is the angular separation of two
velocity direction. The average angular speed is defined
as
1 N
 group (t )   i (t ).
(18)
N i 1
As shown in the Figure 7, when   8.8 , the average
angular speed did not changed significantly as the σ
changed, and the average angular speed is about 310-340
Deg./Sec.; when 8.8    10 ,the average angular speed
increase as the σ increasing. Especially, when the σ is in
lower level, the average angular speed equals to 0, and
this leads to the same conclusion with polarization index
(the individuals tend to move in the same direction).

N

 d i (t ) .

(17)

(16)

i 1

The polarization index ( 0  p group  1 ) characterizes the
consistent level of individuals in the group. Figure 6 shows
that polarization index exhibits lower values as the β and σ
in lower level, and the fish school is poor consistency. As
the β and σ increasing, the polarization index is also
increase, and the group motion tend to be consistent.
Especially, when 8.8    10 and σ in lower level, the
polarization index equals to 1, and the motion direction are
consistent completely.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we present a self-organizing fish school
model with different body length, and use it to
investigate how the body length difference (combined
with other model parameters) affects the spatial structure
and behavior. The results are consisting with many
observational investigations in nature [17, 18]. The
model can explain the spatial structure and dynamical
behavior occurred in some fish school, and we also hope
that our results may inspire empirical scientists to study
spatial structure in schools of real fish.
This approach can be extended in future by:
1) adding other features that can lead to spatial
structure or behavior changing, such as sex, hunger,
disease etc.
2) inferring the model parameters from the real fish
school data.

FIGURE 6 The polarization index of group
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FIGURE 7 The average angular speed of group
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Abstract
This paper introduces two methods of extension measure based on model checking algorithm of interactive Markov chains (IMC) to
decide the software trustworthiness. The first extended measurement is to establish multiple corresponding temporal logic relations for
each software trustworthy attribute that affecting software trustworthiness, also is to use multiple temporal logic to describe a software
trustworthy attribute, which is aim to measure the software trustworthiness on the multi-level and fine-grained. Then the paper will
determine the measurement ultimately. The second extended measurement is to locate for the untrusted states, then find out the detail
path and detail parameters of the path. Next, we will get the location that not trusted through further analysis. Eventually meet people’s
expectations by improving.
Keywords: software trustworthiness, model checking, finite state machine model, trustworthy attribute

interaction as the state model and utilize the modelchecking algorithm, which is a formal verification by
exhaustively searching the finite state automata. And then
convert the verification of properties to the corresponding
temporal logic, using the model checking tool to traverse
system model automatically, at last, it will check whether
the system meets the corresponding properties or not.
Compared with ordinary artificial validation method,
model checking is of speed and high accuracy and is very
useful for realizing the automation. The most important is
that this model-checking algorithm not merely can reflect
the behaviours of the software from the angle of function
layer, but also further measure the software credibility
from a performance perspective. Hence, this paper selects
the model-checking algorithm of the IMC model to give
two extended measurement to determine the software
trustworthiness.
The scope of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 introduces related work. In Section 3 presents the model
checking in detail, especially the two extended
measurement methods based on IMC and will utilize the
two extended methods to decide the software
trustworthiness. At the end of this chapter we verify the
feasibility and effectiveness of these methods by
experiments. Conclusions and some directions for future
research are given in Section 4. Section 5 is the
acknowledgements.

1 Introduction
Trust is essential to most human transactions [1].
Numerous research papers have addressed trust and
software trustworthiness from many kinds of different
perspectives in recent years [2]. However, at present, the
existing researches mainly focus on two aspects, which are
software reliability metrics and safety assessment [3]. M.
Ohba divided the software reliability model into two
categories: static model and dynamic model according to
the modelling object [4]. Among them, the dynamic model
becomes popular and has the most researchers. It models
with some data or information related to the running time.
This type of dynamic model utilizes software-testing
process to obtain the failure time or software failure
frequency over a period of time to estimate the number of
failures of the entire software and time of failure
occurrence or some other data involved with software
failure. This typical model is Markov Process Model [5],
Non-homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) [6] and
Bayesian Model [7]. Certainly, there are also other
extended models.
In addition, software interactivity cannot be neglected
any longer because of that, too many safety issues are
introduced through interaction. Nonetheless, people still
do not keep a watchful eye on the measurement of the
software interactivity. Therefore researching on software
interactive security measure is a necessary complement for
software reliability measure research and also a new
development. This paper will model the software
*
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evidence. This way picks the objective data as the
evaluation data. However, the corresponding metrics and
algorithm still need further improvement.
In information security, the research on the behaviour
of the software has always been used in intrusion
detection. The theory of based on the software behaviour
has been increasingly used in the dynamic measurement of
trusted computing. [13] introduced a dynamic credible
measurement based on software behaviour. At the same
time, it puts forward an authentication mechanism based
on expanded behaviour trace and behaviour measurement
information. [14] used the behaviour track and
checkpoints scenario to describe the dynamic
characteristics, its aim is to detect the attacks. The software
will stop running as long as finding any behaviour that
deviation from the original expected track. Based on
dynamic credible measurement, the measurements are
divided into trusted or untrusted, but the credibility of
software cannot be simply represented by trusted or
untrusted.
Compared with the general software reliability
analysis methods, the formal method based on strict
mathematical foundation can carry on the formal
descriptions or verification accurately and is suitable for
reliability analysis and evaluation of the software.
Model checking is a kind of effective formal
verification method. With the increasing development of
model test technology, more and more researchers will
apply the model checking technique to property
verification of the code. [15, 16] both adopted the model
checking method to validate the software trustworthiness.
However, the current study is centred around the UML
diagram of the early stage of the software development
phase, for this reason, it does not go deep into the
interaction level and also cannot verify the complex
software trustworthiness in the operation phase. In this
paper, we utilize the model-checking algorithm of IMC to
extend the measurement of software trustworthiness.

2 Related work
Many reliability models and measurement methods have
been proposed to estimate the software trustworthiness up
to now. However, due to the software is more complex, so
now there is no authority measurement in the world. At
present, the most popular methods of software reliability
analysis and evaluation include based on the development
model, based on the informal method, based on the
software behaviour, based on the formal method and based
on the model checking measurement.
Software reliability analysis and measurement based
on the development model usually makes full use of
various development model to guarantee the reliability of
the software. [8] proposed a trusted software design and
development process based on model-driven architecture
(MDA) which combines the executable formal
specification language with UML description method to
realize the executable formal specification description in
the whole software development life cycle and guarantee
the credibility of the software. This method can effectively
detect the software behaviour to identify whether is
trustable or not. Nonetheless, there is no detailed
implement process and clear instructions. [9] described the
software architecture applying AC2-ADL (Architectural
Description of Aspect-Oriented Systems) and proposed a
kind of trusted software architecture design method
supporting run-time monitoring. This way can effectively
achieves the trusted software system development process,
but still need to further improve and research on software
credible guarantee mechanism. [10] extended the trusted
chain suggested by TCG (Trusted Computing Group)
based on trusted computing platform. Through the
description of irregular track, it inserted the corresponding
check sensor into the key code that needed to be checked
to implement dynamic reliable detection at the runtime. It
is based on trusted computing and has the characteristics
of high formalization, but the applicable scope is small.
Based on the formalization of software reliability
mainly uses artificial method to analyse software and
obtain the corresponding measure matrix to evaluate
software reliability. [11] puts forward to extract different
attribute benchmark index to evaluate the trusted degree
based on the layered mechanism. This method is
applicable to large modular software system.
Nevertheless, the process of classifying the software
reliable properties and obtaining the corresponding
indicators is not fully automated. [12] proposed a trusted
software process assessment method based on the

3 Model checking
In this section, we will introduce the model-checking
algorithm in detail. Next, the experiment, analysis and
measurement will be given.
The structure of the model is roughly divided into three
parts: modelling phase, running phase, analysis phase. The
overall structure framework is shown in Figure 1 below.
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FIGURE 1 Overall structure framework

3.1 MODEL CHECKING ALGORITHM

8. Prob(s, 1 AU t B  2 )  1 .

The key algorithm is the two numerical iterative algorithm
F(s,t) and G(s,t).

3.2 THE TWO EXTENDED MEASUREMENT
METHODS

Theorem one: for   1 AU t  2 .

The model-checking algorithm can only assess the
performance of the system. However, most users hope to
know whether the software system is trusted or not and the
measurement value. In addition, state transition as well as
the parameters in the model is also important. In this part,
we will give the two extended methods to solve the above
problems.

t

1. If s |  2 , Prob(s, 1 AU  2 )  1 .
2. If (s | 1   2 )  (s  PS ) ,

Prob( s, 1 AU t  2 ) 

 0 R(s, s ' )e E ( s) x Prob(s ' , 1 AU t  x  2 )dx .
t

s '.S

3.2.1 The first extension measure

3. If (s | 1   2 )  (s  NS ) ,

The first extended measure is to establish multiple
corresponding temporal logic relations for each software
trustworthy
attribute
that
affecting
software
trustworthiness, that is to say that using multiple temporal
logic formulas to describe a software trustworthy attribute,
which is aim to measure the software trustworthiness on
the multi-level and fine-grained. Then the paper will
determine the measurement ultimately.
Here, we have to explain the trustworthy attribute,
which generally refers to the functionality, the
maintainability, the reliability, the survivability and the
controllability of the software. Utilizing these attributes to
describe the software trustworthiness. However, each
attribute is expressed by multiple temporal logic formulas.
The concrete practices are as follows.
The main algorithm of model checking just checks
whether each state meet the path formula that is given. If
meet the formula, it will return yes, whereas return no. In
our first extension measure, we still adopt it. In addition,
each temporal logic formula that corresponding to each
trustworthy attribute will be taken into account. Then
establish the corresponding relations between the
important states and the results of these states whether
meet each temporal logic formula, as shown below:

t

Prob( s, 1 AU  2 ) 
 A (s)

 0

R( s, s ' )e  E ( s ) x Prob( s ' , 1 AU t  x  2 )dx 

R ( s , s ' )0

 Prob(s ' , 1 AU t 

A (s)

 2 ).

I ( s ,s )A
'

4. Prob(s, 1 AU t  2 )  1 .
Theorem two: for   1 AU t B  2 .
5. If ( s | 1 )  (s ' (( s ' |  2 )  ( B ( s )   A\ B ( s )  t ))) ,
Prob(s, 1 AU t B  2 )  1 .

6. If (s | 1 )  (s  PS ) ,
Prob( s, 1 AU t B  2 ) 

  R ( s , s )e
t

'

 E (s) x

0

s ' S

Prob( s ' , 1 AU t  x B  2 ) dx .

7. If (s | 1 )  (s  NS )  ( A\ B (s)   B (s)  t )
Prob( s, 1 AU  t B  2 ) 
 A\ B ( s )

 0

 00

{s0 , s1 , s 2 ,...,s n }   10
corresponds  ...

 n 0

R( s, s ' )e  E ( s ) x Prob( s ' , 1 AU  t  x B  2 )dx 

R( s, s ' )  0

 Prob(s ' , 1 AU t 

A\ B ( s )

B  2 ).

I ( s , s ) A \ B
'

 01 ...  0 m 
11 ... 1m 
,
... ... ... 

 n1 ...  nm 
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where  ij (i  n; j  m)

represents that the state

si
th
whether meet the j temporal logic formula or not. If met,
then:  ij (i  n; j  m)  1 or  ij (i  n; j  m)  0 . It is
easy to find that i, j ,  ij (i  n; j  m)  1 is the best
condition.
Now assume

that:

S  [s1 , s2 ,..., sn ] , si (i  n)

indicates the weight of state s i .

L  [l1 , l2 ,..., lm ] ,

l j ( j  n) indicates the weight of the j temporal logic
formula.
Then the last measurement of the whole software can be
simply represented by M k  S1n   nm  L1mT , M k
indicates the kth trustworthy attribute that affecting the
software trustworthiness. After all are calculated, we can
continue to choose the weighted average method to
calculate the system reliability value. During this process,
the most important step is to determine the corresponding
temporal logic formulas for each trustworthy attribute,
because only then can we really reflect the software system
in detail. The experiment will be given in Section 3.3.
th

FIGURE 2 IMC model of a fault-tolerant system

Act is the set of acts: Act  {F1 , F2 , F3 , Fv , Rep, Reset} ,

Fi shows the ith processor is not work, Fv shows the
vector cannot work normally Rep represents the fix act, the
act of Reset can reset the system.
  0.01,
  0.001,
  0.2,
  0.02,

 F  0.2,
2

 F  0.1,
3

 F  0.4,
v

 Rep  0.1,

 Reset  0.1. As shown in Figure 2, there is no doubt that
the most important question is the fault tolerance in a faulttolerant system of IMC model. However, the fault
tolerance belongs to reliability. Then we select the
reliability to describe the trustworthiness of the system.
Temporarily we ignore other properties in this example.
Next, we can use several temporal logic equation to
describe the fault-tolerant system for fine-grained, as
follows:

3.2.2 The second extension measure
The second extension measure is to locate the untrusted
states, then find out the detail path and detail parameters of
the path. Next, we will get the location that not trusted
through further analysis. Eventually meet people’s
expectations by improving.
In the model of IMC, state transition is used to describe
the path parameters. And the crucial factor of state
transition is the occurrence time of acts and the state of
residence time. Suppose we get the times, then we can
clearly depict the system. Hence, the paper obtains the
runtime parameters as follows:

1  P 0.02 (true{F1 , Fv }U 12 {F1 , Fv } true) ,
 2  P 0.2 (tureU 12 { F1 , F2 , F3 ,Re p} true) ,
 3  P 0.5 (trueActU 12  2 ).

The fault tolerance is depicted using the three temporal
logic formulas. The first step is to build a relationship
according the result as follows:

  si  conk ,  ( si ),  act ( si )  s j ...  ...  sn ,
where conk denotes the jump from state s i to state s j
belongs to the kth condition,  ( si ) denotes the residence

{s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 , s6 , s7 , s8 , s9 , s10 }



corrensponds

time of the state s i ,  act ( si ) denotes the occurrence
time of the act from the state s i .
The experiment will also be shown at the next section.

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0  .


1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 

3.3 EXPERIMENT AND MEASUREMENT

The second step is to determine the weight set of each
state and the temporal logic formula respectively.

In this part, we will give the related experimental data and
analysis for the two extension measure.

S  {s0 , s1 ,..., s10 } 
{0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.06, 0.1, 0.12, 0.02},

3.3.1 The experiment of the first extension measure

L  l1 , l2 , l3   0.3,0.3,0.4.
The reliability metrics is finally determined using the
following formula:

The experiment example is the example of 6.5.1 in [17].
Figure 2 is the IMC model diagram, as follows:

M k  S1n   nm  L1mT (n  11, m  3)  0.6380 .
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S3<0.1379,Maxdouble>-S4<Maxdouble,0.2>S6<0.1288,Maxdouble>-S5<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.1226,Maxdouble>-S4<Maxdouble,0.2>S6<0.1477,Maxdouble>-S5<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.1070,Maxdouble>-S2<Maxdouble,0.1>S0<0.0984,Maxdouble>-S1<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.1246,Maxdouble>-S2<Maxdouble,0.1>S0<0.0869,Maxdouble>-S1<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.0840,Maxdouble>-S2<Maxdouble,0.1>S0<0.0766,Maxdouble>-S1<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.0767,Maxdouble>-S4<Maxdouble,0.2>S6<0.0687,Maxdouble>-S5<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.0835,Maxdouble>-S4<Maxdouble,0.2>S6<0.0585,Maxdouble>-S5<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.0706,Maxdouble>-S4<Maxdouble,0.2>S6<0.0459,Maxdouble>-S5<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.0546,Maxdouble>-S4<Maxdouble,0.2>S6<0.0340,Maxdouble>-S5<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.0394,Maxdouble>-S2<Maxdouble,0.1>S0<0.0250,Maxdouble>-S1<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.0290,Maxdouble>-S4<Maxdouble,0.2>S6<0.0150,Maxdouble>-S8<Maxdouble,0.4>S10<0.0014,Maxdouble>-S9<Maxdouble,0.1>

For this particular system, the measurement of the fault
tolerant is equal to the measurement of the reliability. So
the trustworthiness measurement value of the fault-tolerant
system is 0.6380. However, in general, the software
trustworthiness is depicted by many trustworthy attributes.
At this point, we should apply different method to
synthesize according to the different system and situation.
We can conclude that temporal logic formulas data in
table 1 and the corresponding results in table 2 according
to the first extended method and algorithm procedures.
TABLE 1 Temporal logic formulas data
Φ1
0.017
0.022
0.017
0.021
0.110
0.021
0.121
1.000
1.000
0.018
0.011

Prob(si,φ)
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10

Φ2
0.321
1.000
1.000
0.213
1.000
1.000
0.187
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Φ3
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.141
0.475
0.462
1.000
0.501

Among them, the Maxdouble represents the maximum
double time. Here, if there is no Markov transfer except
action transfer, we assume that the residence time of the
state is Maxdouble. Similarly, if there is no action transfer
except Markov transfer, we suppose the occurrence time
of the action is Maxdouble.
From the above path, we can find that when the system
start run from s6 to s9, then the residual execution time is
0.0625 unit of time. However, the act starting from s9 is
only a Reset action operation, and the execution time of
the Reset action is 0.1 unit of time. Hence, the vector fails
due to the remaining time 0.0625 is less than 0.1. As a
result, the state s6 cannot meet the temporal logic formulas.
Next, it affects the software trustworthiness and makes the
measurement low.

TABLE 2 Corresponding results
Φn
Φ1
Φ2
Φ3

S0
1
1
1

S1
0
1
1

S2
1
1
1

S3
0
1
1

S4
1
1
1

S5
0
1
1

S6
1
0
0

S7
0
0
0

S8
0
0
0

S9
1
0
1

S10
1
0
1

3.3.2. The experiment of the second extension measure
The way of the second extension measure is to obtain the
detail path and path parameters for the states, which cannot
meet the temporal logic formulas in the first extension
measure. Then locate the positions that make the reliability
low and give the reasons by analysing the path and the path
parameters.
Here we still choose the example above, track the path
and extract the operation path parameters to the faulttolerant. We find the state s6 does not meet the temporal
logic formula 2 according the Table 2. Now we will track
the path and extract the operation path parameters to the
state s6 as follows:

4 Conclusions
This paper mainly proposed two expended measurement
methods based on IMC model. The first expended method
can give a final credibility value according to the result of
temporal logic formulas. More than that, the result is
intuitive and easy to understand to users. The second
expended method can track the path and extract the
operation path parameters for the important and untrusted
states in accordance with the specific results of the first
expended method. Of course, the intention is to analysis
the cause of the result.
Software interaction is one of the most important key
factors to the software reliability research. In the current
open network environment, the introduction of interaction
often leads to unpredictable risks, while this article on the
basis of software interaction has proposed two extended
methods, but there are a lot of limitations in this kind of
methods based on IMC model. Moreover, the factors we
considering are still not enough. So next, we want to
introduce more data information on the basis of the
dynamic interaction model, for example, the data or
information that has nothing to do with the running time to

S6<0.3023,Maxdouble>-S5<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.3810,Maxdouble>-S4<Maxdouble,0.2>S6<0.2832,Maxdouble>-S5<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.3551,Maxdouble>-S2<Maxdouble,0.1>S0<0.2654,Maxdouble>-S1<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.3331,Maxdouble>-S4<Maxdouble,0.2>S6<0.2446,Maxdouble>-S5<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.3086,Maxdouble>-S4<Maxdouble,0.2>S6<0.2314,Maxdouble>-S5<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.2785,Maxdouble>-S2<Maxdouble,0.1>S0<0.2119,Maxdouble>-S1<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.2608,Maxdouble>-S4<Maxdouble,0.2>S6<0.1928,Maxdouble>-S5<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.2376,Maxdouble>-S2<Maxdouble,0.1>S0<0.1769,Maxdouble>-S1<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.2181,Maxdouble>-S4<Maxdouble,0.2>S6<0.1589,Maxdouble>-S5<Maxdouble,0.1>S3<0.1961,Maxdouble>-S4<Maxdouble,0.2>S6<0.1417,Maxdouble>-S5<Maxdouble,0.1>-
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dynamically reflect the trustworthiness more accurately,
comprehensively and truly.
The purpose to study the trusted software is to build the
trusted software system that can meet the users, which
requires the creditability validation before putting it into
use. However, the current measurement theory, models and
methods are mostly stay in theory, there are also some
scholars that tried to apply various measurement methods
in different kinds of industrial production, service
system ,such as in [19-22], and obtained a series of
research achievements, this article only carried on the
analysis and verification of the experiment on a small fault

tolerance system. Then the focus of next step is to try to
apply the extended methods to more areas of different
systems. This will make the theoretical model can be used
in real life successfully and embody the research
significance.
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Abstract
Cane sugar crystallization is a non-linear process where multiple control parameters are involved, which makes it rather difficult to
reveal its internal mechanism by mechanism modelling. Derived from variants of standard support vector machine method, an online
control system modelling method based on multi-input and multi-output proximal least square support vector machine is proposed to
be applied in sugar crystallization process. This method takes multiple process control parameters as the input and output of machine
learning algorithm, through which the inherent law between key and auxiliary parameters in the sugar crystallization process is
established. The ultimate goal is to control the sugar crystallization process automatically. The experimental results show that the
accuracy rate of the model output is 95%.
Keywords: multi-input and multi-output proximal least square SVM, sugar crystallization control system, machine learning, nonlinear modelling

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a new machine
learning technique based on minimization principle, with
features of solid theoretical foundation and basis [1-3].
SVM which features with good generalization ability can
still obtain forecast value under some extreme conditions,
like nonlinearity, small sample and high-dimension data
[4-6]. SVM is generally applied in industrial fields of iron
and steel production, biopharming and food processing for
parameter forecasting, with trend of penetrating into other
industrial fields.

1 Introduction
Nowadays techniques like soft sensor based on computer
and sensing technology, process identification and
nonlinear process control are widely applied in modern
industrial field. Among them, process identification and
soft sensor based on computer sensing technology is a
method that establishes the mathematic relationship
between leading variables and auxiliary variables, where
the leading variables are those hard to be measured or even
can’t be measured and the auxiliary variables are those
relevant and easy to be measured. Then the evaluation of
leading variables is implemented by auxiliary variables.
An organic combination of computer and industrial
process knowledge has been achieved by soft sensor
technology, which makes variables measurement easier
and more accessible by replacing hardware with software
and taking auxiliary variables to evaluate the leading ones.
Cane sugar crystallization is a nonlinear and complex
process as well as hard to be modelled. The key parameters
in that control process field like super saturation and Brix
are not stable enough for long term measurement. The
accuracy of measuring sensors would be compromised
once their surfaces are covered with scaling sugar in
crystallization process, which stands in the way of
automatic controlling in Chinese sugar industry field.
However, machine learning methods could identify the
inherent law between the input and output in control
process through learning and modelling the relevant data,
without knowing exactly what kind of mechanism the
process is. It means that the machine learning methods can
approach to the actual process closely.
*

2 Measurement and control system model for sugar
crystallization process
Crystallization is the most significant phase of sugar
boiling, and its mechanism is complex and hard to be
modelled. The key control parameters like massecuite Brix
and supersaturation can be obtained through measuring
and analysing the following external parameters:
temperature, vacuum degree, steam pressure etc. Since
those external parameters determine the massecuite Brix
and supersaturation, there should exist some certain law
between them. Even though the inherent law can be
established by analysing the mechanism of sugar
crystallization process, it is still difficult to figure it out
from the perspective of the mechanism modelling since
multiple parameters are involved and the process is
nonlinear.
Since the internal mechanism of sugar crystallization
process is hard to be modelled based on traditional theory,
this paper applies machine learning to cave the implicit
relation among the key control parameters in sugar
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crystallization process. After that, the measurement and
control system model for sugar crystallization process has
been built, shown as Figure 1.
Temperature

model for cane sugar crystallization process was built
based on multi-input multi-output proximal least square
support vector machine (MIMO PLS-SVM) [7, 8]. The
object function for optimizing the model satisfies the
following equation:

Massecuite Brix

Vacuum Degree

min J 
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Temperature
.
.
.
.
.
.
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FIGURE 1 Control modelling scheme of cane sugar crystallization
process

, (1)

where bj is the j-dimensional offset vector; wj is the jdimensional weight vector; x is the high dimensional
transformation function; ei,j is the quantitative error in ith
row and jth column; c is the penalty factor of irrelevant
samples. The following Lagrange function is deduced
from the object function:

3 Base modelling building
In this paper, machine-learning method was adopted to
extract the inherent law between the multiple key
parameters and the auxiliary parameters in the nonlinear
cane sugar crystallization process, which aimed to
controlling the process automatically. The multiple control
parameters in that process were seen as the input and
output of the machine learning method.
The input vector x ( x  R d ) in d dimensions was
defined as the auxiliary parameter in the process; whereas
the output vector Y (Y  R n ) in n dimensions was defined
as the key parameter. Measurement and control system

L

n
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n
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(2)
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The conditions for optimality are the following
equations:

m
m
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(3)

Linear equations system of eliminating the transition
variables in Equation (3):

According to the principle of SVM, kernel function is
introduced as follows:

1
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1
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.

1

(8)

Since matrix H is symmetric and positive, Equation (9)
has a unique solution due to the presence of its inverse
matrix.
Known from the object function, the measurement and
control model built on MIMO PLS-SVM can feed the
quantified correlativity among multiple variables in the
cane sugar crystallization process back to the output
variables efficiently and synchronously. Mutual
adjustment between those outputs variables are made on
condition of the identical input variables, which leads to
coordination of the whole control objects. In a certain
sense, the whole measurement and control process is
optimized.

Consequently, the linear equations system can be
written as matrix form:

 K  E  cI  a  Y .

(9)

Left Matrix in Equations (9) is named as model
identification matrix as follows:

1

 K  x1 , x1   1  c

H

 K  x m , x1   1



K  x1 , x m   1 

.
1
K  xm , xm   1  
c

4 Online measurement and control model building of
cane sugar crystallization process
According to Equations (9) and (10), the solution of
Equation (9) is determined by the inverse matrix of the
symmetric and positive H. However, solving the inverse
matrix directly is of high computation cost and timeconsuming, which is incompatible with the online
measurement and control model. Obviously, matrix
inversion approach available for online measurement and
control condition is highly demanded.
At time t, matrix H is defined as follows:

(10)

Introduced by the positive definiteness of the kernel
function, we can get the following relationship:
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which suggest matrix H is symmetric. Assuming z is a
nonzero vector, do the operation as follows:
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(13)

According to the inversion of block matrix when new
data is inserted to the online model, the inversion of Ht+1 is
obtained using the inverse of Ht at time t, which simplifies
the computation process massively [9]. At time t + 1, the
solution of linear equations system of the online model is
defined as at+1; the newly added data is regarded as input
vector yt+1; Yt+1 denotes the output matrix; Consequently
at+1 can be rewritten by Equation (17), where the needed
computing time is decreased largely. Equations system of
online measurement and control model is assumed as
Ht+1at+1=Yt+1, and the solution deduction is as follows:

(14)

1
.
c

(12)

At time t + 1, the new data described as input vector
xt + 1 is inserted to the online model, then H can be written
as follows:

K  x1 , xt   1

K  xt , xt   1 


K  x1 , xt   1 

.
1
K  xt , xt   1  
c

(15)
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Then we have:
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Compare Equation (20) with (21), the inverse matrix of
cane sugar measurement and control model is as follows,
when the old data is clear at time t+1:
T
inverse _ old

1 T
t
new

 Ht1h new 

,
 1 

1
1
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 1 T
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1 T
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,

The data of the online model would increase rapidly
along with time flowing and data updating, which
compromises the operation speed. Aimed to solve this
problem, the data amount needed processing must be
limited without compromising the identification precision
of the model. When the data amount reaches to a certain
point, space for processing the newly data would be
squeezed out by deleting the old data. In the meantime, the
inverse matrix and solution of the equations system of the
model would be updated. Sliding window techniques are
used to clear the old data out the online model.
Preprocessing is made as follows:
1
t 1
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(23)
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(24)

(22)

When the old data is replaced by newly data at time t+1,
the solution of model is defined as at 1 while the output

Equations (23) and (24) determine the solution of the
model, whose deductive process is as follows:

vector is Yt 1 . Then the solution of model can be
determined by Equation (25), through which the
computing process is simplified and large-scale matrix
operation is avoided.
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at 1  aˆ t 1 

hTinverse _ old aold
hinverse _ old

.

For a wide table you can use 1-column section (Table
1), for a small standard table 2-column section is used
(Table 2).

(25)

The online identification process is as follows:
1) Acquire a little sample data from the control or detection
process. Optimize the kernel function parameter and
penalty factor of the model, aiming to obtain the optimal
parameters.
2) The parameters of model are offline trained in order to
build the offline model.
3) The input data of model is received and identified
online.
4) The actual control or measurement process determines
if new data is inserted to the data set of model [10]. If new
data is inserted in, add the data to the data set, otherwise
the new data is abandoned and jump to step (3).
5) Set the size of data set, once its size is larger than the
limited one, delete the original data and jump to step (3).
If a table is too long to fit onto one page, the table
number and headings should be repeated on the next page
before the table is continued.
Alternatively, the table can be spread over two
consecutive pages (first on even-numbered, then on oddnumbered page).

5 Simulation and experimental analysis
This paper takes the data provided by a local cane sugar
production factory as experiment object. Data selected
from multiple cane sugar crystallization phases is defined
as experiment sample set to make sure that the experiment
can cover the whole range of sugar crystallization process
and data for machine learning is sufficient. The sample set
has 212 samples, and parts of them are shown as Table 1.
It is a common sense that the massecuite Brix and
supersaturation are two vital factors in the cane sugar
crystallization process. Massecuite temperature, steam
pressure, steam temperature, vacuum degree and sorts of
these are defined as input vectors, whereas massecuite Brix
and supersaturation are defined as output vectors. The
measurement and control model of the cane sugar
crystallization process can synchronously identify the
massecuite Brix and supersaturation online. It can also
compare the results with the measured Brix.

TABLE 1 Experimental data
Sample number

Brix (°Bx)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
…
212

81.75
79.18
81.69
79.91
83.97
82.39
81.62
…
78.37

Supersaturation
(%)
1.18
1.10
1.21
1.09
1.25
1.19
1.14
…
1.06

Massecuite
temperature (°C)
58.91
64.36
57.85
59.81
58.06
59.67
56.78
…
67.65

Gaussian radial basis function is selected as the kernel
function of the model talked about above. The experiment
program is compiled In VC9.0 environment. Parameters
and penalty factors of the kernel function are optimized
using particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm and
leave-one-out cross validation [11]. Assume the
optimization range of parameters was from 0.01 to 1000,
and the penalty factors’ range was from 1 to 10000. 162
samples are selected randomly from the sample set as

Vacuum degree
(kPa)
82.56
84.56
81.36
82.32
80.4
83.4
83.04
…
83.16

Steam
temperature (°C)
108.9
109.2
107.5
108.2
108.2
106.5
106.9
…
109.8

Steam pressure
(MPa)
0.068
0.065
0.036
0.03
0.052
0.037
0.038
…
0.063

training set and the rest of sample set is regarded as testing
set (50 samples). Iterative algebra of PSO is 150 and
population size of it is 100. Emulation results are shown in
Table 2. Aimed to verify the experiment results, the
difference between the measured data and output data from
the model has been studied, which is shown in Figures 2
and 3 shows the accuracy rate of the results; experimental
errors were demonstrated as Figure (4).

TABLE 2 Results
Sample number

Brix (°Bx)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
…
50

78.17
78.12
85.1
78.07
79.07
83.26
82.81
…
78.91

Supersaturation
(%)
1.06
1.05
1.26
1.06
1.07
1.21
1.2
…
1.1

Massecuite
temperature (°C)
78.69
78.09
84.78
79.40
80.03
81.51
81.90
…
79.06

Vacuum degree
(kPa)
1.09
1.07
1.28
1.09
1.09
1.2
1.21
…
1.12

Error rate of
Brix (%)
0.67
0.04
0.37
1.70
1.22
2.10
1.10
…
0.19

Error rate of
supersaturation (%)
2.83
1.90
1.59
2.83
1.87
0.83
0.83
…
1.82
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6 Conclusion
Modelling with MIMO PLS-SVM can still perceive the
predictive value of high accuracy when numbered samples
are trained, by which challenges of nonlinearity, numbered
samples and high dimension are easily dissolved. The
inherent relationship between the multiple key variables
and auxiliary variables is established with application of
machine learning. The auxiliary variables are defined as
the input of machine learning algorithm, while the key
variables are defined as the output. Experimental results
demonstrated that the accuracy rate of output was 95%. In
an overall sense, the model discussed above is of great
utility value in process identification, soft sensor and
nonlinear control field.

FIGURE 2 Comparative results of Brix
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FIGURE 3 Comparative results of supersturation

FIGURE 4 The relative error of Brix and supersaturation
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Abstract
In order to investigate a modal analysis of structure with bolted joints, five kinds of finite element models, a solid bolt model, a no-bolt
model, a modified bolt model, a beam bolt model and a rigid bolt model, are introduced. Among these models, the solid bolt model,
modified bolt model and rigid bolt model provide good accurate responses compared with the modal test results. The solid bolt model,
which can also be used for stress analysis, is recommended in view of applicability. The rigid bolt model is recommended in view of
usefulness and effectiveness. For bolted flanged connection, the magnitude of bolt pretension has little influence to structural modes.
To improve the calculation accuracy of higher modes, a better idea is to modify the finite model by modal test.
Keywords: bolted joints, flange, pretension, modal, finite element analysis

models, the solid bolt model, modified bolt model and
rigid bolt model provide good accurate responses
compared with the modal test results. The solid bolt model,
which can also be used for stress analysis, is recommended
in view of applicability. The rigid bolt model is
recommended in view of usefulness and effectiveness.

1 Introduction
A bolted joint is a kind of mechanical joint being widely
used in engineering structures. Two primary
characteristics in the bolted joint are a pretension and a
mating part contact, which have great influence to both
static and dynamic characteristics of structure. The study
on modelling and simulation of bolted joint has important
engineering application and theoretical research value.
To analysing the connection stiffness and contact stress
of bolted joint, a large number of studies have been carried
out in theory, by experiment and FEM (Finite Element
Method) [1-5]. It is verified that the pressure cone exists in
members around the bolt hole. Yujuan Sun et al. studied
the axial-load and stress distributions on each thread of the
threaded connection based on axisymmetric and 3-D finite
element models [6, 7]. Simulation results indicate that the
effect of helix has little influence to axial-load and stress
distributions of threaded connection. These studies
provide a theoretical support to simplify the bolt model.
Jeong Kim et al. introduced four kinds of finite element
models for bolted joint [8], which can be used for stress
analysis of members. The modified bolt model can also be
used for modal analysis. DayuPu et al. proposed another
two models for modal analysis [9]. However, all of these
models have limited application scope because they cannot
be applied to stress analysis and modal analysis
simultaneously.
In order to investigate a modal analysis of bolted
flanged connection, five kinds of finite element models, a
solid bolt model, a no-bolt model, a modified bolt model,
a beam bolt model and a rigid bolt model, are introduced
based on finite element software ANSYS. Among these

2 Basic principle of prestressed modal analysis
Theoretical analysis and engineering practice have shown
that the damping has little influence to structural natural
frequency and mode shape. So damping can be ignored
when solving the structure natural frequency and mode
shape. Natural frequency and mode shape are inherent
attributes of structural system, and have nothing to do with
the external load. The structural non-damping free
vibration equation can be expressed as

 M U   K U  0 ,

(1)

where  M  is the mass matrix,  K  is the stiffness matrix,

U  is the acceleration vector, U 

is the displacement

vector.
For a linear system, the free vibration is of harmonic
form

U   i cos i t ,
where

i

(2)

is the eigenvector, that is mode shape,

corresponding to the 1st, 2nd,…, ith natural frequency, i
is the ith circular frequency, t is the time.

*
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Substituting Equation (2) into Equation (1) gives

 K     M 
2

i

i

 0 .

(3)

The circular frequency i and mode shape  i can
be obtained by solving Equation (3).
In order to consider the influence of bolt pretension to
structural modes, ANSYS preforms nonlinear static
analysis before modal analysis to obtain actual contact
status, contact stiffness and prestress, from which the
system stiffness matrix  K  can be updated. The
subsequent modal analysis uses the updated stiffness
matrix, so as to ensure the accuracy of modal analysis [10].
3 Finite element model of bolted flanged connection
Figure 1 shows a typical bolted flanged connection
structure. The upper flange and lower flange are bolted
with 8 groups of M10 bolts distributed circumferential
uniform. Figure 2 shows the details of bolted joint. In order
to investigate a modal analysis of bolted flanged
connection, five kinds of finite element models are
introduced. The first one, that is the solid bolt model, takes
into account the actual bolt pretention and contacts, but the
rest four bolt models are simplified models, without
considering the bolt pretention and contacts.

FIGURE 1 Typical bolted flanged connection structure

3.1 SOLID BOLT MODEL
Contact elements

The solid bolt model as shown in Figure 1 is the most
realistic finite element model among them. Hexahedral
elements are adopted to establish the detailed models of
bolt, nut, washer and flange. Without considering the
threads, the bolt and nut are connected together by
coupling nodes. The contacts between nut and upper
washer, bolt head and lower washer, upper washer and
upper flange, lower washer and lower flange, upper flange
and lower flange are simulated by surface-to-surface
contact model. Pretention elements are inserted into cross
section of stud, so as to apply precise pretention load.
Figure 2 shows the details of solid bolt model, which
include five contact pairs and a group of pretention
elements.

Pretention elements
FIGURE 2 Solid bolt model

Merged

3.2 NO-BOLT MODEL
FIGURE 3 No-bolt model

The no-bolt model as shown in Figure 3 is the simplest
finite element model among them. Without considering
bolt, nut and washer, this model is composed of upper
flange and lower flange. The actual contact between upper
flange and lower flange is ignored, but modelled by
coupling nodes.

3.3 MODIFIED BOLT MODEL
Earlier studies had found that larger stress, which holds all
parts together, exists around the area of bolted joint due to
the clamping force of bolt pretention. The solid bolt model
is modified according to Osgood’s suggestion [11]. All the
contact pairs and pretention elements are deleted. The bolt,
nut, washer and flange are connected together by coupling
nodes as shown in Figure 4. It is noted that the upper flange
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and lower flange are not connected together except in the
annular region shown in Figure 4.

behaviour, the rest four bolt models can execute modal
analysis directly.
The modal test is carried out with single input and multi
outputs modal testing method based on LMS modal test
system. The test structure is hung from a soft string so as
to simulate an unconstrained state as shown in Figure 6.
Four acceleration sensors are used for measuring the
response of vibration successively to reduce the influence
of added mass to structural modes. 144 points are chosen
in the test structure to obtain the accurate mode shapes as
shown in Figure 7. The influence of bolt pretention to
structural modes can be studied by two modal tests. The
pretention load, 2KN, is applied to each bolt for the first
test, and the load is 10KN for the second test. The bolt
pretention can be applied by torque wrench. The
relationship of tightening torque and bolt pretention can be
expressed as

Merged

FIGURE 4 Modified bolt model

3.4 BEAM BOLT MODEL

T  0.2F0 d ,

Figure 5 shows the beam bolt model. Flanges, belong to
plates, are modelled by shell elements. The bolt head, nut
and washer are ignored. The stud is approximately
modelled by a beam element, and the nodes at both ends
of the stud are connected to the flanges respectively by
rigid elements in a spider-web-like style. The contact area
of washer and flange is a rigid region because of the rigid
elements. This approach is effective since the number of
finite elements is significantly reduced as well as the
ignorance of bolt pretention and contact compared with the
solid bolt model.

where T is the tightening torque, F0 is the bolt pretention,
d is the nominal diameter of bolt.

(4)

FIGURE 6 Free modal test
Rigid elements
Beam/Rigid element
FIGURE 5 Beam/Rigid bolt model

3.5 RIGID BOLT MODEL
To replace the beam element by rigid element for the stud,
the beam bolt model changes to rigid bolt model (shown in
Figure 5), which has higher computing efficiency.
4 Modal analysis and test

FIGURE 7 Location of measuring points

Table 1 lists the computing efficiency for each bolt
model. Table 2 lists the natural frequencies obtained from
modal test and finite element analysis. Figure 8-11 show
the mode shapes obtained from modal test and solid bolt
model (The bolt pretention is 10KN).

The modal analysis of bolted flanged connection belongs
to prestressed modal analysis. The bolt pretention and
contact behaviour are included in solid bolt model, but the
nonlinear static analysis should be executed before modal
analysis. Without considering bolt pretention and contact
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TABLE 1 Computing efficiency for each bolt model
Models
Solid bolt model
No-bolt model
Modified bolt model
Beam/Rigid bolt model

No. of nodes
156568
121320
151480
35860

No. of elements
128408
88544
111232
35240

Efficiency
Low
Medium
Medium
High

TABLE 2 Natural frequencies of bolted flanged structure (Hz)
Mode no.
Experiment when F0 =2KN

1
107.55

3
265.10

5
290.49

7
408.87

Experiment when F0 =10KN

107.65

264.70

290.69

408.14

Solid bolt model when F0 =2KN

105.20
-2.28%
105.20
-2.28%
108.83
1.10%
105.74
-1.77%
105.22
-2.26%
105.50
-2.00%

268.45
1.42%
268.46
1.42%
289.82*
9.49%
269.88
1.96%
244.29
-7.71%
264.83
0.05%

283.57
-2.45%
283.57
-2.45%
287.37*
-1.14%
284.22
-2.23%
283.17
-2.59%
283.81
-2.37%

357.82
-12.33%
357.83
-12.33%
469.90
15.13%
360.14
-11.76%
331.43
-18.80%
355.15
-12.98%

Error
Solid bolt model when F0 =10KN
Error
No-bolt model
Error
Modified bolt model
Error
Beam bolt model
Error
Rigid bolt model
Error

Notes: the 3rd and 5th mode shapes obtained from nobolt model are corresponding to the 5th and 3rd mode
shapes obtained from test respectively. The two data with
* in Table 2 have been switched as to correspond to mode
shapes obtained from test. The error is the deviation of
simulation and test data when F0=10KN.
Simulation and experiment both can obtain repeated
roots due to the symmetry of structure. The 2nd, 4th, 6th,
8th mode shapes are repeated roots of the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th
mode shapes respectively. Repeated roots have the same
frequency and mode shape, but have different phases.
Repeated roots are not listed in Table 2 and analysed in
next sections.
Experiment and solid bolt model both indicate that the
bolt pretention has little influence to structural natural
frequency and mode shape. The contact status between
upper flange and lower flange changes from the whole
surface contact into local contact due to bolt pretention.
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the contact status between
upper flange and lower flange when the bolt pretention is
different. The red annular areas around the bolt holes in
Figure 12 and Figure 13 are contact areas which are almost
identical. It indicates that the upper flange and lower
flange are held together around the bolt holes. The
magnitude of bolt pretension only changes the local
connection stiffness, but has little influence to structural
frequency and mode shape.

Experiment and simulation data both show that the
solid bolt model, modified bolt model and rigid bolt model
provide good accurate responses. The deviations of the
simulation and test data remain less than 2.5% for the 1st,
3rd, 5th natural frequencies. The 3rd natural frequency
calculated by beam bolt model which provides lower
connection stiffness is lower by 7.71% compared with
experiment data. The 3rd natural frequency calculated by
no-bolt model which overestimates connection stiffness
between upper flange and lower flange is higher by 9.49%
compared with experiment data.
For the 7th mode, mode shapes obtained from all kinds
of bolt models are the same to experiment result, but the
deviations of frequency are more than 10% for every
model. In fact, the near contact region (yellow area in
Figure 12) between upper flange and lower flange may
contact each other while vibration, which affects the higher
modes more significantly. For modal analysis, the solid
bolt model can simulate the contact status and stiffness
after applying bolt pretention. However, the contact status
and stiffness will not change any more no matter how the
structure vibrates. The rest four bolt models can’t consider
connection stiffness change without bolt pretention and
contact pair modelled. To improve the calculation
accuracy of higher modes, a better idea is to modify the
finite model by modal test.
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a) Simulation (105.20Hz)
b) Test (107.65Hz)
FIGURE 8 1st mode shape

a) Simulation ((268.46Hz)
b) Test (264.70Hz)
FIGURE 9 3rd mode shape

a) Simulation (283.57Hz)
b) Test (290.69Hz)
FIGURE 10 5th mode shape

a) Simulation (357.83Hz)
b) Test (408.14Hz)
FIGURE 11 7th mode shape

FIGURE 12 Contact status between flanges for F0 =2KN

FIGURE 13 Contact status between flanges for F0 =10KN

frequency and mode shape. The contact status between
upper flange and lower flange changes from the whole
surface contact into local contact due to bolt pretention.
The magnitude of bolt pretension only changes the local
connection stiffness, but has little influence to structural
frequency and mode shape.
The near contact region between upper flange and
lower flange may contact each other while vibration,
which affects the higher modes more significantly. All the
bolt models can’t simulate changing contact status and
connection stiffness. To improve the calculation accuracy
of higher modes, a better idea is to modify the finite model
by modal test.

5 Conclusions
In order to investigate a modal analysis of structure with
bolted joints, five kinds of finite element models, a solid
bolt model, a no-bolt model, a modified bolt model, a beam
bolt model and a rigid bolt model, are introduced. Among
these models, the solid bolt model, modified bolt model
and rigid bolt model provide good accurate responses
compared with the modal test results. The solid bolt model,
which can also be used for stress analysis, is recommended
in view of applicability. The rigid bolt model is
recommended in view of usefulness and effectiveness.
Experiment and simulation both indicate that the bolt
pretention has little influence to structural natural
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Abstract
To detect and eliminate lazy classes in source code, an automatic approach based on abstract syntax trees (ASTs) is proposed. Source
code files transform to ASTs at first, then the relationships between classes are extracted from the ASTs. Three common relationships
are considered, which are generalization, association and dependency. Some definitions are proposed to represent the classes set of
different kinds of relationships. After carrying out several set operations on these sets, the candidate lazy classes set is obtained. By
further manual examination, the true lazy classes are acquired. Finally, a specific lazy class will be removed automatically from the
project. Four projects are tested to detect and eliminate the lazy classes. The experimental results show that the proposed detection
algorithm has high precision rate. In addition, this approach has good efficiency, and its execution time has a linear relationship to the
size of a system.
Keywords: code smells, lazy classes, abstract syntax trees, refactoring, classes set

addition, they presented BDTEX (Bayesian Detection
Expert) and GQM (Goal Question Metric) based approach
to building Bayesian Belief Networks (BBNs) from the
definitions of code smells. Hui Liu et al. [9] proposed a
detection and resolution sequence for different kinds of
bad smells to simplify their detection and resolution, they
highlighted the necessity of managing bad smell resolution
sequences with a motivating example and recommended a
suitable sequence for commonly occurring bad smells. A.
Ananda Rao et al. [10] proposed a quantitative method,
which made use of the concept design change propagation
probability matrix (DCPP matrix) to detect two important
bad smells, which were shotgun surgery and divergent
change. Although there are many code smells detection
approaches, few of them can detect Lazy Class. So, a
special approach to detecting and eliminating lazy classes
is needed. Min Zhang et al. [11] performed a systematic
literature review of 319 papers about code bad smells and
analysed in detail 39 of the most relevant papers, they
found that our knowledge of some code bad smells remains
insufficient and some code bad smells receive little most
research attention, such as the Lazy Class.
In addition, some tools have been developed for
detecting code bad smells automatically and several
research works have been done on them. Francesca Arcelli
Fontana et al. [12, 13] gave reviews about the current
panorama of the tools for automatic code smell detection,
and they assessed many frequently-used tools, such as
CheckStyle, in Fusion, PMD, and so on. Moreover, they
outlined the main differences among these tools and the
different results they obtained. Their research results show

1 Introduction
Code smells are symptoms or indicators in the source code
that indicate potential problems. The well-known 22 code
smells are described in [1] by Martin Fowler and Kent
Beck. The identifications or detections of code smells are
useful in the sense that they might constitute prescriptive
guidance for performing certain types of refactoring. Some
common code smells emerge frequently in the existing
code, such as Duplicated Code, Long Method, Large
Class, Lazy Class, Switch Statements and so on. Code
smells affect the maintainability of software systems, and
they are important indicators for code refactoring [2, 3].
Recently, code smells detection and automatic
refactoring become hotspots in software engineering
research. Lots of code smell detection approaches have
been proposed. Radu Marinescu [4] presented a metricbased approach to detecting code smells with detection
strategies and developed a PRODETECTION toolkit that
supported code inspections based on detection strategies.
Naouel Moha et al. [5, 6] proposed a DECOR (DEtection
& CORrection) method that described all the steps
necessary for the specification and detection of code and
design smells. Moreover, they introduced an approach to
automating the generation of detection algorithms from
specifications written using a domain-specific language,
and they specified 10 smells and generated automatically
relevant detection algorithms using templates. Foutse
Khomh et al. [7, 8] presented a Bayesian approach for the
detection of code and design smells, their approach could
handle the inherent uncertainty of the detection process. In
*
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that few tools could detect Lazy Class, let alone eliminate
Lazy Class automatically.

defined in the package named org.eclipse.jdt.core.dom. In
Eclipse AST, there are some classes to modify, create,
read, and delete source code. In order to have good
expandability and flexibility, Eclipse AST is designed
based on the Factory Method pattern and the Visitor
pattern [15].

2 Lazy class and abstract syntax tree
2.1 LAZY CLASS
Lazy Class is one of the bad smells in code, which
indicates a useless class or a class with few
responsibilities. Each class, which we have created should
cost time and money to maintain and understand. Too
many lazy classes will increase the complexity and scale
of a software system. So, a class that is not doing enough
to pay for itself should be eliminated. But if we face a huge
project with millions of source code lines and thousands of
classes, it is a so hard thing to find all lazy classes by
manual handling. How to detect and eliminate lazy classes
automatically is a meaningful topic in software
engineering, especially in the field of code smells
identifying and refactoring.
In this paper, we propose a novel and systematic
approach to detecting and eliminating lazy classes
automatically.

3 Automatic detection and elimination algorithm
After transforming source code to abstract syntax trees by
Eclipse AST, we can detect and extract all relationships
between classes by handling the ASTs. If a class is a lazy
class (redundancy class), it has no relationship to other
classes. In general, there are three kinds of relationships
between classes, including generalization, association and
dependency. If we find that all of the other classes have no
any relationship to a specific class, the class is maybe an
islet. It means that the class is very likely a lazy class. So,
the problem of detection of lazy classes is transformed to
a problem of finding isolated classes.
In order to describe the process for searching isolated
classes and detecting candidate lazy classes, a series of
definitions are proposed as follows.
Definition 1: Project Classes Set (PCS). PCS is a set
that stores all classes’ names in a project.
Definition 2: Super Classes Set (SCS). SCS is a set
that stores all super classes’ names of a specific class. The
super interfaces are also in SCS.
Definition 3: Associate Classes Set (ACS). ACS is a
set that stores all associate classes’ names of a specific
class. Association classes’ instances are attributes of a
specific class.
Definition 4: Dependent Classes Set (DCS). DCS is
a set that stores all dependent classes’ names of a specific
class. Generally, dependent relationships are represented
by three main ways: a class’s instance is one of the
parameters of another class’s method, a class’s instance is
the local variable in a method of another class, and a class
invokes another class’s static methods. If a class has one
of the three aforementioned relationships to a specific
class, it will be added to the specific class’s DCS.
Definition 5: Relevant Classes Set (RCS). RCS of a
class is a union set of the class’s SCS, ACS and DCS. The
formula to calculate RCS of class i as follows:

2.2 ABSTRACT SYNTAX TREE
In order to detect and eliminate lazy classes, we can
analysis UML diagrams such as class diagrams. But a class
diagram only describes high level relationships between
classes, it loses some detail information, such as some
dependency relationships. To get more relationship
information between classes, we have to handle source
code directly. However, source code analysis will raise the
complexity and execution time. It has higher time and
space complexity. In addition, during the stage of source
code analysis, there is a lot of useless information affecting
the execution efficiency.
To balance the complexity and efficiency for detecting
the relationships between classes, we need a trade-off
method. Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) is a proposed way to
represent source code, which contains more information
than class diagram. AST is used as an intermediate
expression. In our approach, we use Java language as a
sample, and the proposed approach can be used for other
object-oriented languages. The Abstract Syntax Tree maps
plain Java source code in a tree form, which is more
convenient and reliable to analyse and modify
programmatically than text-based source [14]. Every Java
source file is entirely represented as tree of AST nodes that
are all subclasses of the ASTNode.
In our approach, Eclipse is used as an IDE (Integrated
Development Environment) to analysis Java source code
and implement refactoring. It provides JDT (Java
Development Tools) and Eclipse AST to handle Java
source code. Eclipse JDT contains a group of APIs to
access and operate source code, it contains two different
ways to access Java source code: Java Model and AST.
Eclipse AST is an important part of Eclipse JDT, which is

RCS (i)  SCS (i)

ACS (i)

DCS (i) .

(1)

In addition, RCS of a project is a union set of all
classes’ RCS in a software system. The equation to
calculate RCS of a project as follows:
RCS (Project) 

n

RCS (i ) .

(2)

i 1

Definition 6: Lazy Classes Candidate Set (LCCS).
LCCS of a project is a set that stores all candidate lazy
classes in a software system. Candidate lazy classes are in
the PCS but not in the RCS. We can obtain the
LCCS(Project) using the following equations:
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LCCS (Project)  PCS (Project)  RCS (Project) .

or other open source libraries. Library classes list in RCS,
but they are not parts of the current system and do not list
in the PCS. D is a candidate lazy class, it is a part of the
system but maybe none of the others needs it Pseudo-code
of automatic detection algorithm for candidate lazy classes
is listed in Table 1.

(3)

For example, if the RCS(Project) = {A, B, C, E, F} and
the PCS(Project) = {A, B, C, D}, the LCCS(Project) =
PCS(Project) – RCS(Project) = {A, B, C, D} –g {A, B, C,
E, F} = {D}. Here, E and F are in RCS but not in PCS,
which are called library classes, such as the classes in JDK
TABLE 1 Pseudo-code of the automatic detection algorithm
Line

Pseudo-code
Input: The name of the root directory, which contains source code files for detecting.
Output: A set stored all candidate lazy classes’ names.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

declare a null Set named projectClassSet
declare a null Set named relevantClassSetofProject
for each source code file in the directory
create an AST for the file
add the class name to projectClassSet
declare a null Set named superClassSet
store all directly super classes of the current class to superClassSet
declare a null Set named associateClassSet
declare a null Set named dependentClassSet
for each FieldDeclaration in the AST
store the field’s type name (not primitive type) to associateClassSet
if there is a ClassInstanceCreation node
store the type name of the instance in ClassInstanceCreation node to dependentClassSet
end if
if there are TypeLiteral nodes
store the type names of classes in TypeLiteral nodes to dependentClassSet
end if
end for
for each MethodDeclaration in the AST
store the parameters’ type names (not primitive type) to dependentClassSet
store the exceptions’ type names to dependentClassSet
store the type names of instances in all ClassInstanceCreation nodes to dependentClassSet
store the type names of classes in all static MethodInvocation nodes to dependentClassSet
store the type names of classes in all static fields access nodes (QualifiedName) to dependentClassSet
store the type names of exception in all CatchClause nodes to dependentClassSet
store the type names in all InstanceofExpression nodes to dependentClassSet
store the type names of classes in all TypeLiteral nodes to dependentClassSet
end for
declare a null Set named relevantClassSetofClass
relevantClassSetofClass = superClassSet∪associateClassSet∪dependentClassSet
relevantClassSetofProject = relevantClassSetofProject ∪ relevantClassSetofClass
end for
declare a null Set named lazyClassSet
lazyClassSet = projectClassSet - relevantClassSetofProject
return lazyClassSet

In Table 1, projectClassSet is used to store PCS (Line
1) and relevantClassSetofProject is used to store RCS of a
project (Line 2). For each source code file in the project,
an AST is created firstly, then the relevant class name is
added to projectClassSet (Line 6). In Line 8-9,
superClassSet is used to store SCS, and associateClassSet
is declared to store ACS in Line 11 and dependentClassSet
is declared to store DCS in Line 12. In Line 13-21, for each
field of the class, if the type of field is not a primitive type,
the type name is stored to associateClassSet which is used
to store ACS. ClassInstanceCreation node and TypeLiteral
node are also considered in the FieldDeclaration. If there

is a ClassInstanceCreation node or a TypeLiteral node,
relevant class’s name will be added to DCS. In Line 23-32,
all dependent classes are extracted from each method,
eight situations are considered to detect different kinds of
dependent classes. At last, relevantClassSetofClass is used
to store RCS of current class (Line 34), and
relevantClassSetofClass is the union set of SCS, ACS and
DCS (Line 35). The relevantClassSetofClass is added to
relevantClassSetofProject (Line 36). In Line 39, a set
named lazyClassSet is used to store LCCS, lazyClassSet is
the
difference
between
projectClassSet
and
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relevantClassSetofProject, and the lazyClassSet is
returned finally (Line 40-41).
Obviously, time complexity of the algorithm is T(n) =
n×(m + k), here, n is the number of source code files in the
project, m is the average number of fields in each class and
k is the average number of methods in each class.
Generally, m and k are not too large. If we define a suitable
constant C, we can consider as: 1 ≤ (m + k) ≤ C, and T(n)
= n×(m + k) ≤ C×n = O(n). It means that the execution time
has a linear relationship to the number of source code files,
and the automatic detection algorithm has good efficiency.
After detecting all candidate lazy classes stored in
LCCS, we have to examine the candidates meticulously by
manual. Some candidate lazy classes are not true lazy
classes, for example, the entry class of a system, or a class,
which is located in a configuration file, or a class which is
used in user interface files (e.g. Java Server Pages). If a
real lazy class is confirmed, we should eliminate it
automatically. Pseudo-code of the automatic elimination
algorithm for a lazy class is listed in Table 2.
In Table 2, all source code files in the project are
checked. Several files maybe have more than one class,

and each class transforms to a TypeDeclaration node
respectively. In this approach, we do not save the package
name of a class, so these classes which have a same class
name should be considered. If another class’s name equals
to a specific class’s name, corresponding TypeDeclaration
node is stored into lazyClassNodeList. Finally, if we find
that the size of lazyClassNodeList is greater than 1, it
means that there are at least two classes with the same class
name, we need to select the target class by manual.
Otherwise, the TypeDeclaration node is deleted
automatically. Time complexity of this automatic
elimination algorithm is: T(n) = n×m, here, n is the number
of source code files in the project and m is the average
number of class in each file. Most of the files have only
one class, and a few files have more than one class. For a
large project, we can assume that m trends to a constant.
So, the time complexity is: T(n) = O(n). Algorithm’s
execution time is proportional to the number of source
code files, which can be used to represent the scale of
system.

TABLE 2 Pseudo-code of the automatic elimination algorithm
Line

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Pseudo-code
Input: The name of the root directory, which contains source code files before refactoring and the class name of a true lazy class
(lazyClassName).
Output: The source code after modifying.
declare a null List named lazyClassNodeList
for each source code file in the directory
for each TypeDeclaration node in this file
if the class name equals to lazyClassName
store the TypeDeclaration node into lazyClassNodeList
end if
end for
end for
if the size of lazyClassNodeList is 1
delete the TypeDeclaration node in lazyClassNodeList
else
prompt that some classes have the same name and need to be selected by manual
end if
TABLE 3 Brief information of the four examined projects

4 Experiments and Results Analysis

Measures

To evaluate accuracy and performance of the detection and
elimination algorithms, four projects are used to detect the
lazy classes and their brief information is listed in Table 3.
Among them, SunnySport is a desktop purchase-sell-stock
management system developed by Java, JHotDraw is a
Java GUI framework for technical and structured graphics,
the "Ice Hockey Manager" is a hockey team management
game running under Linux, MacOS and Windows, and
TinyUML is a free software tool for easy and quick
creation of UML 2 diagrams based on Java.

Version
Line of code
Number of
source code
files
Number of
Classes/Inter
faces
Number of
attributes
Number of
methods

Sunny
Sport
1.0
10265

JHotDraw

TinyUML

5.1
8419

0.13_02
13739

IceHockey
Manager
0.3
18085

51

144

194

218

105

155

207

222

658

331

715

1432

377

1314

1644

1664

Precision is used to analyse and evaluate the accuracy
of the detection results. We identify the true lazy classes
by manual. And the formula for calculating precision as
follows:
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Precision 

TP
,
TP  FP

(4)

Project
SunnySport
JHotDraw
TinyUML
IceHockeyManager

where, TP (True Positive) represents the number of true
lazy classes in the LCCS. FP (False Positive) represents
the number of false lazy classes in the LCCS. After
examining the candidate lazy classes in LCCS one by one,
TP and FP are obtained. Precision values of the four
examined projects are listed in Table 4.

TP
2
6
65
2

FP
0
0
1
0

TP + FP
2
6
66
2

Line of
code
10265
8419
13739
18085

Average
execution time of
detection (ms)
1700.2
1903.4
2274.4
2324.6

In Table 5, the average execution time is increased with
the expansion of system’s scale. We use the number of
source code files as the X-axis and the average execution
time of lazy classes’ detection as the Y-axis. The linear
relationship is shown in Figure 1.

TABLE 4 Precision of the automatic detection algorithm
Project
SunnySport
JHotDraw
TinyUML
IceHockeyManager

Number of
source
code files
51
144
194
218

Precision
100%
100%
98.48%
100%

In Table 4, three of the four project’s precision values
are 100%. All candidate lazy classes in LCCS of them are
true positive instances. For example, the lazy classes in
JHotDraw
are
DiamondFigure,
NothingApplet,
JavaDrawApplet,
PertApplet,
PatternPainter
and
JavaDrawViewer, to which none of other class has
relationship. In TinyUML, there are 66 candidate lazy
classes, including 64 test classes named XXXTest, a
useless interface and a Main class, which is the entry of the
project. The Main class is not a real lazy class, so it’s a
false positive instance. In general, the proposed approach
has high accuracy for detecting lazy classes.
Moreover, we evaluate and analyse the performance of
the proposed algorithm. The experiment is performed in a
workstation equipped with a 2.67 GHz dual core processor
and 2GB of RAM. For each project and each lazy class, we
perform the detection and elimination program five times
respectively. The average execution time of automatic
detection is listed in Table 5.

FIGURE 1 The linear relationship between number of source code files
and average detection time.

Figure 1 presents the relationship between number of
source code files and the execution time. In Figure 1, the
thin line is a linear regression trend line. According to the
algorithm analysis in Section 3, time complexity of the
detection algorithm is T(n) = O(n). Execution time is
proportional to the number of source code files which can
be used to represent the scale of system. Experimental
results are in accord with the analysis results, and show
that the automatic detection algorithm has good efficiency.
To evaluate performance of the automatic elimination
algorithm in Table 2. We select some true lazy classes
from the LCCS, and the average execution time is list in
Table 6.

TABLE 5 Automatic detection time of four projects
TABLE 6 Automatic elimination time of four projects

Project

Number
of source
code files

SunnySport

51

JHotDraw

144

TinyUML

194

IceHockeyManager

218

Class Name

Average
elimination time
of class (ms)

com.SunnySport.util.StockinTableModel
com.SunnySport.util.DButiltow
CH.ifa.draw.contrib.DiamondFigure
CH.ifa.draw.samples.nothing.NothingApplet
CH.ifa.draw.samples.javadraw.JavaDrawViewer
test.tinyuml.ui.IconLoaderTest
org.tinyuml.model.UmlModelListener
test.tinyuml.draw.NullElementTest
org.icehockeymanager.ihm.clients.devgui.ihm.scenario.TMScenarioList
org.icehockeymanager.ihm.clients.devgui.gui.icons.icons

218.5
218.5
358.5
358.5
359
608.5
608.5
608.5
686.5
686.5

In Table 6, the average execution time is also increased
with the expansion of system’s scale. We use the same
method as Figure 1 to draw the relationship diagram
between the number of source code files and the average
execution time. The result is shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 2, the average elimination time also has a
linear relationship to the number of source code files. The
experiment results are in accord with the algorithm’s
complexity analysis. Execution time is in direct proportion
to the system’s scale.

Average
elimination
time of
project (ms)
218.5
358.7

608.5
686.5

FIGURE 2 The linear relationship between number of source code files
and average elimination time.
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5 Conclusions

Liu Wei, Hu Zhigang, Liu Hongtao

show that the precision of the detection algorithms is very
high. Moreover, our approach has good efficiency and it
can be used for projects of different scales. Its execution
time has a linear relationship to the size of system.
In the future work, we will improve and perfect our
approach. On one hand, we will detect more kinds of files
in a project except for source code files. Some information
on classes’ relationships lies in the configure files or user
interface files, such as the JSP files, XML files. So, we
need to detect these files in the next research work. On the
other hand, we will find the isolated class groups in a
system. Isolated class group is a series of classes, which
have relationships to some other classes in the same group,
but none of the class beyond the group needs them. All
classes in an isolated class group form an islet of a set of
lazy classes, and they need to be detected and eliminated
together.

In this paper, a novel approach based on abstract syntax
trees to detecting and eliminating lazy classes
automatically is proposed. At the beginning, all source
code files in a project transform to ASTs, then the
relationships between classes are extracted from these
ASTs. We analyse three kinds of classes’ relationships,
which are generalization, association and dependency.
And we present some definitions to represent the classes
set of different kinds of relationships. The candidate lazy
classes set is obtained after a series of operations on these
sets. We examine candidate lazy classes by manual, and
remove true lazy classes finally. In order to verify our
approach’s correctness and evaluate its performance, four
projects are used to perform the experiments for detecting
and eliminating lazy classes. The experimental results
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Abstract
The function with non-homogeneous exponential law, based on index characteristic and integral characteristic of grey model GM(1,1),
was used to fit the one-time accumulated sequence, and the formula of background value was given, aiming at the problem of lower
precision as well as lower adaptability in non-equidistant multivariable model MGM(1,n). A new information optimization model
MGM(1,n) with non equidistance and multi variable based on background optimization was put forward, took the m-th component of
the original sequence as initial condition, the mean relative error as objective function, and the modified one of initial value and the
parameters of background value as design variables. This proposed MGM(1,n) model can be used in equidistance & non-equidistance
modelling with higher precision as well as stronger adaptability. Examples have validated the practicability and reliability.
Keywords: multivariable, background value; optimizing, new information, non-equidistance sequence, non-equidistant MGM(1,n) model, least square
method

the model. The constructing method for background value
is a key factor affecting the prediction accuracy and the
adaptability. In order to improve the accuracy of GM(1,1);
some constructing methods for background value were
proposed, and some non-equidistance GM(1,1) model
were established [8-11]. How it is of great significance
establishing non-equidistance of MGM(1,n) model with
high precision to extend GM(1,1) model to MGM(1,n)
model. In this study, the method constructing background
value in [9] and the optimizing modelling method in [2]
were absorbed, and the function with non-homogeneous
exponential law was used to fit the one-time accumulated
sequence. According to the new information priority
principle in the grey system, A new information
optimization model MGM(1,n) with non equidistance and
multi variable based on background optimization was put
forward. took the m-th component of the original sequence
as initial condition, the mean relative error as objective
function, and the modified one of initial value and the
parameters of background value as design variables. This
model, with higher precision, better theoretical and
practical value, can be used in equidistance and nonequidistance model and extend the application range of the
grey model.

1 Introduction
MGM(1,n) model is extended from GM(1,1) model in the
case of n variables, and the parameters of MGM(1,n)
model can reflect the relationships of mutual influence and
restriction among multiple variables. The MGM(1,n)
model was established [1] and the optimizing model of
MGM (1,n) was set up by taking the first component of the
sequence x (1) as the initial condition of the grey
differential equation and modifying [2]. The multivariable
new information MGM(1,n) model taking the nth
component of x(1) as initial condition was established [3].
Take the nth component of x(1) as initial condition and
optimize the modified initial value and the coefficient of
background
value
where
the
form
is
q

zi(1)  qxi(1) (k  1)  (1  q) xi(1) (k ) (q [0,1]) , and the new
information MGM(1,n) model with multivariable was
established [4]. These MGM(1,n) models are equidistant,
and the non-equidistance multivariable MGM(1,n) model,
with homogeneous exponent function fitting background
value, was established [5]. However, non-homogeneous
exponent function is more widespread, there are inherent
defects in the modelling mechanism of this model. The
model MGM(1,n) with non-equidistance and multivariable
was established [6], and its background value is generated
by mean value so as to bring lower accuracy. The nonequidistant and multi-variable model GM(1,n), based on
non-homogeneous exponent function fitting background
value, was established [7] and improves the accuracy of
*
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Non-equidistant and multi-variable MGM(1,n) model
can be expressed as first-order differential equations with
n variables:

2 New information optimization model MGM(1,n)
with non-equidistance and multi-variable based on
background value optimization
Definition
1:
Supposed
the
Xi(0)  [ xi(0) (t1 ),...,xi(0) (t j ),...,xi(0) (t m )]

 dx1(1)
 a11 x1(1)  a12 x2(1)  ...  a1n xn(1)  b1

dt
 (1)
 dx2
(1)
(1)
(1)
 dt  a21 x1  a22 x2  ...  a2 n xn  b2 .


 (1)
dx
(
1
)
n

 an1 x1  an 2 x2(1)  ...  ann xn(1)  bn
 dt

sequence
,
if

t j  t j  t j 1  const , where i  1,2,...,n, j  2,...,m , n
is the number of variables, m is the sequence number of
each variable, Xi(0) is called as non-equidistant sequence.
Definition
2:
Supposed
the
sequence

X i(1)  {xi(1) (t1 ), xi(1) (t 2 ),...,xi(1) (t j ),...,xt(1) (t m )}

,

j

xi(1) (t1 )  xi(0) (t1 )

and

xi(1) (t j )



if

 a11 a12 ... a1n 
a
a22 ... a2 n 
Assume
A   21
 ... ... ... ... 


 an1 an 2 ... ann 
Equation (4) can be expressed as:

xi(1) (t j 1 )  xi(0) (t j )  t j

where j  2,...,m, i  1,2,...,n, and t j  t j  t j 1 , Xi(1) is
one-time accumulated generation of non-equidistant
sequence Xi(0) , and it is denoted by 1-AG0.
Suppose the original data matrix:

... x1( 0) (t m )

... x2( 0) (t m )
,
...
... 

... xn( 0) (t m )

(1)

(5)

grey differential equation. Regard the m-th component as
the initial conditions of the grey differential equation, the
continuous time response of Equation (5) is:

( j  1,2,...,m) is the observation value of each variable at
,
and
the
sequence
tj

X(1) (t )  e At X(1) (tm )  A 1 (e At  I)B .

(6)

The m-th component of data in Equation (6) is taken as
the initial value of the solution, and then X i(0) (tm ) is

[ xi(0) (t1 ), xi(0) (t2 ),...,xi(0) (t j ),...,xi(0) (tm )]
(i  1,2,...,n, j  1,2,...,m) is non-equidistant, that is, the
distance t j  t j 1 is not constant.

substituted by X i(0) (tm )  i , where the dimension of

  [1,  2 ,..., n ]T is the same as one of X (0) (tm ) . After

In order to establish the model, firstly the original data
is accumulated one time to generate a new matrix:

restoring, the fitting value of the original data is:

X (1)  {X1(1) , X (21) ,, X (n1) }T 

ˆ (0) (t )
X
i
j

 x1(1) (t1 ) x1(1) (t 2 )
 (1)
(1)
 x2 (t1 ) x2 (t 2 )
 

 (1)
(1)
 xn (t1 ) xn (t 2 )

 x1(1) (t m )

 x2(1) (t m )
,

 

 xn(1) (t m )

(2)



Ak k
t , I is a unit matrix.
k 1 k!
In order to identify A and B , Equation (4) is made the
integration in [t j 1, t j ] and we can obtain:

definition 2, that is,

( 0)
 xi (t j )(t j  t j 1 )
(1)
xi (t j )   j 1

xi( 0) (t1 )


 lim X i(1) (t1 )  X i(1) (t1  t )
, j 1

, (7)
t
  t  0
ˆ (1) (t )  X
ˆ i (1) (t )) /(t  t ), j  2,3,...,m
( X
j
j 1
t j 1 j 1
 i j

where, e At  I  

where, x (1) (t j )( j  1,2,...,m) meets the conditions in the
k

,

According to new information priority principle in the
grey system, it is inadequate for utilizing new information
when the first component of the sequence
x i(1) (t j ) ( j  1,2, , m) is taken as the initial condition of

X(0) (t j )  [ x1(0) (t j ), x2(0) (t j ),...,xn(0) (t j )]

where,

 b1 
b 
B   2
 ... 
 
bn 

dX (1) (t )
 AX (1) (t )  B .
dt

X (0)  {X1( 0) , X (20) ,...,X (n0) }T 
 x1( 0) (t1 ) x1(0) (t 2 )
 ( 0)
( 0)
 x2 (t1 ) x2 (t 2 )
 ...
...
 ( 0)
( 0)
 xn (t1 ) xn (t 2 )

,

(4)

n

(k  2,...,m)

xi(0) (t j )t j   ail 
l 1

.

tj
x (1) (t j )dt
t j 1 i

 bi t j

.

(8)

(i  1,2,...,n; j  2,3,...,m)

(3)

(k  1)

tj
x (1) (t j )dt
t j 1 i

Note zi(1) (t j )  

, and the common formula

for background value, actually based on the trapezoidal
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area

zi(1) (t j ) t j

 z1(1) (t 2 )
 (1)
 z1 (t3 )

, is appropriate when the time interval is

small, that is, the change of sequence data is slow.
However, when this change is sudden, the background
value using the common formula often brings out the
larger error, so it is more suitable for Equation (4) that
parameter matrix Â and B̂ estimated by the background
value in [t j 1, t j ] are obtained by
substituting for

xi(1) (t j )

zi(1) (t j )





tj

t j 1

xi(1) (t j )dt

Ai , Bi , Ci are the undetermined coefficients.
Assume that the curve xi(1) (t )  Ai e Bit  Ci passes
t j  2 , xi(1) (t j  2 ) ), we can obtain:

 Ai e

 Ci ,

 Ai e

Bi t j 1

 Ci .

( j  1,2,...,m)

(9)

The

ln( xi(1) (t j 1 )  Ci )  ln( xi(1) (t j )  Ci )
t j 1

.

relative error of the i-th variable is:
xˆi(0) (t j )  xi(0) (t j )
ei (t j ) 
100 . The mean of the relative
xi(0) (t j )

(10)

That Equation (10) substituting for the formula for
tj
j 1

t j 1 (1)
xi dt
t

zi(1) (t j 1 )  

j

error of the i-th variable is

xi(1) (t j )dt can be obtained.



t j 1

tj

of the whole data is f 

( Ai e Bit  Ci )dt 

(t j 1 ) 2 xi(0) (t j 1 )
ln( xi(0) (t j 1 )  Ci )  ln( xi(0) (t j )  Ci )

 Ci t j 1.


1 n  m
ei (t j )  .



nm i 1  j 1


function and  and C  [C1, C2 ,...,Cn ]T as the design
variables, and the optimization function fmincon in Matlab
7.5 or other optimization methods [14] was used. If
C  [C1, C2 ,...,Cn ]T was not optimized, C  [0,0,...,0]T ,
and at this time xt(1) (i)  Ai e Bit  Ci is the homogeneous
j

T

(LT L) 1 LT Yi , i  1,2,...,n,

1 m
 ei (t j ) . The average error
m j 1

After taking the average error f as the objective

(11)

Note ai  (ai1, ai 2 ,...,ain , bi )T (i  1,2,...,n) and the
identified value âi of ai can be obtained by using the
least square method as follows:

aˆ i  [aˆi1 , aˆi 2 ,...,aˆin , bˆi ] 

(16)

The absolute error of the i-th variable is xˆi(0) (t j )  xi(0) (t j ) .

t
[ xi(1) (t j 1 )  Ci ] j 1

t

.

 lim X i(1) (t1 )  X i(1) (t1  t )
, j 1
ˆ (0) (t )  t  0
. (17)
t
X
i
j
( X
(
1
)
(
1
)
ˆ
ˆ
 i (t j )  X i (t j 1 )) /(t j  t j 1 ), j  2,3,...,m

t
[ xi(1) (t j )  Ci ] j 1
tj

background value

(15)

After restoring, the fitting value of the original data is:

t j 1

Bi 

 bˆ1 
... aˆ1n 
 

... aˆ 2 n  ˆ bˆ2 
, B
.
 ... 
... ... 



... aˆ nn 
bˆn 

ˆ 1 (e Aˆ (t j tm )  I)B
ˆ (1) (t )  e Aˆ (t j tm ) X (1) (t )  A
ˆ
X
i
j
i
m

Take Ci as the parameter, obtain the undetermined
coefficients Ai , Bi , Ci in Equation (9):

Ai 

(14)

z n(1) (t3 )

The calculated value in new information MGM(1,n) model
is:

through three points ( t j , xi(1) (t j ) ), ( t j 1 , xi(1) (t j 1 ) ) and (

xi(1) (t j 1 )

Yi  [ xi(0) (t2 )t2 , xi(0) (t3 )t3 ,, xi(0) (tm )tm ]T .

 aˆ11 aˆ12
ˆ
a
aˆ 22
ˆ
A   21
 ... ...

 aˆ n1 aˆ n 2

. Based on quasi-exponentially

methods in [9], we set that xi(1) (t )  Ai e Bit  Ci , where

Bi t j

(13)

... z n(1) (t 2 )

Then the identified values of A and B can be obtained.

law of the grey model and the modelling principles and

xi(1) (t j )

t 2 

...
t3 
L
,
 ...
...
...
...
... 
 (1)

(1)
(1)
 z1 (t m ) z 2 (t m ) ... z n (t m ) t m 
z 2(1) (t 2 )
z 2(1) (t3 )

form as

(12)

xt(1) (i)
j

 Ai e Bit , and the precision of the model

constructing background value is low.

where:

3 Example
Example 1: In the calculation on contact strength, the
coefficients ma and mb among the principal curvature
function F (  ) , the radius of the major axis a and the
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0.942m/s and 1.046m/s, the test data of the thin film with
TiN coat are shown in Table 2 [13].

minor b in the ellipse with the point contact is generally
obtained by looking-up, and these data are extracted in
Table 1 [12]:

TABLE 2 Test data of the thin film with TiN coat
TABLE 1 Values of F(ρ), ma and mb
F(ρ)
ma
mb
F(ρ)
ma
mb
F(ρ)
ma
mb
F(ρ)
ma
mb

0.9995
23.95
0.163
0.9880
7.25
0.297
0.9940
9.46
0.260
0.9820
6.19
0.321

0.9990
18.53
0.185
0.9870
7.02
0.301
0.9930
8.92
0.268
0.9810
6.06
0.325

0.9980
14.25
0.212
0.9860
6.84
0.305
0.9920
8.47
0.275
0.9800
5.95
0.328

0.9970
12.26
0.228
0.9850
6.64
0.310
0.9910
8.10
0.281
0.9790
5.83
0.332

0.9960
11.02
0.241
0.9840
6.47
0.314
0.9900
7.76
0.287
0.9780
5.72
0.335

No.
Sliding speed (m/s)
Friction coefficient μ
Wear rate ω×10-5
(mg/m)

0.9950
10.15
0.251
0.9830
6.33
0.317
0.9890
7.49
0.292
0.9770
5.63
0.338



 0.0501

0.0003

 60.1400 0.1394
0.260702
11.7602

, B

1.0421
76.9607

,C 

 89.9368
 14.6408

2
0.471
0.258

3
0.628
0.265

4
0.942
0.273

5
1.046
0.288

7.5

8

8.5

9.5

11

Assume sliding speed t j , friction coefficient X 1(0) and
wear rate X 2(0) , non-equidistant new information
optimizing MGM(1,2) model was established by using the
proposed method in this study. The parameters of this
model are as follows:

Assume mb is as tk , F (  ) as x1 and ma as x 2 , nonequidistant new information optimizing MGM(1,2) model
was established by using the proposed method in this
study. The parameters of this model are as follows:
A

1
0.314
0.251

A

 0.1947

 16.2105 0.9536

and  

,

0.0102

0.085424
2.2022

, B

0.2249
4.3908

, C

 1.1263
7.5

.

The fitting value of X 1(0) :

X̂ 1(0) = [0.25103, 0.2597, 0.265, 0.27462, 0.28471].

.

The absolute error of X 1(0) :
q  [2.9151e–005, 0.0016991, –1.607e–009, 0.0016164, –
0.0032885].
The relative error of X 1(0) (%):
e  [0.011614, 0.65857, –6.0642e–007, 0.5921, –1.1418].

The fitting value of F (  ) is:

Fˆ (  ) = [0.99686, 0.99339, 0.99228, 0.9913, 0.99063,
0.9901, 0.98966, 0.98927, 0.98892, 0.98861, .98833,
.98808, 0.98784, 0.98763, 0.98744, 0.98723, 0.98701,
0.98685, 0.98668, 0.98649, 0.98633, 0.98616, 0.98599,
0.98585]

The mean of the relative error of X 1(0) is 0.48082%,
and one of this model is 1.3706%, thus, this model has
higher precision. In the model without the optimization of
 and C, the relative error mean of X 1(0) is 4.1851%, and
the one of the model is 5.9398%. When equidistant
MGM(1,3) model was used in [13], the relative error mean
of X 1(0) is 1.6225%.

The absolute error of F (  ) :

q  [0.0026385, 0.0056107, 0.0057196, 0.0057004,
0.0053663, 0.004897, 0.0043371, 0.0037321, .0030816,
0.0023854, 0.0016663, 0.00092441, 0.00015948, –
0.00062861, –0.00144, –0.0022274, –0.0030145, –
0.0038487, –0.0046827, –0.0054927, –0.0063262, –
0.0071595, –0.0079927, –0.0088495]

4 Conclusions

The relative error of F (  ) (%):

Aiming at non-equidistant multivariable sequence with
mutual influence and restriction among multiple variables,
the function with non-homogeneous exponential law,
based on index characteristic and integral characteristic of
grey model, was used to fit the one-time accumulated
sequence. A new information optimization model
MGM(1,n) with non equidistance and multi variable based
on background optimization was put forward, took the mth component of the original sequence as initial condition,
the mean relative error as objective function, and the
modified one of initial value and the parameters of
background value as design variables. The proposed
MGM(1,n) model can be used in equidistance and nonequidistance and extent the application scope of grey
model. New model is with high precision and easy to use.

e  [–0.26398, –0.56164, –0.5731, –0.57175, –0.53879, –
0.49216, –0.43632, –0.37584, –0.31065, –0.2407, –
0.16832, –0.093469, –0.016142, 0.063689, 0.14604,
0.22613, 0.30635, 0.39152, 0.47685, 0.5599, .64553,
0.73131, 0.81725, 0.90578].
The mean of the relative error of F (  ) is 0.04822%,
and one of this model is 0.49941%, therefore, this model
has higher precision. In the model without optimization,
the mean of the relative error of F (  ) is 0.065315%, and
the one of the model is 0.79897%.
Example 2: In the conditions of the load 600N and the
relative sliding speed 0.314m/s, 0.417m/s, 0.628m/s,
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Examples have validated the practicability and reliability
of the proposed model. This model is of important practice
and theoretical significance and is worthy of promotion.
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The study on elliptical flange hole forming based on finite
element analysis
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Abstract
The flange hole forming is a complex process, Under the assumption of Prandtl-Reuss flow rule and von Mises yield criterion, the
incremental elasto-plastic large deformation finite element model was established based on the Updated Lagrangian Formulation
(ULF).The elasto-plastic conversions of boundary and deformation are reduced with r-min rule. The friction phenomenon of slippage
and viscosity at the boundary interface is revised with increment of revision Coulomb rule. The increment rules are led into the whole
stiffness matrix, and derived out the stiffness equation. The studies show that the influence on steel elliptical hole flange forming
deformation is influenced by punch structure and parameter. The dates show that finite element simulation and experimental result
have a good consistency.
Keywords: elasto-plastic, FEM Simulation, elliptical hole flange

element method. The results can effectively predict the
forming process: when hardening index and orthogonal
anisotropy increased, the maximum hole expansion ratio
also increased.
Huang and Chien [9] studied the forming process of the
flange hole with the frusto-conical punches and different
radius, and found the frusto-conical taper punch radius
does not affect the forming, the maximum load decreases
with the punch radius increasing.
In this paper, the steel sheet SPCC is analysed with the
finite element method, some relationships are studied,
such us: relationship between punch load and
displacement, distribution of stress and strain, distribution
of thickness, and verify by actual experiments. It used to
reference for operation process and altered design.

1 Introduction
Sheet metal forming is a common material processing
method, which can be divided into stretching, bending,
drawing and flanging, etc. [1]. Its parts can be used in
automotive, stationery manufacturing, household
appliances industry, when provided with the support group
or for pipeline connection and other purposes.
The manufacturing process is using the elliptical punch
to stretch forming the sheet, and the blank will bend along
the punch radius to form an elliptical shape hole. The hole
expands with the dropping of the punch, and the thickness
near the hole will gradually thinning, and result the neck
and cracked phenomenon. Therefore, if using the finite
element to analysis the flange forming process, instead of
the trial and error method which are used in general mold
factory, it will reduce the costs and shorten development
time away [2].
Tang [3] studied the different punches to analyse the
distribution of stress and strain in the flange forming with
the shell theory and ignoring the bending effect.
Huang and Chen [4,5] investigated the flange hole
shape with the different punch radius and shapes. The
results show there is the linear relationship between the
initial diameter and after stretching.
Takuda and Hatta [6,7] used the rigid-plastic finite
element to simulate the sheet metal forming and used
ductile fracture criterion to predict zirconium sheet stretch
forming limit. The results show that the extension of
zirconium sheet is high, but the stretch is low.
Leu [8] studied the numerical analysis and experiment
of flange process with the incremental elastic-plastic finite

2 Fundamental theory
2.1 VIRTUAL WORK PRINCIPLE
It descripts the elastic-plastic deformation with the
updated Lagrangian formulation ULF [6], the Virtual work
principle formulation can be shown as follows:

 
VE

ij

 e ik  kj  ij dV   E  jk Lik  Lij dV   f  i dS , (1)
V

Sf

where,  ij is the Cauchy stress tensor,  kj is the rate of
stress tensor,  ij is the strain tensor,  jk is the rate of strain
tensor,  ij is the virtual strain tensor of the point,  Lij is
the virtual velocity gradient tensor of the point,  i is the

*
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velocity component, f is surface force component, Lij is
velocity gradient tensor, V is unit volume, S is unit surface
area.

 S3  2G zz ,
S1  2G xx , S 2  2G yy

(6)

S 4  2G yz , S5  2G zx , S6  2G xy ,

(7)

where  ij is deviator of  ij , G is the friction flow potential,

2.2 CONSTITUTIVE RELATION

e
G   12 + 22 ,  C  is the equation in minimum strain,
which can be expressed as below:

In preparing the theory of elasto-plasticity, we have made
certain assumptions[10]:
1) The material is homogeneous and isotropic;
2) There is no strain before manufacturing;
3) Temperature effect don’t consider when
manufacturing;
4) It obeys the laws of the Hooke's Law in elastic stage;
5) It obeys the von Mises yield rule and Prandtl-Reuss
plastic flow rule;
6) It contains Isotropic strain hardening in constitutive
equation;
7) There are elastic strain stage and plastic strain stage
in material strain rate;
8) Punch, die and holder are steel structure;
9) The Bauschinger effect don’t consider in reverse
unloading.
Taking into account mentioned above, the constitutive
relation can be written as follows:

1 
 1 
1  2 1  2

1 


1  2


E 
e
C  
1  






 symm


1 
1  2
1 
1  2
1 
1  2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
2

0
1
2


0

0


0

,
0


0

1

2

(8)

(2)

where, E is modulus of elasticity, v is Poisson's ratio. If the
material is homogeneous and isotropic, the Elasto-plastic
rate equation can be written:

(3)


 E    
3 
  ij kl 
E 

 1  
 ik  jl 
  . (9)
 ij 
 ij  kl 
E   kl
1  
1  2
22

2

H




1    
3


where:  ij is Jaumann differential of  ij , Cijmn is the

When α = 1, it is a plastic stage; when α = 0, it is an
elastic stage or unloading stage.
Equivalent stress and equivalent plastic strain relations
can express by n-power law equation:

 ij  Cijmn mn ,
ep

f f
C C
 kl  uv
e
ijkl

e
Cijmn  Cijmn

ep

e
Ckluv

e
uv

f f
 H
 kl  uv

 uv

f ,
 uv



ep

e

elastic-plastic module, Cijmn is Elastic module, f is the

  C  0   p  ,
n

initial yield function, H  is the strain hardening rate, 
ep
is Von Mises yield function, so the Matrix form of Cijmn

where: C is material constant, n is strain hardening index;
 is the equivalent stress,  p is the equivalent plastic

can be expressed as below:

strain,  0 is the initial strain.

C ep   C e  
 S12
S1 S 2

S22

1

S


 symm

(10)

S1 S3

S1 S 4

S1 S5

S 2 S3

S2 S4

S 2 S5

S32

S3 S 4

S3 S5

S42

S 4 S5
S52

S1 S6 

S2 S6 
S3 S 6 
,
S 4 S5 
S5 S 6 

S62 

2.3 THE FINITE ELEMENT FORMULA
Finite element analysis is the method that the structure is
divided into many small units called discrete entity. Based
on Large deformation stress and stress rate relation, the
finite deformation of Update Lagrangian Formulation,
material constitution relationship, the velocity distribution
of each unit is shown below:

(4)

where,

4
S   2 H   S1 xx  S2 yy  S3 zz 
9
2S4 yz  2S5 zx  2S6 xy ,

(5)

    N d  ,

(11)

    B d  ,

(12)
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L   M d  ,

 K u  F ,

(13)

where  N  is shape function, d is nodal velocity,  B 

where:

is strain rate-velocity matrix,  M  is velocity gradientvelocity matrix.
The principle of virtual work equation and the
constitutive equation based on update Lagrangian is linear
equation. The equation can be written by the form of
incremental representation.
After finite element discrimination, the large
deformation rigid general equation is written as below:

 K    V  B 
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 2 xx
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  Q   B  dV    e  E  , (15)
V
T

E

 f  dS t ,

(16)

E

[K] is the overall Elasto-plastic stiffness matrix, F  is
the nodal displacement increment, u is the nodal
forces incremental, [Q] and [Z] are stress correction matrix.


0


 xz

1
 zy   ,


2

1
 xy  

2


1
 xx   zz 
2


(17)

0 
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 yz 

0 
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0 
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 xy 
 yy 

(18)

,
F =Fl
l  Fl
l  Fn n  Fn n

2.4 FRICTION PROCESSING
There is friction in sheet forming process, so we need to
pay attention to materials and tools of the interface
conditions [11]. When the material moves along the tool
surface curve of the slide, the contact force can be
expressed as:

F =Fl l  Fn n ,

 C

 xz

0

 zy
 zy

0

T

e

(14)

(20)

where, differentials of l and n are expressed as:

l =  ulrel / R ,

(21)

n=ulrel / R ,

(22)

(19)
where, R is tool radius, ulrel is the local relative velocity
between the tool and node, and the nodes relative speed
can be expressed as:

where, Fl is radial force and Fn is normal force, and
differential equation of F can be expressed as:
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ulrel =ul  utool sin  ,

displacement of initial deformation increment of the
tooling. Adopting the method of updated Lagrangian
formulation, calculating each increment of displacement,
strain, stress, load, springback value after forming the final
shape of sheet mental in unloading condition, the value of
load incremental in each step is controlled by rmin formula,
which is shown as below:

(23)

where, ul is the contact tangent displacement increment
of nodes, utool is the displacement increment of tooling, θ
is the rotation angle.
The increment formula of F is expressed as follow:





rmin  MIN (r1 , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 ) ,

F  Fl -Fn ul / R  Fn utool sin  / R  l 

 F -F u
n

l

l



/ R  Fl utool sin  / R  n.

where, r1 is The maximum allowable strain increment, r2
is the maximum allowable rotation increment, r3 is the
minimum value in all elastic elements, r4 is contact
position between free node and tooling, r5 is discontent
position between free node and tooling.

Rigid matrix governing equation of the contact nodes
is expressed below:
K
 ...

 ...

(26)

(24)

...
  ...  


 


K11  Fn / R K12   ul    Fl  Fn u tool sin  / R  . (25)
K 21  Fn / R K 22  un   Fl  Fn u tool sin  / R 
...

3 Numerical analysis flow
Based on the finite deformation theory, ULF equation and
rmin method, a set of effective analysis of sheet metal
forming process is established. Firstly, a 3d part and mold
is designed with the NX software, and then mesh them
with NASTRAN software. Secondly, the meshed models
are drawn into the data file and did finite element analysis.
The simulation flow chart is shown in Figure 1.

2.5 INCREMENTAL STEPS OF RMIN METHOD
Using the elastic plastic finite element method with large
deformation method, also called the Yamada rmin method.
Each incremental step value is equal to incremental

FIGURE 1 Numerical simulation of flow chart

Based on the theory upwards, the research of steel
elliptical cup drawing is studied, including relationship
between the punch load and displacements, stress and
strain, thickness, spring-back and warpage. Simulation
experimental parameters were carried out, which are
friction coefficient (μ), punch radius (rp), die radius (Rd).

The parameters of warpage problems are verified by the
experiment are optimized and served a reference for
drawing designer.
The whole structure is composed of punch, die and
blank holder. The model picture was shown as Figure 2.
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4 Results
4.1 DISTRIBUTION OF STRESS AND STRAIN
The hole elliptical flange stress distribution as shown in
Figure 3. As can be seen from the figure, the stress near
the long axis of the hole is maximum, the maximum value
is 395MPa, because the holes of the flange forming
influences by tensile stress, and the curvature is large near
the long axis of the hole, the circumferential stress has
concentration phenomenon. Stress near the short axis of
the holes gradually decreases in the direction of elliptical,
which is due to the short axis of the inner peripheral edge
of the blanks curvature of the hole is small, the stress in
this area is small, in addition, the stress value is less than
the value of stress at the long axis.

FIGURE 2 Sheet metal and die size chart; (a) before deformation; (b)
after deformation

The initial relation of part and die is shown in Figure
2a, also, the punch down a certain travel case is shown
Figure 2b. It takes two coordinates to solve the problem,
which are fixed coordinates (X, Y, Z) and local coordinates
(ξ, η, ζ). It uses the fixed coordinates (X, Y, Z) when nodes
do not contact with the tool, and uses the local coordinates
(ξ, η, ζ) when nodes contact with the tooling. Using
coordinates rule based on the right-hand rule. L-axis is the
tangential direction of contact line between the part and
tools when n-axis is the normal direction.
The contact condition of each node of plates will
change depending on deformation in sheet metal forming.
When the displacement increment is zero, the boundary
conditions of increment displacement of the next node will
changes to free node boundary conditions. When sheet
contacts the tools, contact condition is changed to the
boundary conditions, which bases on the generalized rmin
method.
Blanks preparation: JIS SPCC steel sheet, cutting into
the outer diameter 130.0mm and an initial elliptical hole in
the centre of the sheet by CNC, the long axis of elliptical
size 23mm, short axis dimension 12mm.
Experimental arrangement: the sheet metals are put on
hydro forming machine, the centre of the sheet is
consistent with the mold. Set pressure of the pressure
160kN, the punch speed 1.0mm/s. Measured the
experimental data of header punch load and the stroke of
the punch. Finally, measured and recorded the hole of the
flange height was measured with callipers.
JIS SPCC material stainless steels are provided by a
china steel Crop, of which the mechanical properties as
shown in Table1 as below [12].

FIGURE 3 The figure of stress distribution

4.2 FLANGE HEIGHT ANALYSIS
The compare of heights of elliptical hole flange between
numerical analysis and experimental is shown in Figure 4,
the measured points from the long axis to short axis along
the axis elliptical. As can be seen from the figure, the
maximum height position at the short axis. The value is
compared with the experimental results, the error is less
than 2%.

TABLE 1 Mechanical properties of JIS SPCC
stress-strain relationship:  =563.64(0.011+ p )0.2781
initial thickness: t = 0.6mm
yield stress: σy=163.5MPa

Poisson's ratio: υ=0.3
Anisotropy value: r0 =1.71,
r45 = 1.52, r90 = 2.11

Yang coefficient: E=2.1×105 MPa
FIGURE 4 The flange height distribution

Because of the symmetrical sheet model, 1/4 model is
taken to analysis.
It uses the quadrilateral segmentation of degenerated
shell element in sheet metal meshing, when the die
meshing uses the triangle segmentation.

4.3 THICKNESS CHANGE ANALYSIS
The sheet mental is used to do drawing experiment
analysis. The thickness data are measure along the
direction of long-axis and short-axis and as shown in
Figure 5. As can be seen from the Figure 5a.
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where, Dp is the diameter of punch; Dh is the diameter of
sheet with necking or fracture; Dh, min is the maximum
diameter of sheet without necking or fracture; Dp is the
perimeter of the elliptical punch; Dh,f is the perimeter of the
sheet without necking or fracture; Cp is the circumference
of punch, Ch is the circumference of initial inner elliptical
hole with necking or fracture; Ch,min is the maximum the
circumference of initial inner elliptical hole without
necking or fracture; Ch,f is circumference of initial inner
elliptical hole with part necking or fracture. The
experimental arrangement is shown in Table 2 and the
simulation results are shown as Figure 6. When a = 23mm
b = 12mm (FR=1.38) and a = 22mm b = 11mm
(LFR=1.46), the forming complete without necking or
rupture. When a = 21mm b = 10mm (EFR=1.55), the
forming with necking or rupture. So the LFR=1.46 is the
limit value.
The other experiments were carried out and found the
result is closed to the simulation value.

a) The thickness in long-axis

b) The thickness in short-axis
FIGURE 5Thickness change analysis in long axis and short axis

Because the part was held by holder and die in this area,
the thickness changed a little from the area 0.0mm to
28.0mm. After that area, the thickness is thin gradually,
until to the minimum value. The reason is that the sheet is
affected by the maximum tensile stress, and the hole
becomes larger and the thickness become thin. As can be
seen from the Figure 5b), because the part was held by
holder and die in this area, the thickness changes a little
from the area 0.0mm to 39.0mm. After that area, the
thickness is thin gradually, until to the minimum value.
However, because the short-axis of curvature and Tensile
stress are small, the value also changes a little.
The thinnest thickness is in the bottom area near the
long-axis, which is the 0.45mm and slightly larger than the
rapture thickness, then the part can be finished.

a) thickness distribution when FR=1.38

4.4 FORMING LIMIT ANALYSIS
In order to find out the limit thickness of elliptical flange,
some experiments are carried out with the different
diameters of sheet, and set the value 0.41mm as the
criterion of rupture. If the thickness is thinner, the program
will judge that the sheet is in the limit thickness. FR
(Forming ratio) LFR (Limit Forming Ratio) and EFR
(Excessive Forming Ratio) are referred by Huang and
Chien [9].
DR (Drawing Ratio), LDR (Limit Drawing Ratio) and
EDR (Excessive Drawing Ratio) are used to calculate and
judge, which are defined by Huang [9].

b) thickness distribution when FR=1.46
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4.5 PUNCH RADIUS ANALYSIS
In order to study the relationship between the initial inner
elliptical hole and punch or punch radius, five experiments
are carried out. The radius of punch and punch fillet are
3.0mm, 5.0mm, 7.0mm, 9.0mm and 11.0mm, respectively.
The results are as shown in Table 2 as below.
As can be seen from the Figure 7a, maximum punch
load decreases with increasing of punch radius and initial
elliptical hole diameter.
As can be seen from the Figure 7b, maximum punch
stroke increases with increasing of punch radius and initial
elliptical hole diameter.
c) thickness distribution when FR=1.38
FIGURE 6 The distribution of thickness
TABLE 2 Maximum punch load and stroke with the different radius of punch
Elliptical sizes
Pun radius
3.0mm
5.0mm
7.0mm
9.0mm
11.0mm

A=23mm, b=12mm
Load(N)
Stroke(mm)
5500
13.32
4865
15.21
4512
17.05
4000
19.18
3770
21.21

a=23m
m,b=12
mm

5500

Load(N)

8500
6500

A=21mm, b=10mm
Load(N)
Stroke(mm)
7810
14.78
6875
16.89
6476
18.56
5753
20.96
5208
23.05

A=20mm, b=9mm
Load(N)
Stroke(mm)
9200
15.23
8000
17.80
7420
19.55
6730
21.89
6210
24.00

5 Conclusion

9500
7500

A=22mm, b=11mm
Load(N)
Stroke(mm)
6680
14.08
5980
16.02
5285
18.01
4850
20.26
4505
22.08

Based on the numerical analysis and experimental results,
combined with finite element method with the incremental
Elasto-plastic theory, analysed Stress distribution,
thickness analysis, forming limit analysis and punch radius
analysis. It obtains the following conclusions:
1) Maximum stress and minimum thickness values
occur in the area of the long-axis of the hole. This is due to
the hole withstand greater the tensile stress near the longaxis area, and the tensile stress will make thickness thinner.
The thickness changed small in the short-axis, because the
curvature and stress are small.
2) In the long-axis, maximum punch load decreases
with increasing punch radius and initial elliptical hole
diameter.
3) Maximum punch stroke increases with increasing
punch radius and decreasing of initial elliptical hole
diameter.
4) As the forming limit defined by the inner
circumference and diameter of elliptical punch, the
experimental flange forming limit ratio of 1.46.

4500
3500
3

5

7
9
Pun radius(mm)

11

a) Load distribution

Acknowledgments

b) Stroke distribution
FIGURE 7 Load and stroke distribution with the radius of punch
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Abstract
Dead-time variation can cause object mismatches in traditional internal model control (IMC) systems and may result in a significant
overshoot. The adjustment time may increase due to this variation and sometimes even causes oscillation instability. An adaptive
IMC method is proposed in this paper to solve the problem of variable parameters in the control process. The adaptive law is
designed to optimize local parameters relative to the output error of both the plant and model, ensuring that the model approximates
the real plant. The control structure adopts IMC and simulation results show that this type of control structure exhibits some
promising characteristics, such as high accuracy, robustness and disturbance rejection. This model is therefore suitable for systems
with large dead-time varying parameters.
Keywords: Large dead-time, Internal model control (IMC), Adaptive, Variable parameter

1 Introduction

time system control effect [4-7].

The internal model control (IMC) algorithm is widely
used in dead-time process industries because of its
simplicity and practical success. A well-designed IMC
controller has been proved to be sufficient for a large
number of dead-time control loops. However, when deadtime variation is present, although advanced control
techniques can provide significant improvements, in
general the output of a conventional IMC cannot adapt
quickly enough to reflect the current system conditions
and results in a significant overshoot. Simultaneously, the
adjustment time increases and sometimes even causes
oscillation instability. Where the dead-time is varying and
the object parameters are also changing, the problem
becomes even more complicated, and a quality control
system cannot be achieved using conventional Smith
predictor, optimal control or other similar algorithms [13]. With ordinary dead-time systems, overcoming the
impact of dead-time is a key issue in the design process
of the controller. For a dead-time system where the object
parameters are varying, we not only need to overcome the
effects due to time delays, but also need to identify
changes to the object parameters. This paper presents a
design for an adaptive identification IMC to track
changes in object parameters and overcome the impact of
dead-time. Additionally, this design benefits from IMC’s
characteristics such as simple structure, easy and intuitive
design, less online parameter adjustment, and a simple
and clear adjustment method that does not exhibit any
static error when in steady-state. It also efficiently
improves the anti-jamming performance and large dead-

2 Adaptive IMC Design

*

IMC was derived by Brosilow and Tong in 1978 on the
basis of Smith Predictor compensation control. The
model can be represented as a basic control structure
using a Single Input/Single Output (SISO) block diagram.
Using the general delay system IMC design presented in
[4], we have selected a first-order system with a time
delay controlled object. The control structure is shown in
figure1.
The object model is:

GM s  = K m /(Tm s  1)e  ms .

(1)

The controller is:

Gc ( s)  (Tm s  1) / K m .

(2)

FIGURE 1 IMC structure
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The model can be considered to be a PD controller,
since noise is inevitable in real-world industrial
processes; therefore we have added a first-order filter
after the controller to improve the robustness of the
system. The larger the time constant of the filter, the
better the system robustness, however the transition
process becomes longer as the time constant increases
[1]. The control system has good quality control once the
model matches the object, but when there is a mismatch,
the quality of the system will deteriorate, or even become
unstable. An adaptive mechanism is therefore important
to identify object parameters, thus improving the
robustness of the system. We will now examine the
adaptive identification object parameters in more detail.
Suppose the transfer function of the actual object is:

G p s   K

N ( s )  P s
e .
D( s)

where

e(t )  y p (t )  ym (t )

(6)

and

Y p (s)
U ( s)

K

N ( s)  p s
e ,
D( s )

(7)

Ym ( s )
N ( s) s
K
e .
U ( s)
D( s )

(8)

Using Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
adaptive law, we obtain:

(3)

gradJ 

Due to the complexity of the industrial process, the
parameters within either of the two transfer functions are
likely to change.
The parameters can be divided into two categories: (a)
rational fraction polynomial parameters, such as the
Molecular denominator polynomial coefficients of
N ( s ) , and (b) time delay parameters. Further detail on
K
D( s)
identification of the rational fraction polynomial
parameters is given in [3], in this paper, these parameters
are fixed as constants. This work focuses on delay
parameter
identification
with
local
parameter
optimization theory to design the adaptive law. The
adaptive identification delay parameter diagram is shown
in figure 2.

t
J
et 
  et 
dt .
t0



(9)

The scanning step is  , and  is designed based on
the performance indicators in the negative direction
gradient.

  .gradJ   

  e(t )

t
t0

e(t )

e(t ) ,
dt


(10)

e(t )
.


Using (9) and

(11)

y p , which is independent of  , we

obtain:

  e(t )

y m (t )
.


(12)

From (10) and (11) we obtain:

Y p (s)
Ym ( s )
FIGURE 2 Adaptive identification agency



Assuming the prediction model is:

Gm s   K

N ( s ) s
e .
D( s )

1 t 2
e (t )dt ,
2  t0

(  p ) S

 Ym ( s )  Y p ( s )e

 (  p ) S

,

y m (t )
 Y s  
 L1  m  .

  

(13)

(14)

From (12), (13) and (14) we obtain:

(4)



  e(t ) L1 sYp ( s )  e

The selected performance indicators are:

J

e





   p s



  e(t ) L1 SYm (s)  e(t )
(5)

   

t
t0

e(t )

dym (t )
dt   0 .
dt

dym (t )
dt
(15)
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 0 is the initial value of the reference model, and

From part 2 we obtain the structure of IMC as:

generally taken as the maximum probable value of the
object time delay. Equation (15) is the resulting adaptive
law.

Gc (s)  (Ts  1) / K .

3 Simulation

To achieve a smooth system, we add a filter in front of
the IMC, which is set as follows: [9-16]

The simulation model is shown in figure 3, without loss
of generality, the controlled object is [8]:

G f s  

G p s  

K
e s ,
Ts  1

(17)

1
.
4. 5 s  1

(18)

The scanning step should be chosen to match the
system, here we use  =95. The lower part of the
simulation model graph expresses the adaptive law
implementation calculated from formula (15). The
simulation results are as follows.

(16)

where T and K are known and assumed constant
throughout the process and  is the pure delay time
which is changing throughout the process. Let K=3, T=10
and use a maximum probable value of  of 50, i.e.

 0 =50.

FIGURE 3 Adaptive IMC simulation model diagram

FIGURE 4 The simulation results of the adaptive IMC when the dead-time error is 20%
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FIGURE 5 Adaptive IMC simulation results with dead-time and disturbance

Figure 4 displays the results of the designed adaptive
IMC when the dead-time parameter is varying  20%.
Curve 1 is the adaptive IMC model simulation result after
parameter adjustment; it has the advantages of no
overshoot and static error when the model matches the
object. Even when the dead-time is reduced by 20%,
curve 2 shows an overshoot of approximately 20%. When
the dead-time is increased by 20%, the overshoot is 40%
as shown in curve 3, but both conditions achieve stability
rapidly without static error.
Figure 5 is the result of the adaptive IMC with both
dead-time and disturbance. The dead-time is firstly
increased by 20%. At 300s, the disturbance is increased
by 20% and at 500s, the disturbance is decreased by 20%.
The simulation curve shows that the system becomes
rapidly stable and displays almost no static error after the
delay time.
As can be seen from the simulation results, the
adaptive IMC can achieve stability after oscillation when
the model dead time error is  20%. The system can also
achieve stability quickly under conditions of disturbance
after the system’s dead-time. Therefore, the designed
adaptive IMC for variable parameters delay system has a
suitable control effect.

complexity and uncertainty of industrial processes causes
frequent changes to object parameters; predictive control
will not provide an adequate control effect in these
situations, as it demands high model accuracy. This paper
designs a model based on a first-order plus time delay
adaptive law with local parameter optimization theory to
identify the object parameters and modify the object
online. The designed adaptive IMC model overcomes
adverse effects that occur in the traditional IMC model
due to inaccuracies, leading to improved controller
performance, while maintaining the IMC characteristic of
static error removal, ensuring that the system has good
steady-state performance.
The simulation results show that the adaptive IMC has
a low requirement for model accuracy, better robustness,
good anti-interference ability and no steady-state error
compared with conventional control methods. It is a
superior control scheme for systems with variable
parameters and a time delay.
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4 Conclusions
In systems with large delays due to dead-time, the output
signals in a conventional controller do not adjust fast
enough to reflect the system's running conditions and
therefore do not achieve a satisfactory control effect. The
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Abstract
In the process of standard ideological and political teaching management, teaching quality management, teacher management,
student management and education environment management etc are all very important links. In order to establish and perfect the
management system of ideological and political teaching in school, management utility should be developed. And the system
optimizing should be comprehensively enhanced in teaching. We are to construct a management system on the basis of ZigBee
through wireless sensor, RMON (remote monitoring) of ideological instruction teaching supervision, multimedia teaching and
classroom environment management etc. will be designed through coordinating with Go-Ahead technology. The corresponding
hardware and software facilities will be designed and developed. The role of wireless sensors in teaching management will be
reflected through the image of flow image. Standardized teaching management would be genuinely realized with its advantages of
convenience, utility, high efficiency, and energy conservation.
Keywords: teaching management, wireless sensor, ZigBee, RMON (remote monitoring)

1 Introduction

2 The introduction of ZigBee technology and go-ahead
technology

Teaching management includes plan management,
teaching target management, the didactical process
management, quality control, teacher management,
student management ,teaching archives management
.Teaching process is bilateral activity process composed
of teacher’s teaching and students’ learning according to
certain social requirement ,teaching purpose and the
characteristics of students' physical and mental
development. This process is composed of such elements
as teachers, students, teaching content and means etc. The
management of teaching process is also to determine the
order of teaching work according to the rule of teaching
process. The activities process of teaching objectives is
realized through establishing corresponding method and
such measures as plan, entertaining, check and
summarization. However realizing them through relying
on manpower merely with above management method is
not enough obviously. With the rapid development of
wireless sensor network in current world, and they have
merged into various industries effectively. This paper is
to suggest bringing the concept standardization of
teaching management into wireless sensor system, thus
better and more effective supervision and management
will come true. This paper is to construct the system on
the basis of ZigBee wireless sensor network [1], this is an
intelligent system constructed by wireless communication
technology ZigBee and flushbonading Web server GoAhead technology in short distance.

2.1 ZIGBEE TECHNOLOGY
ZigBee technology is a kind of software protocol, which
takes IEEE802.15.4 as the basis, and takes network
security and application as guidance [2]. ZigBee is a kind
of wireless communication technology with short
distance, low transfer rate low energy consumption, low
complexity and low power consumption [3]. It has high
scalability and reliability. ZigBee is widely applied in
various industries; especially it is prominent in consumer
electronics, automotive automation and industrial control.
It also has certain effect in medical equipment, home
gateway and the enterprise gateway. Its development
prospect is very broad. ZigBee protocol stack is very
simple, its realization is relatively easy, and the needed
system resources are less occupied. Complete ZigBee
protocol stack is composed of physical layer, medium
access control layer, network layer and application layer.
The physical layer and MAC are defined by
IEEE802.15.4, the network layer and application layer
are defined by ZigBee alliance.
ZigBee takes independent work nodes as basis; it is a
kind of wireless network type in stellate, cluster tree and
mesh constructed through wireless network. The network
is composed of three nodes: coordinator, router and
terminal equipment. Coordinator is the centre network
node, which is responsible of network composition and
maintenance. Router is responsible of information
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frame’s route inside the internet; terminal equipment is to
realize specific functional units [4]. ZigBee could also be
divided into full function device and reduced function
device, the nodes of reduced function device are only
taken as the network terminal equipment. They are not
communicated with each other, send and receive data
through full function nodes .They do not have the
function of routing and relay function. Full function
device is used as three mid-nodes, which are responsible
of communicating with all control child nodes, collecting
data and releasing control, etc. ZigBee network has very
strong reliability; this paper adopts ZigBee technology to
improve instructional management system.

3 The construction of standardized teaching
management system
This paper is to realize the standardization of teaching
management, construct a set of advanced administration
system with high efficiency and low investment through
using wireless sensor network model. As a kind of
relatively intelligent supervisor mode used to replace
traditional mode of labour management, it is able to
create a new learning environment for students and
teachers, as well as management system.
The system is composed of the students and teachers’
handheld one-card, information acquisition node in
classroom, wireless sensor coordinator, gateway server in
classroom, web access terminal, and executing agency
and so on. It could also be comprehended as typical B/S
structural ZigBee system of perception layer, network
layer, application layer [6].Wireless sensor nodes and the
processing chip of coordinator adopt TI Company’s
CC253, and wireless communication adopts ZigBee
technology. Intelligent classroom gateway takes Coretex
－A8 processor and Linux operating system as the core,
flushbonading Web server is constructed through
adopting Go-Ahead.
The information nodes of wireless gathering in
classroom include temperature, humidity, illumination
and voice etc. Wireless execution node has light switch,
air-conditioning switch, curtain switch, multimedia
projector switch and so on，all these equipment could
accept the order of control centre. According to the
parameters such as intensity of light, the number of
people in classroom etc., the brightness of the light will
be of automatic adjustment, controller would make
automatic adjustment. Controller could rate the classroom
according to the noise level in the period of individual
study; his handheld device designated with RFID tag
should be available both in class and after class. The
gateway of classroom accesses information about
students and teachers makes statistical rating for the
information of attendance, lateness and early leaving.
Teachers could carry on the statistics for students’ grade
through the statistical functions of the system, thus the
management will be convenient and real-time
communication would be available, as it is shown in
Figure 1.

2.2 GO-AHEAD FLUSHBONADING WEB SERVER
TECHNOLOGY
Flushbonading Web server is operated in embedded
device on the basis of Web protocol server, it provides
the condition and parameters information of embedded
device in the form of webpage in computer, then
transplants Web server into embedded system and
accesses Internet. Flushbonading Web server could not
only use browser to provide graphical user interface for
users，realize the function of remote management and
embedded monitoring system, but also make further
development at server-side through combing with
flushbonading Web service [5]. Flushbonading Web
server has changed the remote control and management
mode of embedded device, which does not needs,
dedicated communication lines, transmittal information
will not be limited to data information.
The common flushbonading Web server includes
Https, Go-Ahead and Boa. The Iot gateway used in
standardized education management system adopts GoAhead server, by which to realize the connection of
ZigBee network and external Internet network，as well
as information exchange and control. Go-Ahead is a kind
of open source embedded Web server with more
comprehensive function. It supports ASP, flushbonading
JavaScript, CGI as well as HTML format of static page.
The server could give fast response, process more than 50
requests for every second, and support a variety of
operating systems such as Vx-works, Linux, WinCE and
so on.
CGI (Common Gateway Interface)’s common
gateway interface is a kind of communicating tool
between Web server and browser. CGI procedure makes
the webpage have interaction function; its procedure must
operate on Web server. Most of the CGI procedure is
used to explain and process the input information from
browser forms, and corresponding processing would be
generated in server or it will feedback corresponding
information to browser.

Temperature
and humidity
sensor nodes

camera
attendance
system

Light sensor
nodes
Light switch
control node

Card
reader
ZigBee
coordinator
(RFIDclas
sroom
gateway)

The curtain
control node

Multimedia
control node

Smartphone
control

display
controlling
terminal

Sound
sensor
nodes

FIGURE 1 The structure of standardized teaching management system
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In this system, ZigBee network topology model is of
stellate type. ZigBee coordinator is the organizers of the
network, which is responsible of network establishing
and message routing. The sensing information in
classroom could be of wireless access and sent to
classroom gateway through serial port. User request
could be received at Go-Ahead server-side and
information data could be processed through CGI
procedure, then the processed information will be of
feedback to the user control and display terminal.

GPRS Module

Ethernet port

7 inch LCD
display screen

512MB DDR
Microprocessor Samsung
S5PV210
1GB NAND
FLASH

4 The Realization of hardware system and software
system

camera

ZigBee
coordinator
CC2530

4.1 THE HARDWARE OF TEACHING
MANAGEMENT

RFID card reader
MFRC531

FIGURE 2 The structure of gateway hardware

Power supply

Hardware facilities involved in this paper includes
classroom gateway and ZigBee wireless sensor node .The
gateway of classroom is the transfer station of
interchanging all kinds of information data, attendance
data, image data, audio data and remote display control
terminal, statistical data of attendance system
performance. All wireless node data, RFID data and
camera data should be sent to gateway, which performs
protocol conversion to data, and then it is transmitted to
network display control terminal through Internet, or sent
to handheld device through GPRS. The control data
transmitted through Internet or GPRS by display control
terminal will be equally sent to all wireless control nodes
after address and protocol conversion. The gateway
hardware adopts microprocessor Samsung S5PV210, this
chip is based on ARM-CortexTM-A8 core, dominant
frequency 1GHz.Peripheral resource includes modules of
512MB internal storage,1GB NAND Flash, 7 inch LCD
touch screen resistance, ZigBee transceiver, RFID card
reader, camera.
The communication module of ZigBee applied by us
in teaching management is CC2530.It is a solution of real
system on chip (SoC) applied for 2.4GHz IEEE802.15. 4,
ZigBee and RF4CE [7]. In the design of overall ZigBee
network, how to reduce power dissipation, especially
reducing the power consumption of terminal nodes is the
key of consideration. A typical terminal node of wireless
sensor network is usually composed of sensor module,
processor module, wireless communication module and
power module. Processor module and wireless
communication module adopt CC2430 chip, which would
greatly simplify the design of radio-frequency circuit. As
it is shown in Figure 2 and 3, the information acquisition
module of sensor takes STM8S103F3 as microprocessor,
the sensing information will be sent to CC2530 through
AD transition and serial port.

Reset circuit

Debugging
interface

Crystal
resonance circuit

CC2530F256
antenna

serial port
STM8S103F3
AD
Sensor

IO/DA
Actuator

FIGURE 3 The structure of node hardware

From Figure 3, we can see that the effects of RBF
neural network improved by two algorithms are better
than that of normal PID control. In starting process of
electromotor, it can effectively avoid starting overshoot,
which is brought by normal PID control. Moreover, the
time needed for the electromotor from start to stable work
becomes shorter, thus improve the electromotor’s
working efficiency.
4.2 TEACHING MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
The software facilities involved in this paper include
classroom gateway, ZigBee coordinator and ZigBee node
program design.
4.2.1 The design of classroom gateway software
The software systems’ development of gateway is as
following process:
(1) The transplanting of bootstrap program. Bootloader is the first section of the program operated on
hardware system after power-on. It is to realize the
initialization of hardware equipment and establish the
mapping of memory space, prepare good environmental
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for calling operating system nucleus and user program.
The Boot-loader used in this system is uboot.
(2) The transplanting of flushbonading operating
system. Flushbonading operating system Linux has
advantages of source code development, good stability,
good transferability, powerful network function and so on,
thus this system kernel is transplanted into the gateway of
system. After downloading linux-2.6.35.7. tar.bz2, the
kernel configuration file is modified, then cross
compiling is performed and compressed, finally it is
downloaded to the flash of gateway platform after
generating uImage core files.
(3) The transplanting of root file system. The first
loaded file system when starting operating system
nucleus is root file system. Commands and tools in the
file system are generated through applying busybox, and
bin, sbin, user catalogue are also generated, then
subdirectory of dev, etc, lib, proc, tmp, var, mnt, home
are created. Files of inittab, rcS, fstab, profile etc. are
prepared to be started under etc catalogue. Then all of the
catalogue files are made into root file system file-yaffs
format through using mkyaffs2image tool, finally it is
downloaded to flash.
(4) The transplanting of flushbonading Web server –
Go-Ahead. Its structure of catalogue could be observed
through downloading Go-Ahead source packages and
decompression. Transplant subdirectories containing a
variety of operating systems include CE, ECOS, LINUX,
LYNX, MACOSX, NW, QNX4, VXWORKS, WIN.
Web catalogue could store html file, executable file of
CGI cgi-bin procedure is stored under catalogue. In each
operating system directory of Go-Ahead source code,
there is main.c file, which is the entrance of overall
system procedure and responsible of accomplishing
server initialization, service monitoring and setting of
relevant interface. Figure 4 represents the work process.

N
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Inform the state change of all
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ZDO STATE CHANGE

Initialize
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DO_Network
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Receive data
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Gateway serial port has data
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SPI_INCOMING_ZAPP_DA
TA
Receive data
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control terminal nodes after
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Y

FIGURE 5 The workflow of coordinator software

Shut down Socket

4.2.3 Zigbee terminal node and remote control interface

HTTP request

Y
Socket Socket

Start

Shut down the
server

Monitoring
port

Initialize Web server

The task of ZigBee coordinator linked with gateway
serial port of classroom includes initializing CC2530F256
and protocol stack, constituting ZigBee network with the
information sensing nodes of distributed temperature and
humidity, illumination intensity, sound transducer etc.;
detecting ZigBee wireless signal. If the network has route
or there is terminal node entering network, then the
address of network will be allocated to nodes. Network
terminal node data will be accepted and transmitted to
classroom gateway through UART, the control
information sent by gateway will be accepted. Specific
ZigBee terminal control node will be constructed after
recombining data analysis [8]. It is shown as Figure 5.

Create network
successfully

N

Initializes the memory
space allocation

4.2.2 The design of ZigBee coordinator software

Y

The server end of the event
loop

Start

(5) The transplanting of gateway application program.
The gateway of this system could not only act as Web
server, but also take charge of directly indicating various
information parameters of classroom and controlling
various actuating equipment of classroom on gateway
LCD at the same time. The GUI control program in this
system could be accomplished by Qt.

Parsing the HTTP request
data

The main work of ZigBee terminal node in this teaching
management system is to apply for entering ZigBee
network and performing data communications with
ZigBee coordinator. Software workflow of terminal node
is shown as Figure 6.
In the remote display control interface, any display
control terminal could access the address of gateway
through browser. Administrative staff with related
jurisdiction not only could check parameters’ information
of specified classroom through verification of user name
and password, but also realize the control of various
equipment’s in classroom. It is shown as Figure 7.

Release the
memory space
End

The execution of
corresponding CGI programs
Feedback the execution result
data to a Web browser

FIGURE 4 GoAhead workflow chart
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ZDO_Join ConfirmCB
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Join the network
successfully

Request for adjacent routing or
coordinator
NLME_Network Discovery Request
Response for searching network
ZDO_Network Discovery
ConfirmCB

Y
Request to join the
network
NLME_Join Request

N

We are to combine wireless ZigBee technology and
flushbonading Web server –Go-Ahead with low cost and
low energy consumption, and then apply them in the
system of standard teaching management. Through
performing experiment on this equipment in ideological
and political class, the writer has not only realized the
remote management of classroom equipment, teachers'
and students' attendance, discipline of classroom etc.
through Internet, but also substitute traditional wired
network with wireless sensor in obtaining classroom
information. Thus, system application flexibility is
enhanced; the efficiency of teaching management is
strengthened. The experiment results indicate that
technology based on ZigBee has represented certain
feasibility in the management of standard education
teaching management. Its performance is good and
reliable, energy saving, convenient，it is a set of wireless
control system with high quality and worthy of
popularization.
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Start application task
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6 Conclusion
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FIGURE 6 Workflow of terminal node software

FIGURE 7 Control interface of remote classroom
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Abstract
With the improvement of people's living standard, the tourism industry has transformed from the traditional sightseeing tourism to
the vacation tourism, In order to improve the quality of the overall experience of resort hotel, the article by using the image
acquisition technology, the facial expression recognition technology, the changes of Gabor and the DIB support, VC++ of bitmap
provided by Visual Studio, has designed the basic member variables required by bitmap processing packaging DIB and the unrelated
CDib of the member function device, and has constructed the facial expression recognition module of the mood regulation system of
hotel interior. On the side of audio stream, use PC port as the audio stream scheme of the sound source, in the PC port, separate Av
signal, preset the operation and treatment on the end of the playback software, and make self-regulation of sound adjustment in the
output end of sound. The highly fidelity of sound has been established.
Keywords: hotel interior, Influence acquisition, feature extraction, frequency

suitable to improve mood; (4) process superior orders and
invoke the video database, output configuration scheme;
(5) implementation of program, projection image and
play background music.

1 Introduction
With the improvement of people's living standard,
people's selection of tourism types has shifted from the
sightseeing tourism to the vacation tourism. What it has
brought about afterwards, is the booming of resort hotels.
As people's entertainment venues, the resort hotel needs
richer and more colourful and vibrant space than ordinary
hotels, as it needs to meet people's growing demand for
vacation and to create the life of idyllic beauty for people.
People go for holiday from the busy and heavy work, it
requires resort hotel also have the ability to adjust the
mood, which provides a good opportunity for the
designers to give play to the imagination and creativity
[1].
The present domestic study shows that the
environmental psychology requires the indoor
environment design meet people's behaviour mode and
psychological characteristics, as well as the personality of
users and mutual adjustment of environment [2]. At this
point, the paper has made a design proposal for the resort
hotel interior designing by regulating the indoor
environment to adjust the mood. It saves a lot of
renovation costs for the hotel also while allows users to
experience a different style of decoration.

Room environmental emotion regulating system
based on facial expression recognition technology
and indoor environmental monitoring technology

theoretical knowledge
of environmental
psychology

facial expression
recognition
technology

(1)

indoor environmental
monitoring
technology

AV database
and output
device

(5) experien
ce object

(2)

(3)
analytical calculation
and process of
execution unit

(4)

FIGURE 1 System technology route map

The system obtains the facial image of the
participators with the scope that the images are able to be
captured, with the image acquisition technology and input
it into the image processing unit of the next level to
conduct facial image analysis, capture the expression
details with the facial expression recognition technology,
analyse these feature values and give intelligence score
Score-1 for the mood state presented by these
expressions. Score-1 plus is the weighted facial mood
parameters, which comes into being by Score-1
intelligence grades [3]. The system will analyse the
image acquisition of the facial expression, while conduct
acquisition and analysis of the indoor environment
parameters. After the sensor has perceived the
environment parameters, it will output these parameters
to the weighted arithmetic of the next level. During the
computing, these parameters will follow the
predetermined algorithm to process the values of the light

2 Technical route for system implementation
Of which, (1) output captured image; (2) comprehensive
analysis on weighted environmental mood parameters
and weighted facial mood parameters; (3) analysis and
calculation for the schemes of living environment
*

image
acquisition
technology
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intensity, temperature, humidity and atmospheric
pressure, to figure out Score-2 plus, namely the weighted
environmental mood parameters. After the weighted
facial mood parameters Score-1 plus and weighted
environment mood parameter Score-2 plus, the system
will conduct comprehensive analysis and computation
and figure out the living environment schemes suitable to
improve the mood, based on relevant rules of
environmental psychology.

processing of image; constructor and destructor; construct
DIB image; obtain CIB image from file; Obtain the
subimage class and the both large-sized and small-sized
DIB information; By taking pDIB as module, the model
pGabor of Gabor as content, create new DIB file, of
which both the length and the width is 1/5 of the original
image.
(2) Initialization of module
The initialization module comprises constructor, the
initialization of function and the release of resources.

3 Key of system technology
3.2 AUDIO STREAMING SOLUTION
3.1 FACIAL EXPRESSION RECOGNITION
PROGRAMMING MODULE

The audio stream is the mood and the weather data input
by the previous system, and is also the final
implementation scheme and the important component of
output terminal of data stream in the hardware treatment,
so it should be specially produced according to the needs
and characteristics of the system. In consideration of the
influence on the space shell material and sound system
external structure and the blend use of data exchange
interfaces of the central processing platform of PC end,
decide to carry out two sets of predetermined audio
stream solutions. In the stage of the cooperative work of
various components in the system, and under the frame of
the centre algorithm, integrate the demand of interface
and resource and select the preferential audio stream
solutions, which will be attached on importance later.
Introduce in detail the two sets of predetermined audio
streaming solutions:

The expression features extraction is realized by the use
of Gabor transform. The Gabor transform belong to the
windowing Fourier transform, which is a special
circumstance in the short-time Fourier transform when
the window function is evaluated as the Gaussian
function. Practically, it is still to request convolution of
the two-dimensional image [5] and it can extract the
related features in different scales and directions [6].
Gabor function is similar to the biological role of human
eye, and is often used for texture recognition, which is the
key that it can extract facial expression feature [7]. The
facial expression classification algorithm can be realized
the use of DIB related to bitmap, which is provided by
Visual Studio. The digital image can be realized by the
custom class CDib provided by VC++, which is
contained in Visual Studio. The design of the deviceirrelevant class CDib can package the basic member
variables and functions needed by DIB bitmap processing
[8].
It can use the VS2008 development environment,
MFC to achieve interface. After the initialization of
template, run the software and open the diagram to be
processed, then the fine recognition of expression can be
conducted. Now the accurate expression recognition of
happiness, disgust, anger, fear, sadness, neutral and shock
in the database has been completed. The system block
diagram is as shown in Figure 2.
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adjustment scheme

Dual analog output of PCI
X-Fi (two pairs)

Extract voice
scheme

Load voice scheme by FOOBAR2000 player software which
has added self written DS module, voice optimizing code and
output preprocessing scheme

Power amplifier
proceeding stage

Power amplifier
backward stage

Customize loudspeaker
with dual collaboration
sound reproduction

FIGURE 3 Schemes 1
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scheme

Load voice scheme by FOOBAR2000 player software which has
added self written DPS

Analog sound journalizing preamplifier device (can be
realized by power amplifier proceeding stage end or
custom-made shunt amplifier module)

Power amplifier
backward stage

Customize loudspeaker
with dual collaboration
sound reproduction

Face detection

FIGURE 4 Schemes 2
DIB image processing
module

The overall philosophy of the article of using PC end
as the sound source is to process the separation of AV
signal in the PC end, preset the operation and treatment
of the output information on the top of the playback
software, and make the self-regulated sound adjustment
in the end of sound output. In this way, the audio stream
becomes innovated and independent. Unlike the other
main stream medias, the internal clocking of PC can
synchronize and asynchronize the audio frequency and
video frequency, PC can separate the audio stream with
video stream and make digital decoding and simulated
amplification of the audio stream, which is great
emancipation for the audio effects in the audio end, and
make the quality of sound effect more excellent. In the

Face expression
recognition
Expression
recognition

Image drawing

Initialization module

Expression matching
module

FIGURE 2 System block diagram

(1) Present block diagram of module debugged
The debugged DIB processing module includes the
following aspects: save the DIB image, normalization
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level of audio decoder, the DAC module will be
positioned that the external sound card or independent
digital analogue converter will replace the inner on board
sound card, built-in sound card, merged amplifier, etc.
The advantage of it is that there will be inner disturbance
and shielding problems, brought about by the built-in
card and the on-board card and it solves the puzzle that it
is hard to input and output multiple, which is caused by
the previous and later levels with independent of merging
efficacy. Of course the audio efficacy(device to merge the
amplification video and audio streams), originally audio
amplification device also has the typical functions of
sound effect and fulu, which will conduct self-codeedition on FOOBAR2000 in the PC end, so as to preset
sound effect, DSP setting and the operation of optimizing
sound effect, so as to better achieve index parameters of
sound channel isolation, delayed time range, all kinds of
sound field modes, while it can separate the excessive
operations and functions of the related part of videos in
AV, which will affect the sound quality.
Different from the traditional independent type design
of amplifier of PC together with AV power, the scheme
will bring about the improvement in high fidelity. It
requires the sound equipment to conduct distortionless
amplification process of various indicators, during
playback [9]. At the same time, use subtle music style for
the dyeing of sound.
(1) When AV amplifier plays the sound source of
large signal, the dynamic range is poor and the transient
is lagged and it lacks of confidence; the audio stream
makes the independent decoding he amplified and the

Liu Ning, Bin Cheng

process of dynamic state and frequency response more
leisurely.
(2) With respect to AV amplifier routing, the
amplifier module is the input and output of the same type
interface and it does not need routing and fly line. The
advantage of routing is reflected in shielding.
(3) The multiply interfaces displayed by traditional
multimedia will affect the sound quality.
4 Conclusion
Based on the environmental psychology, with the
environmental monitoring technology and the facial
expression recognition technology, the article has
conducted the acquisition of the related parameters and
information on the hotel inner objects, made intelligent
process and analysis on the relevant knowledge, worked
out the adjustment scheme of hotel room environment
suitable to improve the mood of the objects, and finally
fulfil the purpose to improve the mood the target objects.
From the detection and screening of weather factors by
the integrated transducer and the reading of the facial
image information by the facial expression recognition,
the system will conduct intelligent analysis of the target
objects, and then the actuating station piece will make
changes to the environment hues, the wall patterns and
background music. The system, by changing the tourist
hotel indoor "scenery" to arouse the "affection"
experiencing joy, and to form different mood themes,
gives deep-felt care to the tourists with the recreational
purpose and the need to get relaxed.
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Abstract
This paper on the basis of deeply understanding the domestic automatic filling equipment’s, develops an eccentric bunghole selfpositioning system based on computer vision technology, through full automatic camera calibration and improved Hoff conversion
algorithm to obtain the coordinate information of circle centre of eccentric fillers, thus controls the operation of driving stepper
motor, realizes the automatic positioning of sprue guns to eccentric bunghole. The experiment proves the operation accuracy of this
system is high, the speed is fast, the algorithm is efficient, stable, and a high practical value.
Keywords: computer vision technology, eccentric bunghole, automatic positioning, camera calibration, Hoff transformation algorithm

oil drum arrival information through optoelectronic
switch, the industrial CCD vidicon installed above the oil
drum can collect image information and send the images
to image capture card in time. Image capture card
processes digital decoding, A/D conversion to input
signals, and through PIC bus sending the digital image
data to computer memories to save. Computer makes
analysis to the collected oil drum image information to
calculate the centre positional coordinate in the images of
top surface and send the information to electric control
system, through line interpolation method, with the filler
entrance of electric control system aims at oil drum spile
to finish the automatic positioning of fillers. Finally the
system control direct current machine stretches the fillers
into spile through pinion and rack drive to realize
automatic filling. Figure 2 lists the working process block
diagram of eccentric bunghole self-positioning system
based on computer vision.

1 Introduction
Automatic filling machinery plays a very important role
in modern industry automatic production, which is widely
used in production fields such as petroleum, chemical
engineering, medical treatment, beverage and so on [1].
However, when the filler of containers is eccentric
entrance, the application of full automatic filling
technology suffered serious restrict, at present the filling
machinery of most enterprises adapts semi-automatic
method, namely manual positioning barrel entrance
filling. This becomes great dangerous operation sequence
to the fillings of poisonous liquids with strong infiltration
capacity such as sodium cyanide, hydrofluoric acid and
so on. [2]. This paper on the basis of deeply investigating
the current situation at home and abroad developing the
eccentric bunghole self-positioning system based on
computer vision technology, successfully solved the
difficult self-positional problems which random
distributed in circumference direction of eccentric
entrances of filling lines, which cam guarantee the
personal security of toxic liquid filling workers, can
improve the mechanization and automation level of
filling works, and with a good practicability [3].

Image grabbing
card

Direct Current
Motor

Computer

2 The Eccentric Bunghole Self-Positioning System
Based on Computer Vision Technology

CCD camera

The detected
eccentric
bunghole

Y- stepper
motor

Optoelectronic
switch

This paper studies the eccentric bunghole self-positioning
system based on computer vision technology is showed
as Figure 1. The detected barrels are sent to filling station
through transmission sequences, after computer obtains


actuator

X - stepper
motor

FIGURE 1 The simple diagram of eccentric bunghole self-positioning
system based on computer vision
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Of

Image acquisition on oil
Extract center coordinates
Image preprocessing
Drive motermotion
drum surface
with Hough transform

Camera calibration

X

FIGURE 2 The working process block diagram of eccentric bunghole
self-positioning system based on computer vision

f

2.1 CAMERA CALIBRATION [4] [5] [6]
The designed camera calibration of this paper does not
need any artificial participation and all the calibration
processes are completed automatically in order to adapt
the automation-filling request of oil drum. The process
includes six steps such as making threshold segmentation,
parameter circular array mark, enter automatic
withdrawal of parameter circular array and the vidicon
parameter calculation based on least square fit to target
images, which is showed as Figure 3.
Target images

Threshold
segmentation

The reference
cicle array

Coordinate calculation
of center point

Least square fit

Yf

(b) Pixel coordinates
FIGURE 4 The three-layer coordinate system during vidicon imaging
progress

(1)The Calibration Method of This Paper
Placing the showed target location of Figure 5 into the
plane XOY of world coordinate system which showed as
Figure 4(a),suppose the centre point coordinate of any
reference circle is (X,Y), the imaging coordinate of this
point within camera CCD plane coordinate system is
 X c , Yc  . In image pixel coordinate supposed as

Calibration results

FIGURE 3 Vidicon calibration process diagram

X

2.2 COORDINATE SYSTEM IN CAMERA
CALIBRATION

f



, Y f , any point P(X,Y) in target with the coordinate

in projection point Pc  X c , Yc  should meet:

As it shows in Figure 4, the coordinate system in camera
calibration has the following three layer’s coordinate
systems:
1. World coordinates of scene coordinates, the general
three-dimensional scenes of (XYZ) are expressed by
this coordinate system.
2. Camera coordinates.  X c OYc  takes the focal length

 X c  KX
.

 Yc  KY

(1)

K is proportional action factor in the algorithm.
Y

 X ,Y 

centre of microspore vidicon as the origin, takes the
three-dimensional rectangular coordinate system of
vidicon optical axis established on the basis of Z axle,
namely the camera CCD plane coordinate system.
3. Pixel coordinates.  X f O f Y f  also called frame
saving coordinate system of computer image (fix on
the images), which is the rectangular plane coordinate
system in pixels, its origins locates on the top left
corner of images.
Xc

O

X

FIGURE 5 Calibration target

Xc

Xw



Y

Oc
O
Z

O

Yc


Yc

X

Yw

(a) World coordinate and camera coordinate

FIGURE 6 Rotation and decentration of camera coordinate system
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1
Qi  
0

Considering the factors such as camera optical axis
out of plumb and CCD installation inaccuracy will lead to
the rotation error and decentration error in CCD plane,
which need to make conversion and correction to CCD
plane. Suppose the CCD plane coordinate system after
conversion and correction is X wOYw (see also to Figure
6), and then the rotation, decentration error of CCD plane
can use the following formulas to correct:
T

T

Xw 
 Xc   1
Y   Y  
 w
 c    sin 

0   cos 
cos     sin 

sin  
cos  

Xi

Yi

0

0

0

0

0

Xi

0
,
Yi 

(7)

Q  Q1 Q2 Q3 ... Qn  ,
T

(8)

T

Ri   X fi Y fi  ,

(9)

R   R1 R2 R3 ... Rn  .
T

(2).

(10)

x ,  y in the formula means the horizontal equivalent
and vertical equivalent, which respectively on behalf of
the actual value of unit pixel in image plane  X f O f Y f 

The n in the formula is the centre number of target
reference, which participates in the least square
calculation, according to formula (3):

countdown to world coordinate system XYZ on
horizontal equivalent and vertical equivalent?
Simultaneous formula (1), (2) to obtain:

(11)

 X f  A0  A1 X  A2Y

 Y f  B0  B1 X  B2Y ,

QP  R .
Substituting

(3)



P  QT Q

cos

A1 

x

sin(
  )
A  
 2
x


sin 
B1 

y


cos(   )
 B2 
y


.

(4)

1

QT R .

(12)

2.

of target reference circle array in world coordinate
system.
Adapting image processing method to measure
the corresponding coordinate of  X i , Yi  in image
coordinate system is  X fi , Y fi  ,

3.

cos
A12 B12  A22 B12
x 
2 2
2 2
A1
A1 B2  A2 B1
,

sin 
B1

,

After

obtaining

A0 , A 1 , A2 , B0 , B1 , B2

,then

 of

measured objects within algorithm (2-86) to
recognize the target object information (X, Y) in
environment.
2.3 IMAGE CAPTURE AND PROCESSING [7]
When capture cards are at work, sends the collected data
to memory. Through Read Form Mem() function can
display the image data which saved in memory, through
the time testing of system shows that when image capture
cards are at work, collection to memory is about
500ms,the collection directly to screen will not more than
40ms.In order to accelerate collection speed, system
sends the images which collected by image capture cards
to VGA display card and displayed through screen, then



method we can obtain the coefficient A0 , A1 , A2 , B0 , B1 , B2
in formula (3).
T

5.



corresponding coordinate in the image coordinate system
is X fi , y fi , i  0,1, 2,..., n , with the least square fitting

Suppose P   A0 A1 A2 B0 B1 B2  ,

4.

According to 1., 2. results to build matrix R and
Q;
Getting column vector P, thus determines
A0 , A 1 , A2 , B0 , B1 , B2 ;
according to the image information X f , Yf

(5)

.
Suppose the coordinate measuring value of any centre
of reference circle in target is  X i , Yi  , i  0,1, 2,..., n , the





From the above analysis we can know the parameter
fitting method based on the least square can proceed as
following steps:
1. Measuring the coordinate  X i , Yi  of each centre

In the formula, if A1 , A2 , B1 , B2 is known, then we can
get:

y 

sequence into (11)

formula, with the least square calculation we can obtain:

A0 , B0 in the formula is the relative transform constant
on horizontal equivalent and vertical equivalent.

sin  

 X i , Yi  ,  X fi , Y fi 

(6)
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invoking ReadDisp Window() function to read the image
data and save the image from screen, and then store to
specified memory buffers, the image processing progress
is showed as Figure 7:

Yuan Wei, Zhang Jianqi

information through using circular edge outline
information, compared with traditional Hoff transform
algorithm, its computational effort is small, the operation
speed is fast, and occupied computer memory is low.
When uses this algorithm to determine bunghole
central position, mainly needs to go through image
acquisition, image cutting, edge detection and Hoff
transform these four steps, which is showed as Figure 8.
After excluding cover centre of oil drum, then can
according to image coordinate value X f , Yf and



FIGURE 7 Figure collection and processing



camera calibration coefficient we can obtain the world
coordinate value (X, Y) in the central of eccentric
bunghole.

2.4 DETERMINES THE CENTER COORDINATE
POSITION OF ECCENTRIC BUNGHOLE WITH
HOFF TRANSFORM ALGORITHM
The calculation of Hoff transform is very complex, which
includes great number of squares, evolution operations.
With the value range of r constantly enlarged in circular
testing application, the size of three-dimensional group in
parameter space increases proportionally, which needs to
consume lots of computer memories and the efficiency
becomes low. Therefore, this paper summarizes the
subjects and proposes a new circular Hoff transform
algorithm, and the basic steps are showed as follows:
1. Getting the binary edge image through canny
edge testing;
2. Defining accumulator space of transform position,
its size is in line with the size of binary edge
image;
3. Looking for next edge point, with this pixel as the
central confirming （2 k+ 1)×(2k+1) windows,
and establishes coordinate system xoy in this edge
point;
4. Counting the number of edge points in windows,
if the number of point equals to (2k +1) goes to 5.,
otherwise to 3.;
5. Looking for endpoint A, B;
6. Verifying whether A, B, O these three points are
collineation, if collineation goes to 3., otherwise
calculates the perpendicular bisector function of
segment AB;
7. Using the mutual positional relationship between
origin O and segment AB to determine circular
bending direction, namely the accumulation
direction of centre in parameter position, and
accumulates to this direction in parameter
position.
8. Inspecting whether finishing the scanning of
overall image, if not finish, then goes to 3., if
finish goes to 9.;
9. When all the edge point detection finished,
finding the maximum of accumulator results in
parameter
position,
the
corresponding
accumulator coordinate of this value is the central
coordinate of detected circles.
This Hoff transform algorithm can wipe off straight
edge and noise point, refuse the meaningless accumulated

(a) Original oil drum image

(b) Oil drum image cutting

(c) Canny edge detection

(d) Fast Hoff transform results
FIGURE 8 The central extraction process of eccentric bunghole
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2.5 MOTOR DRIVE SYSTEM OF MARCHING TYPE
DESIGN

Yuan Wei, Zhang Jianqi

CW/CCW control motor is opposite when evaluates 1 or
0.CLOCK is stepping impulse signal input end, on falling
edge of each impulse, electrical machine generates a
stepping. HALF/FULL is half step or basic step pitch
mode setting, 1 is half step mode, and 0 is basic step
pitch. If HALF/FULL evaluates low level, when impulse
distributors are in odd number state, then is two-phase
incentive mode; when impulse distributors are in even
number state, then is single-phase incentive mode. When
CONTROL chopper control is 0, controls INH1 and
INH2, when is 1, controls ABCD.ENABLE enables
input, when is 0, INH1, INH2, A, B, C and D all is
0.RESET input, when is 0, pulse distributors return to
initial state. In circuit, the two resistances in fifteen feet
of L297 used for adjusting the reference voltage of
chopper circuit, which is compared to the feedback
potential size through pin 13.14 to confirm whether to
process chopper control, thus achieved to control the
current peak of machine winding and the aim to protect
stepping motor.

Schematic Diagram of X-Y Stepper Motor Drive Circuit

After vision system detecting the central coordination
information of eccentric bunghole, we need to send the
bunghole central coordination to the above of fillers with
computer and realize automatic self- positioning fillings.
This paper designs the marching type drive system
with the core of L297.L298, the circuitous philosophy is
showed as Figure 9.

2.6 OPERATION EFFECT MONITORING OF
SYSTEM
For adjustment, eccentric bunghole automatic positioning
system sets up manual functions, X axis, Y axis both can
realize inching. Bunghole circular image coordinate and
world coordinate can be displayed real-time. The chose
steeping angles of electrical machines α is 0.91°, which
adapts belt drive, the diameter of gear pitch is 12.59mm,
and pulse equivalent of stepping motor is 0.1mm.
The positional accuracy of computer vision eccentric
bunghole automatic positioning system is the sum of
eccentric bunghole circle recognition error 0.06mm and
filling gun moving error 0.1mm,its value is 0.16mm.
Every time detects an eccentric bunghole ,the runtime
of positioning system is the sum of eccentric bunghole
circle recognition time and the time of machine control
stepping motor drive aligns to eccentric bunghole
circular, which is about 6.5 seconds.
Operating effect shows this the positional accuracy of
this computer vision eccentric bunghole automatic
positioning system is superior, running speed is fast, and
realized conveniently and speedily, which has a practical
importance to improve bottling equipment industry.

FIGURE 9 Circuitous philosophy figure of X-Y marching type drive

The core of stepping motor controller chip circuit
L297 is pulse distributor, adapts plastic packaging form
of 20 feet dual in-line type, usually with +5V to supply
power. There are two PWM choppers in L297 for
controlling winding current to realize constant current cut
wave, thus obtained a better torque-frequency features,
which applies to the control of bipolar two phases
stepping motor or unipolarity four-phase stepping
motor.L297 only need to receiver direction (forward /
rollback), model(half step/basic step pitch), clock (stepby-step impulse) these three input signals from upper
computer, which produces three kinds of phase sequence
signals corresponding to three different working manners:
half step method (four phase and eight step); single-phase
incentive method (single phase and four step); doublephase incentive method (two phase and two step). The
initial state of L297 is ABCD=0101.
L298 is double-H bridge high voltage large current
power integrated circuit, it receives standard logic
electrical level signals, which can use for the electric
loading such as driving relay, coil, continuous current
motor and stepping motor and so on.
The system consists of L297 and L298 drives twophase stepping motors, the highest voltage is 46V, each
phase current reaches to 2A.
The parallel end of computer sends clock signal,
positive and negative turning signal, working pattern
signal, enable signal and control signal. The steering of

3 Conclusion
In order to solve the accurate positioning problem of
eccentric bunghole during stepping bunghole filling, this
paper develops an eccentric bunghole self-positioning
system based on computer vision technology. At first
makes a brief expound to system working process and
working principle, then aims to the working process of
this automatic self-positioning system to make analysis
and explanation one by one: the vidicon calibration
adapted by this paper dispense with artificial
participation, all the calibration progress are completed
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automatically, including target image, threshold cutting,
reference circle array mark, automatic withdrawal of
reference circle array mark and the vidicon parameter
calculation based on the least square fitting these six
steps, finally proposes a new Hoff transform algorithm.
This algorithm uses circle edge outline information
features directly deletes straight edge and noise point, as
well as refuses accumulate meaningless image
information. Compared with traditional Hoff transform,
its accumulation parameter domain is two-dimensional
array, the computational effort is low, operation speed is

Yuan Wei, Zhang Jianqi

high and can save computer memory usage effectively;
then this paper designs stepping motor drive system with
the core of L297, L298, after this system receiving the
eccentric bunghole information coordinate sent by
computer, drive syringe removes to the upward side of
filler, thus realizes automatic positioning filling. Finally,
obtains the self-positioning system of computer vision
eccentric bunghole has the advantages of high positional
accuracy and fast operational speed, which has a widely
practical significance and application value.
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Abstract
In the last decade considerable research efforts have been spent to the motion of flocking of multi-agent. Special attention has been put
in the applications, especially for those operations in real environment where a high degree of safety as well as self-diagnostics
capabilities are required. The development of effective strategies of fault diagnosis for flocking of multi-agent is a critical research
task. In this paper, the flocking motion of multi-agent with a leader is studied. When flocking in the real environment, it is inevitable
for agents to occur faults. The faults occurred in different agent will lead to different effects for flocking. According to the variety of
the velocity of agents, the fault types are classified. A fault agent avoidance method is proposed and implemented in a multi-agent
flocking system. The simulation results show the method can help the agents to avoid the fault agent.
Keywords: multi-agent, flocking, fault agent, fault agent avoidance, leader

1 Introduction

The topology structure of multi-agent system is
represented by the neighbouring graph G  (V , E ) [9-11].
And the neighbouring graph is defined to be an undirected
graph consisting of a set of vertices V  {n1 , n2 L , nn } ,
whose elements represent agents in the group, and a set of
edges E  {(ni , n j )  V  V | ni n j } containing unordered
pairs of vertices that represent neighbouring relations at
time t. Considering N agents, the motion of each agent is
denoted as,

As advancing the research of flocking of multi-agent, the
flocking motion is asked for higher requirements on its
safety and reliability [1-5]. In reality, it is inevitable that
some faults may happen to agents during the motion of
flocking. It is the challenge that the research of flocking of
multi-agent has to face. During the motion, multi-agent
cannot form a stable formation and will continue
unpredictably and erroneously, if the fault agent cannot be
detected or other functional agents cannot avoid the fault
agent in time. As a result, the flocking cannot complete the
scheduled tasks successfully. Or more possibly, more
serious damages may occur.
During the motion of flocking of multi-agent, once one
of the agents has failure, the caused chain reaction will lead
to the malfunctions happening to other agents. Therefore,
the foundation of the application of flocking of multi-agent
in real life is to analyze the effects of fault agent imposing
on other agents, timely obtain a complete knowledge of the
fault agent and correctly handle it, and guide other agents
to continue the motion. But the existing literatures about
flocking of multi-agent seldom focus on the problem of
handling fault agents in flocking of multi-agent [6-9].
The fault in different agents of flocking will play
distinct effects on the motion of flocking. Selecting the
most effective approach to solve problems based on the
natures of the fault agents is a good way for the flocking to
accomplish the tasks.
This paper focuses on classifying and analysing the
fault agents according to their roles and importance in the
motion of flocking, and proposes a systemic approach for
the multi-agent to avoid the fault agent.

 ri   i
, i =1,2, ,N,

 i  ui

(1)

where, ri  R 2 is the position vector of Agent i.  i ~ R 2
is the velocity vector of Agent i. ui ~ R 2 is the control
input acting on Agent i. rij  ri  rj is the position
difference vector.
In order to describe the spatial order of the desired
configuration of flocking in a proper analytical framework,
to avoid collision with other agents, each agent should
keep a safety distance from its neighbours. Then, we define
the coupling constraints as that for agent i and j [12, 13],
ri  rj  d ,

where,

(2)

 is the Euclidean norm. We assume that the

relative distance between agents will be d. The speed and
direction of movement of each agent will approach the
same.
The fundamental idea of flocking with leaderfollowers model is that, in a group of multiple agents, one

2 Flocking of multi-agents with a leader
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l13   3 cos  1  1 cos 13  d 3 sin  1


l23   3 cos  2  2 cos  23  d 3 sin  2 ,


3  3

is assigned as the leader and others are followers. The task
of leader is to lead the entire formation to the destination.
The task of follower is to reach the destination following
the leader. The goal is that the follower tracks the leader
with a desired distance and a desired relative speed. In this
paper, one leader agent with 5 follower agents based
formation is considered as indicated in Figure 1.

where,  2  2  23  3 , l23 , 23 ,3  is the position of
Agent 3.  3 is the linear speed, 3 is the angular speed of
Agent 3. The dynamic equations of other agents can be
deduced by analogy.

A4

SBC A2

SSC

3 Fault types in flocking of multi-agent

A1
A5

The velocity and position of each agent are vitally
important in the motion of flocking. In this paper, faults
are classified by the difference of the velocity of each
agent. According to Figure 1, there are two types of agent,
leader fault and follower fault. We classify the faults into
two situations, leader fault and follower fault.
The definition of the two situations is explained as
follows.

v1

SSC

SSC

A6

(5)

A3

SSC
FIGURE 1 Flocking of multi-agent with a leader

Figure 1 shows the flocking model. A1 (Agent 1) is the
leader agent, and moves in a predefined trajectory. A2
(Agent 2) and A3 (Agent 3) are the follower agents. A2
employs SBC strategy, so it only maintains its separation
and bearing with respect to A1, A3, A4, A5 and A6 employ
SSC strategy, maintaining its separation from A1, A2 or A3
[14-16]. The following and controlling relationship of the
6 agents is as following: A2  A1 (A2 is controlled by
 A1
A1), A3  
(A3 is controlled by A1 an A2),
 A2

3.1 FAULT OF LEADER

 A2
 A2
 A3
A4   , A5   , A6   .
 A5
 A3
 A5

leader. 1k  0 represents two possible cases. One case is
the malfunction of the communication module of leader.
Since other agents cannot receive the motion information
of leader, they will consider the velocity of leader to be 0.
Other case is the malfunction of the mechanical module,
which will bring leader to a stop. In both cases, other
agents will follow leader to a stop. This will cause the task
to fail.
0   1k  1 represents that the velocity of leader is
below the normal range. Other agents will not be able to
reduce the speed to follow leader, and leader will obstruct
the motion of other agents. In this case, leader is
considered to be faulty, and be the obstacle of other agents.
2) 1   1k   2 . In this case, although the velocity of
leader is different from the normal one, it still in the
threshold value range. In order to fulfil the task, other
agents will adjust their motion speed to follow leader.
3)  1k   2 . In this case, the velocity of leader is beyond
the threshold value range. Other agents cannot follow
leader to move in so high speed. So, the leader is
considered to be faulty. However, if the direction of
motion is remained unchanged, the leader will not obstruct
the motion of other agents.

In the motion of flocking, the task of leader is to lead the
entire formation to the destination. Once the leader
malfunctions, it will not be able to fulfil the task. The
threshold value range of normal movement velocity of
agent is set to be 1 ,  2  . Then, three fault types are
discussed according to the linear velocity of leader as
follows.
1) 0   1k  1 , where  1k is the linear velocity of

The dynamic equation of Agent 1 is given as follows,
 x1   1 cos 1

 y1   1 sin 1 ,

1  1

(3)

where,  x1 , y1 ,1  is the position of Agent 1, 1 is the
linear speed , 1 is the angular speed of Agent 1.
The dynamic equation of Agent 2 is given as follows,
l12   2 cos  1  1 cos 12  d2 sin  1


12  l12  1 sin 12  2 sin  1  d 2 cos  1  l121  ,


 2  2

(4)

where,  1  1  12  2 , l12 , 12 ,2  is the position of
Agent 2.  2 is the linear speed, 2 is the angular speed of
Agent 2.
The dynamic equation of Agent 3 is given as follows:
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3.2 FAULT OF FOLLOWER AGENT I (I=2,3,4,5,6)

A4

1) 0    1 , where   0 represents two possible
cases. One case is the malfunction of the communication
module of Agent i. Since other agents cannot receive the
motion information of Agent i, they will consider the
velocity of Agent i to be 0. Other case is the malfunction
of the mechanical module, which will bring Agent i to a
stop. In both cases, Agent j（j < i）will not be affected by
Agent i and keep moving, and Agent k （ k > i ） will
obstructed by Agent i.
0   1k  1 represents that the velocity of Agent i is
below the normal range. Leader and other agents will not
able to reduce the speed, and Agent i will obstruct the
motion of other agents. In this case, Agent i is considered
to be faulty, and be the obstacle of other agents.
2) 1   1k   2 . In the case, although the velocity of
Agent i is different from the normal one, but it still in the
threshold value range. Since Agent i is one of the
followers, Agent j (j < i) can continue moving at the
normal speed, while Agent k (k > i) need to adjust the
motion speed affected by Agent i. Then difference motion
speed will caused the dismiss of flocking. So Agent i is set
to be a obstacle in this paper.
3)  1k   2 represents the velocity of Agent i is beyond
the threshold value range. Other agents cannot follow
Agent i to move in high speed. So, the Agent i is
considered to be faulty. Owing to the high speed, Agent i
will crash into the front Agents. And Agent i is set to be a
obstacle for other agents in this case.
k
1

k
1

SSC

A2(New Leader)

A1
A5

v1

SSC

A6

SBC

A3

SSC
FIGURE 2 Flocking model of multi-agent with a new leader and a fault
leader

Compared with Figure 1, Figure 2 shows a
modification of the follow strategies on Agent 2 and Agent
3. Agent 4, 5 and 6 do not have any change. Shortly after
the new leader and the new follow strategies have defined,
the focus of flocking is to avoid Agent 1. There already
have lots of literatures about the methods of avoiding
obstacles. In terms of the complexity of routes of the
flocking, different methods can apply.
2) When Agent i has malfunctions, it will affect the
agents that have follow relations with Agent i. It is
necessary to modify the follow strategy. Take an example
of Agent 2 with malfunctions, as shown in Figure 3. As it
can be seen from the comparison of Figures 1 and 3, the
follow strategies of Agent 3 and Agent 4 need a quick
modification when malfunctions occur in Agent 2. Agent
5 and 6 do not need a change of the strategies. When the
new model of the flocking is defined, the flocking will start
the avoidance process of Agent 2 by following the leader.

4 Fault agent diagnosis and avoidance

According to the above analysis, the fault agent avoidance
method is given as follows.
1) When the leader has been faulty, the flocking will
not be able to continue due to the loss of the leader. So the
top priority is to select new leader in the remains. This
paper uses the shortest distance approach to choose new
leader to continue the motion of flocking, such as Agent 2
in Figure 2 as a new leader. After the selection of new
leader, the follow strategy has to make a change
correspondingly to maintain the shape of flocking, shown
in Figure 2.

A4

SSC

A2

A1
A5

v1

SSC

A6

SBC

A3

SSC
FIGURE 3 Flocking model with fault Agent 2

In summary, the algorithm of the fault agent diagnosis
and avoidance for flocking of multi-agent is shown in
Table 1.
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TABLE 1 Fault diagnosis and obstacle avoidance algorithm of multi-agent
Initialization
Set the follow strategy as SBC

( A1 , A2 , l12 , 12 ) and SCC ( Ai , Aj , Ak , lij , lik ) （i,j,k=2,3,4,5,6）

% Fault diagnosis and obstacle avoidance algorithm of Leader
for k=1 to maxsteps
for i=1
if

0   1k  1

Set leader(Agent 1) to be faulty and be a obstacle
Choose Agent 2 to be the new leader
Update follow strategy SBC

( A2 , A3 , l23 , 23 ) ,SCC ( Ai , Aj , Ak , lij , lik )

New leader leads followers to avoid the collision with the agent1.
else if

1   1k   2
Update vi
else if

for Agent i (i=2,3,4,5,6)

v  2
k
1

Choose Agent 2 to be the new leader
Update follow strategy SBC

( A2 , A3 , l23 , 23 ) ,SCC ( Ai , Aj , Ak , lij , lik )

New leader guides followers to move on
end if
end if
end if
end
%Fault diagnosis and obstacle avoidance of followers
for i=2 to 6
if

0  vik  1
Set Agent i to be faulty and be a obstacle
if i=2
Update follow strategy of agent i+1 as SBC

else update follow strategy of agent i+1 as SCC

( A1 , Ai 1 , l1(i 1) , 1(i 1) )

( Ai 1 , Aj , Ak , l(i 1) j , l(i 1) k )

end if
Other agent moves on with avoiding agent i
else if

1  vik   2

Update
else if

vi for Agent i (i=2,3,4,5,6)

vik   2
Set Agent i to be faulty and be a obstacle
if i=2
Update follow strategy of agent i+1 as SBC

( A1 , Ai 1 , l1(i 1) , 1(i 1) )

else update follow strategy of agent i+1 as SCC

( Ai 1 , Aj , Ak , l(i 1) j , l(i 1) k )

end if
Other agent moves on with avoiding agent i
end if
end if
end if
end
5 Simulation and results

multi robots in the flocking can move with uniform
velocity until reaching the destination. Considering two
flocking motion modes, one is linear motion, the other is
linear motion with 45 degrees. The desired trajectory is
shown in Figure 4.

The simulation model of 6 amigo mobile robots is prepared
using the Matlab/Simulink environment. Each robot is
regarded as an agent. It is assumed that the multi robots
move with uniform velocity. Under normal condition, the
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a) linear motion of flocking

b) linear motion with 45 degrees of flocking

FIGURE 4 The desired trajectory of the motion of flocking

5.1 SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 1: LEADER FAULT

According to the fault agent diagnosis and avoidance
algorithm shown in Table 1, Agent 2 is set to be new leader
to guide other agents. The obstacle avoidance of flocking
is shown in Figure 5.

The original positions of A1~A6 are [25,30], [15,40],
[15,20], [5,50], [5,30], [5,10]. The target of the motion of
flocking is to move 100s. Leader is set to stop at t=10s.
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a) Original position when t=0s
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b) Leader is faulty when t=10s
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c) Agent 2 lead the motion of flocking when t=25s
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d) Locations of all the agents when t=30s
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e) Locations of all the agents when t=40s
f) Locations of all the agents when t=100s
FIGURE 5 The motion of flocking with fault leader
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As shown in Figure 5a shows the original position of 6
Agents. In Figure 5b, the location of the leader being faulty
is marked at the time of t = 10s. The failure is simulated
through setting the velocity of leader as zero. In Figures 5c
and 5d, the location of other agents are marked when t =
25s and t = 30s respectively. Detecting the fault leader,
Agent 2~Agent 6 choose Agent 2 as the new leader. And
the new leader will guide other agents to avoid the fault
leader. Figures 5e and 5f present the location of Agent
2~Agent 6. The results shows that the flocking of multiagent can re-choose new leader quickly, and can continue
the motion with avoiding the fault leader under the
guidance of new leader.

5.2 SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 2: AGENT 2 FAULT
In this experiment, the flocking moves along a linear
motion with 45 degrees. The normal motion trajectory is
shown in Figure 4b. The original positions of Agent1 to
Agent 6 are [160, 30], [150, 40], [170, 20], [140, 50], [160,
30], [180, 10]. The requirement of flocking is that leader
should turn at the position of Y=130 and move along a
diagonal direction, until to the position of X=160.
Agent 2 is set to be faulty when t=15s. Its velocity
decreases. The results of avoidance of Agent 2 are shown
in Figure 6.
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a) The locations of all agents when t=15s
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c) The locations of all agents when t=50s
d) The whole trajectory of the leader
FIGURE 6 The motion of flocking with fault agent 2

Figure 6 shows that the flocking avoids the Agent 2
successfully and accomplishes the task. In Figure 6a, the
location of the Agent 2 being faulty is marked when t =
15s. The speed of Agent 2 is assumed to be 1 dm/s in the
experiment. Figure 6b shows the locations of all agents
when t = 35s. Additionally, the agents successfully avoid
the malfunction agent and start to move along a diagonal
direction. Figure 6c shows the locations when t = 50s.
Figure 6d presents the whole trajectory of the leader. It
shows that when t = 15s, the leader is at the location of
[130, 60]. At the same time, Agent 2 becomes faulty. The
leader cannot move along the diagonal direction, as Agent
5 will collide with Agent 2. As a result, the leader starts to
modify the motion direction to avoid the obstacles, and
will not resume their original diagonal-direction motion
until the completion of the obstacle avoidance.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced the motion of flocking of
multi-agent with a leader. According to the velocity of
agent, we classified the fault agent into six types, three for
leader and three for follower agents. The fault agent
diagnosis and avoidance is implemented by the method
proposed in this paper. The simulation results confirm that
the proposed method has good fault diagnosis and obstacle
avoidance effect.
In reality, more agents will be faulty and more
complicated fault types will occur in the motion of
flocking. We plan to further investigate more fault types in
flocking of multi-agent. Also we plan to study different
algorithm to improve the fault agent avoidance efficiency.
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Abstract
In this paper, a quantum public-key cryptosystem without quantum channel between any two users based on the Bell state measurement
is presented. A user Alice shares a set of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) pairs with key management centre (KMC) as the private key
and the public key. By performing the Bell state measurement on the public key and the auxiliary qubits any other user can send
encrypted message to Alice. On the other hand, digital signature can also be achieved by this public-key cryptosystem. The laws of
quantum physics guarantee the unconditional security of this public-key cryptosystem. No quantum channels are needed between any
two users. So it is easier to carry out in practice and more robust against possible attacks.
Keywords: public-key, quantum cryptography, EPR pair, the Bell state measurement, digital signature

users, which need to communicate with each other, every
user must share a key with any one of the other users. So
every user should keep N-1 keys secret so that no one can
steal them. At the same time, every user should complete
key distribution with any one of the other N-1 user.
Obviously, it is an arduous task when N is a large number!
Furthermore, in practice maybe the users do not trust each
other so that it is impossible for them to perform key
distribution. It is known that public-key cryptosystem can
overcome this difficulty in classical cryptography, such as
RSA algorithm [14]. In public-key cryptosystem a user has
(public key, private key) pair in which the public key and
the private key cannot be deduced from each other. The
private key is used to decrypt the message encrypted by the
public key while the public key is used to decrypt the
message encrypted by the private key. Every user keeps
his private key secret so as that no one can get it. At the
same time, a key management centre keeps all users’
public keys, which are open to everyone. If a user Bob
wants to send a secret message to another user Alice, he
first asks KMC for Alice’s public key and encrypts the
message by the public key to get the cipher text. Then Bob
sends the cipher text to Bob. When Bob receives the cipher
text, he can decrypt it by his private key to recover the
original message. Any eavesdropper who catches the
cipher text cannot recover the original message because he
or she does not hold Bob’s private key. Public-key
cryptography technology has become one of the most
important tools to safeguard information security in
modern society, such as commercial affairs, military
affairs, network communications et al. But Peter Shor
proved that RSA algorithm is unsafe on future quantum
computer in 1994 [15]. So the classical public-key
cryptosystem based on RSA algorithm will been crashed

1 Introduction
In cryptography, people integrate the original information
(called “the plain text”) with some auxiliary information
(called “the key”) to produced encrypted information
(called “the cipher text”) by a cryptographic algorithm.
Anyone who has not the key cannot recover the plain text
from the cipher text. So the cipher text can be transmitted
though an unsecure channel without any danger to leak the
plaintext. Two users can fulfil secret communications
through an insecure channel as long as they have shared
the key before. As a result key distribution becomes the
most important and difficult problem for people to
complete secret communication. In fact, there are nearly
no unconditionally secure classical key distribution
protocols in classical cryptography.
Quantum key distribution (QKD) protocol is a good
solution to this problem. In QKD protocols people can
achieve unconditional security using the special physical
properties of quantum system. C. H. Bennett and G.
Brassard provided the first quantum key distribution
protocol [1] in 1984. Since then people have developed
many quantum key distribution protocols, such as the EPR
protocol [2], B92 protocol [3], Lo-Chau protocol [4], et al
[5-10]. Experimental work for OKD has also been finished
in laboratory. Bennett, Bessette and Brassard first realized
BB84 protocol in 1992 [11]. Now QKD protocol in optical
fibre has been completed beyond 150 km [12] while QKD
protocol in free space has also been achieved over a
distance of 1 km [13].
Traditional QKD protocols belong to symmetrical key
protocols. But all symmetrical key protocols are faced with
a serious problem: how to distribute and manage keys if
there are a lot of users in the cryptosystem? If there are N
*
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by attacks on quantum computer. Quantum public-key
technology can provide a good alterative solution. In 2001
Gottesman first presented a quantum one-way function to
design quantum digital signature protocol, which may be
used in a public-key system. A similar scheme is provided
in [17]. In 2008 Nikolopoulos put forward the first
quantum public-key cryptosystem [18] based on the
property of single-particle rotation of unknown quantum
states which can provide unconditional security. Since
then a few public-key protocols have been studied [19-22].
In this paper, we provide a quantum public-key
cryptosystem based on the Bell state measurement. Users
and KMC share EPR pairs as the public key and the private
key. With the help of KMC, N users can communicate with
each other securely. Moreover digital signature for
message can be fulfilled naturally by the public-key
cryptosystem. There are no quantum channels needed
between any two users. So it’s easy to carry out in practice.
We prove that the cryptosystem is secure against possible
attack.

| S 

1
2

| S 

1
2


1

(| 0   | 1 ),|  

2

1

Now Alice measures qubit 1 in basis {| 0 , | 1 }
while Bob performs the Bell state measures on the
composed system of qubit 2 and qubit B. It is easy to find
that Alice’s measurement results and Bob’s measurement
result are correlated in Table 1.
TABLE 1 Correlation of their measurement results
Alice’s measurement result

(| 0   | 1 ) . (1)

(| 00   | 11 ), |   
(| 01   | 10 ), |   

2

1
2
1

2

(| 00   | 11 ),

|    1.

(7)

|   12 

1
2

(| 0 1| 0  2  | 1 1| 1  2 ) .

(8)

Then Alice shares the EPR pairs with KMC in which
qubit 1 of the EPR pair is hold by Alice and qubit 2 is bold
by KMC. So the qubit sequence hold by Alice denoted as
Q A is just Alice’s private key while the qubit sequence

(3)
(| 01   | 10 ).

(| 0 1| 0  2  | 1 1| 1  2 ) ,

|   2 B

A user, e.g. Alice, creates M EPR pairs in which every
EPR pair is in the state:

(2)

2

1

|   2 B

   0, |    0, |    1,

Such a two-qubit system is often called an EPR pair. It
is easy to find that the four Bell states forms a complete
orthogonal basic vector set in which people can measure a
two-qubit system. Such measurement is called the Bell
state measurement, which has been carried out [23].
We assume that Alice and Bob share M EPR pair in the
state:
|   12 

|   2 B

| 0  0, | 1  1, |   0, |   1, |

A two-qubit system can be in one of the four Bell states:

|   

|   2 B

So it’s possible to establish a public-key cryptosystem
based on the result above.
Now let us consider a public-key cryptosystem, which
includes a key management centre (KMC) and N users.
First, we have the Key Rule.
Key Rule:

Obviously, the four states are not orthogonal to each
other. Therefore, it is impossible to determine in which
state a qubit is with certainty. On the other hand, they form
two complete orthogonal bases in which we can measure a
qubit:

2
1

Bob’s measurement result

| 0 1

2

B01  {| 0 , | 1 }, B   {|  , |  } .

(6)



| 1 1 (|   2 B  |   2 B )].

As known a quantum two-state system is called a qubit. A
qubit may be in one of the four possible states

|   

[| 0 1 (|    2 B  |    2 B ) 

| 1 1

| 0 , | 1 , |  

(5)

It can be rewritten as:

2 Basic idea

1

(| 0 1| 0  2 | 0  B  | 1 1| 1  2 | 0  B ) .

(4)

hold by Bob denoted as Q K is just Alice’s public key. The
public key is open to every user while Alice keeps her
private key secret in order that no one except herself can
get it. Now another user, such as Bob, wants to send a
secret message to Alice. E.g., the message may be an n-bit
string denoted as P, which is just the plain text. To encrypt
the plain text, Bob asks KMC for Alice’s public key Q K .
After getting Q K , to every qubit in Q K Bob creates an
auxiliary qubit in the state |0> and performs the Bell state
measurement on the two qubits. At the same time Bob
records his measurement result according to the Key Rule.
Finally, Bob gets an M-bit string S. On the other hand,
Alice measures Q A in B01 and records her measurement

in which qubit 1 is hold by Alice and qubit 2 is bold by
Bob. Then to each EPR pair Bob creates an auxiliary
(denoted as qubit B) in the state |0> and put it together with
qubit 2. So the state of the whole three-qubit system is:
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results according to the Key Rule. Finally Alice also gets
an M-bit string denoted as S’. Alice and Bob mutually
choose t bits from S’ and S in which t = M – n and compare
them. If there are too many disagreements, they abandon
the intention of communications and turn back to the
beginning. Alternatively, they can be sure that no errors or
eavesdroppers existing. So Alice has an n-bit string
denoted as K’ while Bob has an n-bit string denoted as K.
It is obvious that K’ = K. Next Bob perform an XOR
operation on P and K to get a new n-bit string PS in which:

share them with KMC in which the first qubit (qubit 1) is
hold by herself and the second qubit (qubit 2) is hold by
KMC. So the Alice’s public keys set is denoted as:

PS  P  K .

All users’ public keys are open to everyone, that is to
say, any person can get any public key of any other user
from KMC. But one public key can only be given to one
user because it will be consumed and no longer exist. It
must be pointed out that every user must keep his or her
private keys absolutely secret. Certainly one private key
can also be used for one time.

K PK  { (i, Qi K ), i  1,2,...,L } ,

in which M-qubits sequence and i is the id number. On the
other hand, Alice keeps her private keys denoted as

K PA  { (i, Qi A ), i  1,2,...,L } .

(9)

Then Bob sends PS to Alice through the public
classical channel. When Alice receives it, she performs an
XOR operation on PS and K’ to get P’

P'  PS  K ' .

(12)

(10)

(13)

From (9) and (10) we get

P'  P .

3.2 PROCESS OF THE SECRET COMMUNICATION

(11)

If user Bob wants to send a secret message denoted as an
n-bit string P to another user Alice, they perform the
following steps:
Step 1: Bob asks KMC for one of Alice’s public keys.
Step 2: KMC chooses a public key ( j , Q Kj ) from Alice’s

So Alice has gotten the plain text which Bob wants to
send her. In section IV we will prove that no one except
Alice and Bob can get the plain text. So Bob succeeds in
sending a secret message to Alice. It is easy to find that
Alice and Bob needn’t exchange qubits at all. So no
quantum channels are needed between them. This is a
notable advantage of our public-key cryptosystem.
To guarantee the public-key work, there is still a
problem, which must be solved. The public key and the
private key, which are all parts of the M EPR pairs lose
correlations after Alice’s and Bob’s measurements. So
both the public key and the private key no longer exist after
a communication process, or in other words, the (public
key, private key) pair can be used for only one time. But
many users may need to communicate with Alice and one
user may need to send a lot of secret messages to Alice. So
KMC and Alice should share L (L>>N) (public key, private
key) pairs. Each (public key, private key) pair of Alice
should be given unique id number. So does every user in
the public-key cryptosystem.
So we can design a quantum public-key cryptosystem
based on the idea above.

K PK at random and gives it to Bob through the quantum
channel while KMC sends the id number j to Bob through
the classical channel.
Step 3: After receiving ( j , Q Kj ) and j, Bob sends j to Alice
through the classical channel.
Step 4: After receiving the id number j, Alice queries it in
her K PA and gets the corresponding private key ( j , Q jA )
in order to decrypt the cipher text received.
Step 5 (error-checking): Alice chooses t qubits from
( j , Q jA ) , where t = M – n. Then she measures them in
basis B01 or B  at random and declares her choice of
each measurement basis. Bob chooses the corresponding
qubits in ( j , Q Kj ) and measures them in the identical basis
just as Alice. Finally Alice and Bob compare their
measurement results. If there are too many disagreements,
they abandon it and turn back to step 1. Or they continue
into the next step.
Step 6: To each of the left n qubits (denoted as qubit 2) in
( j , Q Kj ) , Bob creates an auxiliary qubit (denoted as qubit

3 Quantum public-key cryptosystem without quantum
channels using the Bell state measurement
3.1 BUILDING THE PUBLIC-KEY CRYPTOSYSTEM
First, we assume that there are N users and a KMC in our
public-key cryptosystem. There are a classical channel and
a quantum channel. The classical channel is open so that
everyone can listen to it and send classical information to
others. However, the classical channel is authenticated so
that everyone can assure the identity of the counterpart
who is communicating with him. The quantum channel is
insecure. Everyone can catch the qubit transmitted through
it and send fake qubits to any other one without being
found. Every user, such as Alice, creates L EPR pairs and

B) and performs the Bell state measurement on the
composed system of qubit 2 and qubit B. Bob records his
measurement results according to the Key Rule. Finally,
Bob gets an M-bit string K.
Step 7: To each of the left n qubit in ( j , Q jA ) , Alice
measures it in basis {| 0 , | 1 } and records her
measurement results according to the Key Rule. Finally
Alice gets a string K’.
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Step 8: Bob performs XOR operation on K and P to get the
cipher text PS. Then Bob sends PS to Alice through the
classical channel.
Step 9: When Alice receives PS, she performs XOR
operation on PS and K’ to get the decrypted text P’.
Obviously P’ = P. So Alice has gotten the secret message
which Bob wants to send her.
If Alice wants to send a secret message to Bob, they
need only exchange the roles in the process above. So any
two users can fulfil secret communications by this publickey cryptosystem.

4 Security of the public-key cryptosystem
This quantum public-key cryptosystem is secure. Two
users can communicate with each other secretly. Any other
people including KMC cannot get the message. We prove
it as follows.
First, we assume that an eavesdropper, e.g., Eve, wants
to get the message sent from Bob to Alice.

3.3 DIGITAL SIGNATURE
First all users agree to the following rule:
Signature Rule:
| 0  0,

| 1  1 .

Li Xiaoyu, Wang Dai

Step 4: Alice produces the abstract PA of P by SHA-1
algorithm just as Bob does.
Step 5: Alice compares PA’ and PA. If they are identical,
the verification passes. Alice can be sure that the message
is just from Bob.

4.1 IMPOSSIBILITY FOR EAVESDROPPER TO GET
THE MESSAGE

(14)

Eve can listen to both the classical channel and the
quantum channel, trying to get the secret message from
Bob to Alice. She can get the cipher text PS sent form Bob
to Alice in step 5. At the identical time she also knows that
the plain text is encrypted by Alice’s j public key ( j, Q Kj ).

If Alice receives a secret message, which is claimed
from Bob, how can she assure that it is really from Bob?
Such problem can be solved by digital signature. Bob can
sign the message to guarantee that it is just the message he
wants to send Alice. Let us assume that Bob wants to send
a string P to Alice. To produce the signed message, Bob
performs as following steps:
Step 1: Bob produces an m-bit abstract PA of P using a
hash algorithm, for example, SHA-1 algorithm.
Step 2: Bob chooses one of his private keys at random,
such as (k , RkA ) . Then he performs measurement on the

As known PS is produced from P  K . It’s easy to deduce
that P  PS  K . Since Bob has gotten PS, he can get P
as long as he gets K. But K is kept secret by Bob so that he
won’t give K to anyone. What Eve can do is to monitor the
process that Bob creates the cipher text, trying to get some
information about K. First Eve can listen to all the classical
information exchanged between Alice and Bob. But Alice’
K’ or Bob’s K is from the measurement results on ( j , Q jA )

first m qubits of (k , RkA ) in basis {| 0 , | 1 } and records
his results according to the Signature Rule. Finally, Bob
gets an m-bit string PK.
Step 3: Bob performs an operation PA PK . Finally, he
gets an m-bit string PSD, which is just the signed message.
Step 4: Bob attaches PSD and the id number k with the
message P. So he gets a string PX which is just the plain
text to be submitted to Alice.
Notice that the length of PX should be n. So the length
of the original message P added with the length of k should
be n – m. If P cannot satisfy it, we can always make it by
dividing it into several parts or adding supplementary bits
to it.
Now Bob and Alice can finish the communication as
the steps in section III.
After Alice gets the plain text PX, she extracts the
original message P, the signed message PSD and the id
number k. To verify the signature, she performs the
following steps.
Step 1: Alice asks KMC for Bob’s k public key (k , RKK ) .

or ( j , Q Kj ) , which Eve doesn’t posses at all. So Eve can
get no information about even one bit of K or K’.
Second Eve may catch ( j , Q Kj ) when KMC sends it to
Bob in step 2. But she can’t measure ( j , Q Kj ) because at
present ( j , Q Kj ) contains no information about K which is
produced by the random measurement results of Bob in
step 5. If Eve measures ( j , Q Kj ) now, she can only get a
random string, which has nothing about K. Furthermore, if
Eve measures ( j , Q Kj ) , the qubits will collapse into
eigenstates and no longer entangle with the qubits in
( j , Q jA ) . So Alice’s measurement results on ( j , Q jA ) will
have no correlations with Bob’s measurements results on
( j , Q Kj ) at all, that is to say, Alice and Bob will be sure to
find too many disagreements between K or K’ in step 5 and
abandon the process of communication. Eve can get
nothing by this attack method. The probability that Alice
and Bob just get the identical value of the t bits, or in other
words, Eve succeeds in getting K, is

Step 2: Alice measure the first m qubits of (k , RKK ) in basis

{| 0 , | 1 } and records her measurement results
according to the Signature Rule. Finally she also gets an
m-string PK’ which is just equals to PK.
Step 3: Alice performs an operation PSD  PK' . Finally
she gets an m-bit string PA’.
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t

1
Perror    .
2

3
Perror   
4

(15)

If t = 200, we have
1
Perror   
2

200

 10 60 .

(16)

Just like Eve, KMC cannot get the message that Bob sends
to Alice although it keeps the public keys and joins in the
communications process. KMC cannot measure ( j , Q Kj )
and cannot perform attack of entanglement because it can
do nothing more than Eve can do. We have proved that
such attacks cannot succeed.
On the other hand, KMC may also take a complex
strategy of attack. To Alice’s public key ( j , Q Kj ) , KMC

creates an auxiliary qubit (denoted as qubit E) and
performs CNOT operation on qubit 2 and qubit E in which
qubit 2 is the control qubit and qubit E is the target qubit.
So qubit E is also entangled with the EPR pair (qubit 1,
qubit 2). Then Eve tries to get K from the correlated
collapse of qubit E and qubit 2. It’s easy to prove that such
strategy can’t succeed. After Eve’s CNOT operation, the
state of the whole three-qubit system turns into:

2

(| 0 1| 0  2 | 0  E  | 1 1| 1  2 | 1  E ) .

creates M EPR pair and split them into two M-qubit
sequence: ( j, FQKj ) and ( j , FQ jA ) . When Bob asks for
Alice’s public key, it gives ( j, FQKj ) to Bob. Then KMC
measures ( j , FQ jA ) while Bob measures ( j, FQKj ) . On

(17)

the other hand KMC measures ( j , Q Kj ) while Alice

Then in step 5 Alice and Bob perform error-checking.
They measures qubit 1 and qubit 2 in the identical basis. If
the basis is B01 , Alice and Bob will get the identical result.

measures ( j , Q jA ) . KMC tries to get some information
about K or K’ by this method. Obviously Bob’s
measurement results on ( j, FQKj ) and KMC’s

So Eve escapes from being found by Alice and Bob. On
the other hand, Equation (17) can be rewritten as:

| S 

1

measurement results on ( j , FQ jA ) are identical. KMC’s
measurement results on ( j , Q Kj ) and Alice’s measurement

[(|  1|   2  |  1|   2 

2 2
|  1|   2  |  1|   2 ) | 0  E 

.

results on ( j , Q jA ) are identical. However in step 5 Alice

(18)

and Bob perform error-checking in which they compare
Alice’s measurement results on ( j , Q jA ) and Bob’

(|  1|   2  |  1|   2 
|  1|   2  |  1|   2 ) | 1  E ].

measurement results on ( j, FQKj ) . It is easy to find that

If the basis is B  , the probability that Alice and Bob get
the identical result is 1/2. Since Alice chooses the basis
B01 or B  at random, the average probability that Alice
and Bob get the identical probability for one qubit is:
p

1
1 1 3
1    .
2
2 2 4

(21)

4.2 IMPOSSIBILITY FOR KMC TO GET THE
MESSAGE

Then to each qubit (denoted as qubit 2) in ( j , Q Kj ) , she

1

 10 25 .

It is a very small probability, which can be ignored. So the
strategy of entanglement attack is also invalid.

It is a number too small to imagine. So Eve’s attack is sure
to fail.
On the other hand, Eve may take the strategy of
entanglement attack. First Eve catches ( j , Q Kj ) in step 2.

| T 

200

there are no correlations between Alice’s results and Bob’s
results because ( j , Q jA ) and ( j, FQKj ) are not entangled
with each other. So the probability that Alice and Bob get
the identical measurement result for one qubit is 1/2. Alice
and Bob measure t qubits respectively in step 5. So the
probability that they just get identical results for all the t
qubits is:

(19)

So the probability that all the measurement results for the
t qubits, or in other words, the probability that Eve escapes
from being found is:

t

1
Perror    .
2

(22)

t

3
Perror    .
4

If t = 200:

(20)

Perror

If t=200:

1
 
2

200

 10 60 .

(23)

So we can conclude that Alice and Bob are sure to find
something wrong and abandon the process of
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communication, that is to say, KMC can’t succeeds in
getting the secret messages.

cipher text to Alice just as Eve. On the other hand, KMC
can give Bob a fake key ( j, FQKj ) just as Eve. Obviously,

4.3 SECURITY AGAINST FAKE MESSAGE ATTACK
FROM EVE

what KMC can do is no more than what Eve can do. We
have proved that Eve cannot make Alice to accept his fake
message. So KMC cannot make it, either.

Since Eve cannot get the secret message, can she make
Alice to receive a fake message? We prove that it is
impossible. Eve may try to catch the cipher text PS from
Bob to Alice and produce a fake message to send to Alice.
But Alice will perform XOR operation on PS and K’ to
recover the plain text. Although Eve can send Alice any
fake cipher text, she can never make Alice to get the
message that she wants Alice to accept because she does
not hold K (or K’). Whatever Eve does, the probability that
she make Alice to accept a specified message is no more
than the probability that she guess all the bits of K
correctly, which is

4.5 SECURITY OF DIGITAL SIGNATURE
Now we prove that our cryptosystem can solve digital
signature problem. Alice can affirm that the message she
receives is really from Bob and the message is integral
without being tempered. After Alice receives the cipher
text, she decrypts it and extracts the original message P,
the signed message PS and the id number k. Then Alice
verifies the signature. First she asks KMC for Bob’s k
public key (k , RkK ) and measures the first m qubits to get
a string PK’. Then she performs XOR operation to recover
PA’, where:

n

1
Perror    .
2

PA'  PS  PK' .

(24)

(28)

On the other hand, Alice produces the abstract of P by
SHA-1 algorithm. Finally, she gets PA. Notice that

If n = 1000:
1000

1
Perror   
2

 10300 .

PS  PA  PK .

(25)

(29)

If Alice find PA = PA’, she gets
PK  PK ' .

That is to say, such attack also fails.
On the other hand, Eve may catch Alice’s public key
( j , Q Kj ) when it is transmitted from KMC to Bob. Then

Such fact shows that the one who sends the message to
Alice should be able to get a string identical to PK’ which
is produced by Alice’s measurement result on (k , RkK ) .

she sends Bob a fake key ( j, FQKj ) with the intention to

For a man who hasn’t hold Bob’s k private key (k , RkA ) ,
the probability that he just guess all the m bits of PK’ is:

make Bob to get a fake string PK to encrypt the plain text.
But Alice and Bob performs error-checking in step 5.
Since ( j, FQKj ) isn’t entangled with ( j , Q jA ) , Bob’s
measurement results on

( j, FQKj )

(30)

m

1
Perror    .
2

have no correlations

with Alice’s measurement results on ( j , Q jA ) . The

(31)

If m = 100:

probability they just get the identical result for one qubit is
1/2. So the probability that they get the identical results for
all the t qubits is:

100

1
Perror   
2

 10 30 .

(32)

t

1
Perror    .
2

It is an extremely small probability. So Alice can assure
that the one must have Bob’ k private key (k , RkA ) , or in
other words, the one must be Bob. On the other hand,
SHA-1 algorithm guarantees that any string except P
cannot produce the abstract PA. The message P must be
integral and unchanged. So this public-key cryptosystem
provides a reliable digital signature method.

(26)

If t = 200:
Perror

1
 
2

200

 10 60 .

(27)

So Eve still fails.
4.6 SECURITY AGAINST FORWARD SEARCH
ATTACK

4.4 SECURITY AGAINST FAKE MESSAGE ATTACK
FROM KMC

The forward search attack is a serous danger to classical
public-key cryptosystems. Since Alice’s public key is kept
open by KMC, everyone can ask KMC for it. So Eve may

It is easy to prove that KMC cannot make Alice to get a
fake message, either. KMC can catch PS and send a fake
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encrypt a large number of plain texts by Alice’s public key
to produce the same number of cipher texts and save them
in her database. Then Eve catches every cipher text sent to
Alice and queries them in her database. If she just finds
that a cipher text, which she catches, is identical to one
cipher text in her database, she can affirm that the
corresponding plain text in her database is just the secret
message sent to Alice. So Eve gets the secret message
without being found. However, in our quantum public-key
cryptosystem, the forward search attack is invalid because
KMC keeps many public-key for Alice in which one
public-key can be used for one time. Two cipher texts,
which are produced from the identical plain texts, are
completely different. Eve’s database is useless. She can
never find the correct plain text in her database from a
cipher text, which she catches.
So the forward search attack is sure to fail. This is a big
advantage of this quantum public-key system.

Li Xiaoyu, Wang Dai

Obviously, Alice can get nothing but a garbled string so
that she can be sure this message is unreal. So Eve has no
chance to resend the repeated message to Alice at all.
4.8 SECURITY AGAINST CHOSEN PLAIN TEXT
ATTACK
In a chosen plain text attack, Eve can obtain a random
number of (plain text, cipher text) pairs of her choices, or
in other words, she can get random cipher text for a
specified plain text. Then Eve tries to find some
information about the key by analyze the (plain text, cipher
text) pairs. Chosen plain text attack is a power tool to crash
many classical cryptographic algorithms if the number is
large enough. But in our public-key cryptosystem one
public key can be used for only one time. Any two cipher
texts are produced by two different public keys.
Furthermore, two identical plain texts are sure to be
converted to completely different cipher texts. So Eve can
find no laws which can help her to get something
information about the key. In fact no matter how many
(plain text, cipher text) pairs Eve may get, she can get
nothing helpful to break the public-key cryptosystem. So
the chosen plain text attack is impossible to succeed.
Now we have proved that our public-key cryptosystem
is unconditionally secure.

4.7 SECURITY AGAINST RESEND ATTACK
In classical public-key cryptosystem, Eve may perform
resend attack. She can catch a message sent from Bob to
Alice and make a copy of it. After some time she resends
the message to Bob again. When Alice receives the cipher
text, she can decrypt it to the plain text without finding
anything wrong. Therefore, Eve makes Alice to accept an
outdated and repeated message although Eve completely
knows nothing about the message at all. In classical publickey cryptosystem, to defeat resend attack people should
add a timestamp to the original plain text so as Alice can
find that the message is repeated. But to produce and verify
the timestamp user need pay more cost.
In this quantum public-key cryptosystem, resend attack
is also invalid. First Eve can catch PS and make a copy of
it when it is sent from Bob to Alice. But resending it is
pointless. The public key and private key to be used to
encrypt and decrypt the original message have been
consumed. When Eve wants to send Alice a message, they
must perform all the steps in the communication process.
So Alice will ask Eve for the id number for the key.
However, the private ( j , Q jA ) no longer exists. If Eve still

5 Feasibility analysis of the public-key cryptosystem
First in this quantum public-key cryptosystem all that users
need to do are performing the Bell state measurement on
an EPR pair, performing single-particle measurements on
a qubit and transmitting qubits through a quantum channel.
All these have been realized in laboratory for many years.
There are no unsolved technical difficulties at all. So it is
easier to carry out in practice. On the other hand any two
users need only to exchange classical information through
a public classical channel. They don’t need exchanging
qubits at all. There are no quantum channels needed to
connecting two users, which reduces the resource
requirements and technical complexity greatly. So it is a
big advantage of our quantum public-key cryptosystem.
Second, it is known that quantum cryptographic
technology depends on the special physical properties of
quantum systems. But quantum systems will inevitably
undergo decoherence as time goes on. Once decoherence
happens, it makes quantum to lose quantum coherence and
to turn into classical systems so that all quantum
cryptographic technology lose effectiveness. It’s the most
important threat to quantum cryptographic technology. In
traditional quantum cryptographic protocols, such as
quantum key distribution, we can complete the protocol as
soon as possible before decoherence occurs. But in publickey cryptosystem, KMC needs to keep every user’s public
keys for a relative long time until a user asks for them. So
decoherence is a problem which can not be avoided. To
solve this problem, we can use the quantum system which
has bigger time length of decoherence, for example,

gives Alice the id number j, Alice will find that this is a
resend attack at once. If Eve provides another id number,
such as j’, in step 5 (error-checking) Alice will perform
measurement on t qubits of ( j ' , Q jA' ) . Then Eve must
provide her measurement results of ( j' , QKj' ) which must
be identical to Alice’s measurement results. If Eve can’t
provide them, she is found by Alice right away. Even if
Eve has gotten ( j' , QKj' ) from KMC, she can’t succeed,
either. In step 7 Alice gets a string NK’, which she will use
it to decrypt the cipher text which she receives. But the
string NK’ has nothing to with the string K’, which Bob
used to encrypt the plain text. When Alice gets PS which
is resent by Eve, she tries to decrypt PS with NK’.
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photon in resonator. Another method is to make users to
update their public keys periodically before decoherence
happens. Using such methods this cryptosystem can work
well to satisfy all users.
Third, in the public-key cryptosystem there is a public
classical channel and a quantum channel needed. We have
proved that eavesdroppers cannot get the secret message
without being found. How about noise in these channels?
Does it make the process of communication to error even
fail? First, let us consider noisy classical channel. In step
3, Bob sends the id number j to Alice, which is necessary
to go into the next step. If there are errors in transmission
which cause a mistaken number j’, communication
between Bob and Alice is sure to fail. Likewise, in step 5
Alice and Bob need to exchange classical information for
error-checking. The noisy information may cause
mistaken results. Fortunately, classical error-correcting
coding technology has been mature and powerful to deal
with noisy channel. By error-correcting coding
technology, it is easy to guarantee that classical
information is transmitted with a very low error rate. So
noise in classical channel doesn’t affect our quantum
public-key cryptosystem. On the other hand, in step 2
KMC sends Alice’s public key ( j , Q Kj ) to Bob through

sufficient to accomplish reliable communications through
most quantum channels.

the quantum channel. If there are random errors existing,
Bob will get mistaken bits in step 5 and step 6, which also
cause communication to fail. The solution is quantum
error-correcting coding technology. Although quantum
error-correcting coding technology still cannot work as
well as classical error-correcting coding technology, it is
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6 Discussions and conclusion
In this quantum, public-key cryptosystem a public key can
be used for only one time, which is a limit to the
cryptosystem’s capacity for work. If a user’s public keys
have been used up, no one can send message to him again.
Developing cryptosystem with reusable public key is a
solution to this problem. Replenish public keys
periodically is another solution. We will discuss them in
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In this paper, we provide a quantum public-key
cryptosystem without quantum channels between any two
users based the Bell state measurement. Users use EPR
pairs as public key and private key. The laws of quantum
physics guarantee that no one except the two parts
involved in communication can get the secret message. So
it’s unconditionally secure. At the same time the integrality
and truth of the message exchanged can be verified by
digital signature. There are no quantum channels needed
between any two users. So it is easier to carry out in
practice.
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Abstract
In this paper, we investigated the end-to-end performance of a dual-hop variable gain relaying system over mixed fading environment.
In such environment, the wireless links of relaying system undergo different fading conditions, where one link is subject to the
Nakagami-m fading, the other link is subject to the composite Nakagami-lognormal fading which is approximated by using mixture
gamma fading model. Based on the cumulative distribution function of the end-to-end signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), some novel closedform expressions of the average end-to-end SNR, the outage probability, the symbol error rate and the ergodic capacity for the dualhop variable gain system are derived, respectively. Then, some approximate analysis and the diversity order are found based on the
above new expressions in high SNR region. Finally, numerical and simulation results are shown to verify the accuracy of the theoretical
analysis.
Keywords: dual-hop relaying, mixed fading channels, mixture Gamma distribution, performance analysis

In [8], we studied the performance of two-hop and
multihop relaying links in random (i.e., mixed Rayleigh/
Nakagami-m) fading channels. The authors in [6] and [7]
first studied the end-to-end performance of dual-hop AF
relaying with both channel state information (CSI) based
and fixed gain over mixed Rayleigh and Rician fading
channels, respectively. After that, more cooperative
relaying models are studied in mixed Rayleigh and Rician
fading channels, for example, the dual-hop decode-andforward (DF) cooperative model in [9], the dual-hop AF
cooperative model in [10], the repetition-based and
opportunistic amplify-and-forward (AF) model in [11], the
two-hop AF networks with beamforming in [12], and so
on. In [13], the authors analysed the performance of dualhop AF relaying in mixed Nakagami-m and Rician fading
channels. In [14,15], the authors studied the performance
of a dual-hop DF system and an AF cooperative system
under mixed Rayleigh and generalized Gamma fading
channels, respectively.
Despite these recent studies related to the analysis of
AF or DF relaying over asymmetric fading channels, their
fading condition is limited to the mixture of various
multipath fading, i.e., Rayleigh/Rician, Rician/Nakagamim and Rayleigh/generalized Gamma fading. The
performance of the cooperative networks has not as yet
been widely studied under mixed multipath/shadowing
fading conditions except [16, 17]. The authors in [16,17]
investigated the performance of the dual-hop fixed gain
relaying system over Nakagami/Generalized-K (KG)
fading channels. Nevertheless, since the probability
density function (PDF) of average signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) over KG fading channel includes modified Bessel
functions, the outage probability and average SER in [16]

1 Introduction
Cooperative relaying transmission has emerged as a
promising technique for extending coverage, enhancing
connectivity, and saving transmitter power in wireless
communications networks. In a cooperative relaying
network, a source communicates with the destination via
one or several intermediate terminals called relays. In the
past few years, a great deal of attention has been devoted
to study the performance analysis of cooperative relaying
systems in term of outage probability (OP), average
bit/symbol error rate (ABER/ASER) and ergodic capacity
over different fading environments, such as Rayleigh,
Nakagami-m, Rician, Weibull, Lognormal, Generalized
Gamma and so on, e.g., [1-5] and the references therein.
The common characteristic of these works is that they
consider only multipath or shadowing fading channels.
In a practical scenario, relaying nodes (R) are usually
located in different geographical locations and at different
distances with respect to the source node (S) and the
destination node (D). The signal in one link may be in line
of sight (LOS) situation and other links may be in NLOS
situation,
even
in
shadowing
or
composite
multipath/shadowing situation. In the published literature,
such scenario has been regarded as asymmetric or mixed
fading models [6, 7]. On the contrary, the channel situation
in [1-5] is regarded as symmetric fading models in which
all the single-hop links experience the same fading
conditions. So far, most previous works have considered
the latter, only a few works have evaluated the former [516]. Recently, there is an increasing research interest on
the former.
*Corresponding author e-mail: weijuncheng@163.com
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include Meijer’s G functions and some infinite-series
representations. The end-to-end Moment generating
function (MGF) in [17] includes Lommel function. Some
expressions still keep complicated and intractable.
Recently, the authors in [18] developed an alternative
approach to approximate the Nakagami-lognormal (NL)
distribution by using the mixture gamma (MG)
distribution. This distribution avoids the above-mentioned
problems, and some exact results obtained are possible by
adjusting some parameters. To the best of our knowledge,
there are few papers in performance analysis of
cooperative system over mixed fading channels by using
MG fading model.
In this paper, we consider an asymmetric scenario of a
dual-hop AF relaying system in a wireless propagation
environment where multipath fading, shadowing and the
propagation path loss occur simultaneously. The S−R
(first-hop) and the R−D (second-hop) links experience
Nakagami-m or NL fading, where the NL fading model is
approximated by using MG fading model. The primary
contributions of this paper are as follows: Firstly, some
exact closed-form expressions of the average end-to-end
SNR, the OP, the ASER and the ergodic capacity for the
dual-hop system over mixed Nakagami/MG fading
channels are derived, respectively. And then, some
approximate analysis of the above performance is
discussed and the diversity order is obtained in high SNR
region. Finally, the numerical and simulation results are
given to show the accuracy of the theoretical analysis.

and well approximated at medium and high SNR by
substituting c=0 when β2=1/(P1|h1|2).
Note that due to the symmetry of γSRD in Equation (2)
with respect to γ1 and γ2, the statistics of γSRD will be
identical despite that the ith-hop link is subject to
Nakagami-m or NL fading. In a practical scenario, it is
possible that a mobile station at the edge of the cell
communicates with the base station via one or more
mobile/fixed
relaying
stations
over
mixed
multipath/shadowing situation.
If the ith-hop link experiences Nakagami-m fading, γi is
a Gamma distributed variable with the PDF given in [19]:

f i ( )  (mi  i )mi  mi 1 exp[ mi  i ] (mi ) ,

where  i  i E[ hi ]  i i is the average SNR of the ith2

hop link, mi is Nakagami-m fading parameter, E(∗)
denotes the statistical expectation, Γ(∗) is the standard
Gamma function. Due to capture the path-loss effect, we
use the local mean power i  (d 0 di ) , d0 denotes the
distance between S and D, di is the distance of the ith-hop
link, and ε is the path-loss exponent.
The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of γi,


defined as F ( )   f ( x)dx in [19], can be obtained as
0

F i ( )  1  (mi , mi   i ) (mi ) ,

We consider a classical wireless dual-hop variable gain
relaying system consisting of S, D and R. The whole
transmission is divided into two phase. In the first phase,
S only transmits its signals to R, and in the second phase,
R amplifies the received signal by a gain factor β and then
forwards their amplified versions to D. Thus, the
instantaneous end-to-end SNR, γSRD, at the destination can
be expressed as in [1, 2]:

 SRD 

2

[( P2 h2

N 0 )( P2 h2
2

2

N0 )

N 0 )  (1 N 0  2 )]

,

f i ( )  

 1 2
,
( 1   2  c)



0

mimi  mi 1 exp( mi  i y )
1
m2
(mi )( i y )
2 i y

 (ln y  i ) 2 
exp  
 dy,
2i2



(5)

where μi and λi are the mean and the standard deviation of
lognormal shadowing, respectively, λi=(ln10/10)σ, μi=
lnΩi, σ denotes the standard deviation in dB.
Since a closed-form expression of Equation (5) is not
available in the published literature, the performance
metrics of digital communication systems over composite
NL distribution is intractable or difficult, some simple
forms or approximations of Equation (5) have been given
great attention recently, such as, KG distribution and MG
distribution. Due to that KG distribution includes modified
Bessel functions, some expressions of the performance
metrics still keep mathematical complications, and further
approximations have to be adopted. In order to avoid the
above problems, we use MG distribution proposed by [18]
to approximate the composite NL distribution in this
paper. Thus, the PDF of γi can be expressed as:

(1)

where P1 and P2 are the transmitted power at S and R
respectively, |hi| is the fading amplitude of the ith-hop link,
i∈{1,2}, N0 is the power of the additive white Gaussian
noise component. If β is selected according to the
instantaneous CSI assisted relay gain, then γSRD in
Equation (1) can be re-expressed as in [1]:

 SRD 

(4)

where (; ) is the upper incomplete gamma function
defined in [20].
When the ith-hop link experiences NL fading, γi is a
composite Gamma-lognormal distribution variable with
the PDF given by [19]:

2 System and channel model

( P1 h1

(3)

(2)

where γi =ρi|hi|2 is the instantaneous SNR of the ith-hop
link, ρi=Pi/N0 denotes the un-faded SNR. In addition, exact
γSRD is given by substituting c=1 when β2= 1/(P1|h1|2+N0),
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f i ( )   j 1 (Ca j 2  )
N

where

mi
i

mi 1

exp(  b j  i ) ,

a j  2mimi w j exp[mi ( 2i t j  i )]

N m1 1 m2 1 k

F SRD ( x)  1   

(6)



N
j 1

 (mi ),

( x  c)

weight factors for Gaussian-Hermite integration. wj and tj
for different N values are available in [21, table (25.10)].
Based on the definition of the CDF, The CDF of γi over
MG fading can be obtained as:
N



( m2  s  j ) 2

(11)

exp  (i ) x  K v (i ) x  cx  ,


2

where (i)  M  M i , (i )  2 MM i , M i  bi 2 ,

w j , wj and tj are abscissas and

F i ( )  1   j 1 (Ca j 2b mj i )(mi , b j  i ) .

k  ( m2  s  j ) 2

i 1 k  0 s  0 j  0

b j  mi exp[( 2i t j  i )] , C is the normalization factor,
defined as C  

  (i, k , s, j) x

  m2  s  j

,

(i, k , s, j ) 

Cms 2 1Ckj Cai M k  v 2

b

v2
i

,

2( m  s  j ) 2 k !
2

C ij  j ! [( j  i)!i !] is the binomial coefficients, K () is
the second kind modified Bessel function of order α
defined in [20, eq.(8.407.1)].

(7)

3 Performance analysis

3.2 OUTAGE PROBABILITY

In this section, first we find the closed-form CDF of the
end-to-end SNR for the dual-hop system, then derived the
closed-form expressions of the average end-to-end SNR,
the OP, the ASER and the ergodic capacity over mixed
Nakagami-m/MG fading channels, respectively. Finally,
some approximate analysis of the OP and the ASER is
discussed and the diversity order is obtained in high SNR
region.

The OP is an important performance measure that is
commonly used to characterize a wireless communication
system. It is defined as the probability that the
instantaneous end-to-end SNR falls below a given

3.1 CDF OF END-TO-END SNR

Pout 1  F SRD ( th ) .

For the dual-hop system, assuming that the first-hop link
is subject to Nakagami-m fading and the second-hop link
is subject to NL fading, by using Equation (2), the CDF of
γSRD can be expressed as in [6]:

3.3 AVERAGE END-TO-END SNR

F SRD ( x)  Pr( SRD  x)  Pr[ 1 2 ( 1   2  c)  x] ,

After applying some algebraic
Equation (8) can be rewritten as:


f ( )d  , where

f  ( )

is

the PDF of the instantaneous SNR. Using (11), the OP of
the dual-hop system over mixed fading channels can be
obtained as:
(12)

The average end-to-end SNR is a useful performance
measure serving as an excellent indicator of the overall
system’s fidelity. The qth moment of the end-to-end SNR
can be derived by using CDF as:

(8)





 ( q )    q f ( )d   q   q 1[1  F ( )]d  . (13)
SRD

0

(9)

0

SRD

By using Equations (11) with c=0, which is analytically
more tractable and with the help of [20, eq. (6.621.3)],
Equation (13) can be re-expressed as:

where F 1 () is the complementary CDF of γ1, which is
defined as F1 ()  1  F1 () . According to Nakagami-m

N m1 1 m2 1 k

 ( q )   

fading of the first-hop link, F 1 () can be expressed by

   (i, k , s, j ) 

i 1 k  0 s  0 j  0

 (i )  (i )
]
2 F1 [u1   ,  0.5; u1  0.5;
 (i )  (i )

using Equation (4) as:
F1 ( x)  [m1 , M ( x  ( x 2  cx) y )] (m1 ) ,

 th

0

manipulations,

F SRD ( x)  1   F1 [ x  ( x 2  cx) y] f 2 ( x  y)dy ,
0

threshold (γth), this is Pout  

(10)

,

(14)

where

where M  m1  1 .
By substituting Equations (6) and (10) into Equation (9),
and with the help of the series expression of (; )
defined in [20, eq. (8.352.2)] when mi is an integer, and the
binomial expansion defined in [20, eq. (1.111)], we can
obtain the CDF of γSRD as:

 (i, k , s, j ) 

4  Cms 2 1Ckj Cai qM k  (u1  )(u1  )
k !  2m2 (u1  0.5)[(i)  (i )]u1 

,

u1  m2  k  q , 2 F1 (a, b; c; z ) is the hypergeometric
function defined in [20, eq. (9.100)].
Therefore, the average end-to-end SNR can be
obtained by setting q=1 in Equation (14).
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3.4 AVERAGE SYMBOL ERROR RATE

capacity of the dual-hop system is equal to the sum of the
ergodic capacities of the source–relay link C1 and relay–

The ASER is a useful measurement for investigating the
performance of wireless communication systems. For
several modulations with Gray bit mapped constellations,
a uniform expression of the ASER can be written as
equation [19]:


Ps  E[aQ ( 2b )]   aQ ( 2b ) f  ( )d  ,

destination link C2 minus the ergodic capacity C3 of the
single input multiple output system, in which the source
acts as a transmitter, and the relay and destination are the
receivers. The advantage of Equation (19) is now clear,
because the methods of finding closed-form expressions
for the ergodic capacities are already available in the open
literature, i.e., using the PDF of γi. In the following, we will
now derive new closed-form expressions for the ergodic
capacities of the dual-hop variable gain relay network over
mixed Nakagami-m/MG fading channels by using
Equation (19).
First, we find the closed-form expressions of C1 and

(15)

0

where Q(∗) is the Gaussion Q-funtion defined by
1 
2
Q( x) 
 exp(t 2)dt , the parameters a and b
2 x
change by specific modulation scheme. Equation (15)
provides exact SER results for binary PSK (a=1, b=1),
binary frequency shift keying (BFSK) (a=1, b=0.5) and Mary pulse amplitude modulation (M-PAM) (a=2(M-1)/M,
b=3/(M2-1)). Furthermore, Equation (15) also provides
approximate SER results for other modulations such as MPSK (a=2, b=sin2(π/M)). After integration by parts
Equation (15) can be rewritten using the CDF of γSRD, as:


Ps  (a b 2  ) x 1 2 exp(bx) F SRD ( x)dx .

C2 . By using Equation (3) and the integral expression in
[19, eq.(15B. 7)] as:


n      t n 1 ln 1  t  exp    t  dt 
0

(n  1)!exp(  ) k 1 (n  k ,  )  k ,   0, n  1, 2,...,
n

(16)

0

then the closed-form expression of C1 can be written as

Therefore, similar to Equation (14) one can get the
analytical expression of ASER for the dual-hop system as:

Ps 1 

a N m1 1 m2 1 k
     (i, k , s, j ) 
2 i 1 k  0 s  0 j  0



C1   ln 1  x  f1  x dx  M m1 m1 (M ) (m1 ) .

Similarly, the closed-form expression of C2 can be
written as:

(17)


 (i )  b  (i ) 
2 F1 u2   ,  0.5; u2  0.5;
,
 (i )  b  (i ) 


(20)

0



C2   ln 1  x  f 2  x dx   i 1 Cai m2 (M i ) 2 2m2 . (21)
N

0

Then, we find the closed-form expression of C3 . Here,

where:
(i, k , s, j ) 

s
m2 1

C

j
k

  0.5

C 4

a bCai M

k 

(u2   )(u2  )
u2 

k !  (u2  0.5)[ (i )  b  (i )]
m2
2

,

u2  m2  k  0.5 .

f z  z    i 1[Cai M m1 2  2m2 (m1 )]exp   M i z  
N



3.5 ERGODIC CAPACITY

C  Ε ln 1   SRD  ,

x m1 1  z  x 

m2 1

exp   x  M  M i   dx

.

(22)

When M  M i , by using the binomial expansion
defined in [20, eq.(1.111)] and eq.(3.381) in [20], after
applying some algebraic manipulations, Equation (22) can
be rewritten as:

(18)

where   1 2ln 2 .
Since an exact closed-form expression in Equation (18)
over mixed Nakagami-m/MG fading channels is not
mathematically tractable by directly using a traditional
approach (i.e., finding the PDF of γSRD with c=1), we thus
restructure Equation (18) as in[22]:

N m2 1

fz  z    
i 1 j  0

Cai M m1  1 Cmj 2 1
j

2  2m2 (m1 )  M  M i 

m1  j


,

(23)

z m2  j 1 exp   M i z    m1  j ,  M  M i  z 
where (,) is the lower incomplete gamma function
defined in [20, eq.(8.350.1)].
With the help of the series expression of (,) defined
in [20, eq. (8.352.1)], and similar to the Equation (20),
after applying some algebraic manipulations, the closedform expression of C3 when M  M i can be written as:

C  {E[ln 1   1 ]  E[ln 1   2 ]  E[ln 1   1  2 ]} . (19)
C2

z

0

For a dual-hop variable gain system with the single relay,
the ergodic capacity can be obtained as in [22]:

C1

we let z   1   2 . By using Equation (3) and (6), the PDF
of variable z can be obtained as:

C3

Note that Equation (19) provides an interesting
information. Theoretic result that states that the ergodic
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N m2 1

C3   

Cai M

m1

 1

j

C

j
m2 1

  m1  k 

2  (m1 )  M  M i 
m2
2

i 1 j  0

m1  j

array gain of the system. Thus, in what follows, we derive
the approximate OP expression at high SNR to reveal them
for the dual-hop relaying system.
Since the values of F i () in Equation (17) range



k
m1  j


M  Mi 
 m2  j ( M i )  
m2  k  j ( M )  .


k!
k 0



(24)

between 0 and 1, the product of these two CDFs will be
much less than their addition when ρi→∞. Hence, by
neglecting the product term in Equation (28) and using the
series expression of (; ) defined in [20, eq. (8.354.2)]
in high SNR region, we can derive an approximating OP
when ρ1=ρ2=ρ→∞, as:

When M  M i , by using equation (3.191.1) in [20],
(22) can be rewritten as:
N

fz  z   
i 1

Cai M m1 (m2 ) m1  m2 1
z
exp   M i z  .
2  2m2 (m1  m2 )

(25)

Pout 3  F1 ( th )  F 2 ( th )  A( th  )t  O[( th  )t 1 ] , (30)

Similarly, the closed-form expression of C3 when

where O[|x|t+1)] represents the terms of order higher than t,
t=min(m1, m2),

M  M i can be written as:
N

C3  
i 1

Cai M m1 (m2 )
m  m ( M i ) .
2  2m2 (m1  m2 ) 1 2

 N Cai

 i 1 2m2
 (m  ) m N Ca
1
A
 i
m

(
m
)
i 1 2m

 (m  ) m1
 1 1
 m1(m1 )

(26)

Finally, by substituting Equations (20), (21) and (24)
or Equation (26) into Equation (19), we can obtain the
exact closed-form expression for the ergodic capacity of
the dual-hop system over mixed Nakagami-m/MG fading
channels.

Performance results obtained for OP and SER expressions
in Equations (12) and (17) do not reveal any information
about the diversity order and array gain of the relaying
system. Therefore, we first try to find the upper bound of
the OP and SER performance in this section, and then
obtain their approximate performance in the high SNR
region. Recently, in order to simplify the performance
analysis of Equation (2) over Nakagami-m, Weibull and
KG fading, its looser upper bound is often adopted in many
recent literatures as [3]

Ps  2 

i 1

Cai
(m1 , M  th )(m2 , M i  th ) .
2b (m1 )
m2
i

(32)

where Ga and Gd are the array gain and diversity order,
respectively. By substituting Equation (30) into Equation
(16), the diversity order of the dual-hop system can be
given as Gd  min(m1 , m2 ) when ρ1=ρ2=ρ→∞, the array
gain can be expressed as:

(27)

1 m

m  1
1
 a(m1  1)(m1 1 ) 


 2m1  (m1 )b m1 



1 m

m 
 a(m  1)(m 1 )


m

2
m


(
m
)
b
Ga  


N aCai  ( m  0.5) 
   i 1

4m  b m


1 m2

 N aCai (m2  0.5) 
  i 1
m


4m2  b 2 


(28)

be found using Equations (4) and (7). Substituting them
into Equation (28) the following equation is received:
N

a N m1 1 m2 1 a bCai (m2 )(0.5  j  k ) M j
 
. (31)
2 i 1 j  0 k  0 4  j !k !  2k (bi ) m2  k  (i)0.5 j  k

Ps3  (Ga  )Gd ,

where F i () (i=1,2) is the CDF of the ith-hop link, and can

Pout  2  1  

m1  m2

To find the asymptotic analysis of the SER, Ps can be
expressed as:

The physical interpretation of the upper bound SNR in
(27) is that at high SNR region, the hop with the weaker
SNR determinates the end-to-end system performance.
This upper bound has been shown to be accurate enough
at high SNR region. Based on (27), the OP of the dual-hop
system can be expressed as:

Pout  b  F1 ( th )  F 2 ( th )  F1 ( th ) F 2 ( th ) ,

m1  m2  m .

Similarly, by setting γth=x in Equation (29) and
substituting Equation (29) into Equation (16), the upper
bound expression of SER can be obtained as:

3.6 DIVERSITY ORDER ANALYSIS

 SRD   b  min( 1 ,  2 ) .

m1  m2

(29)

Although Equation (12) is valid and accurate and
Equation (29) is its upper bound, they are too complicated
to provide a clear insight about the diversity order and

m1  m2

m1  m2  m . (33)

m1  m2
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For Equations (30) and (32), we can obtain the
diversity order of the dual-hop system is min(m1,m2),
which implies that the weaker hop dominates the system
performance.

Figure 1 illustrates the ASER of BPSK and 16PSK of
the dual-hop variable gain system. The analytical results in
Equations (17), (31), (32) and the simulation results (c=1)
are given, respectively. In this case, a symmetric network
geometry is assumed, this is, d0=1, d1=d2=0.5, ε=4,
ρ1=ρ2=ρ. Each hop has the same fading parameters
(m1=m2=2), N =10 for MG distribution. It can be seen from
Figure 1 that the analytical results in Equation (17) has
almost the same as the ones in Equation (31) in high SNR
region, only a small gap in low SNR region. At the same
time, the analytical results of Equation (17) coincide
perfectly with the simulation results. The slops of
approximate performance in Equation (32) show
agreement with Equation (17) in high SNR region. As
expected, the system performance is degraded when the
shadow deviation increases, and the performance of BPSK
outperforms that of 16PSK at the same channel conditions.
The analysis and simulation results of OP are shown in
Figure 2, where d1=d2=0.5, σ=4dB, ρ1=ρ2=ρ and N=10 for
MG distribution. The analytical results in (12), (29), (30)
and the simulation results are also given, respectively. As
expected, these results are similar as that in Figure 1.
Moreover, for discussing their diversity orders, it can be
seen the diversity order of the dual-hop is determined by
the minimum value between m1 and m2. It can be also seen
that the fading parameter value of the second-hop increases,
the array gain of the dual-hop system is improved. This is
due to the fact that the system performance is determined
by the weaker hop (i.e., the second-hop, σ=4dB).

4 Numerical and simulation results
In this section, we present some numerical and simulation
results to evaluate the performance of the dual-hop system
in mixed fading channels, where the S-R link is subject to
the Nakagami-m fading, R-D link is subject to the MG
fading, vice versa.
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FIGURE 1 ASER of BPSK and 16PSK for the dual-hop system versus
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We show the effect of the relay location on the ABER
of BPSK for the dual-hop system in Figure 3. In this
section, the asymmetric network geometry is examined
where R is moved on a straight line between S and D, d1
denotes the distance between S and R. Each hop has
different fading parameters, ρ1=ρ2=10dB, N =10 for MG
distribution. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the optimum
performance of the dual-hop system moves with the
channel parameters of the weaker hop. When R is closer to
S, the system performance is determined by the channel
condition of the second hop, for example, if the fading
parameter increases (m2=2→m2=4), the performance is
improved and the location of the optimum performance
moves toward S, and if the shadow deviation increases

FIGURE 3 ABER of BPSK for the dual-hop system versus d1

(σ=4dB→σ=8dB), the performance is degraded. When R is
closer to D, the system performance is determined by the
channel condition of the first hop. If the fading parameter
increases (m1=2→m1=4), the performance is improved and
the location of the optimum performance moves toward D.
It can also be explained that they show the same
performance when R is closer to D if only the channel
conditions of the second-hop change. These results are
helpful to the selection of relaying nodes in cooperative
networks. Moreover, we also show the comparisons among
Equations (17), (31) and the simulation results. It is clear
that the difference between Equations (17) and (31) is small
except the nearby region of the optimum performance. At
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the same time, the simulation results show agreement with
Equation (17).

5 Conclusion

6

In this paper, we investigated the end-to-end performance
of a dual-hop AF relaying system over mixed multipath/
shadowing fading environment, where the composite NL
distribution is approximated by using mixture gamma
distribution. Based on the CDF of the end-to-end SNR,
some novel closed-form expressions of the average endto-end SNR, the OP, the ASER and the ergodic capacity
for the dual-hop AF system are derived, respectively. And
then, some approximate analysis and the diversity order
are found in high SNR region. Finally, we showed
numerical and simulation results to verify the accuracy of
the analytical results, and discussed the effect of the
location of relaying node on the performance of the dualhop system. These results are helpful to the selection of
relaying nodes in cooperative networks. Furthermore,
these works in this paper can be helpful to analyse the
performance of cooperative relaying systems with cochannel interference over composite fading channels by
using MG fading model in the future.

Ergodic Capacity(bps/Hz)

5

4

m1=m2=1,4dB

3

m1=m2=2,4dB
m1=m2=4,4dB
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2
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m1=m2=2,13dB
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FIGURE 4 Ergodic capacity for the dual-hop system versus the unfaded
SNR (ρ) under different fading parameters
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Abstract
Because of vast highly sensitive business information within RFID system, there is an urgent need for an effective and secure protocol
to ensure the interests of various stakeholders. In this paper, we propose a scalable authentication protocol to provide classification
protection. GNY logic formal approach is used to verify the design correctness of the protocol. The performance is evaluated and
compared with other related protocols in three aspects: storage, computation requirement and communication overload. The analysis
shows that the proposed protocol need less computation requirement and memory with acceptable communication overload. The
conclusion indicates that the protocol is reliable and more scalable in RFID-based sensor systems.
Keywords: RFID security, authentication protocol, scalable

Many schemes have been proposed to address the
potential security and privacy problems in RFID systems.
These schemes can be categorized in three main types
(traditional protocols, ownership transfer protocols and
classification protection protocols) for RFID-based SCM
systems.
Traditional protocols [4-6] use many methods to
achieve the security goals. Those protocols may not be
efficient or robust enough owing to various security
vulnerabilities [7]. Most protocols have been designed
without strict formal proof, which may detect design flaws
and security vulnerabilities. Some protocols [8, 9] lack the
idea of classified security protection for an overall
management. Other schemes [10, 11] focus on the external
illegal attacks, but ignore the forgery attacks from the
internal legal entities. So such protocols are difficult to
directly apply to the RFID-based SCM system.
The second type is ownership transfer protocols. Many
ownership transfer protocols are proposed to fulfill
security requirements of those stakeholders. The security
requirements include the secure ownership, exclusive
ownership and secure ownership transfer [12]. Some
transfer protocols [13] adopt the asymmetric key
authentication. Some RFID ownership transfer protocols
are based on the symmetric key authentication schemes.
According to the current ownership of the tag, a user can
be a previous owner, current owner or new owner of the
tag [14]. Such protocols have classified protection of ideas.
However, there are many situations that are not the owner
transfers in supply chain management. For instance,
carrier is not the owner of anything, is only responsible for
the goods delivered. In order to facilitate the management,
it needs to gather some information from the tags, rather
than the overall information.

1 Introduction
Radio frequency identification (RFID) is an automatic
identification technology. The tag communicates with a
reader via wireless channels where neither visual nor
physical contact is needed. RFID systems, thanks to their
low cost and their convenience in identifying an object,
have found many applications in manufacturing, supply
chain management (SCM), parking garage management,
and inventory control [1]. The wireless communication is
more vulnerable to malicious adversaries. RFID system
pays more attention to the tagged item’s information
because tags usually contain some sensitive or personal
data. It is critical that the tag data can access only by
authorized readers.
RFID is especially useful for SCM, whose goal is to
manage all the steps involved in product manufacturing,
distributing, and retailing, in order to minimize the
operating expenses by managing the stock [2]. There are
various stakeholders (e.g. manufacturer, material supplier,
carrier and retailer) in SCM. Each stakeholder is permitted
to access the authorized tag data, whereas any irrelevant
sensitive data of other groups is not disclosed [3]. The
RFID-based SCM systems are faced with two threats:
internal attacks and external attacks. Both attacks may lead
to security threats and privacy disclosure. We refer the
internal attacks to internal legal entities, who may
impersonate as other legal entities to do authorityexceeding violation. For example, a manufacturer’s reader
personates retail’s reader to access a tag. We refer the
external attacks to external illegal entities (such as
adversaries or business competitors), who may do
spoofing attack, replay attack, Denial of server attack and
so on.
*
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Fore-mentioned schemes allow all the authorized
readers can access all entire identifiers of all legal tags.
Based on the previous analysis, it is essential for
authenticated entities to access the specified field areas of
a tag identifier (TID) [3].
To solve this problem, H. Ning et al. proposed a
distributed key array authentication protocol (KAAP) [3]
for RFID-based sensor systems to realize classified
security protection and resist attacks. The authors declared
the protocol is reliable and scalable in advanced RFIDbased sensor systems. But the reader groups are
predetermined. Meanwhile those grouping information
need to write into tags. These features limit the protocol
scalability.
Md Monzur Morshed et al. proposed three secure
ubiquitous authentication protocols SUAP1, SUAP2 and
SUAP3 for RFID systems. The final version of SUAP1 is
improved over the preliminary version with privacy and
security enhancement. SUAP2 and SUAP3 are the
extension of SUAP1 and work in a large group-based
system where RFID tags are divided into several groups.
SUAP3 is proposed to provide a larger range of privacy
and security protections for low storage and computations.
It aimed at ubiquitous computing environment. But it is not
suitable to be used directly on the common RFID system.
The aim of this paper is to design a classification
protection and better scalable protocol for RFID-based
SCM system. All readers and tags are divided into several
groups. One reader can change its role successfully
without tags’ intervention. All the information about
groups is stored in the back-end database. The main
contributions of our work are as follows:
1) One-way hash function is adopted to protect PIDTj
and PIDRj to realize no reversibility without revealing any
sensitive data.
2) The authentication key array KMN and the role array
KS are used to realize the classified security protection and
resist internal and external attack.
3) Pseudorandom identifiers are transmitted instead of
the real identifiers.
4) Access lists (LR, LT,) store all the pseudorandom
identifiers and they are used to retrieve a certain reader or
a certain tag for quick search. The hash values of the
pseudorandom identifiers use to index certain reader or
tag.
5) Mutual authentication procedure is performed to
realize access control.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section
II, related RFID protocols are reviewed and analysed.
Section III describes the proposed protocol. In next section,
formal analysis of the protocol with GNY logic has been
given. Performance analysis has been discussed in section
V. Finally, section VI draws a conclusion.

2 Related works
In this section, two prominent protocols KAPP [3] and
SUAP3 [10] will be discussed in more detail as they are
more related to the proposed work. Two protocols both
work in large group-based system where RFID tags are
divided into several groups.
2.1 KAPP SCHEME
KAPP scheme uses distributed key array to realize
classified security protection and resist both external and
internal attacks, uses pseudorandom identifiers to resist the
forward traceability, and adopts access lists to conserve
memory and improve scalability. The notations and
symbols used in KAPP operation are as follows in Table 1
[3]:
TABLE 1 The notations and symbols used in KAPP operation
Notation
GRm, GTn
Ri
Tj
PIDRi , PIDTj

LR
LT

Description
the mth reader group and the nth tag group in the
RFID based sensor system, (m =1,2,…,M; n
=1,2,…,N).
the ith reader who belongs to GRm, (i =1,2,…,I; I ≥
M).
the jth tag who belongs to GTn, (j =1,2,…,J; J ≥N).
the pseudorandom identifiers of Ri and Tj, which
have special flags to mark Ri and Tj .
the access list for tags to retrieve a certain reader.
the access list for the database to retrieve a certain
tag

rRi , rTj

the general formats of random numbers for Ri and Tj.

rRigen , rTjgen

the random numbers generated by Ri and Tj in one
session.
the random numbers computed by Ri and Tj in one
session.
the shared key is pre shared between legal readers
and tags, and it is a secure value without being
revealed to the third entity.
the authentication key owned Ri and Tj, which is
assigned to GRm and GTn.
concatenate operator.
transition operator.

rRicom, rTjcom
ku
km,n
||


{.}k

encryption with key k.

FIGURE 1 KAPP
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The protocol is shown in Figure 1. All legal readers and
tags are divided into different groups in the protocol.
However, the reader groups are predetermined. Meanwhile
those grouping information need to write into tags. These
features limit the protocol scalability.
2.2 SUAP3 SCHEMES
Md Monzur Morshed et al. proposed three secure
ubiquitous authentication protocols SUAP1, SUAP2 and
SUAP3 for RFID systems. These protocols are low-cost
and secured based on challenge-response method using a
one-way hash function, hash address as a search index. The
proposed protocols combine the features of the hash
address and hash function of the LCAP protocol and the
ubiquitous property of OHLCAP protocol. The detail
about SUAP1and SUAP2 can be found in [10]. Here we
focus on SUAP3.
The notations and symbols used in SUAP3 are as
follows Table 2 [10].

FIGURE 2 SUAP3

3 Protocol descriptions
Table 3 shows the notations applied in the protocol.
TABLE 3 Notation

TABLE 2 The notations and symbols used in SUAP3
Notation
ID
GID
Had
h

Notation
R
T
DB
LR
LT

Description
tag identifier
group identifier
hash address h(ID)
a one way hash function, h: {0,1}*  {0,1}l

rR ,rT,
PIDR,
PIDT
h( )
[]

hL

random number in {0,1}l
the length of an identifier
XOR operator
concatenation operator
assignment operator
the left half of h(ID || r1 || r2 || GID)

hR

the right half of h(ID || r1 || r2 || GID)

KS
kij

r1, r2
l



||





||

SUAP3 is shown in Figure 2. SUAP3 only requires two
one-way hash function operations and avoids large number
of hash computations in the database. The tag search time
in the database is reduced by using the hash value as the
address of the corresponding tag. The authors declare that
SUAP3 ensures privacy and security protections from all
the identified threats. The analysis shows that the storage
requirements in SUAP3 are also less than other related
protocols. The comparison shows that the proposed
protocol SUAP3 is both secure and efficient than other
related schemes, and has practical advantages over them
because it is simple and provides a larger range of privacy
and security protections for low storage and computations.
However, SUAP3 is not suitable to be used directly on
the common RFID system. Furthermore, whether the
reader who launches a query is legal or not, the tag must
give a reply. This feature will cause the occurrence of
denial of service (DOS): the tag may have no time to
answer the inquiry from a legitimate reader.

KMN

Description
The reader in the RFID system
The tag in the RFID system
The database in the RFID system
the access list for tags to retrieve a certain reader
the access list for the database to retrieve a certain
tag
the random numbers generated by R, T
The pseudonym of R,T
A one-way hash function
The rounding operation
XOR bitwise logic operator
Concatenate operator
the role array which stores in DB
the authentication key owned Ri and Tj, which is
assigned to GRm and GTn kij=a1,a2,…as. a x  0.1 ,
x=1,2,…s. s is the number of TID fields. ax=1
represents Ri is authorized to access the xth filed of
Tj. Otherwise, Ri can not access the xth filed
the key array which stores all the authentication keys
in DB

3.1 INITIALIZATION
The system set-up of the new protocol is as follows:
Tag: each tag contains the following fields LR, PIDTj
and can perform one-way hash function.
Reader: each reader contains PIDRi.
Database: the back-end database contains LT, LR, the
role array KS and the key array KMN.
3.2 AUTHENTICATION PROCESS
The protocol is summarized in Figure 3. The
authentication process includes five phases: challenge
messages; response messages; forward messages;
authenticate the tag and authenticate the reader. Figure 3
describes the protocol in detail according to the sequence
of message exchanges.
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FIGURE 3 The proposed protocol

The proposed protocol based on a key array and a role
array adopts lightweight mechanisms to realize security,
efficiency and reliability for low-cost and large groupbased RFID system. The main approaches include:
1) Mutual authentication procedure is performed to
realize access control. The reader needs to be verified by
the tag and DB. DB authenticates Tj and Rj, then transmits
messages to Rj before the tag indeed authenticates the
reader. If and only if both authentications succeed,
communication between Rj and Tj is secure and will
continue.
2) Pseudorandom identifiers are transmitted instead of
the real identifiers. In each session, Tj and Rj generate their
random numbers rTj and rRi, which are to ensure dynamic
refreshment. If a new query arrives with the same data
within certain time, it will be neglected. This will help the
system resist the replaying or jamming attacks.
3) The role array KS and the authentication key array
KMN are used to realize the classified security protection
and resist attacks. The role array KS describes the rights of
various types of readers. Because any reader may change
its role during the system operating, the contents of KMN
may be changed, that is the value of the authentication key
kij owned Rj and Tj can be varied. The tag needs to do
nothing in the procedure. This enables the system to be
more scalable.
4) One-way hash function is adopted to protect PIDTj
and PIDRj to realize no reversibility without revealing any
sensitive data.
5) Access lists (LR, LT) store all the pseudorandom
identifiers and they are used to retrieve a certain reader or
a certain tag for quick search. Each tag maintains LR and
DB maintains both. The hash values of the pseudorandom
identifiers use to index a certain reader or tag. The access
lists effectively reduce the time complexity of search
operation and enable better scalability for dynamic
systems.
In general, the proposed protocol is based on a dynamic
key array and its TID is never exposed in plain form. It is

meaningful for ranking diversified authorities to realize
classified security protection. In next section, GNY Logic
[16] is applied to analyse the design correctness of the
proposed protocol.
4 Formal analysis of the protocol with GNY logic
Most authentication protocols have been designed and
demonstrated in informal ways. Design flaws and security
errors may be ignored by informal analysis [11]. With the
formal method, a protocol can be demonstrated to
reasonably achieve its goals using logical postulates [3].
We do the GNY formal logic analysis like [3], and the
analysis involves four steps:
1) formalization of the protocol messages;
2) declaration of initial assumptions;
3) definition of anticipant goals;
4) verification by logical rules and formulae.
4.1 FORMALIZATION OF MESSAGES
We express each exchanged message as a logical formula
and formalization of the messages in the language of GNY
Logic. For the sake of clarity, we use the same statements
as [11,15]. Table 4 shows those statements.
TABLE 4 Basic statement
Notation
SX

S X
SX
S |~ X
S | X

S |  X
S | # X
v
S | S 
X

{X , Y }

Description
S receives a message containing X, S can read and
repeat X
S receives X, X is a not-originated-here formula
S possesses, or is capable of possessing X
S once conveyed X
S believes, or would be entitled to believe, that
statement X holds
S believes, or is entitled to believe that X is
recognizable
S believes, or is entitled to believe that X is fresh
S believes, or is entitled to believe, that V is a
suitable secret for S and X
Concatenation
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(G4) R | T |~ PIDT ;

According to the authentication phase, the formalized
messages are as follows:

(G5) DB | T |~ PIDT ;

M1 ( Ri  Tj ) : h( PIDRi ),( PIDRi  rRi ) ;

(G6) T | # h( PIDR ) ;

M2 (Tj  Ri ) : rTj  PIDRi , h(PIDTj )  ( PIDRi  (rTj  rRi )) ;

(G7) DB | # h( PIDT ) ;

M3 ( Ri  DB) : h( PIDTj ), rTj , PIDRi ;

(G8) T | # h(kij ) ;

M4 ( DB  Ri ) : h( PIDTj || rTj || kij ),(rTj  kij )  d ;

(G9) T | DB |~ kij .

In order to specify the initial possessions and abilities of
each participant, we assume the following statements:

The first to the fifth goals show belief requirements. R
believes T conveys rT and PIDT. T believes R conveys rR
and PIDR. DB believes T conveys PIDT. The next two goals
show that the messages are not used in the previous
sessions and indicate freshness requirements. The eighth
goal shows T believes that h(kij) is fresh. The last goal
indicates T believes DB conveys kij.

(A1) T  rT ;

4.4 LOGIC VERIFICATION

(A2) T | # kij ;

Logic verification is based on the assumption, the
formalized messages and the related GNY Rules.
From M1, T is informed messages ( PIDR  rR ) and

M5 ( Ri  Tj ) : h( PIDTj || rTj || kij ),(rTj  kij )  d .
4.2 INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS

PIDT
(A3) T  PIDT , T | T 
 DB

h( PIDR ) . T has not received or sent them in the previous
sessions, we have

PIDR
(A4) T | # PIDR , T | T 
R ;

(A5) R  rR ;

T  *( PIDR  rR ) , T  *h( PIDR ) .

(A6) R  PIDR , R | # PIDR , R | R 
T ;
PIDR

(1)

Applying the Being-Told Rule T1: (P  (X )) /(P  X )
deduces

(A7) R | DB | ( DB | *) ;

T  ( PIDR  rR ) , T  h( PIDR ) .

(A8) DB  kij , DB | # kij ;

(2)

PIDT
(A9) DB  PIDT , DB | # PIDT , DB | DB 
T ;

T can retrieve PIDR from LR, and applying the BeingTold Rule T2: ( P  X , Y ) / ( P  X ) deduces

PIDR
(A10) DB  PIDR , DB | # PIDR , DB | DB 
R .

T  PIDR , T  rR .

Those statements show that each participator possesses
its random number and the pseudorandom identifier. Each
tag believes or is entitled to believe kij and PIDR are fresh.
The database DB possess kij, PIDR and PIDT, and it
believes that they are fresh. The communication channel
between R and DB is considered to be secure; so R believes
that DB has jurisdiction over all his beliefs.

Thus, T is considered to have been informed rR and
PIDR.
Applying the Possession Rule P1: ( P  X ) / ( P  X )
deduces

(3)

T  PIDR , T  rR .

(4)

Applying the Possession Rule P2:
4.3 ANTICIPANT GOALS

( P  X , P  Y ) / ( P  ( X , Y ), P  F ( X , Y )) deduces

The objectives of the protocol are to mutually authenticate
between R and T , and assure freshness of data among
R, T and DB. The anticipant goal can be obtained as
follows:

T  ( PIDR , rR ) .

(5)

From A4, T | # PIDR , and applying the Freshness

(G1) T | R |~ rR ;

Rule F1:
deduces

(G2) T | R |~ PIDR ;

T | #( PIDR , rR ) .

( P | #( X )) / ( P | #( X , Y ), P | # F ( X ))
(6)

From A4, we get

(G3) R | T |~ rT h ;
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T | T 
R .
PIDR

According to I3, DB is entitled to believe that T once
conveyed PIDT.

(7)

Applying the Message Interpretation Rule I3:

For Goal 4:

S Q, P|#( X ,S )
P H ( X , S ), P( X ,S ), P| P 
P|Q|~( X , S ), P|Q|~ H ( X , S )
deduces

R | DB | ( DB | *) //by A7

(1)

DB | T |~ ( PIDT ) // by Goal 5

(2)

R | DB | (T |~ PIDT )

(3)

Finally, from I3 interpretation and applying the
Message Interpretation Rule I7:

R | DB | (T |~ PIDT ) //by J3

(4)

( P | Q |~ ( X , Y ) / P | Q |~ X ) deduces

R | (T |~ PIDT ) //by J1

(5)

T | R |~ ( PIDR , rR ) .

T | R |~ ( PIDR ) , T | R |~ (rR ) .

(8)

As a result, R is entitled to believe that T once conveyed
PIDT.
For Goal 6: From message M1 gets

(9)

As a result, T believes that R once conveyed PIDR and
rR. Goal G1 and G2 are achieved.
Hereinafter, for simplicity, we directly mark the
applied logical rules and Equations behind the Equation.
For Goal 3:

T  *( PIDR  rR )

(1)

T  ( PIDR  rR ) //by T1

(2)

T  PIDR //by T2

(3)

R  *(rT  PIDR ) // by M2

(1)

R  (rT  PIDR ) //by T1

(2)

T  PIDR //by P1

(4)

R  rT // by T5

(3)

T | # PIDR //A4

(5)

R  rT // by P1

(4)

T | # h( PIDR ) //by F10

(6)

R  (rT , PIDR ) //by P2

(5)

R  H (rT ) //by P4

(6)

DB  PIDT //A9

(1)

R |  (rT ) // by R6

(7)

DB | # PIDT //A9

(2)

R | # PIDR //by A6

(8)

(3)

R | #(rT , PIDR ) //by F1

DB | # h( PIDT ) // F10

(9)

R | T |~ rT //by I3

So T is entitled to believe that h(PIDR) is fresh.
For Goal 7:

So Goal G7 is achieved.

(10)

For Goal 8:

According to I3, R is entitled to believe that T once
conveyed rT.
For Goal 5:

T  *(rTj  kij )  d //M5

(1)

T  (rTj  kij )  d // T1

(2)

DB  *h( PIDT ) , DB  *PIDR , DB  *rT //by M3

(1)

T  (rTj  kij )  d // P1

(3)

DB  h( PIDT ) , DB  PIDR , DB  rT //by T1

(2)

T  rT //A1

(4)

DB  PIDR , DB  h( PIDT ) , DB  rT //by P1

(3)

DB  PIDT // by P5

(4)

T  kij

(5)

DB  (rT , PIDT ) //by P2

(5)

T | # kij // A2

(6)

DB | # PIDT //by A9

(6)

T | # h(kij ) // F10

(7)

DB | #(rT , PIDT ) //by F1

(7)

DB | T |~ ( PIDT ) // by I3

(8)

As a result, T is entitled to believe that h(kij) is fresh.
For Goal 9: From aforementioned Equation (5) gets

So T possesses d, where d=rT. Therefore we get

T  kij

(1)
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 DB // A3
T  PIDT , T | T 

(2)

T  ( PIDT , kij ) // P2

(3)

T | # kij // A2

(4)

T | #(kij , PIDT ) // F1

(5)

T | DB |~ ( kij , PIDT ) // I3

(6)

T | DB |~ (kij ) // I7

(7)

PIDT

Ren Xuping, Zhang Haiping, Lia Yunfa, You Xindong

array KMN, while KS points out one specific role has own
access contents of the tag and KMN indicates the different
reader groups own different access authorities. The size of
KMN depends on the numbers of the tag groups and the
reader groups in the sensor system. A reader group in the
proposed protocol can play multiple roles, while a reader
group in KAPP can only play one role for one specific tag
group. On the whole, the storage requirement of the
protocol is less than what it needs in KAPP. Additionally,
the memory consumption on one-way hash function is
another concern [11]. Standardized cryptographic hash
functions such as SHA-1 are too expensive for today’s
low-cost RFID tags [16,17]. The implementation of the
protocol will suitable for low-cost tags.
Above all, the computation cost and the storage
requirement of the protocol are less than KAPP, and the
communication overhead is similar to [11]. The protocol
owns acceptable performance.

As a consequence, T is entitled to believe that DB once
conveyed kij.
5 Performance analysis
In RFID systems, the performance is another important
metric apart from the security issue, so that the
optimization and balance between security and
performance are necessary for RFID systems [16].
In this section, storage cost, communication load and
computation of the proposed protocol are compared with
other related protocol. For the sake of simple, KAPP and
[11] are chose as the representative of the relevant
protocols because of their good performance. The details
about performance comparison of [11] can be found in
[11]. The details about performance comparison with
related protocols of KAPP can be found in [3].
During the entire authentication process of the
protocol, each tag and each reader performs one random
number generation (RNG) operation and one one-way
hash function respectively, while the database performs
one one-way hash function like [11]. In KAPP, each tag
needs two encryption and two decryption besides
generating one random number. Like [3] and [11], access
list LR and LT are adopted to avoid exhaustive searches in
the storage. So computation cost of the protocol is similar
to [11] and less than KAPP.
The total authentication progress completed via five
phase is acceptable in real sensor system [3]. The
communication overhead refers to exchanged messages
during each authentication session. In the protocol, there
are two exchanged messages between tag and reader
during one phase like [11], while KAPP only needs one.
In the protocol, each tag stores access list LR, the TID
IDT, pseudorandom identifier PIDT and revisable values in
the re-writable memory, while other cryptographic
algorithms (such as KAAP) also need to store the secret
keys. The database stores the role array KS and the key

6 Conclusions
In the paper, a new distributed protocol is proposed for
classified security protection in RFID-based sensor
systems. The proposed protocol adopts challenge-response
mutual authentication mechanism, random access control
mechanism and access lists to strengthen security and
privacy protection. As a formal analysis, GNY logic is
used to verify the design correctness of the protocol.
Comparison with similar protocol KAPP, the protocol
has better scalability because one reader can change its role
easily and the tag does not need to store its authentication
key. Moreover, the protocol just updates key array on the
database side.
According to performance analysis, the protocol has
acceptable communication overload, less storage
requirements and computation load compared with other
related protocol.
Therefore, the proposed protocol is suitable for largescale RFID application (Such as SCM system). In the
future, synchronization problem should be taken into
consideration. In addition, RFID authentication protocols
with anti-collision mechanism should be paid more
attention to.
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Abstract
With the development of cloud computing application, more and more people would like to do business under this environment. But
more attention should be paid to the disclosure of privacy during the transaction. Customers will reject to do business on the cloud
platform if the cloud environment cannot avoid disclosing their private data. Nowadays, little work has been done about how to prevent
sensitive attributes leaking between service providers. Therefore, this paper proposed a new anonymity-based protocol to protect
privacy.
Keywords: anonymity, cloud computing, privacy preserving, sensitive attributes, protocol

1 Introduction

2 Related work

Cloud computing raises a range of important privacy
issues as acknowledged by a number of recent work [1].
Such issues are due to the fact that, in the cloud, users' data
and applications reside on the cloud cluster which is owned
and maintained by a third party [2]. Concerns arise since
in the cloud it is not clear to individuals why their personal
information is requested or how it will be used or passed
on to other parties [3, 4].
Despite increased awareness of the privacy issues in
the cloud, little work has been done in this space. Recently,
Pearson et al. has proposed accountability mechanisms to
address privacy concerns of end users [5] and then develop
a simple solution, a privacy manager, relying on
obfuscation techniques [6]. Their basic idea is that the
user's private data is sent to the cloud in an encrypted form,
and the processing is done on the encrypted data. The
output of the processing is de-obfuscated by the privacy
manager to reveal the correct result. However, the privacy
manager provides only limited features in that it does not
guarantee protection once the data is being disclosed [7-9].
There are many service providers in the cloud, we can
call each service as a cloud, each cloud service will
exchange data with other cloud, when the data is
exchanged between the clouds, and there exists the
problem of disclosure of privacy [10]. So my research aims
at avoiding the disclosure of the sensitive attributes of
users’ when user ask for service from the service provider
in cloud computing.

There are some privacy problems we want to address in the
cloud computing [11]: The first problem is the disclosure
of sensitive private information when exchanging data
through the cloud service. And the sensitive private
information includes: personally identifiable information,
usage data, unique device identities and so on [12].
The second problem is that people getting
inappropriate or unauthorized access to personal data in
the cloud by taking advantage of certain vulnerabilities,
such as lack of access control enforcement, security holes
and so on [13].
The third problem is that: because the feature of cloud
computing is that it is a dynamic environment, in that
service interactions can be created in a more dynamic way
than traditional e-commerce scenarios [14]. Services can
potentially be aggregated and changed dynamically by
service providers can change the provisioning of services.
In such scenarios, personal sensitive data may move
around within an organization or across organizational
boundaries, so adequate protection of this information
must be maintained despite the changes. So design the
method to protect the privacy in cloud computing must
meet the dynamical exchange of data.
Nowadays, some researchers focus on cloud data
storage security in cloud computing [15]. And other
researchers focus on the disclosure of sensitive private
information when exchanging data through the cloud
computing [16].
Some researchers use identity technology to solve
these privacy problems in cloud computing [17]. They
propose some requirements for identity services [18]. For
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example, the identity services should be independent of
devices; should permit a single sign-on to thousands of
different online services; should allow pseudonyms and
multiple discrete identities to protect user privacy; should
be interoperable, based on open standards, and should be
transparent and auditable.
When create an identity management infrastructure in
the cloud computing, we should consider:
1) There are already a number of identity management
systems in place on a wide variety of platforms. These
need to be supported by the identity management
infrastructure. The infrastructure must support crosssystem interaction as well as interoperation and delegation
between them. This is only possible if the infrastructure
and the individual systems are based on open standards,
available on all platforms.
2) Identity management systems will support a wide
variety of privacy and security properties, ranging from
low-security password-based one-factor authentication to
high-end, attribute-based systems deploying state-of-theart privacy-enhancing certificates. While the infrastructure
needs to support all of these systems, users should
understand the implications of using one system over the
other [19].

identified by both these anonymous tables.
TABLE 1 A set of traffic accident record
Occupation
Dentist
Family doctor
Banker
Mortgage broker

Age
30
30
30
30

Vehicle
Red Truck
White Sedan
Green Sedan
Black Truck

Postcode
31043
31043
31043
31043

Faulty
No
Yes
No
No

TABLE 2 2-anonymous release of Table 1 with respect to quasiattributes (age, vehicle-type, postcode)
Occupation
Dentist
Family doctor
Banker
Mortgage broker

Age
30
30
30
30

Vehicle
Truck
Sedan
Sedan
Truck

Postcode
31043
31043
31043
31043

Faulty
No
Yes
No
No

TABLE 3 A 2-anonymous release of Table 1 with respect to quasiattributes (occupation, age, postcode)
Occupation
Medical
Medical
Finance
Finance

Age
30
30
30
30

Vehicle
Red Truck
White Sedan
Green Sedan
Black Truck

Postcode
31043
31043
31043
31043

Faulty
No
Yes
No
No

Besides, when publish anonymous data, we should
consider multiple quasi-identifiers (QI) attributes for
different service providers carrying different background
knowledge [20]. So the data publishing side should
anonymise different quasi-identifiers (QI) attributes of the
records for different service providers carrying different
background knowledge.
We can take an example to explain. Suppose the traffic
management board have records of road accidents for
research and analysis. Suppose each record has five
attributes, namely occupation, age, vehicle-type, postcode,
and faulty. And the traffic management board wants to
release these records to different service providers in the
cloud.
Suppose there are two service provider named "auto
insurance companies" and "human resource department"
in the cloud service. Both of them want to use the
anonymous records of road accidents.
Importantly, different service providers may carry
different background knowledge. For example, the auto
insurance company may join the traffic accident records
with the vehicle registration records on attributes age,
vehicle-type, and postcode to find out whether its
customers were at fault in some accidents. Typically, the
company does not have the occupation information of its
customers, as such information is not required in applying
for auto insurance. Therefore, to protect privacy, the traffic
management board has to anonymise the traffic accident
records on attributes age, vehicle-type, and postcode
before the data can be released to the auto insurance
company.
Simultaneously, the human resource department may
join the traffic accident records with the resident records
on attributes occupation, age, and postcode to find out
which residents were faulty in some accidents. Therefore,
to protect privacy, the traffic management board needs to
anonymise the traffic accident records on attributes
occupation, age, and postcode. Note that vehicle-type is

3 Anonymity-based method
Our paper proposed a new anonymity protocol for the
cloud computing services. Before the micro data are
published, this anonymity algorithm will process these
data. And then send these anonymous data to service
providers in the cloud. Then the service provider can
integrate the auxiliary information (also called external
knowledge, background knowledge, or side information
that the service provider can get from other channels such
as the web, public records, or domain knowledge) to
analyse the anonymous data in order to mine the
knowledge they want.
For example, the traffic management board of a region
collects records of road accidents for research and analysis.
Suppose each record has five attributes, namely
occupation, age, vehicle-type, postcode, and faulty.
Consider the tuples in Table 1.
The traffic management board anonymised the traffic
accident records on attributes age, vehicle-type, and
postcode before the data can be released to the service
provider in the cloud. Suppose 2-anonymity is required.
Table 2 shows a 2-anonymous release of the records with
respect to quasi-identifier (age, vehicle-type, postcode).
And then the traffic management board anonymised
the traffic accident records on attributes occupation, age,
and postcode. Again, suppose 2-anonymity is required.
Table 3 shows a 2-anonymous release of the records with
respect to quasi-identifier (occupation, age, postcode).
Suppose one service provider in the cloud obtains both
releases in Tables 2 and 3. By comparing the two tables,
the service provider immediately knows that a family
doctor of age 30 driving a white Sedan living in area 31043
was faulty in an accident. The victim may be easily re-
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not part of the anonymisation, because the human resource
department typically does not have information about
residents' vehicle types.
Our method is different from the traditional
cryptography technology to protect individuals’ privacy in
the cloud computing services. If we use the cryptography
technology. Then we should use cryptography technology
to process the data, and send the processed data to service
provider in the cloud. Then this service provider can’t use
these data if it didn’t get the key of cryptography. So the
service provider in the cloud should use the key to restore
the data firstly and then can use these data. However, if we
use anonymity technology to process these data and send
these anonymous data to service providers in the cloud.
Then the service provider can directly use these data
without any key and without restoring these data. So this
will be more flexible and safe to protect individuals’
privacy in the cloud computing services.

5b) S encrypts each y Yc, with S’ key es and sends back
to C the pairs

4 Private matching protocol

| Vs Vc |=0.

<y, Fes (y)>=<Fec (h (v)), Fes (Fec (h (v)))>.
6) C encrypts each y Ys, with C’s key ec, obtaining
Zs=Fec (y)=Fec (Fes (h (v))), here the v Vs.
Also, from pairs <Fec (h (v)), Fes (Fec (h (v)))>
obtained in Step 5b for the v Vc, It creats pairs <v, Fes (Fec
(h (v)))> by replacing Fec (h (v)) with the corresponding
v.
7) Because the Vc has only one element v (that is to say
Vc has only one tuple). So if this element v Vc meets (Fes
(Fec (h (v)))) Zs, then this v Vs. then Vs and Vc has one
identical element, else Vs and Vc has no identical element.
Vs and Vc has one identical element is equal to

| Vs Vc |=1.
Vs and Vc has no identical element is equal to

The main purpose for our research is to use private
matching technology [21] to intersect user’s data and
datasets of service provider without accessing each other’s
data, so this can let the user check whether his anonymous
data meet k-anonymity to the datasets of service provider,
meanwhile avoiding the disclosure of each other’s data.
Our proposed private matching protocol:
1) Both the Client and the SP serialize the attributes
and concatenate them to convert their data set into a string
of concatenated attribute values, and produce set Vs and
set Vc. Which Vc is the set of elements (tuples) in Client,
corresponding to the attributes requested by the SP in the
current service request, while Vs is the set of elements
(tuples) in SP, corresponding to the attributes requested by
the SP in the current service request.
Notion 1: Before the user in client adds his tuple to the
table of SP, the user should check whether the one new
tuple meets k-anonymity to the table of SP. So |Vc|=1.
Because before adding one new tuple to the table of SP,
the set of Vc only has one tuple to check. But |Vs|>=1.
Because the set of Vs may have many tuples before
checking.
2) Both Client (named C, for short) and SP (named S,
for short) apply hash function h to their sets.

5 Case studies
Despite increased awareness of the privacy issues in the
cloud, little work has been done in this space. When users
order service in the cloud, lots of data including users'
attributes need to be transmitted between users and service
providers. How to protect users' sensitive attributes and
avoid the identification by adversary is still an important
problem to solve. Most existing methods are that the user’s
private data is sent to the cloud in an encrypted form [22],
and the processing is done on the encrypted data. However,
in this method, the service provider needs to decode these
data before they access them. So this will be a waste of
time and will be very inconvenient to service providers.
Besides, once the data is decrypted the user’s privacy may
be at risk, since the SP has full control of it. So our
proposed approach is different from traditional methods to
avoid disclosure of individuals' privacy.
In our proposed approach, the datasets of service
provider meet k-anonymity. If a user wants to request a
service in the cloud, the user should anonymised his
attributes corresponding to the attributes requested by the
SP in the current service request, then if this user's
anonymised data meet k-anonymity to datasets of this
service provider, this user can send his anonymised data to
this service provider. Then the service provider will
prepare service for this right user. Our proposed approach
has two advantages, the first one is the data transmitted in
the cloud are anonymised data, so if the adversary get these
anonymised data, he cannot identify users. The second
advantage is that when service provider gets these
anonymised data, service provider can directly use these
data without restoring these data. So this will be more
flexible and safe to protect individuals’ privacy in the
cloud.

Xc=h (Vc),
Xs=h (Vs).
Each party randomly chooses a secret key. And ec is
the key for C, es is the key for S.
3) Both parties encrypt their hashed sets:
Yc=Fec (Xc)=Fec (h (Vc)),
Ys=Fes (Xs)=Fes (h (Vs)).
4) C sends to S its encrypted set
Yc=Fec (h (Vc)).
5a) S ships to C its set Ys=Fes (h (Vs)).
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underlying protocol.
GAIN Pi : Advantage of Pi to get access to any other

6 Avoiding privacy indexing
In order to avoid the disclosure of individuals’ privacy in
cloud, our research address that the user should send the
anonymous data to service provider (SP) in the cloud, and
the datasets in SP should meet k-anonymity.
The k-anonymity approach publishes a table T' which
changes the values on the quasi-identifier attributes so that
every tuple in T is published in a group-by of at least k
tuples on the quasi-identifier. Publishing T' instead of T
can protect privacy effectively against privacy indexing,
since the attacker cannot re-identify any individual with a
confidence more than 1/k.
In fact the k-anonymity approach meets the second
condition of privacy-preserving index (PPI)’s definition in
paper [23]. Because the datasets in SP meet k-anonymity,
so the datasets in SP also meet the second condition of
privacy-preserving index (PPI)’s definition. If an
adversary wants to identify who satisfy the query, this
adversary executes query on the datasets of SP, then the
returned results contain k users (both true positives users
and false positives users are in the k users), therefore the
probability that the adversary can identify the real user is
1/k. So our based on k-anonymity approach like the
method in paper [23], can avoid privacy indexing issue.
Let us take an example.
If an adversary executes a query on the datasets of SP,
and this adversary wants to identify user’s phone number
(sensitive attribute) through this query. Assume table is
dataset of one service provider, and table meets 3anonymity. Then assume the adversary’s query is on table.
The query is (select phone number from table where
Age=27 & Zip code=555345 & gender=M). So the
returned results will be (8142346789, 8123456789,
2346789090, 8456789090). In these results, 8456789090
is true positives and the other three phone numbers are
false positives. So the adversary gets four different phone
numbers and this adversary can’t identify the user whose
other attributes satisfy this query. So executing query on
these datasets which meet k-anonymity will avoid privacy
indexing issue.
Another reason is that the datasets in SP meet 3anonymity, so this query will return at least 3 different
results. All of these results will contain both true positives
and false positives. According to the definition of privacypreserving index (PPI) in paper [23], our proposed
approach can avoid privacy indexing issue.

party’s private data using a protocol.
GAIN SEC : Advantage of Pi to get access to any other
party’s private data using a protocol by looking at a
semantically secure ciphertext which is negligible when
using an RSA [25] type of encryption.
Pr( PD) : Probability of disclosing the private data PD
without using privacy preserving protocol.
 : Level of security.
As stated in [24] that if you want to prove whether our
proposed protocol named PRPT is privacy preserving,
according to any private data, you can find a  such that:

| Pr( PD | PDDM )  Pr( PD) |  .
So if we want to prove whether the proposed PRPT
protocol is privacy preserving, we only need to find 
such that:

| Pr( PD | PRPT )  Pr( PD) |  .
Because the advantage of each party Pj by the protocol
can access another party’s private data can be shown as:

GAINPj  Pr( PDPk | EXTPj , PRPT )  Pr( PDPk | EXTPj ) ,
(k  j ) .
Because each party Pj only runs secure dot product
protocol with Pj by using his own randomly generated
vector. And party Pj runs secure multi-party addition
protocol [26] with other parties by using his private output
share. Therefore:

GAIN Pj  GAIN SEC , ( j  i ) .
Because GAIN SEC means that advantage of Pj to get
access to any other party’s private data, using a protocol
by looking at a semantically secure [27] ciphertext which
is negligible, when using an RSA type of encryption. So
GAINPi is also negligible.
Participant Pj by decrypting the message received from
other parties and decrypting the signs of their private
output, can only know his private value of the final weight
vector, which is his own final output. So we can conclude:
  max(GAINPi , GAINPj )  GAINPj .
Therefore for each k , j 1,..., n , k  j ， we can

7 Security analysis

conclude:

Now we use a formal proof method proposed by [24] to
prove the security of proposed protocol.
Firstly we give some definitions of the signs used in the
proof process.
PD : Private data.
PDDM : Privacy-preserving data mining protocol.
PDPi : Private data of Pi .

Pr( PDPk | EXTPj , PRPT )  Pr( PDPk | EXTPj )  GAIN Pi   .
So at last we can find

  GAIN P , such that
i

| Pr( PD | PRRT )  Pr( PD) |  . Therefore, the proposed
PRPT protocol is privacy preserving.

EXTPi : Extra information Pi can obtain through the
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better performance than other algorithm under the same
conditions.

8 Experimental evaluation
In this section we design experiments to show the
application and performance of our proposed protocol
named PRPT. We have used Java language to implement
our experiments. The experiments are carried out on
Windows XP operating system with 2.13 GHz Intel Core
i3 processor and 4 GB of memory. In the following
experiments we use IBM Quest Synthetic Data Generator
to generate the experimental data.
Figure 1 illustrates that distortion ratio changes
depending on the variation of l-value, k-value and i-value.
When l-value increases, privacy protection degree
increases. The number of different sensitive attributes
within the same equivalent group increases, resulting in the
generalization level of identifier attributes increased, then
leading to substantial information loss from the original
data increased, ultimately causing distortion ratio of
multiple sensitive attributes set increased. When other
conditions are identical, k-value increased, the group size
becomes larger. Because the grouped data should meet
diverse, attributes in equivalent group increase. Then
generalization levels increase and data distortion rate also
increases. When the number of data sets and the
parameters are equal, the dimension of sensitive attribute i
increases, the distortion rate of multiple sensitive attributes
is higher, which is caused by sensitive property diversity
in each dimension. By contrasting the following figure, we
can conclude that PRPT protocol by using multiple
sensitive attributes generalization can avoid excessive
generalization of the identifier attributes, so the total
distortion rate is less than the other method. Therefore the
total distortion ratio of PRPT protocol is smaller than other
algorithm. And compared to the l-diversity, k-l-sensitive
rules has a relatively low level of data loss. This
experiment suggests that PRPT protocol has lower
information loss than l-diversity algorithm and k-l
algorithm. According to the above experimental results
analysis, we can conclude that PRPT protocol can get

PRPT

Execution Time（sec
）

80
70
60
50
40
30
20

k-anonymity

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Number of Nodes

FIGURE 1 Distortion ratio changes depending on l-value
changes (k=40, i=3)

9 Conclusions
Cloud computing has been envisioned as the next
generation architecture of IT Enterprise. This technology
not only gave us more convenience, but also exposed some
security problem. When people access cloud service or
receive cloud service, they should provide many attributes
to ensure this service accomplish successfully. But much
private data are included in these attributes. If these
sensitive attributes are disclosed, it will bring suffering to
people. This paper illustrated the importance of protecting
customers' private data in cloud computing. We have
argued that it is very important to take privacy into account
and we proposed a novel anonymity-based protocol
preserving privacy based cloud environment.
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Abstract
A core technology in IOT (Internet of Thing) is data processing and there may be a mismatch between data collection and data interface.
Aiming at data conflicts in the DCMCS (Digital Camp Management Control System), this paper defines data conflicts with formal
description and divides the data conflicts of the DCMCS into six types. For each type of the data conflicts, a resolution strategy is
designed to solve it. Then the paper designs the DCRS (Data Conflict Resolution System) to detect and resolve the data conflicts
automatically and quickly. The solutions provide technical support for data interaction, which have been successfully verified in the
DCMCS.
Keywords: formal description, data conflict, resolution strategy, DCRS

the sink node, and are obtained through remote access
query processing. If query processing involves different
sensor networks, it needs to be converted by the
middleware to achieve interoperability operation between
heterogeneous sensor networks [5, 6]. With respect to
centralized processing of sensor data, the most direct way
is to use cloud data management and related technologies.
Currently a majority of cloud data management systems
are the "key-value" database such as Bigtable [7], Dynamo
[8], Hbase [9] and so on. "Key-value" database can
efficiently handle queries based on the primary key, but
fails to support networked data storage, spatial and
temporal logic query and attribute constraints inquiries.
Parallel database technology [10, 11] supports the
processing of structured data by organizing multiple
relational databases into a massive database cluster, but the
method cannot retrieve quickly the required data based on
the identity of the sensor. Common methods of anomaly
data detection are statistics, feature selection, neural
networks, data mining and wavelet singularity detection.
The main idea based on statistics [12] is to assume that data
sets obey certain distribution or probability model and that
serious deviation from the distribution curve object are
recorded as outliers by calculating the probability of the
object in the distribution model. Outlier based on distance
was first proposed by the Knor and Ng [13], who viewed
the records as points in data space. Outlier is defined as the
distance between the point and most points of data sets,
which are larger than the value of a certain point.
Literature reveals that credibility or a statistical model
would normally be added in the uncertain data of sensors
to detect abnormal data. Data conflicts due to a mismatch
between sensor data acquisition and the interface need to
be researched further. In view of this, the paper proposes a

1 Introduction
As an important goal of modern barracks to transform
information, the DCMCS (Digital Camp Management
Control System) refers to utilize sensing technology,
network communications and automatic control
technology to build IOT with barracks facilities and
equipment, getting the operational status of devices in real
time and controlling them accurately. In the process of
collecting data, there may be a mismatch between data
acquisition and the upper data interface due to sensor
noise, external interference, device aging or deviation of
application itself and resultant data conflicts. Therefore, it
is important to research data conflicts in the DCMCS and
resolution method.
2 Backgrounds
A core technology in IOT is data processing. Data
processing in IOT can be divided into data recognition and
data interaction [1]. DCMCS data conflict is the data
exchange errors arising from mismatches between data
interface and device identification, data types, data
structures, data accuracy and acquisition space. That is,
when output data of sensing devices cannot meet the
restrictions of the data input interface, it will produce data
conflict. For example, sensor D1 outputs float-type data
and integer-type is required by the interface D2, so it will
generate data type conflict.
Current research of data Processing in IOT is about
heterogeneous data storage and abnormal data detection.
In terms of storage and query processing of sensor
sampling data, distributed storage method [2-4] means that
sample data are stored directly in each sensor node or in
*Corresponding author e-mail: since0701@163.com
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I out  P1 , P2 Pn  , (n  N )
indicate the output of data interface, and
P  M , F , J , R  show the parameters of input/output
and restriction conditions of those parameters, where M
indicate the types of input/output parameters, F indicate
the structure of input/output parameters, J indicate the
precision of input/output data, R indicate the value range
of input/output data. Pi (i  n) indicates the ith parameter
and its restriction conditions of input/output interface I.
Definition 4: (The Definition of Data Interface
Ai  Ii, Gi, Di 
Matching)
Interface
,
where
in
out
,
the
input
of
interface
Ii  Ii , Ii 
Ii in  Pi in  Mi in , Fi in , Ji in , Ri in  , the output of sensor
,
if
Ii out  Pi out  Mi out , Fi out , Ji out , Ri out 
out
in
out
( Pi  Pi )(i  n) , output data I matches input data

data conflict detection method based on formal
description, and then puts forward a conflict resolution
program to quickly determine and digest data conflict in
the environment of mass data.

input of data interface.

3 Formal description of data conflict
Formal description is the method of describing the system
properties with the mathematical basis formal symbol for
the specification, design and validation of computer
systems. It can accurately and succinctly describe
phenomena, objects or action results and is ideal for
modelling tools. Samples, data conflicts, data interfaces
and interface matching principles are described and
defined in this section. The accurately formal description
of data conflicts can provide good support for the digestion
of data conflict and provide a basis for the development of
the DCRS.
The DCMCS needs to read the device identification
and sampling data, including sampling value, and spatial
and temporal information, such as sampling time and
sampling location, which reflect the characteristics of the
target object. Sample sequence can be composed of a
number of samples of the device. Due to the heterogeneity
of collection data, a uniform representation is needed for
samples which sensing devices collected with unique
identity, time, location, sample values and units of
measurement.
Definition 1 (The Definition of Sample-Value): In the
DCMCS,
Sample-Value
is
expressed
as
S  ID, T , L,V ,U  , where ID is the unique
identification of sampling device; T is the acquisition time;
L represents the sampling location. For a stationary device,
sampling location is the place that the sensor is installed
and for mobile devices, it means the places where collect
action takes place; V is the value of sensor data collection;
U is the measure unit of data value. Si shows the sample
data of ith device.
After data collection, the sensor needs to exchange the
data with the data management system through data
interface to process data collected from the sensors.
Definition 2: (The Definition of Data Interface) In the
DCMCS, the data interface of the data management system
is expressed in a ternary suit A  I , G, D  ,

I  I1 , I 2

I in , denoted as I out  I in .
Definition 5: (The Definition of Data Conflict) Define
1, Ai Normal int eraction
H Ai  
, (i  N ) . In the
0, Ai Abnormal int eraction
DCMCS Ai , if Pi out  Pi in , I out  I in is not established,

we call it ‘data conflict’ and H Ai  0(i  N ) at this time.
4 Types of data conflict
Data conflicts of the DCMCS based on IOT are mainly
caused by the identity of the sensor, the fact that the output
data does not match the constraints of the interface and so
forth. Data conflicts can be summarized as the following
six types: ID conflict, data type conflict, data structure
conflict, data precision conflict, data overflow conflict and
acquisition space conflict, as shown in Figure 1.

Type of Data Conflict

I n  , (n  N ) indicate the function set of the

data interface. I i (i  N ,1  i  n) show the ith interface of
the data interface; G  G1 , G2

Gn  , (n  N ) indicate

ID
conflict

data accuracy
conflict

data
type conflict

data overflow
conflict

data structure
conflict

acquisition space
conflict

FIGURE 1 The type of data conflict

the functional function set of the data interface, Gi show
the set of functional function corresponding with interface
I i ; D  D1 , D2 Dn  , (n  N ) indicate the set of input

ID conflict: The IOT of digital camps has a lot of
sensor nodes and it needs to encode these sensing devices
and give them unique ID for identification. During the
dynamic process of adding or deleting devices, it may
encode different sensors with the same ID. The system
cannot locate the unique sensing device and then generates
data conflict. In a single round of data collection process,
Ai  Ii, Gi, Di  ,
Aj  Ij, Gj , Dj 
,
where
Di  IDi, Ti, Li,Vi,Ui  , Dj  IDj, Tj, Lj, Vj, Uj  . If IDi =

and output data of the data interface, and Di show the set
of input and output data corresponding with interface I i .
Definition 3: (The Definition of Input/Output of Data
Interface) In the data interaction, the data interface
I  I in , I out  , I in  P1 , P2 Pm  , (m  N ) indicate the
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Ii  Ii in , Ii out 

,

Ii in  Pi in  Mi in , Fi in , Ji in , Ci in 

Acquisition space conflict: Due to the spatial and
temporal characteristics of the data collected, sensors can
only collect data in one place at the same time. In a single
round of the data collection process, Ai  Ii, Gi, Di  ,
Aj  Ij, Gj , Dj  , where Di  IDi, Ti, Li,Vi,Ui  ,
Dj  IDj, Tj, Lj,Vj,Uj  . If Li  Lj , we call the data
conflict as acquisition space conflict, denoted as
Conf Loc ( Loc1, Loc2) .

,

Ii  Pi  Mi , Fi , Ji , Ci  , if Mi  Mi ,
then Pi in  Pi out , that means I out  I in is not established
and makes H Ai  0 . We call the data conflict as data type
out

out

out

out

out

in

out

out

5 Strategies to resolve data conflict

conflict and denoted as Conf type ( DType1, DType2) .

On basis of formal description, we divide data conflicts
into six categories: ID conflict, data type conflicts, data
structure conflict, data accuracy conflict, data overflow
conflict and acquisition space conflict. Hence, there are
also six strategies to resolve data conflicts, as shown in this
section.
Digestion strategies for ID conflict: When an ID
conflict occurs, rename the sensor according to the naming
rule that the acquisition time goes behind the other sensor,
in order to make the identity different. The implementation
procedures are, first, to determine the identity of the two
sensors. If they are inconsistent, data can be directly
released; otherwise compare the acquisition time of
samples T1 and T2. If T1> T2, then rename ID1 according to
the naming rule; if T1< T2, then rename ID2. The realization
function is: private SensorData ReID(SensorData data1)
Figure 2:

Data structure conflict: Data structure is a kind of type
set and it is a plurality of attributes including the number
of parameters and data types. DStruct1 and DStruct2 could
be the structure types defined by system or itself, which
represent the output data structure and the input data
structure. If there is an inconsistent type in DStruct1 and
DStruct2, data structure conflict appears. The interface
cannot recognize or accept the data collected.
Ai  Ii, Gi, Di 
,
where
,
Ii  Ii in , Ii out 

Ii in  Pi in  Mi in , Fi in , Ji in , Ci in 

,

Ii out  Pi out  Mi out , Fi out , Ji out , Ci out  , if Fi in  Fi out , then
Pi in  Pi out , that means I out  I in is not established and
makes H Ai  0 . We call it data structure conflict, denoted
as Conf struct ( DStruct1, DStruct 2) .
Data accuracy conflict: Data accuracy will directly
affect the result of data calculation. If the precision of input
data and output data is inconsistent, for example the output
data of sensor is float while the interface needs integer
data, a data conflict generates and the interface cannot get
correct data. Ai  Ii, Gi, Di  , where Ii  Ii in , Ii out  ,

Ii in  Pi in  Mi in , Fi in , Ji in , Ci in 
Ii

out

 Pi

out

1 public class SensorData
2
{
3
private string _id;
4
public string Id
5
{
6
get { return _id; }
7
set { _id = value; }
8
}
9
private DateTime _measuringTime
10
public DateTime MeasuringTime
11
{
12
get { return _measuringTime; }
13
set { _measuringTime = value; }
14
}
15
}
16
private SensorData ReID(SensorData data1)
17
{
18
int count = 0;
19
SensorData ReSensorData = new SensorData();
20
ReSensorData = data1;
21
foreach (SensorData data in sensorDatas)
22
{
23
if (data.Id.Equals(data1.Id))
24
count++;
25
if (count > 1 && (data.MeasuringTime >
data1.MeasuringTime))
26
ReSensorData = data;
27
}
28
return ReSensorData;
29}

,

 Mi , Fi , Ji , Ci  , if Ji  Ji , then
, that means I out  I in is not established and
out

out

out

out

in

out

Pi  Pi
makes H Ai  0 . We call the data conflict as accuracy
in

out

conflict, denoted as Conf Accur ( DAccur1, DAccur 2) .
Data overflow conflict: In the data exchange process,
sensor collecting data exceeding the defined range of data
interface and generating value range conflict is a kind of
normal phenomenon. For example, the original collecting
data of pressure sensor is 42560 and the data interface is
defined as 0-42559 corresponding to a pressure of 0-1Mpa,
then data conflict occur. Ai  Ii, Gi, Di  , where
Ii  Ii in , Ii out  , Ii in  Pi in  Mi in , Fi in , Ji in , Ci in  ,

Ii out  Pi out  Mi out , Fi out , Ji out , Ci out 

,

Di  IDi, Ti, Li,Vi,Ui  , if Vi  Ri , then Pi  Pi , that
means I out  I in is not established and makes H Ai  0 .
in
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We call the data conflict as data overflow conflict, denoted
as Conf range ( DRange1, DRange2) .

IDj , we call it ID conflict and denote as Conf ID ( IDi, IDj ).
ID conflict occurs when samples that have the same ID try
to join sample sequences, causing the collect data not be
received normally by the data interface.
Data type conflict: As it cannot transfer impliedly in
data interaction, data type conflict will occur if the data
types of input and output are inconsistent and lead to errors
in data exchange.
where
Ai  Ii, Gi, Di  ,

out

FIGURE 2 The source code of digestion strategies for ID conflict

Digestion Strategies for data type conflict: Converting
the data type of the sensor output to make it convert with
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the input of interface. The implementation procedures are,
first, to judge the consistency of output data type DType1
and interface data type DType2. If they are consistent, data
can be directly released; otherwise, it needs to transfer the
type of sensor output data Dtype1 according to the type of
interface data. So that it can meet the constraints of the
interface, like Integer transfer to String or String transfer
to Integer, since the data interfaces are public and can be
realized with middleware, database management systems
and other forms. The realization function is: private
SensorData ReDataType(SensorData data1) Figure 3:

private SensorData
Figure 4:

ReDataStruct(SensorData

data1)

1 public class SensorData
2 {
3 private string _dataStruct;
4 public string DataStruct
5 {
6 get { return _dataStruct; }
7 set { _dataStruct = value; }
8 }
9 private string _address;
10 public string Address
11 {
12 get { return _address; }
13 set { _address = value; }
14 }
15 }
16 private SnsorData ReDataStruct(SensorData data1)
17 {
18 if (!data1.DataStruct.Split('-')[1].Equals("1"))
19 {
20 IList<int> count=new List<int>();
21 foreach (SensorData data in sensorDatas)
22 {
23 string[] numbers = data1.DataStruct.Split('-');
24 if (data.Address.Equals(data1.Address))
25 {
26 count.Add(int.Parse(numbers[0]));
27 }
28 }
29 count.Add(int.Parse(data1.DataStruct.
Split('-')[0]));
30 bool repeat=true;
31 if (count.Count == int.Parse(data1.DataStruct.Split('-')[1]))
32 {
33 for (int i = 0; i < count.Count - 1; i++)
34 {
35 for (int j = 0; j < count.Count - 1; j++)
36 {
37 if (count[i] == count[j] && i != j)
38 repeat = true;
39 }
40 }
41 if(repeat)
42 {
43 return chooseOtherDataValue(data1.Id);
44 }
45 else return data1;
46 }
47 else
48 {
49 return chooseOtherDataValue(data1.Id);
50 }
51 }
52 else
53 return data1;
54 }

1 public class SensorData
2 {
3 private string _dataType;
4 public string DataType
5 {
6 get { return _dataType; }
7 set { _dataType = value; }
8 }
9 private string _dataValue;
10 public string DataValue
11 {
12 get { return _dataValue; }
13 set { _dataValue = value; }
15 }
16 }
17 private SensorData ReDataType
(SensorData data1)
18 {
19 SensorData ReSensorData = new SensorData();
20 Boolean success = true;
21 try
22 {
23 switch (data1.DataType)
24 {
25 case "int":
26 Convert.ToInt32(data1.DataValue); break;
27 case "float":
28 double.Parse(data1.DataValue); break;
29 case "date":
30 Convert.ToDateTime(data1.DataValue); break;
31 default: break;
32 }
33 }
34 catch
35 {
36 success = false;
37 }
38 if (success)
39 return ReSensorData;
40 else
41 {
42 return chooseOtherDataValue(data1.Id);
43 }
44 }

FIGURE 4 The source code of digestion strategies for data structure
conflict

FIGURE 3 The source code of digestion strategies for data type conflict

Digestion Strategies for data structure conflict:
Converting structure of the sensor output data in order to
make it convert with the structure of interface input data.
The implementation procedures are, first, to compare the
structure of the sensor output data Dstructure1 with the
structure of interface input data Dstructure2; analyse the
consistency of the structures of two samples, including the
number of acquisition parameters, data type and other
attributes. Then transfer Dstructure1 consistent with
Dstructure2 which is not mismatched to make it meet the
constraints of the interface. The realization function is:

Digestion Strategies for data accuracy conflict: The
digestion strategies for data accuracy conflict are to unite
the accuracy of sensor output data and the accuracy of
interface input data with the same constraints. The
implementation procedures are to calibrate DAccuracy1
according to the accuracy of interface DAccuracy2. For
values larger than accuracy, use the rounded method and
for those smaller than accuracy, use the padding method at
the end of zero. The realization function is: private
SensorData ReDataAccuracy(SensorData data1) Figure 5:
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1 public class SensorData
2
{
3
private string _dataAccuracy;
4
public string DataAccuracy
5
{
6
get { return _dataAccuracy; }
7
set { _dataAccuracy = value; }
8
}
9
private string _dataValue;
10
public string DataValue
11
{
12
get { return _dataValue; }
13
set { _dataValue = value; }
14
}
15
}
16
private SensorData ReDataAccuracy(SensorData data1)
17
{
18
if (data1.DataAccuracy.Equals(""))
19
return data1;
20
else
21
{
22
if (data1.DataAccuracy.Contains('.'))
23
{
24
int accuracy =
25
Convert.ToInt32(data1.
DataAccuracy.Split('.')[0]);
26
if (data1.DataValue.Length <= accuracy)
27
{
28
int accuracy1 = Convert.ToInt32(data1.
DataAccuracy.Split('.')[1]);
29
if (data1.DataValue.Length <= accuracy1)
30
{
31
return data1;
32
}
33
else
34
{
35
return chooseOtherDataValue(data1.Id);
36
}
37
}
38
else
39
{
40
return chooseOtherDataValue(data1.Id);
41
}
42
}
43
else
44
{
45
int accuracy = 31Convert.ToInt32(data1.
DataAccuracy);
46
if (data1.DataValue.Length <= accuracy)
47
{
48
return data1;
49
}
50
else
51
{
52
return chooseOtherDataValue(data1.Id);
53
}
54
}
55
}
56 }

Li Xingchen, Li Shenglin, Zhang Heng, Cai Hui

range. The realization function is: private SensorData
ReDataRange(SensorData data1) Figure 6:
1 public class SensorData
2
{
3
private string _dataValue;
4
public string DataValue
5
{
6
get { return _dataValue; }
7
set { _dataValue = value; }
8
}
9
private string _minData;
10
public string MinData
11
{
12
get { return _minData; }
13
set { _minData = value; }
14
}
15
private string _maxData;
16
public string MaxData
17
{
18
get { return _maxData; }
19
set { _maxData = value; }
20
}
21
}
22
private SensorData ReDataRange(SensorData data1)
23
{
24
if (data1.DataType.Equals("int") ||
data1.DataType.Equals("float"))
25
{
26
if (double.Parse(data1.DataValue) >=
double.Parse(data1.MinData) &&
double.Parse(data1.DataValue) <=
double.Parse(data1.MaxData))
27
{
28
return data1;
29
}
30
else
31
{
32
alert();
33
return chooseOtherDataValue(data1.Id);
34
}
35
}
36
else return data1;
37
}
FIGURE 6 The source code of digestion strategies for data overflow
conflict

Digestion Strategies for acquisition space conflict: The
digestion strategies for acquisition space conflict are to
correct the data acquisition location. The implementation
procedures are to determine the type of the sensor when an
acquisition space conflict occurs. If it is a mobile device,
then release the data; For a fixed device, modify the error
collection address according to the device installation table
that records the installation site. Its function is: private
SensorDataReDataLocation (SensorData data1) and
private SensorData chooseOtherDataValue(string id)
Figure 7:

FIGURE 5 The source code of digestion strategies for data accuracy
conflict

Digestion Strategies for data overflow conflict: The
digestion strategies for data overflow conflict are to limit
the value range of input/output DRange1 and DRange2 to
exclude the overflow data. The implementation procedures
are that the value range of input/output is
DRange1 DRange2 . If DRange1 DRange2  ∅, the
sample can’t interact with the interface. System alarms to
remind invalid data and the sensor output value range
needs to be defined so that it does not exceed the value

1 public class SensorData
2
{
3
private int _deviceType;
4
public int DeviceType
5
{
6
get { return _deviceType; }
7
set { _deviceType = value; }
8
}
9
private string _location;
10
public string Location
11
{
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

get { return _location; }
set { _location = value; }
}
}
private SensorData ReDataLocation
(SensorData data1)
{
if (data1.DeviceType.Equals(0))
{
if(data1.Location.Equal
(getLocation(data1.Id)))
{
return data1;
}
else
{
return chooseOtherDataValue(data1.Id);
}
}
else return data1;
}
private SensorData choose
OtherDataValue(string id)
{
return new SensorData();
}

Li Xingchen, Li Shenglin, Zhang Heng, Cai Hui

conflicts. Firstly, the DCRS detects data conflicts in the
input and output of the interface. If the samples match the
constraints of the interface, the DCRS releases data into
database; otherwise，the DCRS identifies the type of the
data conflict according to the formal description of the
conflict type library, and then calls the appropriate
function to resolve conflicts. After that, the DCRS releases
the data into database.
The DCRS adopts Microsoft. NET platform for
developing and data conflict digestion algorithm uses the
technology of C# language. Visual Studio. NET is
Microsoft's second-generation development tool for
building and deploying powerful and secure software. The
database system of the DCRS uses Oracle 10g, the
relational database management system with features of
large data capacity, persistent storage time, convenient
data sharing, and high reliability. The database system is
used to store the conflict type and dynamic data generated
during the system operation. The main interface of the
DCRS is shown in Figure 9.

FIGURE 7 The source code of digestion strategies for acquisition space
conflict

6 Realization of data conflict resolution system
On the basis of the formal description of data conflict and
strategies to solve data conflict, the paper designs the Data
Conflict Resolution System in this section to detect and
solve the data conflict automatically and quickly. DCRS
aims at adopting relevant strategies for each sort of data
conflict to realize the goal of resolving conflicts while at
the same time increasing system stability and reliability. If
the input and output of data interface does not match, the
DCRS calls the conflict resolution to deal with invalid
data. Its framework flow is showed in Figure 8.
Acquisition
Acquisition
Data
Data of
of
Sensors
Sensors

H Ai  1

H Ai  0

FIGURE 9 The main interface of DCRS

There are a variety of criteria to evaluate algorithm
performance, and what kind of standard is adopted is
mainly depended on the system requirements. In the
DCMS real-time is the most important factor, and
therefore the processing time overhead and memory space
overhead can be used to evaluate the performance of the
data conflict resolution algorithm. Processing time
overhead is the time that digestion algorithm takes to
process the data conflict. Transaction will be worthless to
the system if it is completed after the zero-value point and
is a waste of system resources. Memory space overhead is
the memory occupied by the algorithm when it digests the
data conflicts and is used to store the information
generated in the process. Algorithm that is rational
designed should effectively utilize system resources to
process the data conflict without taking up too many
resources. The PC that the DCRS runs on with CPU clock
at 2.5GHz and 4GB memory is used to test the algorithm
performance. The performance test uses one hundred
thousand data collected by the water meters and electric
meters in the DCMCS. There are 181 abnormal data when

Database

The Formal
Description of
Data Conflict

Conflict
Types
Library

Judge the Type
of Conflict

Resolution
Strategies
Library

Adopt Relevant
Resolution Function

Conflict
Resolution Result

FIGURE 8 The framework flow of DCRS

In the framework flow of the DCRS, conflict type
library has six data conflicts and resolution strategies
library has resolution function corresponding to the
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the test finishes and it costs 2505ms to resolute data
conflicts. Among the data conflicts, there are 7 ID conflicts
that need 31.5ms to process, 4.5ms for each conflict. There
are 35 data type conflicts that need 318.5ms to process,
9.1ms each. There are 28 data structure conflicts that need
336ms to process, 12ms each. There are 53 data accuracy
conflicts that need 726.1ms to process, 13.7ms each. There
are 46 data overflow conflicts that need 230ms to process,
5ms each. There are 12 acquisition space conflict that need
75.6ms to process, 5.3ms each. The processing time
overhead for the six types of conflict digestion algorithm
is showed in Figure 10.

FIGURE 11 The memory space overhead for the six types of conflict
digestion algorithm

7 Conclusions
In the DCMCS, there are data conflicts caused by a lack of
uniform standards for interaction between the device of
IOT and the upper data interface. To address this problem,
the paper analyses formal description of data conflict,
proposes strategies to resolve conflict, designs resolution
flow and exploits the DCRS. The solutions have been
successfully verified in the DCMCS, realizing
intellectualized resolution of data conflict and providing
technical support and insightful guarantee for data
interaction.

FIGURE 10 The processing time overhead for the six types of conflict
digestion algorithm

The memory space overhead for the six types of
conflict digestion algorithm is shown in Figure 11. It can
be seen from the test that the digestion algorithm can meet
the real-time data processing system requirements.
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Abstract
With the rise of the Internet web2.0 and the arrival of the era of big data, NOSQL database has already developed rapidly. The traditional
relational database in the treatment of high concurrent Web2.0 pure dynamic website and large-scale data encountered bottleneck. This
paper introduces the concept of NOSQL database and data storage model. Taking the HBase database as an example, it describes the
system structure and data model of HBase, and it demonstrates data query efficiency of the HBase database which is superior to the
relational database. In view of the HBase database storage mechanism, the HBase database and MySQL database for performance,
which is proceeding comparison, the result shows that NOSQL database performance in processing large data has obvious advantage
over the traditional relational database.
Keywords: data model, NOSQL, HBase, MySQL, performance analysis

1 Introduction

2 NOSQL

In the past 20 years, the traditional relational database has
been used widely [1]. With the rapid development of
Internet web2.0 and information technology, the size of the
data is processed by a computer, which explodes growth.
In the face of the emerging Web2.0 applications,
traditional relational database cannot meet all kinds of
applications, but for the database has higher data
concurrent access ability and higher extensibility [2].
With the arrival of the era of big data, the scale of the
data to PB or EB order of magnitude, at the same time data
type is diversity data type, which mainly includes
structured data, non-structured data and semi-structured
data. In the face of massive data processing, 80% data is
semi-structured and unstructured data. Compared with the
structured data (i.e. data, stored in the database, can use the
dimension table to the logical expression of the data). It is
not convenient to use two-dimensional logical table of the
database to represent the data that is called unstructured
data, the unstructured data include office documents of all
formats, text, images, the subset of XML and HTML of
standard generalized markup language, all kinds of report
forms, images and audio/video information and so on.
With the rapid development of network and
information technology, especially the rapid development
of Internet and Intranet technology, the number of nonstructured data is increasing. At this time, the mainly
limitation is more and more obvious exposed that
relational database of management structured data. At this
time, NOSQL database is the database oriented application
design. At present, industrial and academic circles have the
NOSQL database as the new research focus.

In today's era of big bank data, academia and industry
research and application of large data is continuously
deepening. Hence, advantages of NOSQL database is
obvious over the traditional relational database.
NOSQL (Not only SQL) refers to the non-relational,
distributed, and does not provide the design mode of ACID
database. At the same time, NOSQL database does not
fixed pattern of data [3]. It is a supplement for the system
of relational SQL data.
NOSQL database management system is a different
kind of relational database management system, Its data
storage format can be loose, it usually does not support the
JOIN operation and it is easy to scale horizontally. It can
also be called relational database.
2.1 NOSQL DATA STORAGE MODEL
The traditional relational data model often uses the twodimensional table structure to store and process data [4].
While the NOSQL data storage does not require fixed table
structure which is based on the relational model, so there
is usually no join operation, which is based on table. While
NOSQL has a better performance advantage in data access
than the relational database, from the source speaking, this
is because the NOSQL data model is based on the
requirement of high performance.
According to the data storage model, NOSQL database
is divided into many types, including storage, document
storage, Key-Value object storage, storage, storage, XML
database and so on.
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manages read/write data that users send. HBase logic table
is defined to be a Region, which is stored in a
HRegionServer. Relationship between the HRegionServer
and the Region is a one to many relationships.
The internal of HRegionServer manages a series of
HRegion objects, each HRegion corresponds to a Region
of Table, HRegion is composed of a large number of
HStores. Each HStore corresponds to a Column Family in
the Table store, we can see that each Column Family which
is actually a centralized storage unit, so the best way will
put the column of common I/O characteristics into a
Column Family, so it is the most efficient way. HStore
storage is the core of HBase storage, which is composed of
two parts: a part is MemStore, another part is StoreFiles.
MemStore is Sorted Memory Buffer, first of all, the user
written data will put into the MemStore, when the
MemStore is full and it will flush into a StoreFile (the
underlying implementation is HFile).When the number of
StoreFile file grows to a certain threshold, it will trigger
the Compact merge operation, and which multiples
StoreFiles into a single StoreFile, the process of the merge
will merge and delete data version. Thus it can be seen that :
HBase is only increased data, all update and delete
operations are performed at the compact during subsequent
write operation, which makes the user enter the memory
and return immediately, and this will ensure the high
performance of HBase I/O. Figure 1 is a HBase
architecture diagram.

Compared with the relational database, the main advantage
of NOSQL data storage management system lies in:
1) Do not make unnecessary complexity. Relational
databases provide a wide variety of characteristics and
strong consistency, but using the characteristics of
relational data in some specific applications, some
functionality of relational databases are seldom used. But
NOSQL system uses little function to improve
performance.
2) High throughput. In terms of throughput, the
traditional relational data management system is much
lower than some NOSQL database systems.
3) High level extension ability, not high-end hardware
cluster. In the aspect of scale, NOSQL database system is
able to extend, and do not need too much cost, the cost of
scale has a big difference between NOSQL databases and
methods of the relational database cluster [5].
4) Object-relational mapping is not going to happen. In
terms of large data storage, the data object is stored in a lot
of NOSQL database systems, the cost of mutual
transformation which is between relational model of
database and object model in the program is reduced to
zero.
3 HBASE
For large data storage, NOSQL has many mainstream
databases. It includes HBase, Redis, CochDB and
mongoDB and so on [6]. Below it will take the HBase of
NOSQL database and MySQL of relational database as an
example, and it explains the difference of performance
between HBase and MySQL.
HBase is an open source, distributed, multiple version,
the storage model for the column [7]. In addition, loose
data is generally stored in HBase. Specifically, the data
stored in HBase, which is between Ying Xie (key/value)
and relational data [8].
HBase provides a capability similar to Bigtable on
Hadoop. HBase is a sub project of the Apache Hadoop
project. HBase is different from the relational database in
general, it is a suitable for unstructured data storage
database. Another difference is HBase, which is based on
the column and not based on line model.

FIGURE 1 HBase architecture diagram

3.1 HBASE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

1) Client.
HBase client use RPC mechanism of HBase carries on
communication with HMaster and HRegionServer, for the
operation of the management, client and HMaster carry on
RPC; for the operation of data read and write, the client
and HRegionServer carry on RPC.
2) Zookeeper.
Zookeeper Quorum in addition to store-ROOTaddress and HMaster address, HRegionServer will also
take itself to register to Zookeeper by the Ephemeral, so

HBase server architecture is similar to the HDFS
architecture, it follows a simple master/slave server
architecture, it is mainly composed of HBase Master
Server (HBase Master Server) and HRegionServer Server
group [9]. In simple terms, HBase Master Server is
responsible for the whole cluster. All of the servers in the
HBase are coordinated by ZooKeeper, and ZooKeeper
saves the data to HRegionServer mapping. HRegionServer
is responsible for storing the large table in the HBase, and
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that HMaster can be perceived health status of each
HRegionServer. In addition, Zookeeper is also to avoid the
problems of single point of HMaster.
3) HMaster.
HMaster has no single point problem, HBase can start
a number of HMasters, through the Master Election
mechanism of Zookeeper to ensure that there is always a
Master which is operating, the function of HMaster is
mainly responsible for the management of Table and
Region:
- manage users on the Table to add, delete, change, check
operation;
- manage Load balancing management of HRegionServer,
and adjust the Region distribution;
- in Region Split, assign to the new Region;
- when the HRegionServer is shut down, and HMaster is
responsible for Regions migration of the failed
HRegionServer.
4) HRegionServer.
HRegionServer is mainly responsible for responding to
user I/O request, read and write data to HDFS file system,
HRegionServer is one of the core modules in HBase.

HBase table is conceivable to be a great relationship
mapping, it will be able to locate the specific data by row
key, row key + a timestamp or row key+ column, Table 1
is the conceptual view of HBase table data.
There is a data in this table: R1, and there are two
column families: C1 and C2. Among them, C1 has two
data, C2 has a data.
2) Physical view.
From conceptual view of HBase at each table is made
up of many lines, but in the physical storage, table is stored
in the column, the following Table 2 is the physical view
of HBase table data.
TABLE 2 Physical view of HBase table data
Row key
R1
R1
Row key
R1

Timestamp
T3
T2
Timestamp
T1

Column family:C1
C1:1
Value1-(1/1)
C1:2
Value1-(1/2)
Column family:C2
C2:1
Value1-(2/1)

Some columns are blank in the conceptual view, this
column will not be stored, actually when request this blank
cell, it returns null.
3.3 JAVA API

3.2 DATA MODEL

HBase in the data storage process, the main classes
covered include: HBaseAdmin, HTable, Put, Get, Scanner
and ResultScanner etc [12]. The following will describe
the HBaseAdmin class, HTable class, Scanner class,
ResultScanner class, and talk about methods of the above
mentioned class in detail.
1) HBaseAdmin.
Relationship:org.apache.hadoop.hbase.client.HBaseA
dmin.
Role: provide an interface to manage the information
of HBase database table. There is include the methods that
it provides: create table, delete the table, list item, make
table valid or table invalid, and add or remove column
family members of a table and so on.
Table 3 shows the main function of HBaseAdmin class.

Big data is special body big, particularly large data sets,
the data category, and such data sets cannot use the
traditional database tool to grab, management, and its
content to its processing [10]. Big data generally refers to
the 10 TB (1 TB = 1024 GB) amount of data of scale. But
in practical applications, many enterprise users put
multiple data sets together, the amount of data has already
formed the PB level. In order to solve the limitation of
relational database in processing large data theory and
implementation, we use the HBase of NOSQL database for
data storage.
In the HBase database, data logical structure is also
table, but the table structure of the HBase database is
different from the relational database. HBase is a sparse
long-term storage, multi-dimensional, sort of mapping
table. The first row in the table of the HBase is the structure
information of table, in the definition of the table. Firstly,
to define the column family of the table, the column family
is composed of many columns, when the users store the
data in the table and each line has a sortable primary key
and any number of columns [11].

TABLE 3 HBaseAdmin class
Function

TABLE 1 Conceptual view of HBase table data
Row
key

Timestamp

R1

T3

C1:1

R1

T2

C1:2

R1

T1

Column family: C1

Column family: C2

Value1(1/1)
Value1(1/2)
C2:1

Describe

addColumn(String tableName,
HColumnDescriptor column)

To add a column to an existing
table

createTable(HTableDescriptor
desc)

Create a table, synchronous
operation

deleteTable(byte[] tableName)

Delete an existing table

enableTable(byte[] tableName)

Make the table valid state

disableTable(byte[] tableName)

Make the table invalid state

2) HTable.
Relationship:org.apache.hadoop.hbase.client.HTable.
Role: It can be used to keep communication with
HBase directly. This method is not thread safe for update
operations.
Table 4 shows the main function of HTable class.

Value1(2/1)

In the HBase table, some columns are blank; the blank
columns will not be stored.
1) Conceptual view.
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TABLE 4 HTable class
Function

By using the Scanner class provides the method of
setStartRow and setStopRow, the method of setStartRow
and setStopRow limit the search scope, and they
effectively improve the query speed of data.

Describe

close()

Release all resources or hang in the
update of internal buffer

exists(Get get)

Check whether the Get of the value
specified instance exists in HTable
column

get(Get get)

Get the Corresponding to some cells
access to the values of the specified row

4 Case analysis
The physical store of HBase is based on the column store
[13], but the relational database is based on the table
structure and mode of storage. The data operation of
HBase is different from the data operation of the relational
database. For example, HBase only has query, insert,
delete, etc, and between the table and table are separated,
there is no connection between the table and the table, but
relational database has many functions and join operations.
However, structure of HBase table does not need the
connection operation, but it can solve the problem that the
connection operation solves. The solution is adding a
specific keyword in a row [14], you can put all the data of
the connection together.
Below we will take a Storage table of the global
logistics distribution system as an example to simulate the
HBase table design. As is known to all, in the relational
database, the storage table structure of the global logistics
system is as shown in Table 7 to Table 9. In the three
tables, it assumes that the data of a year is about 100
terabytes to 1000 terabytes, in the query of data, the speed
will be very slow, so the design of the three tables
according to HBase table model, which are designed into
two tables, this will effectively improve the query speed of
data.

getScanner(byte[] family) Get scanner instance of the current given
column family
getTableDescriptor()

Get HTableDescriptor instance of the
current table

getTableName()

Get the table name

put(Put put)

Add the values to table

3) Scanner.
Relationship:org.apache.hadoop.hbase.client.Scan.
Role: According to the conditions to obtain for a batch
records.
Table 5 shows the main function of Scanner class.
TABLE 5 Scanner class
Function

Describe

SetCaching()

Set the number of cache, reasonable setting the
cache amount, and it can improve the query
efficiency

SetBatch()

Specify the maximum number of returned Cell

SetStartRow()

Specify the start line

SetEndRow()

Specify the end of the line (not including the trip)

SetFilter()

Specify a Filter to Filter out unwanted messages

TABLE 7 Storage
S_ID

4) ResultScanner.
Relationship: Interface.
Role: The client obtains the value of the interface.
Table 6 shows the main function of ResultScanner class.

Storage ID

Describe

Next()

Get the next row values

Close()

Close the scanner and release its allocated resources

S_Area
Storage
Area

S_Call

S_Address

Call

Address

TABLE 8 Parts

TABLE 6 ResultScanner class
Function

S_Name
Storage
Name

P_ID

P_Name

P_Rule

P_Unit
price

P_Describe

Parts ID

Parts Name

Parts Rule

Unit price

Describe

TABLE 9 Stock
St_uid
Stock uid

Users mainly use the Scanner class and ResultScanner
when querying data, in order to illustrate the above
Scanner class and ResultScanner class that provide
methods, take an example, a logging system has a demand,
it is based on an operation to find out all the operations of
the whole session. Suppose that we find all the operations
of SID = 100000, the code is as the following:
Scan scan = new Scan ();
String startkey=DATETIME + "100000"
String endkey= DATETIME +"100000"+"99999"
scan.setStartRow(Bytes.toBytes(startKey));
scan.setStopRow(Bytes.toBytes(endKey));
ResultScanner rs = currentTable.getScanner(scan).

St _bid
Stock bid

St _Quantity
Quantity

In the HBase database, data storage mode will be as
shown in Table 10 to Table 11.
TABLE 10 Storage table of HBase
Row key
<S_ID>
<S_ID>
<S_ID>
<S_ID>
<S_ID>

Column Family
Info
value
Info:
The
S_Name
name
Info:
The area
S_Area
Info: S_Call The call
Info:
The
S_Address address

Column Family
parts
value
parts:<P_ID>

<St_Quantity>

parts:<P_ID>

<St_Quantity>

parts:<P_ID>

<St_Quantity>

parts:<P_ID>

<St_Quantity>
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TABLE 11 Parts table of HBase
Row key
<P_ID>
<P_ID>
<P_ID>
<P_ID>
<P_ID>

Column Family
Info
value
Info:
The Name
P_Name
Info:
The Rule
P_Rule
Info:
The Unit
P_Unit
price
price
Info:
The
P_Describe Describe

Column Family
storage
value
storage:<S_
<St_Quantity>
ID>
storage:<S_
<St_Quantity>
ID>
storage:<S_
ID>

<St_Quantity>

storage:<S_
ID>

<St_Quantity>

From the above 5 can be seen in the Table, it can be
completed operations in a relational database, the
operations not only can be finished in HBase, also can have
a better performance, the Row key is an index in HBase,
Therefore, data query in HBase, query speed is faster than
a relational database.

FIGURE 4 Transactions per Second of HBase database

5 Performance test and result analysis
Hardware environment: OS is Ubuntu Server 13.04,
HBase version is 0.20.6, Hadoop version is 1.0.1, 10 sets
of ordinary PC cluster, on the cluster uses HDFS as a file
system [15]. We will compare the performance of NOSQL
HBase database with the relational database MySQL, test
two for performance difference between 1000000 data
query.
Figure 2 to Figure 7 is in the same case, throughput and
transactions per second of HBase database and throughput
and transactions per second of MySQL database.

FIGURE 5 Transactions per Second of MySQL database

FIGURE 6 Average Transaction Response Time of HBase database

FIGURE 2 Throughput of HBase database

FIGURE 7 Average Transaction Response Time of MySQL database

Seen from the Figure 2 and Figure 3, when operation is
the same and the number of concurrent is the maximum,
the throughput of HBase is close to the average value, the
throughput of MySQL reaches the minimum value in

FIGURE 3 Throughput of MySQL database
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addition to the starting point and ending point. When the
time of test is the same, the average of HBase throughtput
is 31.572MB, the average of MySQL throughtput is
13.121MB, the average of HBase throughtput is the
average of MySQL throughtput 2.046 times. HBase curve
is more stable than MySQL curve under the same
condition.
Seen from the Figure 4 and Figure 5, when operation is
the same and the number of concurrent is the maximum,
HBase and MySQL through the number of transactions
reach a low value. HBase in the corresponding numerical
and maximum number of the through transactions per
second is about 300, while the MySQL in the
corresponding numerical and maximum number of the
through transactions per second is about 2000.When the
time of test is the same, the average of HBase transactions
per second is 2244.646, the average of MySQL
transactions per second is 930.351, HBase transactions per
second is the average of MySQL transactions per second
2.41 times.
Seen from the Figure 6 and Figure7, when operation is
the same and the number of concurrent is the maximum,
the average transaction response time of the HBase is close
to average, average transaction response time of the
MySQL reaches the maximum value. When the test time
is same, the average value of the HBase average
transaction response time is 1.966s, the average value of
the MySQL average transaction response time is 11.147s,
the average value of HBase average transaction response
time average is less than the MySQL average transaction
response time.
Table 12 shows the experimental comparison result of
HBase database and MySQL database.
From the above data show that: the maximum of the
throughput per second in the HBase database is 32.676
MB, the minimum is 25.85MB, the average is 31.572MB.
The maximum of the transactions per second in the HBase
database is 2543.75, the minimum is 1789.453, the average
is 2244.646.

TABLE 12 Experimental comparison result
max

HBase
average

min

max

MySQL
average

min
Through32.676 31.572
25.85
29.738 13.121 0.944
put(MB)
Transaction
2543.75 2244.646 1789.453 2273.066 930.351 69.407
s per second
Average
transacttion
3.012
1.966
0.135
88.952 11.147 0.015
response
time(S)

The maximum of the throughput per second in the
MySQL database is 29.738 MB, the minimum is
0.944MB, the average is 13.121MB. The maximum of the
transactions per second in the MySQL database is
2273.066, the minimum is 69.407, the average is 930.351.
The maximum of the Average Transaction Response
Time in the HBase database is 3.012S, the minimum is
0.135S, the average is 1.966S. The maximum of the
Average Transaction Response Time in the MySQL
database is 88.952S, the minimum is 0.015S, the average
is 11.147S.
The experimental results show that: HBase curve is
more stable than MySQL curve under the same condition.
Therefore, performance advantage of the HBase database
is superior to the MySQL database.
6 Conclusions
This paper introduces the main stream HBase database of
NOSQL, and elaborates the data model and related
features of the HBase database. It compares the
performance of the HBase database with the relational
database. The experimental result shows that: the
performance of HBase in processing large data is relational
database that cannot match advantage. At the same time,
NOSQL database in emerging applications also shows a
good momentum [16], and NOSQL database has injected
new energy into the database of the industry.
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Abstract
In the design of information symbols in human-computer interface, one meaning usually has several design forms. In order to solve
cognitive deviations generated during information exchange, in the paper, we tested the recognition rates of common information
symbols. The testing results indicated that users under different cultural backgrounds showed significant differences in information
symbol cognition. Users prefer to clear and concise information symbols. Users are inclined to understand the surface meaning of
information symbols. Through the study of the recognition rates of typical information symbols, we established the perceptual
confusion models of information symbols. Based on different models, designers can improve cognitive deviations of existing symbols
and design information symbols, which are consistent with user cognition, for reasonable human-computer interaction.
Keywords: human-computer interface, information symbol, cognitive deviation, perceptual confusion

form and a meaning is accidental. During the frequent uses
in daily life, the accidental relation is gradually evolved
into the stable relation. In the evolution of linguistic
symbols, firstly, concepts are defined. Each object is
named and corresponding symbols are defined. Secondly,
various symbols are connected together to form stable
combinations. Thirdly, the relation between a name and a
meaning is determined and forms social conventions. In
this way, the relation between a symbol and symbolcaused experience is standardized.
In 1954, Wilbur Schramm proposed a famous
information interactive model [3] to describe the
information communication way that people transmit
information and realize meaningful communication
through symbols, namely, information source - encoding symbols - decoding - sink, as shown in Figure 1. In the socalled encoding process, an information sender converts
his mood and intention into transmittable symbols
according to certain rules. In the so-called decoding
process, the symbol receiver gets the meaning of the
symbols from the sender through his own life space. A
symbol is the intermediary of information interaction. In a
certain information interaction system, a symbol has a
definite meaning. Symbol combinations follow certain
rules, so as to ensure smooth information transmission
through symbols. In this way, designer encoding results
are consistent with decoding results by receivers.
Otherwise, if mutual conventions among people disappear
and the transmission process is hampered.

1 Introduction
Human-computer interface (HCI) is the communication
medium or means between humans and the computer
system, the two-way information exchange platform of
various symbols and actions between human and
computer. Therefore, various symbols are the important
recognition language of information interaction. With the
rapid development of interactive multimedia information,
the information symbol design is extremely important.
Information symbol recognition plays an important role in
the interaction between user and interface. Information
symbols with poor recognition directly affect interaction
means, thus leading to cognitive deviation as well as
mistaken understanding and selection [1]. In the paper, we
studied cognitive deviation of information symbols,
investigated user recognition of information symbols,
explored cognitive deviations of various information
symbols and proposed the perceptual confusion cognitive
model of information symbols.
2 Information symbols in human-computer interface
2.1 SYMBOL INTERACTIVE MODEL
Saussure [2] defined linguistic symbol as the combination
of the signifier and the signified the overall formed by
signifier and signified. The relation between the signifier
and the signified is arbitrary. The combination of the
signifier and the signified is stabilized through social
conventions to form the social conventions among social
members. Initially, the combination of the signifier and the
signified are random, indicating that the combination of a
*Corresponding author e-mail: wuxlhhu@163.com
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FIGURE 1 An interactive model of information symbols
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2.2 RECOGNITION OF INFORMATION SYMBOLS
In the Oxford English-Chinese Dictionary [4], symbols
have several basic meanings of text, graphics, images and
other visual symbols. In human-machine interface,
information symbols belong to graphic symbols, which
can convey information. Based on different information
types in human-machine interface, information symbols
can be divided into text symbols, icon symbols, index
symbols, and emblems.
According to symbol design theory, an effectively
designed symbol should be not only easily instantly
recognized, but also convenient to memory and cognition
[5, 6]. Moreover, according to symbol design theory, the
familiar concepts are subjected to strangeness treatment
and the common and standard concepts are also “creatively
corrupted”. Then, the new, childish, and vibrant prospect
is conveyed through the designed information symbols [7].
In other words, a good visual symbol should be not only
easily recognized, but also be reasonably creatively
designed. In the creative graphic expression, designers
should enhance the recognition of information symbols by
the design language.
For example, in the design of the symbol of “entrance”,
it is necessary to analysis the understanding of the word
“enter”. Ten entrance symbols from British Railways
(BR), London Transport (LT), World Cup (WC),
International Union of Railways (UIC), The International
Council of Graphic Design Associations (ICOG), the
Design of Public Information Symbols of Dreyfuss and
Sim are provided in Figure 2. The results of professional
fitness analysis and user survey indicate that the most
easily recognized symbols are BR and ICOG1. ICOG3
may be mistakenly recognized as “exit” and makes users
confused.
As the information conveying way in convey
interactive interface, recognition is an important
evaluation indicator of the designed symbols [8, 9]. During
the graphical symbol creation process, it is necessary to
analyse cognitive deviations of information symbols from
the perspectives of perception, attention, and memory and
then propose the easily instantly recognized symbols with
visual impact and without semantic deviation. Therefore,
through the study of cognitive deviations of information
symbols, the differential analysis of existing information
symbols from the perspective of perceptual confusion
symbols can contribute to the reasonable design of
information symbols.

UIC

ICOG2

Dreyfuss1

ICOG3

FIGURE 2 Different expression forms of “entrance” symbols

3 Cognitive deviation study of an information symbol
3.1 METHODS
For information symbols represent visual information,
simple questionnaire and interview methods can be used to
study cognitive deviation. In the questionnaire design, the
graphical method is adopted. The interviewees read the
symbols and give the symbol meaning. Through the
interview, the understandings of various symbols from the
interviewees are grasped and personal opinions on
information symbols of the interviewees are recorded.
3.2 MATERIALS AND QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN
Common information symbols are firstly extracted and
selected as study objects, so that the interviewees are
familiar to the symbols. In the acquired symbols, one
concept often has several information symbols or even
eight symbols. One concept has different expression forms
in different industries and application fields.
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TABLE 1 Classification of information symbols
Types
Marks
Product
symbols
Multimedia
symbols
Outdoor
symbols
Daily
symbols
Network
symbols
Document
symbols
Instruction
symbols

Information symbols
Positioning map, objective, label, favourite, and grade
Call, photography, video, TV, and phone
Movies, picture, music, volume, voice, equalizer
Train, car, airplane, and dangerous good
Trash, search, map, compass, clock, lock, unlock,
password, rain, and power
Signal, Internet, WIFI, Bluetooth, download, upload,
e-mail, information, user, and groups
Pie chart, oscillatory graph, histogram, slide,
documents, cut, save, set, tools, and file view
Circle and cancel

3.3 PROCEDURE
In the collected information symbols, one concept may
have several expression symbols, which lead to different
psychological feelings of interviewees. According to age
and gender of interviewees, we designed the questionnaire
for college students who are sensitive to information
symbols of multimedia devices. College students are aged
19-23 years old, including 28 men and 28 women. We
obtained 55 questionnaires, including 50 valid
questionnaires.
The main survey contents can be divided into three
parts: the cognition of different information symbols with
the same meaning, understanding and cognition of
information symbols, cognitive deviations of similar
symbols. After the survey, partial participants are
interviewed.
3.4 SURVEY RESULTS
The mathematical and statistical analysis of survey data
gives the following results.
FIGURE 3 Information symbols acquired from different interactive
interfaces

3.4.1 The cognition of different information symbols with
the same meaning

In the interactive interface of various mobile terminals
(mobile telephone and tablet) and different devices
(printer, car navigator, camera, and daily electronic
devices), investigators extracted common information
symbols and collated the acquired symbols. The symbols
with single expression form were removed, including
“ON” and “OFF”. After eliminating colour difference and
3D effect removal, we obtained the testing symbols, as
shown in Figure 3.
According to the definition of each information
symbol, all information symbols are classified into marks,
product symbols, multimedia symbols, outdoor symbols,
daily symbols, network symbols, document symbols, and
instruction symbols. Representative symbols are selected
from the common multimedia devices, classified and
organized, as shown in Table 1.

When users select some common information symbols,
such as positioning map, wireless network, and movies,
the majority of the users can select the most common
symbols and avoid the interference from other symbols, as
shown in Table 2. However, when the confusing
information symbols coexist, participants can only choose
the best answer according to their own experiences. For
example, many Chinese are accustomed to considering the
symbol of paper clip ( ) as the bookmark. Although the
stripped symbol ( ) is used as the bookmark in many
APPs, Chinese users often improperly select the symbol of
paper clip ( ) as the bookmark because the stripped
symbol ( ) does not meet the Chinese cognitive habits. In
addition, if the information symbols are highly similar,
participants tend to select concise icons. For example,
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among the symbols with the meaning of “user”, most
participants select the two most simple and clear options.
TABLE 2 Cognitive deviations of different icons with the same meaning
Types

Positioning
map

Information
symbols

Participant
number of
various symbols

Percentages

38

76%

3

6%

Participant
number of
various symbols

Information
symbols

Percentages

13

26%

21

42%

Labels
4

8%

13

26%

5

10%

3

6%

0

0

2

4%

23

46%

8

16%

14

28%

4

8%

Movies

Wireless
network

Meanings

Users
7

14%

3

6%

6

12%

15

30%

18

36%

33

66%

6

12%

3

6%

8

16%

3.4.2 Understanding and cognition of information
symbols

TABLE 3 Cognitive deviations of different icons with the same
meaning
Types

In the questionnaire, information symbols with recognition
difficulty are selected as the questions about understanding
and cognition of the meanings. If participants cannot
understand the meaning of the information symbol at a
glance, it is believed that the symbol has no inherent
cognitive thinking.
As shown in Table 3, users tend to understand and
select the verbal meaning or to select the superficial
meaning of information symbols. On the contrary, the
extended meaning of the symbol is seldom considered. For
example, the symbol of “ ” in the phone is often used to
denote power, but users often understand the symbol of “
” as “lightning”, the superficial meaning of the symbol.

Files
Place
Store
Classify
Others
Scan
Direction
Measurement
Search
Others
Connection
Circuit
Network
Relation
Power
Lightning
Danger
Thunderstorm
Outbox
Upload
Top
Up

Participant number
of various symbols
13
15
12
7
3
27
6
6
8
3
23
13
4
10
5
25
20
0
5
35
5
5

Percentages
26%
30%
24%
14%
6%
54%
12%
12%
16%
6%
46%
26%
8%
20%
10%
50%
40%
0
10%
70%
10%
10%
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participants. As shown in Table 4, the GPS symbol is “
”, but most participants select “ ”. The clipboard symbol
is “ ”, but most participants select the symbol “ ”.

3.4.3 Cognitive deviations of similar symbols
The analysis of cognitive deviations of different symbols
under different meanings indicates that confusing symbols
are prone to lead to cognitive deviations among
TABLE 4 Cognitive deviations of similar symbols

Documents
Print
clipboard

35
0
9

16
6
22

18
19
7

15
8
20

17
17
8

GPS
Record
Position acquisition

24
9
10

10
9
10

7
5
31

11
9
26

3
36
4

Mobile data
Cancel
Refresh

10
1
34

42
3
1

2
7
35

4
38
2

23
12
9

Tile
Details
Medium icon

10
1
34

42
3
1

2
7
35

4
38
2

23
12
9

3.5 INTERVIEW AND DISCUSSION

design of symbols and command words, distinct symbols
should be adopted to avoid visual error, which is named
perceptual confusion [10, 11]. Perceptual confusion is one
type of cognitive error. Li Leshan [12] divided the users’
operation errors into two types: in-attention and overattention and believed that users’ error type could be used
to predict the users’ intent and to find the thought process
of the users. The user errors are divided into four types:
slip caused by double capture, forgetting caused by
interruption, weakened intentionality, misperception, and
over-attention. Norman [13, 14] divided operation errors
into the three types: error, slip and mistake. Reason [15,
17] believed that there were 8 basic error types: false
sensation, attention failure, memory slip, inaccurate recall,
misperception, error judgment, inferential error and
unintended actions According to the analysis results of
cognitive deviation experiment, we established a cognitive
model of perceptual confusion. Perceptual confusion
caused by information symbols can be further interpreted
as ambiguity, subjective idea, relation misconception,
morphological resemblance, complex morphology, and
multiple meanings, which lead to recognition difficulty.
Information symbols should be designed according to the
above reasons of perceptual confusion to reduce cognitive
deviation of information symbols (Figure 4).

Interviews are made after the questionnaire survey is
completed. When single participant is interviewed,
participants have no definite concept for many information
symbols, thus leading to difficulty in the questionnaire
survey. The reason of the difficulty can be interpreted in
the following three aspects. Firstly, participants have
obscure understanding of symbols. Secondly, the
recognition of information symbols is poor. Thirdly,
participants have limited information symbol cognition
and cannot grasp the meanings of information symbols.
However, in interviews, participants indicated that easily
confused information symbols could not affect their
selection deeply. Therefore, information symbol confusion
has little effect on cognition. The cognition levels of
participants determine the selection of information
symbols.
4 Cognitive deviation study of an information symbol
Cognitive deviations of information symbols can be
analysed from the cognitive perspective. When a plan is
developed to start the implementation according to a
certain goal, another goal, plan, or action shows favourable
conditions, thus resulting in perceptual confusion. In the
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Symbol design

Information
symbol

Symbol design
Designed according to perceptual
confusion model

Designed according to perceptual
confusion model

Cognitive
deviation
Relation misconception
Morphological resemblance

Meaning confusion

Perceptual
confusion

Complex morphology

Subjective idea

Multiple meanings

FIGURE 4 Perceptual confusion model of information symbols

confusion models, designers should design proper
information symbols with less cognitive deviation for
smooth human-computer interaction.

5 Conclusions
1) Information symbol design should meet users’ habits
and cognitive model. Users under different cultural
backgrounds show significant difference in cognition of
information symbols;
2) Users prefer to clear and concise information symbols,
which can avoid excessive cognition burden;
3) Users are prone to grasp the superficial meanings of
information symbols and seldom consider its extended
meaning;
4) Based on the study of cognitive deviation, we
established the perception confusion models of
information symbol. According to different perception
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Abstract
With the rapid development of the Internet technology and news media, people pay more attention on news especially about commodity
price fluctuation. Hence, more and more Chinese news comments about commodity price fluctuation appear on Internet. These
comments contain all kinds of sentiment. Analysing the sentiment of these comments will make government know more about Netizen
emotion on this information and enhance efficiency of management, which has important practical significance. In this paper, we adopt
three supervised learning methods (naive Bayes, maximum entropy and support vector machines) to automatically classify user
comments as two classes (positive and negative). Through a lot of experiments, we found that machine learning techniques perform
quite well in the domain of commodity price fluctuation news comments sentiment classification. Meanwhile, the effects of the feature
representations and dimensions for the classification of the three machine learning techniques are analysed and discussed in detail.
Experimental results show that maximum entropy classifier is best overall. Frequency is a better method of feature representation,
which can use fewer features to get better result.
Keywords: sentiment classification, online reviews, supervised machine learning algorithm

fluctuation. Hence, the analysis and research about these
news comments is very necessary.
In this paper, we adopt the methods of machine
learning to analyse the sentiment of comments about
commodity price fluctuation. We select the three popular
machine learning algorithms (naive Bayes, maximum
entropy and support vector machines) to classify the
sentiment of comments. We also experiment with three
feature representation methods (presence, TF, TF-IDF) in
the conditions of different feature dimensions. Hence, this
paper will analyse and discuss the following problems:
1) Which is the best classifier among SVM, naive
Bayes and maximum entropy regarding sentiment
classification of commodity price fluctuation news
comments?
2) Which method of feature representation for
classifiers is the best method regarding sentiment
classification of commodity price fluctuation news
comments?
3) How the feature dimensions affect the result of
classification?

1 Introduction
Nowadays, with the rapid development of the news media,
Internet becomes an important part of persons’ daily life.
The news can be spread with high speed through Internet,
which adds people’s awareness of paying close attention
to online news. Hence, most persons are more likely to
comment some news, especially to the news closely linked
with daily life, such as news about commodity price
fluctuation. Most Netizen comments contain opinion or
sentiment, which can impact persons, society and
government. As the managers of society, government
needs to know the public opinion in time. However, it is
time-consuming to browse and analyse all the comments
artificially. Hence, an efficient and automatic method of
analysis and statistics is necessary.
The technology of sentiment classification aims at
analysing texts’ opinion automatically. Sentiment
classification is widely used in many fields, such as
consumption of product, service, social events, vote and so
on. Now, in the domain of sentiment classification, most
researchers focused on product and service field, few
scholars research the classification of new comments.
However, news comments contain a lot of public sentiment
information about government policies, especially the
policies about commodity price fluctuation, which directly
impact the person daily life. What’s more, people pay more
attention to the policies about commodity price

*

2 Previous Work
With the development of society, Internet has become
indispensable part of people’s life. Persons pay more and
more attention to online news, especially the news closely
linked with persons’ life. As an important aspect of
product and consumption, commodity price fluctuation
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has become persons’ focus of attention. Nowadays, the
clicks of news about commodity price fluctuation rise
incessantly, more and more Netizens comment online. In
this situation, the large numbers of comments coming from
Netizens have had huge impact on society life and public
opinion. For the government, the technology of text
classification can improve the efficiency of grasping the
Netizen comment information.
Sentiment classification aiming at classifying texts
according to positive or negative emotion. Sentiment
classification has become the research hotpots now, which
is a branch of the natural language processing. What’s
more, the sentiment classification also has large impact on
other domains, such as management, sociology,
economics and so on. For example, the technology of
sentiment classification can help consumers know the
information of comments coming from other consumers,
enterprise also can grasp the opinion of consumers about
the commodities. In addition, government also can grasp
the opinion of Netizens as well as the proposals of public.
Some researches have applied sentiment classification to
some practice fields, such as product, service, financial and
so on [1-9], This paper will research the sentiment
classification on the news comments of commodity price
fluctuation.
In the domain of sentiment analysis, sentiment
classification is the most wide research aspect [10-13].
Existing methods of sentiment classification on learning
machine can be divided into two classes, which are
supervised and unsupervised classification methods.
Sentiment classification is one of text classification
researches. Hence, existing methods for text classification
can be useful for sentiment classification. As a kind of
short texts, news comments also can be classified through
the methods of traditional text classification. Positive and
negative emotions expressed by the emotional words are
one of the most important indicators in the problems of
sentiment classification. Hence, some researchers used
emotional words to classification with unsupervised
learning methods [14-17]. [14] used sentiment words,
sentiment phrases and fixed syntactic patterns which are
used to express sentiment to perform sentiment
classification. [15-17] used emotional direction and
strength of emotion word, phrase emotional dictionary to
sentiment classification, which adopted emotion strength
and negative conversion to calculate emotional value to
perform classification.
Compared with unsupervised learning methods,
supervised machine learning methods are more often used
on sentiment classification. Most popular machine
learning methods are naive Bayes, maximum entropy and
support vector machines. [1] compared naive Bayes,
maximum entropy and support vector machines on movies
reviews sentiment classification, whose result showed that
the feature representation method of presence is better than
TF, naive Bayes is better than SVM with TF, SVM with
presence is better than naive Bayes, maximum entropy is
worst among the three classifiers. [18] compared SVM,

naive Bayes, N-gram semantic model and found that SVM
and N-gram semantic model are better than naive Bayes on
classification of travel reviews. [19] proved that SVM is
not better than naive Bayes for literature reviews
classification at all times. [20] showed that naive Bayes is
a better classifier than SVM. The examples listed above
show that no machine learning algorithm can always
maintain the best effect for all kind of texts. Hence, It is
necessary to compare naive Bayes, maximum entropy and
SVM to find the best methods in commodity price
fluctuation news comments classification. In addition,
other factors such as feature representation method and
feature dimensions are also worth researching.
3 Methodologies
Figure 1 shows the fundamental steps of text classification
using supervised learning machine methods. As is known
from fundamental theory, the supervised learning machine
methods can train labelled texts to get models, which can
be used for predicting new unlabelled texts.
The following part of this section will introduce the
theory of every section, including feature selection
methods, feature representation methods, and classifiers.
In this paper, each document is represented as a vector with
feature weights. Let t1 , t 2 ,...,t m  be a predefined set of m
features that can appear in a document. Let ni be the
number of times that ti occurs in document d. Let wi is the
feature weight in a document. Each document d is
represented by the document vector d  w1 , w2 ,...,wm  .
Training
Data Set

Feature
Extraction

Testing
Data Set

Text Vectors

Features

Term Weighting

Text Vectors

Training

Sentiment
Classification
Model

Classifying

Positive Texts
Negative Texts

FIGURE 1 Fundamental theory of text classification

3.1 FEATURE SELECTION
Large numbers of features will be produced through
feature identification. If all the features are used for
classifier, the result and efficiency of classification will be
reduced. Hence, feature selection is essential for
classification. This paper adopts document frequency
feature selection method, whose another name is DF.
Generally, the DF firstly counts the number of every
feature (DF value) appearing in all texts (comments), and
then get the proper features according to the DF value. In
our experiment, all the features are sorted according to the
DF value. We select top n features to do experiments, The
value of n is from 50 to 2950. The 30 groups of features
will be selected, the distance of numbers is 100 among
each group.
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3.2 FEATURE REPRESENTATION

3.3 CLASSIFIERS

Feature weighting denotes the importance of a feature of a
text, namely the distinguish ability of a feature of the text.
Feature weight is calculated through the statistical
information of text. This paper will compare three different
calculation methods of feature weight for classification,
they are Boolean, frequency and TF-IDF.

3.3.1 Naive Bayes classifier

3.2.1 Presence representation

PCi d  

Naive Bayes classifier is a kind of simple classifier, but
widely used in text classification. According to the Bayes
formula, the probability of document d belongs to Ci is
calculated by the following equation:

Boolean is based on the feature whether or not appears in
the text. When the feature appears in the text, the value is
1, otherwise the value is 0. This method is replaced by
other more accurate methods because the Boolean value
cannot reflect the importance of feature in text. However,
this method can also obtain a good effect under some
circumstances. For instance, [1] performed the sentiment
classification of movie reviews, which showed that SVM
with unigrams model combining Boolean feature
representation is better than the other methods of feature
representation in the same circumstances.

P( d )

,

(2)

where P(Ci ) indicates the probability of a document
belonging to Ci . In this paper, we used Naive Bayes
classifier with weight. The equation is following:

W (t ,d ) 
P (Ci )  P (t i Ci ) i 
 t V

i

PNB Ci d  

W ( ti , d ) 

  P(C j )  P(ti C j )

j 
t iV

,

(3)

where feature ti is independent of document d , W (ti , d )
indicates the weights of feature ti in document d .

3.2.2 TF

P(ti Ci ) indicates the Laplacean probability estimation

The method of TF uses the times of feature appearance in
the text to represent the text. When we use frequency as
the calculation of feature weight, the distinguish ability of
low-frequency features will be ignored. However, some
low-frequency features may have a greater ability to
distinguish text than high-frequency features. [21] used
naive Bayes with TF feature representation method
performed the standard topic-based categorization and the
accuracy is highest. [19] found that frequency is the better
feature representation method for SVM and naive Bayes in
the novel text sentiment classification experiment.

value of conditional probability of documents belonging to
Ci if it contains feature ti . P(ti Ci ) is calculated by the
following equation:

P(ti Ci ) 

1  W (ti , Ci )
V 

W (t , C )
j

,

(4)

i

j

where W (ti , Ci ) indicates the number of

documents

containing features ti and belonging to Ci . V is the size

of t1 , t 2 ,...,t m  , which are all features coming from all
documents.
Naive Bayes classifier is based on the assumption of
independence conditions, using the joint probability
between features and categories to estimate the probability
of categories given a document. Although it’s assumption
conditions is very restrictive and difficult to meet in realworld, it still performed well in text classification [20,22].
[23] showed that naive Bayes can well complete two
opposite case data classification, completely independent
features classification or functionally dependent features
classification.

3.2.3 TF-IDF
TF-IDF is the most widely used feature weight calculation
method for the text classification. It is based on the idea: if
one feature has high-frequency, and rarely appears in other
text, then the feature has a good ability to distinguish.
Although it is ideas and structure of statistics are very
simple, but its performance is very good. The TF  IDF
value of a certain feature is calculated by the following
equation:
N
wij  tfij  log ,
ni

Pd Ci * P(Ci )

(1)

3.3.2 Maximum entropy classifier

where wij indicates the weight of feature ti in document

Maximum entropy classifier (ME) is based on maximum
entropy model, [24] was the first application of maximum
entropy models in the natural language processing; [25]
improved maximum entropy model. [26] found that ME is
better classifier than Naive Bayes classifier on text
classification. Its basic idea is that it does not make any

d j . tf ij indicates the frequency of feature ti in document
d j . ni indicates the number of document which contains
feature ti . N is the number of all documents.
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hypothesis and remain maximum entropy for the unknown
information, this is an advantage for maximum entropy
compared with Naive Bayes. Maximum entropy model
must satisfy the constraint of known information and the
principle of maximum entropy. Hence maximum entropy
model is got through solving a optimization problem with
constraints. The classical algorithm to solve this problem
is lagrange multiplier method. In this paper, we give the
conclusion directly. The result is following:

p  Ci ti  

Moreover, kernel function can be used for linear
inseparable problems for SVM to convert low dimensional
space nonlinear problem to high dimension space linear
problem. Mapping of kernel function can be a good control
of the computational complexity of nonlinear expansion
and can avoid the curse of dimensionality. There are many
kernel functions: linear kernel, Gaussian kernel function,
radial basis function and so on. In this paper, we used
linear kernel function and optimize the parameter of SVM
model, which will be used for following experiments.



exp  i f (ti , Ci )  , (5)



 exp  i f (ti , Ci )   i
Ci
 i

1

4 Experiments
4.1 EXPERIMENT DATA

where p  indicates a predictive model for classification;
V indicates the feature vectors; Ci indicates the type

This paper research the sentiment classification of online
comments to news of commodity price fluctuation,
therefore, we created a corpus by retrieving reviews of
news of commodity price fluctuation from each big
Chinese news website (URL: http://news.sina.com.cn;
http://news.sohu.com;
http://news.qq.com;
http://news.163.com; http://www.people.com.cn). The
data we used for experiment were downloaded by a
crawler and randomly selected 3566 comments from all
comments.
In this paper, we focus on classifying comments as
positive or negative. However, there is no label about the
polarity of sentiment for comments. Thus, three students
were trained to annotate these comments. In the whole
process of the annotation, non-commodity-pricefluctuation news comments were excluded before
annotating the polarity of sentiment. Comments were
annotated polarity according to the unified label; the
values were 0, 1, 2. Thereinto, 0 represents the negative
comments, 1 represents the positive comments, 2
represents the comments which its polarity cannot be
judged. We found that there was inconsistent between
students when they annotated comments. We weeded out
the comments if:
1) it is annotated differently by three students;
2) two students’ judgment annotates it with 2.
Finally, 1500 negative comments and 1500 positive
comments were randomly chosen to establish the corpus.

which the document belongs to. i indicates the feature
weight of feature vectors containing many feature ti .
f (ti , Ci ) is an indicator function.
3.3.3 SVM
Support vector machine (SVM) is generally considered as
the best classifier for traditional text classification [27], it
is usually better than naive Bayes and maximum entropy.
Naive Bayes and maximum entropy are based on
probability model, support vector machine (SVM)
classifier is got by solving the optimal hyperplane

represented by vector W . Hyperplane is shown in Figure
2, this hyperplane is used to accomplish classification
which can ensure maximum separation between a certain
amount of data from the training set and hyperplane.
Solving the maximum margin hyperplane eventually is
converted into solving a convex quadratic programming
problem.

4.2 EVALUATION METHOD
In this paper, the results of sentiment classification are
evaluated by three indexes that are frequently used in text
classification: Accuracy, Precision and Recall. Accuracy
is used to justify the overall performance of sentiment
classification. Precision and recall are used to evaluate the
performance the negative and positive classification.
These indexes can be calculated according to Table 1.

FIGURE 2 The optimal hyperplane

Generally, it translates the above problem into the
constrained optimization problem of dual variables
through Lagrange Duality. The solution can be written as:



n
W  i 1 i C i d i ,

(6)

Ci is the correct category for document di .  i are
support vector and greater than zero.
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TABLE 1 Results of experiments
Classified positive
comments

Classified negative
comments

a

b

c

d

labelled positive
comments
labelled negative
comments

5 Experiment result and discussion
We adopt 3-fold cross-validation to do experiment. We
adopt our own implementation for text pre-processing,
NLPIR toolkit is used for Chinese text segmentation,
McCallum’s Mallet toolkit [28] implementation of naive
Bayes classifier and maximum entropy classifier and
Chang’s LIBSVM [29] implementation of a Support
Vector Machine classifier are used for classification. We
ran each classifier with various feature representations and
different number of features to experiment.

The calculation equations are the following, respectively:
ad
,
(7)
Accuracy 
abcd
Precision  pos  

a
,
ab

(8)

d
,
Precision (neg ) 
cd

(9)

5.1 EXPERIMENT RESULTS OF NB CLASSIFIER

Recall pos  

a
,
ac

(10)

Recall neg  

d
.
bd

(11)

The performances of sentiment classification of NB with
various feature representations and different feature sizes
are showed in Figures 3-5.

FIGURE 3 NB with presence representation under different feature dimensions

FIGURE 4 NB with TF representation under different feature dimensions

FIGURE 5 NB with TF-IDF representation under different feature dimensions
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Figure 3 indicates the result of NB by accounting for
feature presence, the most results of average accuracy are
between 85% and 90%, the average accuracy peaks at 90%
with 2650 features and the lowest average accuracy is
79.66% with 50 features. Figure 4 displays the result of NB
with TF feature weight calculation method, the average
accuracies distribute mainly between 85% and 90%, the
top of average accuracy is 90% with 950 features, and the
minimum average accuracy is 77.59% with 50 features.
Figure 5 shows the results of NB with TF-IDF feature
representation, the most average accuracies are between
80% and 85%, the peak of average accuracy is 87.93%
with 2450 features and the minimum average accuracy is
76.90% with 50 features.

5.2 EXPERIMENT RESULTS OF ME CLASSIFIER
The performances of sentiment classification of ME with
various feature representations and different feature
dimensions are showed in Figures 6-8. Figure 6 indicates
the result of ME by accounting for feature presence, the
average accuracy peaks at 91.03% with 1250 (2350)
features and the lowest average accuracy is 77.24% with
50 features. Figure 7 displays the result of ME with TF
feature weight calculation method, the top of average
accuracy is 91.38% with 2250 features, the minimum
average accuracy is 74.83% with 50 features. Figure 8
shows the results of ME with TF-IDF feature
representation, the peak of average accuracy is 91.72%
with 1750 features and the minimum average accuracy is
80.00% with 50 features. As Figure 6-8 show, 90% results
of the average accuracy of ME with three feature
representations are above 85%.

FIGURE 6 ME with presence representation under different feature dimensions

FIGURE 7 ME with TF representation under different feature dimensions

FIGURE 8 ME with TF-IDF representation under different feature dimensions

5.3 EXPERIMENT RESULTS OF SVM CLASSIFIER

sizes are showed in Figures 9-11. Figure 9 indicates the
result of SVM by accounting for feature presence, the
range of average accuracy is wide, the average accuracy
peaks at 89.35% with 1850 features and the lowest average
accuracy is 56.36% with 2250 features. Figure 10 displays

The performances of sentiment classification of SVM with
various feature representations and different feature
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the result of SVM with TF feature weight calculation
method, more than 90% results of the average accuracy are
above 85%, the top of average accuracy is 87.97% with
350 features, the minimum average accuracy is 80.76%
with 50 features. Figure 11 shows the results of SVM with

TF-IDF feature representation, the most average
accuracies are around 85%, the peak of average accuracy
is 87.63% with 2550 features and the minimum average
accuracy is 80.07% with 50 features.

FIGURE 9 SVM with presence representation under different feature dimensions

FIGURE 10 SVM with TF representation under different feature dimensions

FIGURE 11 SVM with TF-IDF representation under different feature dimensions
TABLE 2 The top of average accuracy under three classifiers with three

5.4 COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF
EXPERIMENT RESULTS

NB
ME
SVM

5.4.1 NB vs ME vs SVM
As Figures 3-11 show, the top of average accuracy will be
varied according to different classifiers with different
calculation methods of feature weight. Table 2 shows the
statistical result of highest average accuracy for every
classifier with three feature representations, ME is the best
classifier for sentiment classification of online comments
to news of commodity price fluctuation. The tops of
average accuracy of ME with three feature representations
are all above 91.00%, thereinto, the best average accuracy
is 91.72% accounting for TF-IDF. ME slightly outperform
NB. The highest average accuracy is 90% of NB with
presence and TF feature weight calculation methods, but
the number of features for NB with presence and TF
feature representations are 950 and 2650, respectively.

Presence
90.00%
91.03%
89.35%

TF
90.00%
91.38%
87.97%

TF-IDF
87.93%
91.72%
87.63%

Table 2 indicates that the minimum value of the top of
average accuracies of three classifiers with three feature
representations is 87.63%, which is achieved by SVM with
TF-TDF. Table 3 shows the result of the number of
features, if and only if the features are needed for three
classifiers with different feature representations when their
average accuracies are 87.63%. We find that ME achieve
accuracy around 87.63% using few features than NB and
SVM, especially ME with presence and TF-IDF feature
weight calculation methods. NB requires fewer features
than SVM with three feature representations.
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TABLE 3 The feature dimensions when average accuracy achieve
87.63% in first time
Presence
950
350
1550

NB
ME
SVM

TF
250
550
350

to achieve higher average accuracy. SVM with presence
achieves the best average accuracy.
Table 3 shows that, three classifiers with different
feature representations achieve the same average accuracy,
they use a fewer features when they adopt TF feature
weight calculation method than presence and TF-IDF. As
Table 2 and Table 5 show, compared with other feature
representations, TF has the superiority on the aspect of top
of average accuracy and mean value of average accuracy.
Table 4 displays that, the gap between negative precision
and positive precision of TF is smallest. In this paper, TF
is the best feature weight calculation method and its
compatibility is best.

TF-IDF
2450
950
2550

The negative precision and positive precision of three
classifiers with different feature weight calculation
methods is varied. Table 4 displays the sum of absolute of
D-value from negative precision and positive precision of
three classifiers. For NB, with three feature
representations, the positive precision is higher than
negative precision. SVM achieves better negative
precision. However, the sum of SVM with presence is
more than others. Figure 9 shows the difference between
negative precision and positive precision of SVM with
presence is larger. The gap between positive precision and
negative precision of ME is smallest.

5.4.3 The number of features
As is shown above, the results of sentiment classification
of online comments to news of commodity price
fluctuation, except the accuracy of SVM with presence,
which can use 50 features to achieve 82.47% accuracy, the
average accuracy of three classifiers with different feature
representations with low feature dimension is low. We find
that the accuracies are low when classifiers with few
features, but with the number of features increasing, the
accuracies of three classifiers reach their peaks and then
decline or fluctuate. For instance, the average accuracy of
SVM with presence peaks 89.35% with 1850 features and
then declines, the average accuracy of ME with presence
peaks 91.03% with 1250 features and then fluctuates. This
proved that, the effects of classifiers are influenced by
feature dimensions when few features are used for
classification, because the helpful features are not
included. Moreover, after the accuracies reach their peaks,
the effect of feature dimensions for classifiers is small, and
the average accuracy can be improved through perfecting
classifiers, feature weight calculation method and feature
extraction method.
As Figures 2-11 show, according with the formula of
recall and precision, the trend of positive recall and
negative precision is same, the trend of negative recall and
positive precision is same. What’s more, the experiment
result of recall and precision also proved the veracity of
classifiers.

TABLE 4 The sum of absolute of D-value from negative precision and
positive precision
Presence
1.676
0.932
12.197

NB
ME
SVM

TF
1.166
0.951
0.909

TF-IDF
1.466
1.002
1.165

The stability of three classifiers with three feature
representations is different. Table 5 shows the mean values
and variances of average accuracy. The variances of SVM
with TF and TF-IDF is less than other variances, but the
variance of SVM with presence is largest. Although ME
outperform SVM and NB, its variance is larger. The
variances of NB are smaller than the variances of ME.
Thus, the result demonstrates a descending order of the
stability of three classifiers as SVM (TF, TFIDF)>NB>ME. The performance of SVM with presence is
most unstable. In practice application, if you pay attention
to the stability of classifiers, you can select SVM and TF
to achieve higher average accuracy to sentiment
classification of online news comments of commodity
price fluctuation.
TABLE 5 The mean values and variances of average accuracy
mean values of average
accuracy (%)
TFPresence
TF
IDF

variances of average
accuracy
TFPresence
TF
IDF

NB

85.62

86.06

82.77

0.0240

0.0265

0.0224

ME

88.0

87.66

87.10

0.0270

0.0336

0.0228

SVM

77.58

86.93

85.38

0.0993

0.0158

0.0160

5.4.4 Model analysis
Overall, the maximum entropy classifier has outstanding
performance for commodity price fluctuation news
comments classification compared to naive Bayes and
SVM. The deep reasons are related to the maximum
entropy theory and character of these comments. The
commodity
price
fluctuation
news
comments
classification has the peculiarity that a lot of comments
express the subjective opinion through the objective
words, which enhance the difficulty of classification.
However, the maximum entropy theory is based on that it
does not make any hypothesis and remain maximum
entropy for the unknown information. Hence, maximum

5.4.2 Presence vs TF vs TF-IDF
For presence, TF and TF-IDF, combining with three
classifiers to sentiment classification of online comments
to news of commodity price fluctuation, the best average
accuracy is achieved by TF-IDF and ME. However,
different classifiers are suitable for different feature
representations. NB with TF can use small size of features
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entropy classifier has strong robustness for our text data.
Compared to two other classifiers, the theory of naive
Bayes classifier is based on assumption that the features
are independent with each other. In fact, the dependent
relationship is existing between features. Hence, the
classification result of naive Bayes is little worse than
maximum entropy. For SVM classifier, the presence
feature representation method has instability. When the
feature dimensions is large enough, the classification
accuracy reduce rapidly. However, the TF and TF-IDF
feature representation methods for SVM have strong
stability. The reason is that SVM classifier with presence
feature representation will result in data sparse problem
when the feature dimensions is very high, which make the
accuracy reduce.

Zhao Yan, Dong Suyu, Yang Jing

From the performance, we find that machine learning
techniques perform quite well in the domain of sentiment
classification of online comments to news of commodity
price fluctuation. Comparing NB and SVM, ME is the
most effective and efficient. The top accuracy of three
classifiers is 92.72%, which achieves by ME with TF-IDF.
However, SVM is the most stable classifier. With different
feature representations, the accuracies of three classifiers
reach their peaks. Considering feature dimensions
simultaneously, TF is the best feature weight calculation
method. The results of experiment proved that the effects
of classifiers are affected if the number of features is small.
With the increasing of dimensions of features, the
influence of features dimensions is reducing. In the
practical application, the dimensions of features should be
chosen properly. Only in this way, can the result of
classification will be efficient and accurate.
The value of this research is big, it can be useful for
different areas, such as governments, business and so on.
On the basis of this research, future research will be
extended to the sentiment analysis on cloud platforms to
solve all kinds of big data problems.

6 Conclusions
Since 2000, sentiment analysis has become a very active
research area in linguistics and natural language
processing. Although there are many researches about
sentiment classification, most research is about product
and service and little research had been done about
sentiment classification of news comments. In this paper,
we focus on the sentiment classification of online
comments to news of commodity price fluctuation. We
analyze the characteristics of Naive Bayes model,
maximum entropy model and SVM model.
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Abstract
Intelligent transportation system (ITS) has gradually become reality with the increasingly wide application of GPS in car navigation
system. It is wider and wider applied into traffic management to support short-tern traffic prediction, provide the information for public
travel rapidly and effectively and realizes the effective supervision on traffic state. It can also relieve the pressure of highway road in
our country. This paper focused on the study of floating car data technology based on GPS in ITS and developed relative procedure
based on algorithm theory. It designed out a solution suitable for highway real time road condition system based on GPS floating car
data technology after the demand analysis, functional decomposition and concept design on highway real time road condition system
and best road and shortest time selection on driving by mathematical modelling so that achieve highway road optimization.
Keywords: GPS floating car data, GPS, ITS, mathematical modelling, driving time

Although the research on ITS in our country started
late, the research result on this aspect of experts is
delightful. Zhou Yang from Nanchang Aviation
University developed a national highway traffic systemB/S system based on GPS floating car data technology in
research of highway real time road condition system based
on GPS floating car data [3]. This system realizes 5 min
real time refreshing and road condition prediction
function. Meanwhile, it provides second development
interface for external which is convenient for second
development on other map developers. Bai Fengwei [4]
made information more efficiency and diversified by
improving highway information collection system in
Opinion and Suggestion on Information Collection of
Highway Monitoring System. Wang Junming [5] from
Chang’an University studied topic of digitization of
highway simulation monitoring system and laid a strong
foundation for networking of highway monitoring system
in research of highway monitoring system and relative
device. This paper focused on study on principle of
floating car data based on GPS and algorithm realization.
And a highway real time road condition system was
developed. Compared to traditional road condition system,
it can collect road condition information flexibly with little
cost. It is a good solution for current traffic jam.

1 Introduction
Developments of modern society bring people highly
developed economy and wonderful material lives as well
as negative effect such as traffic jam. City traffic
infrastructure cannot keep up with traffic demand growth.
City planning, land utilization and highway network
planning are not reasonable. In addition, urban bus
transport lags behind. And growth speed of mini car is too
quick and volume of parking lot is not enough [1]. These
problems all deteriorate traffic jam, which affects rapid
development of social economy to a large extent.
Therefore, scholars and experts from different countries
begin to devote to this problem and some positive
achievements have gained. Precondition for these
achievement need improvement and development of
advanced technology such as ITS and GPS [2].
Combination network and
control forward platform(AFS)

Obtain GPS locator data

Data assignment service

SOCCT communication

WDP library writing
agency

The storage of
analysis results

Analysis service

Pipeline
communication

Road matching
module

2 Current situation overview and research thought of
highway

Memcached internal
storage database

Most road condition system in our country adopts fixed
data collection means in view of current real time road
condition system. For instance, Shanghai public transport
system and Tianjin real time road condition all adopt video
collection technology. And these systems are mainly
applied in main traffic artery in city centre; however, road

HTG external data
transformation

Client-side

FIGURE 1 System overall flow figure
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condition information collection by floating car data
technology is still in theoretical research and verification
stage in most area. Some cities have gradually applied
floating car data technology to obtain real time road
condition information.
Author programmed this paper according to
development procedure of software system combining
with basic requirement of master’s thesis. The detailed
flow figure is as Figure 1.

3.2 MAP MATCHING ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Highway road condition system makes analysis on
national highway road condition. Speed of matching
algorithm largely affects the efficiency of system.
Therefore, the critical part of matching algorithm is to
match GPS information of floating car data to relative road
as soon as possible. The basic flow is shown in Figure 3.

3 GPS floating car data technology and algorithm

GPRS
antenna

3.1 GPS FLOATING CAR DATA TECHNOLOGY
BASIS

GPS
module

Display
module

Warning
module

Storage
module

Serial
port

GPRS/ CDMA
antenna
Serial SIM card
port
GPS/CDM
A module

MCU microprocessor

3.1.1 Overall structure principle explanation
Power supply
module

Floating car data technology based on GPS is based on
GPS combining with geographical information
technology, wireless communication technique such as
CDMA, GSM, WCDMA, etc. computer communication
and data processing technology [5]. It collects information
through mobile car terminal installed in driving car and
constructs computer model to process and analyse locator
data by matching software in information centre. Thus,
traffic jam condition information is obtained. The overall
structure figure is as Figure 2.
Satellite

Satellite

Communication
base station

Car-mounted terminal

3.3 SEARCH AND REALIZATION OF MATCHING
DISTANCE
In this system, the realization of matching algorithm is
through the analysis from MAPX. And matching of GPS
and highway road segment is realized through primitive
lookup algorithm of MAPX. The function method is as
follows:
OBJECT. Search within Distance (Source, double
Distance, short Units, and short Search Type).
This method search surface features within a certain
scope with some point or some primitive as standard. First
parameter sets a point object or a feature object. Second
parameter sets distance. Third parameter set unit. Fourth
parameter sets return result and the position relationship
between standard and distance [10].
Above function searches highway road segment
information with certain scope by importing GPS position
information. Then it analyses deeply angular separation
according to initial matching road segment information
and at last confirms the matching road segment of GPS
point information.

GPRS/ CDWA
network

Car-mounted terminal

GPRS/ CDMA
gateway

Internet/ private network

Management
WEB server

Database server

server

Expansion
interface

FIGURE 3 Matching algorithm flow chart

Wireless
communicatio
n technology

Satellite
positioning
signal

Car condition
detection module

GIS server

FIGURE 2 Overall structure chart based on GPS floating car data
technology

3.4 ALGORITHM OF REAL TIME SPEED
OBTAINING

3.1.2 Car-mounted terminal description
GPS car-mounted terminal is also termed as GPD carmounted monitoring terminal. It monitors car position
information and car state and provides software and
hardware comprehensive system relying on satellite
positioning, geographic information and wireless
communication technique means. GPS car-mounted
terminal is mainly composed of GPS positioning module,
microprocessor unit, wireless communication module,
client-side software and other extension unit [6]. The
structure is shown in Figure 2.

Vehicle tracking method estimates average speed: one
field in vehicle locator data packet. This speed is obtained
by GPS car-mounted terminal. Its speed is also the instant
speed of car. For the floating car data that has no
continuous locating point in the same road segment, the
instant speed of cars driving in that road segment is
obtained and weighting for obtaining average speed.

wr 

pr
n

p
r 1

,
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r
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recorded as a, b and c. And suppose that the probability of
1 4 1
value as a, b, c are respectively , , . Then expectation
6 6 6
a  4c  b
.
of finishing the road can be estimated by ET 
6
It can be known from Chebyshev in equation
1
p{ ti  ET   t }  2 that when   3 , the possibility

n

ul   wr ur ,

(2)

r 1

where wr is the weight of floating car r, n is the number of
floating car data positioning packet that pass road segment
1 and ur is car speed in positioning packet.
The system is limited in locator data in single road
segment. And national data size is too large. Therefore,
this system adopts vehicle tracking - direct obtaining
method to obtain speed of road segment in view of
complexity of calculation.



of deviation between time of finishing this road ti and
expected time ET exceed three times of divide difference
1
of time need in finishing this road will not larger than .
9
Suppose the minimum value of ti is a  ET  3 t and the
maximum value of ti is a  ET  3 t , then b  a  6 t .
Therefore, divide difference of time that need in finishing
ba
Li can be estimated by  t 
.
6
Next we consider a road. Suppose that the road can be
divided into m segments, then estimation on the expected
time μ that needed in finishing this road can be expressed
as sum of expected time of m segments. Estimation on time
variance  2 can be expressed as sum of time variance of
m segments road. Progressive obedience normal
distribution of time can be known from central-limit
theorem of probability theory. Based on it, probability P of
finishing this road within a certain period of time can be
calculated:

4 Shortest driving time selection by mathematical
modelling
4.1 MODEL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Road traffic state is nonlinear. And car, speed and road
condition have interaction function. Its research is
including micro model and macro model [8]. There are
four indexed to measure in view of traveling of traveller.
First is that expected driving time is shortest; second is the
high reliability of route, that is, the possibility of serious
block is low; third is that the journey is shortest; four is the
lowest cost [9]. Sometimes these indexes are contradictory
and balance is needed between two sides. In this paper, we
took shortest driving time as design purpose.
4.2 PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND MODELING
We can conclude road condition on road Li into three
conditions: normal, jam and serious jam. The number of
relative road segment is ni1 , ni 2 , ni 3 . Expectation and
standard deviation of driving time on every road can be
calculated according to the data obtained by sensor. Then
the expectation and standard derivation of the whole road
is:
ni 1

ni 2

ni 3

i 1

i 1

i 1

 Li   in   ic   ih ,
 Li 

ni 1


i 1

ni 2

n
i



c
i

i 1

h
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1
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(   )2
2 2

d
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.
  

(5)

According to above discussion, we can transform
original problem into uncertain PERT network problem.
Optimal purpose is defined as the shortest time needed in
finishing some road in the condition of probability P.

(3)

5 Conclusions
This paper introduced ITS and mainly studied floating car
data technology based on GPS in order to solve the
increasingly serious traffic jam. Although research based
on GPS floating car data technology have many theoretical
achievement, many experiments focus on the area of urban
main road where vehicles are intensive. However, these
papers mainly face to national highway and the vehicles
density and supporting points do not reach the amount of
previous research achievement. Through practical
observation and analysis, highway is different with
previous research result. Vehicles density of highway is
not such large as that of urban traffic road. But the
structure of highway is simpler and few cars can reflect
traffic condition. In addition, we increase jam feasibility
for reference and explore a solution suitable for this system
by nearby road detection and mathematical modelling.

ni 3

    ,
i 1

P

t

(4)

where in , ic , ih are respectively expressed as the
expectation of driving time in the condition of normal, jam
and serious jam and  in ,  ic ,  ih are respectively expressed
as the standard derivation of driving time in the condition
of normal, jam and serious jam. And obedience parameter
of driving time of road Li is normal distribution of
  Li ,  2 Li  .
If the material is not sufficient, then there are three
estimations on time: the most optimistic estimation, the
most possible estimation and the most conservation
estimation, which are respectively corresponding to
normal, jam and serious jam. The three estimations can be
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Abstract
Information propagation network analysis provides a new way to investigate online activities. From the perspective of information
propagation analysis we can understand it in a constant evolving way, that is, the content of the information is modified by the netizens
with a certain probability during the whole propagation process. By analysing the online behaviour of netizens, we constructed an
information propagation network on social networks. In this paper, we found that the original information can keep its influence on the
netizens only when most of them are forwarders. Meanwhile this paper reveals influence propagation is aggregated, for example,
netizens tend to give a low rating after a low rating, as well as a high rating following a high rating. Our findings are helpful in better
understanding information propagation.
Keywords: information propagation, social network, scale-free network, power-law distribution, influence propagation

the information are named as forwarders. The netizens
modifying the information are named as modifiers.

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of social networks, more and
more people are using social networks to obtain
information [1]. We no longer need to physically enter a
library to obtain the latest news or to read a scholarly
journal. A simple search through any computer or mobile
device is enough to put at our disposal not only what we
search for but also a trove of related findings that increase
our curiosity and expand our horizons. Add to that the
ubiquity of e-mail, instant messaging and Microblogs, and
we find ourselves in a world of instant connectivity and
potentially productive connections with social networks
across the globe.
A social network is a social structure made up of a set
of social actors (such as individuals or organizations) and
a complex set of the dyadic ties between these actors, and
is main tunnel of information propagation [2]. P. S. Dodds
and D. J. Watts studied the accumulation effect of
information propagation and E. Agliari et al took into
consideration the degeneration of information on a spatial
system. In social networks, e.g., scale-free networks [3],
the information propagation process is much more
complicated than the ordinary scenarios. The information
changes constantly in its propagation process. The
behaviour comes from the cumulative modifications
during the propagation process however, whether the
information can spread through the whole network
depends not only on the existence of the connections
among nodes, but also on their strategies. We divide the
strategies into two types: one is to forward information
directly; the other is to modify information before
spreading it out. In this paper, we investigate information
propagation in social networks, the netizens forwarding

2 Related work
In 1967, Stanley Milgram is credited with introducing the
notion of a small-world network to the social science
community. Milgram’s famous “six degrees of separation”
experiment suggested that the distance between two
people selected at random from the entire population of the
United States is approximately six intermediaries. In 1999,
Barabasi created another line of investigation with the
invention of scale-free networks (non-random networks
with hubs). In a number of studies of the structure of the
Internet and WWW, Barabasi et al. discovered an
emergent property of the decentralized Internet that it had
emerged without central planning into a structure
consisting of a small number of extremely popular sites
called hubs, which have more influence, and a large
number of “unpopular” sites with few links. Instead of
being random, the Internet topology was very non-random.
In fact, the probability that a site has k links obeys a power
law, which drops off quickly for large k. Furthermore, they
speculated that this was the result of a microrule called
preferential attachment that the probability a site will
obtain a new link is directly proportional to the number of
links it already has. Thus, the more links a site has, the
more it gets the so-called “rich get richer” phenomenon.
Figure 1 shows the flow web of the 1000 most-visited
sites [4]. Solid circles represent websites and edges show
information propagation flow. The size of circles is
proportional to the logarithmic value of their flow. The red
circles is web 2.0 sites, the blue ones is web 1.0 and the
white ones is search engine. As we can see from Figure 1,
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netizens prefer web 2.0 to web 1.0.In Figure 2, the blue
circles is statistics of the 1000 most-visited sites flow, the
red line is analogue value of Zipf law. The reasons why
there appear the phenomenon of a significant cut-off are
lack of lower-ranking websites’ data and rich-get-richer
paradigm [5].As shown in Figure 2, the Internet is the
power-law distribution which   1 .

In this model, a netizen changes his or her position by
an amount Si (t ) after each interaction. A necessary (but
not sufficient) condition for reaching a consensus in a
communication network is  ( L)  0 , that is, a negative
spectral gap, where  is the largest nontrivial eigenvalue
of L . At this moment, si (t )  Ls(t ) , where L is the
Laplacian of  T , as shown in Equation 2.

si (t  1)  si (t )  Lsi (t )  [ I  L]si (t )  [I  L]' si (0) , (2)
Our network can model the consequences of
information propagation. Let s be a measure of
stubbornness over netizen. In Figure 3, s  0 means the
netizen who disseminates the information directly to their
neighbours denoted by a circle; s  0 means the netizen
delivers the information after modifying denoted by a
square. So the content of the information is modified by
the netizens with a certain probability during the whole
propagation process.
When receiving a certain version of the information,
the netizen (the receiver) becomes a disseminator (denoted
by white colour in Figure 3) of the version. When receiving
two or more different versions of the information, the
netizen accepts the latest version. If a netizen receives the
original information or the revised versions, which he sent
before, they will turn to be a terminator (denoted by black
colour in Figure 3). This is simply because once the
disseminator has disseminated similar information to their
neighbours, this means there is no need to do that again.
On the other hand, the neighbours who send the versions
of the information to them would not be interested in the
similar information as well.

FIGURE 1 The network of top 1000 sites worldwide

FIGURE 2 The flow distribution of top 1000 sites worldwide

3 Information propagation network
A information propagation network is a (directed or
undirected) network, G(t )=  N (t ), L(t ), f  , where N (t )
is a set of actors (nodes) with time-varying state, L(t ) is a
set of influence degree  for information, and f is a
static mapping of N  N that defines the topology of G .
Nodes and links have a value property that defines
influence degree (for links) and position (for nodes)
associated with a proposition. Further, let S (t ) be the state
vector representing an actor’s position, where 1  S (t )  1

FIGURE 3 Information propagation network. R denotes the revised
frequency of the information

4 Information propagation model
In our spreading model, netizens can play three roles:
receivers, disseminators, and terminators, whose densities
are denoted by r (t ), d x (t ) and e(t ) . Here, x denotes the
version of information. The original version is one. We set
the normalization condition r (t )  d sum (t )  e(t )  1 and

and S (t )   s1 , s2 , , sn T  state vector of G . The rate of
change in the state of a netizen is dictated by the difference
between the states of adjacent netizens, State Equation is
as follows:

d sum   d x .The role of a netizen starts with a receiver.

si (t  1)  si (t )   [ s j (t )  si (t )] T  si (t )   si (t ) . (1)
j

x

j

When information is injected into networks such as
scale-free networks, the set of coupled properties can be
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To clarify the result of evolution, we run extensive
simulations on scale-free networks for five different values
of F  0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 . We generate BA network
which are generated by m0  m  3 . With the initial

written as the following. Consider a receiver forwarder i
with degree K after t steps. When receiving the
information x , a probability with which it becomes a
spreader d x is shown in Equation (3):

Prrdd x

k ' P(k ' )d k ' (t )
(t , k )  FkP(k )rk (t )
,
k
k'

N 1
1
, d (0) 
and e(0)  0 , k  6 .
N
N
We measure the distributions of R in Figure 4. We define
( R) as the number of netizens who were the
disseminators of the information revised R times before the
information vanishes. One can observe that the majority of
the netizens are infected by the versions revised in Figure
4. This observation indicates that the original information
can keep its influence on the netizens only when most of
them are forwarders in the information propagation
networks.
conditions r (0) 

(3)

where P(k ) denotes the degree distribution of the
networks and F denotes the forwarders’ fraction. If i is
a receiver modifier, the probability with which it becomes
a modified information spreader d x 1 is shown in
Equation (4):

Prrdd x 1 (t , k )  (1  F )kP(k )rk (t )
k'

k ' P(k ' )d k ' (t )
.
k

(4)

The probability with which a disseminator d x
becomes a terminator e is shown in Equation (5).

Pddex e (t , k )  kP(k )d k (t )
k'

k ' P(k ' )  d k ' (t )  ek ' (t ) 
.
k



We define

Rk 

r r |deg ree ( r )  k 

(5)

rR

, where rR
Nk
denotes the last version of the information at netizen i
before netizen i turns out to be a terminator. Rk
represents the frequency that information has been
modified on average at a netizen with degree K . The rate
equation for the average revised frequency Rk on
degree K can be written as Equation (6):

FIGURE 4 Simulation result

5 Influence propagation
There is tremendous interest in information propagation in
social networks, fuelled by applications such as viral
marketing, epidemiology, analysis of the spread of
innovations, among many others. At the core of these
applications there is a phenomenon called influence
propagation, where actions performed by people propagate
through a social network.
We collected data from MovieLens [6]. MovieLens is
a movie rating system with five stars (i.e., ratings can be 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5). The dataset contains 6040 users, 3952
movies, and 1000292 ratings. From the dataset we
construct a information propagation network, influence 
grows with the uploading index n. So we can obtain a
simple formula   anY , where a is a positive constant
and Y is a multiplicative noise with mean one [7]. If a
netizen’s latest upload surpasses some “successful”
threshold  , she will continue to upload, otherwise she
will stop [8]. Under these assumptions, a new upload with
index n will fail to be successful with probability
aY 1 
P (anY   )  P 
  . Let F be the Cumulative
n
 
aY
Distribution Function of the random variable
. We see

that a netizen who made n past uploads will stop at n with

k ' P(k ' )d k ' Rk ' (t )
d Rk (t )
 (1  F ) P(k )krk (t )
. (6)
dt
k
k'
The evolution of the densities d k (t ) and ek (t ) satisfy
the following set of coupled differential formula:
k ' P(k ' )d k ' (t )
drk (t )
,
 kP(k )rk (t )
dt
k
k'

k ' P(k ' )d k ' (t )
dd k (t )
 kP(k )rk (t )

dt
k
k'
k ' P(k ' )  d k ' (t )  ek ' (t ) 
kP(k )d k (t )
,
k
k'
k ' P(k ' )d k ' (t )
dd k (t )
 kP(k )rk (t )

dt
k
k'
k ' P(k ' )  d k ' (t )  ek ' (t ) 
kP(k )d k (t )
.
k
k'

(7)

(8)

(9)
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ratings in the same kind are aggregated. This kind of
aggregation shows the influence propagation in voting
behaviour, namely people are likely to give a high rating
after a prior high rating while they are likely to give a low
rating after a prior low rating. It is similar to the
information propagation process that we are affected by
neighbours in social network.

'

1
F (0)
1
probability F    F (0) 
 O  2  , where F ' (0) is
n
n
n 
a positive constant. If the number of uploads follows a
distribution Pn , which means a fraction Pn of netizens stop

Pn

at n uploads. We can be written as



 Pn i



F ' (0)
.
n

i 0



Defining G(n)   Pn i
i 0

G ' (n) F ' (0)
, we get 
. The

G ( n)
n

solution to this equation is G (n)

n  F (0) , which implies
'

that Pn  G ' (n) n F (0) 1 . Therefore the distribution of
the information propagation network is a power-law
distribution.
To show the existing of influence propagation, we look
at a case: we will vote with influence propagation after
voting on some very high-quality or very low-quality
object. In the absence of influence propagation, the next
votes should be more or less the same as usual votes; while
if the influence propagation exists, a vote will become the
anchor of the next vote, and thus in average we will give
high rating after voting on a high-quality object and low
rating after a low-quality object.
We use the average rating to estimate a movie’s
quality, and to reduce the possible errors caused by
personalized tastes and unreasonable votes, we only
consider the objects getting more than ten votes. Although
ratings cannot perfectly reflect qualities, they are
correlated with qualities and can be naturally treated as
anchors by netizens. For MovieLens, a movie is
distinguished as low-quality or high-quality object if its
average rating is lower than 2.0 or higher than 4.5.
Figure 5a shows the rating series of a netizen in
MovieLens. We divide ratings into two kinds: one is
positive and the other is negative, and show them without
explicit values in Figure 5b, where we could find that
'

FIGURE 5 Rating series

6 Conclusions
Nowadays, Online social networking sites have become a
popular way to share and disseminate content[9]. Their
massive popularity has led to tremendous interest in
information propagation. This paper presented information
propagation network analysis. We showed the
mechanisms of information propagation. As a result, we
found that when the information spreads on the social
networks the majority of netizens are influenced by the
multirevised version. Meanwhile influence propagation is
aggregated. Our result may provide a better understanding
of information propagation.
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Abstract
As the problem of uncertainty for duplication is increasingly prominent with the sharp growth of amount and scale for data sources,
we need to pay more attention on it. However, the research on uncertainty about duplicated data is still on its start. In this paper, we
propose a complete method for duplication detection with probability, which is efficient and suitable for large-scale dataset.
Considering the large-scale background, firstly, we adopt the rapid cluster algorithm based on canopies to get blocks. Secondly, in
order to generate the record sets, which represent entity, we provide one fuzzy cluster method over each block by assigning two
thresholds. By doing these, we balance the complexity and accuracy. Finally, we assign the probability for each record in one block.
The experiments show advantages over other present algorithms for performances.
Keywords: duplication detection, data uncertainty, canopy, data probability

detection based on graph theory, but the complexity is so
high that it is not suitable to be used in large scale dataset.
In this paper, we propose a method for duplication
detection with probability, which is efficient and fit in
large-scale dataset. Firstly, we design one algorithm for
rapid blocking based on canopies to get a lot of block
called canopy. Secondly, in order to generate the records
set which represents an entity, we provide one fuzzy
cluster method over each block by assigning two
thresholds. Finally, we assign the probability for each
record in one block.
The contributions for this paper are:
 Considering the large-scale background, we carry out
the rapid cluster algorithm based on canopies, and then
adopt fuzzy cluster method with two thresholds. By
doing this, we balance the complexity and accuracy.
 We also provide one method to assign the probability
for each record, whose experiment shows high
efficiency.

1 Introduction
Duplication detection and data fusion are challenges in
data integration. Duplication mainly arises from these
situations: one entity has various expressions in different
data sources owing to the heterogeneous schemas and
semantics; two records might describe the different aspects
for the same entity in one integrated data source, which has
solved the problem of isomerism for schema and
semantics. These issues will result in a large amount of
fuzzy subordinations, which imply the uncertainty.
It is a tough task to handle data accurately for current
methods of duplication detection and data fusion because
one complete domain knowledge cannot be acquired
easily, and the contents of duplicated records are usually
inconsistent, incomplete and inaccurate. Therefore,
manual interventions are necessary to improve the
accuracy. However, it is not practicable for artificial means
in large-scale data environments such as deep web. While
automatic method is adopted to improve the efficiency, it
usually choose the most possible information with the loss
of some useful parts. These methods are not capable of
guaranteeing the quality of duplication detection and data
fusion.
As the problem of uncertainty for duplication is
increasingly prominent with the sharp growth of amount
and scale for data sources, we need to pay more attention
on it. However, the research on uncertainty about
duplicated data is still on its start. [1] builds a model for
probabilistic database of duplicated data, and provides one
query method based on the model. [2] provides a method
for generating the probabilistic database over dataset. [3]
proposes a algorithm for probabilistic duplication

2 Related works
For the uncertainty of duplication, it means that which
records from different data sources are put together is
uncertain, and what is the representative of one entity in
one record set representing the entity is uncertain. For
these uncertainty, [4] defines one “integration” operation
to handle conflicting records, for example, the ages for one
person in two relation are 23 and 24, respectively. The
output is [23, 24], and each value has probability. [5]
defines a data model to fuse the data tree expressed in
XML, and assigns probability for each representative with
one method called “frenquenlistic”. The similar method
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appears in [6] and [7], where XML is assigned with
probability, but the amount of representatives is reduced
by outside domain knowledge. [8] provides a language to
express the integrated results with uncertainty. [9]
proposes a methods for generating probabilistic database
over duplicated data. It also provides the algorithm to
obtain the representative in the records set representing
one entity, and assign one probability for each record.
However, it does not explain how to obtain the original
records. [10] generates one probabilistic database for
duplicated data by hierarchical clustering with different
parameters , and provides one effective query method over
it. [3] provides the probabilistic duplication detection
method based graph theory, but it has so high complexity
that cannot be used in large scale data. [2] provides several
algorithm for cluster to generate duplicated records set
with uncertainty, and compares the methods for
probability assignment.

CenterSet is a candidate data centre point set, whose
initial value is the whole data set. When CenterSet is null,
the algorithm will end; the second to seventh lines describe
the process for generating one canopy, and the fourth line
select one data point d as the centre from two data, which
form the shorted distance, and approxDist is the algorithm
for rapid calculating the distances. The fifth line puts those
data whose distances to the centre d are less than 1 into the
canopy whose centre is d; the sixth line remove original
centre and the data whose distances to the centre d are less
than 2 from the centre data point set. Hence, these removed
points are regarded as the centre points set of the canopy in
this iteration, and this can guarantee each data point exists
in only one centre points set of canopy. When CenterSet is
null, it implies that all the data have been put into the
canopies.

3 Constructing possible sets over duplicated data
clusters

In each block formed by canopies, we adopt more fine
clustering algorithm to generate cluster divisions. As a
result, each division stands for one entity, the data
indicating the same entity will be in one same cluster
division. This paper divides each cluster division into
two parts by two thresholds: core and edge. Among
them, the core part is constituted by data with high
similarity value, which is above the ceiling threshold θ1
and the edge part consists of that with lower similarity
value, which is between the bottom threshold θ2 and
ceiling threshold θ1. Each data appears in one core part
for only once, but can appear in more than one edge
parts. Algorithm 2 is the detailed description.

3.2 THE CLUSTER PROCESS IN BLOCKS

3.1 BLOCK FOR MASSIVE DATA
For large scale datasets, it is inefficient for applying
traditional cluster methods to construct huge matrix.
Especially in real-time environments such as deep web
query, the problem on how to improve the efficiency for
cluster algorithms has been urgent. Recently, many
methods such as Sorted Neighbourhood [11], Bigram
Indexing etc. are proposed to solve the problem of largescale cluster. In this paper, we adopt the idea of canopies
[12] to improve the efficiency for duplication detection.
The process of blocking cluster data by canopies has
two steps: firstly, one rough and low cost methods is
applied to divide the source data into some overlapped
subsets called canopies, whose certain data is the centre in
the range. Secondly, canopies are one clustering algorithm
with higher cost and calculations that are more accurate.
The main idea in this paper for canopies firstly find out
all the data around one centre to create one canopy with
minimal cost, then find the domain for next centre to create
another canopy, this process iterates till all the data are
included in canopies. Since canopies are overlapped, one
data might exist in more than one canopy. Therefore, in
order to guarantee all the data exist in canopies, we use two
threshold: 1, 2 and 1  2. Algorithm 1 is the detailed
description.

1
2
3
4

Algorithm 1: The rapid block methods based on canopies
INPUT: data source D
OUTPUT: canopies
CenterSet ← D
i=0
while CenterSet ≠ ϕ do
d ← arg min(approxDist (d , d '))

5

canopyi(d)←{ d ' | d '  D  approxDist (d , d ')  1 }∪{d}

6

Algorithm 2: The Clustering in canopy
INPUT: canopy S,
The similarity pair G in S ,
Thresholds: 1,2
OUTPUT: final cluster divisions set Cf
1 M G
2

Cs  Ø, C f  Ø

3 CC  Ø, CM  Ø
4 i=0
5 while max(sim(w, v))   2 do
sim( w,v )M

6

u  arg max(sim(u, v))

7

CCi  {w | sim(u, w)  1  w  Cs } {u}

8

CMi  {w | sim(u, w)  1  sim(u, w)   2  w  S}

u{w|sim ( w,v )M }

9

M  M  {sim(u, v) | v CCi  sim(u, v)  M}

10

Cs  Cs  CCi

11

CC  CC {CCi }

12

CM  CM {CMi }

13

C f  C f  {{CCi },{CM i }}

14
i=i+1
15 enddo

dCenterSet

CenterSet←CenterSe-{d’|d’∈  approxDist(d,d’)   2 }∪{d}

M is the table for similarity, which records the
similarity value for all the data in one canopy; Cs is the
core data nodes at present; CC is the core cluster set, whose

7 i=i+1
8 enddo
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format is {{CC1},{CC2},…{CCk}}. CM is the edge cluster
set, whose format is {{CM1},{CM2},…{CMk}}, Cf is the
final cluster divisions, whose format is {{{CC1}, {CM1}},
{{CC2}, {CM2}} …{{CCk},{CMk} }}.
The fifth to fourteenth lines describe the cluster process.
The sixth line selects the pair(u,v) with maximum
similarity from M, and set u as base. The seventh line puts
all the data nodes whose similarities value with u are more
than  1 into one core cluster division CCi. The eighth line
puts all the data nodes whose similarity with u is more than
2 and less than 1 into one edge cluster division CMi. Since
v and u have been put into core cluster division, the ninth
line removes the similarity about v and u. The tenth and
thirteenth lines update the sets Cs,CC,CM,Cf.

book shop, and 1879 records is regard as the final dataset
for experiments after manual tagging.
4.1 COMPARE THE PERFORMANCES BETWEEN
THE ALOGIRTHM WITH CANOPY AND ONE
WITHOUT CANOPY OVER LARGE SCALE
DATASET
4.1.1 Experiment Design
We handle the dataset by the cluster algorithm with
canopies and without canopies, where the latter is the
method proposed in 3.2. We set the threshold for the two
algorithms to 0.75, and compare the precision ration, recall
ratio and executing time over the results.

3.3 THE CALCULATION FOR PROBABILITY OF
ELEMENTS IN CLUSTER DIVISIONS

4.1.2 Evaluation Criteria
We given the calculating methods for precision ration and
recall ratio.
Suppose we have a exact cluster G={g1,…gk} over
relation R, let C={ c1 ,...ck' } is the k-th output cluster by
clustering algorithm. We define a mapping function f from
G to C, which maps each exact cluster gi into one output
cluster cj, i.e. cj = f(gi). Therefore, the precision ration and
recall ratio for one cluster gi are defined as following:
The precision ratio of a single cluster gi:

The probability for one element in cluster division stands
for the chance for which the element exists in one clean
instance potentially. The method for calculating the
probability has three steps:
1. Acquires the representative element rep.
2. Computes the sum d of distance between rep and each
element in division.
d
3. Represents probability with
.
d
Algorithm 3 is the description in detail.
Algorithms 3: The calculation for probability for elements in
cluster divisions
INPUT： a set of records R,
Cluster C over R,
a similarity function sim()
OUTPUT：a set of probability P
1 for each Ci  C do
2

C*  Ø

3

for each r  Ci do

4

rep = arg max rCi ( sCi sim(r, s))

5

for each t  Ci do

6

| f ( gi ) gi |
.
| f ( gi ) |

Preci=

The recall ratio of a single cluster gi:
Recli =

| f ( gi ) gi |
.
| gi |

As far a clustering algorithm as be concerned, its
precision ration and recall ratio can be defined as the
weighted average, which is defined as following:
The precision ratio of all clusters:
Prec=

sim(t , rep)
p(t ) 
 r  Ci sim(r , rep)

k
|g |
|G C |
=  i Preci
|G |
i 1 | R |

The recall ratio of all clusters:

The fourth line accomplishes step 1) and the fourth line
finishes step 2) and 3). We adopt Softtf-idf [13] method
with q-grams as the similarity function

Recl=

| G  C | k | gi |
Recli .
=
|C |
i 1 | R |

In addition, we define the harmonic methods F1, which
2  Prec  Recl
is formulated as F1=
.
Prec  Recl

4 Experiments
We conduct two experiments to evaluate the
performances of the methods proposed in this paper:
1) We compare the performances between the
algorithm with canopy and one without canopy over the
same dataset
2) We evaluate the performances for various
algorithms for probability assignments.
We have collected 9978 book records from 50 online

4.1.3 Results
Table 1 shows that the method with canopies has lower
precision ratio and recall ratio than the algorithm without
canopies, but has much lower execution time than the
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latter. Taken together, the method with canopies is more
preferable for large scale dataset.
TABLE 1 The performances compare
Precision
Canopies
0.709
without Canopies 0.735

Recall
0.964
0.987

F1
0.817
0.843

OPR

OPR

SoftTfIdf

Cosine
w/tfidf

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Execution Times(ms)
3421
124852

4.2 PREFORMANCES FOR VARIOUS ALGORITHMS
FOR PROBABILITY ASSIGNMENTS

Wjaccard

4.2.1 Experiment Design
We compare the similarity measurements for Wjaccard,
SoftTfIdf, Cosine w/tfidf by adopting the probability
assignment proposed in 3.3. We randomly select ten
clusters, and conduct these measurements respectively.

FIGURE 1 OPR for various algorithms for probability assignments
time(ms)

Exe cution Time (ms)

6000
5000

4.2.2 Experiment Criteria

4000
3000

We use the order parameter promise ration (OPR) to
evaluate the influence of probability assignment over
probability order. The calculation is following:
Suppose the right order for probability value in one
records set is Lcorrect, we denote the probability value of
record r as p(r); the order for probability according to
certain function is Loutput, where the probability value of
record r as po(r). By computing the amount of pair (ri,rj)
for which ri and rj appear in Lcorrect and Loutput together, we
use the order parameter promise ratio (OPR) to evaluate
the extent to which the probability assignment algorithm
by one function retains the original order. The computing
equation is OPR=

| (ri, rj ) | ri , rj  Loutput , i  j , p (ri )  p (rj ) |
Ck2

2000
1000
0
Wjaccard

SoftTfIdf

Cosine
w/tfidf

FIGURE 2 Execution Time for various algorithms for probability
assignments

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a complete method for
duplication detection with probability considering the
large scale background, firstly, we carry out the rapid
cluster algorithm based on canopies. Secondly, in order to
generate the records set which represents an entity, we
provide one fuzzy cluster method over each block by
assigning two thresholds. By doing these, we balance the
complexity and accuracy. Finally, we assign the
probability for each record in one block. The experiments
show advantage over other present algorithms for
performances.

,

where C k2 is all the pair of Loutput.
4.2.3 Results
Figures 1 and 2 show that the OPR of SoftTfIdf method is
close to Wjaccard, and higher than Cosine w/tfidf, and the
execution time is far lower than the other two methods.
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Abstract
Information systems (IS) development has been one of IT managers’ concerns for decades. To improve the effectiveness of IS
development, many studies argued that development methods need the continuous learning mechanism to better utilize the knowledge
along with all development stages. In this study, we discoursed the essential important of organizational learning for development team
to deal with the complexities of IS development. The development team failed to learn from the experience in prior IS development
projects because of limits of individual learning. Knowledge management concepts are gradually mature and will be fundamental
theories to integrate the organizational learning mechanism into IS development. This paper illustrated all related literature and theories
and proposed an organizational learning framework for IS development. The framework could aid the development team to recognize
the value of organizational learning in the IS development activities and guide for devising the mechanisms for acquiring, maintaining
and transferring that knowledge.
Keywords: IS development, organizational learning framework, knowledge management

1 Introduction
The rapid development of Information Technology (IT)
increased enterprises’ difficulty in the planning,
development and management of Information System [1].
SIM had conducted a series of studies on the IT managers
concerns in order to analyse the evolvement of the
significant issues; in fact, this also represented enterprises’
needs derived from their adaptation to environmental
changes [2-5]. To facilitate further analysis, Niederman et
al., [6] classified the issues along three dimensions and
categorized them into four groups:
1) Business Relationship Issues: Including issues of
data resources, IT and business strategy alignment,
strategic planning, investigation of the role and
contribution of IT, organizational learning, competitive
advantage, and business process redesign etc.
2) Internal Effectiveness Issues: Including issues of
system development, IT human resources management,
measurement of IT effectiveness and system transfer etc.
3) Technology Infrastructure Issues: Including issues
of information infrastructure, distributed systems,
enterprise architecture, and communication networks etc.
4) Technology Application Issues: Including issues of
end-user computing system, computer-aided software
engineering, executive/decision system, office automation,
and group support etc.
The study summarized the managers concerns on IS
planning and development over the years and found out
that IT and business strategy alignment was one core issue
that received most attention from IT managers. Within
recent 8 years, it ranked the top for 6 times. Nevertheless,
*

issues related to it including business process redesign,
strategic planning of information technology and
enterprise architecture also received much attention [3-5].
IS development was reported as another key issue of
internal effective group. Improving the effectiveness of IS
Development, as a core concern of IT managers, had
varied in importance since the studies in the early 1980 [2].
The emergent technologies kept developers on a steep
learning curve. High volume of IS development backlog
and dynamic nature of development also contributed to
this core issue. Lyytinen and Robey [7] noted IS
Development projects remain susceptible to failures
because organizations fail to learn from their own
experiences. Therefore, to improve the effectiveness of IS
development, IS development methods need the
continuous learning mechanism to better utilize the
knowledge and integrate new technologies into the IS
development.
2 Learning perspective on IS development
IS development methods were designed to be suitable for
different environment and purposes. In general, IS
development is a set of iterative procedures, which
involved continuous change and recycling. This enables
the flexibility of IS structures and functions toward the
dynamic context. Beside the different operational logic of
software engineering methods, the developers have to face
the problems caused by the implementation in different
environments. The skills of the problem solving mostly are
based on their related experiences. Therefore, integrating
the mechanism of organizational learning into the
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development process could not only support the problemsolving ability but also enhance the development
effectiveness.
IS development in fact was a series of continuous
development process (the development cycle and
maintenance recycle) and not a single cycle of system
development activities. This study emphasized that for the
IS development and maintenance process, we needed
organizational learning to share the experiences from
different development stages. Hayes [8] noted that the
learning organizations constantly strive to be better,
placing great emphasis on experimentation, integration,
application and the building of critical organizational
capabilities in all operations. That the effectiveness of each
development project will gradually improve through
learning behaviours will be a challenge in the future and a
critical factor to maintain its effectiveness. This
perspective showed the potential value of learning
mechanism.
It is essential for IS development to upgrade the
individual learning to organizational learning.
Organizational Learning is mediated by the learning of
individual of organizational members. The difference
between them seemed to be varied on different research
positions. Popper and Lipshitz [9] clarified the distinction
between the two conceptions of individual learning in
organizations and learning by organizations, which was
also called organizational learning. To maximize the
benefits of organizations, it was necessary that individual
learning was extended to organizational learning for
organizations to systematically collect, organize, and share

the valuable experience and knowledge [10]. Lyytinen and
Robey [7] also mentioned that IS development was a
complicated project activity involved with many team
members’ collaboration. The nature of learning behaviour
(individual and organizational levels) was to extract, save,
integrate, and pass these related experiences and adjust or
increase habitual domain by feedback information.
3 IS Development and learning mechanism
In the IS development context, the professionals also need
to learn the problem solving in situations where technical
and contextual information are inseparable. The traditional
IS development methods put much emphasis on the
management of development document, but IS
development methods of learning orientation put much
emphasis on the organization and sharing of accumulated
experiences in addition to the management of development
document. The main difference was that the latter one must
be based on the results of the former one, and of course
this must satisfy cost consideration; because if the results
of the former one couldn’t assist the effectiveness of the
redevelopment procedure and it couldn’t be assisted by the
former experiences, and then it would be greatly restricted
by the former system. However, system development
methodology needed to interact with the sub-models of
organizational learning and hence the activities of the
experience of introduction, the evaluation and synthesis of
experience and feedback of application information must
be added in each stage.

FIGURE 1 Organizational learning oriented IS development model

IS development methods by which developers
accumulate knowledge about action-outcome relationships
and the effect of the environment on these relationships
[11]. Organizational learning oriented IS development
model (Figure 1) was to formalize learning behaviours
inside the system development process (individual
learning level) and make them a part of organizational
learning (elevated to organizational learning level). This
would make a development method have the ability to
learn and evolve; the main part of this model was a
learning sub-model, and it enhanced the potential ability of
a development sub-model and further improve the overall
effectiveness of a development sub-model through the

analysis, refinement, integration and reuse of related
experiences of a development sub-model. Furthermore,
regarding IS development as learning system from which
the team members could learn and overcome the inherent
biases established among the professionals.
3.1 EXPERIENCES AS KNOWLEDGE ELEMENT
The existed development methods for IS majorly focus on
the system documents and artifacts management for
collaboration in the development context. It causes that IS
development organizations tend not to view development
activities as organizational learning from prior experiences;
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rather, as documents management. In the IS development
context, the knowledge to learn are a set of assumed causal
relationships between actions taken during IS development
stages and desired outcomes [7]. In addition to considering
the development documents and artifacts, this study placed
direct attention upon the lesson-learn knowledge, named
experience-based knowledge elements. By doing so, the IS
development is able to adjust its actions based upon
knowledge elements gained from internal and external
experiences.
For the experiences processed in learning model
including action-outcome relationship in system
development stages and the contextual information, these
experiences were required to be communicable,
consensual and integrated. This type of relationship
originated from the development process and outcome of
IS development methods. Saving these relationships
would assist developers’ learning about these methods.
Martin [12] used encyclopaedia to archive the experiences
of action-outcome relationship produced in the

development process to support the overall development
cycle.
3.2 KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT MODEL FOR
ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING
Utilizing the mapping of knowledge management
mechanism could present how organizational learning
theory could be introduced into the IS development stages
and also reflect what learning activities should be included
in the IS development method with learning mechanism
[13, 14]. Organizational learning mechanism could be
simply divided into demand loop, supply loop, and
feedback loop; using these 3 loops could assist the process
of knowledge creation, accumulation and sharing. This
study integrated Moore’s learning cycle theory [15] and
knowledge management model and used this theoretical
structure as the basis to construct a new organizational
perspective on IS development (Figure 2).

FIGURE 2 Mapping of knowledge management and organizational learning

1 Supply Loop:
This loop could complete learning activities of
knowledge attention and retention.
- Analysis: analysing the value of knowledge;
- Refine: refining knowledge and make it more
generalized;
- Integrate: integrating knowledge into knowledge
repository.
2 Demand Loop:
This loop could revoke knowledge for learning purpose.
- Specify: specifying knowledge in demand;
- Search: searching knowledge satisfying the demand;
- Assess: assessing knowledge found;
- Create: applying knowledge to future context.
3 Feedback Loop:

This loop could reinforce learning activities; its main
purpose was to provide feedback about the status of
knowledge introduction to be the basis of repository
renewal so that its adjustment and activation could
improve the core competence of organizational learning.
4 Organizational learning framework for IS
development
In general, IS development is considered as a systematic
and complex activity towards specific project objectives.
It can be enhanced by an experience-repository for helping
one developer learn from the others in difference stages of
IS development. Shortening learning curve for IS
development knowledge would be one of critical success
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factors [7]. To implement learning mechanism into IS
development cycle, knowledge management is a
fundamental concept from which to build it up. Sanchez
[16] noted that knowledge management is much more
effective at leveraging the organizational knowledge and
also become better at systematically driving organizational
learning.
We proposed an organizational learning framework for
IS development in order to improve IS development with
learning mechanism. The learning mechanism was divided
into experience reusing cycle and experience synthesis
cycle. Using these two cycles enabled the development
stage to contain learning activity; i.e. experience reusing
cycle and experience synthesis cycle were the important
tasks to make development activity to have learning
mechanism. Utilizing the interactive model of IS
development could present how organizational learning
theory could be introduced into IS development and also
reflect what learning activities should be included in the
development stages with knowledge management
mechanism (Figure 3).

Lu Hsin-Ke, Lin Peng-Chun

synthetic analysis and summary in the group meeting
about the problem cases and related solutions accumulated
by the developers (as learning agents). The feedbacks
collected after using related experiences were saved in
organizational repository to enhance or reduce the causeand-effect degree of the experience in cause-and-effect
relationship model. Fu and Anderson [18] proposed a
reinforcement learning mechanism to provide an
integrated explanation of enhancing the recognition level
of knowledge.
2 Experience Reusing Cycle:
An important aspect of the knowledge management
was reusing the knowledge rather than knowledge itself
[19]. The reusing cycle was spread in the development
stages. After a problem emerged in the development
activity, developers would reuse the related experience.
Besides, utilizing formal technology of experience
extraction and presentation model could integrate these
experiences into the basic structure of IS development
methods. By doing so, it would formally transfer
individual learning activity to organizational learning
activity. It also can further improve the performance of IS
development methods.
5 Conclusions
For improving the IS development, some researchers
claimed to advance development technologies. Some
identified a critical reason for IS development failures, an
absence of organizational learning applied to the
complexities of IS development activities. The existed
development methods for IS majorly focused on the
system documents and artifacts management for
collaboration in the development context. It caused that IS
development organizations tend not to view development
activities as organizational learning from prior experiences;
rather, as documents management. Many different IS
development methods had far distinct rules and logics
under different context and personnel quality, and if we
could integrate and share the development experiences of
these methods so that they could promote the organic
growth of organizational level and assist future tasks of
system development and maintenance, and this would
finally build up significant resources for organizations.
Finally, an organizational learning framework for IS
development was proposed. For IS development methods
with learning mechanism, all related experiences in the
process needed to be identified and archived for reusing in
the recycling the IS development stages.

FIGURE 3 Organizational learning framework for IS development

The organizational learning framework of IS
development addressed more on the experience synthesis
and reusing to make the value of learning from experience.
1. Experience Synthesis Cycle:
Nonaka [17] noted that organizational knowledge was
created as involving a contextual interplay between the
tacit and explicit dimensions of knowledge and a synthesis
flow as knowledge moves through individual and group
levels. In the IS development context, experience is
identified and synthesized from different IS development
stages. The IS development group would perform
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Abstract
A fast and adaptive face and facial feature localization algorithm for colour images with sophisticated background is present. In this
algorithm, a self-adaptive pre-processing method was provided to depress the colour bias and the high light. Then the CbgCbr-YIQ
dual skin model was proposed to acquire the integrated skin similarity for improving the quality of skin segmentation and extraction.
After the morphological post-processing, by using the Adaboost classifier and the information of spatial position, the facial feature
positioning was fast realized finally. Experimental results showed the robustness and good performance of the proposed algorithm.
Keywords: pre-processing, dual skin model, facial feature localization, face recognition, Adaboost

1 Introduction
In research, fields such as image understand and computer
vision, as an important stage or a key problem in face
recognition, the face and facial feature localization often
has received significant attention. Variety of methods were
proposed to solve the face detection problem, such as the
method based on template matching [1], method based on
classifier [2-5], method based on colour and space features
[6,7]. For the first method, it may be spent too much time
on the calculation of matching. For the second method, the
accuracy and stability of detection is greatly affected by
the trained classifier and chose samples. For the third
method, the accuracy of facial feature localization depends
on the built skin model and the results of skin segmentation.
The algorithm in this paper combined the advantage of
classifier and advantages of colour and space features.
First, an adaptive pre-processing method was proposed to
improve the quality of input image. Second, a new
CbgCbr-YIQ dual skin model was built to acquire the
integrated similarity for skin segmentation and extraction.
Then the face candidates came from the hole-filled skinextracted image was got by morphological post-processing.
Finally the face candidates based on the dual skin model
were regarded as the testing objects of Adaboost classifier,
and the spatial information of facial features were jointly
used to localize the facial features for the face image.
2 Algorithm flow
As shown in Figure 1, the algorithm is consisted of five
stages:
1. Pre-processing: use pre-processing to depress the colour
excursion and high light for improving the quality of

original image (Figure 1a). Accordingly the pre-processed
image can be acquired (Figure 1b).
2. Building the dual skin model and acquiring integrated
similarity: the CbgCbr-YIQ dual skin model consisted of
the CbgCbr ellipse model and the adaptive YIQ model. It
aimed to combine features of two models. Figures 1c and
1d showed the corresponding skin-similarity images based
on CbgCbr and YIQ models. In this stage, the integrated
similarity image can be acquired (Figure 1e) based on the
CbgCbr-YIQ dual skin model.
3. Skin segmentation and extraction: based on integrated
similarity, skin-segmented and skin- extracted images can
be acquired by binary segmentation and extraction, as
shown in Figures 1f and 1g.
4. Post-processing: use morphological technology
contained the noise reduction and hole filling to realize the
post-processing and prepare for the subsequence
localization. With the noise reduction technology in postprocessing, the denoised skin-segmented image and
denoised skin-extracted image can be acquired (Figures 1h
and 1i). With the hole filling technology, the hole-filled
skin-segmented image and hole-filled skin-extracted
image can be acquired (Figures 1j and 1k). The denoised
skin-segmented or skin-extracted image decreased the
noise disturbance but preserve the facial features. The
hole-fill skin-segmented image or skin-extracted image
contained the face candidates’ targets.
5. Positioning face and facial features: Use Adaboost
classifier to detect face targets in face candidates’ targets.
Accordingly, the hole-filled face-segmented image and
hole-filled face-extracted image can be acquired (Figures
1m and 1l). Besides the denoised face-segmented image
and denoised face-extracted image can be acquired
(Figures 1n and 1o). By difference and combined using the
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spatial information of facial features, the facial features
can be localized (Figures 1p, 1q and 1r).

FIGURE 1 The algorithm flow: a) input image, b) pre-processed image, c) skin-probability image of CbgCbr ellipse model, d) skin-probability image
of YIQ model, e) integrated probability image of dual skin model, f) skin-segmented image based on dual skin model, g) skin-extracted image based
on dual skin model, h) denoised skin-segmented image, i) denoised skin-extracted image, j) hole-filled skin-segmented image, k) hole-filled skinextracted image, l) hole-filled face-extracted image, m) hole-filled face-segmented image, n) denoised face-segmented image, o) denoised faceextracted image, p) feature image, q) face-localized image, r) face and facial features localized image

3 Pre-processing

cR 

The quality of colour input image is often affected greatly
by input device and environment. The problems of colour
excursion and high light are often caused by sophisticated
background and variant light conditions. For improving
the quality of colour input image and helping to the
subsequent operations (e.g. skin segmentation and
extraction), the proposed pre-processing in this paper
aimed to adjust the colour and brightness adaptively to
depress the colour excursion and the high light. The main
steps of pre-processing are as follows:
Step 1: Accumulate separately Ri,j, Gi,j, Bi,j and Yi,j
components of every pixel to calculate their average
values: aR, aG, aB and aY using Equation (1):
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Step 3: Using Equation (3), use Ri,j, Gi,j, Bi,j and Yi,j
components of every pixel to calculate light adjustment
coefficients: lRi,j, lGi,j, lBi,j.
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  a tan  i , j
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Yi , j 
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Step 4: By Equations (4) and (5), use the colour
adjustment coefficients and the light adjustment
coefficients to adjust the Ri,j, Gi,j, Bi,j components and
acquire the adjusted R'i,j, G'i,j, B'i,j components:
(1)

where, H and W are the height and the width of the input
image, i and j are a point’s abscissa and ordinate of the
input image.
Step 2: Use aR, aG, aB and aY in Equation (2) to
calculate the adjustment coefficients: cR, cG and cB.

 Ri', j  Ri , j  cR  lRi , j

 '
Gi , j  Gi , j  cG  lGi , j ,
 '
 Bi , j  Bi , j  cB  lBi , j

(4)

 Ri', j  255 if ( Ri', j  255)

 '
'
Gi , j  255 if (Gi , j  255) .
 '
'
 Bi , j  255 if ( Bi , j  255)

(5)
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Step 5: Normalize separately the R'i,j, G'i,j, B'i,j
components of input image to the range [0 255].
Figure 2 shows an example of pre-processing.
Comparing Figures 2a and 2b, Figures 2g and 2h, Figures
2i and 2j, note that the colour bias and the high light were
depressed partly. Comparing Figures 2c and 2d, Figures 2e

a)

b)

and 2f, it’s easy to find that, with this pre-processing, the
typical segmentation method (based on CbCr Gaussian
skin model or CbCr ellipse skin model) segmented fewer
non-skin pixels and more real skin pixels, the owe or
excessive segmentation was decreased.

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)
h)
i)
j)
FIGURE 2 Image pre-processing: a) input image, b) pre-processed image, c) skin-segmented image of a) based on CbCr Gaussian model, d) skinsegmented image of b) based on CbCr Gaussian model, e) skin-segmented image of a) based on CbCr ellipse model, f) skin-segmented image of b)
based on CbCr ellipse model, g) probability density distribution of R,G,B components of a), h) probability density distribution of R,G,B components
of b), i) probability density distribution of Y component of a), j) probability density distribution of Y component of b)

4 Skin segmentation

4.1 THE CBGCBR SKIN MODEL

Skin colour space and skin model used by colour image is
very useful and important for skin segmentation and skin
extraction. Used colour space commonly include RGB,
YCbCr, YIQ, HSV, etc., the basic colour space is RGB,
while the other colour spaces are transformed from RGB.
The typical skin models include Gaussian model [1, 8],
ellipse model [6], and the other models [9]. The single skin
model may lose some information of skin colour and facial
features in input image. Especially for image with colour
excursion and high light, the insufficient and over
segmentation based on a single skin model often occurred.
The model’s ability of skin description should be enhanced
to improve accuracy of skin segmentation, and application
scope of skin model still need to enlarge. To solve these
problems, this paper built a CbgCbr-YIQ dual skin model
to acquire the skin similarity, which reflected the
distribution of skin colour better and get better
segmentation results than a single skin model.

The CbgCbr skin model originated from the CbgCbr 2D
colour space and the average thought. As mentioned above,
the pre-processed image (Figure 1b) can be acquired by
pre-processing the original input image (Figure 1a). The
original input image mainly came from the MIT single face
test set [10] and self-built multi-face test set. This paper
regarded the skin samples of pre-processed images as
statistic sources. According to statistics, skin cluster
analysis of skin samples showed that, the distribution of
skin colour cluster presented a 2D ellipse in CbgCbr 2D
colour space (Figure 3). So the CbgCbr ellipse skin model
was built on the basis of skin cluster (Equations (6)-(9)).
Based on CbgCbr ellipse skin model, the skin similarity
can be calculated (Equation (9)), and skin-similarity image
can be acquired (Equation (10) and Figure 1(c)).The steps
of similarity calculation based on CbgCbr model are as
follows:
Step 1: Acquire Y'i,j, Cri,j, Cgi,j, Cbi,j components of
pre-processed image using Equations (6)-(7).

Yi ,' j  0.299  Ri', j  0.578  Gi', j  0.114  Bi', j ,

(6)

 Cri , j  128  0.713
0
0   Ri', j  Yi ,' j 



   
0.587
0  Gi', j  Yi ,' j  , (7)
Cg i , j   128   0
 Cbi , j  128  0
0
0.564   Bi', j  Yi ,' j 



Step 2: Use Equation (8) to calculate three average
components: Cbri,j, Cgri,j, Cbgi,j.
FIGURE 3 Skin color cluster in CbgCbr 2D color space
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Cbi , j  Cg i , j

Cg i , j  Cri , j
2

,
.

(8)

2
Step 3: Build the CbgCbr ellipse skin model. Based on
this model, calculate the similarity by Equation (9).
Acquire the similarity image by Equation (10) and the
skin-segmented image by Equation (11).
Si , j 

(Cbri , j - 135) 2
(12) 2



(Cbg i , j - 115) 2
(10) 2

 S  255

Pi , j   i , j

255

if  Si , j  1


255
Fi , j  

0

if  Si , j  1

,

(9)

m,

(10)

m,

(11)


255
Fi , j  

0

if  Si', j  1 and I i , j  20 

,

(14)

,

(15)

else

else

The calculation of the integrated similarity is to get the
average value of two kinds of similarities based on the
CbgCbr model and the YIQ adaptive model. It can
combine advantages of two skin models, and make the
integrated skin similarity had better accuracy, adaptability,
and ability of skin description, especially in the case of
different races, sophisticated background and variant light.
So after acquiring two kinds of similarities (Si,j and S'i,j),
"
the integrated similarity Si , j based on the dual skin model
can be acquired using Equation (16). So the integrated
similarity image is an image that fused two similarity
images conditionally (Equation (17) and Figure 1e).

where Pi,j and Fi,j are the pixel’s value of skin-similarity
image and the pixel’s value of skin-segmented image
based on CbgCbr skin model.
4.2 THE ADAPTIVE YIQ SKIN MODEL
Lots of experiments and existing research demonstrated
that the appearance of skin colour shows some degree
clustering characteristic in YIQ colour space. The YIQ
skin model originated from the clustering distribution of
skin colour in the YIQ 2D colour space and the difference
thought between I and Q components. This paper built an
adaptive skin model in YIQ colour space to calculate skin
similarity (Equation (13)) of pre-processed image, and
correspondingly to acquire the similarity image (Equation
(14) and Figure 1d). The steps of skin similarity
calculation based on YIQ skin model are as follows:
Step 1: Acquire Y'i,j, Ii,j and Qi,j components of preprocessed image using Equation (12):

Si", j 

S

'
i, j

 Si , j 

,

(16)

2

"
"
'

 S  255 if  Si , j  1 and Si , j  1 and Si , j  1
Pi", j   i , j
, (17)
else

255


255
Fi", j  

0

if  Si", j  1 and Si , j  1 and Si', j  1

, (18)

else

 Ri", j  Ri', j , Gi", j  Gi', j , Bi", j  Bi', j
. (19)
 "
"
"
"
'
 Ri , j  Gi , j  Bi , j  0 if  Si , j  1or Si , j  1or Si , j  1

(12)

After acquiring the integrated skin similarity, by
judging and binary segmenting non-white pixels of
integrated similarity image (Equation (18)) and reserving
corresponding region of pre-processed image (Equation
(19)), skin-segmented image and skin-extracted image can
be acquired (Figures 1f and 1g).
Figure 4 shows the examples of skin segmentation
based on several skin models, including CbCr Gaussian
model, CbCr ellipse model, CbgCbr ellipse model, YIQ
adaptive model, CbgCbr-YIQ dual model. These models
were built for the pre-processed image (Figure 4(a)).
Comparing Figures 4d and 4e, or Figures 4j and 4k, note
that the skin regions approximately have the same
positions in two images, but the non-skin regions or noise
regions are different partly. Based on these characteristics
above, the integrated similarity image (Figure 4f) fused
two similarity images by averaging and logical conditions

Step 2: Build the adaptive YIQ skin model. Based on
this model, calculate the similarity by Equation (13).
Acquire the similarity image by Equation (14) and
segmented image by Equation (15).

   

   

 1 and I i , j  20 

4.3 THE INTEGRATED SIMILARITY BASED ON
THE DUAL SKIN MODEL

else


I 2 Q 2
ti', j  i , j 2  i , j 2 ,
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2
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I
Q
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i
,
j
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,
j
i, j
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, S i', j  ''
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if  S

'
i, j

where, the P'i,j and F'i,j are the pixel’s value of skin
similarity image and the pixel’s value of skin-segmented
image based on YIQ skin model.

else

 Yi ,' j  0.299 0.587
0.114   Bi', j 

 
 ' 
 I i , j   0.596 0.274 0.322  Gi , j  ,
Qi , j  0.212 0.523 0.311  Ri', j 





 S  255

Pi ,' j  

255
'
i, j

(13)
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(Equations (16) and (17)) to preserve the real skin regions
and remove the non-skin regions. From Figures 4j, 4k and
4l, it’s easy to find that the skin-segmented image based on
dual skin model had fewer non-skin pixels and preserved
more real skin pixels, the owe segmentation or excessive

segmentation was decreased. Comparing Figure 4h, 4i and
4l, it is obvious that relative to the CbCr Gaussian model
and CbCr ellipse model, the segmented image based on
dual skin model had less error segmentation.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)

k)

l)

FIGURE 4 Skin segmentation and extraction: a) pre-processed image, b) similarity image of a) based on CbCr Gaussian model, c) similarity image of
a) based on CbCr ellipse model, d) similarity image of a) based on CbgCbr ellipse model, e) similarity image of a) based on YIQ model, f) similarity
image of a) based on CbgCbr-YIQ dual model, g) skin-extracted image based on f), h) skin-segmented image based on b), i) skin-segmented image
based on c), j) skin-segmented image based on d), k) skin-segmented image based on e), l) skin-segmented image based on f)

the face candidates, the post-processing adopted the
morphological close operation and open operation, using
the 3×3 template. With the close operation, the denoised
skin-segmented image and the corresponding denoised
skin-extracted image can be acquired (Figure 5b and 5h),
which preserved the facial feature holes (e.g. eyes and
mouth). With the open operation, the hole-filled skinsegmented image and the corresponding hole-filled skinextracted image can be acquired (Figure 5c and 5i), which
contained the all the face candidates. Moreover, the face
candidates in hole-filled skin-extracted image (Figure 5i)
are about to be detected or classified by trained Adaboost
classifier.

5 Post-processing and localization
As stated above, the skin-segmented image and the skinextracted image can be acquired based on the dual skin
model. The skin-segmented image (Figure 4l) and the skinextracted image both contained all the possible skin
regions, including the real face objects, the non-face skin
objects (such as hands, foots, legs, etc.), non-skin objects
(skin-similar backgrounds), and some noise. In order to
search the face regions and localize the facial features
roughly as soon as possible, the morphological postprocessing, the Adaboost classifier [24], the gradient [11]
and difference technology were used in this part jointly. To
depress or remove the noise interference, and to acquire

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)

k)

l)

FIGURE 5 Post-processing and facial features localization: a) skin-segmented image based on CbgCbr-YIQ dual skin model, b) denoised skinsegmented image, c) hole-filled skin-segmented image, d) hole-filled face-segmented image, e) denoised face-segmented image (with facial feature
holes), f) facial feature image g) skin-extracted image based on CbgCbr-YIQ dual skin model, h) denoised skin-extracted image, i) hole-filled skinextracted image, j) hole-filled face-extracted image, k) denoised face-extracted image (with facial feature holes), l) face and facial feature localized
image
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6 Experiment

As the hole-filled skin-segmented image and holefilled skin-extracted image contained all the face
candidates, some of which is the possible non-face objects.
For removing the non-face regions, and acquiring the real
face regions, the Adaboost classifier was used. There was
a problem that how to narrow the range of searching or
scanning. To solve this problem, the face candidates in the
hole-filled skin-extracted image (Figure 5(i)) were
regarded as the being detected or classified targets by
Adaboost classifier, which was trained by face samples in
the training set. Generally, the used object detected by
classifier is a whole image, which spent too much time to
scan or search all the pixels in the whole image. This
classifier scanned the face candidate regions instead of all
the pixels in the whole image. After judging and
classifying, it discarded the non-face objects and preserved
the face objects in hole-filled skin-extracted image (Figure
5(i)). So the extracted face target in the hole-filled faceextracted image can be acquired, as shown in Figure 5(j).
This way not only can improve the speed of scanning and
save the time of searching, but also increase the accuracy
of detection. With Adaboost classifier, face regions in
hole-filled face-extracted image can be got (Figure 5j), and
the corresponding face-segmented image (Figure 5d) can
be acquired. Moreover, the denoised face-segmented
image with facial feature holes (Figure 5e) and
corresponding denoised face-extracted image with holes
(Figure 5k) also can be acquired. By comparison, it is thus
clear that Figures 5d and 5e is different in facial feature
regions (eyes and mouth regions). Using the difference
technology and Gradient limitation, the facial feature
image can be acquired (Figure 5f), and then facial feature
localization can be realized (Figure 5l).

The proposed method was tested on MIT face test set [10]
and a self-built test set to evaluate its performance. The
MIT face test set contains 50 images of 10 individuals,
with different colour bias, variant light and poses. The selfbuilt test set contains 100 images with 585 faces, gathered
with different poses and expressions, variant light and
sophisticated background. Each image can be rescale
automatically to a standard size (150×150 pixels). The test
condition is: P4, 2GHz CPU, 2G memory, and VC6. Based
on two groups of test sets (single-face and multi-face), the
average time in each stage of this algorithm was shown in
Figure 6, where the average time on single-face test set was
slightly higher than those on multi-face test set. Table 1
listed comparison of localization rates of proposed
algorithm and the other algorithms. It is easy to find that
the localization rate of this algorithm is higher than that of
others, but the speed is fast. There are five examples shown
in Figure 7, which contained the images with variant poses,
variant light, sophisticated background, multiple faces.

FIGURE 6 Average time in each stage

TABLE 1 Comparison of localization rate (Image Size:150×150)
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Algorithm
Algorithm based on template matching
Algorithm based on Gaussian model
Algorithm based on ellipse model
Algorithm based on Gaussian model+template matching [1]
Algorithm based on Bayes [3]
Algorithm based on Adaboost [4]
Algorithm based on Neural Network [5]
Algorithm based on lighting compensation+ ellipse mode [6]
Algorithm based on Gaussian model+PCA [12]
Proposed Algorithm in This Paper (the dual model+Adaboost)

Localization Rate
80.8%
84.1%
82.9%
97.2%
95.6%
85.7%
84.5%
92.5%
93.3%
98.3%

Test samples (No. of images/faces)
30 colour images (150)
25 colour images (125)
25 colour images (125)
25 colour images (150)
20 grayscale images (130)
30 colour images (150)
25 grayscale images (125)
35 colour images (175)
25 colour images (150)
150 colour images (635)

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)

k)

l)

FIGURE 7 Examples of facial feature localization: a) d) g) j) m) p) colour input images, b) e) h) k) n) q) facial feature localized images (background
removed), c) f) I) l) o) r) facial feature localized images
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7 Conclusions

classifier and helped to decrease the range of scanning
greatly. The face and facial feature positioning was
realized by jointly using the classifier, the difference and
gradient limitation technologies. The experimental results
demonstrated that this algorithm had robustness and good
performance for colour face image with sophisticated
background, variant light, multiple poses and expressions.

A Face and facial feature localization algorithm based on
CbgCbr-YIQ dual skin model was presented in this paper.
To improve the accuracy of skin segmentation, as well as
the speed of the face and facial feature localization, the
proposed algorithm contains pre-processing, building the
dual skin model, skin segmentation and extraction, postprocessing, face and facial feature positioning. The preprocessing depressed colour excursion and high light
partly. Then the built dual skin model had better ability of
skin description, adaptability and robustness than the
single skin model. The skin segmentation and extraction
based on dual skin model obtained fewer non-skin objects
and more skin objects. The morphological post-processing
removed noise fast, provided face candidates for Adaboost
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Abstract
Tactical network is a cooperative engagement of a collection of mobile nodes without the requirements of any centralized access points
or existing infrastructures. Its connectivity is very crucial. Thus, the calculation of network's connectivity reliability has great
significance to further research of tactical network. At present, the study of network is mainly through analytical methods. Those
methods build abstract models alone without considering the transmission characteristics and terrain environment of a tactical network.
Meanwhile, the existing simulation methods like Monte Carlo, is too abstract and simple. The OPNET simulation can solve the above
problems better. In this paper, we analysed the related characteristics of tactical network and designed tactical network connectivity
calculating algorithm based on the OPNET simulation. Through the algorithm, we take the transmission and environment features into
consideration. As a result, we analysed the effects of wireless transmission characteristics, mobile models and terrain environment on
network two-terminal reliability in specific cases.
Keywords: tactical network, OPNET simulation, two-terminal reliability, mobile networking, wireless networks

and the Grey Relational Model. But they couldn’t give a
complete modelling of the environmental factors in ad hoc
network. The complex terrain and weather could not be
considered in detail in their models. All in all, current
analyses of network merely complete reliability
modelling, rarely take many features of a mobile network
into account [6, 7], such as node transmission
characteristics,
topography,
terrain
and
other
environmental factors. On the other hand, the simulation
methods existed, like Monte Carlo, is always too abstract
and simple. For example, Wang Xuewang [8] used the
distance between nodes to replace other terrains factors.
The OPNET simulation can solve the above problems, but
it is lack of specific reliability analysis module.
In this paper, we propose a tactical network twoterminal reliability analytical method based on the OPNET
simulation. This method is based on the OPNET modeller
and includes three parts, i.e., the network modelling, the
simulation data collecting and the connectivity reliability
calculating. OPNET network simulation belongs to the
"network inside simulation" [9]. Namely, the network is
simulated by dynamic behaviour, and we can analyse the
network characteristic combining the accessed
performance data. What's more, we can import the
authentic terrain data into the simulation, which filling the
gaps mentioned aforesaid. On this basis, the paper brought
out a kind of network two-terminal reliability experimental
method and comparatively analysed networks in different
mobile models and environments.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 shows the design of simulation algorithm and
experiment. Section 3 shows experiment with random

1 Introduction
As a future digitized battlefield support platform, tactical
network completes both horizontal and vertical data
transmission in tactical combat zone. It not only provides
command and situational awareness information for all
echelons, enhancing the commanders’ and weapons
platforms’ ability of information resource sharing, but also
meets the multi-level, multi-mode, and multi-cover
communication needs of the future digital battlefield.
Therefore, tactical network is under the spotlight in the
military field.
Tactical network requires troops to ensure reliable
connectivity among combat units, during a variety of
complex tasks in the tactical environment. Thus, analyse
connectivity reliability accurately is especially important
for tactical network. In recent years, many scholars began
to study the connectivity reliability of wireless and mobile
network. Gabe Sierra and Lara Kauehak [1] defined
several parameters characterizing the ad hoc networks, but
there are no widely recognized definition and expression.
Gabe Sierra [2] found that in the mobile wireless network
there are still existing faults like large delay, high bit error
rate and channel congestion, even when all the equipment
are in good condition, so the reliability analysis method in
the fixed topology network is difficult to be directly
applied to the ad hoc network. Kharbash [3] took the
mobility of nodes into consideration in his reliability
assessment, but the evaluation model of wireless
transmission characteristics was not given. [4, 5] used
some mathematical models to evaluate the environment of
wireless network, such as the Random Distribution Model
*
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Parameters
Network size
Simulation times
Simulation length
Transmission range
Source node
Destination node
Mobile model
Packet size
Packet sending interval

2 Design of algorithm and experiment
We define the two-terminal reliability R(G), is as
following: the probability that the destination node can
maintain connectivity with the source node, receiving
packets sent by the source node successfully. In a tactical
network G = (V, E), V={v1,v2,…vN} is a set of N nodes in
the network, and E = {e1，e2,…,eM} is a set of M links in
the network. There are only two statuses of the link
between the source node vi, and the destination node vj,
connected or not, i.e. Ψ(X)=1 or Ψ(X)=0, Ψ(X) is a
Bernoulli random variable [10]. Assuming that S is the
state space of X, and X1,X2,…,XK is the random K
independent samples from S. Then the estimated value of
the two-terminal reliability is as Equation (1).
R (G ) 

1
K
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TABLE 1 Simulation experiment parameters

mobile module and without terrain. Section 4 shows the
influence of different mobile modules. Section 5 analyses
the influences of terrain. Finally, Section 6 states our
conclusions.

Value
Scenario1000m2, nodes 30
5000times (50*100)
100h
100m
Node 1
Node 30
Random movement
360byte
360s

3 Experiment with random mobile module and
without terrain
We create a 1000 m*1000 m network in OPNET, and put
30 “wlan_wkstn_adv” wireless mobile nodes into the
scenario randomly. Then we add task module, application
module and profile module to the network scenario in
order. The finished network scenario is shown in Figure 1.

K

 ( X )

i

.

(1)

i 1

Then we can get the value of R(G) through our multifactor simulation algorithm, and use that value to analyse
the reliability of the network. The process of the algorithm
can be briefly described as follows:
Step 1. We build a project wireless-reliability-test in
OPNET, and create several scenarios in it. Then, we put 30
wlan_wkstn_adv wireless mobiles nodes in one of the
scenarios, and copy all of them to the other scenarios,
ensuring that the nodes in all the scenarios have the same
coordinates.
Step 2. Set the costumer business and routing protocol.
We make the setting that source node sends destination
node a 360 bytes data packet every 360 seconds, and
choose the AODV routing protocol [9].
Step 3. Import the terrain data to the scenario if
necessary. Import 100 random seeds into the project, and
run the scenarios at the same time to get a set of reliability
result from each scenario. Put the mobile module in all
scenarios and set the required mobile model for all the
nodes in two scenarios.
Step 4. Repeat the simulation for 50 different sets of
random seeds. Average the results and draw the twoterminal curves for all the scenarios.
In this paper, we conducted three experiments. In all
the three simulation experiments, we first establish a
network scenario according to the parameters in Table 1.
After that, we get random seeds form a C++ program, and
obtain the K independent samples by importing the seeds
into the network scenario in OPNET. At last, we can get
the estimated value of the two-terminal reliability through
Equation (1). The specific parameters of the simulation are
shown in Table 1.

FIGURE 1 The first simulation experiment scenario

After building the network scenario, we begin to set the
node parameters. Firstly, set node transmission power and
reception sensitivity to 0.005W and - 81 respectively, so
the maximum transmission distance will be 100 m
according to the Equation (2).

Los  32.44  20lg d (km)  20lg f (MHz) .

(2)

Then, we set Demand Distance Vector Routing
(AODV) for all nodes, and add OPNET Default Random
Waypoint Model to all the nodes in “Topology-Random
mobility” [11]. We complete the custom business setting
in the task, application and profile modules. Let Node 1
send a 360 bytes packet to Node 30 every 360 seconds.
Under the circumstance that these two nodes are always
connected, it can be seen that the destination node receives
1 byte data every second on average. Figure 2 shows the
specific business setting.

FIGURE 2 Custom business settings
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After finishing the setting process of node and
business, right click on the scene and select Traffic
Received (bytes/sec) as the statistics we need in Chose
Individual DES Statistics. Set the simulation length to
100h and import the 100 random seeds generated in C++
program into the OPNET, and click run to start the
simulation.
After running the process, we can get the results of byte
data, which the source nodes received every second in 100
h, corresponding to the 100 random seeds. Based on the
Equation (1), we can obtain a connectivity reliability
estimation curve from the above 100 samples. Repeat this
process 50 times and average the 50 results, then we get
the final two-terminal reliability curve without terrain and
random mobile model (Figure 3).

Sun Xiaolei, Huang Ning, Zhou Jian, Zhang Yue

In Equation (3), (Ex (t), Ey (t)) is a two-dimensional
normal random variable, whose expectation is (Ex (T), Ey
(T)) and entropy is (Hex2 (t), Hey2 (t)). (xi(t), yi(t)) is also
a two-dimensional normal random variable, whose
expectation is (Ex (t), Ey (t)) and entropy is (Enxi2 (t),
Enyi2 (t)). μi(t) is a measured of (xi(t), yi(t)) belonging to
some degree domain. The two-dimensional normal cloud
model could create five different mobile models
depending on the different parameters selection of (Ex, Ey,
Enx, Eny, Hgx, Hgy, n) [8]. Through some programming
work, we develop the five normal cloud mobile modules
in OPNET.
According to the algorithm method in Section 2, we
add the five mobile models to the network scenario and run
the simulation in proper order. After collecting the
simulation data and calculating the two-terminal
reliability, we can get the reliability comparison result
curves of the five mobile models in Figure 5.

FIGURE 3 Final two-terminal reliability

In the 50 times of experiments, the most volatile point
is at 17th hour. As showed in Figure 4. Through the
calculation, we obtain the variance of the 50 reliability at
17th is 0.03, within acceptable limits. Therefore, the result
of the simulation is quite stable.

FIGURE 5 Connectivity reliability curve of the five mobile model

It can be seen from Figure 5 that, different from the
traditional products fault, the two-terminal reliability
between assigned source node and destination node in
tactical network is not so significantly affected by time.
But with different influencing factors, variation trends
have large differences. Like the different tactical mobile
model in this section, it has great influence on twoterminal reliability.
The reason is that two-terminal reliability mostly
depends on the relative location of the assigned twoterminal nodes in the scenario and other nodes distribution
situation between them, while the latter is greatly
influenced by the mobile model. So the assigned moving
pattern of nodes is significantly important to the twoterminal reliability of the network.

FIGURE 4 The stability test of the result

4 Experiment with different mobile modules
In the tactical network, the moving pattern of wireless
nodes will directly affect the network topology, and affect
the reliability of the network. In this chapter, we will study
the different moving patterns’ influence on two-terminal
reliability according to the above simulation method [8].
In this paper, we use two-dimensional normal cloud model
to create node mobile model. Two-dimensional normal
cloud model can effectively describe the fuzziness and
randomness of typical tactical moving pattern. See in
Equation (3).

i (t )  exp((

2
( xi (t )  Ex (t )) 2 ( yi (t )  E y (t ))

)) .
2 Enx, (t )
2 Eny, (t )
i

5 Experiment with terrain data
Terrain environment has an effect on the connection
reliability of tactical network in several aspects. In this
section, we study the impact on reliability caused by the
terrain environment. Figure 6 shows the scenarios with
terrain environment.

(3)

i

FIGURE 6 The scenarios with terrain environment
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We set the parabolic mobile module to nodes in the
above network, and through our algorithm, we get the
curves both in scenarios with and without terrain
environment. Figure 7 shows the details.

environment, which is caused by terrain shelter, and then
the connection reliability reduces at both ends.
2) Terrain factor has much effect on the moving speed
and location of mobile nodes, which affect the topological
structure of networks, and finally impact the two-terminal
reliability.
6 Conclusions
This paper provides a detailed simulation analysis and
computing method of the two-terminal reliability of
tactical network based on OPNET, upon which we could
finish experiments and analyse the effect that complex
terrain environment and mobile models in tactical network
have on connectivity reliability. The innovative point of
this paper is that it finished the analysis of the effect terrain
environment and mobile models have on connectivity
reliability, which is very difficult to be analysed
comprehensively by traditional analytical methods.
In the future, we will apply our analysis method to the
study of other network connectivity reliability aside from
the two-terminal reliability. What's more, we want to
expand use of this method to the research of network
performance reliability. For these purposes, we will
perform some other practical cases for the utilization of the
proposed analytical method further.

FIGURE 7 Reliability graph with and without terrain environment

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the terrain
environment not only causes the value of two-terminal
reliability decreases earlier, but also accelerates the decline
rate. It is clear that the terrain environment dose have a
significant effect on two-terminal reliability. The terrain
environment can influence the connectivity reliability of
the tactical network in several aspects. The two main
reasons are given below:
1) With terrain environment under consideration, the
max transmission distance decreases. Because signal
attenuation between nodes is greater than that in a vacuum
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Abstract
As one of the state-of-the-art tracking methods based on sparse coding, l1-tracker finds the target with the minimum reconstruction
error from the target template subspace. But the high computational costs restrict its application in practical terms heavily. In this paper,
we incorporate the discriminant information into original l1-tracker, and introduce it into the tracking framework, called FD2LT. In
our framework, tracking is considered as a problem consisting of object location with dictionary learned in the last frame in generative
tracking framework, training samples selection, and dictionary learning with fisher discriminant dictionary learning (FDDL). With our
method, the dictionary is much smaller than that in original one, moreover, without loss of tracking performance (and even better in
some scenarios). The discriminant power explored from the dictionary is used in generative tracking. Experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed tracking algorithm.
Keywords: Fisher discrimination dictionary learning, generative and discriminant tracking, sparse coding, video object tracking

FD2LT and some competitive algorithms are reported in
section 4. Finally, we will conclude our work and propose
future work.

1 Introduction
Recently, computer vision is widely used in many fields.
As one of the most exciting fields, target tracking looks for
some specified objects pre-definited in video streams
artificially. Targets change dynamically and uncertainly in
video sequence, because of occlusion, noisy, varying and
so on. Many tracking algorithms have been proposed, such
as IVT, TLD, CovTrack, l1-tracker [1, 2].
Based on sparse coding (SC) [3], Mei proposed l1tracker [4], where many challenging problems presented in
tracking
are
addressed
seamlessly.
However,
computational cost of l1-tracker is quite expensive to
achieve efficient tracking. Moreover, the discriminant
ability of the dictionary is not explored. An alternative way
is to construct the dictionary with rich representation
ability and few atoms, which is called dictionary learning
(DL) [5]. Many DL algorithms have been proposed in last
several years. K-SVD [6] learns the dictionary from
training sets, which is suitable for reconstruction, rather
than discrimination. Mairal introduces discriminant
constraint into K-SVD for classification [7], which is not
convex; Tosic proposes a new method for learning the
over-complete dictionary to represent the stereo images
[8], but not for classification like K-SVD; Yang’s Fisher
discriminant dictionary learning (FDDL) aims to learn a
structured dictionary for face recognition, whose subdictionaries have specific class labels[5]. Our method is
motivated by Yang’s FDDL. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows: sparse coding, l1-tracker and FDDL
are introduced in section 2. In section 3, we analysis the
shortcoming of FDDL, then improves and introduce it into
tracking, called FD2LT. The convergence of FD2LT is
demonstrated numerically. Experimental results with

2 Related Work
2.1 SPARSE CODING FORMULATION AND SPARSE
CODING BASED TRACKING (L1-TRACKER)
SC is an attractive signal reconstruction method, and the
main task of which is to reconstruct a query signal
y  d 1 over the over-complete dictionary D  d n
with a sparse coefficient vector x 

min x y  Dx

2
F

 x 1.

n1

:
(1)

where, ||.||F and ||.||1 are the Frobenius-norm and l1-norm,
respectively. l1-tracker is proposed based on SC [4], as
shown in Figure 1. Suppose that, the target for tracking has
been located in #205 (where the red box indicated and l1tracker initialized in #206), and N candidate regions are
generated with Bayesian inference around it. With n
templates learned from the last frame and 2d trivial
templates (d positive ones and d negative ones, d is the
dimension of 1-D stretched image) in Figure 1b), Equation
(1) can be solved like Figure 1c). Furthermore, with these
trivial templates, Mei adds non-negative constraint (NNC)
x≥0 into Equation (1). Reconstruction errors of all
candidates with SC coefficients can be used to determine
the weights for each candidate, the target in #206 can be
located with the sum of weighted candidates, and the
updating strategies of dictionaries can be seen in [4].
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a) Candidate regions

b) Dictionary for l1-optimization

c) SC of Candidates over dictionary
FIGURE 1 Original l1-tracker

2.2 FISHER DISCRIMINANT DICTIONARY
LEARNING (FDDL)

r Yi , D, X i   Yi  DX i

Mei’s experiments show that, l1-tracker has excellent
performance when comparing with some state-of-the-art
trackers [4]. But it is inefficiency, caused by the number
of candidates (particles) N and the size of over-complete
dictionary D, affords its application in real-time tracking
severely. In original l1-tracker, in order to achieve robust
tracking, N must be very large, while the dimension of
dictionary D is d×(2d+n) in Equation (1). In our
experiment setting, N=200, and D for l1-tracker is
1600×3210. It is quite nature that, how to reduce the
number of candidates and the size of dictionary without
(or with a little) loss of tracking accuracy, are two
important issues in l1-tracker. The former depends on the
improvement of PF tracking framework [1], which is not
mentioned in this paper; and the latter, specifically, how
to construct dictionary which not only contains few
atoms, but also has good ability of representation, is
exactly the main task of our algorithm.
FDDL is proposed for face recognition, which learns
c structured dictionaries D=[D1,D2,…, Dc] for each class
of facial images, instead of a whole shared dictionary for
all images, where Di is the class-specified sub-dictionary
associated with class-i, and c is the class number. Let
Y=[Y1,Y2,…, Yc] and X= [X1,X2,…,Xc] denote the set of
training samples and the coding coefficient matrix of Y
over D, respectively, where Yi is the sub-set of the
training samples from class i, Xi is the sub-matrix
containing the coding coefficients of Yi over D and Y 
DX. FDDL can be formulated as following:

The first two terms ensure that Yi can be represented by D
and Di approximately with Xi and Xii, respectively; the last
one ensures the representation of Yi over Dj(i  j) is small.
Some important terms in r(Yi,D,Xi) is shown in Figure 2.
Consider some y  d 1 (e.g. a stretched face image),

J  D, X   min r Y , D, X   1 X 1  2 f  X  ,
 D, X 

2
F

 Yi  Di X ii

2
F

c





j 1, j  i

Dj X ij

2
F

, (3)

y  Dx and yˆ  Di xi are reconstruction results of y over
the whole dictionary D and the class-i dictionary Di,
respectively. We denote the first two terms in Equation (3)
as e and ê in Figure 2. The minimization of Equation (3)
can be divided into two sub-problems: updating X by fixing
D, and updating D by fixing X [9].
3 Our tracking framework with FDDL
3.1 IMPROVED FDDL
As mentioned above, Equation (3) minimizes e , ê and
∑jyj (i  j, j=1,…,c) in Figure 2. But we find that, it is
not sufficient for reconstructing signal y based on
Equation (3). Denote by y’=Dix’ the approximation of y
over Di, and e’= ŷ – y’, e = y – y’, e*= y – y’. Here, we
use AR face database to validate the insufficient. AR
contains 700 face images from 100 individuals (7 images
for each one). In our experiment, 100 images are selected
as query singles randomly, and the rest 600 images are
treated as dictionary atoms. For each selected query
image, ||e||F, ||e*||F, ||e’||F, || e ||F and ||ê||F are calculated
on 600 labelled training images, and plotted in Figure 3.
It is clear to see that:
1) Minimization of || e ||F and ||ê||F cannot guarantee
minimization of ||e||F, ||e*||F and ||e’||F;
2) As ||e’||F >0 (unless the total dictionary D is
consisting of ith class dictionary Di merely, which is not
practical), ||ê||F<||e||F. And minimization of || e ||F and
||ê||F in Equation (3) has nothing to do with minimization
of ||e*||F;
3) Beside || e ||F and || ê ||, ||e||F, ||e*||F and ||e’||F also

(2)

where,
f(X)=tr(SW(X))-tr(SB(X))-η||X||F2
is
a
discriminative constraint imposed on X, which makes D
discriminative for the samples in Y; SW(X) and S B(X) are
within- and between-class scatters of X, respectively; λ1,
λ2 are used to tune the influences of each term;
r(Y,D,X)=∑i=1,…cr(Yi,D,Xi) is the discriminative fidelity
term, and:
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play important roles in face recognition. They report the
difference between ith class information contained in Di
and that in D. The smaller these three terms, the more
positive information contained in Di and the less in D\Di;
4) For each image, ||e||F is maximum among all five
residual terms, and the minimization of ||e||F can be
considered as the upper bound of all five representation
residual terms. The similar results can be obtained on
Yale, ORL database. Therefore, we can rewrite Equation
(3) as:

unsupervised and semi-supervised classification) work
well based on a huge number of training samples, but as
discussed above, DL with so many samples (e.g. Y in
Equation (2-5)) lead to the tremendous computational
costs. It is not critical for classification, as training and
updating of classifiers are off-line in advance and
classifying the new-arrival sample is very fast with the
classifiers; but it is impatient in tracking, as the latter is
real-time.
In order to achieve robustness and efficiency, under
the framework of PF framework, we seek the most likely
candidate region as target in current frame, then generate
object/positive samples and background/negative
samples as following. Select 10 regions extremely
nearby the object (small red rectangle in Figure 4c) as
positive samples YO, and 10 regions (including up-left,
up, up-right, left, right, left-down, down, left-right, 1/3
bigger and 1/3 smaller than the small red box) as
negative samples YB. Notice that, as shown in Figure 4d),
in order to remain information of target during tracking,
we always fix the last one in YO with the target selected
artificially in the first frame; and the last two background
regions are used to deal with the scale changing of target.

c

r  Y , D, X    r  Yi , D, X i  
i 1


i
 Yi  Di X i

i 1 
c

2
F



c



j 1, j  i

D j X i j

(4)


,
F


2

where, Yi is the class-i subset of the training samples, X’ij
is the coding coefficient matrix of Yi (reconstruction of
Yi over Dj). Note that, we use X’ij in Equation (4) instead
of Xij in Equation (3). Denote f(X’)=tr(SW(X’))–
tr(SB(X’))–η||X’||F2, thus Equation (2) can be rewritten as:

J  D , X   min r  Y , D, X    1 X  1  2 f  X   .

FIGURE 2 Residual terms

(a)Target in
#204

(b)Candidates

3.2.2 Dictionary Learning

(5)

 D , X 

Most of discriminant tracking methods are based on the
assumption that, the appearances of target and
background (near the object) change slightly frame by
frame. Thus, we can represent candidate regions selected
in current frame using the dictionary Dold learned in the
last frame, and locate target as shown in the last section;
afterwards, update Dold with 20 selected samples to help
tracking in the successive frame. So, updating the
dictionary is also a critical problem here.
Suppose that, Dold=[Dold_O, Dold_B] is the last learned
dictionary, and labeled training samples Y=[YO,YB] are
selected as Figure 4d). The problem of DL is how to
update Dold, such that Y can be represented by new
dictionary Dnew with as less error as possible. According
to improved FDDL proposed above, objective function
for tracking is:

FIGURE 3 Residual terms

(c)Sampling
range

(d)Training
set

FIGURE 4 Object location and training samples selection

3.2 FDDL BASED TRACKING



J  D, X   min YO  DO X OO
 D , X  

In this subsection, our tracking framework called FDDL
based tracking (FD2LT) is proposed, which includes three
components: target location with the dictionary learned in
the last frame, training samples selection for dictionary
learning, and discriminant dictionary learning.

DB X OB



2
F

 DO X BO

2
F

2
F

 YB  DB X BB

 1 X  1 

2 SW  X    S B  X     X 

2
F

2
F


,

(6)



where, Y  YO , YB  are approximation of Y  Y O , YB 
over Dold; X    X O , X B  ; X O   X OO , X OB  and

3.2.1 Target Location and Training Samples Selection
According to the target location in the last frame (red box
in Figure 4a), a number of candidate regions can be
extracted with Bayesian inference (dotted boxes in
Figure 4b), then target can be distinguished from those
candidates. Many SC methods have been proposed for
classification [5-7]. Most of them (no matter supervised,

X B   X BO , X BB  are SC coefficients of YO and YB over
updated D’, respectively.
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3.2.3 Solving modified FDDL
Optimization of J(D’,X’) in Equation (6) is not convex
with respect to D’ and X’ simultaneously, and we can
divided it into two sub-problems: updating X’ by fixing D’;
and updating D’ by fixing X’. The procedures are
iteratively implemented in our previous work, the reader
can refer to [10] for detail.

FIGURE 6 NNC. Top: Tracking results of successive five frames
with 1: l1-tracker(Bule), 2: original FD2LT (Red) and 3: improved
FD2LT (Yellow); Bottom: dictionary templates of three algorithms

3.3 REPRESENTATIVE/DISCRIMINANT ABILITIES
OF DICTIONARY

3.4 WITH OR WITHOUT NON-NEGATIVE
CONSTRAINTS?

Figure 5 shows some tracking results with our modified
and original FD2LT in #205 (Figures 5a and 5b) and #355
(Figure 5c) of Dudek sequence, and the further and detail
results can be seen in Figure 8b). Experimental settings are
the same as those in section 4.1. It is clear to see that:
1) Tracking results of our two FD2LT methods are
similar in #205, both of them deal with deformations and
occlusions of target steadily;
2) FD2LT with our improved FDDL remains object
information well after dictionary updating, while the latter
destroys almost all object information, which is shown in
10 object atoms (updated dictionary in current frame) in
the lower-left corner of Figures 5a and 5b, respectively;
(3) We also assert that, coding coefficients used to
represent target in #205 with improved FD2LT is sparser
than that with original FD2LT. The button row of Figures
5a and 5b shows the coding results of these two methods.
With experiments in section 4, we get similar
conclusions and list as following:
1) Our improved FDDL is much sparser than original
FDDL, when coding the same signal;
2) Dictionary learning with our improved FDDL has
stronger representation ability than original FDDL.
The second conclusion can be expressed in Figure 5c.
With our method, after a few successive frames, some
atoms in dictionary are almost close to zeros. As shown in
Figure 5c, only 3 object atoms and 10 background atoms
are used to represent the object with our improved FDDL,
while it appears rarely when we use original FDDL in
tracking. But it does not always benefit for tracking,
especially when object changes heavily, as if the number
of dictionary atoms is too small, they cannot remain the
object information and adapt the change of object,
simultaneously. In order to maintain rich ability of
representation, we set those atoms with all zero elements
as mean of all non-zero atoms.

In original l1-tracker, non-negative constraints (NNC) for
coding coefficients are not only used to restrict them to be
positive, but also used to filter out clutter that is similar to
target templates as reversed intensity patterns, as shown in
Figure 6. In these successive five frames in Car4 sequence,
the car for tracking is driven from brightness to darkness.
With NNC, original l1-tracker remains the template
information of the car, no matter it is in the shadow or not.
But we have referred that, l1-tracker costs heavily, because
of the large dictionary(almost half of the dictionary, i.e. the
negative trivial template, is designed for NNC) and l1optimization, as shown in Figure 1 and section 2.2,
respectively.
In our FD2LT, which can be considered as the
discriminant extended version of l1-tracker, NNC is
omitted, because the changes of reversed intensity patterns
can be incorporated into dictionary after learning. We find
that, in Figure 1, the dictionaries learned with original and
improved FDDL include not only positive templates, but
also negative ones, which are used to deal with the problem
of reversed intensity patterns. According to this, our two
FD2LT algorithms are much faster than original l1-tracker,
and the performances of them are nearly the same, which
can be seen in Section 4.
To compare the convergence we verify that for our two
FD2LT trackers with Dudek sequence quantification ally.
In #206, almost the entity face of the man (target for
tracking) is blocked by his hand, which is slightly occurred
in #205, see Figures 1a and Figures 5a, respectively. This
is still a heavy representative change for modern trackers.
There is reason to regard that, dictionaries learned in #205
with above two FDDL methods are not very suitable for
tracking the object in #206. We get the same result in
Figure 7a that, initial energies (values of objective
function, calculated with Equation (7) are very large.
During the iterative procedure, energies decayed quickly,
and FD2LT based on our improved FDDL convergences
faster than the other one. Figure 7b shows the same result
with the average energies convergence of the whole
tracking procedure. In our experiment, we set number of
iterations as 5, in order to keep our tracker working fast.

(a) Original FD2LT

(b) Improved FD2LT

(c) Special Example

2

FIGURE 5 Results of FD LT on Dudek
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When target appears again, TLD can obtain it. But there
are also some exceptions, see Figure 8c from #377 to the
end of the Faceocc2 sequence. TLD loses the head for
tracking from #377 because of the occlusion and rotation
of the target, and after that, TLD never detects the target
again; while original l1-tracker and the derivative two
FD2LT trackers, which have strong representative abilities
based on the large size of dictionary and good
performances of dictionary learning, respectively,
performance excellently.
For motion blur, our two trackers work better than
IVT and l1-tracker, moreover, CovTrack and TLD also
reveal their abilities for blur, see #4, #9 and #38 in Figure
8d and #16, #29 and #53 in Figure 8h. The animal runs and
jumps fast(motion blur) with splashing a lot of water
splashing (occlusion). IVT and l1-tracker fail both from #4,
and never recover after that. Original and improved FD2LT
lost target at #28 and recover at #38, Figure 8d. And at
#12,#21 and #43,#71, improved FD2LT works better than
original FD2LT, CovTrack and TLD. TLD loses target from
#24 to #33, from #53 to #71 in Animal sequence and from
#33 to #36, from #41 to #48, from #56 to #70, from #73 to
#90 in Jumping sequence.
For rotation and scale variation, our trackers still
work robustly, see Figures 8a, 8c and 8e. The surfer
staggers forward and back in the Surfer sequence, the girl
turns left, turns right, zoom in and zoom out in the Girl
sequence, and the man turns left, turns right and occludes
by book in the Faceocc2 sequence, four trackers except
IVT and TLD perform nice for these challenges.
Especially, TLD loses the target in #377 in Faceocc2, and
never recovers again.
For complex background, as shown in Figures 8f and
8g the car for tracking is driven in the dark with bright
lamplight and car light affecting the tracking, and the stone
for tracking scatters around lots of similar stones. TLD and
our two trackers work well before #220 in Car11 sequence
but IVT loses the target from #50. And in the Stone
sequence, TLD, l1-tracker and our two trackers work better
than other two trackers as before. CovTrack fail in these
two sequences, because it extracts edge information of
targets as one dimension of features, and in these two
sequences, edge of targets are ambiguous and hard to
distinct. l1-tracker fails after #220 in Car11, because of it
is short of the discriminant ability of foreground and
background; On the other hand, when there exists a
candidate region which is like the target for tracking, it is
likely for TLD to detect the former instead of the latter, as
shown in #50 in Figure 8d and from #85 to the end in
Figure 8j. This is because of the excessive strong detective
ability of TLD, when losing the target.
In general, from above analysis, we can find that,
owing to powerful representative and discriminant
capabilities, our original and improved FD2LT trackers
work nearly the same, and the latter is slightly better,
especially in the Faceocc2, Dudek, Girl, Car11, Stone and

b) Average Energy of Deduk

FIGURE 7 Convergence Curves of Energies (Values of Objective
Function)

4 Experiment
4.1 EXPERIMENT SETTING
In order to evaluate our trackers, we conduct experiments
on eight challenging video sequences, including Surfer,
Dudek, Faceocc2, Animal, Girl, Car11, Stone, Jumping,
Car4
and
Pktest02
with
375,
1145,
819,71,500,393,200,100,400 and 120 frames, respectively
(see Figure 8). These sequences cover almost all
challenges in tracking, including occlusion (even heavy),
motion blur, rotation, scale variation and complex
background, etc. For comparison, we select four state-ofthe-art trackers, including incremental learning based
tracker (IVT, a familiar discriminant tracking method
[11]), Tracking -Learning-Detection (TLD, a real-time
long-term discriminant tracking method [12]), CovTrack(a
generative tracker on Lie-group [13]) and l1-tracker(a
generative tracking methods[4])1.
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate the above-mentioned algorithms using the
centre location errors, as shown in Figure 8. Overall, our
FD2LT performs well against the other state-of-the-art
algorithms.
For occlusion, five algorithms except IVT work
steadily roughly, especially at #206, #366 of the Dudek
sequence in Figure 8b (head for tracking is covered by
hand and glasses) and at #85, #108, #433 of the Girl
sequence in Figure 8e (head for tracking turns right, turns
back and blocks by someone else). After the target
recovers from occlusion, these five trackers can seek it
quickly. IVT works poorly, even lost the target from #10 in
the Girl sequence, because of the number of positive and
negative samples are limited (in consideration of the
learning efficiency). Incremental updating of classifier in
IVT is less effective; CovTrack has large size of candidates
(with the definition of integral image, feature extraction of
these candidates is so fast, and the costs of which can be
ignored), which makes it robust for occlusion, scale
variation and blur. Thanks to P-N expert learning and
detection when loses the target, TLD often performs good
when confronts occlusion. When occlusion happens, TLD
abandons tracking, see the yellow regions in Figure 8.
1

Readers can download codes of IVT(Matlab version) and TLD(C++ version) on
www.cs.toronto.edu/ dross/ivt/ and info.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Personal/Z.Kalal/,

respectively. The other programs are coded with Matlab7.0 ourselves, and
experiments are running on computer with 2.67GHz CPU and 2GB memory.
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Car4 sequences, see Figures 8c, 8b, 8e, 8f, 8g, 8i; Original
l1-tracker[4] performances good in most frames, but fail to
track sometimes; TLD has high performance in most of
situations, which is worthy of “long term tracker”[12]. But
it gives up tracking when facing heavily occlusion and
rotation, and cannot recover when target appears again
with large changes in appearance; CovTrack is suitable for
occlusion and rotation, but fails when facing with complex
backgrounds; IVT is sensitive, when the occlusion,
rotation, motion blur of target are appeared in tracking. We
also find that, our improved FD2LT remains object
information in updated dictionary, which are shown in
button-two rows of lower-left of each frame in Figures 8a
and 8b, while original FD2LT destroys almost all object
information, which are shown in top-two rows of lowerleft of each frames. The same conclusions can be obtained
when investigating the rest sequences in Figure 8.
Moreover, the fixed 10th object training samples also
prevent the procedure of DL from degeneration. See #28
in Figure 8d, all six trackers lost the target, and most of the
dictionary atoms after updating (used to track in the
successive frame) are confused, except few atom. With our
selection of training samples for DL in section 3.1, our two
trackers retrieve the animal’s head in #38, but the other two
methods fail. Meanwhile, CovTrack also preserves the
original information of target, so it recovers in #34; and
TLD uses detection module(not tracking or learning
module) to search for the object and regain it in #38. All
these mean that, remaining the original information of
targets, instead of updating the whole templates frame by
frame, is beneficial for tracking, which is taken more and
more attention in tracking community.

a) Surfer

b) Dudek

c) Faceocc2

d) Anima

e) Girl

f) Car11

g) Stone

h) Jumping

i) Car4
j) Pktest02
FIGURE 8 Tracking results with six tracking methods. Yellow
regions means that, in these frames, trackers lose the targets

Table 1 is the tracking cost comparison of six algorithms
used in our experiments. One can see that, our two FD2LT
frameworks work much faster(average 400 times faster
under the same experimental settings described in Section
4.1) than l1-tracker, because of the much smaller but welltrained dictionary; the improved FD2LT (FD2LT1 in Table
1) is slightly fast than the original one (FD2LT2 in Table
1), because of the simpler optimization in Equation (5)
than original one in Equation (2). TLD, coded with C++, is
the fastest algorithm in our comparative experiments; and
our improved and original FD2LT ranking third and fourth
in these algorithms. But our methods work much better
than IVT (ranking second).

Table 1 The tracking cost comparison of six algorithms used in our experiments.
IVT
CovTrack
TLD
l1-track
FD2LT1
FD2LT2

Surfer
2.8694
1.5707
3.0124
0.0040
2.0886
2.3469

Dudek
3.3211
1.2454
2.5078
0.0016
1.8748
2.3154

Faceocc2
2.7886
1.1278
3.4763
0.0020
1.7103
1.8979

Animal
1.8979
1.2534
4.1023
0.0020.5
1.3596
1.4620

Girl
1.6548
1.2209
3.8792
0.0023
1.6909
1.7392

Car11
2.7901
1.7041
3.8145
0.0023
1.7473
2.3624

Stone
1.2903
1.8890
4.6451
0.0031
1.0794
1.1501

Jumping
1.2682
1.4333
3.9561
0.0029
.0.8927
1.1084

Car4
0.8479
1.3632
5.7258
0.0045
1.1323
1.6092

Pktest02
1.3503
1.1906
6.7894
0.0033
1.1247
1.1931

be studied in future, including:
1) some conclusions proposed in this paper without
strict proof, instead of numerical validation, e.g. theoretic
convergence of FDDL, why improved FD2LT has stronger
discriminant ability than original one;
2) our FD2LT framework is much faster than the latter,
but it is still far away from real-time tracking(more than 20
fps in common video sequence). How to accelerate the
tracking efficiency is one the further goals of us and even
all computer vision researchers.

5 Conclusion and future works
In this paper, we analysis the reasons for the inefficiency
of l1-tracker and the insufficient of original FDDL
proposed by Mei [4] and Yang [5] firstly. Then, in order to
overcome these drawbacks, we present a modified version
of FDDL and validate the numerical convergence of
improved FDDL, then introduce the original/modified
FDDL into video tracking, called FD2LT.In our
framework, three important components (object location,
training samples selection, and dictionary learning) are
introduced and discussed detail in Section3. Our
framework combines generative tracking (i.e., PF [1])
with discriminant information (i.e., FDDL), and
experiments demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency
of our trackers. But there are also some aspects required to
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Abstract
HINOC (High performance Network Over Coax) is Coaxial cable access technology with independent intellectual property rights in
China. In the structure of network management software, network topology discovery and maintenance plays an important role in the
system. By analysing the traditional algorithms of topology discovery, this paper introduces an algorithm based on SNMP trap and
polling. On the basis of test results, the algorithm which has been implemented in HINOC proved to be reliable, efficient and with lowburden.
Keywords: network management, topology management, HINOC, SNMP

1 Introduction
Network Manager

These HINOC (High performance Network Over Coax) is
the transport solution to network access between fibreoptic network and home network. It is acknowledged that
making use of cable TV network is a good broadband
access technology. On one hand, cable TV network has the
characteristics of a large covered range and low cost so that
we can use the cable television networks as access network
to avoid the negative impact of home construction. On the
other hand, coaxial cable has good transmission
characteristics, such as large capacity and high quality of
transmission [1].
The structure of HINOC is shown in Figure 1. It
consists of HB (HINOC Bridge) as bridge device and HM
(HINOC Modem) as terminal equipment. HB is connected
with optic equipment. It can transmit data as the only
interface of optic equipment. Meanwhile it can be used as
a control node to monitor HM. HM connects with HB
through coaxial cable inside the building, and the other end
of HM connects with the terminal devices such as
television and computer [1].
This paper introduces topology management in the
network management software (NMS) of HINOC. The
NMS is based on SNMP (Simple Network Management
Protocol) and running on the network manager. The
remaining of this paper is organized as follows: in Section
2 we will give an overview of the NMS. Algorithm of
Topology Management will be illustrated in Section 3.
Section 4 presents the experiment results. Finally,
conclusion will be given in Section 5.

Central Database
GE
FIBER

Switch

CATV
CABLE

CATV
CABLE
HINOC BRIDGE

HINOC BRIDGE

Embedded Agent

Embedded Agent
CABLE

CABLE
HOME1

HOME2

HINOC
modem

TV

HINOC
modem

SDTV

HINOC
modem

PC

FIGURE 1 HINOC network scenario

2 Network management software of HINOC
The network management software of HINOC is based on
the SNMP. The management agents are embedded in the
HB and HM. NMS can manage HB and HM with the IP
addresses of devices. Every HB is regarded as a unit. It
constitutes a subnet with the HM connected with it. The
central management software can collect information of
HB and HM in a subnet only by the HB instead of
communication with the HM directly [2, 3].
Figure 2 is the framework of the central network
management based on HINOC. The top-level mainly
consists of user interaction interfaces, including
management interface and service provided for the WEB.
The graphical interface used in the system is developed
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mainly by the Qt Graphical Interface Library. And
interface layer responses for analysing the user operation.
It concludes the management of topology, performance,
fault, configuration and escalation in the NMS (network
management system) engine. The NMS engine correspond
the operation to the performance function of SNMP,
displays the responded data on the GUI and saves them to
the database. The FTP is in charge of the system updating
management. It is used to storage the latest network
management central software and embedded agent of
HB/HM.
NMS Client

the network. Therefore, the algorithm of topology
management needs to combine with the characteristics of
HINOC MAC layer protocol [6, 7].
3.2 ALGORITHM OF TOPOLOGY MANAGEMENT IN
HINOC
The star topology of HINOC is made up of HB and HM.
Since the system uses the embedded agent to manage
access device by IP address, topology management needs
to establish the correspondences between device and IP
address. The network management system is implemented
by SNMP trap and polling at the network layer.
Considering the HM access protocol, this mechanism is
designed with 5 notifications of HB’s online, HM’s online,
HM’s online reported by HB, HM’s offline reported by HB
and the shutting down of embedded agent.
Devices that go online have to send SNMP trap with
the message composed of node ID, type of device, MAC
address, and community. The trap oid of HB’s online is
1.3.6.1.3.2.9.1 while HM is 1.3.6.1.3.2.10.3. EMS
(Element Management System) receives the trap from HB
or HM, acquires the basic information of the device that
goes online and saves the source address of the trap.
Meanwhile, if the device is HM which has been adopted
by a HB, its node ID and MAC address has also been
achieved by the HB. HB will send message to EMS to
report that the HM belongs to this HB. The trap oid of
HM’s online reported by HB is 1.3.6.1.3.2.9.4. In this case,
EMS will receive two traps which have the same MAC
address form HB and HM. As a result, correspondences
between HB and HM can be established. Table 1 shows
the comparison of different algorithms of topology
discovery [4, 5].

Browser

GUI LIB

WEB SERVER

Interface Layer

NMS ENGINE
Topology
Management

Performance
Management

Fault
Management

SNMP

Configuration
Management

Update
Management

FTP
DataBase
TCP/IP Protocol Stack

Windows

FIGURE 2 Structure of network management software

3 Algorithm of topology management
Text Topology management consists of the process of
building topology and maintaining. Considering the
importance of topology management, a complete topology
management must have 3 aspects: accuracy, commonality
and low-burden [5]. We will introduce the traditional
algorithm of network topology discovery and the method
we used in HINOC.

TABLE 1 Comparisons of different topology discovery methods

3.1 TRADITIONAL ALGORITHM OF NETWORK
TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY

Method
ICMP
ARP
RIP
SNMP
Algorithm
in HINOC

Current topology discovery methods are shown as
follows:
1) ICMP-based method;
2) ARP-based method;
3) Router-protocol (RIP) based method;
4) SNMP-based method [4, 5].
Because of particularity of HINOC network, the
traditional algorithm of network topology discovery based
on IP network cannot be applied to this system. Firstly, the
downlink data is sent by the MAC layer, which has special
mechanism of data processing, and we cannot build HB
and HM connection by access equipment, for the access
equipment does not have routing table. However, the
connection built by address forwarding table between
MAC addresses cannot meet the demand of management
requirement. In this situation, it is impossible to manage
the HM by using the IP address. Although polling with
broadcasting can build the topology, it can only be used on
the same network segment, and will have a huge burden on

Speed
quick to the alive
while slow to others
Quick
Middle
Quick

Accuracy

Burden

middle

high

low
middle
high

low
low
low

Quick

high

low

While HB or HM is running, EMS polls periodically to
get information of network traffic and output power. If a
device does not replay 5 times continuously, EMS could
come to a conclusion that the device is offline and modify
its state. Besides, information of the device can be saved
until it is back online. Figure 3 shows the complete process
of topology management.
Even though the traditional algorithm based on SNMP
also has the characteristics of accuracy, low-burden and
quick-response as we saw in Table 1, it has to send lots of
message to every device. With the increasing of devices
quantity, the number of messages grows rapidly which can
add load on the network [8, 9]. By contrast, the trap sent
by embedded agent can avoid this problem and be more
efficient. Meanwhile, polling ensures real-time updating of
network topology [8-10].
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Receive online trap

Is it a HB online
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reported by HB?
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Get the IP and MAC
address of the HM

Search the HB in
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the HM
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N

N
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in queue?
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Y
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N

N

N
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Y
5 times
continuously?

Y

Y

HB is offline

HM is offline

FIGURE 3 shows the complete process of topology management

4 Experiment result

4.1 TEST OF ESTABLISHMENT

The test environment is shown in Figure 4 and Table 2.
Network Management Centre runs on the host computer,
and uses the HMD301 Cable Bridge terminal of Shanghai
Broadband as Internet access device. The coaxial interface
of HB is connected with HM, and the network interface
connected with PC. The debugging device connects to
HB/HM through the serial port of the host computer, and
realizes it with hypertermina.

The Figure 5 shows the process of topology
establishment. As shown in the device list on the left, a
HM is mounted on the No.1 HB. The right part of the
picture shows the basic information of the No.1 HB.
From the picture, we can see that both the topological
relation and basic information are correct.

FIGURE 5 Main interface of network management software

4.2 MANAGEMENT SCALE TESTING
The Figure 5 shows the testing scale of the Network
Management System. Because of the limitation of the
testing environment, we cannot test all the 32 HMs
actually. So we test with one HB and HM (Table 3). HB
and HM sends on-line notification every 15s and the ID
of HM increase by one each time to simulate the
circumstance that 32 HMs are online. As shown in the
Figure 5, when all the 32 HMs are running, the Network
Management System is operating smoothly, and we can
get the basic information, network flow and output
power of the device.

FIGURE 4 Testing environment
TABLE 2 Parameters of devices
PC

HMD301

CPU
RAM
Operating System
RAM
FLASH
KERNEL

Intel Core2 DUO E7500
2G
Windows XP
32M
32M
Linux version 2.4.21
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Taking the expandability and portability of the network
into consideration, the existing C/S architecture cannot
meet the requirement that one system could be used
anywhere. It could be improved to the B/S architecture in
the future and will be able to increase flexibility, shield
realization details, provide general interfaces to more
manufacturers, and cut down the cost of the system with
the help of the Web network management system.
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FIGURE 6 Main interface of network management software
TABLE 3 Total time of polling
Parameters

Number of HB/HM

Network Traffic
and Output Power

1/32
225/7200

Total time of
polling
8.6 sec (measured)
30 min (estimated)

5 Conclusion and future work
The network management software is developed
synchronously with HIONC and it is not complete yet. The
network topology based on the MAC layer protocol and
HB/HM network structure realizes the management and
maintenance of HINOC network. The direct ratio between
rotation time and equipment number is still a crucial issue
to solve.
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Abstract
The proposed evaluating method based Cloud Model and Gray Relational Degree aims to solve the fuzziness and randomness problems
of evaluation methods and the outcome efficiently. Cloud model is implemented to convert qualitative concept into quantitative value
based index system. Gray Relation Degree theory is implemented to access to evaluation index weights.
Keywords: Cloud Model, Gray relational degree, DB contracting, evaluation of bid, weight

1 Introduction
With economic development, technology advances,
project scale expansion, developer’ need for overall
management, DB contracting model is increasingly
favoured by the market. It is put forward new challenges
for Project Bidding. Bidding of DB model exist fuzziness
and randomness problems which are due to inaccurate
information such as status of market supply demand, value
orientation of owner, characteristics of the project subject
to tenderers, and bidder’s strategy. Further study of
bidding institutional innovation and theoretical methods
are needed.
Bid evaluation is the most important part of tendering
activities. How to select bid evaluation indicators and their
weights is a difficulty. Many researchers have done lots of
studies and promoted corresponding theory methods and
assessment models, including: Value Engineering [1],
analytic hierarchy process [2], comprehensive fuzzy
evaluation method [3], grey correlation analysis [4],
principal component analysis [5], entropy method [6],
ANN [7], DS evidence theory [8], set pair theory [9] and
other single evaluation method, and combination of above
methods, such as: AHP and fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation [10], DEA and information entropy method [11]
etc.
The above mentioned evaluation methods are suitable
for those project which have the characteristics of adequate
preparation, concentrated information, low risk, single
target. However, cannot reflect the randomness and
fuzziness and their relation of bid evaluation of DB project.
Cloud model can realize the conversion between the
qualitative and quantitative description that can use single
rule uncertainty reasoning to quantify evaluation
indicators; grey correlation method has the characteristics
of high utilization of information, weight calculation
reasonable and can obtain the weight of each evaluation

indicators. We combine the advantages of cloud model and
grey correlation method to carry out the study of project
evaluation method.
2 Cloud model descriptions of bid evaluation
indicators of DB project
2.1 CONCEPT OF CLOUD MODEL
2.1.1 Definition of Cloud
Let X denote an ordinarily set, X∈ {x}, which is called a
domain. Ã is the fuzzy subset on the domain X, which
means there always exists a stable numerical variable
u A  x  , which is called the element’s x membership degree
on Ã. If the elements from domain are simple and orderly,
X is underlying variable. The distribution of membership
degree on X is called Membership Cloud. If the elements
are not simple and orderly, x, according to a rule, can be
mapped to another orderly universe, the one and only one
and corresponds, for the basic variables, membership in
the distribution called membership cloud [14].
2.1.2 Numerical characteristic of Cloud
1) Membership cloud employs expectation, entropy and
hyper-entropy to describe a specific concept.
2) Expectation (Ex) expresses the point which is the most
suitable to represent the domain of the concept and it is the
most typical sample after this concept to quantify.
3) Entropy (En) reflects qualitative concept. The
uncertainty is reflected from three aspects:
a) Entropy reflects the range of domain space, which
could be accepted by the specific concept.
b) It reflects the probability of cloud droplet represents
linguistic terms in domain space.
c) It can be used to express the relationship between
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randomness and fuzziness. Entropy represents a
granularity of a concept, which could be measured.
4) Hyper entropy (He) describes the uncertain
measurement of entropy. It reflect the coherence of
uncertainty.

reasoning which can achieve conversion between
qualitative and quantitative.

2.1.3 Cloud generator

A formal description of qualitative rules: If A then B. A and
B are cloud objects described in language value. Cloud
generators are the basement of uncertain reasoning by
using cloud model. A single rule generator consist of X
condition cloud generator and Y condition cloud generator.
CGA represents the X condition cloud of input language
value A, CGB represents the Y condition cloud of output
language value B. When a given value is input to stimulate
CGA, CGA randomly generates a set of values ui (which
reflects it is intensity of activation towards qualitative
rules). By inputting ui in CGB, CGB generates a random
cloud droplets Cdrop.(yi, ui). It should be noted that in order
to achieve uncertain reasoning the cloud droplets and
output values are not unique and determined [15]. The
model of Single Rule Generator is shown in Figure 1.

2.2 SINGLE CLOUD MODEL UNCERTAINTY
REASONING RULES

Cloud generator means generating algorithm of cloud.
Cloud generator includes forward cloud generator and
backward cloud generator. Forward cloud generator can be
divided into X condition cloud generator and Y conditions
cloud generator. Forward cloud generator produces cloud
droplets described by the specific concept. X condition
cloud generator employs numerical characteristics
Expectation, Entropy, Hyper entropy and specific value
x0 to generate series droplets. Y condition cloud generator
employs numerical characteristics Expectation, Entropy,
Hyper entropy and specific value u0 . These two
conditions cloud generators are the basement of uncertain
ExA

EnA

Cdrop（x0,ui）

CGA

ui
HeA
ExB
x0
EnB
CGB

Cdrop（y0,ui）

HeB

FIGURE 1 Single Rule Generator

2.3 ESTABLISHMENT OF BID EVALUATION
INDEXES BASED CLOUD MODEL

sensitivity and consistency. Reasonable selection of
indicator system will directly affect credibility of the final
results. Following indicators system in Table 1 is
summarized based on the study of evaluation methods of
169 bidding documents.

Bid evaluation indicators of DB projects should have the
characteristic of testability, completeness, independence,
TABLE 1 Bid evaluation indicators system
Target

First-grade indicators

Second-grade indicators
Economic strength
credit
Performance and quality of project manager
Quality and experience of project management team
Designing idea and method
Structure, layout and function of drawings
Specification and requirement of design
Construction design and technical measure
Schedule, quality plan and assurance measures
Offer
Correctness and completeness of bidder
Rationality of offer

Bidder
Project management team
Bid evaluation indicators
system

Design
Construction design
Price

As it is seen from Table 1, bid evaluation indicators of
each second-grade indicators are divided into several
comments according to the experience of experts. Takes
Economic strength of tenderer for example, economic
strength will be classified as "strong, less strong, average,

less weak, weak" according to the enterprise scale, amount
of fixed assets and guarantee funds. Cloud model is
expressed as: "(2100, 300 / 3, 10), (1600, 250 / 3, 10),
(1200, 200 / 3, 10), (800,250 / 3, 10), (300,300 / 3, 10)".
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Weak

1

Less weak Average

Less strong
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0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

500

1000
1500
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2000

2500

FIGURE 2 Cloud droplets of Economic strength and its membership degree

project.evaluation experts grade each enterprises on bid
evaluation indicators system. As showed in Figure 2, high
value of one indicator shows that the corresponding
program is better than other programs.

3 Experimentation
3.1 EXAMPLES OF BASIC DATA
Enterprises A, B, C, D participate in the bidding of a DB
TABLE 2.Indicator evaluation result of tenderer
Second-grade indicators
Economic strength
Credit
Performance and quality of project manager
Quality and experience of project management team
Designing idea and method
Structure, layout and function of drawings
Specification and requirement of design
Construction design and technical measure
Schedule, quality plan and assurance measures
Offer
Correctness and completeness of bidder
Rationality of offer

A
920
Very good
Average
Not good
8
7
Satisfied
6
8
3194
Complete
Reasonable

3.2 ESTABLISHMENT OF CLOUD MODEL AND
UNCERTAINTY REASONING

B
1567
Good
Very good
Very good
5
4
Average
8
5
3704
Incomplete
Unreasonable

C
1103
Good
Very good
Average
6
9
Less satisfied
5
7
3657
Average
More reasonable

D
2050
Average
Good
Good
9
8
Average
4
6
3235
Complete
Average

Step3: By using the single rule uncertainty reasoning of
cloud rules to transform qualitative description to
quantitative description. Level of qualitative indicators is
quantized to a specific value. We build up following rules:
A case study of economic strength of tenderers.
If economic strength is "strong" then score is "high". If
economic strength is "less strong" Then score is "less high".
If economic strength is "average" Then score is "medium".
If economic strength is "less weak" then score "low". If
economic strength is "weak" then score "lower".
Using the single rule uncertainty reasoning of cloud
model and MATLAB software, we can obtain indicator
grades as shown in Table 3:

Step1: Establish second degree indicators comment sets
according to the nature of the evaluation indicators.
Comment sets are divided into five levels and can be used
to describe the inherent ambiguity of indicators. As seen
from 1.3 establishment of bid evaluation indications based
cloud model.
Step2: Develop grade comment set and grade cloud model.
We adopt centesimal system to measure the level of
indicators. Qualitative comments "Very Good, Good,
average, Not Good, bad" is described as "(90,10/3,0.3),
(75,10/3,0.3 ), (60,10/3,0.3), (45,10/3,0.3), (30,10/3,0.3) in
cloud model."
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TABLE 3 Indicators grades of tenderers
Second-grade indicators
Economic strength
Credit
Performance and quality
of project manager
Quality and experience of
project management team
Designing idea and
method
Structure, layout and
function of drawings
Specification and
requirement of design
Construction design and
technical measure
Schedule, quality plan and
assurance measures
Offer
Correctness and
completeness of bidder
Rationality of offer

A
49.57
89.74

B
73.65
77.52

C
54.31
76.39

D
88.61
62.03

63.40

74.55

91.61

78.14

43.29

78.96

58.34

89.05

88.71

56.30

67.47

94.18

74.82

42.37

90.35

84.76

91.25

62.49

74.11

59.89

67.81

84.59

50.73

42.30

85.16

57.77

74.38

69.02

90.53

66.19

70.34

87.46

88.33

47.58

61.04

89.07

73.67

43.50

91.18

60.08

r ( xi (h), x j (h)) 

3.3 CALCULATE INDEX WEIGHTS BY GRAY
RELATIONAL DEGREE

min min | xi (h)  x j (h) |  max max | xi (h)  x j (h) |
i , jn hm

n
1
r ( Pi , Pj ) ,

n  1 j 1, j i

(1)

r ( Pi , Pj ) 

1 m
 r ( xi (h), x j (h)), i, j  1,..., n ,
m h 1

(2)

hm

| xi (h)  x j (h) |  max max | xi (h)  x j (h) |

Delphi method, AHP and entropy weight method are the
main methods to determine index weights. In this paper,
we adopt grey related degree method to determine the
index weight by considering the randomness and fuzziness
of evaluation indicators. First, initialize indicators values
in Table 3 to get a new Data Matrix, then calculate the grey
relational grades of Pi and other indicators (except Pi) [16],

r ( Pi , Pi ) 

i , jn

i , jn

wi 

r ( Pi , Pi )
n

 r(P , P )
i 1

i

,

(3)

hm

.

(4)

i

Finally, normalizes this n groups grey relational degree
and we can get the relative weight of each indicators,
namely. According to the above calculation, we can obtain
indicators weight at various levels. As shown in Table 4:

TABLE 4 levels of index weights
First-grade indicators

Weight

Bidder

0.1610

Project management team

0.1408

Design

0.2635

Construction design

0.1742

Offer

0.2605

Second-grade indicators
Economic strength
Credit
Performance and quality of project manager
Quality and experience of project management team
Designing idea and method
Structure, layout and function of drawings
Specification and requirement of design
Construction design and technical measure
Schedule, quality plan and assurance measures
Price
Correctness and completeness of bidder
Rationality of price

Weight
0.0729
0.0880
0.0702
0.0706
0.0881
0.0856
0.0897
0.0850
0.0892
0.0871
0.0869
0.0865

less than design programming’s. The sum of this two
weights is 0.524, which is the decisive factor in winning
the project; Bidder and project management team cannot
be ignored, which is the organizational measures to
achieve overall objective of project.
Case study results show that the Cloud model is
practicable for the conversion between the qualitative and
quantitative description of DB bid evaluation indicators.

4 Results and conclusions
From Table 4 we can see that weight of design
programming is the highest which indicating designs
programming is the most important evaluation indicator
during bid evaluation of DB project. The next highest
weight is offer, which is the core-competitiveness indicator
based on design programming. Weight of offer is slightly
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Combined method of single cloud model uncertainty
reasoning rules and grey correlation degree can
quantitatively calculate the weight of bid indicators. This
method fully reflects the randomness and fuzziness
evaluation of bid evaluation and overcomes the subjective
and arbitrary determination of indicators weights. The
evaluation model proposed in this paper is practical and
deserving extensive use.
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Abstract
Aiming at disadvantages of current wireless sensor network in the aspect of image acquisition, this thesis proposes a WSN image
acquisition method based on Interleaving Extraction and Block Compressed Sensing (IE-BCS). The method uses interleaving
extraction to divide an original image into several sub-images at an encoding terminal, then compressive sampling and encoding for
each sub-image by means of observation matrix weighted BCS and transmits data to a decoding terminal by their own independent
channels. Next, the decoding terminal chooses corresponding decoders according to reception situations and reconstructs the original
images by solving sparse optimization problems. Experimental results show that the method can save hardware resources effectively
and improve robustness of image transmission.
Keywords: compressed sensing, interleaving extraction, observation matrix, block strategy

Compressed Sensing (IE-BCS). Firstly, the method carries
out interleaving extraction for an original image to obtain
several mutually independent descriptions. Then, it uses
the BCS method of the weighted observation matrix to
implement compressive sampling and encoding for each
description, and transmits them to a decoding terminal by
their own independent channels. Next, the decoding
terminal chooses corresponding decoders according to
reception situations and reconstructs the original image by
solving sparse optimization problems. Because the method
utilizes compressed sensing (CS) technology, it can
effectively reduce data sizes of network transmission,
decrease pressure on nodes’ computation and storage and
lower nodes’ consumption of power supply. At the same
time, each description can independently recover images
with acceptable quality, which not only improves
robustness of image transmission but also solves the
problem that images cannot be reconstructed correctly
because of packet loss in the transmitting procedure.

1 Introduction
As Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) develops and
quantity of information requirements grows increasingly,
how to transmit images and video signals with high quality
in network seems to be quite important. The current image
acquisition method based on WSN utilizes a digital camera
to acquire image information, compresses images by JPEG
encoding algorithm and transmits data by wireless
communication after segmenting and packing them. Then,
data arrive at a user terminal after being transmitted by
many nodes. Next, the user analyses the received data
package in order to recover original images. Although the
foregoing method can realize image acquisition and
wireless transmission favourably, the following problems
still exist:
1) image sampling follows Nyquist sampling theorem,
which results in the situation that the size of data stored
and processed by sensor nodes is large and increases
nodes’ consumption of power supply;
2) if there are several image sampling nodes in the
network, data transmission quantity in the network will be
increased sharply, which will easily lead to problems, for
instance, network congestion; and
3) data of wireless transmission tend to be affected by
environment and energy factory easily, so users cannot
recover original images correctly if situations like error
codes or packet loss appear in transmitting procedure.
Directing at deficiencies of WSN in the aspect of image
acquisition, this thesis proposes a WSN image acquisition
method based on Interleaving Extraction and Block

2 Compressed sensing theory
Compressed Sensing theory is a new signal acquisition
theory proposed by D. Donoho and E. Candès et al. in 2006
[1-3]. The theory indicates that when the signal is sparse
or compressible in a transform domain, the measurement
matrix non-coherent of transformation matrix can be used
to linear project transform coefficient into the low
dimensional observation vector. This projection maintains
the required reconstruction signal information, and
through further solving sparse optimization, can precisely
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and gets the observation value Yi  R M B , that is,

or high probability accurately reconstructs the original
high dimensional signal from the low dimensional vector.
The CS theory properly compresses data when signals are
acquired so that original signals can be reconstructed
accurately by a few sample points, which will largely
reduce sampling frequency of low image signal and cost of
data storage and transmission.
The specific process of compressed sampling is shown
in Figure 1. It is assumed that there is a signal X  R n . If
the signal X is compressible in a certain orthogonal basis
or a compact framework  , get the transformation
coefficient   T X . Use a measurement matrix
  R mn ( m  n ), which satisfies restricted isometry
property (RIP), to carry out linear transformation for the
coefficient vector  and obtain the transformed vector
Y  R m . Then, an optimization solution method can be
used to reconstruct the original signal X from the vector
Y accurately or high probably.

Yi   B X i . After the observation value gained, all of the
sub-blocks are restored with the construction algorithm,
and last are combined to form up the whole image.
As Gaussian random matrix is irrelevant with most
matrixes of fixed orthogonal basis [3], the conventional
BCS means usually applies independent and identically
distributed Gaussian random matrix as the observation
matrix. But the measurement disregards the relationship of
the reconstruction precision of the images with different
frequencies to the overall quality of the reconstructed
images, and thus results in reconstructions of poor quality.
The BCS of weighted observation matrix proposed in this
research is an improvement to the conventional BCS, and
is a way of weighted processing the elements of different
frequencies in the observation matrix to make the images
of low frequencies higher reconstruction precision, and to
improve the overall quality of the reconstructed image.
3.2.1 Weighted Processing of the observation matrix
According to the characteristics of human visual system,
human eyes have greater sensitivity to the low frequency
components of the image data. Therefore, the
reconstruction error in low frequency components
determines the quality of the reconstructed image. In
accordance with the principle of the DCT transform, The
DCT low frequency coefficient of an image distributes in
the upper left corner of the DCT coefficient matrix, while
the high frequency coefficients in the lower right corner,
and the main energy of the image is concentrated in the
low frequency regions of the image. Therefore, the JPEG
quantization table got processed, generating weighted
coefficient matrix, which was then Zig-Zag ordering,
creating weighted coefficient curve, as shown in Figure 3.
The weighted coefficient curves reveals: when weighted
processing each element in the observation matrix, the
larger the weighted value of the matrix elements
computing the data in the low frequency positions of the
image. The higher the reconstruction precision of the
image data in the low and medium frequency part; but the
weighted value of the matrix elements computing the data
in the high frequency positions of the image is
comparatively small, and the construction errors are
comparatively bigger. As the low frequency components
are the main factors affecting the image quality, this
method can make the overall quality of the reconstructed
image improved.

3 Key technology of the method based on IE-BCS
3.1 INTERLEAVING EXTRACTION
The principle of interleaving extraction is that adjacent
pixels in an image are equally distributed to different
descriptions to the largest extent. The interleaving
extraction method shown in Figure 2 is used to segment an
original image into 2 or 4 sub-images and each sub-image
is corresponding to one description.

a) 2 sub-images

b) 4 sub-images

FIGURE 2 Image division process by interleaving extraction

3.2 THE BCS OF WEIGHTED OBSERVATION
MATRIX

Weighted Coefficient

Application of compressed sensing theory in image signal
is commonly used in block compressed sensing method [4,
5]. The conventional BCS divides a whole image into
some equal-sized sub-blocks, and then observes and
constructs each sub-block independently. It owns the
advantage of small observation matrix and of low
computation complexity. To specify, the conventional
BCS first divides an image of I m  I n into sub-blocks and
assumes the size of each sub-block as nB  nB , then scans
each sub-block and generates the vector X i containing
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FIGURE 1 The specific process of compressed sampling
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FIGURE 3 Weighted coefficient curve of different blocks

identical observation matrix  B  R M B  N B ( M B  N B )
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When weighting the observation matrix, first the
weighted coefficient should be sequenced by Zig-Zag in
the same way as image sub-blocks generate vectors,
forming the weighted coefficient vector WB in the length
of N B and the vector element wB (n) . Then each element
in each line of the original measurement matrix  B
multiplies each element in the corresponding position of
the weighted vectors:

Cameraman, Boats and Fruits through weighted
observation matrix have been raised 4dB, 3.7dB, 5.1dB
and 3.1dB respectively than the average, and among them
the reconstruction quality of the 16×16 block is better than
the 8×8 block. This method proposed simply processes the
measurement matrix in a weighted way but does not add to
the computation complexity, and proves to enable the
reconstruction precision to greatly increase with the
sampling rate unchanged.

B (m, n)  B (m, n)wB (n),(m  1, 2,..., M B , n  1, 2,..., N B ) (1)

4 IE-BCS system frame work

and thus, forming the weighted measurement matrix  B .
As to a whole image, the interrelationship among the
observation matrix, the image data and the observation
values is as Equations (2), among which l  ( I m  I n ) / N B .

IE-BCS system is composed of an encoding module and a
decoding module. 4-descriptions are used as an example to
introduce composition and specific functions of each
module.


 Y1   B
Y  
 2   0
   ...
  
 Yl   0


0   X1 

 
 B ... 0   X 2 
.

... ... ...   
X 
0 ...  B   l 
0

4.1 ENCODING MODULE

...

The function of the encoding module is that it implements
interleaving extraction and BCS encoding for the original
image, as shown in Figure 5. The specific processing
procedure is shown as follows.

(2)

3.2.2 Contrast of the reconstruction results before and
after the observation matrix weighting.
Lena, Cameraman, Boats and Fruits grey images in the size
of 256×256 selected as the test images, the reconstruction
results by Gauss random matrix  B and weighted

FIGURE 5 Encoding module

1) Implement interleaving extraction for the original
image to generate 4 sub-images.
2) Divide each sub-image into sub-blocks with the size
of 8×8 or 16×16, carry sparse conversion for each subblock and use a weighted measurement matrix to sample
and encode the transformation coefficient. When an
encoder/ decoder is designed, seeds generating random
matrix are fixed at both ends to ensure that the same
measurement matrix is used when observation is carried
out at the encoding terminal and reconstruction is
performed at the decoding terminal.
3) Pack data after being quantified and transmit them
into the decoding terminal by their own independent
channels. It is worth mentioning that a uniform
quantification method is applied to the process of
quantification.

measurement matrix  B were analysed. The experiment
adopted DCT to transform the sparsity of the images, and
l1  minimization algorithm to reconstruct the images, and
the simulation were divided into two block sizes of 8×8
and 16×16. The simulation results are as Figure 4.
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4.2 DECODING MODULE
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The function of the decoding module is that it receives and
analyses data packages in channels, and select
corresponding decoders according to reception situations
to decode each description, as shown in Figure 6. The
specific processing procedure is shown as follows.
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FIGURE 4 The results of reconstructed images by different
observation means

From the comparison between the reconstruction
results by BCS before and after the weighted observation
matrix at an identical sampling rate, such can be observed
that the PSNR of the reconstructed grey images of Lena,

FIGURE 6 Decoding module.
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1) Receive data packages in channels and select
corresponding decoders according to reception situations.
The principle by which decoders are selected is that
description decoders will be selected if complete
descriptions are received. In another word, if each
description is received completely, decode each
description, respectively, combine them crosswise and
obtain complete images. Otherwise, decode complete
descriptions only and use interpolation algorithm to
recover approximate images.
2) Analyse data packages and process them by inverse
quantification to obtain an observed value of the
transformation coefficient.
3) Reconstruct the original transformation coefficient
from the observed value by solving sparse optimization,
and then use inverse sparse conversion to reconstruct the
original image.
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This thesis proposes a WSN image acquisition method
based on IE-BCS. The methods utilizes the block
compressed sensing theory and the interleaving extraction
technology, so it can reduce pressure on nodes’
computation and storage effectively and decrease data
sizes of network transmission. In addition, this thesis also
improves the traditional BCS method and puts forward the
BCS method weighted by a measurement matrix, which
enhances precision of image reconstruction. Meanwhile, it
uses 4 international standard test images to carry out an
experiment. Results indicate that the method can save
hardware resources efficiently and improve robustness of
image transmission.
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6 Discussion and conclusion
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Test results show that reconstruction quality (PSNR) of
images have close relationship with the sampling rate and
the number of descriptions, which are received
completely. When the sampling rate is lower than 30%, the
reconstruction quality of images obtained by each decoder
is basically the same. As the sampling rate is improved, the
reconstruction quality of images is improved obviously.
When the sampling rate is higher than 30%, the larger the
number of descriptions, which are received completely, is,
the better the reconstruction quality of images is. When the
sampling rate exceeds 70%, the original image can be
reconstructed favourably on the premise that only one
complete description is needed. According to Figure 8, it
can be known that the larger the image size is, the higher
the smoothing degree of sub-images generated by
interleaving abstraction is, and the better the
reconstruction effect is. Since the method based on IEBCS adopts a block processing method and ensures
complexity of the observation process will not be changed
with the image size, the method is more appropriate for
processing high-definition images.
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FIGURE 8 Results of 4-description reconstruction images with
different sizes
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images. The reconstruction results of the method based on
IE-BCS at different sampling rates are shown in Figure 7.
Results of 4-description reconstruction images with
different sizes are presented in Figure 8.
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In MATLAB environment, Lena, Boats, Barbara and
Peppers grey images in the size of 512×512 are selected as
the test images. Utilize the interleaving extraction to divide
the original image into 4 sub-images, segment each subimage into sub-blocks with the size of 16×16, use DCT to
carry out sparse conversion for sub-blocks, adopt the
weighted measurement matrix as a measurement matrix
and use l1  minimization algorithm for reconstruction the
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Abstract
The typical crop is an important part of regional economy, using of information technology tools to enhance the fine management of
typical crop, improve the efficiency and level of agricultural production will play an important role to promote regional economic
development. The Internet of things technologies can provide conditions for precise management of crop, but it will also lead to new
technical application difficult problems, focusing on the storage and processing problem of the ”real time, high frequency, mass, rapid
growth” monitoring data of the crop growth environment, this paper put forward a network management and scheduling method for
massive data based cloud storage technologies to solve the large data storage and concurrently access bottlenecks of the traditional
relational storage, and provided good technical conditions for the typical crop production management.
Keywords: typical crop, growth environment monitoring, cloud storage

analysed in this paper, a storage and access method of
typical crop growth monitoring data resource was
designed and put forward based on massive database
solving the bottleneck problem effectively.

1 Introduction
In the growth stage, monitoring of the growth environment
of typical crop quantitatively can assist agricultural
production managers grasp the crop growth information in
time, control the growing conditions in a reasonable
manner, so as to achieve the targets of intensive
production, increasing yield and efficiency. Currently,
through the sensor and the farmland wireless sensor
network, the growth information of the crop such as light,
temperature, humidity, CO2 concentration can be
monitored and transferred to the remote data centre,
inputting them to the production management decision
system as the parameters, the agricultural technical
personnel can take targeted production measures timely
[1].
There are many parameters in the typical crop growth
environment monitoring. The environmental monitoring
data can be real-time or every few seconds transmitted to
the data center, while a data is send in 5 seconds, a sensor
node can send 17,280 pieces of data to the server. If there
are 1,000 transmit nodes the server will receive 17.28
million pieces data every day. In fact, as the number of
typical agricultural product varieties, production field and
network nodes increase. The data received will reach far
more than this amount, and exceed the capacity of server,
it will inevitably lead to many problems such as data
volume growth too fast, insufficient database table storage,
database system cannot be accessed normally, and etc. [2].
Against the storage and scheduling problems of "real time,
high frequency, vast and fast-growing" monitoring data,
the mainstream mass data cloud storage technologies were

2 Distributed cloud storage system
Distributed cloud storage system is one of the core
technologies of cloud computing that can integrating a
large number of different types of storage devices in the
network and provides system functions of data storage and
business access through cluster application, grid
technology, distributed file systems, and etc. [3].
In this paper, the Internet of things technology was
used to monitor the typical crop growth environment,
which will inevitably bring large data storage and
processing problems [4]. Because the big data has
characteristics such as vast and varied, high-speed and
mutation [5]. When facing with petabytes of mass data
storage requirements, the traditional storage system will
create bottlenecks in the capacity expansion and access
performance, to resolve this difficult problem, the cloud
storage, with its advantage of strong scalability, costeffective and good fault tolerance can be used, which has
been widely recognized in the industry [3].
Currently, the mainstream cloud storage technologies
include distributed file system and massive database
system. The former is mainly used to store unstructured
data, the latter is mainly used to store structured massive
data, and part of them can be set up on distributed file
system though automatically extending storage space to
help the database system automatically expansion and
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maintain stable performance. So as to make the growth of
the data not be restricted by storage capacity and storage
node.

Wang Yuansheng, Wu Huarui, Luo Lei, Ma Weihong, Liu Kun

distributed file system support. The current mainstream
distributed file systems include GFS, HDFS, Lustre,
fastDFS, PVFS, GPFS, PFS, ceph, TFS and etc. (Table 1),
their design thinking is broadly similar, but each one has
its own characteristics [3]. Among above systems, the
fastDFS is developed by pure c language to achieve the
similar lightweight architecture like Google distributed file
system, the typical distributed file system was
emphatically introduce as follow:

2.1 THE DISTRIBUTED FILE SYSTEM
The Distributed file system is the core of the cloud storage
system, the good scalability and fault tolerance features of
the cloud storage system depend on the support of the
TABLE 1 Mainstream distributed file system
Name
Google File System (GFS)

Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS)

Lustre File System

General
Parallel
System (GPFS)

File

Parallel File System (PFS)

Profile
A scalable distributed file system, which was
mainly used for the large-scale, distributed,
intensive data storage.
A distributed file system under distributed
computing framework Hadoop launched by
apache open source organization, providing the
underlying support for distributed computing
storage.
The distributed file system, launched by
Clusterfilesystem Company, is a typical
distributed file system based on object storage,
the same data files can be divided into several
objects stored in different object storage
devices, large file I/o operations are assigned to
different object storage devices on parallel
implementation, so as to realize a large
aggregate bandwidth.
A parallel Shared file system launched by IBM
which was designed for Linux cluster system
drawing on the virtual shared disk technology of
IBM Linux cluster system. The compute nodes
can parallel access the data of multiple disks in
the system at the same time through using of
exchange network, and achieve a high I/O
bandwidth relying on this access method.
A distributed file system of Sun company, its
main idea is spreading the files across multiple
disks and server, and taking the multiple devices
as a logical virtual disk to a unified
management. PFS can span more than one
storage system considering all storage devices
at the whole PFS as one part of a virtual disk;
When there are multiple nodes access the same
file at the same time, PFS can provide access
service for these nodes in parallel.

These distributed file systems have the functions of
spreading the files to the more network storage nodes, and
providing the I/O of concurrent access. Considering the
factors such as characteristic of agriculture industry,
building cost, ease of use and mobility, this paper adopt
the HDFS as the distributed file system of the distributed
cloud storage system for typical crop production
environmental monitoring.

Features
Runs on a large number of low-cost hardware, provides fault
tolerance and high performance services for a large number of
users to handle huge amounts of data.
Taking the error detection and quick recovery as the core goal,
having the advantages of high fault tolerance and high
throughput, providing the data access model of “written once and
repeatedly read” for HDFS applications, and the calculating can
be migrated to the node near by the data.
Using the expensive and stable server as the file system node,
combines the characteristics of the traditional distributed file
system and the design concept of traditional shared storage file
system. Having the advantages of more effective data
management mechanism, the global data sharing, based-onobject-storage, intelligent storage and rapid deployment, so the
random access performance is good, but it has none fault
tolerance, the storage volume cannot exceed than 1 petabytes,
and part of the data will not be accessed when a node failure.
Storing large files on a different disk in a cycle way, reading and
writing the small files by merging the operations at the same
time, using dynamic election of metadata node to manage the
metadata; In addition, the GPFS also has automatic recovery
strategy based on log failure node and centralized data locking
mechanism.
Built on Solaris operating systems, including host nodes,
compute nodes, I/O master node and I/O slave nodes. Host node
is the entrance of PFS for other systems, only the users who
successfully log in to the host node can access the data file within
PFS. Compute nodes are primarily used to manage
communication system and memory resources of PFS. I/O
master nodes are primarily responsible for the directory
management and store management of file system, as well as
providing services to read and write the stored data files. I/O
slave nodes are only used to handle disk read/write operations
and allocate of blank block.

relational, compared to the traditional relational databases
which domain the database world for 30 years. The biggest
difference is not used SQL (Structured query language)
query language; it can store data not in accordance with the
fixed table mode, and usually has the characteristics of
horizontal scalability. The term “NoSQL” first appeared in
1998, after ten years of development, it evolved into a real
technology trend in 2009, pushed by the of big data
requirements in the Web 2.0 era, it becomes extremely
popular new area and is developing very quickly [7].
Now mainstream NOSQL Database includes
Cassandra, Hive, HBase, MongoDB, CouchDB,
DynamoDB, Oracle NoSQL, IBM InfoSphere BigInsights,
and so on. Among them, Hive, HBase, MongoDB, Oracle
NoSQL were used commonly at present, their detailed
information was emphatically introduced as follow:

2.2 THE MASSIVE DATABASE SYSTEM
The massive database systems mentioned in this article
refers specifically to the NoSQL Database systems
corresponding to cloud computing and distributed storage.
The NoSQL Database is collectively called the database
management system which is different from the traditional
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TABLE 2 Mainstream mass-database system (NoSQL databases)
Name
Hive [8]

Profile
Hive is a data warehouse architecture based on Hadoop
file system, it uses the MapReduce programming
technology, achieving part of the SQL statement,
provides the programming interface like SQL.

HBase

The Hadoop Database, is a highly reliable, highperformance, column-oriented, scalable distributed
storage systems.

MongoDB [7]

An open source product between relational database and
NoSQL database is one the most abundant NoSql
database in function, most like a relational database
product.
Oracle NoSQL Database is designed specifically for
huge amounts of data management, and it can access the
unstructured data, and can be horizontal scalability to
hundreds of high availability nodes.

Oracle NoSQL DB

Features
Hive storage based on Hadoop file system, it does not have a
dedicated data storage format itself, also can't establish the
index of data, users can very free to organize the tables in Hive,
they only need to tell hive the column separators and line
separators in the data in order to parse the data when creating a
table.
Hbase can be built with large-scale structured storage cluster on
cheap PC server. It is an open source implementation of Google
BigTable using Jave language [7]. HBase is loosely-data stored,
its storage mode between the mapping (key/value) and the
relational data [8].
As a database based on distributed file storage, MongoDB is
developed by C++ language, its query languages are very
powerful, and it also supports data index.
Can be built with Hadoop file system, by means of its own
extension mechanism, it can be setup on multiple highavailability node, and has no single point of failure.

These NoSQL database systems can scale horizontally,
support high concurrent read and write. They was used not
only the traditional relational database model, but also the
storage models such as key-value, document type, column,
pattern database, XML storage and so on. Most of them
are key-value storage [9], the data storage is not bound by
ACID theory of traditional relational database, and can
expand by freeways, stagger the time, separate partition,
store in more than one network node. Taking into account
the technological superiority of the horizontal scalability
of Oracle NoSQL system itself, bidirectional data
exchange with the Hadoop distributed file system and the
developing technologies for mass data applications, this
article selects the Oracle NoSQL DB as the data storage
system of typical crops growth environment monitoring.
3 System design
FIGURE 1 Overall cloud storage technology framework for typical
crops growth environmental monitoring

In order to make cloud storage service technology be
applied to the production practice of typical crop growth
environment monitoring effectively, this article adopts the
sensor acquisition equipment researched and developed
independently to get the data, transmitting the data
collected from the field to the cloud storage devices in data
centre. The cloud storage centre provides uniform data
access service of storing the data in the distributed storage
unit of the network node automatically, in a logical view,
the storage facilities for application are used as a whole
storage unit. The horizontal scalability and the parallel
processing of mass data are completed by the massive
database system and the distributed file system
automatically, the overall technical framework of the
system is as follows (Figure 1):

3.1 THE DISTRIBUTED FILE SYSTEM
For convenience of system design and implementation, the
micro-series of weather station equipment "green cloud
grid" which was researched and developed independently
was adopted in terms of the field data acquisition and the
background data communications can be customized
independently.
3.1.1 Acquisition device models
For comprehensive monitoring of typical crop growth
environment, the 9 parameters sensor acquisition
equipment was chosen to gather the radiation, temperature,
humidity,
precipitation,
carbon dioxide
(CO2)
concentration, wind speed, wind direction, soil moisture
and soil temperature data through a set of equipment at the
same time.
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3.1.2 Equipment parameters
The work parameters of sensors acquisition device are as
follows (Table 3):
TABLE 3 Working parameters of crop growth monitoring sensor
Sensor

Quantum

Precision

Resolution

Air temperature sensor

[-40,123.8] ℃

±0.5 ℃ (25℃)

0.01 ℃

Soil temperature sensor

[-55, 125]℃

±0.5 ℃ (-10℃ - 85℃)

0.04 ℃

Air humidity sensor

0-100%

±4.5%RH

0.03%RH

Light intensity sensor

0-6 lux or 0-20 lux

5%

0.1 lux

Wind sensor

0-30 m/s

0.1 m /s

0.1 m /s

Wind direction sensor

16 directions

/

1/16 directions

Carbon dioxide(CO2)
concentration

0-2000 ppm, 0-5000 ppm, 0-10,000
ppm Optional;

Measurement accuracy: ± 5%;
Repeatability: ± 1%.

0-100%

Within 0 ~ 50% ( m /m ): ±3% (m /m )

/

Daily rainfall (0.0 mm - 999.8 mm)
Total rainfall (0.0 mm - 9999 mm)

±4 %, ±1 Rainfall counts per hour 0.01 ″- 2.00 ″ (per
hour: 0.2 mm and 50.0 mm );
±5 %, ±1 Rainfall counts per hour 2.00 ″- 4.00″ (per
hour: 50.0 mm 100.0 mm )

/

Soil moisture sensor
Rainfall sensor

3

3

/
3

3

3.1.3 Data format

4 Key technologies of system implementation

At the scene of the data collection in the crop field, the
CAN (control area network) bus was arranged to transmit
the data from the sensors to the remote data centre in the
form of packet message transmission.

Currently, not like the relation database, the massive
databases have neither the data models such as row and
line pattern, one-to-one/many-to-many pattern, nor the
metadata management mechanism like the relational
database management system, without metadata archives,
it is difficult to accurately know the exact content stored of
the massive database. In this paper, using for reference of
the experience of the relational data model building, the
Web Service components for modelling, storage and
dispatch of the massive data were researched and
developed for typical crop growth environment monitoring.

3.2 MASS DATA MANAGEMENT
According to the layer structure of the mass database, it
including interface layer, logical model layer, distribution
layer and persistence layer [10], in the data centre more
than one PC server were chosen to deploy Oracle NoSQL
DB. The first step is to set the parameters such as the
number of storage Nodes (Store Nodes), the total number
of partitions, replicator (Replication Factor), divided area
(Shard), and so on. Secondly, the network topology of the
cloud storage system must be deployed to make the data
storage can scale automatically, can be exchanged with the
Hadoop distributed file system, and the data can be stored
without being limited by the capacity of the single storage
node. Thirdly, research and develop the corresponding
Web Service cloud storage middleware of mass data
management independently. Fourthly, deploy the
middleware skeleton program on the server side to receive
the read/write request from clients, and active the
middleware itself to complete the physically actions.
Finally, deploy the stub program of the middleware both
on the PC in CAN bus, and on the PC of typical crop
production management platform, so as to realize the
integrated management of mass data logically.

4.1 MASSIVE DATA MODELLING
Most Nosql Databases adopt the key-value pattern or the
similar way to store data, so it is difficult to use an intuitive
model to describe it. In this paper, according to the
business application requirements of the typical crop
growth environment monitoring, the data model was still
designed as a relational data model to express. Only when
the actual program process run, the business logic
middleware will execute the different data management
mechanism from DBMS system in a much higher
efficiency through distributed data process. So this article
uses Adobe Fiber Data model to define the model of the
typical crop growth monitoring data, the detail model was
designed as follows (Table 4):
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TABLE 4 Data model of crop growth environmental monitoring data
The data model diagram

Data items (Field ) Chinese name
Serial number
Node ID
Acquisition time
Illumination (Lux)
Temperature (ºc)
Humidity (%)
Daily rainfall (mm)
Total rainfall (mm)
CO2 Concentration (PPM)
Wind speed (m/s)
Wind direction
Soil water content (%)
Soil temperature (ºc)

The data
model

4.2 MASSIVE DATA PERSISTENCE

Data items (Field ) English name
dataId
stationId
acquisitionTime
radiation
airTemperature
airHumidity
Rainfall
allRainfall
CO2
windSpeed
windDirection
soilHumidity
soilTemperature

Type
integer
integer
datatime
float
float
float
float
float
float
float
string
float
float

massive database data in general case. This paper adopted
the data persistence framework to define a Java object
model corresponding to the data model in section 4.1 at
first, and wrote a web service entity rwSensorData as
follow (Table 5):

In order to facilitate the migration from DBMS-orient
application to mass-database-orient applications, decrease
the difficulty of the application development, and can use
the JPQL grammar similar to relational database to access
TABLE 5 Crop growth environment monitoring data Java Object model
Java Object Model(DTO)

Java Object Model

Key programs (pseudocode)
import javax.persistence.EntityManager;
import javax.persistence.EntityManagerFactory;
import javax.persistence.Persistence;
import javax.persistence.Query
import javax.persistence.*;
import org.eclipse.persistence.nosql.annotations.NoSql;
import org.eclipse.persistence.nosql.annotations.DataFormatType;
@Entity
@NoSql(dataFormat=DataFormatType.MAPPED)
public class SensorData {
@Id
@GeneratedValue
private double dataId;
……..
@Basic
private Double windSpeed;
public double getDataId() {
return dataId;
}
public void setDataId(double dataId) {
this.dataId = dataId;
}
……
public Double getWindSpeed() {
return windSpeed;
}
public void setWindSpeed(Double windSpeed) {
this.windSpeed = windSpeed;
}
}

From the formal point of view, the model above was
similar to the Java object model of relational database. The
differences mainly consists of the note symbols started
with "@" which inform the data persistence framework to
perform the corresponding operation in Oracle NoSQL
database. So it is convenient to integrate it with traditional

application and then based on the data persistence
management object (EntityManager). The middleware
rwSensorData can use Sensordata entity object as data
transfer unit to achieve the basic interfaces of massive data
such as read, write, delete, and modify operation.
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framework, the other operations such as modifying and
deleting of massive data can also be finished, through
calling the find method of the EntityManager. The object
data can be located for modification by assign new value,
or deleting the data by call the remove method.

The monitoring data is stored into massive database in
decentralized order and by parameters. As soon as data
transited from sensors to server-side, the framework
program (skeleton) of entity class rwSensorData will call
the set method of SensorData, pass the data value from
sensors to SensorData object at first, then call the persist
method of data persistence framework to store the data into
the massive databases taking the SensorData entity object
as unit. Each of the "field" is individually deposited, the
entire process of writing data is completed in a concurrent
and distributed environment, and therefore there is no data
congestion.

5 Application effectiveness analysis
Finally, in this paper, the “tomcat 6.0.14+BlazeDS”
technology architecture was used under the JavaEE
environment, the multi-node storage, multiple copies of
fault-tolerant and free extension of mass data cloud storage
system was deployed based on Oracle NoSQL DB, and the
typical crop production management decision platform
prototype was researched and developed to gather the
monitoring data from crop planting field and provide
production guidance services for the users at the other
network nodes.

4.2.2 Reading massive data
In application layer, using JPQL persistence language,
which is consistent with the relational database can read
the massive data from Oracle NoSQL. The underlying
operation is completed by data persistence framework
through calling Oracle ONDB API for data reading.

5.1 CLOUD STORAGE SYSTEM DEPLOYMENT
AND OPERATING RESULTS
In this paper, the cloud storage system was designed
according to the persistence layer, logic model layer,
distribution layer and interface layer, the specific
deployment way and function are introduced as follows:

4.2.3 Other massive data operation
Similarly, based on the data persistence management
object (EntityManager) of massive data persistence
TABLE 6 Cloud storage system deployment
Component
Interface layer
Distribution
layer

Deployment
Deployed the rwSensorData in Spring +
BlazeDS framework
Deploying 5 network nodes of Oracle NoSQL
Nodes and Hadoop nodes, (1 master node and 4
slave nodes, the initial configuration data
storage capacity of each node is 20T)

Logical model

EclipseLink JPA Java Object -Map

Persistence layer

EclipseLink 2.4.1 JPA for Oracle NoSQL

Function
Provides resource pooling, connection pools
Automatically scale data in multiple node, maintaining the node data
autonomy
Keeping the same modeling method with the relational database, the
difference only exits in physical storage in the underlying interface.
Shielding the differences in the underlying interface of data provider,
the application layer provides the consistent style of data persistence
interfaces with the relational database.

According to the above design, when the monitoring
data is received via PC or SMS module from sensor node
to the cloud storage system, an idle instance from the
interface pool (instance) at the server-side will be assigned
to complete data storage operation. The distribution layer
will store the receive decentralized data into different
network nodes in real time, the data that has the same key
value will be automatically stored in a partition (Figure 2),
and the database system will store the copies of data
according to pre-configured number of replication factor

of the cloud storage system at the same time. The
distributed storage was autocompleted by NoSQL and
Hadoop due to the data access operation is responded by
interface pool. The data operation will be completed in
instantaneous, and there will not occur server goes down,
slow response and stopped responding phenomenon.
Use data query interface of Oracle NoSQL, the data
stored in a massive database can be seen as the following
Figure 2:
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FIGURE 2 Data stored in the massive database system

hasn’t constraints of ACID theory in the relational
database, the style is very similar to the Hash table in the
Java language, so as to the performance efficiency is very
high, and it is easier to extend in storage.

In Figure 2, the data whose primary key is
“SENSORDATA” can be think as its database table name
is “sensordata” like in relational database, the minor keys
“FA18AE16-A43F-4437-861B-DF1990976782” can be
think as the row recorder number in the relational database,
the same batch of data of radiation, temperature, humidity,
rainfall, carbon dioxide (CO2), soil moisture, soil density,
wind speed, wind direction and soil temperature have the
same minor keys (for example, “FA18AE16-A43F-4437861B-DF1990976782”) and the same version number. The
name of the last minor key can be interpreted as the field
names in the relational database, and key value followed
by “field” is its specific data values. Comparison with the
relational database, the data in massive database is
organized as "one by one grain”, it hasn’t fixed format, and

5.2 PERFORMANCE EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
In order to understand the cloud storage system efficiency
intuitively, in this paper, a simple test environment of “64
Bits PC, 8G Memory, 3 × 3 Storage nodes, 10 concurrent
visits” was deployed under the experimental conditions.
The response time was observed respectively on the
amount of data request of 20-160 records by the
benchmarks test of cloud service, the test results are as
follows (Figure 3):

Response time

2000

throughout(ops/s)

1500
Average latency of
insertting operation (ms)

1000
500

MaxLatency(10s)

0
20

40

80

100

120

140

records（10000）

160

>1minute operations

FIGURE 3 Massive database and relational database data access response time comparison chart

From above figure test case, to keep the high
concurrent access throughout performance of the mass
data as a whole, the mass database system stored the data
“field by field” according to the data column. If the
topology was designed reasonably, it always keep
comparison smooth of data operation response
performance. The average delay of insetting data insert
shows slight fluctuations along a horizontal line, as the
data scale of increased, the data throughput performance
will decline, and the maximum delay time and the
operations over 1 minute will increase, but all the data will

be stored at some point later than the request time
eventually.
6 Conclusion and discussion
Against the technical problems of traditional database on
massive data processing, the cloud storage technology for
typical crop growth monitoring data was researched in this
paper. The data storage method was put forward based on
Oracle NoSQL massive database, which can transmit and
stored the huge data of radiation, temperature, humidity,
rainfall, carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration, soil water,
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soil temperature, wind speed, wind direction from sensor
network nodes to the cloud storage centres of typical crop
production management platform respectively. Moreover,
solved the efficient access issues of the “real-time, highfrequency transmissions, the fast-growing” massive
monitoring data, the main findings was made as following:
1) The common clouds distributed storage systems was
invested and analysed. The cloud storage method suitable
for typical crop growth monitoring mass data was put
forward using the storage framework of combination the
Oracle NoSQL and Hadoop FS, and solved the bottlenecks
of concurrent access of massive data by means of the
distributed storage mechanism for the mass data among
multiple network node.
2) In order to reduce the difficulty of migrating legacy
applications to the massive database system application
target, the cloud service framework for mass data access
was raised to be consistent with the physically distributed
storage system. The cloud service interface for mass data
access was researched and developed to provide the

Wang Yuansheng, Wu Huarui, Luo Lei, Ma Weihong, Liu Kun

technical support for the deep application of typical crop
growth monitoring data resource.
3) The execution efficient of the cloud storage
technology for typical crop growth monitoring data was
analysed. Under the condition of the same data scale
application, the mass data storage system has the
characteristics of automatic expansion of the capacity and
distributed concurrency computing in real-time, compared
with the traditional relational database systems, it has more
greater data throughput performance, more reliable
operation, and can meet the challenges of mass data from
typical crop growth environment monitoring.
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Abstract
Filtering is an important research direction of image processing. In view of the characteristics of image noise, an adaptive image
filtering algorithm is proposed based on the improved Alpha-trimmed mean algorithm. The algorithm dynamically selects parameter d
of Alpha-trimmed mean algorithm through the calculation of the pixel correlation within the filter window, so that the algorithm can
filter accordingly with the degree of noise. The experiment results show that the filtering effect of the proposed algorithm is excellent
for the images corrupted by Gaussian noise, salt and pepper noise or mixed noise, and this algorithm is also capable of maintaining the
detailed information of the original image.
Keywords: image filtering, alpha-trimmed mean filter, neighbourhood correlation

the image and can filter the impulse noise effectively, but
these algorithms emphases on the ability of maintaining
the details so much, so cannot filter Gaussian noise with
the normal distribution. Generally, the image noise
includes many kinds of noises, in this case, whether to use
a linear filter or non-linear filter cannot yield satisfactory
results.
To solve these problems researchers have proposed an
Alpha-trimmed mean filtering algorithm that fully makes
use of the advantages of linear filters and nonlinear filters.
This algorithm solves the problem of image filtering to a
certain extent, especially in the case of mixed noise exists.
However, this algorithm also has some defects. Firstly, the
size of the filter window is fixed, some useful information
is not fully used to deal with the problem that the noise of
the image with different intensity. Secondly, the parameter
d of the algorithm is determined according to the human
experiences, which cannot be changed adaptively with
different circumstances. These factors limit the promotion
and using of the algorithm. Therefore, in this paper, the
parameter d is selected dynamically by the noise intensity
within the filter window and the noise intensity is
estimated by the mean and standard deviation of the pixel
neighbourhood correlation. The innovation of this paper is
to make the traditional Alpha-trimmed mean filtering
algorithm has the adaptive ability. The simulation results
also proved the correctness and effectiveness of the
filtering algorithm proposed in this paper.

1 Introduction
Image is a kind of file, which is easier to be seen and used
in people's daily life. So the studies for image processing
method have been carried out for many years and have
achieved good results in many areas [1, 2]. However,
whether the traditional imaging devices or modern digital
imaging equipments, most of them worked based on the
principle of transmission and refraction of the light. So the
imaging process easy to be affected by the natural or
human factors, resulting the image contains much noise
and not clear enough [3, 4]. In addition, modern digital
cameras and other electronic equipments will be involved
in the use of related integrated circuits which also exist
some features that affect the imaging process, such as drift,
edge nonlinearity and so on [5]. These factors can also
cause the image contains noise more or less, so the image
filtering has become a research focus.
The main purpose of the image filtering is to remove
the noise and improve image quality, which directly affect
the subsequent analysis of the image processing. So we not
only consider the noise filtering ability of an algorithm, but
also to try to keep details of the original image when
carried on the image filtering. For all the image filtering
methods, linear filtering is studied much earlier, mainly
includes Gaussian filter, mean filter, Wiener filter, etc.
[6,7]. The advantage of these methods is very effective for
Gaussian noise, but cannot filter the impulse noise, and
will also cause the loss of image details. To compensate
for the defect of the linear filtering algorithm, then many
scholars studied another form of filtering algorithm—
nonlinear filtering algorithm, mainly includes median
filter, statistical filter, morphological filter, etc. [8-10].
Such filtering algorithm can better maintain the details of

2 The Alpha-trimmed mean filtering algorithm
Assume that the centre pixel within the filter window is
f ( x, y ) , where x and y are pixel coordinates, f ( x, y ) is
grey value. The size of the window is n  n , all the pixels
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within the window represented by g p ( s, t ) p  n  n , then

Next, calculate the standard deviation of the
neighbourhood correlation by the Equation (4):

removes d/2 max pixels and d/2 min pixels, the left n2  d
pixels represented by g c ( s, t ) c  n 2  d . Finally, the
Alpha-trimmed mean filtering algorithm is given as
follows, see Equation (1):
fˆ ( x, y ) 

1
n d
2

 g ( s, t ) ,

n

r 

where, d   0, n 2  1 . When d  0 , the Alpha-trimmed
mean filtering algorithm equal to the mean filter, while it
equal to median filter when d  (n 2  1) 2 .
It can be seen from the Equation (1) that the
performance of the algorithm affected largely by the
parameter d. When the type of image noise is Gaussian
noise, the parameter d should not be too large; while when
the noise is salt and pepper noise, the parameter d should
not be too small. The situation is even more complicated
when the image contains some different noises. Thus,
although the principle of the algorithm is relatively good,
the satisfied filtering result cannot be got when the
parameter d is not suitable.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

FIGURE 1 The 3×3 filter window

r1 



.

.

(4)

Step 4: go to the next step if n2  d  1 , otherwise,
enlarge the filter window and go to step 2;
Step 5: calculates the filtering output result by the
Equation (1).
According to the improved method above, the
parameter d and the size of the filter window of the Alphatrimmed mean filtering algorithm can be selected
adaptively by the intensity of noise, so the filtering effect
is better and the efficiency of the algorithm is higher.

f1 ( x, y )  f j ( x, y)
3

n 1

)2

whether n2  d greater than 1. Based on the principle of
the improved method described above, the specific
implementation steps are as follows:
Step 1: selects an initial n  n filter window, n is odd
and n  3 ;
Step 2: calculates the neighbourhood correlation of
each pixel according to the Equation (2), and then
calculates its mean and standard deviation by the
Equations (3) and (4) respectively;
Step 3: calculates the parameter d according to the
amount of pixel whose neighbourhood correlation greater
than ravg  3 r ;

Firstly, calculates the neighbourhood correlation of
each pixel. For example, the pixel 1 is calculated as
follows, see Equation (2):
j  2,4,5

avg

As described in Section 2, the Alpha-trimmed mean
filtering algorithm has some flaws, i.e. the parameter d and
the size of filter window are fixed value and cannot be
adaptive changes according to the situation. The improved
method presented in this paper is: the intensity of noise
within the filter window is calculated firstly, and then the
value of the parameter d is determined by it. While the
intensity of noise is estimated mainly through calculates
the neighbourhood correlation of each pixel within the
filter window. The specific process is: first calculates the
neighbourhood correlation of each pixel within the filter
window, and then calculates the mean and standard
deviation of the neighbourhood correlation, finally, using
the 3 rule to count the amount of noise, that is, the pixel
is noise when its neighbourhood correlation greater than
ravg  3 r . The size of the filter window is adjusted by

The characteristic of neighbourhood information relation
exists among all the adjacent pixels, so the difference
between adjacent pixels can reflect their degree of
association. This characteristic is used to calculate the
neighbourhood correlation within the filter window in this
paper. For the convenience of description, the 3×3 window
is as an example, please seeing Figure 1.
2

i

4 Implementation steps of improved Alpha-trimmed
mean filtering algorithm

3 The neighbourhood correlation

1

i 1

Now, we have got all the needed parameters of pixel
neighbourhood correlation.

(1)

c

 (r  r

(2)

The neighbourhood correlation of other pixels
ri , i  2, , n calculated follows this method. Next,
calculate the mean of neighbourhood correlation within
the window by the Equation (3):

5 Experiment analysis

n

ravg 

r
i 1

n

In order to test and verify the efficiency of the algorithm
proposed in this paper, the software Matlab and its image
library are used to carry on some simulation experiments
and the filtering performance will be compared to the mean

i

.

(3)
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filter and median filer, which are very representative. Now,
the image Lena in the image library is selected as the test
example, and the test process includes 3 cases:
1) we will add Gaussian noise in the image Lena with
different intensity;
2) we will add salt and pepper noise in the image Lena with
different intensity;
3) we will add mixed noise in the image Lena with
different proportion. The criterion of objective image
fidelity is used to evaluate the effect on image filtering,
which includes the following two expressions:

MSE 

1
MN

M 1 N 1

  (S
i 0 j 0

ij

 Yij )2 ,

PSNR  10 lg

2

255
,
MSE

where, M, N are the height and width of the image
respectively, Sij is the original image, Yij is the image
after filtering. We can see from the Equation (5) that the
smaller the value of MSE , the better image fidelity, that
is, the noise is filtered effectively. The similar conclusion
can be got from Equation (6), while the difference is the
larger the value of PSNR , the better filtering result, image
after filtered closer to the original image.
The filtering results are shown in Figures 2-7, where,
the intensity range of Gaussian noise and salt and pepper
noise is 0.02~0.4.
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FIGURE 2 The MSE result of Gaussian noise
with different intensity
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FIGURE 6 The MSE result of mixed noise with
different intensity

It can be seen from Figures 2 to 7 that the mean
algorithm, median algorithm and the algorithm in this
paper all could reduce the MSE of the image in varying
extents, and enhance the PSNR simultaneously. We can
easily find that, however, the filtering results of the
algorithm in this paper for Gaussian noise and salt and
pepper noise with different intensity, and for mixed noise
with different proportion all so good, and can remain more
local details of the image. Moreover, the filtering results of
the traditional mean filter and median filter for mixed noise
are poor, where the mean filter is more sensitive to salt and
pepper noise, while the median filter is more effective to
the Gaussian noise. Therefore, the overall performance of
the proposed filter algorithm is better.
In order to further judge the filtering effect of the
algorithm presented intuitively, the image filtering output
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FIGURE 7 The PSNR result of mixed noise
with different intensity

also given in this paper. The result is shown in Figure 8,
where the noise is a mixture of the Gaussian noise with
intensity 0.01 and salt and pepper noise with intensity 0.1.

a)

b)

c)
d)
e)
FIGURE 8 The filtering result of various algorithms
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As seen from the visual effects in Figure 8, the
proposed method shows better filtering performance,
enabling a sharper edge of the original image. This fully
shows that the true information of the image is better
protected by the algorithm in this paper, the ability to
protect the edge of the image also to be improved, and can
filter the noise effectively. In short, the proposed algorithm
is much better, whether the subjective or objective
analysis.

Cao Wangcheng, Zheng Lin, Dong Kuiling

traditional Alpha-trimmed mean filtering algorithm
dynamically, simultaneously, this method can adjust the
size of the filter window according to the situation. The
improved method not only retains the advantages of the
traditional Alpha-trimmed mean filtering algorithm, but it
has adaptive characteristics. Simulation results show that
the noise filter effect of the improved algorithm is better
for Gaussian noise, salt and pepper noise and mixed noise,
a significant improvement over the existing median
filtering and mean filtering algorithm. The capacity of the
filtering and image details keeping are both good, while
the efficiency of the algorithm is enhanced greatly because
of the adaptive feature, which is very suitable for practical
application.

6 Conclusions
The image is likely to be mixed with the noise when
imaging, transmission, processing, display and other
operation by various reasons, which can affect the clarity
of the image, and is not propitious for the subsequent
processing. To solve this problem, this in-depth
comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of the
traditional linear filtering method and nonlinear filtering
method is carried on in this paper, and then we propose a
new filtering method. This method introduces the concept
of neighbourhood correlation of pixels whose mean and
standard deviation is used to select the parameter d of the
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Abstract
Optimal Interpolation (OI) data assimilation is a technique to combine available observations with background states to improve
prediction states. In this research, pseudo measurement of surface currents generated by adding noise with Monte Carlo simulation is
used to update the background states with optimal interpolation. The core of Optimal Interpolation data assimilation is the definition
of background error covariance, which determines to what extent the model background states will be corrected to match the
observations. The background error covariance is computed before the data assimilation process. The model background errors are
calculated from the mean over a short time interval ten minutes. A series of sensitivity tests with Optimal Interpolation are done by
calculating Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) to decide the appropriate parameters. The improvement of Optimal Interpolation at
reference points is measured in Taylor diagrams, and the surface current maps of test domain show the effectiveness of Optimal
Interpolation.
Keywords: Optimal Interpolation, data assimilation, Monte Carlo, pseudo measurement, background error covariance

Optimal
Interpolation
and
Ensemble
Optimal
Interpolation data assimilation had been applied in some
operational oceanic hydrodynamic prediction systems
(Oke, Brassington, Griffin and Schiller, 2010, Oke,
Brassington, Griffin and Schiller, 2008, Carton and
Giese, 2008). In this paper, Optimal Interpolation method
is used to update the surface velocity components by
using pseudo measurement generated with Monte Carlo
simulation (Doucet, de Freitas and Gordon, 2001). In
order to clearly analyse Optimal Interpolation data
assimilation process, a small test area is defined as our
data assimilation domain, the purpose of this work is to
develop an Optimal Interpolation data assimilation
system for coastal areas and assess the improvement of
Optimal Interpolation data assimilation.
An outline of this paper is as follows: Section 2 and 3
describe the three dimensional numerical modelling and
generation process of pseudo measurement. Section 4
presents Optimal Interpolation data assimilation schemes.
Results of Optimal Interpolation data assimilation is
presented in Section 5, followed by conclusions of
Optimal Interpolation data assimilation in Section 6.

1 Introduction
Data assimilation is a technique to improve the modelling
prediction ability by blending available measurement
information with the background states. In general, there
are two kinds of data assimilation algorithms: sequential
and variational data assimilation (Robinson and
Lermusiaux, 2000, Moore, Arango, Broquet, Powell,
Weaver and Zavala-Garay, 2011, Ma, Zheng, Zhong and
Zou, 2014). The analysis equation of the former is
expressed by the linear combination between background
and measurement states; the latter algorithm is generally
derived from an objective function measuring the
distance between observed states and background states
(Zaron, 2009, Dong and Xue, 2012). In our current work,
sequential Optimal Interpolation data assimilation scheme
is undertaken to update the model background states.
For sequential Optimal Interpolation data assimilation
schemes, innovation of calculating the background error
covariance results in a variety of methods, such as
Optimal Interpolation (Gu, Woo and Kim, 2011,
Rienecker, 1991), Ensemble Optimal Interpolation
(EnOI) (Oke, Brassington, Griffin and Schiller, 2010,
Counillon and Bertino, 2009). Due to the inexpensiveness
and flexibility of Optimal Interpolation data assimilation
algorithm, it is becoming a popular data assimilation
approach in oceanography (Counillon and Bertino, 2009,
Oke, Brassington, Griffin and Schiller, 2008, Srinivasan,
Chassignet, Bertino, Brankart, Brasseur, Chin, Counillon,
Cummings, Mariano, Smedstad and Thacker, 2011).
*

2 Numerical modelling
The Environmental Fluid Dynamics Code (EFDC) is
applied to simulate the dynamic process of Galway Bay,
which is located on west coast of Ireland. The numerical
model EFDC solves the three-dimensional, vertically
hydrostatic, free surface, turbulent averaged equations of

Corresponding author e-mail: leirencomeon@gmail.com
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motions for a variable density fluid. The module uses a
sigma vertical coordinate and curvilinear, orthogonal
horizontal coordinates. There are 380×241 grids in the
rectangular simulation domain of model, the grid
resolution is 150 metres, the physical domain is from (9.71891E, 52.97371N) (left at the bottom) to (-8.87716E,

53.03773N) (right on the top), following picture shows
the modelling area and data assimilation domain. The
basic research area is Galway bay, a square domain with
961 wet cells is defined as our data assimilation domain,
real dimension is a 4.65km×4.65km square area.

FIGURE 1 Research area and data assimilation test domain

The meteorological data (temperature, rain, solar
radiation and relative humidity etc.) are obtained from the
weather station located at National University of Ireland,
Galway (http://weather.nuigalway.ie/). The river inflow
of River Corrib was got from the Office of Public Works
(http://www.opw.ie/hydro/). And the tidal information is
generated from Oregon State University Tidal Prediction
Software (OTPS), which provides tidal information on
the western and southern open boundaries. In order to
illustrate the Optimal Interpolation data assimilation
process in detail, there are three main simulations
performed: the Free run, which is initialised with no data
assimilation for seven days (01/10/2011-07/10/2011), its
output is applied to compute the background error
covariance; the Assimilation run, which is initialised for
seven days (14/10/2011-20/10/2011), but the surface
velocity components are updated by utilising the pseudo
measurement during the last four days; the Control run is
the same as the Assimilation run, but with no data
assimilation, which is regarded as the standard reference
state, its output of surface velocity components are used
to generate pseudo measurement by adding normal
distribution noise.

deviation of added noise is 20% of the maximum
absolute difference of velocity components during model
stable phase, the value of standard deviation are 4 cm/s
and 3 cm/s for surface velocity components (u and v)
separately. There are three obvious advantages by using
this kind pseudo measurement: firstly, the generated
pseudo measurement is based on the output from Control
run, the general trend of generated pseudo measurement
still follows the basic dynamical process; secondly, the
value of noise can be controlled, which means that the
sensitivity test of Optimal Interpolation data assimilation
can be more accurately assessed; thirdly, the generation
process of pseudo measurement is based on the
background states field from the Control run and the
noise field has the same structure of background states, so
the yielded artificial measurement field matches well
with the model state field.
4 Optimal interpolation data assimilation
Optimal Interpolation data assimilation combines
observation states with model background states to obtain
better prediction results, here, the background states are
updated by utilising pseudo measurement.
The analysis equation of Optimal Interpolation is a
linear combination of background states and
measurement states, the optimal weight factor (Kalman
gain) is derived by minimizing the analysis error
covariance, the analysis equation could be expressed as
follows (Kalnay, 2002):

3 Pseudo measurement
In order to update the background states in numerical
model, pseudo measurement is generated by adding
normal distribution noise to the output from a model run
with Monte Carlo simulation, Monte Carlo simulation is
undertaken to yield pseudo measurement based on the
basic hydrodynamic trend(Doucet, de Freitas and
Gordon, 2001). In order to clarify the difference between
original model results and generated pseudo
measurement, the noise is unbiased, the standard

xa  xb  K ( y0  Hxb ) ,

(1)
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a

could be expressed as (Oke, 2002):

b

where x is the analysis state, x is the forecast or
background state, K is the Kalman gain, H is the
measurement operator, y 0 is the observation state.
The state in our research is surface velocity
components u and v, which could be given as:
x  (u , v )T .
(2)
The Kalman gain is obtained in the following formula
by minimizing the analysis error covariance (Kalnay,
2002):
K  P b H T (HP b H T  R)1 ,
(3)

cov(ei , e j )  ij   i   j ,

(4)

where ei , e j are the errors at different locations,  i ,  j
are the standard deviation of errors at different locations,
 ij is the spatial correlation function, which is defined
based on Gaussian function ij   exp(

d2
) ,  is the
L2

scale factor, L is the correlation length, d is the spatial
distance between two points. Our interest is to update the
surface velocity components u and v. The appropriate
parameters  and L are determined when the Root
Mean Square Error reaches minimum.
According to equation (4), the background error
covariance can be simplified as:

b

where P is the background error covariance, R is the
measurement error covariance
The steps of Optimal Interpolation data assimilation
updating surface velocity components with generated
pseudo measurement by using Monte Carlo simulation is
listed as follows:
• Run the free model from 01/10/2011 to 07/10/2011,
calculate the background error variance, the error
variance of measurement field is averaged on space
using obtained background error variance, then
calculate the Kalman gain with equation (3)
• Generate noise following normal distribution N (0,
16) and N (0, 9) for producing pseudo measurement,
because surface velocity component are calculated
separately in our numerical model, normal
distribution noise N (0, 16) is for u component of
surface velocity, normal distribution noise N (0, 9)
is for v component of surface velocity.
• Control run is undertaken from 14/10/2011 to
20/10/2011 with no data assimilation, the time
interval of its surface velocity components output in
data assimilation domain is sixty minutes
• Add the generated noise to corresponding velocity
components from Control run by using Monte Carlo
simulation, the new dataset is the pseudo
measurement field, then interpolate the pseudo
measurement on time to every five minutes
• Update the surface velocity states every five
minutes with the generated pseudo measurement by
utilising Optimal Interpolation data assimilation
scheme in the square data assimilation domain
Since the model takes about three days to be stable,
the output of surface velocity components from the free
run and data assimilation process are only taken during
the last four simulation days.

1

1

P b  D 2 CD 2 ,

(5)

D is the diagonal background state variance matrix
describing the modelling error structure. The background
b

state error e is computed from the difference over a
short time interval ten minutes (t  10 min s) .
D  var(eb )  E[eb ebT ]  E[(eb  eb )(eb  eb )T ] ,

(6)

eb  xib  xbt .

(7)

The overbar means the expected value.
eb is the model error at different locations.
xib is the background state at time step i .
C is the spatial correlation matrix. Every element is
calculated from equation (4).
Since pseudo measurements are yielded from Control
run by adding noise with Monte Carlo simulation, the
pseudo measurement field has the same structure as
background states of numerical modelling, the
measurement operator H in equations (1) and (3) is an
identity matrix.
In order to clearly show the improvement of
sequential data assimilation schemes, in following
Optimal Interpolation data assimilation, five minutes is
chosen as the data assimilation interval.

4.1 BACKGROUND ERROR COVARIANCE
(FORECAST ERROR COVARIANCE)

4.2 ADJUSTMENT OF  AND L FOR OPTIMAL
INTERPOLATION

In Optimal Interpolation data assimilation scheme, the
background error covariance is static, which means that
the background error covariance is a constant matrix. It is
calculated before the data assimilation process is
performed (Robert, Blayo and Verron, 2005). According
to the statistical relationship between the covariance and
correlation coefficient, the background error covariance

For Optimal Interpolation data assimilation process,
parameters  and L directly decide its effectiveness. Gu
((Gu, Woo and Kim, 2011)) had used different optimized
values of the two parameters at different location to
assimilate vertical current data to the unstructured grid
ocean numerical model, the minimum and maximum of
 was 1 and 4, the minimum and maximum value of
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and correlation length are different. In our research, a
variety of test cases with different values of these
parameters are investigated, RMSE is employed to
measure the degree of their match. For these tests,
assimilation interval is five minutes. Firstly, the RMSE is
calculated on space (961 grids) every five minutes, then it
is averaged on time (see Table 1 and Table 2).

correlation length L was 20 km and 100 km. Ragnoli
(Ragnoli, Zhuk, Donncha, Suits and Hartnett, 2012)
assimilated the High Frequency radar surface current data
of Galway bay in numerical model, the scaling factor war
chosen as 100 and correlation length was 0.3 km, their
data assimilation area was the whole inner Galway bay.
For different research area and using different types of
measurement, the optimal parameters of scaling factor
TABLE 1 RMSE of u component
a/L
1
2
3

0.15 km
0.0523
0.0550
0.0570

0.30 km
0.0508
0.0524
0.0541

0.45 km
0.0508
0.0535
0.0573

0.75 km
0.0538
0.0642
0.0754

1.05 km
0.0605
0.0846
0.1094

1.50 km
0.0769
0.1292
0.1834

3.00 km
0.1910
0.3770
0.5705

0.45 km
0.0372
0.0392
0.0418

0.75 km
0.0393
0.0472
0.0561

1.05 km
0.0438
0.0630
0.0833

1.50 km
0.0556
0.0994
0.1466

3.00 km
0.1947
0.4089
0.6074

TABLE 2 RMSE of v component
a/L
1
2
3

0.15 km
0.0383
0.0404
0.0418

0.30 km
0.0373
0.0385
0.0398

From the RMSE (u) and RMSE (v) in these cases,
when   1.0 and L  0.45km , both of them are
minimum, so these values are employed in our Optimal
Interpolation data assimilation.

model in Figure 3, Figure 4 shows that the Optimal
Interpolation data assimilation process absorbs useful
information from pseudo measurement into numerical
model, since the consideration of observation error in
Optimal Interpolation data assimilation process, the
pseudo measurement is not fully projected into the
numerical model, the assimilation model just assimilated
the basic trend of pseudo measurement into assimilation
model. The pseudo measurement is generated by adding
normal distribution noise into the results from Control
model, the general trend in the data assimilation domain
is chaotic. We use this way to test the sensitivity
reflection of our Optimal Interpolation data assimilation
process when this kind of pseudo measurement is used
for update. The reason behind this is that observation data
in real world is always noisy. Generally, Optimal
Interpolation works well when chaotic pseudo
measurement is used for assimilation, and compared with
Control model, general trend of assimilation model in
data assimilation domain is closer to pseudo
measurement trajectory.

5 Results
The goal of Optimal Interpolation data assimilation is to
enhance the modelling prediction capability referring to
the measurement trajectory. Surface current maps at
certain time steps are displayed and statistical comparison
of surface velocity components time series for reference
points is shown in Taylor diagrams. The surface current
maps of assimilation model field are compared with
control model field with no data assimilation process and
pseudo measurement field at certain time steps. Here,
only the data assimilation domain is displayed.
In Figure 2-4, the left panels show surface current
map at t=4.0 days, the right panels show surface current
map at t=6.0 days. For both surface current map at t=4.0
days and t=6.0 days, compared with results from original

FIGURE 2 Surface current map with no data assimilation from Control model (t=4.0 days and t=6.0 days)
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FIGURE 3 Surface current map of pseudo measurement (t=4.0 days and t=6.0 days)

FIGURE 4 Surface current map with Optimal Interpolation data assimilation (t=4.0 days and t=6.0 days)

In order to further assess the effectiveness of Optimal
Interpolation data assimilation, Taylor diagram (see
Figure 5-12) of two inside reference point C, point D and
two boundary reference (point A and point B) are
displayed (see Figure 1). Data of these figures is from
t=3.0 days to t=7.0 days. Taylor diagram is a graphical
way to summarise degree of match between observation
and reference models, their statistic (correlation, centred
root-mean-square difference and standard deviation)
could be concisely shown in terms of each model’s
position in the diagram (Taylor, 2001). In the following
Taylor diagrams, the blue point means the results of data
assimilation model, the red point stands for the results of
control model with no data assimilation process from
Control run, the hollow black dot on the horizontal axis is
the measurement state. The centred root-mean-square
difference between the modeming results and observed
patterns is proportional to the distance to the point on the
x-axis identified as measurement. The dotted contours
indicate the RMS values. The dotted line from the origin
to arch shows the correlation relationship between
observation and modelling states. The standard deviation

of the modelling results is proportional to the radial
distance from the origin. Generally, the RMS values of
assimilation states (blue point) is smaller than Control
modelling results (red line), especially for point B, which
means that the Optimal Interpolation data assimilation
process makes the numerical modelling takes useful
measurement information into the dynamic system. There
is not obvious improvement of correlation relationship
for point A and point D, but for point B and v component
of point C, in other words, the assimilation process
renders the model have a closer correlation relationship
with measurement states. For the standard deviation,
since the pseudo measurement is produced by adding
normal distribution noise to the results from original
modelling. Surface velocity components of four points
time series are outputted at the exact data assimilation
time step with five minutes assimilation interval. The
chaotic pseudo measurement is not smooth comparing
with results of the Control run, so the assimilation model
could not show smaller standard deviation when noisy
pseudo measurement is used. This also proves that the
quality of measurement is of great importance for our
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data assimilation, although the measurement error is
considered in the Kalman gain, check of measurement
data is needed. From the below Taylor diagrams, the
majority of the Taylor diagrams show that the Optimal
Interpolation data assimilation process improves the
modelling prediction ability, making the model states
closer to observation states, which means that Optimal
Interpolation data assimilation is an effective tool to
enhance the numerical modelling by blending the
available measurement data.

Since the surface u and v pseudo measurement are
assimilated in the numerical modelling respectively, the
impact of data assimilation on the direction of total
velocity is also investigated. Taylor diagrams of these
reference points direction (t=3.0~7.0 days) are shown as
follows. Except for point A, the correlation relationship
between measurement states and assimilation states is
enhanced and the RMS values are reduced with
assimilation.

FIGURE 5 Taylor diagram of u component at point A

FIGURE 6 Taylor diagram of v component at point A

FIGURE 7 Taylor diagram of u component at point B

FIGURE 8 Taylor diagram of v component at point B
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FIGURE 9 Taylor diagram of u component at point C

FIGURE 10 Taylor diagram of v component at point C

FIGURE 11 Taylor diagram of u component at point D

FIGURE 12 Taylor diagram of v component at point D

FIGURE 13 Direction Taylor diagram at point A

FIGURE 14 Direction Taylor diagram at point B
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FIGURE 15 Direction Taylor diagram at point C

FIGURE 16 Direction Taylor diagram at point D

trajectory when the Optimal Interpolation data
assimilation is applied. The surface current map at certain
time steps describe the Optimal Interpolation data
assimilation process has assimilated the useful
information from measurement into the model. When
comparing with the original model that contained no data
assimilation process, the general regional tends to follow
the measurement trend after assimilation, which proves
that the method used to compute the background error
covariance is reasonable and Optimal Interpolation data
assimilation works when pseudo measurement is used to
update the model states. Optimal Interpolation data
assimilation scheme of updating with pseudo
measurement does improve the model prediction ability,
which proves that this new way of computing background
error covariance is efficient.

6 Conclusions
Taylor diagram at reference points and surface current
maps in data assimilation domain showed that application
of Optimal Interpolation to update model background
states with pseudo measurement improves the modelling
prediction ability in data assimilation domain, which
means the method to calculate the background error
covariance in our data assimilation system is meaningful.
The improvement of Optimal Interpolation data
assimilation is not obvious or the added analysis
increment contaminates the background states in certain
area or at few points (point A, v component). This is due
to the modelling error covariance could not well stand for
the development the modelling error, namely the
background error covariance is stationary (Oke,
Brassington, Griffin and Schiller, 2010, Counillon and
Bertino, 2009, Oke, 2002). For further research, authors
are trying to develop an operational real time forecasting
surface current data assimilation system, real in situ
measurement data will be used to update the background
state in the following work.
The background error covariance was calculated from
a free run, the model error was defined by subtracting the
mean of background states over ten minutes from the
model states. The time series improvement of surface
velocity components at four inside reference points
during the last four simulation days is displayed in Taylor
diagram, the shown statistical values in Taylor diagrams
depict that the model states are closer to the measurement
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Abstract
Logistics outsourcing has become the development trend of enterprise logistics operations. A good logistics service provider can
improve the customer satisfaction, as also as reducing the cost of the whole supply chain, so it is very important to evaluate the logistics
outsourcing service for the corn companies in the supply chain. This paper is an attempt to identify the main factors of selecting
satisfactory logistics service provider of the electronic commerce (e-commerce) companies in China. GRA and Fuzzy TOPSIS are
employed to evaluate the service of the logistics companies. The managerial implications are also discussed in the last section.
Keywords: logistics outsourcing, e-commerce, Fuzzy TOPSIS, evaluation

This paper is organized as follows. The next section
introduces the related literature about logistics service
provider selection. Following is a brief introduction about
the fuzzy TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by
Similarity to Ideal Solution) method used in this research.
Section 4 describes an empirical analysis of logistics
service provider selection of an e-commerce company Z.
Finally, major issues and challenges for logistics
outsourcing are identified and discussed along with the
related managerial implications.

1 Introduction
Supply chain management involves the design and
management of seamless, value-added processes across
organizational boundaries to meet the real needs of the
customers [1-3]. Logistics outsourcing is rapidly growing
through the whole world. More than 70% of companies in
Western Europe, USA and Asia Pacific have outsourcing
experience in a pattern expanding from basic
transportation to full logistics network control [4, 5].
In the early 1980s, logistics services in the outsourcing
market were confined to the traditional activities such as
transportation and warehousing. In the 1990s, a number of
network players began to provide a wider geographic
coverage of their transport networks, and many value
adding activities such as labelling and sorting were
introduced. In the late 1990s, a number of players from
areas as information technology, management consultancy
and financial services began working together with
logistics service providers. This period saw the creation of
a new service, the ‘supply chain solution’, also called
‘fourth-party logistics (4PL)’, where a logistics service
provider (LSP) is hired to manage a customer’s complete
logistics network [6-8].
As the development of the electronic-commerce (ecommerce), an increasingly people prefer online shopping
because of the low price and convenience. Most of the
logistics outsourcing performance-related studies focused
on the cost saving [4, 9, 10] and traditional logistics service
[11, 12], few empirical studies have reported on the
selection of the logistics service provider of the ecommerce companies, which is different from the
traditional logistics service in terms of the payment
technology, which is the primary motivation of this
research.
*

2 Literature review
There are many researches focused on the performance of
the logistics service providers. Kasilingamr [13] argue that
four factors for the third party logistics service supplier to
choose: the perceived performance of logistics suppliers,
the perception ability, the price, the strategy and external
environment using the factor analysis method. Ma etc. [14]
used fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (F-AHP) to choose
partners. Yahya and Kingsman [15] suggest evaluation
index system including quality, response delivery and
performance of financial management technical ability and
facilities through the investigation and AHP. Guo [16]
establish an AHP judgment matrix of supplier evaluation
with quality, price, technical ability and distribution
reliability. Jiang and Han [17] set up evaluation index
system including quality, price, delivery, service, product
development and production, external environment, and
other (sales and marketing staff in general) on the
comprehensive analysis of the service. Ma [11] proposed
9 indexes on supplier selection standards: the product
quality, the price, the post-sale service, the technical level,
the geographical position, supply capacity, economic
benefit, delivery and market effect. Ma et al. [11] chose
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 a3 -a2

x  a3
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three common indexes, such as quality, cost and delivery
time, and set up a weight correlation analysis model of
supplier selection and evaluation. Zhong et al. [18] suggest
that the specific vendor selection indexes should consider
four aspects such as technical level, management ability,
and service level and management environment to make
the supply chain performance maximization according to
the design principle. Zhou et al. [12] set up a customer
satisfaction index system from the customer's point of
view to evaluate the third party logistics enterprise. It is
proved that the system has the high homogeneity, the
reliability and validity of the structures. Sun [19] construct
a third-party logistics operation efficiency evaluation
index system including four aspects, such as the inputoutput efficiency, the equipment utilization efficiency,
quality assurance, efficiency, market competition
efficiency. Hsiao et al. [20] identify and analyse the
outsourcing of four levels of logistics activities:
transportation (level 1), packaging (level 2), transportation
management (level 3), and distribution network
management (level 4). The evaluation index system of
Peng [21] including logistics cost, the logistics operation
efficiency, the basic qualities of service suppliers and
logistics technology level has more targeted and
practicability.
The TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by
Similarity to Ideal Solution) method selected for the data
analysis in this research was first proposed in 1981 [22].
Many proposed numerical examples have shown that
TOPSIS can avoid some weaknesses of the existing multiattribute methods [23]. Fuzzy TOPSIS is widely employed
to solve the multi-criteria evaluation problems [24-26].
In summary, the evaluation of logistics service
providers both in theory and in practice has proven to be
very important and quite complex, and there have been
limited researches in the current literature focusing on the
selection of the logistics service provider of the ecommerce companies.

Definition 2: Let a  (a1 , a2 , a3 ) and b  (b1 , b2 , b3 ) be
two triangular fuzzy numbers. According to Wang [26], a
distance measure function (a, b ) can be defined as below:

d ( a, b ) 

1
[(a1  b1 ) 2  (a2  b2 ) 2  (a3  b3 ) 2 ] .
3

Definition 3: Let a triangular Fuzzy number a , then α-cut
defined as below:

a  [(a2  a1 )  a1 , a3  (a3  a2 ) ] .
Definition 4: Let a  (a1 , a2 , a3 ) , b  (b1 , b2 , b3 ) be two
triangular Fuzzy number and a , b be α-cut, a and b ,
then the method is defined to calculate the divided between
a and b as follows (Kwang, 2005):
 (a  a )  a1 (a3  a2 )  a3 
 2 1
,
.
b  (b3  b2 )  b3 (b2  b1 )  b1 

a

When   0 :
a0
b0

a a 
 1, 3.
 b3 b1 

When

  1:

 (a  a )  a1 (a3  a2 )  a3 
 2 1
,
,
b1  (b3  b2 )  b3 (b2  b1 )  b1 

a1

3 Methodology

a a 
  2 , 2.
b1  b2 b2 

a1

3.1 FUZZY SETS AND FUZZY NUMBERS
First, it is necessary to review the related Fuzzy Theory:
Definition 1: A Fuzzy set a in a universe of discourse X
is characterized by a membership function a ( x) which
associates with each element x in X , a real number in the
interval [0,1]. The function of a ( x) is termed the grade
of membership of x in a [27]. The present study uses
triangular Fuzzy numbers. a can be defined by a triplet
(a1 , a2 , a3 ) . Its conceptual schema and mathematical form
are shown as below:

So the approximated value of a / b will be:
a  a1 a2 a3 
 , , .
b  b3 b2 b1 

Definition 5: Assuming that both a  (a1 , a2 , a3 ) and

b  (b1 , b2 , b3 ) are real numbers, the distance measurement
d (a, b) is identical to the Euclidean distance.
The basic operations on Fuzzy triangular numbers are
as follows [28]:
For approximation of multiplication:
a  b  (a1  b1 , a2  b2 , a3  b3 ) .
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For addition:

(L), medium (M), high (H) and very high (VH). Assume
that all linguistic terms can be transferred into triangular
fuzzy numbers, and these fuzzy numbers are limited in [0,
1]. As a rule of thumb, each rank is assigned an evenly
spread membership function that has an interval of 0.30 or
0.25.
Based on assumptions above, a transformation table
can be found as shown in Table 1. Figure 1 illustrates the
Fuzzy membership function [28].

a  b  (a1  b1 , a2  b2 , a3  b3 ) .
3.2 GRA (GREY RELATIONAL ANALYSIS)
Below is a briefly review of relevant definitions and the
calculation procedure for the GRA approach.
GRA uses several small sub-problems to present the
decision problem, and the problem is decomposed into a
hierarchy with a goal at the top, criteria and sub-criteria at
levels and sub-levels and decision alternatives at the
bottom of the hierarchy.
The comparison matrix involves the comparison in
pairs of the elements of constructed hierarchy. The aim is
to set their relative priorities with respect to each of the
elements at the next higher level.
C1
C1  x11
C2  x21
D  C3  x31

...  ...
Cm  xm1

C2

C3

TABLE 1 Transformation for Fuzzy Membership Functions
Rank function
Very Low (VL)
Low (L)
Medium (M)
High (H)
Very High (VH)

xij
n

 xij

x12

x13

...

x22

x13

...

x32

x33

...

...

...

...

xm 2

xm 3

...

x1n 
x2 n 
,
x3n 

... 
xmn 
FIGURE 1 Fuzzy triangular membership functions

3.4 FUZZY TOPSIS MODEL
To describe the evaluation method clearly, the procedure
of fuzzy TOPSIS is presented as below. It is formulated
that a Fuzzy Multiple Criteria Decision Making
(FMCDM) problem about the comparative evaluation of
the websites of those laptop manufacturers. The FMCDM
problem can be concisely expressed in matrix format as
follows:

.

i 1

Step 1: The consistency ratio need to be identified to
reflect the consistency of the decision maker’s judgments
during the evaluation phase.
CI 

max  N
N 1

Membership
(0.00,0.10,0.25)
(0.15,0.30,0.45)
(0.35,0.50,0.65)
(0.55,0.70,0.85)
(0.75,0.90,1.00)

... Cn

where xij is the degree preference of i-th criterion over jth criterion. Before the calculation of vector of priorities,
the comparison matrix has to be normalized into the range
of [0,1] by the equation below:

rij 

Sub-criteria grade
1
2
3
4
5

C1
A1  x11
A2  x21
A3  x31

...  ...
Am  xm1

,

where CI is the consistency ratio, max is the principal
eigenvalue of the judgement matrix and N is the order of
the judgement matrix. The consistency ratio should be
lower than 0.10 to accept the AHP results as consistent.
Step 2: In the next step, transform rij into the fuzzy

C2

C3

... Cn

x12

x13

...

x22

x13

...

x32

x33

...

...

...

...

xm 2

xm 3 ...

x1n 
x2 n 
x3 n 

... 
xmn 

W  [w1 , w2 ,..., wn ] ,

numbers.
Step 3: Calculate the average of the elements of each
rows from matrix obtained from step 4, by Definition 4.

where xij , i  1, 2,..., m; j  1, 2,..., n and w j , j  1, 2,..., n
are linguistic triangular Fuzzy numbers, xij  (aij , bij , cij )
and w j  (a j1 , b j 2 , c j 3 ) . The normalized Fuzzy decision

3.3 FUZZY MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION

matrix is denoted by R  [rij ]mn .

In the evaluating process, the weights expressed with the
linguistic terms, represent the important degrees of criteria
from experts via surveys on subjective assessments. These
linguistic terms are categorized into very low (VL), low

The weighted Fuzzy normalized decision matrix is
shown as follows:
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 v11
v
 21
V   v31

 ...
 vn1
 w1r11
w r
 1 21
 w1r31

 ...
 w1rm1

v12
v22
v32
...
vn 2
w2 r12
w2 r22
w2 r32
...
w2 rm 2

... v1n 
v13 ... v2 n 
v33 ... v3 n  

... ... ... 
vn 3 ... vnn 
.
w3 r13 ... wn r1n 
w3 r13 ... wn r2 n 
w3 r33 ... wn r3n 

...
...
... 
w3 rm3 ... wn rmn 

Considering that the elements vij are normalized
positive triangular fuzzy numbers and their ranges belong
to the closed interval [0,1], the positive ideal and negative
ideal solutions can be defined as v j  (1,1,1) and

v13

v j  (0,0,0), j  1, 2,..., n .

(29)

Step 4: Calculate separation measures. The distance of
each alternative from A  and A  can be identified as
follows:

Given the above Fuzzy theory, the proposed Fuzzy
TOPSIS procedure is then defined as follows:
Step 1:
Choose
the
for
xij , i  1, 2,..., m; j  1, 2,..., n

di 

1 n
 d (vij , v j ), i  1, 2,..., m ,
n j 1

di 

1 n
 d (vij , v j ), i  1, 2,..., m .
n j 1

Step 5: Calculate the similarities to ideal solution:

alternatives with respect to criteria and w j , j  1, 2,..., n

CCi 

for the weight of the criteria.
Step 2: Construct the weighted normalized Fuzzy
decision matrix V .
Step 3: Identify positive ideal ( A ) and negative ideal

di
.
d  di

i

Step 6: Rank preference order. Rank alternatives
according to CCi in descending order [28].

( A  ) solutions:

4 Solutions from GRA and TOPSIS analysis

A  v1 , v2 ,..., vn 
 (max i vij i  1, 2,..., m), j  1, 2,..., n ,

The evaluation criteria in terms of logistics service
providers of the e-commerce companies are show in
Figure 2, and payment technology is added to the
evaluation system identified by Peng [21], since this paper
is focused on the evaluation of e-commerce companies’
logistics service providers.

A  v1 , v2 ,..., vn 
 (min i vij i  1, 2,..., m), j  1, 2,..., n .

The evaluation of the logistics service provider for
the e-commerce companies
Service
quality

Operating
efficiency

Cost

Payment
technology

Technology

Payment speed

Payment method

Payment accuracy

Information technology

Storage technology

Transportation technology

Customer satisfaction

Culture compatibility

Enterprise credit

Operation speed

Operational readiness

Operation accuracy

Order processing cost

Storage cost

Transportation cost

FIGURE 2 The evaluation of the logistics service provider for the e-commerce companies

Fuzzy TOPSIS, as a quantitative tool, is employed in
this research. These specific measures are listed and named
in Figure 2. The decision problem consists of three levels:
at the highest level, the objective of the problem is situated

while in the second level, the criteria are listed, and in the
third level, the sub-criteria are listed.
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1.0000 0.2904 0.2693 
RA1  0.2894 1.0000 1.0000  ,
0.2811 1.0000 1.0000 

RA2

1.0000 0.1741 0.3672 
RA5  0.1925 1.0000 0.1541  .
0.4012 0.1650 1.0000 

1.0000 0.5727 0.5727 
 0.5504 1.0000 1.0000  ,
0.5727 1.0000 1.0000 

According to the above matrices and the definition
described earlier, the measures can be grouped into several
clusters on the three aspects by threshold value r = 0.60.
The final criteria are shown in Table 2. The weights of the
criteria are driven from five experts as shown in Table 3.
In the next step, the rates are asked to evaluate the four
logistics outsourcing companies, and considering the limit
of the page, part of the results are shown in Table 4.

1.0000 0.0990 1.0000 
RA3  0.0990 1.0000 0.0921  ,
1.0000 0.0986 1.0000 
1.0000 0.2220 0.2008 
RA4  0.2564 1.0000 0.5624  ,
0.2559 0.5667 1.0000 

TABLE 2 The evaluation criteria of the logistics service provider for the e-commerce companies
Goal

The logistics service provider
evaluation for the e-commerce
companies

Aspects

Criteria

C1 Cost

SC1 Transportation cost
SC2 Storage cost

C2 Operating efficiency

SC3 Operation accuracy
SC4 Operational readiness

C3 Service quality
C4 Technology level

SC5 Enterprise credit
SC6 Culture compatibility
SC7 Transportation technology
SC8 Storage technology
SC9 Information technology

C5 Payment technology

SC10 Payment accuracy
SC11 Payment method
SC12 Payment speed

TABLE 3 The linguistic weights given by five experts

cost
Operating
efficiency
Service quality
Technology level
Payment
technology

Sub- Criteria
SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
SC6
SC7
SC8
SC9
SC10
SC11
SC12

E1
VH
H
H
H
H
M
M
L
H
H
H
M

E2
VH
M
M
M
H
L
M
M
M
M
M
L

E3
H
M
H
L
VH
L
L
H
H
H
H
L

E4
VH
H
H
M
H
L
M
M
M
L
H
VL

E5
H
M
VH
H
H
VL
L
L
H
M
H
L

TABLE 4 Part of the evaluation results using Fuzzy linguistic variables
Cost

A1
A2
A3
A4

Transport
cost
VH
H
VH
H

Storage cost
M
H
H
M

Operating efficiency
Operation
Operationa
accuracy
l readiness
H
M
H
H
H
VH
M
M

Service quality
Enterprise
Culture
credit
compatibility
M
L
H
M
H
M
M
L

Then the normalized decision matrix is then derived
from the original data as follows:
The larger, the better type [28]:

rij 

Transport
tech.
M
H
H
M

Technology level
Storage
Information
tech.
tech.
M
L
M
H
H
H
M
M

 xij  min  xij 


.
 max  xij   min  xij 
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The smaller, the better type:
rij 

matrix can be derived based on Table 5 and the weights
identified before. As discussed in 3.3, the positive ideal
and negative ideal solutions can be defined as v j  (1,1,1)

 max  xij   xij 


.
 max  xij   min  xij 



and v j  (0,0,0), j  1, 2,..., n. The distance of each
alternative from A  and A  , as well as the similarities to
an ideal solution, is obtained in Table 6.

The Fuzzy linguistic variable is then transformed into a
Fuzzy triangular membership function as shown in
Table 5, and then the resulting Fuzzy weighted decision
TABLE 5 Part of the Fuzzy decision matrix
Transportation cost

A1
(0.75,0.90,1.00)

A2
(0.55,0.70,0.85)

A3
(0.75,0.90,1.00)

A4
(0.55,0.70,0.85)

Storage cost

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

Operation accuracy

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

Operational readiness

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.75,0.90,1.00)

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

Enterprise credit

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

Culture compatibility

(0.15,0.30,0.45)

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

(0.15,0.30,0.45)

Transportation technology

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

Storage technology

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

Information technology

(0.15,0.30,0.45)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

Payment accuracy

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

Payment method

(0.00,0.10,0.25)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.15,0.30,0.45)

Payment speed

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

(0.55,0.70,0.85)

(0.35,0.50,0.65)

TABLE 6 The distance of each alternative from

A

and

A

No.

d i

d i

CCi

A1
A2
A3
A17

0.129
0.034
0.000
0.132

0.024
0.119
0.153
0.021

0.157
0.780
1.000
0.139

GRA and Fuzzy TOPSIS are employed to evaluate the
service of the logistics companies. According to the
criteria weights derived from this section earlier, the
relative top three important measures to evaluate a
logistics outsourcing company are (1) SC1 Transportation
cost, and its weight = (0.67, 0.82, 0.94); (2) SC5 Enterprise
credit, and its weight = (0.59, 0.74, 0.88); and (3) SC3
Operation accuracy, and its weight = (0.55,0.70,0.84). As
such, when the corn company of the supply chain selects
the logistics outsourcing companies, it should choose the
logistics service company, which is low in transportation
coast and has good enterprise credit and high operation
accuracy.
Based on the results of this research, our
recommendations for improving logistics service in terms
of enhancing their effectiveness are: (1) selecting the high
operation efficiency logistics company; (2) combing
logistics service and payment service; and (3) strengthen
the evaluation of the logistics outsourcing company.

In order to see the result more clearly, the resulting Fuzzy
TOPSIS analysis is shown in Figure 3.
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electronic commerce (e-commerce) companies in China.
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Abstract
The significance and stochasticity of node have an effect on logistics network activity. This paper describes the importance of node by
integrating the node neighbourhood information, which relates to the neighbourhood arc energy consumption and node degree which
shows the node connectivity in logistics network, and during which this paper introduces the parameter  to represent the preference
degree of energy consumption. This paper develops a multi-objective model seeking to energy consumption minimization and
reliability maximization in the light of node stochasticity and the influence of node importance. The MPs (Minimal Path Set) is
employed during the process of modelling. Genetic algorithm is applied to solve this model and a numerical experiment is presented
to demonstrate the effect of significance and stochasticity of node to logistics path choice and flow assignment.
Keywords: stochastic flow network, neighbourhood information, energy consumption constraint, multi-objective model, logistics network

1 Introduction
Logistics network, as the supporter for logistics activity,
not only ensures the implement of logistics activity but
also affects the reality of logistics activity due to its
structure specification and elements parameters. In
general, the logistics network G is regarded as a network
which composes of node/vertex set V and arc set A . And
the network is noted G  (V , A) . V and A signify the
supporter of logistics activity, and the network configure
of G  (V , A) has an important influence on logistics
activity arrangement. The nodes undertake these activities
such as loading and unloading, packaging, distribution
processing and so on, and these nodes connect different
edge/arc to fulfil the logistics activity. These properties of
nodes, the difference on connectivity and stochasticity,
affect the entire logistics network activity, on account of
the presentation of node connectivity is significance of
node, therefore this paper will do some research about
impact analysis of the significance and stochasticity of
logistics network to logistics activity.
The area of the node significance has been considered
by many researchers who mainly focused on the
measurement approach [1-10]. [1] proposed the node
degree to appraise the importance of node. [3] presented
betweenness centrality to evaluate the node importance. [2,
4] provided with the method of node deletion aiming at
communications network system, and [4] described the
significance of node adopting node contraction, and [6]
improved the node contraction in weighted complex
network. [5] improved the efficiency and validity of
evaluating node importance based on node closeness and
node key degree. [7] integrated the node degree, node

betweenness and high peak hour traffic flow based on
fuzzy clustering method to assess the node importance in
traffic complex network. [9] presented the evaluation
method of node importance base on load flow considering
the contribution of the nodes for the whole network. [8]
introduced the evaluation of edge importance considering
the influence over node importance from the
characteristics of node connection, and established the
evaluation method of node importance based on
agglomeration. [10] determined the node importance by
devising the matrix of transfer efficiency and that of the
operation influence coefficient, which considered the
neighbourhood information of node for logistics network.
[10] indicated that node importance may be different on
account of information influence coming from node
neighbourhood edge/arc and others nodes, although these
nodes have the same node degree of node betweenness. All
methods abovementioned give good results relating to
some research area, however, it is not sufficient to logistics
network, especially for new issue in logistics network area.
Logistics network, one form of stochastic flow network,
has the properties of uncertainty and stochasticity deriving
from node and/or arc service capability, and these
properties influence entire logistics network activity
arrangement. [11, 12] fully deals with the stochastic flow
network, and indicated that each node and/or arc has a
designated capacity. Nodes/arcs have different lower
levels due to various partial and complete failures;
therefore the system capacity is not fixed. To the question
of stochastic-flow network, a majority of researchers
concentrated on system reliability, especially the algorithm
design of solving system reliability based on MPs [13-22]
and MCs [11, 12, 23-27] in light of specific questions. In
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addition a small number of researchers focused on the
optimization of stochastic-flow network. [28] built a
multi-objective model to minimize cost and maximize
network reliability depending on the concept of MPs, and
designed genetic algorithm to solve problem. [29]
optimized the flow assignment of stochastic-flow logistics
network considering the weight variety to attain these
objectives of minimum cost, maximum network reliability,
minimum maximal delivery time of single path. Similarity
the MPs is introduced during the progress of modelling.
The studies talked above displayed better results for
reliability appraisal and solution, but only pay attention to
reliability. Though certain researchers gave an emphasis
on optimization problem of stochastic-flow network, they
cannot give much attention to logistics network, in
particular cannot integrate the stochasticity with node
importance with regard to stringent pressure of energyextensive consumption logistics network is facing.
With respect to energy saving and consumption
reducing, it becomes a big question due to energy shortage
and environmental pressure. Logistics is relatively energyintensity and is rapidly expanding mainly as a result of
trade increment. While energy consumption is related to
the property of logistics network and parameters setting,
this paper will demonstrate this aspect. So far a lot of
researchers discussed energy consumption involved in
logistics relevant activity. [30] built a framework with
seven key parameters relating to the freight-intensity of
economy, the division of freight traffic between modes, the
utilization of vehicle capacity. The energy efficiency of
logistics operations and the ratio of emissions to energy
use, and then et author indicated that by altering these
parameters companies and governments should be able to
decouple the growth in demand for logistics from the
associated energy requirements. [31] pointed out that the
design of systems and processes in intra-logistics is an
essential part of factory planning, and suggested that
energy efficiency-oriented planning of logistics systems
should be considered. [31] and [30] analysed the energy
consumption in view of system perspective. [32] discussed
the port logistics network activity and indicated that the
energy consumption could be decreased by coordinating
vessel berthing resource allocation and speed of ship.
Undoubtedly the energy consumption have been crucial
practical problems and attracted attention, however, the
related work is shortage relatively. There is no research
that discussed the influence of the properties of logistics
network to logistics network energy consumption, thereby
this paper will introduce the energy consumption factor
into the appraisal system of node significance by virtue of
node neighbourhood information and establish the relation
between node significance and energy consumption.
According to the above analysis, this paper will analyse
the influence of node importance considering energy factor
and node stochasticity to logistics network activity, during
which the paper redefine the node importance of stochastic
logistics network considering neighbourhood information
of node. And then a stochastic flow logistics network shall

be presented under energy consumption preference degree,
during which the MPs is taken. Genetic algorithm is
utilized to solve this problem and the numerical
experiment demonstrated an effect of significance and
stochasticity of node to logistics path choice and flow
assignment as well as energy consumption.
2 Analysis of stochastic-flow logistics network (SFLN)
Logistics network, one form of stochastic-flow network,
has common characters with the others stochastic-flow
network such as power net and communication network.
The common character is the capacity stochasticity of the
network components (nodes and/or arcs) which followed
some probability distribution coming from statistical
information or empirical analysis. The uncertainty will act
on the stochastic-flow network activities. Besides that,
logistics network is a kind of complex network. Node
significance is key issue in the area of complex network,
therefore this paper shall give more attention to node
significance of logistics network, which differentiate from
general complex network. This section mainly refers to
two sides: node stochasticity and node significance.
Concerning node stochasticity, we deemed that capacity of
node is a random variable, which follow certain probability
distribution and impact the path choice and flow
assignment for logistics activity. In respect to node
significance, we proposed evaluation system of node
significance which integrated into the energy consumption
and indicated that the result of node significance have an
effect on the logistics activities.
2.1 NODE STOCHASTICITY
Node stochasticity means that the capacity of node is not
fixed but has different value at a certain probability, and
the stochasticity leads to the uncertainty of logistics
network activities. Assuming that the capacity of some
node is an integer random variable, its distribution law is
as follow:
X
pk

x1
p1

x2
p2




xk
pk




, pk  0, k  1, 2,...



and

 p 1,
k

k 1

xk is an integer.

We can see that distribution law of node capacity
contains two sides context:
1) all possible value xk ,
2) pk , probability corresponding to possible value. xk
and pk jointly determine the capacity of node, and in
further affect the path choice, flow assignment and
logistics network transfer reliability.
All possible value of node capacity is defined as width
domain, namely the interval length [Min, Max];
probability corresponding to possible value is defined as
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where  i represents the neighbourhood connected node
set of vi and   (1 , 2 ,... n ) . Taking into consideration
the inverse multi-arc between two connection nodes, such
as a35 , a53 between nodes v3 , v5 , thereby Equation (1) is
divided in:

depth domain, namely the value of pk . In practice the
width domain and depth domain of node capacity may
change when alter logistics network structure, in other
words the stochasticity of node capacity possesses
changeability, and the changeable node capacity impact
logistics network activities again.
We supposed that distribution law of node capacity is
as follows in specific logistics network structure:
X
pk

0

10

30

50

100

0.03 0.07 0.08 0.12 0.70

.

Once adjusting logistics network structure, the
distribution law of node capacity may vary as follows:
X
pk

0

20

50

80

120

0.02 0.08 0.15 0.20 0.55

(2)

1/ eij i  j , v j  i
wij  
,
else
0

(3)

where

represents

eij

the

energy

coefficient

of

neighbourhood arc outflow of vi , eij represents the energy

.

coefficient of neighbourhood arc inflow of vi . We define
the restraint degree of node (RDN) deriving from
neighbourhood arc energy coefficient is I i , and I i is
expressed as follows:

In this paper we will not allow for the alteration of
logistics network structure, so we only discuss the
stochasticity of node capacity under given network
structure without considering the alteration on distribution
law. That means the logistics network structure is constant
but not flexible.

Ii 

1
ni

ni

 (w
j 1

ij

 wij ) v j  i .

(4)

The number of node vi all neighbourhood arc is ni .
Normalization of I i is expressed:

2.2 NODE SIGNIFICANCE
Generally, the significance of node is closely related to the
amount of neighbourhood arc, the more neighbourhood
arc, the more flow bearing on node, and the class of node
dominate the flowing of the entire logistics network
activities; on contrary, the less neighbourhood arc, the less
flow bearing, and this class of node effect small and lower
importance. This method of appraisal to node significance
is called node degree. In logistics network, the node
significance has relation to the business relationship
degree of neighbourhood connected node as well as node
degree. And the relationship degree of neighbourhood
connected node is interpreted as function difference of arc
[10]. This paper will reconstruct the appraisal system of
node significance based on flow bearing ability of node
itself and business relationship degree of neighbourhood
connected node we could also call neighbourhood
information of node. The significance of node is composed
of node degree which represents the connectivity of node
and the weight of neighbourhood arc which is represented
by energy coefficient reciprocal. Here the term “energy
coefficient” is referred to energy consumption per unit
flow when transporting from one node to another by some
arc. Assumed that the energy coefficient matrix of the
entire network is E  ei , j  , ei , j represents the energy

n

I iu  I i /  I i ,

(5)

i 1

where n is the number of all nodes. Supposed that the
node degree of vi is di and the average degree of network
is  . The node significance of vi is indicated as following
equation:
hi   I iu  (1   )

1 di
,
n

(6)

where I i accounts for the restraint degree of node vi flow
from energy coefficient of node neighbourhood arc. If
every arc which is connected with node vi has high energy
coefficient, the flow through (inflow and outflow) may be
relatively low by way of vi because of the energy
consumption limitations for entire logistics network. The
connection capability of vi , that is di , reflect the absolute
bearing capacity of node vi in the whole logistics network.
 is the weight. By adjusting the parameter of  , which
expressed the emphasis for energy, we can fulfil the flow
assignment based on the consideration of node connection
capacity and logistics network energy consumption
requirement. When the value of  is zero, it implies that
the di of node degree totally dominated the bearing

n n

coefficient connecting node vi and v j , N represents the
number of node. Then the weight of arc is showed:

1/ eij i  j , v j  i
wij  
,
else
0

1/ eij i  j , v j  i
wij  
,
else
0

capacity of node vi without considering the energy factor.

(1)

When the value of  is one, it indicates that the I i of
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conservation.

restraint degree of node vi considering energy coefficient
restriction of node neighbourhood arc dominated the
bearing capacity of node vi , and it means placing ultimate
emphasis on energy for node flow through. By integrating
I i and di , we get the node importance of vi , and then

3.2 PARAMETERS AND DECISION VARIABLES
The following notations are used in the model formulation.
Index sets:
V  (vi |1  i  n) set of nodes in G , n represents the
number of transfer nodes.
A  (aij | i  1,..., n, j  1,..., n, vi , v j  V , i  j ) set of arcs

assign the node flow of vi in according with its node
importance considering the demand requirements.
Equation (6) shows that energy consumption is closely
related to node importance. There are two sides, one side
is the I i of node restraint degree basically coming from
ei , j , energy coefficient of neighbourhood arc; the other

in G .
S  (v1 , v2 ,..., v )  V set of source nodes,  is the
number of source nodes.
T  (vn  1 , vn   2 ,..., vn )  V set of terminal nodes,  is
the number of terminal nodes.
set
of
transfer
nodes
N  V  {S , T } :

side is the value of  , which indicates the preference
strength for energy consumption. Ii , di ,  all of them
determined node importance. As a given logistics network,
we assume I i and di could be get immediately, and the
value of  may vary depending on different preference
strength in this paper.

vm (m    1,..., n   ) .
 m  V set of neighbourhood connected nodes to transfer
node vm  N .
M  (M m | m    1,..., n   , vi  N ) set of capacity to
transfer node, M m is the maximum capacity to node
vm  N and the value of M m is integer on an interval
[0, M m ] with some probability.
U  (u1 , u2 ,..., u ) set of quantity supplied to source
nodes.
D  (dn  1 , dn   2 ,..., dn ) set of quantity demanded to
terminal nodes.
 f : set of feasible solution.

3 Stochastic-Flow logistics network model
In this paper, we discuss flow assignment on arc and node
for SFLN considering the node neighbourhood
information which includes node significance and
stochasticity. As far as node significance, we considered
the influence of the energy consumption of node
neighbourhood arc to node bearing capacity and further
affect flow assignment; as far as stochasticity, we discuss
capacity limitation and variation of node followed some
probability distribution which causes the uncertainty for
flow assignment of SFLN. We propose a multi-objective
model for SFLN, and introduce MPs [14] (minimal path
sets) to model. The objective of this model is energy
minimization and reliability maximization. We represent
SFLN as G in following discussion.

Parameters of the model:
xm  M m (m    1,...n   ) capacity of node vi  N
under certain condition.
x fm (m    1,...n   ) flow by the way of transfer node

vm  N and x fm should less than or equal to xm  M m .

3.1 ASSUMPTIONS

X f  ( x f  1 , x f   2 ,...x fn  )

flow assignment for all

transfer nodes under  f .

 To develop a mathematical model, we first present the
assumptions and notations respectively. The main
assumptions considered in this problem formulation
for the SFLN, are as follows.
 The capacity of each node is an integer-valued random
variable which takes values according to a given
distribution.
 The capacities of different nodes are statistically
independent.
 Each arc is perfectly reliable without capacity
limitation.
 Each node has only the ability of transhipment without
considering energy consumption.
 There is no multi-arc with same direction between
nodes; if there is a pair of arcs with inverse direction
between two nodes, visiting the same node is not
allowed in one path.
 Flow in SFLN must satisfy the so-called flow-

f ij flow of arc aij , f ij has not capacity limitation.
eij energy consumption coefficient of aij .
g ( f ij ) a concave function related to the flow of arc aij

considering energy consumption.
u p ( p  1,...,  ) maximum supply to source node v p  S .
d q (q  n    1,..., n) demand of terminal node vq  T .

hm node significance of node vm  N , which influences
the flow assignment of nodes.
R( f ) reliability of G satisfying  f .
E ( f ) total energy consumption of G on the condition of
f .
MPs p , q , k the k-th path of MPs from source node v p to

terminal node vq .
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k p,q

n 

the number of MPs from source node v p to

R( f )  Pr{C 1  C  2  ...  Cn  }   P(Cm ) .
m  1

terminal node vq .

Cm represents the condition of ( x fm  xm ) .

(10)

P(Cm ) is the probability for the event satisfying
( x fm  xm ) .

In respect to energy consumption, it contains energy
consumption of every arc without node energy
consumption according to assumption. The entire energy
consumption is formulated as below:

Decision variables:
f p , q , k – flow assignment for some path from source node

E( f )  

n

n



i 1 j 1, j  i

v p to terminal node vq . f p , q , k is not negative number and

eij g ( fij ) (aij  Mps p , q , k ) .

According to above analysis, we give the model. The
objective function is expressed as following:

is integer. And f  ( f1, n  1,1 ,... f p, q, k ,..., f , n, k ,n ) is flow

assignment for possible paths from source nodes to
MaxR( f ) MinE ( f ) f   f .
terminal nodes.
In addition:
Subject to:
 Minimal path means a path which consists of a series
of successive nodes and arcs from a certain source node
 k p ,q
to a certain terminal node. All possible minimal paths
f p , q , k  d q , q  n    1,..., n ,

p 1 k 1
constitute MPs .
 MPs  {MPs p , q , k | p  1,...,  , q  n    1,..., n, k  1,..., k p , q }
k p ,q
n
f p .q , k  u p ,
p  1,...,  ,
represent the set of all possible minimal paths.


q  n  1 k 1
The flow of transfer node vm  N can be received
k p ,q

n
using the following equation:

 { f p,q,k | vm  MPs p,q,k , vm  N}  M m ,
xmi 
p 1 q  n  1 k 1
k p ,q

n
m    1,..., n   ,
(7)
{ f p , q , k | vm  MPs p , q , k , m    1,.., n   },



p 1 q  n  1 k 1
f p , q , k  0, f p , q , k is integer .
As the significance of transfer node vm  N has an
effect to the flow bearing of transfer node vm  N , so we
assumed that the flow bearing of each transfer node is in
proportion to the value of its significance, and it can be
expressed as below:


n

x fm  



p 1 q  n  1 k 1
n 



m  1

 hm .

x fm

following:
n

k p ,q

 { f

p 1 q  n  1 k 1

p,q,k

(14)

(15)

(16)

consumption of each arc considering the scale of flow.
(iii) the reliability associated with the reliability of
every transfer node P(Cm ) . Equation (13) ensures the
demands of terminal nodes are met. Equation (14)
guarantees the shipping quantity for every source node
does not exceed its supply. Equation (15) bounds that flow
of every transfer node less than the capacity limitation of
every transfer node. Equation (8) enforces that the
assigned flow bearing of every transfer node should be in
apportion to its significance. Equation (16) enforces nonnegativity and integer for the flow assignment of minimal
path.

(8)

passed through arc aij . The formula is shown as the


(13)

(ii) the function g ( f ij ) effect the total energy

We could get f ij of arc aij according to MPs that

fij  

(12)

In the proposed model of SFLN, the Equation (12)
seeks to minimize the energy consumption and maximize
the reliability in SFLN.
(i) the energy consumption associated with energy
consumption coefficient of arc eij and the flow of arc f ij .

k p ,q

 { f p ,q ,k | vm  MPs p ,q ,k }

(11)

| aij  MPs p , q , k } .

(9)

3.3 MODEL

4 Numerical experiment

The reliability of entire SFLN depends on the condition
( x fm  xm ) of every transfer node, because the capacity of
transfer node is stochastic random variable and
capacity of every arc is not limited. In addition,
assumed theses capacities of different nodes
statistically independent, thereby we can show
reliability of SFLN as follows:

For a given SFLN, we need get the value of significance
for every transfer node when given parameter 
according to Equation (6) prior to model solution. In
regard to others numerical value, such as node degree and
E  ei , j  , we could compute depending on definition

the
we
are
the

n n

and given data. Once getting the value of significance, we
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MPs1,6,1  {v1 , a14 , v4 , a46 , v6 }; MPs1,6,2  {v1 , a13 , v3 , a36 , v6 };

can deal with the model.
The integer coded genetic algorithm will be adopted to
solve the model in light of complexity. Supposed that the
flow assignment f p , q , k of each minimal path is one

MPs2,6,1  {v2 , a23 , v3 , a36 , v6 }; MPs2,6,2  {v2 , a25 , v5 , a53 , v3 , a36 , v6 };
MPs1,7,1  {v1 , a13 , v3 , a37 , v7 }; MPs1,7,2  {v1 , a13 , v3 , a35 , v5 , a57 , v7 };
MPs2,7,1  {v2 , a23 , v3 , a37 , v7 }; MPs2,7,2  {v2 , a23 , v3 , a35 , v5 , a57 , v7 };

chromosome and all minimal path set constitute a gene.
Penalty function is applied to deal with constraint and
fitness function is determined by the ratio of reliability to
energy consumption.

MPs2,7,3  {v2 , a25 , v5 , a57 , v7 }.

The minimal path via transfer node is listed in Table 2.
TABLE 2 Minimal paths via transfer node

4.1 EXPERIMENT OF SFLN

Minimal path,
Transfer node vm

To illustrate the applicability of the proposed model, a
numerical experiment is conducted in this section for
SFLN. The SFLN is given as following Figure 1, and the
matrix of energy consumption coefficient for every arc is
given in Figure 2.

v3

a14

a46

a13
a23
v2

a25

MPs1,7,2 , MPs2,7,1 , MPs2,7,2

v4

MPs1,6,1

v5

MPs2,6,2 , MPs1,7,2 ; MPs2,7,2 , MPs2,7,3

fij ,

and we get the distribution law of capacity for transfer
node as following Table 3.

v6

a36

v3

TABLE 3 Distribution law of transfer node

a37

a35

v7

Node
v3

a53
a57
v5

FIGURE 1 Stochastic-Flow Logistics Network

0
0

0

E  0
0

0
0


MPs1,6,2 , MPs2,6,1 , MPs2,6,2 , MPs1,7,1 ,

Setting value: U  (9,9), D  (6,6) ， g ( fij ) 

v4
v1

MPs p, q, k p ,q

0 8 2 0 0 0
0 8 0 4 0 0 
0 0 0 4 8 4

0 0 2 0 0 0
0 6 0 0 0 3

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0  77

v4

FIGURE 2 Matrix of Energy Consumption Coefficient

This experiment considers different value of parameter
 to given SFLN, and we obtain the significance of
transfer node and determine the principle of flow in
accordance with significance of transfer node as follows
(Table 1).

v5

TABLE 1 Significance of transfer nodes on different preference and
proportion of flow bearing
Significance of
v3
v4
hm parameter α
 =0.00
0.50
0.16*
 =0.35
0.44
0.22
 =0.65
0.40
0.27
 =1.00
0.34
0.33
Remarks *The figures are rounded.

Proportion of
flow bearing v3:v4:v5
0.33
3:1:2
0.33
4:2:3
0.33
6:4:5
0.34
1:1:1
v5

Capacity
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Probability
0.000
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.006
0.085
0.125
0.175
0.200
0.400
0.002
0.003
0.005
0.010
0.100
0.145
0.735
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.005
0.009
0.035
0.075
0.100
0.785
0.000
0.000
0.000

The population size is 200, and initialize. We get
optimization flow assignment of all MPs after 300
iterations for parameter   1.00 . Part of the feasible
values of objective function and corresponding code are
given during iteration corresponding to Table 4. And the
flow of each arc is get via Equation (9) corresponding to
Table 5.

By search method, we get the nine minimal paths in
Figure 1.
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TABLE 4 Part of feasible values of objective function and corresponding code

R(f)
E(f)
f1,6,1
f1,6,2
f2,6,1
f2,6,2
f1,7,1
f1,7,2
f2,7,1
f2,7,2
f2,7,3
7.67118E-01*
6.981360E+01
5
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
7.67118E-01
6.423753E+01
5
1
0
0
1
2
0
1
2
7.67118E-01
6.540765E+01
5
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
2
7.67118E-01
6.696739E+01
5
0
0
1
0
1
2
1
1
7.67118E-01
6.904259E+01
5
0
0
1
1
2
1
0
2
7.67118E-01
6.540765E+01
5
1
0
0
0
2
1
1
2
7.67118E-01
6.540765E+01
5
0
1
0
0
2
1
1
2
*Remarks: when   1.00 , the flow bearing of each transfer node is equal 1:1:1, that means each transfer node has the same flow bearing, thereby
according to the Equation (10),we get the same value of reliability for different flow assignment. It is a special case.
TABLE 5 Flow of arc of feasible value corresponding to Table 4
f13
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

f46
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

f13
2
4
3
1
3
3
2

f23
2
1
2
3
1
2
3

f36
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

f37
2
1
1
2
2
1
1

f35
2
3
3
2
2
3
3

f53
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

f25
3
2
2
2
3
2
25

f57
4
5
5
3
4
5
5

Similarly, we get the optimal value for different parameter
.
TABLE 6 Optimal value to different preference
α
α = 0.00
α = 0.35
α = 0.65
α = 1.00

MPS = (fp,q,k)
(3,0,1,2,1,2,1,2,0)
(4,0,0,2,1,2,1,2,0)
(4,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,2)
(5,1,0,0,1,2,0,1,2)

fi,j
(3,3,3,4,3,2,4,2,2,4)
(4,4,3,3,2,2,4,2,2,4)
(4,4,3,2,2,2,2,1,3,4)
(5,5,4,1,1,1,3,0,2,5)

R(f)
8.444400E+01
8.082551E+01
7.472573E+01
6.423753E+01

E(f)
3.110860E-01
4.615800E-01
7.805700E-01
3.671180E-01

relation between parameter  and system reliability, and
we think that it may be the result of stochasticity for
transfer node. It should be studied in further. It is worth
mentioning, because the significance of transfer node is
introduce to influence flow assignment, the system
reliability of SFLN must decrease compared with the same
SFLN without restriction from significance of transfer
node.

4.2 RESULT ANALYSIS
According to the result of Table 6, we draw the graph of
Figure 3.

5 Conclusions
This paper has studied the SFLN considering
neighbourhood information of transfer node. In light of
energy consumption pressure to logistics activity, this
paper proposed the restraint degree of node coming from
neighbourhood arc energy coefficient and combined the
node degree to represent the significance of node. The
parameter  , which indicates the preference degree to
energy is introduced to integrated RDN and node degree.
For stochasticity of node, a bi-objective model has been
developed and the significance of node embed in model
had influence to flow assignment for model. The numerical
experiments have shown that the energy consumption will
drop along with the strength of preference to energy
consumption. But the reliability of SFLN and parameter
has no dependency according to present study.
Although this paper proposed the RDN and redefined
the significance of node, and analysed the influence of 
(actually via significance of node) to energy consumption,

FIGURE 3 Comparison of optimal value for different preference

The horizontal axis represents parameter  of energy
consumption preference; in vertical axis the green broken
line represents energy consumption and the blue broken
line is reliability. We can see that the value of energy
consumption drops gradually along with the increase of
parameter  , which can be explained that total energy
consumption of SFLN may drop when given more
emphasis to energy and then the emphasis finally effect the
flow assignment by way of transfer node significance.
Based on the experimental results, we do not find causal
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we had not balanced the preference of energy and
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Abstract
As a part of knowledge management research, this paper focuses on knowledge transfer within strategic alliances and attempts to
classify the basic models of knowledge transfer that actually take place within SA so that get to know on how partners chose the most
suitable knowledge transfer model in SA. This paper presents four kinds of knowledge transfer model in strategic alliances by summing
up the outcome of research on this issue. Based on the conclusion, this paper then discusses the correspondence between the types of
the strategic alliances and choosing these knowledge transfer models and five corresponding propositions about the issue is given at
last.
Keywords: knowledge management, strategic alliances, knowledge transfer, tacit knowledge, explicit knowledge

and imitability from different perspectives, including: how
knowledge is managed in SAs [2,3]; how knowledge is
transferred across partners [4]; how knowledge is acquired
from the parents by the joint venture itself [5]; how
knowledge about collaborating per se develops over time
and impacts collaborative outcomes [6]; how knowledge
impacts performance [4].
Despite this growing research on how KT works within
SA, few researchers summarize the basic models of KT
and general principles of choosing right models of KT.
According to Inkpen [2], part of the problem has been the
types of SA are various, and the process, affecting factors
and criterion of performance evaluation of KT in each type
of SA are different.
As a part of KM research, this paper focuses on KT
within SA, and attempts to classify the basic models of KT
that actually take place within SA in order to provide a
clear focus on how partners chose the most suitable KT
model in SA. This is a theoretical discussion based on
extensive literature on the subject.

1 Introduction
As Francis Bacon said, “Knowledge is power”. The power
of knowledge is a very important resource for preserving
valuable heritage, learning new things, solving problems,
creating core competences, and initiating new situations
for both individual and organizations now and in the
future. How to manage this knowledge has become an
important issue in the past few decades, and the knowledge
management (KM) community has developed a wide
range of technologies and applications for both academic
research and practical applications. In addition, KM has
attracted much effort to explore its nature, concepts,
frameworks,
architectures,
methodologies,
tools,
functions, real world implementations in terms of
demonstrating KM technologies and their applications. In
modern business world, knowledge has emerged as the
most strategically- significant resource of the firm [1]. This
assertion characterizes well the recent research impetus
centered on the role of knowledge-based resources in the
firm and on competitiveness.
At the heart of the analysis of competitive advantage
and its sustainability lies the issue of knowledge
imitability. Accordingly, of all approaches to knowledge
imitability between a knowledge holder and a knowledge
seeker, strategic alliances (SAs) constitute perhaps the
most adequate, but nevertheless challenging vehicle for
internalizing the other's competency. Not surprisingly, the
growing interest in how organizations learn from their
partners and develop new competencies through SAs has
led to the emergence of a distinct stream of research. That
is, SA and knowledge transfer (KT) have been a focal point
of recent international business research. The emerging
literature on KT within SA has studied the process of KT

2 Theoretical model
The purpose of this paper is to examine how different
resource types influence the choice of alliance forms. To
assist us in this examination, in this section we identify two
major types of resources and propose a four-part typology
of alliance forms.
2.1 TYPES OF FIRM’S RESOURCES
Since firm resources are of various types, it is no surprise
that scholars have proposed a number of resource
typologies. These descriptive typologies, however, lack
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adequate theoretical underpinnings. Miller and Shamsie
suggest that based on the notion of barriers to imitability,
all resources may be classified into two broad categories:
property-based resources (PBRs) and knowledge-based
resources (KBRs) [7].
PBRs are legal properties owned by firms, including
financial capital, physical resources, human resources, etc.
Owners enjoy clear property rights to these resources, or
rights to use the resources, so that others cannot take them
away without the owners' consent. Thus, PBRs cannot be
easily obtained, because they are legally protected through
property rights in such forms as patents, contracts, and
deeds of ownership [7]. Because others cannot take PBRs
away, alliance partners will not be overly concerned about
unintended transfers of these resources.
KBRs refer to a firm's intangible know how and skills.
In contrast to PBRs, KBRs are not easily imitable owing
to knowledge and information barriers. Others cannot
easily copy or imitate KBRs, because they are vague and
ambiguous. Thus, tacit know-how, skills, and technical
and managerial systems not protected by patents, all fall in
this category [8]. Imitating technological and managerial
resources may be inherently "uncertain," because
knowledge creation inevitably involves “irreducible exante uncertainty” [9].
Besides imperfect imitability, technological and
managerial resources are also imperfectly substitutable.
Satisfactory substitutes and alternatives to superior
technologies and managerial talents are often not
available. Nevertheless, these resources are relatively
mobile, because technologies and managerial talents may
be acquired rather efficiently through the market. In
contrast, organizational resources, such as culture and
learning capacity, are deeply embedded in a firm and are
thus characterized by imperfect mobility.
The key difference between PBRs and KBRs springs
from the fact that the protection of knowledge barriers is
not perfect [7]. Whereas PBRs enjoy near-perfect legal
protection, PBRs are more vulnerable to unintended
transfers. Once others get adequate access to PBRs, it is
difficult to keep these resources within the confines of the
firm for long. Consequently, alliance partners will be
concerned with losing their KBRs through an alliance [10,
11].

Zhao Yang, Tan Jie

Individual knowledge is knowledge that can be wholly
understood and retained by an individual. Collective
knowledge is knowledge that is shared by a collective such
as a team, an organization, an industry or a society [14]. It
is also assumed in the organizational learning literature
that individual learning is necessary but insufficient to
produce organizational learning. It is also more than the
sum of learning by individual members of the
organization. For the occurring of organizational learning,
knowledge must be accessible to others beyond individual
learners and it must be subject to application, change and
adaptation by others in the organization. In this paper,
collective knowledge is further divided into team
knowledge and organization knowledge for simplifying
the description.
A second key distinction often made in the knowledge
management literature is that between explicit knowledge
and tacit knowledge. Explicit knowledge is that which can
be readily stated and codified [12]. Tacit knowledge by
contrast is difficult to state and can only be gained by
experience or ‘learning by doing’ [12]. It is nonverbalized, intuitive, and unarticulated, and hard to
communicate and deeply rooted in action, involvement
and commitment within a specific context. It is “a
continuous activity of knowing” [13]; it is “the way things
are done around here” [14]. Tacitness assumes that
individuals know more than they can tell and tacit
knowledge is often context specific and has a ‘personal
quality’. It would also involve providing opportunities for
the teams to put the knowledge into action, either through
role-playing or case-related activities, to allow for the type
of tacit–explicit conversions [13].
This classification is essential as it provides a context
through which our understanding of the effect of
knowledge value on the form of SA can be furthered.
Theoretically, Reed and DeFillippi singled out tacitness as
a key source of ambiguity that raises barriers to imitation
[12]. Empirically, in their study of the transfer of
manufacturing capabilities, Zander and Kogut found that,
indeed, the degree to which capabilities are modifiable and
teachable (i.e., are non-tacit) significantly influences the
speed of their transfer [15].
2.3 APPROPRIATION CONCERNS AND PARTNER
PROTECTIVENESS

2.2 TYPES OF KNOWLEDGE-BASED RESOURCES
In an exploration of literature on partner appropriation
concerns: Gulati posits that firms entering SA face two
primary moral concerns; first, the unpredictability of the
behaviour of partners, and second, the costs to a firm if a
partner engages in opportunistic behaviour [16]. Indeed,
prior research on the selection of forms of SA has been
influenced primarily by transaction cost economics, which
holds that organizations and managers will act
opportunistically to maximize profit even at the expense of
another party. Knowledge leakage is an important form of
appropriation and therefore partner protectiveness is
adopted, which influences the effects of KT [17].

KBRs can be classified in many different ways but some
of the key dimensions that have previously been examined
are:
• Individual, versus collective knowledge, based on
levels of knowledge;
• Explicit, versus tacit knowledge, based on nature of
knowledge.
Distinguishing the type of KBRs in a project is
important because different types of KBRs have been
shown to vary in their characteristics such as ease of
transfer.
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In SAs, the protection of proprietary knowledge from
partners is a vital issue to many firms [2, 6]. Transferring
partners must have an incentive to palliate the cost
typically associated with the transfer [18]. If not, partners
can adopt explicit measures, deploy shielding
mechanisms, and engage in defensive actions to protect the
transparency of their competencies, particularly when the
embodied knowledge is explicit and held by only a few
experts [10, 19]. Hence, protection of technological knowhow is likely to be prevalent and actively managed.
Therefore, partner protectiveness is expected to lead to
directly impede KT. Thus, in this study, associate with to
knowledge tacitness, which is also expected to exert a
direct effect on the transfer outcome, partner
protectiveness is regarded as the main factor.
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time horizons compared to alliances without equity
investments [21]. A long duration for an alliance provides
an incentive to partners to behave honestly and curb
opportunistic behaviour.
UCAs embody a well-defined transfer of property
rights, such as the “technology for cash” exchange in
licensing agreements. Licensing, distribution agreements,
and R&D contracts are the main forms of UCAs. The key
feature here is that individual forms carry out their
obligations independently of others. Such contracts tend to
be complete and specific, and partners are expected to
perform on then own accordingly, without much
coordination or collaboration. Thus, the level of
integration is relatively low in UCAs [11].
On the other hand, BCAs emerge when the partners
have sustained production of property rights. BCAs
require partners to put in resources and work together on a
continuing basis for the purposes of collaboration but do
not form a separate legal entity. Joint R&D, joint
marketing and promotion, joint production, and enhanced
supplier partnership are some good examples of BCAs
[11].
As compared to unilateral contracts, bilateral contracts
are usually incomplete and more open ended. To some
extent, partners of UCAs have to let the cooperative
relationship unfold itself.

2.4 FORMS OF STRATEGIC ALLIANCES
A SA is defined as a long-term cooperative arrangement
between two or more independent firms that engage in
business activities for mutual economic gain, and an
international SA is one where partners come from two or
more countries. The role of alliance form has been argued
that the extent of KT among partners is likely to depend on
the alliance form [18].
SAs can take a variety of forms, including, but not
limited to joint ventures, minority equity alliances, R&D
contracts, joint R&D, joint production, joint marketing and
promotion, enhanced supplier partnership, distribution
agreements, and licensing agreements. Most studies on
alliance structural choice have been based on the
dichotomy of equity alliance vs. non-equity alliances [20].
Whereas equity alliances include equity joint ventures and
minority equity alliances, non-equity alliances refer to all
other cooperative arrangements that do not involve equity
exchange. For non-equity alliances, Mowery et al. suggest
two types: unilateral contract-based; and bilateral contractbased [11]. Integrating the above approaches into the
classification of alliance structures, we adopt the following
four part alliance typology: equity joint ventures (EJVs);
minority equity alliances (MEAs); bilateral contract-based
alliances (BCAs); and unilateral contract-based alliances
(UCAs).
In an EJV, firms similarly pool their resources, but also
create a new entity that is jointly owned and operated by
two or more allying firms. The new entity is created to
substantially integrate the joint efforts of partners in which
the partners literally work together. One key problem in
EJVs is that firms may be opportunistic in maximizing
their own particular interests, to the detriment of their
partners, such opportunistic behaviour tend to be more
severe when it involves tacit knowledge and skills that are
not protected by property laws.
In MEAs, one or more partners take all equity position
in others Das and Teng argue that shared ownership helps
control opportunistic behaviours. Since equity
arrangements are rather complicated to implement as well
as to get out of, they are usually entered into for longer

3 Research model
Contractor and Ra posited that with respect to the
appropriation concerns of the knowledge supplier; if
knowledge is deeply embedded or tacit, then a partner does
not easily copy such knowledge and therefore fears of
opportunism are lower [22]. Conversely, if knowledge is
codified or easily observable, then the knowledge
supplier’s appropriation concerns will be high and this
may possibly lead to more hierarchical forms of
governance. It is assumed that for an alliance to be formed
there must be an exchange of knowledge or information
(which can be viewed as codified or easily understood
knowledge), be it technical, organizational, or policy data.
Therefore, the nature of the knowledge exchanges needs to
be considered at the first.
In revisiting the question raised by Contractor and Ra’s
model [22] regarding the manner in which the tacitness of
the knowledge supplier influence the choice of forms of
SA, it emerges from the literature reviewed that although
are of significance in the choice of governance form, other
factors such as the partner protectiveness and bargaining
abilities of partner firms are also significant.
The research model for this paper draws on
knowledge-based and transaction cost theories, Contractor
and Ra’s theoretical model and several conceptual models
related to KT at different levels of analysis [23] and within
different forms of SA [5]. It attempts to integrate views
from interrelated research as it concerns the various types
of resources which is transferred must consist with the
suitable forms of SA in order to ensure success. Figure 1
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illustrates the primary constructs and relationship of
interest in this paper.

inter-film transfer of technologies, resulting in greater
technological similarities between the partners [11].

FIGURE 2 KT model in EJVs

However, the closer interaction of partners have, the
more likely knowledge leakage (KL) would occur. Seen
from Figure 2, KL (shown by the broken line, same in the
followings) would emerge at all the levels, which is
reluctant for the parents firm to accept because excessive
core KL would damage the interests of the parents firm and
leads to the termination of the alliance in the end. Hence,
in this model of KT, the responsibilities of knowledge
gatekeeper are very important for the parents firm.
Consequently, EJVs provide the best opportunities to
acquire partners' KBRs including tacit & explicit
knowledge while KL is a problem to parents firm at the
same time.

FIGURE 1 Research model

4 Notation basic model of KT within SA
We now discuss basic models of KT in terms of the four
major categories of alliances outlined above: EJVs, MEAs,
BCAs, and UCAs.

4.2 MINORITY EQUITY ALLIANCES

4.1 EQUITY JOINT VENTURES

Seen from Figure 3, in MEAs, the channel of knowledge
learning is set up by sharing each other’s ownership.
Comparing to EJVs, there’s no medial entity of joint
venture, and controlling to the partner is enforced by
taking its equity position.

Among various alliance forms, EJVs are the most
instrumental in the transfer of tacit and explicit knowledge
between the partners, because of the significant extent to
which partners are exposed to each other [24]. Hamel also
holds that when the partners work shoulder to shoulder in
the same entity for an extended period, it becomes difficult
to keep others from accessing one's tacit know-how [10].
Consequently, EJVs provide the best opportunities to
acquire partner’s KBRs (especially tacit ones).
Researchers note that partners often use alliances as a
cover for appropriating KBRs [19]. By the same token,
Contractor and Ra believe that the transfer of tacit
knowledge necessitates longer-term alliances with higher
levels of partner interaction [22]. Von Hippel also holds
that the transfer of tacit knowledge requires more face-toface and longer personal contact between companies [25].
Moreover, Contractor and Ra hypothesized that the greater
the complexity of knowledge, the more likely it is that EJV
arrangements would be adopted by the allies [22]. This
proposition is congruent with transaction cost arguments
which propose that because complex technologies are
more valuable, the associated consequences of
opportunism are higher, and therefore EJVs (which are less
reversible) is likely to be chosen as a form of SA [22].
Mowery et al. found that EJVs significantly facilitated

FIGURE 3 KT model in MEAs

In this model, KT is carried out under the supervision
of all the partners in SA. The effect and efficiency of KT
is impacted directly by the learning abilities of the
supervisors of the partner companies. It is easy to deduce
that the transfer of explicit knowledge is easier while tacit
knowledge is more difficult for lack of close interaction
within respective partners. On the other hand, KL is not
avoidable but the partner could reduce the leakage of its
core knowledge efficiently through strict control to its
supervisor.
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4.3 BILATERAL CONTRACT-BASED ALLIANCES

Seen from Figure 5, in this model, KT is very similar
to what in BCAs. The difference is that the direction of KT
is unilateral and there is no feedback. KL is little in the
process of KT hence the partner firms do not worry about
KT.

Because EJVs facilitate the process of transferring KBRs,
they can be a disadvantage if both partners have substantial
KBRs in an alliance. Thus, EJVs may be too risky a choice
in such situations. Hence, contract-based alliance is better
choice.
In BCAs, knowledge transferred within partners is
mainly explicit, which is stipulated in the contract. At the
same time, little tacit knowledge would be transferred.
However, in some situations, the respective resources of
partners (including but not limited explicit knowledge)
which are stipulated in the contract too would be put into
co-operations of alliance, which may result in the transfer
of tacit knowledge to some extent. Seen from Figure 4, in
this model, KT is limited rigidly by the contract and
explicit knowledge is mainly the object of both partner’s
learning. So, little core knowledge would be leaked
because of the existent contract.

5 Choice of KT model
Seen from the above-mentioned analysis, KT and KL are
usually companied in spite of which KT model is adopted
while the likelihood and the extent of KL in different KT
are not in the same. In order to simplify the issue, two
enterprises are supposed to be the partners in SA and KT
within SA is therefore to be regarded as transferring
between the two partners. Combined with the above
classification of resources attributed to SA, 9 cases are
deduced and shown by Table 1. According to the different
case which Table 1 showed, we then analyse the choice of
KT models.
TABLE 1 Matrix of Resources Attributed to SA
Firm A
Tacit
Explicit
Property
Firm B
Tacit
1
2
3
Explicit
4
5
6
Property
7
8
9
Given firm A and firm B is of no difference, Case 2,3,6 is the same with
4,7,8 respectively, so we just discuss Case 1,2,3,5,6,9.

Case 1: Both sides mainly attribute tacit knowledge
and want to acquire tacit knowledge too from the partner.
Because an EJV is primarily a device to obtain tacit
knowledge based on the above KT model analysis. Here is
the following proposition:
P1: Both partner firms will prefer a EJV if, in the
prospective SA, both of them attribute primarily tacit
knowledge and want to acquire primarily tacit knowledge
too from its partner.
Case 2: Firm A mainly attributes explicit knowledge
while firm B mainly attribute tacit knowledge. To firm A,
it want to acquire the tacit knowledge from its partner of
course, so it prefer an EJV. To firm B, which should
attribute tacit knowledge, it wants to just acquire its
partner’s explicit knowledge and at the same time, it has to
prevent KL. In this case, EJV will not be preferred, for two
reasons. First, there are no substantial KBRs contributed
by the partners available for exploitation. Second, there are
altogether too much of firm B's own KBRs that the partner
could potentially appropriate, making it too risky to form
an EJV. Contract-based alliance will also be less attractive
to firm B in such case, because it doesn’t offer sufficient
safeguards against opportunistic behaviour regarding
KBRs. Should a partner be found appropriating others’
KBRs to an undue extent, its equity stake may be held as
hostage. Thus, equity investments provide some protection
against the unintended transfer of partners' tacit knowledge
[21]. Hence, a MEA will be the preference for firm B.
Then there is a conflict when KT model is chosen. The
solution depends on the bargaining ability of the partners

FIGURE 4 KT Model in BCAs

FIGURE 5 KT Model in UCAs

4.4 UNILATERAL CONTRACT-BASED ALLIANCES
Mowery et al. suggested inter-firm knowledge transfers
should be more limited in UCAs such as licensing
agreements, and postulate that UCAs should create fewer
opportunities for inter-firm knowledge transfer. Thus, they
determined that EJVs appeared to be more effective
conduits for the transfer of complex capabilities than
contract-based alliances such as licensing agreements [11].
Furthermore, Mowery et al. concluded that lower levels of
transfer occur in unilateral contracts than in bilateral nonequity arrangements [11], while Oxley found that EJV as
an alliance structure outperforms alternatives in supporting
inter-firm learning [26].
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and would be dealt with in the process of negotiation.
Here’s the following proposition:
P2: When firm A mainly attribute explicit knowledge
while firm B mainly attribute tacit knowledge. The former
prefer an EJV while the latter prefer a MEA, and the final
KT model is determined by the bargaining ability of the
partners.
Case 3: Firm A mainly attributes PBRs while firm B
mainly attribute tacit knowledge. Then, firm A will prefer
EJV to acquire tacit knowledge and will not wary about
losing its own PBRs in a highly integrated operation
characteristic of an EJV. This is because PBRs are
protected by property rights, minimizing the likelihood of
unintended transfer of resources. To firm B, which want to
acquire PBRs and would attribute tacit knowledge, the
most important thing is to prevent KL. That means it wants
to stop its partner’s learning process to its own tacit
knowledge as soon as possible. Scholars suggest that once
learning has been accomplished, alliances are likely to be
intentionally terminated [19]. Hence, contract-based
alliances, which are much easier to dissolve, will be
preferred over EJVs and MEAs. Here is the following
proposition:
P3: When firm A mainly attribute PBRs while firm B
mainly attribute tacit knowledge. The former prefer an
EJV while the latter prefer a contract-based alliance, and
the final KT model is determined by the bargaining ability
of the partners.
Case 5: Both sides mainly attribute explicit knowledge
and want to acquire explicit knowledge too from the
partner. Both of them will chose the KT model, which best
facilitates the transfer of explicit knowledge and at the
same time, prevents KT of tacit knowledge of their own.
Based on the analysis about BCAs, here is the proposition:
P4: Both partner firms will prefer a BCA if, in the
prospective SA, both of them attribute primarily explicit
knowledge and want to acquire primarily explicit
knowledge too from its partner.

Zhao Yang, Tan Jie

Case 6: Firm A mainly attributes PBRs while firm B
mainly attribute explicit knowledge. Based on the analysis
about BCAs, here is the proposition:
P5: When firm A mainly attribute PBRs while firm B
mainly attribute explicit knowledge, both partner firms
will prefer a UCA.
Case 9: It is of no need to discuss in this case because
both sides in SA mainly attribute PBRs, therefore KT
won’t occur and no model of KT should be considered to
be chosen.
6 Conclusions
Although the concepts of SA and KT are gaining wide
currency among both academics and practitioners, the
theoretical link between the two is still weak. In this article
2 type of knowledge, 4 forms of basic SA models have
been identified and 5 untestable propositions suggested. In
particular, it has introduced knowledge tacitness as a key
determinant of choosing KT models but it is also
fundamental to consider the role of other factors such as
KL and bargaining abilities. It has been demonstrated in
the end that the types of knowledge which will be
attributed and acquired by the partner firms within SA and
their bargaining abilities are the main factors which impact
the choice of KT models in SA.
Managers would also benefit from the discussion. As
they understand more about the nature of the SA & KT,
they can chose the right mode of SA and plan their
cooperation strategies more effectively.
The aim of this study was to advance our understanding
of the process of KT across alliance partners at both the
conceptual and theoretical levels through some
propositions. These propositions shed some important
light on the mechanisms that facilitate or hinder KT
between alliance partners. However, this paper does not
offer an empirical test, which is the limitation of it.
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Abstract
Aiming at the fault of power transformer fault information diversity and uncertainty, a large amount of data and no regularity
characteristics, a new fault diagnosis method of quantum neural network based on information fusion. In order to accurately and
effectively identify transformer fault model, combining the quantum neural network and evidence theory combination of transformer
fault diagnosis. A quantum neural networks to collect data on the macroscopic, microscopic quantum corrections in the interval of
fuzzy intersection data according to a certain proportion of the rational allocation of the associated mode, so as to improve the accuracy
of pattern recognition; use of the evidence theory can improve the convergence speed of quantum neural networks. The results were
compared with the diagnosis and BP neural network input, that this method has a higher accuracy in transformer fault pattern
recognition.
Keywords: transformer diagnostic prediction, combination forecasting, quantum neural networks, evidence theory

promising for diagnosing transformer faults via analysing
the dissolved gases in transformer.
Transformer is an indispensable equipment of power
system, whose fault state directly affects power supply
reliability and system’s operation. As the power network
develops towards highly automation, growing demand has
been put forward to the liability of power system. It’s an
urgent requirement to improve present equipment
maintenance system. Therefore, increasing attention is
being paid to state maintenance system based on online
condition monitoring and fault diagnosis. It is a trend for
this state maintenance system to replace the preventive
maintenance system. Measurement and studies show that,
the use of gas chromatography (Dissolved Gas Analysis)
for transformer latent faults analysis is one of the most
effective measures to ensure transformer operation, which
has been the most effective way for equipment fault
diagnosis at home and abroad [1]. Currently, Improved
three-ratio method (formerly improved electrical
committee agreements) is the main method to diagnose
internal faults of transformer.
Among the various transformer fault diagnosis
measures, dissolved gas analysis (DGA) is based on the
principle that different types of transformer faults
correspond to different dissolved gas concentrations. It
detects transformer’s latent fault by analysing the
concentration of fault characteristic gases (H2, CH4, C2H2,
C2H6, C2H4 etc.). Besides, DGA method can make the
diagnosis under energized condition. Thus, it can
periodically make internal diagnosis of transformer during
its operation, without interference from external

1 Introduction
Transformer plays an essential role in power system. A
lack of coherent maintenance strategy may result in
accidence of power system and reduce the reliability.
Online monitoring for power transformer is important for
safe operating. In order to keep transformer in good
condition, diagnosis has become increasingly essential [35]. Although there are different methods used for detecting
transformer fault. Dissolved gas in transformer oil is
widely used as a reliable approach. In this paper, we
present the RBF networks with self-adjustable number of
hidden neurons for transformer faults detection. A new
type of SOM RBF network together with its training
algorithm is proposed [6, 7].
As a result, this has made the implementation of an
effective neural network used in transformer fault
detection system easy. The advantages of the proposed
RBF neural networks are twofold. First, the best possible
network architecture is determined by E-mail:
author@domain.com the proposed training algorithm
according to the input data. It does not require many trial
tests. Second, the outputs of the neural network are able to
not only perform fault detection, but also indicate the
extent of the fault. In the first advantage, a cell-splitting
grid (CSG) neural network, which is an extended SOM, is
used to automatically determine the centres and the
number of hidden neurons of the RBF networks. After
completion of the training, the learned network is able to
detect different types of faults. Our obtained results
indicate that the proposed neural network approach is
*
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electromagnetic field. So this method has been commonly
and widely used in fault diagnosis in electrical
equipment’s [2].
2 Quantum neural networks
Quantum Neural Network appeared in 1990s. With the
idea of quantum mechanics introduced into neural network
study, it can overcome the flaw and deficiency of
conventional neural network. Quantum neural network is
the extension traditional neural network. By taking some
advantages of quantum computations, parallel
computation especially, quantum neural network has more
parallel processing power, capable of handling much
larger data sets. Therefore, quantum neural network has
unprecedented advantages in data processing.
Currently, quantum neural network has been applied to
fault diagnosis for power electronic circuit [6], soft fault
diagnosis of tolerance analogue circuits [7], speech noise
reduction [7] and so on. Compared with traditional neural
network, quantum neural network has the following
advantages: Set the input value of the system as
X  ( X1, X 2 ,..., X n ) , output value as Y  (Y1, Y2 ,...,Yn ) .
The action function of three-layer σ is Sigmoid function,
and its weights and number neurons intervals,
v v  1,2,3,...,ns  is quantum interval. Its size is the same
as the number of fault modes to be diagnosed, namely, the
same as the number of fault components. sf is the steepness
factor.
a) Exponential memory capacity and memory speed
[8,9];
b) high-speed learning and information processing
capabilities;
c) capable of eliminating catastrophic amnesia, with no
mutual interference between modes.
High stability and reliability. Quantum neural network
is the combination of quantum computation and traditional
neural network. Generally, there are two integrated forms:
a) to introduce quantum computing theory in the
structure and training process of neural networks;
b) to design topology and training algorithm of neural
network by directly borrowing some principles and
definitions of quantum theories.
The structure and learning algorithm of quantum neural
network are described below.

FIGURE 1 The structure of four-layer quantum neural network

Based on its network structure, the network output is:
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where s  1,2,3,...,S ; k  1,2,3,...,K ; m  1,2,3,...,M . Set
the total number of input samples as P, output expected
value as Yˆs p , based on Equation (1), the s-th node, P-th
sample of network output layer is note as YPS , then the
error energy function expression can be defined as:
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2.1 STRUCTURE OF QUANTUM NEURAL
NETWORK

2.2 LEANING ALGORITHM OF QUANTUM
NEURAL NETWORKS

The structure of quantum neural network is shown is
Figure 1, which includes the input layer, the first hidden
layer, the second hidden layer and the output layer
respectively 1k , n ,  2 m, k ,  3s, m , K , M , S .

In network learning algorithms, the weight update between
neurons is same as the conventional BP algorithm, which
obtains changes and error back propagation by gradient
descent method. In addition, to accelerate the training
speed and avoid trapping into the local minimum,
additional momentum and adaptive learning rate method
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are introduced, which enables the avoidance of network’s
local minimum and rapid convergence. So we have:

foundation, BPA (basic probability assignment) is not
easily determinable, which constrains the application of
Evidence theory. This study proposed a fault diagnosis
based on the information confusion with the integration of
various intelligence theories and DA evidence theory. The
respective evidence body is composed by SVM, grey
relational entropy grey relation entropy, and D/S evidence
theory is used to complete evidence integration for partial
diagnosis of diagnosis module groups. Finally, the
decision diagnostic results can be get. The organic
combination of such intelligence theory as support vector
machine and Evidence theory has improved the
comprehensive diagnosis performance and fault diagnostic
effects of complex systems.
D/S evidence theory, proposed by Dempster and then
developed by his students Shafer, is an extension of the
classical probability theory. According to this theory,
Collect all the evidences might influence the Assumption,
and then divide them into some relative independent Meta
evidence (evidence ingredient with single factor), thus
forming an evidence space. Next, assign all the possible
combinations of meat evidences with a value satisfying
certain constraints weaker than probability restriction.
Finally, a function defined in power set of evidence space
can be obtained, called basic probability assignment
function.
Since Subset of evidence space is not independent and
the constraint condition is weaker than probability, basic
probability assignment function is not probability. In order
to obtain reliability similar to probability, another function
based on basic probability assignment function is
designed, namely the genus probability function. It meets
the constraint condition similar to probability, can be used
to represent the reliability of the evidence. Meanwhile, the
Unknown and Uncertainty can be distinguished by basic
probability assignment function, which is more profound
and detailed description of Inaccuracy.
Set U as a recognition framework, which contains all
the possible results known by people. A is a subset of U.
U
Then function m : 2  0,1
meets the following


w  w1k , n , w2m, k , w3s, m 
,


w  w1k , n , w2m, k , w3s, m 

(6)

where w is the weight’s update amount. Then the
improved momentum equation of back propagation can be
shown as:

wt 1  wt   wt  ,
wt   mc  wt  1  1  mc   lr 

(7)
e
,
w

(8)

where wt  1 is the weight before training and wt  1
after training; mc, lr are respectively momentum factor and
learning rate. So they can be updated as below:
If et   et  1 em then:

mc  mc1， lr  lr  d1r .

(9)

If et   et  1 then:

mc  mc2， lr  lr  i1r ,

(10)

where em is the maximum error rate; mc1 , mc 2 are
momentum factors; d1r , i1r are decrement and increment
of learning rate respectively And the update equation of
quantum interval is:
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where,  v is the update amount of quantum interval; oi , k
is the output value of the i-th neuron of the first hidden
layer when the input vector is xk ; oi , k , s is the output value

conditions:
1. m   0    0 ;

of the i-th neuron of the first hidden layer when the input
vector is xk , the quantum interval as s.

2. as

  A  1 ,

A is said to be the basic probability

A U

assignment

3 Evidence theory

Bel  A  

Evidence theory, proposed by Dempster in 1967 and
developed by Shafer in 1976, is also known as D/S
evidence theory. It can be used to deal with the uncertainty
caused by the Unknown. With belief function as as a
metric, it can build belief function by relaxing probability
restriction of event, with no concern for the precise and
inaccessible functions. Once the constraint is limited to
strict probability, this theory becomes probability theory.
Due to its strong ability of handling uncertain information,
D/S evidence theory has always been the important means
for multi-sensor information fusion. However, its

of

m(A),

and

function

Bel : 0,1 ,

  B  A  U  , the belief function on U.

B A

If m  A  0 , then A is termed focal element of belief
function Bel, the union of all focal elements are called
kernel. For combination of evidence groups, DempsterShafer has provides the following rules. Set m1, m2 as two
basic probability assignments defined in the same
recognition framework U, Bel1 and Bel2 are the belief
functions in U, and the focal elements are A1,…,Ak and
B1,…,Br and their combinations can get a new basic belief
assignment [11-16],
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directly various gas concentrations or normalize samples.
While the former easily leads to excessive large sample
space, which in turn, leads to oversized network scales,
affecting network’s normal training and diagnosis. So this
study selects the latter form, and takes the ratio of gas
concentration to the sum of 5 gas concentrations as the
input information. The optimal number of the hidden layer
nodes is sought on actual situation. There are 6 neurons in
the output layer, representing 6 fault types that networks
can diagnosis, i.e. Low-temperature overheat, Middletemperature over, High-temperature overheat, partial
discharge, spark discharge and arc discharge.
Based on the primary fusion, the input information of
second fault location diagnosis combining D/S theory and
quantum neural networks is respectively: low-temperature
overheat, middle-temperature over, high-temperature
overheat, partial discharge, spark discharge and arc
discharge; the optimal number of the hidden layer nodes is
sought on actual situation.

i, j
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Taking into account the mentioned above fusion
equation, separate evidence from different sources can be
combined to obtain more accurate information.
Plausibility function: the plausibility function of

 

proposition A is: PL  A  1  Bel A 

  B .

A  B 

Plausibility function is also called upper limit function,
which represents uncertainty measure for trust degree of
proposition. Belief function and plausibility function
constitute belief interval of proposition A.
4 Combination forecasting based on quantum neural
networks and evidence theory
To compensate for the shortcomings of single diagnostic
method, this study combines quantum neural networks
with information fusion to make a more accurate
comprehensive diagnosis.
For combination of quantum neural networks and
information fusion, the key point is to take the output value
of quantum neural networks as an evidence, and then make
a comprehensive diagnosis by DS evidence theory. The
specific implementation method is: firstly, quantum neural
networks fusion is processed to get the preliminary fusion
results; then normalization for these results are carried out;
next take the output value as basic probability assignment
for proposition in D/S theory recognition framework;
finally, apply the make a comprehensive diagnosis by
combination rules. Figure 2 shows repeated fault diagnosis
mode for transformer, which is also the overall research
program structure of this study.

5 Experimental study
The encoding and decoding problem is one of the basic
problems of neural network training. In this study, a 1023-10 codec is trained to test the convergence properties of
improved quantum neural network mode. There are 10
different input modes, each mode with only one bit as 0
and the rest as 1. The input mode is required to be the
network’s output value. Set the target literacy accuracy as
0.001, replacement learning rate of weight and threshold
value as 0.9, replacement learning rate of quantum interval
as 0.7. The initial weight and threshold value are selected
randomly. Below is the convergence curve (Figure 3).
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FIGURE3 Convergence curve of quantum neural networks.

As it is seen in Figures 4 and 5, 200 groups of data are
selected as samples, among which 33 are test data. After
network training, the training data is put into the trained
quantum neural networks as input values. As a result, only
two samples are misjudged. Moreover, when verified with
training samples, also only two samples - two types of
transformer fault - are misjudged, a diagnosis precision of
93.7%. The resulting quantum neural network can be used
for more sample forecasts.
To select fault features of neural network modes, it is
required the maximal fault information be concluded in
fault feature samples. Therefore, depth analysis of fault
mechanism and fault information transfer relationship is
needed. Furthermore, select the best indication of fault

Primary fusion

Data collection
FIGURE 2 Repeated fault diagnosis mode for transformer

This is a secondary fusion structure. On the basis of the
primary fusion structure which makes transformer fault
diagnosis with quantum neural networks and Evidence
theory, this secondary structure makes repeated fault
diagnosis with the two fusion algorithms.
In the primary fault diagnosis, the input information
combining D/S theory and quantum neural networks is
concentration of H2, CH4, C2H6, C2H4 C2H2, expressed in
5 neurons. There are two kinds of input forms: input
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characteristics and dismiss irrelevant ones, to ensure the
generation of the smallest quantum neural networks.
Effect after network training

5 Conclusions
By using quantum computation theory, quantum neural
networks have more parallel processing power and larger
storage capacity than ANN. Quantum theory is the
outcome of classical physics to the micro-level. Quantum
system is the microscopic system basis of all the physical
process, also the basis of biological and psychological
ones, which has the similar dynamic characteristics as
biological neural networks. By combing quantum theory
with ANN, Quantum neural networks can better simulate
and interpret human brain’s information process, which is
a quantum extension and evolution of ANN.

Error picture after network training
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In this study, for the same fault, BP neural network is
applied to analyse transformer fault diagnosis on the same
samples. It includes tree network structures: the input lay,
the hidden layer and the output layer. 5 input nodes and 6
output nodes are used based on original data.
After repeated training with BP network gradient
descent algorithm of BP network, the result shows that 17
is the optimal number of nodes for the hidden layer, with
faster convergence and smaller network errors.
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Abstract
Fuzzy Cognitive Map as a generally recognized intelligent tool has been widely used in the data mining and the machine leaning fields.
This paper reviewed the present research situation of Fuzzy Cognitive Map at home and abroad in recent years. Firstly, it reviewed the
development progress of Fuzzy Cognitive Map with its advantage over other fuzzy learning methods, followed by the research papers
indexed by EI database, ACM database and the SCI database. Then it summarized the classification and the learning methods of Fuzzy
Cognitive Map. Furthermore, the applications of Fuzzy Cognitive Map are analysed finally. We hope our work help the people to have
a general understanding and push the Fuzzy Cognitive Map forward.
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and causation and the weight of conditions. In 1994,
Wellman proposed a qualitative probabilistic network [6],
which regards the cognitive map as a network with an
unknown probability, but this cannot quantify the change
degree of causation between concept nodes. In 1999,
Carvalho and others proposed a rule-based cognitive map
model [7], which can solve the problem of non-monotonic
reasoning and non-causal representation. But this model
has too many rules, cannot adapt to changes in the external
environment, and also has a great amount of computation.
In 2001, Yuan and others proposed a dynamic cognitive
network [8], which is a continuation of the FCM and has a
strong ability to adapt to the environment. In 2003, Luo
Xiangfeng, who discussed the probabilistic fuzzy
cognitive map [9, 10], by introducing fuzzy measure to the
traditional cognitive map model to quantify the impact of
causal relationship between concept nodes, a probabilistic
model of cognitive maps.

1 Introduction
1.1 DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS
In 1976, Axelord proposed a three-valued cognitive map
[1]. It consists of two different arcs, one positive, and one
negative. The positive indicates the causation have a same
changing direction, negative contrast, and the arcs
represent the relationship between the different concept
nodes. Concept nodes specified action, causes,
consequences, purpose, feelings, tendencies and trends of
the system, which reflect the properties, performance,
quality and status of the system. The relationship of the
concept nodes indicates the relevance and effect of them,
which expressed as arcs with arrows. In addition to the
positive and negative, the strength of the relevance is
expressed in numerical, who we called the weight of arc
[2]. It can be applied to decision-making model of the
application system.
In 1986, Kosko and others, who on the basis of
Axelord, combining the fuzzy set theory, proposed a fuzzy
cognitive map (FCM) theory, which extends the threevalued logic relationship between nodes to fuzzy
relationship on the interval [-1,1 ] [3]. This theory carries
more information than Axelord’s three-valued logic
cognitive maps , and points out that the limited input state
of FCM can open up a path in the virtual space , and simple
FCM path may terminate at a fixed point or limit cycle ,
and in the complex feedback FCM this path may be
terminated in the " chaos " strange attractors [4] .
In 1992, Hagiwara, on the basis of FCM, proposed the
extended fuzzy cognitive map (EFCM) [5]. This cognitive
map extends the linear relationship between concept nodes
to the non-linear relationship, introduced the delay of time

1.2 BASIC CONCEPTS OF FCM
For two different nodes ci and cj in the FCM, if the value
xi of the node ci changes, the value xj of the node cj changes
consequently, we say that the nodes ci and cj have the
causality relationship. And we call the arc from the node ci
to cj a directed arc. Then the node ci is call the reason node,
the node cj is call the result node. A basic model of FCM
is demonstrated in the Figure 1.
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sources joint distribution of knowledge. Neural network
does not have the overlay, and it has poor learning ability
for system.
(iv) The large-scale fuzzy cognitive map cannot only be
utilized to predict, but also can be used to the sensitivity
analysis, causal relationship, strategic planning of factor
changes. Neural networks are black-box model; the whole
system cannot achieve structural analysis.
Compared with traditional methods of knowledge
representation and reasoning based on first-order logic,
FCM has the following characteristics:
(i) FCM is very convenient to establish, intuitive
performance issues, and is suitable for knowledge
engineers to interact with experts in the field.
Related concepts are connected by arcs together,
and the facts, features, and relationships associated
with concepts can be deduced through the arc, easy
to achieve the explanation of system by way of
association.
(ii) FCM can be deduced by digital matrix calculations.
Owing to its derivation process is digital, it has more
flexibility in terms of calculation and the derivation, the
computer can give full play to the advantages of numerical
computing.
(iii) FCM supports feedback mechanism, so the result
may be a limit cycle, unlike traditional expert system that
will only come to a conclusion constant. This makes
FCM’s ability of knowledge representation and reasoning
expanded over traditional expert systems.
Compared with HMM (Hidden Markov Model,
HMMs), the differences between them are as following.
(i) Each node in the HMMs represents a specific
system state, and therefore, this technique only
applies to simulate a finite state system.
(ii) The transfers between states in HMMs is controlled
by a set of probabilities, while in FCM the next state is
calculated by the conversion function.

C6
C7
w61

w65

W46
w74

C5

w73

C3

C4

w52

w24
w23

w32

C1
w21

C2

FIGURE 1 Basic model of FCM

Let C  c1 , c2 ,..., cN  be a finite set of vertices in
FCM, where N is the number of nodes, for two any nodes
ci and cj and the finite set:

E  e11 , e12 ,..., e1N , e21 , e22 ,..., e2 N ,..., eN1 , eN 2 ,..., eNN  ,
in the FCM, each arc has a corresponding weight wij
indicating the influence of node ci to cj as shown in
Equation (1):

 w11
w
W   21
 ...

 wN 1

w12
w22
...
wN 2

... w1N 
... w2 N 
.
... ... 

... wNN 

(1)

For any nodes ci and cj in FCM, if the two nodes exist
a directed relation, the interval [-1,1] can be used to
describe the influence degree, i.e., wij  E and wij is the
weight of ci to cj.
1.3 ADVANTAGES OF FCM
Compared with the neural network model, the advantages
of fuzzy cognitive map model is as following:
(i) Each node and arc in fuzzy cognitive map model has
a very robust semantics, so that the entire diagram showing
a robust semantic, and the results of reasoning is easy to
understand. Neural network is a numerical framework,
cannot directly represent the structure of knowledge.
(ii) Fuzzy cognitive map model can apply expert
knowledge to compensate for the lack of learning data to a
certain extent. Because its reasoning is based on matrix
operations, so it corresponds to the development of AI that
intelligent behaviour driven by data. Neural network does
not use expert knowledge of the system itself, and requires
a lot of training data, but for those are not easy to get the
training data, neural networks will be very limited.
(iii) Fuzzy cognitive map model cannot only represent
a semantic network, but also can handle the distribution of
knowledge. For any number of knowledge sources it can
construct their cognitive maps and can be superimposed on
each other arbitrarily, resulting in an overall knowledge

1.4 RESEARCH RESULTS
By searching the worldwide ACM, SCI and EI three
authoritative database, we found that, from 2004 to 2013,
more and more scholars and experts conducted in-depth
study in fuzzy cognitive map and achieved fruitful results.
Specifically is as showed in Figure 2-4:

FIGURE 2 EI Database
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FIGURE 5 Causality of concept nodes

As shown in Figure 5, it is uncertain that the measure
of causation between “work” and “overworked” or
“machine breakdown” concept nodes. w1, w2 measure is
not only associated with "labor” concept node’s own state
values (intensity of labor and labor time). While w1 is also
associated with the values of "worker’s body" concept
node’s state (health, weakness), w2 is also associated with
the values of concept nodes “quality of the machine" (or
inferior quality, texture condition) and "machine" texture
condition (manufacturing materials).
As FCM cannot represent the dynamic dependencies of
concept node’s status value on the measure of causation
between concept nodes, PFCM first introduced the
conditional probabilistic relationship in FCM. In order to
introduce the probabilistic relationship to FCM, Stylios
proposed the following formula to solve the dependencies
of probabilistic between concept nodes in cognitive map
feedback cycle, which form a FCM model with time and
memory status:

FIGURE 3 SCI Database

FIGURE 4 ACM Database

By searching the worldwide ACM, SCI and EI three
authoritative database, we found that, from 2004 to 2013,
more and more scholars and experts conducted in-depth
study in fuzzy cognitive map and achieved fruitful results.
Specifically is as showed above.

 N


Vc j (t )  f Vc(t ) wij  rVc j (t  1)  ,
 i 1

 i j


1.5 APPLICATION AREA
As can be seen from the development of FCM, researches
in fuzzy cognitive map constantly goes deeper. It is also
expanding its application areas, for example Cole and
others proposed how to apply FCM to teaching and
research [11]. Stylios and others proposed the FCM is
applied to supervisory control system model [12]. Lee and
others applied FCM to the web mining [13]. Min and
others applied the concept of FCM to intelligent decision
support [14]. Kardaras and others applied the FCM for
commercial modelling [15].

(2)

where the Vcj(t) of the formula cj node means the state
value at time t; γ works as a factor of the last time.
Reference [12] renewed the previous formula with the
probability of getting a memory function and the dynamic
characteristics of fuzzy cognitive map model:
Vc j (t ) 
 N
 (3)
f   Vc(t ) P( wij (t ) Vci (t ), Vcm (t ),..., Vcn (t ))  rVc j (t  1)  .
 i 1

 i j


2 Classification of fuzzy cognitive map
2.1 PROBABILISTIC FUZZY COGNITIVE MAP

2.2 RANDOM FUZZY COGNITIVE MAP
Probabilistic Fuzzy Cognitive Map (PFCM) was first
proposed by the Luo XiangFeng and others. PFCM
introduced conditional probability measure in a causal
relationship between concept node, the model can
represent a qualitative and fuzzy causal relationship
between concept nodes, but also represent conditional
probability causation between concept nodes, and can
degenerate into fuzzy cognitive map.

In 1943 psychologist W. Mcculloch and mathematical
logician W. Pittsin on the basis of analysis and summary
of the basic characteristics of neurons, first proposed a
mathematical model of neuron. This model is still in use,
and directly impacted the research progress in this area.
Artificial neural networks have a preliminary adaptive and
self-organizing ability. Changing the synaptic weights in
the learning or training process in order to meet the
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demands of the surrounding environment. The same
network can have different functions because of different
learning ways and content. Neural network provides a
good tool to Fuzzy Cognitive Map.
References [16, 17] proposed a Random Fuzzy
Cognitive Map (RFCM) based on random neural network,
and demonstrate its application in process modeling.
Based on the activation probability of network neurons,
this model achieves reasoning process by numerical
calculation instead of symbolic derivation. In RFCM, the
arc defines the relationship between the concept nodes, and
describes the causal process. The experiment
demonstrated that the random fuzzy cognitive map and
early fuzzy cognitive map produced approximation results,
and less iteration. On this basis, the reference [18]
proposed a RFCM based Adaptive Random Fuzzy
Cognitive Map (ARFCM). ARFCM transform causal
ambiguity into a causal relationship between the network
mode conversion, with the use of experts to enhance the
causal knowledge. Meanwhile, the document also
describes how to use ARFCM interpretation model
constituted by a dynamic process.
2.3 RULE-BASED FUZZY COGNITIVE MAP
Reference [19] proposed a Rule-Based Fuzzy Cognitive
Maps (RBFCM). RBFCM, based on the traditional fuzzy
network with feedback, can be used for modeling describe
real-world dynamic system with feedback chain. Thus,
proposed RBFCM makes FCM label cognition more
completely. Based RBFCM, reference [9] regards time as
an important qualitative entity in cognitive map, that is,
implicit represent time in RBFCM through an association
program. Time in a dynamic system is undoubtedly crucial,
which also reveals an important role of RBFCM. As an
extension of RBFCM, reference [18] raised a number of
questions about stability around the qualitative dynamic
system of real-world modeling. Meanwhile, it proposed
the inherent stability as a required attributes concept node
in the qualitative system. Reference [19] discussed how to
achieve RBFCM causality itself. As the traditional fuzzy
operation is defined by causal mapping, and therefore a
causal relationship cannot be achieved, which is the
literature [20] the main basis. The literature use specific
methods to achieve fuzzy causation. This approach allows
not both add, delete the concept of nodes and links between
the nodes of the concept, but also a great degree of
flexibility with a novel fuzzy operation, which can mimic
causation "accumulate" attribute, namely Fuzzy Carry
Accumulation (FCA).
2.4 COMPLEX FUZZY COGNITIVE MAP
Because of the large size and complexity of the internal
links of complex systems to study the "big" FCM become
one of the most arduous of the most pressing research.
Reference [21] proposed a structure thought
polymerization fuzzy cognitive map of the complex
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systems are often broken down into subsystems, each
subsystem are represented by fuzzy cognitive map, then
put each fuzzy cognitive map by aggregating them part of
the same get the whole complex system of fuzzy cognitive
map, also known as polymerization fuzzy cognitive map.
The easiest way is to put the various subsystems of
polymerization of the corresponding concept of a causal
relationship between nodes by simple arithmetic sum and
then make vague standardization. But the weight of each
subsystem are not equal weight under normal
circumstances, and even may have a different symbol, then
how to construct an adjacency matrix has the consistency
of a complex system, so that the system can achieve mutual
cooperation and coordination is a very difficult thing.
Reference [22] proposed a method by means of expert
intervention. Mutual cooperation and coordination
subsystem is affected by the right weight to the role of
concepts, therefore, generally considered by summing the
weighting factor, preferably the right or to the importance
of trust for Subsystem weight coefficient.
If complex systems concepts or things are hierarchical,
can be layered deal, each level corresponds to a FCM.
FCM simple hierarchy has the following features: All
nodes are hierarchical concept, but it results in each node
and its lower-level node, the node is the reason for its
parent node. FCM simple hierarchical structure is more
like a tree, it stressed that it would have a close association
between the nodes in the same layer, produced only a
causal association between the different layers and parent
nodes and child nodes, there is no causal relationship
between grandparent and grandchild nodes. Reference [23]
with FCM construct integrated two-stage hierarchy
process modeling for complex radiotherapy proposed
algorithm and the interaction between the two levels of
monitoring the implementation of decision support , but
did not begin a general study of the levels of FCM, only to
specific examples of doing some research. In reference
[24], the cognitive map model is applied to the field of
corporate credit risk assessment established based on
statistical learning and expert knowledge combined with
multilayer fuzzy cognitive map. Model of multi- fuzzy
cognitive map and its application had a very good try, but
their discussion multilayer fuzzy cognitive map is to
require anti- reflexive, symmetric and recovery, therefore,
has the particularity.
Literature [25] put forward the theory of complex
systems and packet decomposition algorithm FCM. That
is the first node of the original group cognitive map, and
then on the set of nodes construct fuzzy cognitive map
providers. Such a decomposition of an original supplier
FCM and several meaningful sub FCM. FCM on the
original analysis of the cognitive map into the analysis and
sub-suppliers of FCM. Causal reasoning quotient FCM
provides overall information on the original.
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Algorithm) NHL (Nonlinear Hebbian Learning), DD-NHL
(Data-Driven Nonlinear Hebbian Learning) and AHL
(Active Hebbian Learning). The latter has GS (Genetic
Strategy), PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization), SA
(Simulated Annealing), RCGA (Real Coded Genetic
Algorithm).
In addition to these methods are selected BDA
continuous conversion function; except GS initial vector is
obtained, other learning algorithms are FCM link target
matrix; PSO method needs only a plurality of GS and the
state vector, and this is not available in some areas. Based
Hebbian algorithm uses an unsupervised learning
mechanism, based on the weight associated with a single
sample of the initial system state data FCM's training so as
to reach a steady state (fixed-point state). Different
algorithms that adjust each side of the weights way,
because it does not require a lot of computing training
faster, but they are simple systems for, FCM produced only
node includes several concepts.

3 Learning methods of fuzzy cognitive map
There are two constructor FCM: artificial construct and
calculate structure. Artificially constructed using expert
knowledge and experience to build applications FCM
model; computing structure is to learn from the historical
data to automatically establish FCM model.
Artificial construct ways of modelling process consists
of three steps: identify the problem domain key concepts;
identify the presence or absence of a causal relationship
between these concepts; estimated value of relationships.
Because of the way too dependent on artificial construct
subjective consciousness and expert domain knowledge
makes it difficult to build. Thus, in order to produce a
calculation based FCM learning methods.
Currently, the two main types of computing structure
FCM branches: one is based on Hebbian learning styles;
second is based on the theory of evolution of learning. As
shown in Table 1, the former including DHL (Differential
Hebbian Learning), BDA (Balanced Differential
TABLE 1 Comparison of FCM learning methods.
Algorithm

Learning goal

DHL
BDA
NHL
DD-NHL
AHL
GS
PSO
SA
RCGA

Connection matrix
Connection matrix
Connection matrix
Connection matrix
Connection matrix
Initial vector
Connection matrix
Connection matrix
Connection matrix

Human
intervention
No
No
Yes&No
Yes&No
Yes&No
No
No
No
No

Type of data used

Transformation function

Learning type

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Multiple
Multiple
Single
Single

N/A
Binary
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Hebbian
Modified Hebbian
Modified Hebbian
Modified Hebbian
Modified Hebbian
Genetic
Swarm
Simulated annealing
Genetic

different initial values. Therefore, they implemented two
criteria to reduce the over - fitting probability, i.e., the
average error of one input value in all cycles and the
average error of different input values in all cycles. The
former calculation method is computed using Equation (4)
and the latter using Equation (5):

4 The applications of fuzzy cognitive map
The existing learning algorithms based on FCM in data
mining are mainly used in classification, where each
attribute of the target is regarded as a node in the FCM, the
initial weight of every edge is given by experts, and experts
need to clear the input node and the output node. A typical
classification model is as demonstrated in the Figure 6.

error _ behavior 
1
P  K  1 N

P K 1 N

(4)

 A  t   A t  ,
p 1 t 1 n 1

error _ initial 

act
n

1
 K  1 N

des
n

K 1 N

 A t   A t  .
t 1 n 1

act
n

des
n

(5)

The references [28, 29] realized a FCM-GT based on
the bladder tumour classification, the weighted matrix of
FCM-GT is as shown in Figure 7.

FIGURE 6 A typical classification model

The learning algorithm for fuzzy cognitive map is
based on the genetic algorithm with real coding method,
such that this learning algorithm tend to over-fit with
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2) FCM integration strategy. Based on the existing
ensemble theory, the ensemble theory is introduced into
the FCM integrated framework in the progress of FCM.
3) To expand the application field of FCM. FCM has
been applied to some simple environment, how to put it
into more complex environment such as the virtual world
with many experts need researchers pay more attentions,
when the FCM perhaps becomes a powerful tool for
intelligent decision support.
4) So far, the research of FCM is limited to the
algorithms, but the theoretical basis is still lack and the
research fruits are not enough rich to people, most research
is on the basis of the experiment method lack of mature
theoretical support, so it is very important to study further.
5) The mechanism, model theory of FCM may produce
a breakthrough point, i.e., FCM will integrated with the
nonlinear dynamics, streaming media dynamics, multi
relational mining, manifold learning and directed
hypergraph model.

FIGURE 7 The weighted matrix of FCM-GT

5 Conclusions
As an important method of soft computing, the research of
FCM has attracted more and more attentions, and just as
analysed in this paper, the study of FCM has made great
progress. In this field, however, there are still many
problems to be solved, the focus will focus on the
following aspects:
1) The importance of time in FCM. Time scale is
crucial for the dynamic system, the issue of node
segmentation and polymerization based on the time scale
is worthy of more attention to concept of [28].
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Abstract
This paper intends to work out an expected inventory level formula for the retailer in the two-stage supply chain. It aims at disclosing
the quantitative relationship between bullwhip effect and expected inventory level and does analysis of simulation experiment. The
model supposes the market demand faced by the retailer follows the autoregressive process AR(1) and that the retailer makes
anticipation of the market demand during the replenishment lead time by mean square error method. Moreover, if the interference
factor follows normal distribution with mean 0 and variance σ2, market demand in every period, demand estimation during the
replenishment lead time and the order quantity made by the retailer are all proved to follow normal distribution.
Keywords: bullwhip effect, first-order autoregressive model, supply chain management, inventory level, demand forecasting

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section provides a brief survey on the related literature.
Section 3 describes the supply chain model and gives the
main results of the paper. Section 4 presents analysis of
experiment simulation. Section 5 concludes the paper and
discusses the future research.

1 Introduction
Bullwhip effect in the supply chain is called demand
amplification effect [1-3]. When the demand variability
increases as one move up the supply chain, the bullwhip
effect occurs. Small variations in consumer demand can
result in large variations in upstream orders and inventory.
This process parallels to the bullwhip that swings much
greater at the end than at the beginning. In some industries,
bullwhip effect is also called “Forrester Wheel Effect” [4],
“Whiplash” or “Whipsaw” effect.
Most of the previous researches on the bullwhip effect
in the supply chain focus on demonstrating its existence,
identifying its possible causes, quantifying the bullwhip
effect and providing measures to reduce such effect. This
paper considers a two-stage supply chain consisting of a
single manufacturer and a single retailer, it differs from
previous research in several ways. First, it supposes that
the market demand faced by the retailer follows the
autoregressive process AR(1) and the retailer makes
anticipation of future market demand by mean square error
method. Second, under the premises that the white noise
follows normal distribution, market demand in every
period, demand estimation of the replenishment lead time
and order quantity are all proved to follow normal
distribution. Finally, this paper intends to work out an
expected inventory level by mathematical analysis and
finds out a linear relationship between bullwhip effect and
expected inventory level. As a result, it proposes the
concept of ideal expected inventory level that serves as an
indicator of measuring the optimal structure of the supply
chain.

*

2 Literature Review
The literature on the bullwhip effect in the supply chain is
extensive, so we only provide a description of major
classes of models. Lee et al. [5] study the replenishment
system in the supply chain where the bullwhip effect
occurs. Enterprises in the downstream transmit
information to enterprises in the upstream by making
orders, which steers the latter’s production and inventory
decisions. But the variance of orders is larger than that of
the real market demand, causing that the information
distortion is amplified from downstream to upstream. This
paper accounts four causes of the bullwhip effect: demand
forecast updating, rationing and shortage gaming, order
batching and price fluctuation. Literature [6] quantifies the
bullwhip effect in a simple two-stage supply chain
consisting of a single manufacturer and a single retailer. It
establishes a model that helps to explain two causes of the
bullwhip effect, namely, demand forecasting and order
lead times. It also expands these results to multi-stage
supply chains with and without centralized customer
demand information, and proves that the bullwhip effect
can be reduced by centralizing demand information.
However, it cannot be completely eliminated.
Cachon et al. [7] set up a two-stage supply chain model
in which a single supplier and multiple independent
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retailers. In this model, the supplier has limited capacity,
and retailers are privately informed of their optimal
stocking levels. They show that some allocation
mechanisms induce the retailers to place their optimal
order and a manipulation mechanism may lead the supplier
to build more capacity. Besides that, Kelle and Milne [8]
study factors of order batching and examine the effect of
(s,S) ordering policy on the order variability in a supply
chain, they provide quantitative tools for the estimation of
the variability increase. Lambert, Copper and Pagh [9]
concentrate on operationalizing the supply chain
management framework, they present that managing the
supply chain involves three closely interrelated elements.
Some other researchers as Ryan, Baganha, Cohen and
Graves focus on how to optimize the technology of treating
market demand information and information sharing
mechanism [10-12]. Jaipuria et al. [13] propose an
integrated approach of discrete wavelet transforms
analysis and artificial neural network for demand
forecasting, this model can improve the forecasting
accuracy and be applicable to both linear and non-linear
data series. Luong [14] studies the effect of autoregressive
coefficients and lead time on bullwhip effect for a two
stage supply chain, the retailer employs a base stock policy
for inventory management using first order autoregressive
model. Duc et al. [15] study the effect of existence of a
third-party warehouse on bullwhip effect in a supply chain,
and assume that the demand process as first order
autoregressive model. For a list of updated results, the
reader is referred to [16-18].

be explained by demand in past periods. In other words, it
is only related to market environment. Thus, we think  n
is independent from historical demand Dn 1 , Dn  2 , Dn 3 ,...
3.1 FORECASTING METHOD AND THE
INVENTORY POLICY
The retailer makes anticipation of market demand in future
replenishment lead time by mean square error method. If
replenishment decision is made at the end of period n , the
retailer should make demand forecasting. Suppose the
market demand of period n  i is Dn i (i  1,..., l  1) ,
respectively. Then the market demand during the
replenishment lead time is:
l 1

 Dn i 
i 1

1 i

 n  l  2 i
i 1 1  
l 1

.

(2)

By mean square error method, we suppose the demand
 l 1

estimation is Dnl , then Dnl  E   Dn  i | Dn  , where Dnl
 i 1

l 1

is estimated by the conditional expectation of

D
i 1

ni

based on Dn in period n.  nl denotes the conditional
l 1

 l 1

, then  nl  var   Dn  i | Dn  . The
i 1
 i 1

inventory level in period n  l  1 decided at the end of
period n is:

variance of

3 A Supply Chain Model
As many researches, this paper supposes that the retailer
makes the decision of replenishment at the end of each
fixed period and gives orders to the manufacturer in the
upstream at the same time. The time interval between two
neighbouring replenishment is same and replenishment
t  ,..., 1, 0,1, n  1, n, n  1,..., .
occurs
when
Suppose the replenishment lead time is l, indicating that
the retailer will receive commodities from the
manufacturer after a delay of l periods. Suppose the market
demand faced by the retailer is characterized by the
autoregressive process AR(1):

Dn     Dn 1   n ,

1  l 1

i
l 1
   (1   )   (1   ) Dn 
1    i 1


D

ni

yn  Dn  z  nl ,
where, z refers to service level factor or safety inventory
factor. The bigger z is, the more safety inventory should be.
Let qn be the variance of the orders placed by the retailer
to the manufacturer, then the order quantity qn is denoted
by qn  yn  yn 1  Dn .
3.2 ANALYSIS OF THE PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTION

(1)

For inference factor  n in AR(1) process, we suppose it

where Dn refers to the market demand or sales in
replenishment period n. μ is a non-negative constant,
indicating the average level of the market demand. ρ is a
correlation parameter with   1 , indicating demand of

follows normal distribution with mean 0 and variance  2 .
We shall find out that market demand Dn in every period,
demand estimation Dnl and the order quantity qn made by
the retailer all follow normal distribution.
First, if we repeatedly employ Equation (1), Dn can be
expressed as:

two neighbouring replenishment periods. The closer  is
to 1, the more correlation the demand of two neighbouring
periods has.  n is the inference noise in period n and
independent from demand Dn in period n.
 n , n  -, , 1,0,1, ,  are independent from each





i 0

i 0

Dn     Dn 1   n     i    i  n  i .

other.  n includes all information in period n that cannot
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As  n

random variable that is a normal distribution with mean
2
 1
 1   l 2   2

 .
and variance 

 1   2  1    
1 


The retailer gives an order qn at the end of each period
and receives commodities after the interval of l periods.
Suppose the consumption speed per time is v , and we use
expectation E  v  to replace v . Under E  v  , there are

is independent from each other, and

 n ~N (0,  2 ) , from the additive property of normal
distribution:


 
i

i 0

n i


 
2 
  i ~ N 
,
,
2 
i 0
 1  1  

 
2 
so Dn ~ N 
.
,
2 
1  1  

three states of inventory: just running up, surplus and
shortage. To obtain the expected inventory level at the end
of each period, we should get the probability distribution
function of commodity consumption time Tv with the

For demand estimation Dnl , from Equation (2) and the
 l 1

expression Dnl  E   Dn  i | Dn  , by simple calculation
 i 1

we can get:

Dnl 

l 1
 1  
 
j
 l  1     
1  
1 
j 1


l 1

D .

amount of qn in every period.

(3)

n

where T refers to the length of time in every period. qn is
known to follow normal distribution, Tv is also the same.
Calculate the expectation and variance, and we can get:



2
It has been proved that Dn ~ N (
,
) . Observe
1  1  2
Equation (3), there is only one normal random variable Dn

  1    1   l  2 2


Tv ~ N  T , 1 
 
1 
 

and the rest are all constants. So Dnl is also a normal
random variable.
For qn , after calculation we can get:
1
 l 1

  var   Dn  i | Dn  
2
 i 1
 1   
l
n

l 1

 1    
j 2

2

 2 2
T 
 2



.



Let f Tv  denotes the probability density function of

.

Tv . We can get the product expression of expected
inventory level and the time:

j 1

Thus, the fluctuation  nl of market demand during the
lead time has no correlation with period n. So substitute

IT  

T

0

yn  Dn  z  nl to the expression of qn and get:
qn  yn  yn 1  Dn  Dn 1 

qn
qn
T (1   )


 qn ,
E
(
D
)
E (v )

n
T

Tv 



 
T

1   l 2
n .
1 

T

0



Tv

0

(Tv  t )

(T  t )


dt  f (Tv )dTv 
(1   )T


dt  f (Tv )dTv 
(1   )T

T

.
(Tv  T ) 2 f (Tv )dTv 

2(1   )T 0
T
T

T
  Tv f (Tv )dTv 
f (Tv )dTv 

0
0
(1   )
2(1   )

T
f (Tv )dTv .

T
2(1   )

As  n is independent from Dn 1 and both are normal
distribution, so qn is also normal distribution. Calculate
the expectation and variance of qn :
2
   1
 1   l2   2 
qn ~ N 
,


   .
1  1  2  1    

 


(4)

In this expression:

  1    1   l  2 2  2 2 

 T  .
Tv ~ N  T , 1 
 
 2 
1 

 


From the above mentioned, we can see the normal
random property of the order quantity qn by the retailer in
every period is derived from that of  n .

It means that the range of Tv is the entire abscissa axis
from  to  . But in real situation, the consumption
time must be greater than 0. So we deduce that the main
range of Tv is from 0 to  and the rest can be

3.3 EXPECTED INVENTORY LEVEL OF THE
RETAILER

overlooked. As f Tv  is a normal density function, the

Next, we will deduce the expected inventory level by mean
square error analysis. As we have already known, qn is a
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image of f Tv  is symmetrical about Tv  T . So we can
get:



T



T

0

1 
1
1
Tv f (Tv )dTv  Tv  T ,


2
2
2

Tv f (Tv )dTv 

0

f (Tv )dTv  

of order quantity is not amplified, and the expression will
2


turn to be I * 
. This is the ideal
4 (1   ) 2(1   )
expected inventory level. It is the lowest inventory level.



T

f (Tv )dTv 

But as

1 
1
f (Tv )dTv = ,


2
2

2


1    1   l  2 
2
 

IT  [1 
]

T .
1 
4 (1   ) 2(1   ) 




I  B

In this subsection, we first give the expression of the
bullwhip effect in the two-stage supply chain, where the
market demand follows the autoregressive process AR(1)
and the retailer uses mean square error method to estimate
market demand. Based on the definition of the bullwhip
effect, we have:

1

2
 1
 1   l 2   2



 1   2  1    




2

1    1   l  2 
1 

2
4 (1   )




2(1   )

.

, B  1.

When the market demand follows first-order
autoregressive model AR(1) and the retailer uses mean
square error method to forecast the demand during the
replenishment lead-time, there is a linear correlation
between the expected inventory level and the bullwhip
effect.  ,  and  are parameters in the market
demand process. The bigger  and  is, the higher the
expected inventory level and the greater the bullwhip
effect will be, the expected inventory level will be linearly
steeper. Actually, this explains why the bullwhip effect can
cause a large amount of overstock in enterprise and why
reducing the bullwhip effect can reduce the expected
inventory level and the inventory cost.
Let’s
see
the
quantifying
expression

3.4 ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
BULLWHIP EFFECT AND EXPECTED
INVENTORY LEVEL



2

4  (1   )
Then the expected inventory level can be expressed as:

 1    1   l  2 2 
2

 
.
I  1 


 4  (1   ) 2(1   )
1 



1  2



of the bullwhip effect B and the fluctuation

So the expected inventory level of the retailer in every
period is:

var  Dn 

2

 0 , which means there is


, so we can never reach
4  (1   ) 2(1   )
the ideal expected level. However, this concept is
significant in that it helps the retailer to measure if there is
space to optimize the structure of the supply chain.
Let us take a look at the first term
 1    1   l  2 2 
2
1 
 
. It is in fact the product

 4 (1   )
1 



Substitute the results to Equation (4) and get the
expression for expected inventory level  time:

B

2

1 

always I 

1 
2
2
0 (Tv  T ) f (Tv )dTv  2  (Tv  T ) f (Tv )dTv 
.
l 2 2 

1 2 1  1    1     T 2 2
T  1
 2
2 v 2
1 


T

var  qn 

1    1   l  2 

B

var  qn 

1    1   l  2 

2

again. It shows that
 1
var  Dn 
1 
the bullwhip effect expands along with the increase of the
replenishment lead-time. If the manufacturer in supply
chain can reduce this lead-time, he can lower the bullwhip
effect and reduce the expected inventory level so as to
optimize the supply chain structure. This conclusion is
reached in many related literatures. But this paper firstly
points out the quantifying model that the retailer can
reduce the expected inventory level if the bullwhip effect
can be lowered.

.

2

.

In the previous section, we derive the expected
inventory level of the retailer in every period:

 1    1   l  2 2 
2

 
I  1 

.

 4 (1   ) 2(1   )
1 



4 Experiment Simulation and Results
To verify the reasonability of the model in supply chain,
we apply Visual C++ to it and analyse the results based on
parameter adjustment validation.

Next we will analyse this expression. Recall the
definition of bullwhip effect B . If B =1, then the variance
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Suppose the supply chain consists of an automobile
part producer and a professional automobile repair shop.
According to sales statistics, the demand of part faced by
the repair shop follows the first-order autoregressive
model AR (1): d NT  100   d( N 1)T   NT ,  NT ~N (0,  2 ) .

I  B
I 



2

4 (1   )



2


2(1   )

,

1    1   l  2 



2


and B  1 
.
4 (1   ) 2(1   )
1 
The abscissa parameter refers to dynamic adjustment
of correlation parameter  with the fixed step 0.1 in the
AR (1) process. The longitudinal parameter refers to the
standard variance  of white noise with the value of 2, 4,
9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64.
*

The repair shop uses mean square error method to estimate
the future demand, and the replenishment lead-time is 4.
Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 are the results of expected
inventory level of the retailer, ideal expected inventory
level and the bullwhip effect level from the expressions:
TABLE 1 Expected inventory level of the retailer
ρ
σ
2
4
9
16
25
36
49
64

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

55.580
55.654
56.056
57.136
59.414
63.556
70.377
80.839

62.531
62.625
63.133
64.500
67.382
72.624
81.256
94.498

71.469
71.592
72.254
74.038
77.800
84.641
95.905
113.185

83.389
83.554
84.452
86.869
91.964
101.230
116.490
139.897

100.078
100.313
101.582
105.001
112.209
125.317
146.903
180.015

125.116
125.464
127.347
132.417
143.107
162.547
194.561
243.668

166.847
167.388
170.320
178.212
194.853
225.114
274.947
351.388

250.295
251.180
255.974
268.880
296.093
345.578
427.070
552.074

500.517
502.069
510.472
533.097
580.803
667.554
810.414
1029.552

As is shown in Table 1, with the increase of correlation
parameter  and white noise standard variance  , the
expected inventory level rises up. In addition,
experimental simulation analysis also proves that I is more
sensitive to  than  does. In other words, the

difference between the expected inventory level and the
ideal one is not significant when  and  are at a low
level. But this becomes significant when  and 
increase.

TABLE 2 Ideal expected inventory level
ρ
σ
2
4
9
16
25
36
49
64

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

55.567
55.600
55.781
56.267
57.292
59.156
62.225
66.933

62.513
62.550
62.753
63.300
64.453
66.550
70.003
75.300

71.443
71.486
71.718
72.343
73.661
76.057
80.004
86.057

83.350
83.400
83.671
84.400
85.938
88.733
93.338
100.400

100.020
100.080
100.405
101.280
103.125
106.480
112.005
120.480

125.025
125.100
125.506
126.600
128.906
133.100
140.006
150.600

166.700
166.800
167.342
168.800
171.875
177.467
186.675
200.800

250.050
250.200
251.013
253.200
257.813
266.200
280.013
301.200

500.100
500.400
502.025
506.400
515.625
532.400
560.025
602.400

As is shown in Table 2, with the increase of correlation
parameter  and white noise standard variance  , the

Table 2, we can see that the difference between the
expected inventory level and the ideal one is not significant
with the growth of  but significant with the growth of
 , indicating that it is more sensitive to  .

ideal expected inventory level I * rises up. I * is more
sensitive to  2 than  does. Considering Table 1 and
TABLE 3 Bullwhip effect level
ρ
B

0.1
2.222

0.2
2.500

Bullwhip effect model B  1 

0.3
2.854

0.4
3.314

1    1   l  2 

0.5
3.907

0.6
4.636

0.7
5.412

0.8
5.900

0.9
5.171

5 Conclusions

2

has
1 
no correlation with the fluctuation standard variation  .
So there is one row of data in Table 3. The value of B
increases along with  . From Table 1, Table 2 and 3, we
can see that the expected inventory level will be up with
the increase of B, it is characterized by positive linear
correlation. This proves that the model in supply chain is
reasonable.

This paper bases itself on the two-stage supply chain
consisting of a single supplier and a single retailer. It
supposes that the market demand follows the first-order
autoregressive model AR (1) and future market demand
forecasting made by the retailer with the mean square error
method. It reveals that there is a linear correlation between
the expected inventory level and the bullwhip effect, which
establishes quantity link between the two. It also proposes
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the concept of ideal expected inventory level to measure
the optimized degree of the supply chain structure.
Moreover, it also analyses how parameters of the market
demand process affect the inventor`y level. In future

Li Lin

research, we can further study the cases that the market
demand follows other demand process or the retailer uses
other demand forecasting methods.
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Abstract
With the diversified and personalized commodity requirements as well as small batch dispatch and frequent dispatch features under
the circumstance of E-commerce, the environment for logistics dispatching system becomes increasingly complicated and the interinfluence between different subsystems in logistics system optimization becomes increasingly significant. As a result, judged from the
aspect of logistics system integration, after taking customer’s personalized dispatching time into consideration, it’s necessary to
establish location routing problem with changeable softtime windows model. Based on the feature of the model, this paper adopts
hybrid genetic simulated annealing algorithm to gain solution. The experimental result shows that this algorithm is much better than
gaining solution solely by adopting hybrid genetic algorithm or simulated annealing algorithm in the aspect of optimal solution, solution
quality, calculating efficiency and algorithm stability.
Keywords: hybrid genetic simulated annealing algorithm, logistics system, location routing problem

Under the circumstance of E-commerce, customer has
both demand (dispatching) and supply (collecting). As a
result, the goods flow is actually bidirectional. In addition,
customer has personalized requirement of dispatching
time. Based on aforesaid features, the location route
problem can be extended to below problems:
Location Routing Problem with Changeable SoftTime
Windows (LRPCSTW) can be described as below: to
design a serial of facility locations based on the given
potential facilities corresponding to actual issues and
determine a route from different facilities to different
customer points, so that they could try to arrive at all
customer points within the given time; otherwise, loss will
be contributed by stopping the vehicle for waiting for delay
in dispatching. The target is to design the route of
minimized cost. LRPCSTW, in addition to fulfilling the
classic LRP requirements, also needs to consider visiting
time limitation to find out the rational solution.

1 Introduction
The logistics dispatching system mainly includes two
parts: the first one is the assignment of dispatching tasks.
It’s also normally known as the location allocation
problem (LAP). The second one is routing between
dispatching locations. In other words, it is the vehicle
routing problem (VRP). The aforesaid two parts are
interdependent and mutual binding. In practice, since both
problems need to be taken into comprehensive
consideration, the location routing problem is formed.
The location routing problem (LRP) can be described
as: after being provided with a serial potential facility
points conforming to the actual situation, we need to
determine a serial facility locations and a route from
different facilities to different customers based on the
target of meeting the requirement of the program (shortest
road, least expense, least time and least deployed vehicles).
Generally speaking, the total cost needs to be minimized.
The location routing problem contains two senses: the
location allocation problem is defined as to determine the
facility quantity and locations within a geographic range
based on geographic distribution and goods allocation
relationship. The vehicle routing problem can be defined
as the that vehicle designs an optimal goods dispatching
route based on one or multiple facility to distributed
geographic customer points while meeting a serial of
binding conditions within the precondition that the facility
location, customer points and route information are
known. Based on it, we can design a set of vehicle
dispatching rout to meet the target function. Generally
speaking, VRP’s target function has the least cost.

2 The basic elements of genetic algorithm
The basic operations of GA include encoding, appearance
of initial population, fitness calculation, selection,
crossover and mutation.
2.1 GENETIC CODE
According to the workflow of GA, when using GA in
solving problems, a relationship should be established
between the actual presentation of target problems and the
bit-string structure of the chromosome in GA, namely the
encoding and decoding operations should be determined.
The encoding is to express the solutions with a code so as
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to make the problem state space corresponding to the
coding space of GA, which relies heavily on the nature of
the problems and which will affect the design of genetic
manipulation. The optimization of GA is carried out in the
code space corresponding to certain encoding mechanism
instead of working directly on the parameters of the
problems; therefore, the selection of the code is an
important element affecting the algorithm performance
and efficiency [1]. In function optimization, different code
lengths and code systems place a great influence on the
accuracy and efficiency of the problems. Binary encoding
demonstrates the solutions to the problems with a binary
string while decimal encoding presents the solutions with
a decimal string. Obviously, the code length will affect the
algorithm accuracy and the algorithm will give out larger
memory space. Real-number encoding is to show the
solutions with a real number and it has been extensively
applied in high-dimensional and complex optimization
space since it has solved the influence played by encoding
on the algorithm accuracy and memory space. For the
given optimization problem, the space formed by GA
phenotype collection individuals is called problem space
while that consisted by GA genotype individuals is called
GA coding space. The genetic operators are implemented
in the bit-string individuals in GA coding space [2].

selection operators are fitness-proportionate selection
operator and the elite-preserving selection operator.
Proportional model, also called Roulette wheel, is a
method of playback random sampling and its basic idea is
that the probability of every operator to be selected is
directly proportional to its fitness. Because of random
computation, the selection error of this method is so big
that some individuals with high fitness fail to be selected;
however, this is still one of the commonly-used selection
operators.
Assume that the group size is M and the fitness of the
individual i is Fi. Then the probability pi of the individual
i to be selected is [4]:
pi 

Fi
M

 Fi

, (i  1, 2,

,M) .

i 1

In running GA, new individuals emerge continuously
from such genetic operations as crossover and mutation on
the individuals. Although more and more excellent
individuals will appear in the group evolution, they may
destroy the individuals with optimal fitness due to the
randomness of selection, crossover and mutation. We hope
that the individuals with optimal fitness can be preserved
till the next-generation group as much as possible;
therefore, we need to apply Elitist Model, meaning that the
individuals with the highest fitness in the current group
won’t participate in the crossover and mutation but replace
the individuals with lowest fitness produced by the current
group after crossover and mutation.

2.2 GENETIC OPERATOR
The operators of the standard genetic algorithm often
include three basic forms: selection, crossover and
mutation, which make up the core that GA has strong
search capacity and which are the main carriers of the
reproduction, hybridization and mutation produced in the
simulation of the natural selection and the genetic process.
GA realizes the group evolution by using the genetic
operators to reproduce a new generation of groups and the
design of the operators is not only a key component of the
genetic strategy, but also a basic tool to adjust and control
the evolution process [3]. This paper will discuss the effect
the genetic operators play on the convergence separately,
which helps to learn about the characteristics and
importance of genetic operators better.

2.2.2 Crossover Operator
The so-called crossover operation in GA means that two
matching chromosome individuals replace part of their
genes in accordance with a certain way and form two new
individuals. As a significant characteristic of GA,
crossover operation plays a key role in GA and it is also a
main method to produce new individuals.
Crossover operation is usually divided into the
following several steps:
a) Randomly take out a pair of mating individuals from the
matingpool;
b) Randomly take one or more integers k from [1, L-1] as
the crossover position of the pair of mating individuals
according to the bit string length L;
c) Carry out crossover operation according to the crossover
probability pc (0  pc  1) ; the mating individuals replace
part of their contents and form a pair of new individuals at
the crossover positions [5].
The most commonly-used crossover operator is Onepoint Crossover, which refers to set a crossover point
randomly in the individual encoding string and replace
some chromosome in these two mating individuals at this
point. One-point Crossover has an important
characteristic: if the relationship between the neighbouring
loci can provide better individual character and higher

2.2.1 Selection Operator
Selection is to choose the individuals with high fitness
value from the current group to produce the matingpool
and it mainly includes fitness-proportionate selection,
Boltzmann selection, rank selection, tournament selection
and elite-preserving selection. In order to prevent the
optimal individuals of the current group from losing in the
next generation due to selection errors or the destructive
effects of crossover and mutation, DeJong has come up
with the elitist selection. In addition, Holland and others
have also brought forth steady-state selection. The
selections operators are mainly used to prevent gene
delection and improve the global convergence and the
calculation efficiency and the most commonly-used
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individual fitness, then it will be less possible for this Onepoint Crossover to destroy such individual character and
lower the individual fitness.
It will be faster to solve knapsack problem with and/or
swap operation, the specific realization methods of which
include:
a) Choose two parent strings A and B according to the
roulette wheel selection mechanism;
b) Produce a substring A from A and B according to logic
and operation;
c) Produce a substring B from A and B according to logic
or operation.

model with changeable softtime window are classified as
follows:
1) In order to improve the logistics service quality and
customer satisfaction, the cargo is required to be delivered
within the required time. Under this circumstance, the top
priority of the entire logistics system is how to reasonably
arrange for the distribution to meet the time requirements
made by the customers;
2) Reasonably plan the driving route with the shortest
distribution route and the lowest vehicle-dispatching cost;
3) The entire distribution system realizes total cost
minimization to satisfy the high-efficient requirements of
the logistics company.
The above objectives form a system and they interact
on and affect each other; therefore, LRP is a multiobjective optimization problem.

2.2.3 Mutation Operator
As a local random search, mutation can avoid the eternal
loss of some information caused by selection and
crossover operators if combined with these operators. If
mutation operation is conducted on the individuals with
certain probability instead of single hybridization
operation, mutation will randomly change the vectors of
the individuals with small probability; in this way, it may
result in some new and useful structures may appear and
increase the probability to converge to the overall
optimization. Mutation operation is a measure to prevent
the prematurity of algorithm as well as non-mature
convergence. Never take a big mutation rate in the
mutation operation. If the mutation rate is bigger than 0.5,
GA will degrade into random search and some important
mathematic characteristics and search capability will no
longer exist [6].

3.2 LRPCSTW MODEL HYPOTHESIS
Every customer has his/her own requirements on cargo
delivery time; there are several distribution centres
available; the supply and demand are stable at a certain
time; there are sufficient vehicles starting from and
stopping at the same centre and the aggregate demand of
every service line doesn’t exceed the maximum loading of
the vehicles and the vehicle models are the same; every
customer can only be supplied by one centre; every
customer has the same unloading time; select one or
several potential distribution centres to complete the
specific distribution in every decision and there is only one
kind of cargo to be distributed; specially stipulate that the
operating range is directly proportional to the
transportation cost for the simplified model [8].

3 The mathematical model of location routing
problem (LRP) with changeable SoftTime Windows

3.2.1 The Parameters in the Model
3.1 THE CONSTRUCTION OF LRP MODEL WITH
CHANGEABLE SOFTTIME WINDOWS

M: There are M customers in this service, who are
numbered: 1, 2, , M;
N: There are N potential distribution centres, which are
numbered: M+1,M+2,…,M+N,
K: There are k callable vehicles, which are numbered:
1,2,…,K;
KQ: The maximum load of the kth vehicle;
Fi: The operating cost of the distribution centre i;
Cijk: The unit transportation cost of the vehicle k from the
customer i to customer j;
Ck: The unit cargo loading cost of the kth vehicle;
qi: The cargo quantity demand of customer i;
dij: The distance from customer i to customer j;
tijk: The earliest cargo arrival time of vehicle k from
customer i to customer j;
LTi: The earliest cargo arrival time required by customer i;
RTi: The latest cargo arrival time required by customer i;
Ti: The time when the vehicle arrives at the customer i,
LTi  Ti  RTi .

The previous research objective of LRP is to consider cost
minimization; however, modern logistics not only
consider cost minimization, but also service quality and
customer satisfaction of the distribution centre (DC) [7].
Therefore, this paper has also deemed the delivery time
restrictions as a part of the optimization objective as well
as the cost. LRP with time windows can be divided into
hard time window and softtime window. The so-called
hard time window refers to a fixed time point while the
softtime window is a time period, which can be further
divided as fixed softtime window and changeable softtime
window. The fixed softtime window means that the startstop service time intervals required by the customers are
the same; on the contrary, the changeable softtime window
means that the customers require different start-stop
service time intervals. In order to get closer to the practical
problems, this paper has investigated the Location Routing
Problem (LRP) with Changeable SoftTime Windows
(LRPCSTW) and the fundamental objectives of LRP
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3.2.2 The Decision Variables in the Model

1, Vehiclekstarts from the distribution center, k  K
Sk  
0, Otherwise
i, j  M , k  K , i  j

1, Vehicle k drives from customer i to customer j ,
X ijk  
0, Otherwise

1, Distribution center i opens,i  N
Zi  
0, Otherwise
3.3 THE CONSTRUCTION OF LRPCSTW
MATHEMATICAL MODEL

the vehicles and the unit loading cost of the vehicles in the
distribution centres; Equation (3) demonstrates that the
aggregate demands of the same vehicle won’t exceed the
maximum load of this vehicle; Equation (4) makes sure
that every opened distribution centre will have callable
vehicles; Equation (5) means that the same vehicle can
only be called by one distribution centre; Equation (6)
means that one customer can only be served by one
vehicle; Equation (7) stands for the connectivity of the
routes between the customers; Equation (8) means that any
two distribution centres won’t be at the same route;
Equation (9) means that any two distribution centres won’t
connect each other; Equation (10) refers to the route
succession of the vehicles; Equation (11) gives the
Equation of Tj in the objective Equation (1) [9, 10].

Objective Function:



M



f1  min  max  LTi  Ti  , 0   max Ti  RTi  0  , (1)
i 1

K M N M N
N
f 2  min   Fi Z i     Cijk qi d ij 
k 1 i 1
j 1
 i 1
k

  Ck


X ijk qi  .

j 1


M N N



k 1

i 1

(2)

Constraint Conditions:
M

K

 X
i 1 k 1

M

M

 X

i  N 1 k 1
K

i  N 1 J 1

k 1 i 1

M N

X
i 1

M n

ihk

ijk

 1, k  K ,

(5)

k 1

 1, j  M ,

ijk



M N

X
i 1

N

K

X

ijk

To maintain the population diversity is a solution to
overcome the premature convergence of the genetic
algorithm, which makes the genetic algorithm explore the
search region in succession in the evolution. The thought
of niche technology comes from the fact that the creatures
usually live and copulate with their own species for
reproduction. Niche technology is an organizing function
to gather the groups with similar biological features and
characters together in certain environment and to separate
those groups with different features and characters. The
organization with the same features and characters is
called a species [11]. Niche technology is similar to
preserve the excellent individuals in different species and
conduct such selection operation, crossover operation and
mutation operation as choice mechanism and crowing
mechanism in the population or between the populations.
The improved genetic algorithm with niche technology
can effectively protect the population diversity.

(4)

 X

i  M 1 n 1

4 Solve LRPCSTW problems through hybrid genetic
stimulated annealing algorithm

 Z i  0, k  K ,

M

 X

(3)

ijk

M

 X
k

qi  Qk , j  M ,

ijk

N

ink

hjk



 0, k  K ,

M N



n 1 j  M 1

X njk  1, k  K ,

 Z i  Z j  2, i, j  N ,

X ijk Ti  Tj   0, k  K ; i, j  M ,

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
(10)

4.1 THE DETERMINATION OF FITNESS FUNCTION



T j    Sijk   ...  Sink tink  Solk tolk  ...  Sljk tljk   . (11)
i 1 
i  M 1 o 1
i 1

M

M N

M

M

Fitness function plays a significant role in the entire
division, which directly affects the quality of the optimal
solution. Used to evaluate the individual adaptive capacity,
fitness function increases the probability that the
individuals with strong adaptive ability to reproduce a next
generation and the weak individuals to reproduce another
generation. Based on this idea, this paper adopts penalty

Equation (1) means that the cargo must be delivered
within the required time by the customer; Equation (2)
shows that the total cost minimization to complete this
distribution is made up of three parts: the operating cost of
the opened distribution centre; the transportation cost of
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function method in constructing fitness function and the
purpose to use penalty on the invalid individuals is to
reduce its probability to be reproduced to the next
generation in calculating the individual fitness. The invalid
individuals here refer to those individuals, which fail to
meet the constraint conditions. The constraint condition of
this paper is the optimal price at time limit and the invalid
individuals exceed the maximum constraint. After
analysing the thought of penalty function, this paper
constructs
the
penalty
item
by
adopting
Time(S)  Tmax (S ). In addition to considering the
inconsistency in magnitude between the consumption time
and price in constructing objective function and the
unifying the magnitude, this paper uses normalization
factor just as Equation (12) and Equation (13).

 p  PH  PS ,

(12)

 t  max TS  Tmax , Tmax  TH  .

(13)

are also the core of GA. The genetic selecting operation,
crossover operation and mutation operation simulate the
multiply, hybridization and mutation in the nature.
Adopt Boltzmann selecting operation on the problem
investigated in this paper and the probability to select the
individual is as follows [12, 13].
Ps  Si 

OBJECT    e



Time  Tmax

t



price

p

.

1
.
1  OBJECT

f  Si 

, i  1, 2,..., n ,

(16)

/T

where T  0 and T refers to the temperature parameter in
the annealing process.
Crossover operation uses ingle-point crossover and
reverse operation is also adopted in this process. In this
way, it can make the important genes more compact, which
is equal to redefine the gene block in the algorithm. See
the example of this operation is as follows:
As for the binary string with a length of 10, mark the
important genes with underline:
1 0  1 1 1 0 1 1  0 1

 And

(14)

 is the inverse transposition  .

Produce new binary string after reverse operation:

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1.

This paper discusses minimization problem; therefore,
the optimum of this algorithm means the maximum fitness
function corresponds to the minimum value of the
objective function. The fitness function in this paper is
seen as the following Equation:
Fitness 

e
i 1

The objective function in this paper is as the following
formula:
Time Tmax
Ti t

1
n

From the new binary string, it can be seen that the
important genes are more compact, thus reducing the
probability that the important genes will be dispersed in
the single-point crossover.
Mutation operation: In the genetic algorithm, mutation
operation is usually realized by mutating the binary string
according to the mutation probability Pm and SA annealing
temperature is used to decide the selection of mutation
probability with the mutation probability: Pm=0.01.

(15)

Time (S) in Equation (14) stands for the aggregate
consumption time of the system; Price (S) refers to the
aggregate consumption cost of the system and Tmax (x)
means the time limits of the system. In this formula,
eTime Tmax / Ti t is the penalty item of the invalid individuals.
Obviously, only when Time(S)  Tmax  0 , eTime Tmax /Ti t  1
; then the objective function in Equation (14) increase
while its corresponding fitness function in Equation (15)
decreases; therefore, it effectively reduces the fitness value
of the invalid individuals. When Time(S)  Tmax  0 ,

4.3 THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS OF THE
ALGORITHM
Step1: Initialize the population and finish the coding of the
solution space, P  0  S1 , S2 , Sz  .
Step2: Calculate the fitness value of every individual in
the initial population and according to the fitness
calculation formula, namely Formula (15), determine the
initial temperature of the simulated annealing algorithm,
namely T  0   f min  f max  / Inpr . In the initial

eTime Tmax /Ti t  1 , then according to Equation (14), the
objective function reduces while the corresponding fitness
function increases in the corresponding Equation (15);
thus greatly improving the fitness value of the effective
individuals. Ti in Equation (14) is similar to the annealing
system in SA. Initialize T0  1 and Ti 1  0.98Ti . This
paper makes   0.6,   0.4 when    .

temperature formula, fmax is the largest fitness value in the
initial population; fmin is the smallest fitness value in the
initial population; Pr is the worst initial acceptance
probability and in this paper, Pr=0.7.
Step3: Conduct genetic operation to the population P(t):
select single-point crossover operation and mutation
operation by adopting Boltzmann in this paper and
produce the new population P(t+1). The possibilities to
make single-point crossover and mutation operation are
Pc=0.8 and Pm=0.01 respectively.

4.2 GENETIC MANIPULATION
The selection of genetic operation attaches significant
importance to GA efficiency and solution quality and they
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Step4: Produce a new-generation population P(t+2):
According to Metropolis criterion, randomly disturb the
neighbourhood region of the individual Si in the population
of P(t+1). And f  fit  Si   fit S j , Compare f with

the decision variables in the problems to be settled. In the
formula Si  S j  L , when L stands for distance

 

parameter, calculate the fitness value of individual Si and
individual Sj and abandon the individuals with smaller
fitness value and do not operate when Si  S j  L .

0. When f ≤ 0, directly copy Sj to P(t+2); if not, produce
a random number r among [0, 1], directly copy Sj to P(t+2)

Step6: When Q arrives at the maximum value, the program
stops running and quits; otherwise, use the corresponding
cooling means to lower the annealing temperature. This
paper adopts rapid annealing method with the Equation
T  N   T0 /1   N , where   0.9 . Make N=N+1, t=t+2


when r  e
; in other cases other than the above
two circumstances, copy Si to P(t+2).
Step5: Conduct elimination: calculate the Euclidean
Distance between individual Si and individual Sj in P(t+2),
f / T  N 

namely

Si  S j 

S
M

k 1

ik

 S jk 

2

;

among

and repeat Step 3. The flow chart of genetic simulated
annealing algorithm is as follows [14]:

them,

i  1,2,...,n1, j  i 1,... , n and M means the quantity of

FIGURE 1 Flow Chart of Genetic Simulated Annealing Algorithm

5 Gaining solution with hybrid genetic simulated
annealing algorithm

of vehicles is 100km. The unit delay expense CCSkl of 8t

5.1 AN EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS ON THE LRP
WITH CHANGEABLE SOFTTIME WINDOWS

of 10t vehicle is 60 RMB/h. the waiting cost CS kl of 8t

vehicle is 50 RMB/h, while the unit delay expense CCSkl
vehicle is 40 RMB/h, while the waiting cost CS kl of 10t
vehicle is 50 RMB/h. The five potential dispatching centre
has the same capacity, Tr=35t, while the cost of
establishing and running a potential dispatching centre is
Fr=300. The unit dispatching cost between enterprises and
dispatching centre is cr=0.15RMB/t.km. The average speed
of vehicle is 20km/h.
How to make rational arrangement of enterprise
quantity and location, dispatching centre quantity and
location and vehicle route to minimize the total logistics
chain while fulfilling customer’s time requirements.

There are 2 third-party logistics enterprises locating at
(38km, 70km) and (55km, 80km) respectively. Both
enterprises are able to provide 54t dispatching capacity
independently and fulfil 30 customers’ requirements
solely. There are 5 potential dispatching canters and 30
customers with time requirements.
The five potential dispatching canters can offer some
vehicles with 2 kinds of dispatching capacities, namely
vehicle A of 10t dispatching capacity and vehicle B of 8t
dispatching capacity. The fixed vehicle cost g=10 RMB.
The unit traveling cost of 8t vehicle is Cij=1.5 RMB/km,
while the unit traveling cost of 10t vehicle is Cij=1.6
RMB/km. The maximum traveling capacity of both kinds
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5.2 GAINING SOLUTION WITH HYBRID GENETIC
SIMULATED ANNEALING ALGORITHM

calculation efficiency, the average iteration times of 10
calculations is 247.1. As a result, the efficiency is
significantly high.
Among the solutions, the 5th calculation gains the
solution among the 10 calculations: Enterprise 1 locating
at (38km, 70km), by deploying dispatching centre 2, 4 and
5 to arrange dispatching route with time window for 30
customers, only needs to traveling 470km with a total cost
of 1905.5 RMB.
Its searching process is indicated as Figure 2. Judged
from the figure, this algorithm not only has fast
convergence speed but also has outstanding global
searching ability. The global most optimal gene protection
strategy, use of self-adaptation mutation operation,
Boltzmann mechanism from simulated annealing
algorithm, control of cross and mutation operation in
genetic algorithm are helpful in breaking the local limit for
the sake of finding more optimal solutions.

Adopt below parameters: group scale N=80, maximum
iteration time maxgen=300, cross operator pc=0.90,
mutation operator pm1=0.2 and pm2=0.01, initial
temperature T0=250 and temperature dropping coefficient
δ=0.90. Adopt C programming Language to fulfil the
above mentioned algorithm on a computer with CPU
1.8GHz and 512M memory and solve the problem
randomly for 10 times.
Judged from the result, the solutions gained from the
hybrid genetic simulated annealing algorithm for 10 times
are all of high quality solutions. The average total traveling
distance is 480 km and average total cost is 1926.6 RMB.
The calculation results are stable while the total distance
of worst solution is only 6.6% longer than that of best
solution, and the total cost of the worst solution is only
2.5% more than the best solution. In the aspect of

FIGURE 2 Evolutionary curve of LRPCSTW by hybrid genetic simulated annealing algorithm
TABLE 1 Final optimization of LRPCSTW by hybrid genetic simulated annealing algorithm
Dispatching
centre

2

5

4

Location route arrangement schedule(h)
0-11-10-9-8-7-6-5-0
0-0.55-0.8-1.85-2.1-3.0-3.35-3.65-4.8
0-13-12-30-0
0-0.75-1.05-1.5-2.75
0-17-14-15-16-0
0-0.5-0.75-1.25-1.4-2.2
0-29-24-23-0
0-0.25-0.65-1.1-1.85
0-22-21-20-19-18-0
0-1.6-2.1-2.4-2.8-3.05-5.0
0-1-3-4-2-0
0-0.25-1.5-2.2-3.65-3.8
0-27-25-26-28-0
0-1.25-1.6-2.05-2.3-3.1

Dispatching
amount(t)

Vehicle
Model/(t)

Traveling
Capacity(km)

9.0

A /10.0

96

7.0

B /8.0

55

8.0

B /8.0

44

6. 0

B /8.0

37

8.0

B /8.0

100

8.0

B /8.0

76

8.0

B /8.0

62

Total
distance(km)

195

137

138

Total distance
( km)

470
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TABLE 2 Final total cost of LRPCSTW by hybrid genetic simulated annealing algorithm
Dispatch
centre
2
5
4
total cost

Fixed cost
of vehicle
30
20
20

Fixed cost of
dispatching centre
300
300
300

Delivery Cost between
dispatching centre and customer
302.1
205.5
207
1905.5 (RMB)

5.3 THE COMPARISON OF THREE ALGORITHMS

Delivery Cost between enterprise
and dispatching centre
144.4
55.9
20.6

Total
cost
776.5
581.4
547.6

annealing algorithm in the aspect of optimal solution,
solution quality, calculation efficiency and algorithm
stability.

The hybrid genetic simulated annealing algorithm is better
than sole use of hybrid genetic algorithm or simulated

TABLE 3 Comparison among hybrid genetic simulated annealing algorithm, GA and SA
Algorithm
Total distance(km)
Standard deviation of solution
Average total cost (RMB)
Standard deviation of solution
Average vehicle quantity
The first time of gaining the most optimal
solution
The most optimal total distance (km)
The most optimal total cost (RMB)

Hybrid genetic simulated
annealing algorithm
480
16.12
1926.6
21.75
7.2

517.5
18.45
1981.3
81.46
7.6

Simulated annealing
algorithm
498.5
20.03
1997.2
105.57
7.8

186

237

329

470
1905.5

498
1953.8

479
1963.2

Genetic algorithm

windows, this paper designs the hybrid genetic simulated
annealing algorithm in gaining solution. The simulated
calculation result shows that the hybrid genetic simulated
annealing algorithm designed by this paper is better than
sole use of hybrid genetic algorithm or simulated
annealing algorithm in the aspect of optimal solution,
solution quality, calculation efficiency and algorithm
stability.

6 Conclusions
This paper, from the aspect of logistic system integration,
establishes a model for location route problem with
changeable softtime windows. These models are effective
in indicating the diversified feature of dispatching service
under the circumstance of E-commerce as well as fulfilling
customer’s personalized and diversified requirement. For
the location route problem with changeable softtime
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Abstract
Network information technology affects English language learning mode all the time with the rapid development of information
technology. University English course teaching also turns from traditional classroom to modern network teaching. As a bran-new
teaching form, university English teaching brings not only advantage for classroom teaching but also impact on teaching idea, teaching
means, teaching pattern, etc. It breaks through the ecological balance of traditional university English course and affects the successful
implementation of teaching reform mode. Aiming at improving university English course teaching quality and perfect teaching reform
mode, this paper studied new English teaching means based on computer network technology, analysed imbalance of university course
teaching in teaching reform mode and then strove to construct a frame of ecologicalization university English course teaching.
Keywords: network environment, university English teaching, voice recognition confidence level, digital game teaching

complete knowledge content system, which provides
guidance for network English autonomous learning of
secondary vocational college students. Ma Chongyu and
Yang Gang made a comprehensive remark on historical
development and foreign and domestic research overview
of 3-D virtual language learning environment and
discussed enlightenment and development prospect on
foreign language education in New Direction of Computer
Assisted Language Learning Development - 3-D Virtual
Language Learning Environment [4]. It is not hard to find
that these researches are prompting English teaching in our
country to move towards informatization.
This paper is about optimal frame of university English
class teaching in network environment supplemented by
bran-new teaching mode based on computer network
technology under the background of university English
teaching reform pushed by Education Ministry. It
emphasized construction of autonomous learning strategy
and teacher development idea in the environment of
network. Its achievement has certain practical value and
practical significance for construction of ecological system
balance of informationization foreign language teaching
and improvement of university English teaching reform
effect.

1 Introduction
Rapid development of modern information technology
brings huge change in the world such as life, work and
communication mode. It affects education quality with its
flexibility, convenience and effectiveness. Internet
provides unprecedented learning opportunity for learners.
People can not only share study resource but also
overcome the obstacle of space and time, which brings
new prospective for education. Education idea changes a
lot with the rapid development of network information
technology. Nowadays, rapid development of education in
our country aims at promoting education modernization by
network information technology [1]. National Medium
and Long-term Plan for Education Reform and
Development (2010-2012) clearly points out that the
revolutionary effect of information technology on
education development must be paid high attention to and
education reform should go on information development
way from the macroscopic level. Therefore, many
domestic scholars devote themselves to the research on
this aspect. Luo Hongwei from East China Normal
University constructed network English teaching
emotional design frame and conducted empirical research
so that solved athymia of network English teaching based
on soft systems methodology and instructional design
theory in Research on Emotional Design of Network
English Teaching [2]. Chen Jing from Suzhou University
analysed relative concept and theoretical basis of
autonomous learning and ability composition of
autonomous learning in network environment combining
with the characteristics of network environment in
Research on English Autonomous Learning of Secondary
Vocational Students under Network Environment [3]. That
paper systematize scattered knowledge and form relative

2 Main thought of research
Overall, foreign language system is a natural and open
large ecological system composed by factors and
environment within a certain space according to education
ecology theory. In university English teaching ecological
system, teaching factors affect and depend on each other
in existing process. Although integration of information
technology and university English teaching has advantage,
imbalance of university English teaching ecological
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system appears in integration process. The key point of
construction of dynamic balanced university English class
teaching ecological system is to discuss how factors in that
system own specific reasonable dynamic ecological niche
and achieve harmony [5]. This paper would construct a
university English teaching ecological system according to

optimality principle to improve university English reform
effect in the perspective of ecology in the aspects of
student, teacher and teaching environment. The following
Figure 1 shows optimal frame conception of university
English course teaching under network environment.

Ecologicalization class environment
Diversific
ation of
teaching
means

School idea
optimizing

Information
accomplishme
nt optimizing

Learning
motivation
optimizing

External monitoring of
autonomous learning
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Connotation

Intellectualization
development platform

Connotation

Teacher autonomy

Hardwar
e environment
construction
and
optimization
services

Information
accomplish
ment
optimizing

Learning
strategy
optimizing

Diversification and
individuation of
software
Strategy group of
autonomous learning

Teacher’
s belief
optimizi
ng

Integration diversified course design

Decision of teachers and students
Library function openness

Diversified evaluation system

Equipment resource share

School featured resource platform construction

FIGURE 1 Optimal frame of university English class teaching under network environment

ability. And technology also becomes important
component of teaching evaluation and management.

3 Main content of research
3.1 INTEGRATION NATURE OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY AND UNIVERSITY ENGLISH
COURSE

3.2 UNIVERSITY ENGLISH CLASS TEACHING
OPTIMIZATION THEORY AND PRINCIPLE
UNDER NETWORK ENVIRONMENT

Nature and connotation of information technology and
university English course integration is under the guidance
of advanced foreign language teaching theory. In the
process of English teaching, we should apply computer
network technology scientifically, promote students’
cognition, motivate students’ emotion, enrich teaching
environment and integrate various teaching resource and
teaching factors to make university English teaching
system generate aggregation effect in technology
application, improve university English education quality
and realize ultimate goal of teaching reform [6].
Integration means that information technology will
become an organic component of teaching. It is not only
the tool of teaching but also the driving force of career
development of university English teacher, autonomous
learning of students and cultivation of creative thinking

University English class teaching optimization theory is an
education ecological theory based on ecology. Its nature is
to study relationship between student, teacher and factors
as well as their relationship with environment applying
theory and principle of ecology, think and explain
imbalance phenomenon and reason in class teaching in the
perspective of education ecology, construct university
English class teaching ecological system under network
environment by ecological principles and optimize
university English course teaching. Optimality principle of
university English course teaching is explored out
combining with university empirical research under the
guidance of education ecology theory. Its main content is
based on the following five principles, as shown in Table
1.
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TABLE 1 University English class optimality principle
Principle
Optimality principle

Principle of “stabilizing teaching structure,
compatible with teaching factor”

Principle of “restricting teaching operation,
promoting individual development”
Principle of “autonomous learning of dominate
type”
Principle of “diversified interactive teaching”

Main content
We should treat the overall process of teaching by systematic means. All components and
teaching factors in and outside class contained in teaching system are all connected. We should
choose optimal teaching means, technique, content and form and form optimal teaching
construction.
Education ecological theory emphasizes the relationship between stability of teaching factors
and balance of teaching environment and the relationship between compatibility of class
teaching factors and ecological environment harmony. The objective of stability need to be
realized by compatibility technique and means
“Restriction” is the technique to maintain ecological system stability. “Promotion” is the
objective of university English class teaching optimization. In the perspective of education
ecology, university English class teaching factors have their specific function. All factors
operate on their own space and time position in the meantime and play unique role in their
ecological niche.
Students are encouraged to construct their own knowledge frame and turn from passive
knowledge receivers to positive knowledge constructors.
Refer to multidirectional and multilevel interactive teaching mechanism between teacher and
student, student and student, human and machine under network environment.

3.3 SCHEME OF UNIVERSITY ENGLISH CLASS
TEACHING OPTIMAL FRAME

involves teacher development frame, student autonomous
frame and class teaching environment:
1) Teacher development frame refers to constructing
modernized teacher development frame centred on
optimizing teacher teaching views, teacher information
accomplishment and construction of diversified teaching
means conception. The specific content of frame is as
shown in the following Figure 2:

We constructed a university English class teaching optimal
frame centred on teacher development and student
autonomy and supported by ecological class teaching
environment under the guidance of education ecology
theory and five teaching optimality principles. This frame
Informationalized
teaching means

Virtualized teaching
environment design
Good selection of
resource

Information accomplishment
optimizing

Good utilization
of books

Connotation
Teaching belief
optimizing

Connotation

Connotation
Teacher development frame

Diversification of
teaching means

Informationization of
teacher training content

Perfect organization training

Policy
support

Advocate teacher
autonomy

Lifelong
education
value

Develop intellectualization
development platform

Support
Diversifi
cation of
role

Tradition turns
to modern

Tradition and
modern

FIGURE 2 Modernized university English teacher development frame

2) Student autonomy frame refers to establish student
autonomous learning ability cultivation frame involving
optimizing of student autonomous learning value,

informational accomplishment, learning motivation and
autonomous learning strategy, as shown in the Figure 3:

Information
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School
concept
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Learning
motivation
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Learning
strategy
optimizing

Connotation
Student autonomy frame
Support
Training of
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and
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Emotion
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External
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us learning

Strategy
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FIGURE 3 Student autonomous learning ability cultivation frame
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3) Ecologicalization university English class teaching
environment construction refers to university English class
environment optimizing frame for optimizing hardware

construction and service and constructing diversified and
individualized software environment, as shown in the
Figure 4:

Ecologicalization class teaching environment construction
Students and teachers as
decision makers

Hardware
environment
construction
and
optimization
service

Library autonomous learning
function improvement
Resource equipment
sharing in campus

Ecological integrating
diversified course design

Diversified
and
individualized
construction
of software
environment

Diversified evaluation
system construction
Ecological integrating
diversified course design

FIGURE 4 Ecologicalization university English class teaching environment

teaching pattern. Therefore, teachers can make out
teaching game with strong pertinence to meet teaching
requirement by authoring software and hardware based on
teaching content.

4 Teaching means integrating with computer
technology
4.1 INTEGRATION OF DIGITAL GAME AND
ENGLISH COURSE

4.2 ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNING SYSTEM
BASED ON CONFIDENCE LEVEL

Digital course is a kind of entertainment activity
conducting by one or more people with electronic
equipment according to certain rule. Nowadays, this kind
of game has blended in teaching and an innovated teaching
pattern has formed [7]. This pattern is termed as digital
game teaching. It regards game as media to transmit
teaching content. The application of digital game in
English teaching in nature is the specific integration of
computer information technology and course in practice.
In the integration process, computer steps from secondary
to domination. Teachers retreat from teaching centre to
assistance while students become the subject and centre of
teaching. And the whole teaching becomes a studentoriented, teacher-assisted and computer dominated

That system is composed of two independent subsystems:
speech recognition and confidence level evaluation, as
shown in the following Figure 5. In first stage (speech
recognition), we first apply train out all HMM models by
voice library and then search out likelihood and residing
information by Veterbibeam. In second stage (confidence
level evaluation), we should calculate out likelihood ratio
from decoding information of the first stage, then make
lots of statistics on likelihood combined with
pronunciation subjective testing of trainer to confirm an
objective distortion degree standard and finally evaluate
the correctness of learners’ pronunciation on that basis.
Training corpus

Speech input

MFCC extraction

Speech recognition

Viterbi decoding

Pronuciation
dictionary generator

World model

Confidence measure
generation
evaluation

Intialize model

Silence model

Anti-world model

Contidence measure
evaluation

performance

FIGURE 5 English language learning system based on confidence level
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Network topology in English language learning system
is shown in Figure 6. If we adopt network topology that
only contains vocabulary words model, the recognition
result will be “sil + in-vocabulary + sil”. Therefore, no
matter the input voice is vocabulary word, we can always
obtain decoding information related to vocabulary words

model. We can obtain decoding information related to antiphoneme words model and anti-vocabulary words model
by that method, then transmit this information to
confidence level module, and finally evaluate the input
voice.

In-vocabulary 1
sil

In-vocabulary 2

sil

…
In-vocabulary N
Anti-phoneme 1
sil

Anti-phoneme 2

sil

…
Anti-phoneme N

Anti-word(IV)1
sil

Anti-word(IV)2

sil

Anti-word(IV)N

FIGURE 6 Network topology of English language learning system

reform reality based on network environment. It tried to
construct an optimal plan for English teaching with
integration of traditional teaching course and computer
technology in the perspective of theory of ecological
education and then studied a new approach for
informatization English language learning combined with
new computer teaching means. It not only improves
imbalance between students, teachers and environment of
English course in network environment, makes full use of
computer technology for teaching means innovation and
improves teaching efficiency, which provides new
pathway for later English language learning research.

5 Conclusions
Lots of scholars turn research direction to network foreign
language teaching with its development. However, most of
them only concern about the relationship between
technology and learning. So far, most researches related to
integration of network technology and course focus on
comparative research on new and old teaching mode and
research on construction of informatization teaching mode
[8]. This paper is an exploratory research based on the
relative researches of Chinese and overseas scholars
combined with university English teaching and teaching
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Abstract
The paper proposes the Dynamic Feedforward Neural Network based on Hidden Particle Swarm Optimization (HPSO-DFNN) to deal
with the model predicative control problem of unknown nonlinear delay systems. It realizes quick, precise system modelling for
controlled objects. Besides, the Smith predictive double controllers are designed to separate fixed set point control from external
disturbance. The DFNN based on large-scale PSO is treated as an identifier and a predictor for the complex controlled objects with the
purpose of increasing the robustness of the control system. Furthermore, aiming at the problem of constrained multi-input-multi-output
(MIMO) model predictive control, rolling optimization is conducted to obtain controlled quantity through the PSO algorithm. After
that, a combined neural network structure is put forward and applied to system modelling. Finally, the paper uses the typical nonlinear
model to verify its effectiveness.
Keywords: nonlinear delay systems, dynamic feedforward neural network, particle swarm optimization

1 Introduction

robustness of the entire system. As for more complicated
controlled objects, the FT-HPSO algorithm is chosen in
the control system to optimize FFNN parameters and solve
the large-scale optimization problem. The FT-HPSODFNN, as a predictor and an identifier, helps to simulate
the predicted output value and the current output value
respectively of the controlled object.
The above research is generally limited to unrestrained
single/multiple input and single output control systems. In
the paper, FT-HPSO-DFNN is used for unknown
controlled object modelling, which conforms to the actual
situation better and helps solve the constrained MIMO
problem. Furthermore, rolling optimization is carried out
and the controlled quantity can be figured out. Then, the
paper puts forward the model predictive control structure
based on combinatorial optimization. The effectiveness of
the structure is then verified through a simulation
experiment on the predictive control of the multivariable
nonlinear controlled objects.

Neural networks (NNs) are divided into two types in terms
of network structure: recurrent neural network and feed
forward neural network (FFNN). Compared with the
former, the latter has advantages such as simple structure,
fast calculation and distinctive layers. However, FFNN
falls under the category of static networks. Moreover, it
has poor generalization ability in dynamic systems.
Among all learning algorithms, the paper chooses the
general gradient descent algorithm for repeated reverse
derivation. But it is easy to fall into local minima.
Moreover, the adjustment formulas of parameters differ
from each other [1]. A good deal of formula derivation is
thus indispensable. Obviously, it requires excellent
mathematics. The birth of PSO provides access to the
problem. Nonetheless, the simple combination of particle
swarms and NNs does not suffice to improve accuracy
effectively. This is because the PSO has a “premature”
problem. In the neural network training process, it often
abandons searching ahead of schedule. Moreover, the
ability of continuous approximation plays a more
important role during the latter part of the process of NN
identification. Therefore, it is of great significance to
design a simple, feasible method, which can improve the
efficiency of NN modelling with higher calculation speed
and accuracy [2].
In addition, there is usually a lot of interference in
practical control systems. The Smith predictive double
controllers are designed to distinguish fixed set point
control from disturbance control and enhance the

2 PSO algorithm design of neural network training
BP neural network technology is a mature neural network
approach, which has been applied in various fields.
However, there still exit some corresponding shortages,
which mainly include that: easy to fall into local minima;
unable to accurately determine the number of hidden layer
nodes of the network; slow convergence and so on. In
recent years, many scholars have proposed a variety of
methods to solve the above problems while others
dedicated to using other optimized algorithm to train
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neural network. But in the existing algorithms, the
network's hidden layer nodes are still difficult to be
determined. Therefore, this paper attempts to propose a
HPSO-NN with hidden layer nodes, aiming to set the
number of nodes in hidden layer in BP network as an
important optimization goal for particle swarm algorithm,
and set the numbers of the hidden nodes and the each
weight and threshold value of BP network jointly as an
important optimization goal for particle swarm algorithm
[3].
As a simple, effective stochastic search algorithm, PSO
algorithm could be used to optimize the neural network.
Although research in this regard is still in its infant stage,
some research results have demonstrated that the PSO
algorithm has a great potential in terms of optimization of
neural networks.
The utilization of PSO algorithm as the study algorithm
of neural network mainly due to fact that the search of PSO
algorithm does not rely on gradient information and it
simply requires the feasible solution of the function under
the constraints as well as the ability of global search. Using
the PSO algorithm could conduct a global research on the
weight and threshold value of neural network as well as the
hidden layer nodes until it meets the demand of accuracy
[4]. For PSO algorithm is based on population, and it can
get many extreme values from different nodes, this
algorithm could not be easily to fall into local optimal
solution, which can solve the problems of BP neural
network effectively and improve the generalization ability
of neural networks.

Liu Lizheng, Liu Fangai, Yang Feng

and threshold value of BP neural network and a good
optimized neural network could be obtained. This is the
process to solve the problem [6].

FIGURE 1 BP neural network

2.2 THE ENCODING METHOD OF THE PARTICLES
According to the neural network structure shown in Figure
1, the number of the network input and output layer nodes
are m and q. Assuming that the maximum number of
hidden nodes are n, then the number of connection weight
wji from output layer to hidden layer are m  n , the number
of wkj are n  q , the threshold value b1j are n, b2k are q. So,
the number of parameters wait to be optimized in BP
neural network are total 1  m  n  n  q  n  q , among
which 1 refers to be the number of hidden layer nodes
await to be optimized. In all, the PSO algorithm is to find
the optimal number of hidden nodes and the corresponding
weights and thresholds in this dimensional space.
Depending on the encoding objects, each particle is
divided into two parts, the head and body, in which the
body can be divided into four parts which could be
expressed graphically in Figure 2:

2.1 THE DESCRIPTION OF THE SOLVED
PROBLEMS
Using PSO algorithm to train the neural network, for a
given BP neural network shown in Figure 1, the
parameters need to be optimized are: the number of the
hidden layer nodes in network, the connection weights wji
from the input layer, the threshold value b1j in hidden layer,
and the threshold value b2k in output layer. For these
parameters, using the corresponding encoding method to
encode them could create a single particle, which is the
vector space solution to solve the problem. The position of
each particle is the corresponding solution, and its speed is
the basis of the adjustment of the position. Many particles
could form a particle groups. The iterative process of the
algorithm requires a fitness function. By calculating the
degree of adaptation, the quality of the particles could be
evaluated to determine the optimal solution globally in
each generation and the individual optimal solution. Each
particle has its own speed and position [5]. Through a
global optimal solution and the optimal solution as well as
individual specific formula, the particle velocity and
position could be adjusted to make it tend to the optimal
solution. When the iteration error is less than a certain
algebraic  or reaches a given maximum number, the
calculation could be stopped to find the optimal solution.
Then the optimal solution could be turned into the weight

FIGURE 2 Structure of particles

There is only 1 part in the region of head, consisting of
the information of the number of the hidden layer nodes in
BP network. As the number of hidden layer nodes must be
an integer, the head part could be taken the measure of a
pseudo-integer encoding, that is, to use real number
encoding method in the encoding process, and get the
round when calculating the fitness of particles. Thus, an
integer of information could be achieved. However, the
position and velocity of a particle used in the equation is
still a true real number [7].
The ranges of the real numbers in the head part of the
particles are determined by the number of the hidden layer
nodes in the scope of BP neural network. When conducting
the initialization of the particles, the initialization of the
real numbers in the head part could be determined by the
possible scope of the hidden layer nodes. If the maximum
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number of nodes in the hidden layer of BP neural network
is Cmax, the minimum could be Cmin, thus the number of
hidden layer nodes can take Cmax  C min  1 . So the ranges
of the real number c in the head of particles are
Cmin  0.5, Cmax  0.5 . The reason for adding (minus) 0.5

different, it is impossible to reflect the maximum possible
number of the hidden layer nodes by performance code,
which will inevitably lead to the situation that when the
performance code is not the maximum possible number of
hidden layer nodes, some rear part of the body could not
be used and the calculation in respect of the bit is invalid
[9].

on both digital range, as it is the only way to make the head
portion of particles with equal probability indicates the
number of hidden layer nodes. Real number of particles
through the head store will be rounded to the nearest whole
number obtained in the hidden layer nodes corresponding
particle BP neural network.
For the convenience of the following description, the
performance code is defined like this:
Performance Code: the real number obtained by integer
rounding stored in the head portion is defined as the
performance code of the particle. The performance code is
the number of particles in the hidden layer node that it
represents in BP neural network [8].
The performance code is very important. It shows the
number of hidden layer nodes of the current particle under
its corresponding BP neural network and plays a guidance
role for further fitness calculation of particle and
adjustment of particle position and velocity. The
performance code is also an effective tool for the
researchers to observe the number of the hidden layer
nodes during the movement process of particle. Different
particles have different performance code, along with
different number of hidden layer nodes. Thus, it enables
the particles to find different number of hidden layer nodes
in space, as well as find out the most proper number of
hidden layer nodes in constant search and adjustment of
position and speed. By doing so, the structure of BP
network could be determined to reach the optimization of
the number of hidden layer nodes.

3 Particle swarm neural network algorithm with
optimized hidden layer nodes
3.1 THE INITIALIZATION OF PARTICLE SWARM
According the way of encoding, before the beginning of
the algorithm, you need to initialize the particle swarm
work. In this process, you need to form a population based
on population size and the numbers of random individuals
(particles), in which different individuals represent
different neural network structure and different set of
weight and threshold value. The speed of each particle and
gbest and several pbest also need to be initialized.
3.2 DESIGN OF NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING
AND FITNESS FUNCTION
The optimization of network weight value is an iterative
process. Normally in order to ensure that the training
neural network has strong generalization ability, in the
process of training the network, the given sample space is
divided into two parts: one part is the training sample,
called a training set; another part is a test sample, called a
test set. With the training set to train the network, using the
test set to evaluate the accuracy and generalization ability
of the network [10].
In order to determine the individual (particle) the
merits of the degree in the population, a uniform standard
to measure is needed. The following definitions of
particle’s fitness are given like this:
Fitness: a standard population used to assess the extent
of the pros and cons of each particle. Fitness particles
usually calculated by the fitness function. Depending on
the specific problem, the design of the fitness function is
different.
The design of the fitness function is to assess the extent
of the major merits of each particle, which is the driving
force of evolution. The degree of the merits of the particles
is that it represents the accuracy of BP neural network. The
smaller the network error on the smaller sample of learning
is, the better the fitness of particles is. Hence, the fitness
function could be defined like this:

2.2.1 The part of head
Although there is only one real number in this region, it
plays a big role. It is equivalent to the soul of particles, and
all future operations on the particles depend on the special
consideration of this part.
2.2.2 The part of body
Since all weight and threshold values are real numbers, the
body part uses the method of real number encoding.
Depending on the encoding object, the body part is divided
into four smaller parts, representing the connection weight
wji from input layer to hidden layer in BP neural network,
the connection weight wkj from hidden layer to output
layer, the threshold value b1y in hidden layer as well as b2k
in output layer.
The encoding of the body region is designed according
to the maximum number of hidden layer nodes (n), to fully
reflect all the hidden layer nodes in the head part, in case
that there is no enough digits for the body part to save the
weight and threshold values. As the performance code is

Fitness 

2
1 N q
  y pk  o pk  ,
q p 1 k 1

(1)

where N is the number of training samples, q is the number
of output layer nodes in the BP neural network, ypk, opk are
actual output and the target output of the p samples at the
k output node. As it can be seen from the fitness function,
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the smaller the fitness value of particles is, the smaller of
the error of BP network is, and the smaller the particles are.
BP neural network training process is: calculated based
on particle swarm in the first part of the performance of
each individual code to determine the number of hidden
layer neural network nodes, and then they are part of the
body is mapped to the network weights and thresholds,
which constitutes a neural network [11]. Corresponding to
each individual neural network input training samples for
training. When finished entering all of the samples to
calculate the fitness of particles, provide the basis for
adjusting the speed and position of the particles, the
particles closer to the global final solution to achieve the
training of the network.

3.4 THE ALGORITHM FLOW CHART
The main purpose of hidden layer nodes with the purpose
of optimizing the particle swarm neural network algorithm
is to seek the number of nodes and weight and threshold
value that most closely matches the initial neural network
hidden layer. For different initialization, it will come to
different hidden layer junction point number. Firstly, we
should set the required parameters, and then according to
the number and scope of the position and velocity of the
particle particles population, we could randomly generate
particle population. For each generation of particles, the
particles must first be calculated on performance code that
represents the number of hidden layer nodes in BP neural
network, and then map into the particle body parts neural
network weight and threshold value, and also calculate the
fitness of particles degrees, and further determine the
global optimum and individual optimal solution. We
finally generate a new generation of particles continue
iteration. Until the fitness particles are less than a given
number of iterations or meet the requirements, the
algorithm terminates.

3.3 THE TERMINATION CONDITION OF THE
ALGORITHM OF THE PARTICLE VELOCITY
AND THE ADJUSTMENT OF POSITION
The adjustment of the particle velocity is mainly based on
the population of the globally optimal solution and its own
individual optimal solution. It is conventional to adjust the
position of the superimposed position and its speed. And
the adjustment of the position of the particle velocity at
time t + 1 is shown in the following formula [12]:

v  t  1  wv  t   c1r1  pbest  t   x  t   
c2 r2  gbest  t   x  t   ,
x  t  1  x  t   v  t  1 ,
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weights and thresholds of the network. Finally we get the
optimized BP neural network [13].

(2)

(3)

where w is the inertia factor, c1 and c2 are acceleration
coefficients, r1 and r2 are called to the interval [0,1] of two
independent uniformly distributed random numbers.
Parameter w, c1 and c2 values depend on the specific issues.
The conditions for the termination of algorithm:
Condition 1: when the fitness of the particle is less than
the given    0 , the algorithm is terminated.
Condition 2: when the revolution of the population
reaches to some given upper limit T, the algorithm is
terminated.
Condition 3: when the gap of the optimized fitness of
the population is less than ε, the algorithm is terminated.
Conditions 1 and 2 is the original PSO algorithm to
optimize the conditions for BP neural network that already
exists on the basis of this paper, in order to overcome the
network. Over-fitting, phenomenon proposed a third
termination condition. When the N consecutive optimal
fitness groups are less than ε, a majority of the particles has
evolved well. If this algorithm continues, although the
network will reduce the error, the generalization capability
of the network will gradually decrease.
When the algorithm terminates, put out the global
optimal solution. The first part of the calculated
performance code could be as BP neural network hidden
layer nodes, and it will be mapped as part of the body

FIGURE 3 Flow chart of the algorithm

4 Smith predictive double controllers based on
cooperative large-scale PSO
The paper first uses FT-HPSO to optimize the proposed
DFNN parameters and thus fulfil the FT-HPSO-DFNN
model. The FT-HPSO large-scale optimization algorithm
is adopted in the face of more complicated controlled
objects. It is necessary to choose the NN structure that
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contains more hidden layers so as to increase network
information and approximation capability. Take the
proposed “2×20×20×1” DFNN for example. The
dimension of the parameter to be optimized in the model
is 561. Ordinary PSO algorithms cannot realize excellent
optimization. The FT- HPSO-DFNN model plays an
important role in Smith double controllers in two ways. As
an identifier, it can predict the output of the controlled
object and correct modelling errors. As a predictor, it is
able to predict the output of the deferred object. After
removing the dynamic delay operators in DFNN output
layer, the delay time in the system can be eliminated and
the change in controlled objects can be predicted ahead of
time. Furthermore, the proposed double controllers can
separate fixed set point control from interference rejection
and enhance the system robustness.

where H r ( s) and H f ( s ) are the transfer functions of
fixed set point control and load disturbance, respectively.
Below are their expressions:
GC1 ( s ) P( s )e  ds
H r (s) 
1  GC1 ( s )Gˆ m ( s ) 


H f ( s) 

1  GC 2 ( s)Gˆ m ( s)e  d *s 

,
1  GC 2 ( s) P( s)e  ds 

GP ( s )e  ds
.
1  GC 2 ( s )GP ( s )e  ds

(6)

4.2 CONTROL STRUCTURE & PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS
The normal PI controller is adopted as shown in Equation
(7) for better performance analysis of the controller.

4.1 DESIGN OF SMITH PREDICTIVE DOUBLE
CONTROLLERS


1 
GC ( s )  K C 1 
.
 TC s 

The Smith predictive double controllers based on FTHPSO-DFNN has the predictive control structure as
shown in Figure 4:

(7)

Describe the controlled object GP by a first-order
inertial element in Equation (8). So the identification
model Gm is as shown in Equation (9).

GP ( s)  P( s)e ds 

K P  ds
e ,
TP s  1

(8)


1 
Gm  Gˆ m e  d *s  K P* 1  *  e  d *s ,
 TP s 

(9)

where d is delay time and d* is delay time parameter after
identification. Put them into the equation, and the results
are:

FIGURE 4 Structure of Smith predictive double controllers system

As shown in the above figure, the system structure
includes two controllers, GC1 and GC2, which give rise to
two controlled quantity, u1(t) and u2(t). The former plays a
part in controlled object Gp, identifier Gm, and predictor
Gˆ m . System error e1(t) is the difference between set value
r(t) and predicated output yˆ p (t ) . e2(t) is the difference

H r ( s) 

K C1 K P (TC1 s  1)e  ds

TC1 s(TP* s  1)  K C1 K P* (TC1 s  1)

TC 2 s (TP* s  1)  K C 2 K P* (TC 2 s  1)e  d *s
TC 2 s (TP s  1)  K C 2 K P (TC 2 s  1)e  ds

between the output of identifier Gm and controlled object
Gp. In an ideal condition when Gm=Gp, e2(t)=0, and the
output of controlled object Gp is determined by the output
u1(t) of controller GC1. The system is a typical Smith
predictive control structure. On account of the interference
of f(t) or the error in modelling process, Gm≠G and
deviation inevitably occurs between Gp and r(t) under the
control of GC1. The model error compensation controller
GC2 is introduced to get rid of the situations such as e2(t)≠0.
The proposed Smith predicative double controllers have
better robustness owning to a full consideration of the error
in modelling process as well as the influence of external
disturbance.
The transfer function of the entire system is:
Y ( s)  H r ( s) R( s)  H f ( s) F ( s) ,

(5)

H f (s) 

,

K PTC 2 se  ds
.
TC 2 s (TP s  1)  K C 2 K P (TC 2 s  1)  ds

(10)

(11)

In ideal conditions, Gp(s)=Gm(s) and fixed set point
G ( s )GP ( s )e  ds
control H r ( s )  C1
. It is only determined by
1  GC1 ( s )GP ( s )
fixed set point controller GC1 ( s) , while H f ( s ) is only
determined

by

GC 2 (s).

Since

lim H r ( s)  1
s 0

and

lim H f ( s)  0 , there are no steady-state errors in the
s 0

system. Output y (t ) can also follow the change of set
value r (t ) even in dual-ring, contact-free structures. The
control signal:

(4)
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GC1 ( s )
U1 ( s ) 
R(s) 
1  GC1 ( s )Gˆ m ( s )
K C1 (TP* s  1)(TC1 s  1) R ( s )
TC1 s (TP* s  1)  K C1 K P* ((TC1 s  1)

 (t  1)   (t )  1e1 (t )
,

(12)

1
R . Similarly, lim U 2 ( s )  F . The
s 0
KP
total controlled quantity of the control system is:

u2 (t  1)  u2 (t )  2 e2 (t )

s 0

(16)

and d *  d . The controlled quantity lim U1 ( s) 
s 0

(17)

The above model predictive control helps obtain the future
output on the basis of controlled object equation. But it is
necessary to use NN for system identification and
multistep prediction when the controlled object is a model
unknown nonlinear dynamic system. A combined NN
model based on FT-HPSO-DFNN is used for system
identification. The model parameter built in accordance
with the NN after system modelling is as follows:

1
R,
K P*

1
1

) R . Thus, the total
*
KP KP
controlled quantity remains the same:
while lim U 2 ( s)  F  (
s 0

1
RF .
KP

y(t )
,
u2 (t )

5 Model predictive control of unknown nonlinear
dynamic systems

In Smith control structure, model precision produces a
great influence on control effect. The insensitivity of
model mismatch can be analysed when K P*  K P , TP*  TP

s 0

.

where  2 is the learning rate of controller GC 2 (s) .

1
limU ( s)  lim(U1 ( s)  U 2 ( s)) 
RF .
s 0
s 0
KP

s 0

 (t )

Similarly, the control law of controller GC1 ( s) is as
Equation (17) shows:

So lim U1 ( s) 

limU ( s)  lim(U1 ( s)  U 2 ( s)) 

y p (t )

y (k )  g (u (k  d ), u (k  d  1),..., u (k  d  m),

(13)

y (k  1), y (k  2),..., y (k  n)),

(18)

From above we can draw the following conclusions.
Model mismatch has no influence on control signals but
enhances system robustness. GC1 ( s) and GC 2 (s) are
mainly influenced by fixed set point controller and barrage
jamming. The deviation resulted from model mismatch
can be eliminated through GC1 ( s) and GC 2 (s) .

where g (, ) stands for a nonlinear function. d, u, and y
represent system delay, input and output of the controlled
object, respectively. The DFNN structure mentioned is
then adopted. After off-line system identification, the
dynamic delay operators between output layer and hidden
layer are viewed as the input, while the variables in the
hidden layer are expressed as the output. Definitions:

4.3 DESIGN OF NEURAL NETWORK CONTROLLER

m (k )  [u (k  d ), u (k  d  1),..., u (k  d  m)]T

As for controller GC1 ( s) , a three-layer BP neural network
is adopted. The controlled quantity is the NN output, which
is shown as follows:

and

 m

u1 (t )   2 (t )sig   1 (t )e1 (t )  ,
i 1
 j 1


n  [ y (k  1), y (k  0),..., y (k  n)]T .
The single-step predicated output of the NN is:

n

(14)

 nh

yˆ(k  (k ))  F  i  i , j f j (a )  bi ,0  ,
 j 1


where e1 (t )  r (t )  y p (t ) ; 1 and 2 are respectively the

nm

nn

lm 1

ln 1

(19)

a    j ,lm lm (k )    j ,ln ln (k  1)  b j ,0 , (20)

connection weight of the network; m and n represent the
neuron numbers at the input level and the hidden level. The
1
objective function is defined as J1 (t )  e12 (t ) and then
2
the weight can be updated as the following expression
shows:
J (t )
 (t  1)   (t )  1
,
(15)
 (t )

where j is the neural network number in the hidden layer;
 j ,lm ,  j ,ln and i , j are the threshold values of the hidden
layer and the output layer; b j ,0 and bi ,0 mean the bias of
the hidden layer and the output layer; f j and Fi are the
excitation functions of the hidden layer and the output
layer;  (k ) represents all adjustable parameters at the
moment k.
So multistep output prediction of the controlled object
is realized the combined neural network model based on

where 1 is the learning rate of controller GC1 ( s) and
y p (t )
J (t )
 e1 (t )
. So Equation (15) becomes:
 (t )
 (t )
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FT-HPSO-DFNN. Multistep prediction is carried out by
dint of the neural network. It is divided into two categories:
recursive multistep prediction and non-recursive multistep
prediction. The former uses one-step prediction and
obtains η-step ahead prediction through repeated equation
solving. The latter predicts the k   step by directly using
the input and output data at and before the moment k. Thus,
the two have different nonlinear functions because their
predicted horizons are not the same. Consequently,
calculation becomes more complicated. Therefore, the
paper adopts the recursive multistep prediction method.
Compared with Equation (18), the η-step ahead prediction
is figured out:

control input u(k  Nu  1 k ) with the help of the MPC
control strategy. And then get the predicated value
yˆ(k   k ) of controlled object through the recursive
model;
Step 5: Minimize the objective function using the PSO
algorithm and work out the control increment u (k ) ;
Step
6:
Figure
out
the
control
input
u(k )  u(k k )  u(k  1) ;

yˆ(k   k ) 
g (u (k    d ), u (k    d  1),..., u (k    d  m)
y (k  1), y (k  2),..., y (k  max(n   , 0)),
yˆ (k    1), yˆ (k    min( , n)))

(21)

Step 7: If k=k+1, return to Step 4.
6 Simulation analysis of model predictive control of
multivariable nonlinear systems

yˆ(k   k ) is the output of controlled object at the moment

k   , which is predicated at the moment k. Thus, the
multistep predicated output of the NN is:

The paper uses the multivariable nonlinear ball and plate
system to verify the proposed research on model predictive
control based on PSO and neural network system
identification. The ball and plate system, as a multivariable
nonlinear controlled object, is the two-dimensional
extension of the ball and beam system. Its controlled object
is a plate with two rings pivoted on axes at right angles to
each other. The visual feedback enables the ball which
rolls freely to maintain balance at any given position on
the plate or roll along a particular track.
The state variable is defined as:

nh

yˆ(k   k )  Fi ( i , j f j (a ( , j ))  bi ,0 ) ,

(22)

j 1

a ( , j ) 

min(  d , n )



1

n



  min( , n ) 1
m




0

 j , yˆ (k     ) 

 j , y (k     ) 

j , n 1 

.

(23)

u (k    d   )  b j ,0 .

X  ( x1 , x2 ,..., x8 )T  ( x, x, x , x , y, y, y , y )T ,

So the model predictive control problem is based on
the proposed PSO so as to carry out constrained
optimization and get the optimal controlled quantity.
The entire predictive control process of the PSO-based
neural network is as follows:
Step 1: Make k=1, predicated horizon be N, control
horizon be Nu, and weight matrixes be Q and R;

 x1  
x2
 0
x  
 
2
 2   B( x1 x4  x4 x5 x8  g (sin x3   cos x3 ))  0
 x3  
 0
x4
  
 
0
 x4  
  1

x  
 0
x3
 5 
 
2
 x6   B( x5 x8  x1 x4 x8  g (sin x7   cos x7 ))  0
  
 0
x8
 x7  
 
 x8  
0
 0
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Step 2: Generate input and output data of the controlled
object, and conduct off-line training for FT- HPSODFNN;
Step 3: After the NN model stabilizes, calculate
predicated the output value yˆ(k ) of one-step controlled
object using the well-trained NN at the sampling time k;
Step 4: At the time k  Nu  1 , obtain a series of

(24)

where x and y are the positions of the ball.  x and  y are
the rotor angles on the X axis and the Y axis. Conduct
dynamic modelling for the controlled object of two-degree
of freedom according to Lagrange differential equation.
The state equation of the ball and plate system is:

0
0 
0

0  u x 
 ,
0  u y 

0
0

1 

(25)
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where parameter B is defined as B 

m

. The ball
Jb
R2
mass m=0.1kg, and the ball radius R=0.02m. The rotational
inertia J b  1.76e 5 Kg.m 2 . The input-output equation of
the entire ball and plate system is expressed as:

m

[ x, y]T  g ( x , y ) .

(26)

Hence, the ball and plate system is a two-input, twooutput nonlinear dynamic system that has eight state
variables. Firstly, FT-HPSO-DFNN model is used for offline system modelling. After that, the paper analyses the
result of multistep prediction. Control the ball and plate
system by dint of the PID controller so as to obtain 2,000
sets of input and output data. The former 1,000 sets of data
are used for NN training and the rest for testing. Table 1
contains the predictive results of different NN model tests.

As shown in the above figure, the proposed FT-HPSODFNN model can realize multistep prediction well in the
case of unknown models.

TABLE 1 The comparison of different NN structures predictive results

7 Conclusion

NN
Structure
FT-HPSODFNN
ELM
ESN

1-Step
Prediction

5-Step
Prediction

10-Step
Prediction

100-Step
Prediction

1.33E-4

7.01E-4

7.12E-4

7.94E-4

5.40E-3
5.61E-3

9.10E-3
1.56E-2

1.43E-2
2.29E-2

1.21E-1
3.07E-2

FIGURE 5 The 5 step predictive results of the proposed NN model

To integrate with practical control process better, the paper
proposes a nonlinear model predictive control method
based on cooperative large-scale PSO aiming at the
problem of constrained MIMO model predictive control.
Using the FT-HPSO-DFNN model for system modeling,
the research realizes multi-step prediction for controlled
objects. Furthermore, it adopts the PSO algorithm to
optimize constrained objective functions and acquire the
optimal control law. Based on simulation experiments of
the ball and plate system, the paper proves the proposed
model has good control effect and then provides some
effective solutions.

The paper chooses three NN models: FT-HPSODFNN, ESN, and ELM to conduct multistep prediction
and simulation. The result shows that precision declines as
the predicated step length increases. As the FT-HPSODFNN model has high precision in the above 1-Step
Prediction, the precision decreases slowly as the
predicated step length increases. But the ELM algorithm
leads to a quick rate of descent. Therefore, the proposed
NN model can be well applied to unknown model
predictive control of controlled objects. The precision
remains quite high even in the situation of multistep
prediction. Figure 5 is the fitted curve of 5-Step Prediction.
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Abstract
Remote education is a way of developing education-teaching activities, which transmits outstanding teaching resources to massive
students scattered in different time and space by the Internet, satellite and other methods of communication technologies. The Internet
is the most convenient way to participate in distance learning. This paper applies B/S three-layer architecture and ADO data access
technology to complete the design of the remote online education information system based on Web. The system according to the
actual business needs of remote education, carry on the design based on the role of application and division of the task, and it composed
of modules of courseware on demand, online management, online examination, online exercise, teacher management, student
management, etc.
Keywords: remote online education, information system, Internet

1 Introduction

2 Structure design of remote education information
system

With the development of the society, people's demand for
knowledge become stronger and stronger, we need more
convenient ways of learning. Therefore, more and more
people choose the Internet as a way of obtaining
information. Remote education [1-4] is an autonomous
learning way, which emphasizes the importance of
student-oriented and practices the separation of teaching
and learning. It is a new education way, which carries on a
large scale teaching activities to transmit outstanding
teaching resources to massive remote students scattered in
different time and space. Compared with any kind of
education mode, remote education puts more emphasis on
technicality and scale, at the same time, the Internet is the
most convenient way to participate in distance learning.
Because the students thought, the web can receive all kinds
of education resources actively. Therefore, to establish a
web-based powerful remote education information system
with advanced technology is a must.
Based on B/S three layer architecture and ADO data
access technology, this paper designed a remote online
education information system based on Web, which
realized the five main teaching functions of network
classroom, classroom live, courseware on demand,
intelligent test and performance management [5], and put
forward a real-time interactive teaching mode with an
organic combination of live classroom and text interactive.

2.1 SYSTEM WORKING MODEL
The objects and their associations of the system platform
are referred to as the basic elements. The analysis of the
system-working model is to determine the relevance
between objects and object properties, and relevance
between objects themselves. Make clear of the relevance
between the events and give the object model and function
model in the platform, thus to grasp the key features of the
platform. This system consists of client and server, the
system objects are divided into three categories
correspondingly:
1. Client object - browser: the main part of client
operating entity with standard properties and methods.
Browser Extension: the optional part of client
operating entity. With standard properties and methods
when the subject type is determined.
2. Server object - Web server: the main part of server
functional entity with standard properties and methods.
Web server extension: the optional part of server
functional entity. With standard properties and methods
when the subject type is determined. Concrete object of
Web server extension applied in this system is ASP
(Active Server pages) object.
Back server: the independent server functional entity
with standard properties and methods. Mainly includes the
database management server, file transfer server and
streaming media server.
Gateway: the server functional entity interface with
standard properties and methods.

*
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Agent: the server functional entity interface with
standard properties and methods.

3. Protocol Packets: the transport entity of client and
server with standard properties and methods. The
correlation between the object is shown in Figure 1.

Server
Browser

Gateway

Web Server

Back
Server

Server
Extension
Agent
Browser
Extension

FIGURE 1 Object association diagram of system working model

According to different functions, the system is divided
into several modules, and communication between
modules is realized by interfaces. This design method can
make the system structure more compact, the development

more simple and clear and running more stable and
reliable. System functional model diagram is shown in
Figure 2.

User/IE

Register

Log in

Qualification
examination and
approval

Online
learning

Courseware
on demand

Identity authentication

Online
exercise

BBS
message
Intelligent
questions
answering

Online exam

Streaming media
server

Mobile
education

Resources
download

Web server

Students
management

Teachers
management

Resources
management

File service

Database
FIGURE 2 System functional model diagram

2.2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

servers (Web server), to make a three layers structure of
client/server system. Three layer structures is in terms of
the case of master-slave type C/S structure, as shown in
Figure 3.

B/S mode is a new MIS system platform model based on
the Web technology. It decomposes traditional C/S mode
server into a data server and one or more application
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Data Access
Layer

Business
Logic Layer

Presentation Layer
HTTP Request

Client
Browser

Web
Server

Middle
ware

Database
Server

HTTP Reponse

FIGURE 3 Three layer structure diagram

Three layer structure brings out the client's business
logic part and put it in a running server specially, which is
called business logic layer (be called as BLL for short).
The layer near the user side is called presentation layer (be
called as PL for short), and its responsibility is to assemble
the data to a format. It not only includes the Web browser
in the Web application, the Web server is also included [68], this layer provides information and data which can be
displayed to the browser. The data access of database is
called Data Access Layer (be called DAL for short). When
a user submits the request, BLL layer is in response to user
request and completes the transaction process. When it
comes to database access, BLL layer needs to establish a
connection with the database server for data access. As the
connections in the database refers to connections
established between BLL and database, and BLL layer
connections can be shared, thus increases the number of
users who can have access to the database.
B/S structure simplifies the client, and it does not need
to install different client applications on different clients
like C/S mode. Instead, it only needs to install the browser,
which can simplify the development and maintenance of
the system. System developers need not again to design
and develop different client applications for different
levels of users since all the functions are realized on a Web
server. One more step we need to do is to set permissions
for each group of users on different functions. It allows the
user operation be more simple. For C/S mode, the client
application has its own particular specifications and users

Data resource

SMS
module

need to accept the special training. Whereas when adopting
B/S mode, the client is just a simple and easy browser
software. Both policy makers and operational personals
can use it directly without any training. This characteristic
of B/S mode leads to less limiting factors for platform
management and maintenance. B/S is particularly suited to
online information release and make the traditional MIS
function expanded which cannot be achieved by C/S mode.
And this new online information release function is needed
for the modern distance education management, which
makes the most of the distance education management
paperwork be replaced by electronic documents, thus the
efficiency of the remote management is improved. It also
can play the advantages of distance education, simplify
educational administration and other management
procedures and save manpower and material resources.
Three layers structure has the easy expansion
advantage. Due to the separation of the processing logic
and webpage content, whatever changes of the business
rules will not affect the front-end web content, and it is
helpful for future maintenance. And the HTTP request will
be through the firewall, which can block out many
improper or malicious invasions.
This system adopts the three-layer structure based on
B/S architecture. It is the server application system of
execution. The client just needs to run standard browser
software to complete all of the applications and functions.
System object structure diagram is shown in Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4 System object structure

system so as not to be confused with other users. It
includes the fields of username, login password, user's
gender, age, phone number and corresponding user type.
The primary key in the table is the Id number, the building
model is shown in Table 1.

3 Database design
3.1 THE DATABASE TABLE DESIGN
1) The users table is mainly used to save the user
information with Id number automatically allocated by the
TABLE 1 The user table model
Field name
Id
Name
Password
Sex
Age
Grade
Phone
Type

Description
User id
Username
User password
User’s gender
User’s age
User level
User tel
User type

Type

Length
25
25
20
10
4
20
20
10

Varchar
Varchar
Varchar
Varchar
Int
Varchar
Varchar
Varchar

2) CD-ROM resources information table. This table is
used to store all the CD data in a database and convenient
for management and operation of the administrator. It
includes field such as CD serial number, CD version, CD

Empty
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Primary key
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

grade, CD discipline, CD type, CD name, and size of CD
resources, upload time and other detailed information. The
building model is shown in Figure 2.

TABLE 2 Resource information table
Field name
Id
Banben
Class
Xueke
Type
Name
Daxiao
Date
Other

Description
Number
Version
Grade
Discipline
Type
Name
Size
Date
Remark

Type
Varchar
Varchar
Varchar
Varchar
Varchar
Varchar
Varchar
Datetime
Varchar

Length
25
500
100
100
100
100
10
8
500

3.2 JSP DATABASE CONNECTION TECHNOLOGY

Empty
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Primary key
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

of SQL statements to the database. After creating the
Statement object, the SELECT query can be executed by
execute Query method of the object. This method can
return one Result Set object, which includes the query
result. If you want to perform insert, update, delete
command, then execute Update method of Statement
object can be used to establish the Statement object syntax
format as follows:

1. Load JDBC driver: be sure to load driver before using
the database. You can accomplish this task by applying for
Name method of Class type, as follows:
Class. For Name (“Driver Name”);

Driver Name is the name of JDBC driver to be loaded.
The name can be determined according to the driver types
provided by database vendors.
2. Establish a connection to the database: after loading
the driver, establish a connection to the database, which
needs to adopt the get Connection method of Driver
Manager type. The form is generally as follows:

Statement sql=con.create Statement ()

Perform a variety of SQL statement syntax formats as
follows:
Result Set rs=sql. Execute Query (“select * from table”)

4. Handle the Result Set: Result Set object receives the
result of executing the SELECT query. This object
provides a variety of methods for accessing the database.
Within each of the Result Set object, there is a record
pointer. With the help of the movement of the pointer, you
can traverse the data items of the object. Syntax format is
as follows:

Connection conn=Driver Manager. Get Connection (URL,
user, password)

The URL is a string representing data sources to be
connected, i,e, the location of the database, the format is as
follows:
jdbc: driver: database

While (rs.next())
{
Rs.get String (“name”);
Rs.get Int(“age”);
}

3. Execute queries or other commands: as the database
connection is established, you can use the SQL command.
Before sending SQL commands, you need to create a
Statement object, this object is responsible for the sending
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5. Close the connection: after the operation, you need
to close the database connection in a timely manner to
release the resources occupied. The order of closing
objects is as follows:
1) Close Result Set, syntax format: rs.close();
2) Close Statement, syntax format: sql.close();
3) Close the connection, syntax format: con.close().

including the network classroom, courseware on demand,
online classes, mobile education, intelligent test and result
management part. Supporting system aims to better
cooperate with teaching, add a few auxiliary functions to
meet the needs of individualized learning. It is an auxiliary
system and plays a sidetrack role in remote education
system, yet an indispensable part. Supporting system
mainly includes news and announcement, online exercise,
score inquiry, resources download and BBS part.
A complete and reliable system must be able to realize
effective management and control for users and resources.
Distance education system is no exception. It requires
giving necessary control and monitoring of the process and
quality of teaching and learning as well as user permissions
and media resources. In order to realize reliable
management of the system, the users are divided into
teachers, students and administrators [9], each given
different permissions and enter the system from three
different paths (as shown in Figure 5). Different users with
different permissions have different functions and
operation interfaces to ensure the reliable operation of the
system and normal and orderly conduct of online teaching.

4 Implementation of remote education information
system
4.1 OVERALL DESIGN OF SYSTEM FUNCTION
According to the standard reference model of remote
education technology standard system of our country. A
typical remote education system must contain three parts:
the backbone system, management system and teaching
resource database. The backbone system is composed of
support system and supporting system. Support system is
mainly responsible for the necessary functions in daily
remote education teaching, which mainly refers to teacher
instruction, and student’s online learning functions,
students

Students
channel

Real-time
classroom
Courseware on
demand
network
classroom

administrat
ors

teachers

Supporting
system

Teachers
channel

Mobile
education
Learning system

Teaching system

Administrators
channel

Teaching system

Intelligence test
Performance
management

Remote
education
backbone
system

System
evaluation

Support system

Performance
management

online exercise

Resource
management

Intelligent answering
questions

User
management

Distance
education
managemen
t system

BBS forum
Safety
management

News to inform
Resources download

User data

courseware
management

resource library

Test question
management
Media
management
courseware
library

Test questions
library

Media library

IP/Internet Network support platform

FIGURE 5 System function module chart

4.2 USER LOGIN MODULE DESIGN

system with their main task to host teaching activities.
Teachers' authority is based on curriculum. They do not
have any rights on the courses beyond their permissions.
Students as legitimate users of the teaching system, before
login must be registered in the remote management
system, finish course selection and pay cost. Students have
right to comprehensive learning and join a variety of online
teaching activities on selected courses. Administrators’

The main function of the user login module is to
distinguish the user identity permissions and validate
whether user login password is correct or not. Therefore,
this design provides three login channels for teachers,
students and administrators, as shown in Figure 6.
Teachers are the organizers and managers of teaching
activities and teaching process of the whole teaching
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Create ID Sesssion()
Lonin Redirect (login ResID)
}

responsibility is to perform management and maintenance
of the teaching content in the whole teaching system.
In order to strengthen the security performance of the
system, prevent the illegal user’s logging in by usurpation
of legitimate user account through history information on
the computer; the system design adds a random
authentication code. Only when all of the three of user
login name (or ID, including teachers and student ID
number), password and random authentication code are
right can the user be authenticated and operations that
match with the user permission be performed. The user
password and random authentication code all use MD5
encryption and then be transferred from the client to the
server [10], which further ensures the safety and reliability
of the system.

4.3 ONLINE LEARNING MODULE DESIGN
When users make resources query according to their own
needs, they first need to input the relevant CD information,
and system will perform query information as requested.
The main design code is shown below:
Protected void btn Search_Click(object sender, Event Args e)
{
String str =
Configuration
Manager.
Connection
Strings
["guangpansystemConnectionString1"]. To String ();
Sql Connection con = new Sql Connection (str);
con.Open();
String book = this.txt Book name. Text. Trim ().To String ();
Sql Data Adapter sda = new Sql Data Adapter ("select * from
guangpan where name like '%" + guangpan + "%'", con);
Data Set set = new Data Set ();
sda. Fill(set);
This.GridView1.Data Source = set;
This.GridView1.Data Bind ();
}

user

Teachers
channel

Log in

register

authenticatio
n

Identity
approval

4.4 PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT MODULE
DESIGN

Students
Management
channel
channel
FIGURE 6 Landing module flow chart

The performance needs to be managed mainly comes from
test performance, task performance and course grade three
aspects. Test performance will be automatically typed in
by the system when students complete the test according
to the test results. Task performance will be typed in by
teachers when reviewing the students’ work. Course grade
is typed in by the teacher according to a comprehensive
evaluation of test performance, homework completion as
well as the usual classroom performance of the students.
Therefore, written examination results of traditional
teaching can also be input and managed in this module.
Score type-in work is done by the administrator while the
teachers and students only have the permission of query
results, as shown in Figure 7. After the administrator logs
in the performance management module, he can input the
scores based on class information and course information.
Also, operations such as modify and delete can be
performed on the already type in grades and results output
statements and reports can be produced.

Login authentication is the certification that all website
users must go through. First, the user is required to fill in
the user name and password on the page, for nonregistered users, they need to register first. Then call
database to search if there is a corresponding user. Code
snippet is as follows:
mysql_conn();
Get Login Message ();
$today=date ("Y-m-d H:i:s");
$query="select id from user tbl /*
Where name=$name and password=$password
$result=my sql_query($query);
$numrows=mysql_num_rows($result);
If ($numrows==0)
Lonin Redirect (login Res ID)
Else {
$row=mysql_fetch_array($result);
$id=$row [0];
$query=" update usertbl set lastlogin=$today where
id=$id";
$result=mysql_query($query);

Input grade
administrator

Log in
performance
database

Performance
management

Teacher/stud
ent

query results

Log in

FIGURE 7 Performance management module structure chart
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supplementary role in teaching according to different
function of each module. In the design of support system
in the remote education platform, it realized five main
teaching functions of network classroom, live classroom,
and courseware on demand, intelligent test and
performance management. A real-time interactive
teaching mode with an organic combination of live
classroom and text interaction is put forward. For the
support system, it realized remote education auxiliary
functions of online homework, BBS message, resources
download, etc., and online homework help is put forward
which makes it possible for students to finish the
homework online and teachers assign and mark homework
online. This design realized the main function modules of
the remote education information system.

5 Conclusion
With the development of network technology and the
popularization of network application, online teaching has
become a focus of the current education. As people begin
to call for lifelong education and the quality of life is
improved. Higher requirements are put forward on the
space, time and form of knowledge acquisition, which will
bound to promote the further development of distance
education. Modern distance education is a wonderful
combination of traditional education and modern
communication technology, and it will become the hot
spot of education development in the 21st century.
In this paper, the advantages and disadvantages of
distance education are discussed. A remote education
software and hardware system based on B/S
(Browser/Server) structure and the frame structure of
relevant auxiliary teaching system are proposed and
implemented. This paper applied the modular design
method and divided the whole system platform into
support system and supporting system, which plays a
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Abstract
Aiming to solve the multi-objective optimization problem caused by wavelet multiresolution a1nalysis (MRA), the thesis improves the
original multi-objective non-dominated genetic algorithm. After fast non-dominated sorting, the evolution of population is achieved
through particle swarm optimization (PSO). In this way, the thesis realizes a more effective, organic combination of the multi-objective
optimization problem and neural networks. MRA is a natural fit for the multi-objective optimization problem. The ability of neural
networks to deal with complex errors is improved through error decomposition based on different wavelet decomposition scales.
Keywords: multi-objective optimization problem, wavelet theory, PSO, neural networks

adjustments to the parameters of the wavelet neural
network depends on the continuous search of the particle
and indirectly determine the various link weights and
thresholds of the neural network by updating the velocity
and position vectors of the particle. Finally, the optimal
value of the parameters of the wavelet neural network is
determined by recording the optimal position of the
particle.

1 Introduction
This paper explores the combination of neural network and
wavelet theory, focusing on the processing of the noisy
data and improves the existing wavelet multi-resolution
analysis by combing the learning methods of neural
network. The improvements are made on the multiobjective optimization problems caused by the multiresolution analysis based on the superiority of the nondominated particle swarm optimization.
Firstly, we turn the problem of predictive modelling
into multi-objective optimization problem by using
wavelet multi-resolution analysis. Then, we combine the
non-dominated quick sorting and particle swarm
optimization in dealing with the multi-objective
optimization problem. The non-dominated multi-objective
particle swarm optimization can converge quickly and it
also keeps another advantage of particle swarm, that is, it
only needs to know the objective function value instead of
the derivative value, thus relaxing the requirements on the
objective function. Therefore, the neural network using the
parameters of particle swarm optimization network has
distinguished advantages. In addition, it is quite easy to
realize this kind of combination and it just needs to set the
link weights and the output thresholds as the position
vectors of the particle, turning the problem into the wavelet
multi-resolution expression for the study errors. The
network thresholds and weights iterate according to
particle swarm optimization and search the optimal value.
In this way, it not only avoids the neural network from
making assignments randomly to the weights and
thresholds in the initial stage, but it also avoids considering
the error back propagation as a method to revise the rules
so as to trap the network into the local minima values;
therefore, it enhances the network stability. The

2 Wavelet multiresolution analyses
Wavelets are used in a wide range of applications such as
signal analysis, signal compression, ﬁnite element
methods, differential equations, and integral equations. In
the following we will discuss the limitations of traditional
basis expansions and show why wavelets are in many cases
more efﬁcient representations. A mathematical treatment
of second generation wavelets as well as an example will
be provided.
1) Localization in space The Fourier transform is
localized in frequency but the global support of the basic
functions prevents localization in space. For many
applications in particular the local behaviour of signals is
of interest.
2) Faster transform algorithms. In recent years, the
advance of data acquisition technology outpaced the
available computing power signiﬁcantly making the Fast
Fourier Transform with its O (n log n) complexity a
bottleneck in many applications.
3) More ﬂexibility Traditional basis expansions
provide no or almost no ﬂexibility. It is therefore usually
not possible to adapt a representation to the problem at
hand. An important reason for this lack of ﬂexibility is the
orthogonal nature of traditional basis expansions.

* Corresponding author e-mail: Shunyew@163.com
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4) Arbitrary domains Traditional basis representations
can only represent functions deﬁned of Euclidean spaces
Rn2. Many real-world problems have embeddings X ⊂ Rn
as domain and it is desirable to have a representation which
can be easily adapted for these spaces.
5) Weighted measures and irregularly sampled data
traditional transforms can usually not be employed on
spaces with weighted measures or when the input data is
irregularly sampled.
These limitations motivated the development of
wavelets. Many different ﬁelds such as applied
mathematics, physics, signal processing, and computer
science provided contributions and today both a thorough
mathematical theory and fast and practical algorithms exist
[1].
Wavelets can be categorized into discrete (DWT) and
continuous (CWT) wavelet transforms. To speak in broad
terms, the basic functions of DWTs are deﬁned over a
discrete space which becomes continuous only in the limit
case, whereas the basic functions of CWTs are continuous
but require discretization if they are to be used on a
computer; see for example the book by Antoine et al. for a
more detailed discussion of the differences. In signal
compression applications mostly discrete wavelets are
employed, whereas for signal analysis typically
continuous wavelets are used [2].

The CWT operation is implemented using both the
FFT and the discrete sum approach. You can use either one
to get a representation of the effective wavelet using a delta
function as an input [3].

2.1 CONTINUOUS WAVELET TRANSFORM

A wavelet is a wave-like oscillation with an amplitude
that begins at zero, increases, and then decreases back to
zero. It can typically be visualized as a "brief oscillation"
like one might see recorded by a seismograph or heart
monitor. Generally, wavelets are purposefully crafted to
have specific properties that make them useful for signal
processing. Wavelets can be combined, using a "reverse,
shift, multiply and integrate" technique called convolution,
with portions of a known signal to extract information
from the unknown signal [4].
For example, a wavelet could be created to have a
frequency of Middle C and a short duration of roughly a
32nd note. If this wavelet was to be convolved with a signal
created from the recording of a song, then the resulting
signal would be useful for determining when the Middle C
note was being played in the song. Mathematically, the
wavelet will correlate with the signal if the unknown signal
contains information of similar frequency. This concept of
correlation is at the core of many practical applications of
wavelet theory.
As a mathematical tool, wavelets can be used to extract
information from many different kinds of data, including but certainly not limited to – audio signals and images. Sets
of wavelets are generally needed to analyse data fully. A
set of "complementary" wavelets will decompose data
without gaps or overlap so that the decomposition process
is mathematically reversible. Thus, sets of complementary
wavelets
are
useful
in
wavelet
based
compression/decompression algorithms where it is
desirable to recover the original information with minimal
loss [5].

2.2 DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM
The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is similar to the
Fourier transform in that it is a decomposition of a signal
in terms of a basis set of functions. In Fourier transforms
the basis set consists of sines and cosines and the
expansion has a single parameter. In wavelet transform the
expansion has two parameters and the functions (wavelets)
are generated from a single "mother" wavelet using
dilation and offsets corresponding to the two parameters.
f (t )   cab ab (t ) ,
a

where the two-parameter expansion coefficients are given
by:
cab   f (t ) ab (t )dt

1

t b 
dt ,
a 

 s(t ) 
a

(3)

and the wavelets obey the condition:
a

 ab (t )  2 2  (2a t  b) .

The Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) is a timefrequency representation of signals that graphically has a
superficial similarity to the Wigner transform.
A wavelet transform is a convolution of a signal s(t)
with a set of functions which are generated by translations
and dilations of a main function. The main function is
known as the mother wavelet and the translated or dilated
functions are called wavelets. Mathematically, the CWT is
given by:
W (a, b) 

(2)

b

(1)

where b is the time translation and a is the dilation of the
wavelet.
From a computational point of view it is natural to use
the FFT to compute the convolution which suggests that
the results are dependent on proper sampling of s(t).
When the mother wavelet is complex, the CWT is also
a complex valued function. Otherwise the CWT is real.
The squared magnitude of the CWT |W(a,b)|² is equivalent
to the power spectrum so that a typical display (image) of
the CWT is a representation of the power spectrum as a
function of time offset b. One should note however that the
precise form of the CWT depends on the choice of mother
wavelet y and therefore the extent of the equivalency
between the squared magnitude of the CWT and the power
spectrum is application dependent.

(4)
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f ( x)    jmax , k , f   jmax , k ( x) 

In formal terms, this representation is a wavelet series
representation of a square-integrable function with respect
to either a complete, orthonormal set of basis functions, or
an over complete set or frame of a vector space, for the
Hilbert space of square-integrable functions.
Wavelet theory is applicable to several subjects. All
wavelet transforms may be considered forms of timefrequency representation for continuous-time (analogue)
signals and so are related to harmonic analysis. Almost all
practically useful discrete wavelet transforms use discretetime filter banks. These filter banks are called the wavelet
and scaling coefficients in wavelets nomenclature [6].
These filter banks may contain either finite impulse
response (FIR) or infinite impulse response (IIR) filters.
The wavelets forming a continuous wavelet transform
(CWT) are subject to the uncertainty principle of Fourier
analysis respective sampling theory: Given a signal with
some event in it, one cannot assign simultaneously an
exact time and frequency response scale to that event. The
product of the uncertainties of time and frequency
response scale has a lower bound. Thus, in the scale gram
of a continuous wavelet transform of this signal, such an
event marks an entire region in the time-scale plane,
instead of just one point. Also, discrete wavelet bases may
be considered in the context of other forms of the
uncertainty principle.
Wavelet transforms are broadly divided into three
classes: continuous, discrete and multiresolution-based.
As an important part of wavelet analysis, MRA is
widely applied especially to image processing. It is known
to all that MRA can be applied to neural networks. To put
it simply, the object information described by MRA is
decomposed into a series of infinite orthogonal spaces.
Thus comes the problem - which spaces (or degrees) of
object information do people want to acquire? Below we
analyse the concept of MRA. Its expression is composed
of closed subspaces V j ,Wj  L2 ( R) that meet the



jmax  j  j0 , k Z

(5)

3 Non-nominated multi-objective particle swarm
optimization
The multi-objective particle swarm optimization
constructs non-dominated solution set based on Pareto
dominance relation and preserves the non-dominated
solution set currently found by using archive. To use ε
dominance concept to update the archive can give the
algorithm with good distributive; fasten the convergence
of the solutions by improving the selection methods of
global extremum and individual extremum of the
algorithm and adopting new particle update strategies; add
in self-adaptive mutation particle to avoid being trapped
into local Pareto optimal solution and propose nondominated set construction method based on quicksort to
accelerate the operational efficiency of the algorithm[8].
3.1 THE MAIN PROCESSES OF MULTI-OBJECTIVE
PARTICLE SWAM OPTIMIZATION
The main framework of the algorithm is as follows:
Step 1. Initialize the population.
Step 2. Make iteration loop till the Maxgen.
1) Update the velocity of every particle in the particle
swarm according to Equation (6). In Equation (6), the
constants C1 and C2 control the effect the individual
extremum and the global extremum play on the particle
update. Besides, the parameter W is named the inertia
weight and R1 and R2 are the random numbers among [0,1].



1) V j  span  j , k  Z , j  (0, ) ,



  j , k , k   j , k ( x),

where jmax and j0 means the upper limit and the lower limit
of resolution;  ...,...  represents the inner product in the
orthogonal space of the function. Theoretically, it is
possible to realize infinite approximation to a function. As
shown in Equation (5), a signal is composed of two parts—
scaling function and wavelet function. We divide them into
the approximation part and the detailed part [8, 9].

following conditions [7]:



k Z



2) V j  span  j , k , j, k  Z ,

Vel i   W  Vel i   C1 R1  Pbest i   Pop i  

3) V j 1  V j  W j ,

C2 R2   Gbest i   Pop i  .

where x, z, R, and f(·) stands for one-dimensional system
input, the set of integers, the set of all real numbers, and
system model function, separately. V j and W j constitutes

(6)

2) According to the update velocity of every particle
obtained from the last step; recalculate the new variable
value based on Equation (7) and replace the particle with
the individual extremum if the new position is dominated
by the individual extremum of this particle.

a mutually orthogonal space. The respective orthogonal
basis within the two can be described as
 j 1 ( x)  2 j / 2  (2 j x  k ) and  j ,k ( x)  2 j / 2 (2 j x  k ) .
Meanwhile, the respective base of the mutually orthogonal
space represents the wavelet scale and the wavelet
function.
f(x) can be expressed as follows if it meets the
condition f ( x)  L2 ( R) :

Pop i   Pop i   Vel i  .

(7)

Step 3. Implement mutation operation on the particle
swarm with self-adaptive mutation probability.
Step 4. Calculate the objective function value of every
particle.
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Step 5. Solve the non-dominated set Npop: find all the nondominated particles in the non-dominated set through
quicksort.
Step 6. Update the individual extremum. Here dominance
concept is used. As for every particle in the swarm, if the
current position of particle i dominates its individual
extremum position, then update its individual extremum.
Pbest i   Pop i  .

(8)
FIGURE 1 Dominance and ε-Dominance

Step 7. Update the archive Rpop, insert the non-dominated
set of the swarm in the archive based on the ε-dominance
relation and use ε-dominance concept in the update
strategy.
Step 8. Update the global extremum and select one particle
from the archive Rpop as the global extremum of particle
i.
The archive Rpop preserves the optimal result of every
generation of operation and after the algorithm is over, all
the particles in Rpop is the final results of the algorithm
[9].

3.2.2 Individual update
When the particle uses Equations (6) and (7) recalculates
its decision variable, the particle actually has found a new
solution and a new position in the objective function space.
In the experiment, we find the test problems in the local
Pareto optimal domain. During the algorithm operation,
only a few particles of every generation can jump out from
the local Pareto optimal domain and they are still trapped
into the local solutions as a whole. More cycle indexes are
needed to converge to the global Pareto optimal domain or
it may not converge at all. In order to solve this problem
and accelerate the convergence, we will compare its new
position with the position of the individual extremum
when we update the individual position:
a) If the new position is dominated by the individual
extremum of this particle, then replace the particle with its
individual extremum;
b) Otherwise, it remains unchanged in the new
position.
The above comparison and revise make the entire
swarm jump out of the local Pareto optimal domain in time
and ensure that the whole swarm converges quickly to the
global Pareto optimal domain [10].

3.2 THE KEY OPERATORS OF MULTI-OBJECTIVE
PERTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
3.2.1 Archive
The purpose to set an archive apart from the swarm is:
a) To preserve the non-strong ε- domination found in
the iteration so as to lead the algorithm to get closed to the
Pareto optimal region more quickly;
b) To exist as the candidate set of the global extremum
of every particle in the swarm;
c) The solution set preserved by the archive is the result
of the algorithm.
Therefore, in order to make the archive play the
dominant role and the final solution set preserve excellent
distributive, it should be considered how to make the
externally-centralized particles distributed uniformly in
the archive update. After some analysis, we adopt εdominance relation. ε-dominance is defined:
Make f, g   m ; name f ε-dominance g(ε > 0); mark

f



3.2.3 The Selection of the individual extremum and the
global extremum
The selection of the individual extremum and global
extremum are greatly important in the particle swarm
optimization and it will directly affects the convergence
rate of the algorithm and the distributivity of the solution
set for the multi-objective optimization problem.
As for the individual extremum, the selection of the
individual extremum is different from the single-objective
optimization in the multi-objective optimization problem
and we will judge the optimal position a particle finds
based on the dominance relation.
In terms of the global extremum, the archieve Rpop is
our candidate set. When starting the algorithm, set the
global extremum of every particle as itself and conduct
global extremum update on every generation. Randomly
select a particle in the archive for every particle i in the
swarm. If this candidate particle dominates the global
extremum of the particle i, then set the candidate particle
as the new global extremum of the particle i; otherwise, we

g , if:

i  1,...m :  fi /  i    gi /  i  ,

(9)

i 1,...m :  f j /  j    g j /  j  .

(10)

Figure 1 demonstrates the concepts of dominance
relation and ε-dominance relation. It can be seen that in εdominance relation, the solution space is divided into w
meshes and the dominance domain of the individual f
expands than the normal dominance domain. Use it in the
multi-objective particle swarm optimization to make the
solution set preserve better distribution.
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implement global extremum mutation on particle. As a
matter of fact, we have proposed the extremum mutation
method, namely set an extremum mutation probability.
Produce a random number among [0, 1] for particle i. If
the value of the random variable is smaller than the
extremum mutation probability, then randomly select a
particle from the archive to replace the current global
extremum of the particle i.

former part is the individuals dominating x or irrelevant to
x. If x is not dominated by any individual, then integrate x
into the non-dominated set and repeat the above process to
the former part until it is empty.
Figure 2 displays the position changes of the particles
in the swarm after a comparison. The particles before 1 is
the particles not dominated by it while those after it are
dominated by it obviously, only the front particles can
enter into the non-dominated set. In this way, it narrows
down the comparison range and saves expense.

3.2.4 The Design of the Disturbance Operators
One characteristic of particle swarm optimization is that it
has fast convergence; however, it may also lead to being
trapped in the local optimal solution; therefore,
disturbance is needed to be implemented on the particles
to make them jump out of the local optimal domain.
We have designed something similar to the mutation
operators in the genetic algorithm to solve this problem. In
the early operation of the algorithm, search the entire
objective space. With the continuous evolution of the
particles in the swarm, it needs to reduce the number of
particles participating in the mutation. The mutation
probability Pmutation is calculated according to
Equation (11) and Currentgen is the current operational
algebra.

Pmutation  1  Currentgen / Maxgen .

FIGURE 2 Construct Non-dominated Set Based on QuickSort

4 Learning algorithm combing wavelet and neural
network
4.1 WAVELET NEURAL NETWORK OF BP
LEARNING ALGORITHM
The hidden layer neuron of wavelet neural network uses
wavelet-based function as its network’s activation
function, which introduces scaling factor and translation
parameter to the network in order to substitute original
connection weight and output threshold, i.e. connection
weight replaced by translation factor and output threshold
replaced by scaling factor. Based on BP algorithm i.e. error
back propagation algorithm, the training data in network is
inputted to the neural network from input layer and then
reach output layer via hidden layer, which is also called
“pattern forward propagation”; the output value of neural
network is compared with the ideal output and then the
weights are adjusted starting from the output layer based
on the thought of error reduction, which is called “error
back propagation”. The error accumulation after layer-bylayer transmission are just the signals that we want to catch
at last and according to which each weight and threshold
are adjusted in layer-by-layer inversed sequence based on
error reduction[11]. The following example is a three-layer
wavelet neural network (i.e. input, and output hidden
layers), in which gradient descent method is used to find
out errors and weights in order to get the variation of
network weights and then the network is optimized by
minimum mean square error objective function to adjust
network weights and wavelet coefficient adaptively. The
model of wavelet neural network is expressed as:

(11)

For every particle in the swarm, the variable m_random
is given a random number among [0,1]. If m_random is
smaller than the mutation probability Pmutation, then
conduct non-uniform mutation to that particle, namely to
make mutation randomly on one of the n-dimensional
decision vectors according to Equation (12). The value of
θ represents that the forward direction of the mutated
particle is the same as or opposite to its original direction;
µ stands for the scope of velocity change and the random
value of θ is ±1. In order to jump out from the local optimal
domain through mutation, the velocity of the particle must
be accelerated and µ should be bigger than 1. In the
experiment, we set: µ=3.
Pop i       1  m _ randomVel i   Pop i  .

(12)

If the mutation operation makes the decision variable
exceed the definition domain, then set that decision
variable in the boundary of its definition domain.
3.2.5 Construct non-dominated set through QuickSort
The construction of non-dominated set is a significant step
in the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. In order the
increase the efficiency to construct non-dominated set, we
have proposed to construct non-dominated set algorithm
based on quicksort. Select an individual x (we usually
select the first individual) from the swarm in every cycle
of the algorithm and compare the other individuals with x.
Divide the swarm into two parts through one comparison:
the latter part is the individuals dominated by x while the

N
 m

yip  t   f   wij  t   a j ,b j   w jk  t  xkp  t    net jp 
 k 1

 j 1
(13)
m

 w  t  x  t ,
k 1

jk

p
k
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 net  t   b j  t  
 a j ,b j net jp  t    
,
a j t 


p
j

E t  

weight connecting the node j of hidden layer and the node
i of output layer, wjk(t) is the weight connecting the node k
of input layer and the node j of hidden layer, aj(t) and bj(t)
are the scaling and translation coefficients of the node j-th
of hidden layer respectively, m is the number of nodes of
input layer, N is the number of the nodes of hidden layer,
M is the number of input samples and n is the number of
the nodes of output layer. In this way, after the connection
weight w, threshold b and the scaling factor and translation
parameter a, b of wavelet network are initialized and the
input information is propagated forward, the actual ouput
of the wavelet neural network can be calculated using
current network parameters and the network can be
optimized as follows:

(14)

2
1 M n
 dip  yip  t   ,

2 p 1 i 1

(15)

where t is iterative steps, xkp is the k-th input value of the
p-th sample of input layer, yip  t  is the i-th output value

of the p-th sample of output layer, d ip is the i-th desired
output of the p-th sample, ψ(x) is basic wavelet function,
E(t) is objective function and f(x) is the purlin of output
layer. In this paper, it is supposed that f(x)=x, wij(t) is the
  dip  yip  t  wij  t  'a j ,b j net jp  t  xkp  t 
M

E  t 

w jk  t 

E  t 

wij  t 



n

p 1 i 1

,

a j t 

(16)

   dip  yip  t    a j ,b j  net jp  t   ,
M

(17)

p 1

M n
 net jp  t   b j  t  
  dip  yip  t  wij  t  'a j ,b j  net jp  t   


a j t 
E  t 
p 1 i 1

,

a j  t 
a j t 

  dip  yip  t   wij  t   'a j ,b j  net jp  t  
M

E  t 

wij  t 



(18)

n

p 1 i 1

a j t 

,

(19)

Parameters adjustment equations are the following:
w jk  t  1  w jk  t   

wij  t  1  wij  t   

a j  t  1  a j  t   

b j  t  1  b j  t   

E  t 

w jk  t 

E  t 

wij  t 
E  t 

E  t 

 wij  t  ,

(20)

(21)

 a j  t  ,

(22)

 b j  t  ,

(23)

a j  t 

b j  t 

 w jk  t  ,

4.2 WAVELET NEUTRAL NETWORK BASED ON
MULTI-SUBSWARM LEARNING ALGORITHM

where, μ is a momentum coefficient and also the learning
rate of wavelet neural network. Because of the use of
derivative, BP algorithm is very dependent on objective
function, which is to say, in case of different objective
functions, the training process of BP algorithm is also
unavailable even if the network structure is the same [12].

4.2.1 Multi-subswarm particle swarm optimization
algorithm
The main steps based on multi-subswarm particle swarm
optimization algorithm include the following:
Step 1. Set up parameter set and assign values to particle
swarm randomly.
Step 2. Calculate the fitness values of all current particle
S and divide them into two subswarms according to the
fitness value.
Step 3. The two subswarms evolve according to their own
strategies:
a) Each particle of the subswarm S2 breeds some optional
off springs according to the pre-set growth rate ρ2, the
fitness function values of those optional offsprings are
calculated, and the top L particles from higher fitness
value to lower fitness value evolve further and other
optional particles are not selected;
b) Each particle of the subswarm S1 breeds an offspring,
the H off springs are selected for further evolution and
their fitness function values are calculated.
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Step 4. The results of the evolution of the two subswarms
are combined and the optimal value is updated.
Step 5. Whether to meet END condition is checked. If one
of the following is met, i.e the biggest preset evolution
algebra and the requirement for accuracy, calculation
ends; otherwise skip to Step 2.
It is supported that S   X i , i  1, 2, L N represents
the subswarm of N particles and Xi is the i-th particle of
the subswarm, so the fitness values of all the particles are
arranged in ascending order as follows:

F   f1 , f 2 , L f N  | f1  L  f k  L f N  .

Wang Shunye

The model of optimizing wavelet neural network with
multi-subswarm particle swarm is the following:
1) Determine particle dimensions.
In case of one neuron, 4 variable parameters can be
used to determine one network output and all the
parameters that can be used to determine one ouput are
defined as one particle. In this way, if there are N hidden
layer neurons, the network will need 4N parameters. As
the number of parameters corresponds to the dimensions
of searching space, particle dimensions are 4N
dimensions.
2) Initialize particle subswarm.
Initialize particle subswarm with random value
assignment before network training.
3) Calculate the output of neural network.
Standardized processing is made to the training data
sample of wavelet neural network and Mexican Hat
Function is used as the activation function of hidden layer
neurons. The position and velocity vectors are updated
with multi-subswarm particle swarm optimization
algorithm and then the actual ouput value and error
function value of network can be obtained according to
particle position x and training sample.
4) Judge generation quantity.
If the upper limit of generation quantity is not reached,
particle swarm shall be updated, and step (3) is taken, or
further step can be taken;
5) Judge whether to stop training.
If the optimal particle cannot meet desired error
threshold, further step can be taken, or the process shall
end;
6) Judge whether to adjust structure.
If the particles near the upper limit of generation
quantity can’t meet desired variation, i.e. the particles
only vary with a small range, the number of neurons shall
be increased and Step 2 shall be taken; or, without
adjustment of network structure, the particle swarm can
be updated and Step 3 can be taken;
The training process of multi-subswarm structure
particle swarm wavelet neural network is as follows:

(24)

are the
S1  S2  S , S1   .
H  L  N ; S1 , S2
subswarms of H and L particles respectively where:
H  N   Lmax  rand (). Lmax represents the biggest
number of particles in S2 and rand() is the random number
l
of [0,1]. p2  max result shows that the value range is
N
0.02~0.10 to the best.
In consideration of the number of the offsprings of
subswarms, this paper introduces the growth rate ρ1, so
the scale H1 of the offsprings of subswarm S1 can be
expressed as: H1 = ρ1 × H
Quantities of experiments show that it is proper to set
the growth rate ρ1 of subswarm S1 to be 1, so there is:
H1 = ρ1 × Hρ1 = 1.
The evolution of subswarm S1 is subject to the evolution
process of basic particle swarm algorithm, i.e. each
particle only has one offspring and all the off springs are
reserved as the parents of the next generation. The
evolution of subswarm S2 is comparatively complicated,
mainly because local optimum is avoided based on this
subswarm and each particle needs to produce several off
springs. In convenience for description, H2 is the scale of
the off springs of subswarm S2 and ρ2 is the growth rate
of subswarm S2, so there is: H2 = ρ2 × L, ρ2 ≥ 1.
4.2.2 Wavelet neural network based on multi-subswarm
learning algorithm
The number of hidden layer neurons is closely related to
the approaching ability of network, that is, the more
number of neurons, the better of the approaching property
of the network. However, in reality, other factors need to
be considered like the complexity, so it does not mean the
more the better. Therefore, in terms of wavelet neural
network, if it can adjust the number of its own neurons
dynamically and adaptively, it will increase the scope of
application of wavelet neural network. As the learning
process of wavelet neural network can be treated as the
adjustment process of hidden layer neuron parameter, the
position vector of each particle can be defined as:
present  i    wi , ai , bi , i  , i  1, 2, L, N .

(25)
FIGURE 3 The Training Process of Multi-subswarm Particle Swarmoptimized Wavelet Neural Network
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Based on the above objective function form, we can
obtain several objective functions by changing the scale
of wavelet resolution. Here we adopt two scales starting
from the original scale and get two objective functions.
Below are the experiment results.

5 Simulation examples
The thesis chooses Mackey-Glass and the sunspot chaotic
time series as the simulation objects. Normalization
processing is still an essential step before the algorithm
begins. The processing standards should be conducive to
the
effective
implementation
of
algorithms.
Normalization is also closely related to the allocation of
wavelet nodes. In this simulation, the wavelet nodes are
strictly limited to the domain of definition [0,1]n  n  4  .
5.1 LOGISTIC SYSTEM
Under the condition of 0  t   , make x(t) = 0.9. The
integration step is 0.01, the time delay τ is 30, and the
sampling time interval is 0.06. There are 1,000 data points
to be tested and trained. We can select from the generated
data at random. Add Gaussian noise of 10% and 20%
respectively to the original samples to yield noise data.
The Equation of the Logistic system is:
xi 1  4 xi 1  xi  .

(26)

We continue the one-step prediction and divide the
1,000 sample points into two parts. The first half is used
to train the network, and the second half is used to test the
network. According to literature, expand the wavelet
network for simulation based on ANOVA. Set the
embedded dimension of phase space at 6, where
xli  y(t  li ), i  1, 2,3,1  l1  l2  l3  6 . The note

FIGURE 4 Two-dimensional reconstructed attractor of Logistic map

function of the network is still one-, two-, or threedimensional. Besides, its number and exponents decrease
(), gl[2]
(), gl[3]
()) . Equations (28) and
progressively ( gl[1]
1
1l2
1l2 l3
(29) respectively stand for the one-dimensional form and
the multi-dimensional form of the wavelet.
The network model is as follows:

y (t )  g ( x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 ) 



1 l1  6

gl[1]
( xl1 ) 
1



1 l1  l2  l3  6



1 l1  l2  6

gl[2]
( xl1 , xl2 )  ,
1l2

(27)

gl[3]
( xl1 , xl2 , xl3 )
1l2 l3

 [1] ( x)  (1  x 2 )e

1
 x2
2

,

FIGURE 5 The convergence of Lyapunov spectrum of Logistic map
time series with 10% noise

Figures 4a and 4b respectively represent the twodimensional reconstructed attractor before the addition of
nosie and after the addition of 10% noise. We can know
that Logistic mapping is a parabola in two-dimensional
phase space, but the results become a "parabolic band"
when it contains noise.
From the simulation results of NSGA, and NSPSO, as
the noise increases, the advantage of multi-resolution
algorithm becomes more obvious. This is mainly because
the multi-objective optimization of multiresolution
learning algorithm can cover noise of more frequencies.
More importantly, it is notable that the resolution of PSO
is better than that of the genetic algorithm.

(28)

x is one-dimensional input.

 [ n ] ( x )  ( n  x )e



1
x
2

2

,

(29)

x is multi-dimensional input.
We train the network by combining fast non-dominated
sorting and PSO. The optimization objective is described
as:
e1 ( x) 


k Z

1, k

, e0  1, k ( x) .

(30)
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5.2 HÉNON SYSTEM

The wavelet function in the simulation example is
Gauss wavelet. The optimization algorithms are the
combination of fast non-dominated sorting and heredity
as well as particle swarm. The network model and the
fitness function expression of non-dominated PSO are as
follows:

Secondly, calculate the time series generated by Hénon
map, Figures 4a and 4b respectively represent before the
addition of noise and after the addition of 15% noise. As
shown, we find that the latter one made the reconstructed
attractor lose the detailed traits completely. Besides, we
take the measures of NSGA as well as NSPSO so as to
calculate the time series of the particles containing noise.
Under the condition of Δt = 1, Ns = 5 × 105, τ = 1, d = 2,
λ1 = 0.4185, λ2 = –1.6225, add Gaussian noise of 15% to
the original samples to yield noise data.
The equation of Logistic system is:
xi 1  4 xi 1  xi 
yi 1  0.3xi

,

y  t   g  x   g  y t  1 , y t  2 ,..., y t  9  ,

(32)

e0  y  t   g  x  ,

(33)

e1  x    1, k , e0 1, k  x 

(34)

k Z

(31)

FIGURE 6 Reconstructed attractor of Hénon map

FIGURE 7 The convergence of Lyapunov spectrum of Hénon map time series with 15% noise

Figure 7 indicates that the introduction of MRA
greatly improves the ability of wavelet network learning
and noisy data prediction. It obviously proves the louder
the noise, the higher the efficiency of MRA algorithms.
Thus, MRA has more important practical applications.

multiresolution analysis. The improvement is based on
the superiority and popularity of PSO over genetic
algorithms. Firstly, the thesis converts the predictive
modelling problem to the multi-objective optimization
problem by dint of MRA. After that, it adopts the training
method integrating fast non-dominated sorting and PSO
to deal with the multi-objective optimization problem.
The simulation results of the experiment shows, the
algorithm proposed in the thesis has an advantage when
handling the problems of multi-objective optimization
and errors.

6 Conclusions
The thesis makes a research on noisy data processing
through the combination of neural networks, particle
swarm optimization and wavelet theory so as to improve
the multi-objective optimization problem caused by
327
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Abstract
Under the conditions of modern market economy and the increasing pressure of competition, a growing number of product life cycles
are getting shorter, customer demand is constantly changing, this force the companies began to pay attention to their own internal
management and supply chain management. Supply chain refers to the suppliers, manufacturers, distributors and end-users, and the
network, which design both directions of material flow, information flow and capital flow [1]. In order to manage and use it better,
People put network information technology in supply chain management, developed or purchased ERP implementation systems
software, thus can share information between departments and enterprises. But problems have gradually exposed, faster access and
processing does not produce a good decision automatically. So this paper under the premise of uncertainty, started studying supply
chain’s network model, establishing optimization model, design algorithms, therefore reducing the total costs, to avoid risks.
Keywords: uncertain environment, supply chain, model, design

some products, which difficult to keep and remodel
frequent enterprise.
With the development of networks, production and
market information’s storage, analysis and delivered can
quickly process. Supply chain information management is
no longer limited by time or space, so that information can
be shared directly between suppliers, manufacturers,
distributors, customers, it greatly reduces bias caused by
the layer-by-layer transmission of information zoom,
Therefore, information possess a certain amount of
certainty. Supply chain management is not only require
information sharing, the supply of materials is necessary,
if there is no matching system of logistics management,
supply chain does not have an operating base, while not
able to achieve e-commerce “business function”.
So in a sense, supply chain management, aimed at
preventing the identification of possible adverse
consequences for supply chain performance, ensure that
the uncertainty of the process can be reduced to a
minimum to let material flow, increase flexibility, and
reduce the cost of purchasing and supply and trading,
through the optimization of the supply chain to improve
the competitiveness of enterprises.

1 Introduction
Supply chain management problem at first is the supply
chain network design, to determine the configuration of
supply chain and business processes that every level need
to implement, is the primary concern, typical decision are
as follows: supplier’s selection, facilities’ location,
facilities’ capacity, demand and supply distribution.
Decision problem can be planned in two parts: Supplier’s
selection, facilities issues. If one of the issues optimized, it
can have great benefits to the whole enterprise as a whole.
If merchant, manufacturer and supplier in the supply chain
can work together, manage and optimize the flow
processes, inventory can be reduced, flexibility can
increasing, so as to achieve the goal of low cost and high
efficiency.
2 Effect of uncertainty environment on supply chain
management
The source of uncertainty in supply and production
processes is the initial supplies. Because material supply
effects began to gradually pass to downstream members,
and then expand the production assembly process and
delivery time of the product, thereby indirectly affecting
the customer’s satisfaction to the product. Uncertainty of
customer demand will step by step pass to upstream
members along the supply chain, thus affecting the item’s
inventory and storage time, thus increased inventory costs.
Sometimes customers demand uncertainty will cause
serious impact on the enterprise, especially serious for

3 Design of supply chain network
Supply chain network design is strategic supply chain
management issues. In the supply chain network, we can
see all abstract as a directed graph consists of nodes and
arcs. We are setting up a model that divided nodes into four
categories: suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, and
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customers demand points, arc is represented by the links
between nodes, to represent business processes.
Supply chain network design’s purpose is to identify
products from raw materials to customer requirements
points are complete channel architecture. Supply chain
network design in this article need to solve the primary
problem that considering the uncertainty of design
parameters, to determine supply chain structure when meet
constraints, and supply chain performance in parameter
perturbation can remain stable enough, so as to avoid
market risks.
Major constraints are:
1. supplier for all factory shipments cannot exceed the
supplier’s capacity;
2. factory shipments for all manufacturers cannot exceed
factory capacity;
3. vendor shipments for customer demands cannot exceed
manufacturers’ capacity;
4. the total amount of goods from suppliers not less than
the factory needs;
5. obtained from the factory cannot be less than the amount
of cargo sellers demand;
6. obtained from the distribution centre cannot be less than
the amount of goods to customer needs [1].

the exact value of the parameter, and it is difficult to
determine the parameters of the probability distribution
function, you can use scenario analysis to examine the
uncertainties “to reproduce.”
First of all, the basic premise of establishing
mathematical model is:
1. Indirect costs incurred by the supplier product can be
obtained by using the activity-based costing method:
    t u f xtf , t is vendor performance evaluation
t

f

index number; f is cost driver number; uf is the unit cost of
cost drivers; τt is number of supplier performance index; xtf
is number of cost driver caused by supplier performance
index.
2. Every customer area can only get delivery services from
one seller. Through these premises, we can completely
define the following method:
a) The main sources of uncertainty--customer demand
and costs;
b) Parameter uncertainty--different value ranges;
c) Combine the value ranges of different situations,
judge the rationality and form various scenarios;
d) Equal probability distribution of each scenario.
Based on the principle of “first divide later combine”
we respectively established supplier selection and
decision-making model (Table 1), after consolidation we
set up supply chain network design model based on robust
optimization theories.

3.1 ESTABLISH MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Supply chain network design is a long-term strategic
decision, because too few valid historical data can be used,
it is difficult for policy makers using historical data to draw
TABLE 1 Supplier selection and decision-making model
Collection

Index number

I

Supplier collection

i

SupplierNumber, i∈I

Xim

J

Manufacturer collection

j

Manufacturer number, j∈J

Yj

K

Marketing centre collection

k

Marketing centre number,
k∈K

Zk

N

Customer area collection

n

Customer area number, n∈N

XYkn

M

Raw material collection

m Raw material number, m∈M

FCj

P

Product collection

p

Product number, p∈P

DCk

S

Possible scenarios
collection

s

Scenarios number, s∈S

Design variable
Whether choose supplier i
provide raw material m;
Yes: Xim = 1;
No: Xim = 0
Whether establish
manufacturer;
Yes: Yj = 1;
No: Yj = 0
Whether set up marketing
centre k;
Yes: Zk = 1;
No: Zk = 0
Whether marketing centre
k provide product for
customer area n;
Yes: XYkn = 1
No: XYkn = 0
Capacity of manufacturer j
Capacity of marketing
centre

S
ijm

G

Q Sjpk

Controlled variable
Number of raw material m
that supplier i purchased from
manufacturer j under the s
scenery
Volume of product p from
manufacturer j to marketing
centre k under s scenery

Volume of product p from
S
Rknp

marketing centre k to
customer n under s scenery

s
summation, then:  s  VSs   FL
. For each specific
scenario s, the parameter of the model is determined, here
supply chain network design problems are common
problems of the deterministic optimization problem, for
every deterministic optimization problems, their numerical
are differences, the rest of the structure is the same,

3.2 INTEGRATE SUPPLY CHAIN NETWORK
DESIGN MODEL
After establishing a sub-model, we began to integrate
supply chain network design model, before establishing
model we have to defined first: s  S , ξs is the supplier’s
chosen raw material costs and facilities decision cost’
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s  S , the objective function value is  s* after
optimizing.
Make the parameter   0 , if variable
x   X im , Yj Zk XYkn FC j DCk  is the feasible solution to all
the deterministic optimization problems NDs, then the
objective function value to NDs is s  x  .

 s ( x)   s*
  , x is robust solution to
 s*
supply chain network design problem.
s  S , left in the equation above is known as the
relatively regretted, absolutely regretted is determined by
 s ( x )   s* , relatively regretted and absolutely regretted
can change with each other by multiply or division the
constant  s* .
When the probability of each scenario is different, you
can define different regret limited coefficients ω.
From the above definition, we can know there can be
more robust solutions of supply chain network design, and
robust optimization is aimed at finding best robust
solutions. Therefore, we can establish integrate robust
optimization model (ROM) for supply chain network
design ρs – probability of S scenery, ω – regret limited
coefficients.
Only if s  S ,

j

 (
i

j

s
kp

  )R

s
ijm

k

  (  jps   sjkp )Q sjkp 

m

j

 (
k

  )G
s
ijm

n

s
knp

s
knp

k

, (1)

p

s
ijm

s
 capim
X im , i, m, s ,

(2)

s
 capim
X im , i, m, s ,

(3)

s
  hmp
Q sjkp , j , m, s ,

(4)

j

G

s
ijm

j

G

s
ijm

j

k

Q

s
jkp

p

  R , j , m, s ,

(5)

kn

X im , Yj , Zk , X kn  0,1 , i, j, k , n ,

(14)

FC j , DCk  0, j , k .

(15)

 1, n ,

(6)

Before solve ROM, first study the given scenery, then
determine algorithm for optimization NDs.

n

 XY

(13)

4.2 DETERMINISTIC OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS

s
knp

j

s
s
Gijm
, Qsjkp , Rknp
 0, i, j, k , m, n, p, s ,

get the theorem: If ROM works, UB is its upper bound.
Using this theorem, we can get following ROM feasibility
test rules:
For a given heuristic, if we do not take into account
Equation (12), the target value ξ > UB, the algorithm
cannot get optimized ROM solution, satisfactory solutions
even a feasible solution. Otherwise, feasible solution can
be obtained, and satisfactory solutions even optimal
solution.

k

s.t.

G

(12)

s

s
j

j

 s   s*   s* , s ,

When    , ROM is stochastic programming model
actually, and constraint condition become redundant
constraints in the model, cish8i has a feasible answer,
through optimize algorithm can get best answer. But for
regrets limited coefficient you need to do feasibility
analysis to ROM.
Move Equation (12), then:
 s  (1   ) s* . Let UB    s (1   ) s* , therefore we can

   FC j    ks DCk ,

p

(11)

4.1 FEASIBILITY OF SOLVING MODEL

 s   ims X im   v sj Y j   wks Z k 
s
im

DCk   Z k , k ,

4 Algorithm design

s

m

(10)

Equation (12) ensure a feasible solution of objective
function value in a given situation does not exceed the area
of optimization objective function value. Equations (13)(15) are the variable value range constraint.
If we do not consider Equation (12), the above model
would be transformed into a stochastic programming
model SPM Equation (1) s.t. Equations (2)-(11) and (13)(15).

Min    s s ,
i

FC j  Y j , j ,

Min   ims X im   v sj Y j   wks Z k 

k

i

s
knp

R

 d XYkn , k , n, p, s ,
s
np

 a
k

s
jp

i

p

k
s
jkp

  d XYkn  DCk , k , s ,
s
np

n

j

m

j

  )G
s
ijm

s
ijm

k

  (  jps   sjkp )Q sjkp 
j

k

p

 ( kps  knps ) Rknps  js FC j    ks DCk ,

(8)

p

 Q
k

Q sjkp  FC j , j , s ,

 (

(7)

m
s
im

(9)

n

p

j

k

s.t. Equations (2)-(11) and (13)-(15).

p
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This kind of problem is theoretically can obtain exact
solution, due to large scale and the computation time so
they are unacceptable by us.

5.2 NODES' DEPLOYMENT
Choose several num from xnow neighbourhood to form
candidate collection can  xnow  .

4.3 ALGORITHM PROCESS
1) Initialize at first, then select 0-1 design variable’s initial
feasible solution xnow , Maximum number of iterations is
MN, another number in the candidate collection num,
initialization tabu list TB   , tabu length len  num .

5.3 FLOW DISTRIBUTION
According to the supply chain structure for each
neighbourhood, use all or nothing heuristic algorithm for
flow distribution.

Make bestsols   , step  0 .
2) Choose several num from xnow neighbourhood to form

5.4 UPDATED ROBUST OPTIMAL SOLUTION

candidate collection can  xnow  .

s
s
  DM
, nb  1, 2,..., num, calculate
s  S let  ( xnb )  CM

 ( xnb )    s s ( xnb ) , judge whether there is feasible

3) According to the supply chain structure for each
neighbourhood, using all or nothing heuristic algorithm for
flow distribution.
s
s
4) Let  ( xnb )  CM
  DM
, nb  1, 2,..., num . Computing
objective function values of each neighbourhood in the
collection.
5) Determine whether the current iteration satisfies the
amnesty rule, if no, selected optimal solutions xnb that not
be tabu in the candidate collection, according to the
principle of first-in first-out to update tabu list, xnow  xnb ,
otherwise, choose another feasible solution xnb in
candidate collection as tabu object xnow  xnb .

s

solution xnb, makes the scene objective function values to
meet robust constraints  s ( xnb )  (1   ) s* , if
xnb , RSbest   ( xnb ) , then beststep  step , record present
optimal robust solutions RSbest   ( xnb ) , rxbest  xnb .
5.5 UPDATE TABU LIST
Determine whether the current iteration satisfies the
amnesty rule, if not, elected optimal solution xnb that not
be tabu in the candidate collection, xnow  xnb , otherwise,
choose another feasible solution xnb in candidate collection
as tabu object xnow  xnb .

6) If bestsols   ( xnow ) , record the present optimal
solutions bestsols   ( xnow ) , xbest  xnow , beststep  step
7) If step  beststep  NM , step  step  1 then turn to the
second item, if not, the algorithm finished.

5.6 TERMINATION CONDITIONS OF ALGORITHM
If step  beststep  NM , step  step  1 , then turn to
second item, or this algorithm finished.

5 Algorithm of ROM
To studying the feasibility of robust optimization model,
we should study the stochastic programming model first.
ROM for studying the feasibility of the first to study
the stochastic programming model. Actually, to obtain
solution of stochastic programming model, it is only
required to change the above 4th step of the algorithm:
s
s
  DM
, nb  1, 2,..., num ,
s  S . Let  ( xnb )  CM

6 Application of ROM
Assume that the characters of study object are:
N  30, I  3, J  3, K  3, M  6, P  6 , scenery
number is 10. Use robust optimization model and
stochastic programming model to do supply chain network
design, and then compare performance of optimized
solution that is obtained.
Make every scenery‘s deterministic optimal objective
function value is  s* , stochastic programming optimization
objective function value corresponding to each scenery as
 sSP , robust optimal solution corresponding to each target

calculate  ( xnb )    s s ( xnb ) .
s

After solving the stochastic programming model,
according to feasibility tests, if there is a feasible solution,
use the following steps to solve it.
5.1 INITIALIZE

value for  sRO .

Select 0-1 design variable’s initial feasible solution xnow ,
given two target value has not changed maximum number
of iterations MN and another neighbourhood number in
the candidate collection num, initialization tabu list
TB   , tabu length len  num . RSbest   , step  0 .

Take the relative difference value between  sSP and

 s* :  S  D 

 sSP s*
 100% .
 s*

Relative difference value between  sRO and  s* :
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 RD 

 
 100% .


Computed result:

RO *
s
s
*
s

TABLE 2 Comparison chart of robust optimization and stochastic programming solutions’ performance
Stochastic programming

Robust optimization

Optimal objective values

Relative difference value

Relative difference value

 sSP
5589027

 sRO
565680

s*

 S D

 R D

558474

0.1

1.29

Using the robust optimization model for design, system
cost (the objective function value) for different scenarios,
and if fluctuations are relatively stable, rendered as
insensitive, implies that this determined supply chain
network structure has less market risk. As a strategic
supply chain network design, not only to establish the basis
for subsequent development of enterprises, also involves
saving a lot of fixed assets foe investment cost, of course,
is also very necessary to reduce risks.

supply chain network design, we established the
integration of supply chain network design for robust
optimization model and stochastic programming models.
In this algorithm design process, first of all, we
analyses the feasibility of solving the model, and then to
study the deterministic optimization problems. Proposed
robust optimization model algorithm based on
deterministic optimization model algorithm.
In the last example, we comparing difference in solving
the objective function value between stochastic
programming solutions and robust optimization solutions,
evaluated performance of supply chain network that
confirmed by robust optimization models. Calculations
results not only show that the all or nothing algorithm of
tabu search has good convergence properties, as well as its
advantages in dealing with large scale problems, but also
show that the robust optimization model for supply chain
network design can effectively reduce market risk, which
is essential for decision-making at the strategic level.

7 Conclusion
This chapter studied strategy-level of integration supply
chain network design problem under uncertain
environment, the aim is to take into account the uncertainty
of design parameters, determine the selection of suppliers,
factories and distributors’ locations as well as the capacity,
customer demand, and to make performance in supply
chain networks have a good robust in the case of parameter
perturbation. Through detailed analysis of the problem of
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Abstract
This paper takes Chinese listing corporation as research samples to find the best combination area or point about the industry-finance
combination on enterprise operating performance. Research on the combination of behaviour impact is carried out through EPS, RPE,
ROE, Tobin Q four indicators. The paper is mainly using the nonlinear regression method based on steel listing corporation annual
data from 2005 to 2008. Experiments show that the relation by EPS, RPE and Tobin Q meeting the cubic function curve is significant;
the relation by ROE meeting the curve function is not significant. In a certain stage of development of the enterprise the appropriate
industry-finance combination area or ratio exists, but the ratio of each index is different.
Keywords: industrial-financial combination, the nonlinear regression, the cubic curve, China steel listing corporation, the best combination point

Research on the combination of behaviour impact is
carried out through EPS, RPE, ROE, Tobin Q four indexes.
In order to obtain a smooth curve fitting for scattered data
to find the best combination points or area is the research
focus and difficulty of microscopic study. This paper is
mainly using the nonlinear regression method based on
China’s steel listing corporation annual data from 2005 to
2008. Experiments show that the relation by EPS, RPE and
Tobin Q meeting the cubic function curve is significant;
the relation by ROE meeting the curve function is not
significant. This text fully shows that the combination
optimum ratio do exist in a certain stage of development
of companies.

1 Introduction
The combination of industry and finance is the industrial
economy and the financial sector in the development
process of the mutual penetration and influence process. It
is that the market economy develops to a certain stage of
the inevitable trend [1, 2].
Practice of the developed countries shows that
industrial capital and financial capital will have a fusion
process to distribute the social resources more effective to
meet the objective requirements. This kind of fusion is
conducive to the national financial policy at the macro
level and fast flowing to industrial capital at the micro
level, and can ultimately improve the efficiency of capital
allocation. Industry and finance how to combine
effectively became one of the research foci of the theory.
Many scholars have studied the problem and the concept
of the integration essence, mechanism, motivation and the
effective conditions [3, 4].
In recent years, Baosteel Group, Shougang Group,
Wuhan Iron and Steel Group, China steel enterprises listed
company have carried out the exploration and the practice
of the industry and finance combination accumulated
certain experience. These practice and explorations as we
stand on the corporate perspective of the Combination of
behaviour provide realistic materials.
This article takes Chinese listing corporation as
research samples to find the best combination area or point
about the industry-finance combination on enterprise
operating performance, making an empirical test of
different proportion of share of the combination of
industry with finance behaviour influence on the
management performance and the value of the enterprise.
*

2 Literature review
The existing literature about the combination effect of
listing
Corporation
empirical
research
mainly
concentrated in two observation aspects. One is based on
financial enterprises shares of non-financial listing
corporation perspective, using cross section data in
quantitative analysis of finance enterprise shareholding
proportion of listing corporation performance and other
aspects of the impact effect of listing Corporation
empirical research.
Another is based on non-financial listing corporation
shares of financial institutions, contrast before and after
financial listing corporation accounting index to analyse
the impact of combination of industry with finance. This
study is based on the first one [5, 6].
We have found that the enterprise in a certain stage of
development has the most appropriate industry-finance
combination ratio or area to make the impacts on the

Corresponding author e-mail: lgyj0824@163.com
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performance and the value by using Loess regression
method in 2013.
L1

Wang Zhiming, Zhu Shuzhen

This paper studied Chinese Shanghai and Shenzhen
Stock Markets Sample steel listing Corporation (C6), with
the time interval from 2005 to 2008. In this paper, data
from Shanghai and Shenzhen stock market listing
Corporations released annual report of listing Corporation
*.pdf file or bulletin. The main data are from RESSET
database, CHINF sites, China Securities Regulatory
Commission and China listing Corporation information
network and other related sites.
Considering the effectiveness and availability of data,
financial shareholder equity ratio of the top ten
shareholders is selected as the explanatory variable.
Those heterogeneous samples are eliminated. For
example, the same company's stock has been listed in
Hong Kong stock market, or EPS is negative or more than
100, or ROE is negative, or the stock symbol is ST.
Through screening and analysis, we derive conditions
consistent with the sample of 95 listing Corporation. The
data used variables are defined as shown in Table 1.
Results are analysed and calculated by using SPSS 18.
As shown in Table 2, RPE, EPS and ROE of the average
of 18.03, 0.376, 0.184 and Tobin Q value of mean 1.376,
mean that iron and steel enterprises are still in rapid
development, and benefits is good, and market prospect is
valued and recognized from 2005 to 2008. In fact, China
steel industry is in the best period of its history.

L2

Performa
The shares
FIGURE 1 The Cubic curve of the relation between the performance
and the shares

Further documents showed, the study is essentially
research on the relationship between firm performances
and the larger shareholders holdings based on the viewing
angle. Existing literatures found that the largest
shareholder of the company effect on the value may not
only bring the potential incentive effects, but also bring
defensive effects. The impact is with a clear section
feature. There is the Cubic regression relationship between
corporate value and the first shareholder ownership. But
the change trend of the curve of the first major
shareholders is opposite to that of the second largest
shareholder. As Figure 1, curve L1 shows the relationship
between corporate performance and the proportion of the
first largest shareholder, curve L2 shows the relations
between corporate performance and the proportion of the
second largest shareholder [7, 8].

3.2 The nonlinear regression method
Firstly we study variables Pearson correlation analysis.
Then according to the degree of correlation coefficient, the
regression models are established. Finally, the function
models are utilized to analyse the relevant data.
In the light of the previous literature, we put the
proportion of shares of financial companies as an
explanatory variable, and selected RPE, EPS, ROE and
Tobin Q value as the explained variables. So four
regression models are established [5, 6].
According to the trend of correlation analysis and plot,
we use the SPSS software regression analysis, curve
estimation, regression analysis of data using the linear,
logarithmic, countdown, two times, three times,
compound, power, S, growth, index, Logistic function
model.

3 Data and methodology
3.1 VARIABLES AND DATA
With reference to the relevant literature we selected RPE,
EPS, ROE, Tobin Q to represent the enterprise
performance.
The Scale variable, used to describe the degree of
industry-finance combination, is the total of the proportion
held by shareholders with financial background from the
10 larger shareholders by our collection and arrangement.
TABLE 1 The definition of variables
Variable
Order
Company code
Company name
Data date

Symbol
no
code
company
date

Data type
Numeric(N)
Character(C)
Character(C)
Date(D)

The shareholding ratio

scale

Numeric(N)

P/ e ratio
Earnings per share
The net assets returns ratio
Tobin Q
Remark

rpe
eps
roe
qval
bj

Numeric(N)
Numeric(N)
Numeric(N)
Numeric(N)
Character(C)

Definition
The order
Steel listed companies code
Steel listed companies name
The date of the data
The total of the proportion held by shareholders with financial background from the
10 larger shareholders
The annual price-earnings ratio
Diluted earnings per share
Diluted net assets returns ratio
The Tobin’s value
Notes and instructions
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TABLE 2 The descriptive statistics of variables
Symbol
Date
Scale
Rpe
Eps
Roe
Qval

N
95
95
95
95
95
95

Min
2005/12/31
0.15
3.9332
0.0061
0.0033
0.7936

Max
2008/12/31
39.28
90.6077
1.2356
0.88
3.0421

Mean

Std. Deviation

6.2767
18.0323
0.3756
0.184
1.3257

7.0096
16.71
0.3027
0.1815
0.554

TABLE 3 The Pearson correlations of variables
Scale
RPE
EPS
ROE
Pearson Correlation
1
.240*
.285**
-.029
Scale
Sig. (2-tailed)
.019
.005
.779
N
95
95
95
95
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) **. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

As can be seen from Table 3, between EPS and scale,
the Pearson correlation coefficient was 0.285, and at the
0.01 level significantly. So there is an obvious positive

Qval
.316**
.002
95

correlation between the two variables. The function of
curve fitting regression analysis by SPSS software, the
results in Table 4 and Figure 2.

TABLE 4 The model summary and parameter estimates of EPS
Equation
Linear
Logarithmic
Inverse
Quadratic
Cubic
Compound
Power
S
Growth
Exponential
Logistic

R Square
.081
.092
.026
.146
.147
.072
.104
.053
.072
.072
.072

Model Summary
F
df1
8.252
1
9.464
1
2.531
1
7.836
2
5.217
3
7.269
1
10.840
1
5.182
1
7.269
1
7.269
1
7.269
1

df2
93
93
93
92
91
93
93
93
93
93
93

Sig.
.005
.003
.115
.001
.002
.008
.001
.025
.008
.008
.008

Constant
.298
.271
.403
.197
.210
.192
.169
-1.265
-1.648
.192
5.197

Parameter Estimates
b1
b2
.012
.080
-.045
.041
-.001
.034
.000
1.041
.292
-.217
.040
.040
.961

b3

-1.456E-5

(1) represents the scale variable.

The dependent variable is EPS, and the independent
variable is scale.
Table 4 shows the three function model (Cubic) fitting
degree is higher, and the overall model fit is higher. We
can get the equation model as follows. The h in Equation

EPS  c  1h   2 h 2   3h3 .

(1)

The curve of EPS is as Figure 2.

TABLE 5 The cubic model summary of RPE, ROE and Qval
Dependent
Variable
RPE
ROE
Qval

R Square
.066
.021
.145

Model Summary
F
df1
2.149
3
.656
3
5.130
3

df2
91
91
91

Sig.
.099
.581
.003

Constant
14.820
.235
.972

b3
-.002
-3.145E-5
5.428E-5

Tobin Q  C  1h   2 h 2  3h 2 .

Seen from Table 5, RPE and Qval (Tobin Q) reach
statistical significant criteria. ROE does not reach the
significant requirements. The h in equations represents the
scale variable.

RPE  c  1h   2 h 2  3h3 ,

Parameter Estimates
b1
b2
.066
.073
-.021
.002
.093
-.004

(3)

The Cubic curve of the variables is as follows figures.
In order to observe the overall change trend, we will
coordinate axes appropriately extended. It is no practical
significance that some coordinate is negative. For
example, x is negative of no significance

(2)
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FIGURE 2 The Cubic curve of EPS and RPE

FIGURE 3 The Cubic curve of ROE and Tobin Q

Because of 2008 financial crisis consequences, the
ownership began to decline significantly in 2008.

4 Empirical Results
Combined with the above, we can see the following
phenomena as follows:
First, from Figure 2 to Figure 3 can be seen, the curve
is a "S" type, and exists the extreme values in certain
interval. According to the equation each variable can
calculate x coordinates of each variable in the range of
the maximum or minimum value. For example, when x
value is 27.9, EPS reaches the maximum value in the
right interval. When x value is 24.8, RPE reaches the
maximum value in its right interval. And when x value
is 6.1 or 36.3, ROE can reach the maximum value in its
interval. And when x value is 18.9 or 30.2, Tobin Q can
reach the maximum value in its interval. EPS and RPE
have one value, but ROE and Tobin Q have two values.
This is consistent with the figures as Figure 2 and Figure
3.
Second, RPE, EPS, ROE and Tobin Q can reach the
maximum value or the minimum value from the Cubic
curves, but the ratio of each index is different.
In the end, from 2005 to 2008 by our calculation, the
means of the combination of ownership is increased
gradually, and the maximum value is 8.41 in 2007.

5 Conclusions and prospect
Three important conclusions can be drawn from the
above results.
Firstly, EPS, RPE and Tobin Q could obey the rules
of shareholding ratio and operating performance. But the
law obeyed by EPS and RPE is different from the one
obeyed by Tobin Q. ROE does not reach statistical
significance criterion.
Secondly, the combination optimum ratio about the
relation between the performance and the shares do exist,
but the ratio of each index is different. The combination
has different effects on each index of the iron and steel
enterprises. RPE, EPS and Tobin Q can reach the
maximum value or the minimum value when the
proportion is appropriate, but the value of each index is
different.
Finally, as the ratio is far from the optimal proportion
for the maximum value of the mean scale is only 8.41,
the industry-finance combination of Chinese iron and
steel listing Corporation is still relatively junior.
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Chinese iron and steel enterprises should consider the
combination of industry and finance as the priority
direction of development as the steel industry is a typical
capital-intensive, resource-intensive and technologyintensive industry. It is necessary for companies to suit
their measures to local conditions to carry out the
combination practice. Only when certain conditions
would be met, production and finance can be effectively
combined [9]. To speed up the upgrading of the
industrial structure adjustment, the combination
provides a new way and an idea for China iron and steel
industry and other traditional industries. It can promote

China's iron and steel enterprises to get out of the current
predicament of production and management as soon as
possible [10, 11].
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Abstract
Human resources is one of the key indexes in measuring the competitiveness of en enterprise. However, evaluation of enterprise human
resource competitiveness, evaluation index system and evaluation model remain a problem in academic and practice. Nowadays, key
factors in evaluation of enterprise human resources competitiveness and evaluation index are incomplete and imperfect, and processing
methods of corresponding evaluation index is not scientific. Thus, studies on analysis model of enterprise human resource are of great
importance. In this paper, an improved grey correlation analysis model of human resource competitiveness was put forward. This
model provides relative restrictive factors in analysis of enterprise resource competitiveness, and analysed enterprise competitiveness
from the aspects of human resource quality competiveness, market development competiveness, management quality competiveness,
etc. and evaluation analysis based on improved grey correlation analysis method was conducted. Its evaluation result can be a basis of
selection of human resource developing strategies for direction and of frame of decision-making. Finally, the model and algorithm was
proved feasible by implementation of actual case.
Keywords: human resources, competitiveness, grey correlation analysis, evaluating indicator, model

enterprise human resources, and had provided good
directions and strategies of implementation [6-10].
However, most of the existing studies on analysis of
human resource competitiveness limited to provide
relative guiding strategies based on quantitative analysis,
cannot implement comprehensive evaluation analysis
combining qualitative and quantitative aspects, and cannot
provide qualitative analysis models, which can guide the
analysis of enterprise human resources. Thus, this paper,
based on existing researches and studies, via analysis of
relative restrictive factors that influence enterprises human
resources, established a comprehensive evaluation index
system of enterprise human resources corresponding to
restrictive factors, and established corresponding
comprehensive evaluation calculation model of enterprise
human resources based on grey correlation analysis.

1 Introduction
Enterprise human resources refer to the human resources
or labor force owned or controlled by the enterprise that
can bring economic interest in the process of production
and management. Along with the development of
information technology and computer science and
technology, the importance of enterprise human resource
is increasing. And the emphasis of enterprise human
resources not only on human resources or labour force, but
has expanded to the strength and quality an enterprise
owned that can make the enterprise obtain economic profit
and develop sustainably, which embodies various aspects
including the management ability of human resources,
human resource competitiveness and extensible
developing potential based on science and technology [13]. Thus, analysis of human resource evaluation needs to
be based on the aspects of human resources, including
sociality, reproducibility, profitability, marketability,
dynamics, hierarchy and subjective initiative, for
comprehensive analysis, and obtain key evaluation factors
of its evaluation analysis of human resource
competitiveness. And comprehensive evaluation index
system of enterprise human resource competitiveness can
be created, which will provide strong support for
implementation of computer aided intelligent analysis
method of evaluation of enterprise human resource
competitiveness and implementation of the system [4-5].
By far, some relative studies had analysed and probe into
*

2 Influence factors in enterprise human resource and
comprehensive index system
2.1 ANALYSIS OF INFLUENCE FACTORS IN
ENTERPRISE HUMAN RESOURCE
Restraint of social factors: human resource in a certain
population engages in social labour. It cannot leave the
society, and is limited by various conditions including
social politics, economy and culture. Thus, human
resource presents strong sociality. Sociality is the essential
attribute of human resource, and is also the basic
difference between human resource and material resource.

Corresponding author e-mail: 32590984@qq.com
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It needs to be noted that along with the development of
society and science and technology, human resources does
not refer to human, but the individual capacity carried by
human. That is to say, the carrier of human resource is
human, and the core of human resources is labour force.
Restraint of reproducibility factors: reproducibility
of human resources includes reproducibility of enterprise
labour force and reproducibility of human resources. The
reproducibility is realized via the process of continuous
replacement, renewal and rehabilitation of the entire
labour force population of enterprise and each individual
in human resources. Along with the replacement of life
circle of product designation and the development of social
science and technology, the production technology of
enterprise labour force will be supplemented and renewed
constantly for adjusting to the requirements of designation,
renewal and maintaining of new products. Thus, for
improving of enterprise labour productivity and realizing
reproducibility of enterprise human resources, influences
and restraints of various reproducibility factors need to be.
Restraints of profitability factors: by combining
with other kinds of resources, enterprise human resources
can bring presumptive increment of value. But it needs to
be noted that human resource is different from other forms
of tangible resources. The enterprise human resource is not
only restraint by internal factors of individual labour, but
also influenced by organization management within the
enterprise, economic environment out of the enterprise and
other constraints, which makes its profitability full of
uncertainty.
Restraint of market factors: enterprise human
resource is an activity that serves business market. When
in market activities implement, value evaluation of human
resource obtain the evaluation result via the forming
process of asset value and mechanism of action under the
condition of simulative market. Thus, development
potential and prospect of market is the key segment in
enterprise human resource project. The enterprise human
resource needs to correlate closely with the development
trend and potential development competitiveness to
combine effectively human resources, material resources
and intangible assets in the process of market prediction
and market exploitation and cannot deviate off market
development. Thus, it can bring economic benefit to the
enterprise.
Restraints of dynamic factors: dynamic refers to that
value of human resource is evaluated from dynamic
perspective. First of all, because human resource and its
carrier cannot be separated, human resources cannot be
quantized with money in static state like material resource.
It can only be evaluated in dynamic state, namely the

Li Xiuli, Zhang Yuhong, Zhao Sujuan

performance appraisal in its using process. The
performance is not only decided by its own value, but also
by environment, organizational system, supply and
demand, etc. These variables of the value of human
resources change constantly, which makes the evaluation
of the value of human resources full of uncertainty.
Restraint of hierarchy: human resource is a new
capital form, which is put forward directing at assumption
of capital homogeneity in traditional theory. As a
breakthrough of capital homogeneity, within human
resources there is obvious heterogeneity，i.e. hierarchy.
That is to say, human resource is influenced by the factors
of hierarchy including learning capacity, working ability,
creativity, ability to organize and manage and resources
allocation abilities of the carrier of labour force.
Restraints of subjective initiative: the subjective
initiative of human resource is a key segment industry in
obtaining innovative development. That is to say, the
carrier of human resources can conduct creative activities
with certain purposes, and can change the world via its
own labour. All the economic activities show up firstly as
activities of human resources. Activities of human
resources occupy the most important status in economic
activities. Human resource is a very active economic
resource and productive factors, which launches, organizes
and coordinates other resources, and is the only factor,
which can play the role of creativity in economic activities.
The subjective initiative and creativity of human resource
plays a decisive role in the development of social
production.
2.2 ESTABLISHMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE
EVALUATION INDEX SYSTEM OF
ENTERPRISE HUMAN RESOURCE
COMPETITIVENESS
To establish the corresponding comprehensive evaluation
index system of enterprise human resource
competitiveness, the human resource competitiveness of
the whole enterprise should be evaluated from
comprehensive perspectives both inside and outside of
enterprise. And the influence of restraints mentioned
above need to be taken into consideration, and analysis
from the level of three constraints, namely human quality
competitiveness, market competitiveness and management
quality competitiveness, needs to be done. What’s more,
the evaluation indexes should be scientific, complete,
comparable and operable. The evaluation index system is
presented in Figure 1.
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Target layer

Factor level

Index layer

Innovative ability
Learning ability
Human quality

Basic business ability
Post competency
Human value expansion

The
evaluation
index
system of
competitiv
eness of
enterprise
human
resources

Market share
Profit cost ratio
Market competitiveness

Market satisfaction
Capital gains rate
Market development degree

Management mechanism
Assessment mechanism
Management quality

Learning mechanism
Competition mechanism
Excitation mechanism

FIGURE1 The comprehensive evaluation index system of enterprise human resource competitiveness

The human quality competitiveness refers to
technology and ability of enterprise employees. The ability
and technology enables them to be qualified to their
positions. The index of human quality competitiveness
manifests
as
evaluation
of human
resource
competitiveness from inside of enterprises. This category
of index can comprehensively evaluate the capability of
employees. Market competitiveness refers to the ability of
an enterprise to occupy and expand the market. The index
of market competitiveness is one of the important indexes
that reflect the human resource management ability of an
enterprise. And this category of indexed is outcome
indexed that influence human resource competitiveness.
They can work as objective index factors in adjustment of
framework of human resource competitiveness which
reflects the prospect of human resource management and
make the human resource development strategic.
Management quality competitiveness refers to rules
related to personal management including system and
rules of employment. Rational management, planning and
employment cannot only improve human resource
competitiveness but also promote the innovation and
development of enterprises.

the analysis of evaluation indexes mentioned above,
evaluation indexes influenced by different factors have
been transformed as positive indexes. Thus, in this paper,
this paper applied ratio scale from 1 to 9 to mark fuzzy
grade to evaluation indexes in different categories. Thus,
fuzzy evaluation values corresponding to different types of
evaluation indexes can be obtained. The concrete
evaluation standard is presented in Table 1.
TABLE 1 The evaluation criteria of the standardization of evaluation
indexes
Ratio scale
1

Importance degree
Not important

3

Fairly important

5

Important

7

Vary important

9

Absolutely important
Median between two
neighbouring levels

2,4,6,8

Explanation
Of the least importance
Of fairly importance for
evaluation analysis
Of mediate importance for
evaluation analysis
Of considerate importance
for evaluation analysis
Of the highest importance
Applied when an average
needs to be stroke

3.2 GREY CORRELATON ANALYSIS OF
EVALUATION INDEX
Grey correlation analysis is a correlation measuring
method that sorts system characteristics and relative
factors according to the corresponding calculated grey
correlation. It is an analysis method that combines
qualitative method and quantitative method, which can
successfully solve the problem in evaluation indexes
quantization and analysis. It can also make the evaluation
result more scientific, objective and accurate by avoiding
influence taken by human factors [11-14]. According to
the theory of grey correlation, the closer the geometrical
shapes of curves of two sequences, the larger the

3 Grey correlation analysis model of enterprise
human resources competitiveness
3.1 STANDARDIZATION OF EVALUATION
INDEXES
Under the condition of that the comprehensive evaluation
index system of enterprise human resource
competitiveness has been built, evaluation indexes in
different categories need to be standardized. According to
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correlation between them. Thus, after obtaining the fuzzy
values of different indexes  ij   ijlef ,  ijrig  ,  ijlef   ijrig ,

k Rj    wi  ijR  .
n

positive ideal grey correlation sequence of evaluation
indexes can be built as:

The weighted grey correlation k jN of human resource
implementation plan Pj and the positive ideal grey

 iR0   iR0lef ,  iR0 rig  

max   ijlef |1  j  m  , max   ijrig |1  j  m  

.

correlation sequence:

(1)

k jN    wi  ijN  .
n

 iN0   iN0 lef ,  iN0  rig  

 min   ijlef |1  j  m  , min   ijrig |1  j  m  



.

3.3 GREY CORRELATION ANALYSIS MODEL OF
HUMAN RESOURCE COMPETITIVENESS AND
ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

(2)

Human resource implementation plan Pj is attached to the

In the Equations (1), (2) i is the parameter and j is the
number of projects under implementation.
Thus, the Euclidean distance between the value of
evaluation index  ij   ijlef ,  ijrig  and the positive ideal

optimal implementation plan. The membership of positive
ideal grey correlation sequence is  j  0   j  1 , namely
the grey correlation. And the membership of it attached to
negative ideal grey correlation sequence is 1   j . In order

grey correlation sequence is:

d 

|  iR0lef   ijlef |  |  ijrig   Rj 0 rig |2
2

(8)

i 1

Similarly, negative ideal grey correlation sequence of
evaluation indexes can be built as:

R
i

(7)

i 1

to determine the comprehensive grey correlation  j ,
.

establish the objective function according to the strength
and weakness of the implementation plan:

(3)

Thus, the Euclidean distance between the value of
evaluation index  ij   ijlef ,  ijrig  and the negative ideal





F  j   min  j k Rj   1   j  k jN
2

 .
2

(9)

grey correlation sequence is:

diN 

|  iN0 lef   ijlef |  |  ijrig   Nj 0 rig |2
2

Obtain the correlation of grey correlation  j of the
.

human resource implementation plan Pj according to

(4)

extremum principle:

Thus, the grey correlation index 

R
ij

of the human



correlation sequence of the index  ij is:

min min d   max max d

 
R
ij

R
i

i

i

j

j

d   max max d
R
i

i

j

.

k  max 1 ,2 , L , m  .

The grey correlation index  ijN of the human resource

Pj

 

min min diN   max max diN
i

i

j

d   max max d
N
i

i

j

j

N
i

.

(11)

Then human resource implementation plan Pk is the
closest to the ideal grey matter-element, namely the human
resource implementation plan Pk is the optimal
implementation plan.

and negative ideal grey

correlation sequence of the index  ij is:

N
ij

(10)

implementation plan can be obtained. An obtain the
principle of proximity of human resource competitiveness
grey correlation analysis of multi-attributes based on the
grey correlation  j .If

(5)

In the Equation,  is resolution ratio，usually taken
as   0.5 .
implementation plan

2

According to the above-mentioned grey correlation
decision analysis, the grey correlation  j of each

R
i

R
i



 j  1/ 1   k jN / k Rj  , j  1, 2, L, m .

resource implementation plan Pj and positive ideal grey

(6)

4 Case analysis

The weighted grey correlation k Rj of human resource

In this paper, the human resource competitiveness
evaluation of a certain enterprise was analysed based on
the abovementioned algorithm and model. Via consulting
relative specialists, divide its human resource

implementation plan Pj and the positive ideal grey
correlation sequence:
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competitiveness into four grades, namely “good”, “fairly
good”, “ordinary” and “bad”. Table 2 presents fuzzy

values of concrete evaluation indexes of the enterprise.

TABLE 2 The fuzzy value of enterprise human resource competitiveness
Influence factor

Human resource
competitiveness

Market
competitiveness

Management
quality
competitiveness

weight

0.30

0.30

0.40

Evaluation grade
Good
Ordinary
7.0-8.0
6.0-7.0
8.0-9.0
6.0-7.0
7.0-8.0
3.0-5.0

Bad
3.0-5.0
3.0-5.0
8.0-9.0

6.0-7.0

8.0-9.0

7.0-8.0

3.0-5.0

0.15

8.0-9.0

6.0-7.0

7.0-8.0

3.0-5.0

0.25
0.15
0.20
0.15

3.0-5.0
8.0-9.0
6.0-7.0
7.0-8.0

6.0-7.0
7.0-8.0
8.0-9.0
6.0-7.0

8.0-9.0
3.0-5.0
6.0-7.0
8.0-9.0

7.0-8.0
6.0-7.0
3.0-5.0
3.0-5.0

0.25

7.0-8.0

3.0-5.0

8.0-9.0

6.0-7.0

0.25

8.0-9.0

3.0-5.0

7.0-8.0

6.0-7.0

0.20

3.0-5.0

8.0-9.0

7.0-8.0

6.0-7.0

0.20

7.0-8.0

6.0-7.0

3.0-5.0

8.0-9.0

0.15

6.0-7.0

7.0-8.0

8.0-9.0

3.0-5.0

0.20

3.0-5.0

8.0-9.0

6.0-7.0

7.0-8.0

Evaluation index

weight

Innovative ability
Learning ability
Professional ability
Basic business
ability
Human value
expansion
Market share
Profit cost ratio
Market satisfaction
Profit gains rate
Market development
degree
Management
mechanism
Assessment
mechanism
Learning mechanism
Competition
mechanism
Excitation
mechanism

0.20
0.20
0.25

Fairly good
8.0-9.0
7.0-8.0
6.0-7.0

0.20

Table 3 presents grey correlation analysis statistics of
enterprise human resource competitiveness obtained based
on abovementioned algorithm and model.

was a complex problem of system decision analysis with
multiple levels, attributes and objects influenced by
multiple factors. This paper put forward an improved
evaluation index system of enterprise human resource
competitiveness via analysis of relative restrictive factors
in the process of implementation plan of enterprise human
resource. Then standardize different categories of
evaluation indexes under the evaluation index system and
put forward an improved grey correlation analysis model
of enterprise human resource competitiveness based on the
theory of grey system. This model obtains the grades of
enterprise human resource competitiveness or the optimal
implementation plan in multiple implementation plans.
The physical significance of the model is clear and
definite, the calculation in the model is easy, and will
provide strong support for implementation of computer
aided intelligent analysis method of evaluation of
enterprise human resource competitiveness and
implementation of the system. In the paper, the model and
algorithm proved feasible via case analysis.

TABLE 3 Grey correlation analysis values of enterprise human resource
competitiveness
Fairly good
Positive grey
correlation
Negative grey
correlation
Comprehensive
grey correlation

Rank
Good
Ordinary

Bad

0.785

0.817

0.633

0.432

0.713

0.625

0.804

0.898

0.548

0.631

0.383

0.188

According to the analysis procedure and result, the
human resource competitiveness of the enterprise is in
good condition.
4 Conclusion
Evaluation of enterprise human resource competitiveness
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Abstract
As there is a priority in multiple design transaction and multiple design roles in the distributed design traction, this paper studies the
distribution hierarchy of collaborative design roles and proposes a membership degree algorithm based on grey related analysis. In this
algorithm, design constraint degree about the design roles is acquired through grey related analysis. Under different design constraint
degree, design roles and incidence coefficient are acquired together with corresponding matrix. Then the membership degree can be
available by the constraint degree and the matrix. Empirical test proves the efficacy and practicability of this algorithm.
Keywords: distributed design, collaborative design, membership degree, algorithm, artificial intelligence

design membership degree algorithm based on grey
incidence analysis and apply it to empirical study to prove
its feasibility.

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of computer science,
distributed collaborative design has become a big concern
of intelligent design. The quick design of huge and
complicated modern manufacturing equipment requires
multiple design roles in the process of distributed design
or manufacturing, as these designs need collaboration of a
team or the design is distributed in different enterprises or
regions [1-3].
Some researchers have already studied the distributed
design and multiple roles collaborative design with
satisfactory progress. But as the weight and hierarchy of
the design is limited, there are few researches involving
fuzzy design roles. Design constraints and standards need
to be considered for the hierarchy of fuzzy design roles.
Therefore, it is significant to determine the priority of
different roles in the collaborative design, which will ease
the coupling and conflicts in multiple design and support
complicated design that promote the development of
artificial intelligent design.
Currently, comprehensive evaluation method and
Access Hierarchy Process (AHP) [8-10] are major ways to
determine the priority of design roles. However, these
methods rely much on people’s subjective judgment and
experience that may overlook constraint information or
uncertain information, resulting in a biased design.
Therefore, this paper analyses the membership degree of
collaborative design roles based on grey system theory
[11-14]. In this theory, the more similar the curves of the
sequence are to each other, the more incidences they have.
Multiple design constraint is set as the standard for
membership degree. The incidence coefficient and
incidence matrix between design constraint and design
roles are acquired. Then this paper proposes a multiple
*

2 Multiple design roles priority distribution standard
Multiple design roles distribution is key to the
collaborative design, the process of which involves in
weight distribution affected by various factors. Some
factors can be measured up accurately in a quantitative
way. Some call for qualitative analysis mixed with
uncertain design factors. Thus, multiple design roles
distribution is a system decision-making problem with
multi-attribute.
Multiple design roles distribution based on grey
incidence analysis requires the calculation of grey
incidence degree of various design roles and the sequence
of roles characteristic and judgment standard. A
combination of quantitative and qualitative analysis will
make it easier to standardized and do statistics of the
priority distribution standard and eliminate human factors
so that the result will be more scientific, objective and
accurate. Grey incidence analysis serves to the nature of
collaborative design represented by priority distribution
standard of multiple design roles.
2.1 DETERMINATION OF MULTIPLE DESIGN
ROLES DISTRIBUTION STANDARD
Factors that affect the priority distribution of design roles
are multifaceted, including organization factor,
intrapersonal factor, theme factor, object factor,
knowledge sharing, intelligent integration, design demand,
etc. Some factors are fuzzy and uncertain. What’s more, it
also looms large to transmit these factors to an information
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J s , Jt  J s  Jt   J s  J , Jt  J    , s  t .

model that is easy to be identified by the computer, which
will ease the priority distribution of design roles.
There is a necessity to set standard and construct a
model for standard of the priority distribution of roles.
Standards are set based on the abstract and fuzzy constraint
factors of collaborative design in the way of semantic
segmentation. The purpose is to acquire the minimum,
complete and independent unit of constraint information of
multiple design roles and transmit the semantics by units
to standards that are coped easily.
This paper introduces the concept of unit to describe
the priority distribution standard. The priority distribution
standard O, standard characteristics C and value of O about
C consist a three-element set J   , C,V  , which serves

2.2 MODEL OF PRIORITY DISTRIBUTION
STANDARD
Suppose there are M priority distribution standards and
none of them are overlapped in information, and there are
K decision subjects to do the grey decision analysis. Here
gets the grey decision analysis sequence for standard J i :
 i  i 1 , i  2  ,..., i  K   , i  1, 2,..., M .

Construct the ideal grey incidence sequence   of
priority distribution standard:

    1 ,   2  ,...,   K   

as the unit of priority distribution standard with one
dimension. As the priority distribution standard has
various characteristics, they are usually multidimensional. Here prescribes that the standard O, n
characteristics c1 , c2 ,..., cn and corresponding value

 max  1 , max   2 ,..., max   K 
1 i  M

c1
c2
cn

v1 
v2 
.


v3 

1 i  M

i

1 i  M

i  j  
(1)

min min   j   i  j    max max   j   i  j  , (3)
i
j
i
j

  j   i  j    max max   j   i  j 
i

a  j   ia  j   | b  j   ib  j  |2

i

2

j

a  j   ia  j   | b  j   ib  j  |2

If i  j  is fuzzy and uncertain value interval, that is
when i  j   ia  j  , ib  j   and fits ia  j   ib  j  ,
then the grey incidence coefficient between sequence  i
and sequence   about j is described as:

  max max
i

  max max
i

The grey incidence degree between sequence  i and

1 K
i  j  .
K j 1

J i is described as:
(6)

2

 r  r 1 , r  2  ,..., r  K   , r  1, 2,..., H .

The priority degree of all priority distribution standards of
multiple design roles are expressed by:
T

(4)

Suppose there are H collaborative design roles in the
distributed design and K decision subjects to do the grey
decision analysis. The grey decision sequence for roles Jt
is described as:

i 1

  1 ,  2 ,...,  M  .

j

.

3.1 CALCULATION METHOD OF MEMBERSHIP
DEGREE

M

 i   (i ) /   (i) .

a  j   ia  j   | b  j   ib  j  |2

3 Calculation method and algorithm of membership
degree of multiple design roles

(5)

The priority degree of standard

2

j

2

sequence   are:

 (i) 

a  j   ia  j   | b  j   ib  j  |2
2

2

2

j

where β is the identification coefficient, and   0.5 .

2

min min

(2)

incidence coefficient between sequence  i and sequence
  about j is described as:

To ensure the reliability of the membership degree
distribution, authenticity and completeness of priority
distribution standard should be guaranteed. After
decomposition, what the original priority distribution
standards stand for should be passed down to decomposed
standards and the constraint information shouldn’t be
overlapped. It is expressed by:

i  j  

,

i

If i  j  is a quantitative value, then the grey

v1 , v2 ,..., vn consist of rows and lines with n dimensions. It
is a standard unit with n dimensions:


J   , C , V   




i

In order to measure better the membership degree, here
sets the priority distribution standard  i as the ideal grey

(7)
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incidence sequence  . Calculate the grey incidence
degree between design roles sequence  r and ideal grey



 j 

min min i  j   r  j    max max i  j   r  j  .
i
r

incidence sequence  as well as the incidence

i

r

(9)

i  j   r  j    max max i  j   r  j 

coefficient  r  k  between priority distribution standard
and design roles.
Suppose the ideal grey incidence sequence  is
expressed as:

  i  i 1 , i  2 ,..., i  K   .

r
i

i

r

If i  j  is fuzzy and uncertain value interval, that is
when r  j   ra  j  ,rb  j  and fits ra  j   rb  j  ,
then the grey incidence coefficient between sequence  r
and sequence  i about j is described as:

(8)

If i  j  is a quantitative value, then the grey incidence
coefficient between sequence  r and sequence  i about
j is described as:

ia  j   ra  j   | ib  j   rb  j  |2
2

 ir  j  

min min
i

2

r



a
i

 j   j
a
r

2

 |
2

b
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  max max
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 j   j |
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  max max
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H
 M  MxH

 M2

.

r

T

(11)

(12)

The absolute grey membership degree r of the
collaborative design roles r is:

r    wi   ir  , 1  r  H .
M

(13)

i 1

The absolute grey membership degree  r of the
collaborative design roles r is:
H

 r  r /  r .

(14)

r 1

The relative grey membership degree sequence of
collaborative design roles is:

  1 , 2 ,..., H  .
T



a
i

 j   j
a
r

2

 |

b
i

 j   j |
b
r

.

(10)

2

2

transaction. Then, the priority distribution standard
sequence is set as the ideal grey incidence analysis
sequence and absolute membership degree and relative
membership degree are available by the improved grey
incidence calculation method proposed in this paper. The
membership degree distribution algorithm based on grey
incidence analysis is described as follows:
Step 1 Construct roles model according to design demand
to confirm the design roles and corresponding roles
characteristics;
Step 2 Determine the priority distribution standard of
collaborative design roles in distributed design transaction
based on Chapter 1.1;
Step 3 According to section 1.2, conduct the grey decision
analysis abased on priority distribution standard of
decision subjects to multiple design roles and get the grey
decision sequence;
Step 4 Construct the ideal grey incidence analysis
incidence of the priority distribution standard based on
Equation (2);
Step 5 According to specific characteristics of standard,
get the grey incidence coefficient of priority distribution
standard based on Equations (3) and (4);
Step 6 Get the grey incidence degree and priority degree
of priority distribution standard based on Equations (5)(7);
Step 7 Construct the priority distribution standard of
multiple design roles as the ideal grey incidence sequence
according to section 2.1 based on Equation (8);
Step 8 Get the grey incidence analysis coefficient based on
Equations (9-11) and construct corresponding coefficient
matrix;
Step 9 Get the absolute membership degree and relative
membership degree based on Equations (12)-(15) and
determine the hierarchy of roles;
Step 10 Complete the membership degree distribution.

The absolute grey membership degree sequence of
collaborative design roles is:

   T   1 , 2 ,..., P  ,

2

r

2

The incidence matrix τ between the priority
distribution standard and the collaborative design roles:
  11
 1

  2

 1
 M

ia  j   ra  j   | ib  j   rb  j  |2

(15)

3.2 DISTRIBUTION ALGORITHM FOR MULTIPLE
MEMBERSHIP DEGREE OF DESIGN ROLES
BASED ON GREY INCIDENCE ANALYSIS
As is discussed above, the grey incidence sequence is
constructed based on the priority distribution standard of
collaborative design roles in the distributed design
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knowledge sharing, intelligent integration, design demand
are set as distribution standard for membership degree. The
original sequences by grey incidence analysis of priority
distribution standard of multiple design roles and
collaborative design roles in the distributed design
transaction are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

4 Empirical test
This paper tests the algorithm by a supporting system of a
product’s distributed design. This distributed design
system has five design groups as design roles to coordinate
tasks. Organization factor, theme factor, object factor,

TABLE 1 Grey incidence analysis of priority distribution standard of multiple design roles
Distribution standard
Organization factor
Theme factor
Object factor
Knowledge sharing
Intelligent integration
Design demand

Grey incidence analysis data
9, (7.5,8.5),9,9, (6.5,7.5),9,9, (7.5,8.5)
9,9,9,9,9, (7.5,8.5),9,9
(7.5,8.5),9,9,9, (7.5,8.5),9, (7.5,8.5),9
(7.5,8.5),9, (6.5,7.5),9, (6.5,7.5), (7.5,8.5),9, (7.5,8.5)
(7.5,8.5), (5.5,6.5), (6.5,7.5), (7.5,8.5),9, (7.5,8.5), (6.5,7.5), (7.5,8.5)
9, (6.5,7.5), (7.5,8.5), (7.5,8.5), (7.5,8.5),9, (6.5,7.5), (7.5,8.5)

TABLE 2 Grey incidence analysis of collaborative design roles
Collaborative design roles
Design roles 1
Design roles 2
Design roles 3
Design roles 4
Design roles 5

Grey incidence analysis data
(5.5,6.5), (5.5,6.5), (6.5,6.5), (6.5,7.5), (7.5,8.5), (6.5,7.5),9, (6.5,7.5)
(6.5,7.5), (5.5,6.5), (7.5,8.5), (5.5,6.5), (6.5,7.5), (7.5,8.5), (6.5,7.5), (5.5,6.5)
9, (7.5,8.5), (7.5,8.5),9,9,9, (6.5,7.5), (7.5,8.5)
(5.5,6.5), (5.5,6.5), (4.5,5.5), (5.5,6.5), (6.5,7.5), (5.5,6.5), (6.5,7.5), (5.5,6.5)
(6.5,7.5), (5.5,6.5), (5.5,6.5), (5.5,6.5), (7.5,8.5), (5.5,6.5), (6.5,7.5), (5.5,6.5)

According to the description of algorithm in section
2.2, the grey incidence degree and priority degree are
available and shown in Table 3.
TABLE 3 The grey incidence degree and priority degree of distribution standard
Distribution standard
Grey incidence degree
Grey priority degree

Calculated data for grey incidence analysis
0.926, 0.961,0.942,0.780, 0.731,0.794
0.180,0.187,0.183,0.152, 0.142,0.155

Select several distribution standards as ideal grey
incidence sequence. According to the algorithm described

in section 2.2, absolute membership degree and relative
membership degree are available and shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4 Membership degree by grey incidence analysis
Membership degree
Absolute membership degree
Relative membership degree

Calculated data for grey incidence analysis
0.542, 0.581,0.812,0.458, 0.416
0.193,0.207,0.289,0.163, 0.148

From Table 4, it is clear that design roles 3 has the
highest membership degree, design roles 2 and 1 have the
medium membership degree and design roles 4 and 5 have
the lowest membership degree. Therefore, the design roles
with a higher membership degree should enjoy a higher
priority so that it can support the distributed collaborative
design better.

5 Conclusion
This paper proposes a membership degree algorithm based
on grey related analysis. The priority of the multiple design
roles is the standard for the judgment of roles distribution.
This paper takes into consideration various factors that
affect the distributed design transaction and enables the
membership degree to meet the demand of the
coordinative design to provide support for the distributed
design. Based on grey related analysis, this paper improves
the algorithm and makes it more scientific, objective and
accurate. Finally, empirical test proves the efficacy and
practicability of this algorithm.
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Abstract
In order to improve the incremental learning algorithm Actor-Critic learning efficiency, from a policy learning, introduce experience
sample data into incremental Actor-Critic algorithm, make effective use of the useful information contained in the sample data of
experience in the learning process. Given the recursive least-squares temporal difference, RLSTD (λ) algorithm and incremental leastsquares temporal difference, iLSTD (λ) algorithms are able to make good use sample data collected in the past, respectively RLSTD
and iLSTD algorithm is applied to policy evaluation Critic’s. Then, Critic learned value function based on RLSTD or iLSTD algorithm,
Actor gradient update strategy based on conventional parameters, so the improvement of Critic effectiveness assessment will help
Actor to improve strategy-learning performance. Finally, simulation studies on two control problems with continuous state space,
analyse the impact of different parameters on the performance of the learning algorithm and verify its effectiveness.
Keywords: actor-critic, RLSTD, on-policy, ILSTD

returns, but policy iteration is by maximizing the value of
the function on the action space to update the policy.

1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning as an effective method for solving
a class of Markov decision model problem, has wide
application in optimization and control. As a kind of
reinforcement learning in the field of research, policy
gradient reinforcement learning is a way to search directly
on the strategy parameter space, this method overcomes
the reinforcement learning algorithm based on the value of
the function can not guarantee the convergence of
shortcomings. However, due to the variance in the gradient
estimation process is too large, resulting in policy gradient
reinforcement learning method converges too slowly, thus
impeding the policy gradient reinforcement learning
method is widely used. By combining the value function
method, come up with an Actor-Critic (AC) reinforcement
learning method, AC approach combines the advantages
of fast learning based RL value function method and
strategies gradient RL is easy to converge. You can reduce
the gradient estimation variance is an important strategy
gradient reinforcement learning method has wide
application in solving large-scale and high-dimensional
Markov Decision learning control problems.
Actor-Critic learning structure shown in Figure 1.
Actor-Critic learning consists of policy evaluation and
policy improvement, which, Critic (evaluator) present a
prediction problem, according to the time difference
learning to estimate the value of the function, Actor
(actuators) presents a control problem, update the policy
parameters dynamically according to learn the value of the
function. But the policy iteration method is different,
Actor-Critic gradient method to update the policy
parameters in the direction of increasing the expected

*

FIGURE 1 Actor-Critic architecture

Actor-Critic is an online on-policy learning algorithm,
at each time step agent collects samples in accordance with
current policy, based on the sample, Critic use the time
difference algorithm to learn value function, Actor update
strategy based on the estimated value function. When the
policy updates, agent on the basis of new strategy to recollect samples for learning, and discard the old sample, in
order to obtain a satisfactory strategy, agent requires
constant sampling more data, so that useful information is
not contained in the old sample is fully utilized, not only
waste a lot of sample data, and the impact of the
algorithm's learning speed and low learning efficiency.
One kind of AC algorithm can effectively improve the
learning efficiency is experience playback, which can take
full advantage of the useful information contained in the
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sample data experience. Therefore, this paper will examine
how to introduce experience in the sample data in the AC
learning process to improve the learning performance of
the algorithm.

well as improving the efficiency of learning algorithms, in
this paper, starting at learning strategies, the introduction
of experience in policy evaluation sample incremental
algorithm in AC. The two variants LSTD (λ) method (i.e.
RLSTD (λ) and iLSTD (λ)) were applied to the Critic
proposes two new incremental AC algorithm, namely ACRLSTD and AC-iLSTD. Critic use RLSTD (λ) or iLSTD
(λ) algorithm to estimate the value function, Actor update
strategy based on a conventional gradient obtained by the
TD error. Critic use two variants LSTD (λ) method in
policy evaluation to improve the performance Critic
learning assessments, and thus can more efficiently update
Actor strategy parameters based on the assessment results.

2 Efficient data use in incremental Actor-Critic
algorithms
A major part of the Actor-Critic learning algorithm is
policy evaluation, based on sample data online estimated
strategy corresponding value function. TD learning to
update the estimates based on the estimated value already
exists, is a Bootstrapping method. AC in incremental
learning algorithm, at each time step Critic learning value
function according to the TD, Actor according to a biased
conventional gradient to update policy parameters, in order
to facilitate comparison with the algorithms behind this
algorithm is denoted as AC-TD.
In the policy evaluation, TD learning at each time step
only based on the current sample to estimate value
function, a small amount of calculation, but it cannot
effectively use the last sample data, you need a lot of time
step to learn an accurate estimate. In order to improve data
availability, while overcoming the difficulties of learning
step design. Bradtke put forward a linear value function
approximation based on LSTD learning algorithm, the
algorithm directly to Markov decision process value
function approximation of mean square error as the
performance index [4]. In order to further improve the
generalization performance of LSTD algorithm, Boyan et.
combined eligibility trace λ extended for LSTD and
proposed LSTD (λ) algorithm [5].When using the function
approximator solving a value function parameters,
although LSTD (or LSTD (λ)) algorithm can make more
effective use of sample data considerably more than the
last TD algorithm to get the correct estimate, however,
when asked questions has great feature space and the time
required for online estimation, LSTD algorithm at each
time step requires a lot of computing, resulting in
decreased learning efficiency. Therefore, LSTD online
learning algorithm for solving problems with a large
number of feature vectors is impractical. In order to reduce
the computational burden LSTD (λ) algorithm, Xu et
proposed a Recursive LSTD (λ) - RLSTD (λ) algorithm
[9]. RLSTD (λ) algorithm is more suitable for online
learning, and more effective use sample data than TD
algorithm. In addition, Geramifard et put forward an
Incremental LSTD, iLSTD learning algorithm [6] and then
combined eligibility trace to extend iLSTD and proposed
iLSTD (λ) algorithm [7]. iLSTD (λ) algorithm played a
role of a compromise between TD algorithm in a low
utilization rate of the data and a large computation
complexity of LSTD algorithm, it is more effective to use
sample data than TD to obtain a good approximation, and
compared with LSTD algorithm, reducing the
computational complexity. In summary, in order to
overcome the problem of low utilization of data caused by
TD Critic assessment in incremental algorithm in AC, as

3 Based on TD incremental Actor-Critic learning
Policy gradient reinforcement learning goal is to learn an
optimal or suboptimal strategy, namely to estimate
expected returns relative to the gradient of the policy
parameters, and then use the gradient parameter
adjustment the policy parameters. According to the policy
gradient theorem, the expected return on the policy
parameters 'Vanilla' gradient can be expressed as [14]:

J ( )
 (a|s,  ) 
  d  ( s )
Q ( s, a ) 


s
a
,

 d  (s)   (a|s, )(Q ( s, a)  b ( s))
s

(1)

a



where b

s

represents a baseline, other, Bhatnagar et al

[15,9] and Sutton et al [16] proved Q  s, a   b  s  that
you can use a compatible function approximation
f w  s, a   wT sa to express, where, w is a parameter
vector, when b ( s )  V  ( s ) ,The device is compatible
function approximation of minimum mean square error
[15,9]. Therefore, the Equation (1) can be written as:
J ( )


 (a|s,  )
s d  (s)a  (wT sa ) 

 J ( ) 

 d  (s)  (a|s, )
s

sa

A ( s, a )

a

 sa   log  (a | s, ) ,
where,

(2)

A  s, a   Q  s, a   V   s  is an advantage

function.
From the above Equation (2) can be seen,  J ( )
calculation depends on the advantages of function
A ( s, a) , however, in [14] pointed out. Advantage of
A ( s, a) function not just in the approximation f w ( s, a )
is obtained based on TD learning. To this end, Bhatnagar
et al [15, 9] and Morimura [11] by TD error status value
function to construct the advantages of function.
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ˆ J ( ) parameter update
function, Actor estimate 

strategy based on a regular gradient.

According to Bellman equation, TD error is defined as:
 t  rt 1   V  ( st 1 )  V  ( st ) . Text [15, 9, 11] proved that

 t consistent estimate of the advantages of function
A ( s, a) .

4.1 BASED RLSTD (λ) TO ASSESS THE CRITIC

However, calculate  t need to a known state value
function, now use a linear function approximation to
estimate the value function, the estimated state value
function is Vˆ  (s)   (s)T  . TD error can be estimated
according to ˆ  r   (s )T    (s )T  , where

Let ut ( ) be the sum of the TD updated within t times,
according to TD and the definition of the error function of
the state value, are:

t 1

t

t 1

t

t

t

t

n 1

t represents the parameter vector at t times update. In

(3)

t 1  t  tˆt s a ,

(4)

t t

t

t



t

 ,  
2
t

t

t

2
t

 .

t

n 1

n 1

(6)

where, zn   zn 1   (sn ) is a qualified track,  [0, 1]
is a parameter set in advance. Online learning, LSTD
observed data into each vector and matrix b , A , then
order sum DT update to calculation parameters, and order
the Equation (6) is equal to 0, to obtain a new parameter:
t 1  At 1bt . A and b when the update is completed,
observation of the sample data is ignored, and at this time
there is no loss of information.
When b and A of the update is completed, observation
of the sample data is ignored, and at this time there is no
loss of information. In LSTD algorithm, each time step in
the computational complexity of the inverse matrix is A,
large computational burden. To this end, the policy
evaluation incremental AC algorithms in this section use
RLSTD (λ) algorithm to solve LSTD (λ) the computational
complexity of the problem.
Order Ft  At1 , F0   I , Gt 1  Ft 1 zt , wherein A is a
positive number, is a unit matrix. Find the matrix inverse
theorem [12] shows that the value of the function
parameter update rules is as follows:

where,  t and  t are the Critic and Actor update step,
meet the following conditions:

   

n 1

t

  zn rn 1   zn ( ( sn )   ( sn 1 )) T   bt  At 

incremental AC algorithm, Critic on the basis of TD error
estimated to update value function parameters, Actor
biased according to a conventional gradient update
strategy parameters:

t 1  t  tˆt (st ) ,

t

ut ( )   un ( )   zn (rn 1   ( sn 1 ) T    ( sn ) T  )

(5)

t

t  ο( t )
From the Equation (3) can be seen, update the
parameter  is only determined by the data that current
observed in the sample, after the current update is
completed, the sample is discarded. Consider the case of
non-sparse feature representation, Critic at each time step
only needs to calculate the amount of (k ) , but, Critic
wasted a lot of samples, resulting in the learning process
needs to continue to collect more data in order to obtain a
satisfactory sample gradient estimates.

Gt 1  Ft zt / (1  ( ( st )T   ( st 1 ) T ) Ft zt ) ,

(7)

t 1  t  Gt 1 (rt  ( ( st )T   ( st 1 )T )t ) ,

(8)

Ft 1  Ft 

4 Based RLSTD (λ) or ILSTD (λ) incremental ActorCritic learning

Ft zt ( ( st )T   ( st 1 ) T ) Ft
.
1  ( ( st ) T   ( st 1 ) T ) Ft zt

(9)

Calculation of each time step is (k 2 ) . There is an
additional parameter in Critic evaluation, the initial value
 of the initial covariance matrix F0 . As Xu et al [9]
above, the initial constant  plays an important role in
convergence RLSTD (λ) of the algorithm. Performance
RLSTD (λ) has a larger initial constant of  is similar to
the LSTD algorithm. In some cases, RLSTD having a
smaller value of  RLSTD algorithm is faster than having
a larger value of  algorithm convergence speed, can
refer to this phenomenon [13] Theoretical analysis. In [13]
Moustakides proposed a recursive least squares method,
noting that at moderate or high SNR should use a relatively

TD playback experience is a way to improve the
effectiveness of learning data [5]. For example, at each
time step, LSTD (λ) method put all observations TD
update set to zero to solve the value function parameters.
However, the data validity LSTD (λ) method at the
expense of a large amount of computation. In order to
balance the relationship between data validation and
calculation effectiveness of the Critic assessment,
respectively RLSTD (λ) and iLSTD (λ) is introduced into
Critic and proposes two new incremental AC
algorithm.AC algorithm proposed in, Critic according
RLSTD (λ) or iLSTD (λ) algorithm to learn the value
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small initial matrix, and in the low SNR choose a relatively
large initial matrix for optimal performance. Based on the
above analysis, similar to RLSTD (λ) algorithm, this paper
will analyse the initial constant value  in the following
simulation impact AC algorithm performance based
RLSTD (λ) incremental.

learning control problems, we also found that although
iLSTD-greedy algorithm converges in theory, the lack of
guarantee, however, learning performance selection
mechanism based on greedy algorithm is superior to ACiLSTD based on random selection mechanism AC-iLSTD
algorithm.
The main idea of greedy selection mechanism is to
select the elements with the largest sum TD update, i.e.
i  arg max(| ut (i) |) . Suppose that k represents the
number of elements need to be updated at each time step,
the iLSTD (λ) is calculated for each time step in the
algorithm complexity of (k 2  kk ) . For online learning,
when the number represented by the characteristic
dimensions are very large, the calculation efficiency
iLSTD (λ) is higher than LSTD algorithm, and can be used
more effectively than in the past sample data TD
algorithm.

4.2 ILSDR BASED (λ) TO ASSESS THE CRITIC
Unlike LSTD algorithms, iLSTD (λ) algorithm to solve the
value function parameters in incremental form.TD update
error until all observations data reduced to zero. In iLSTD
(λ) algorithm, the update with the status transition and
value function parameters occurred, ut (t ) calculation of
the incremental update. Further, based on the observed
state transition and returns a new, At and bt are
incrementally updated:

bt  bt 1  rt 1 zt  bt 1  bt ,

(10)

At  At 1  zt ( (st )   (st 1 ))T  At 1  At ,

(11)

4.3 ALGORITHM STEPS
Based on the above analysis, are given based on RLSTD
(λ) or iLSTD (λ) AC incremental learning algorithm as
follows:
Step 1. Given a random parameters strategy  (a | s, ),

where,  represents the amount of change in adjacent
time variable. Given At and bt , there is:

ut (t )  ut 1 (t )  bt  (At )t .

feature vector valued functions  (s) , there are
 sa   log  (s, a) .

(12)

Step 2. Initialization vector policy parameters   0 ,
valued functions parameter vector   0 , two learning

LSTD and TD algorithm updates the parameter vector
 is composed of all the elements, and iLSTD (λ)
algorithm updates only  of all the constituent elements
of a small portion. For example, consider updating the first
A elements:

t 1  t  t ut (i)ei ,

step    0 and   0 , the discount factor  , eligibility
trace parameter  , the initial variance matrix parameters
 ,convergence error  . Select an initial state s0  S ,

(13)

order z1  0 , A1  0 , u1  0 .
Step 3. Select the action according to A, observe the
next state B, and get immediate return rt 1 .

where, ut (i ) is the first element of ut , i , ei is a column
vector, ei mere element in row i is 1, the remaining
behaviour 0.Then incremental form A is:

ut (t 1 )  ut (t )  t ut (i)At ei .

Step 4. If you are an absorbing state, then st 1 is set to
an initial state, so that eligibility trace zt is a zero vector.

(14)

Otherwise, update qualifications trace zt .
Step 5. Critic use RLSTD (λ) algorithm according to
the Equation (7) - (9) to update the value of the function
parameters t , or the use of iLSTD (λ) algorithm
according to the Equations (10) - (14) update value of the
function parameter t .

According to Equation (13) and (14),each time you
select an element update, repeated many times, you can
complete the updated parameter vector all elements of 
.Thus, an element of choice here will inevitably encounter
problems, choose which element to update it? Geramifard
and put forward two commonly used feature selection
mechanism in [7]: random selection mechanism and
greedy selection mechanism. Random selection
mechanism based iLSTD (λ) (iLSTD-random) algorithm
can converge to a TD (λ) the same result, and the selection
mechanism based iLSTD greedy (λ) (iLSTD-greedy)
algorithm does not satisfy the convergence because all full
conditions, there is no guarantee of convergence.
However, Geramifard etc. found in [7] in the performance
iLSTD-greedy algorithm is slightly better than iLSTDrandom algorithm. In the simulation study the following

Step 6. Update TD error  t value function according
to learn, Actor according to Equation (4) to update the
policy parameters t .
Step 7. If you terminate the algorithm, otherwise go to
Step 3.
5 Simulation study
In this paper inverted pendulum on two proposed
algorithms to assess the incremental AC, the proposed AC-
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the mass of the trolley, lp  0.5 m is the length of the

RLSTD (λ) and AC-iLSTD (λ) two algorithms with ACTD algorithm were compared. For AC-iLSTD algorithm,
characteristics were tested using a random selection
mechanism AC-iLSTD (AC-iLSTD-random) feature
selection algorithm and greedy mechanism AC-iLSTD
(AC-iLSTD-greedy) performance of the algorithm, in both
feature selection mechanism, the number of elements
selected for each update is k  1 .
In order to compare different incremental AC
algorithm performance, random selection of parametric
Gibbs distribution strategy

 (a|s, ) 

e



T

pendulum. Simulation process, using fourth-order Runge Kutta method to simulate dynamic systems, simulation
time step is set 0.1s. When    / 2 smart body was
immediately return 0.The period of time from the initial
state to a failed state is defined as between a scene, each
scene is set to the initial state equilibrium (0, 0) T g .When

   / 2 curtain or greater than the length of training
1000, they think the system encountered a failed state, the
scene stops, agent get in return is -1.
Simulation, the state of the feature vector consists of a
constant and 9 radial basis function consists of:

sa

a ' A

e

T

sa '

,



s  c1

2



s  c9

2

where  sa is a k  A dimensional state - action feature

 (s)  (1, e

vector. The initial policy parameters  0 and 0 the initial
state value function parameter is set to 0. Critic and Actor
step length, respectively [15]:

wherein, ci i 1 is located in the state space of nine points

t 

satisfies (1-5),   0.95 ,   106 .
5.1 INVERTED PENDULUM
Inverted pendulum control is a nonlinear, complex system
instability control problems in automatic control, artificial
intelligence and machine learning methods are usually
used to test the performance of different learning.
Reinforcement learning environment as a method for
solving a class of unknown model complex problems,
often used to solve the inverted pendulum control problem,
in order to test the performance of reinforcement learning.
This article uses an inverted pendulum [8] described
the model, shown in Figure 2. Inverted pendulum problem
is solved by applying a force to the car to balance an
unknown quality and length of the pendulum, the
pendulum system in a small car. Continuous state space, 
vertical angle and angular velocity of the pendulum
composition  : s  ( ,  ) T . Action space is discrete
from the left edge -50 N, and the right power +50 N 0 N
composed of three actions. Simulation, the inverted
pendulum system is described by the following equation:

wherein,

g  9.8 m/s 2

is

the

gravity

,e

)T ,

a
3
×
3
two-dimensional
lattice
on

 
2
  , 0,    1, 0,  1 ,   1 . Based learning
4
 4
strategies, according to the expectations of rewards and
balanced steps to assess the different incremental AC
algorithms, and analyse the impact eligibility trace
algorithm parameters and AC-RLSTD initial variance
matrix parameters  for its performance of the algorithm.
In every training to learn the strategy behind an assessment
that is based on learning strategies, so that the inverted
pendulum from the initial state of the test run was repeated
10 times. When first run time step over 1000, it has been
able to successfully control considered inverted pendulum
balance. From the same initial policy and state value
function parameters, every one AC algorithm test was
repeated 20 times.

 c
0  c
,  t  0 2/3
.
c  t
c  t

g sin  (mc  mp )  (a  mp lp 2 sin  ) cos 
,
4
lp (mc  mp )  mp lp cos 2 
3

,

2 2

9

Which, according to the empirical method, 0  0.1 ,
0  0.01 ,  c  1 , c  1, 000, 000 , and step length rule



2 2

φ

FIGURE 2 Inverted pendulum model

Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the comparative
performance of different AC algorithms under four
different values, the horizontal axis represents the number
of training curtain ordinate were expected returns and
balance the number of steps the average results of 20 runs,
where the initial variance matrix parameters AC-RLSTD
algorithm  to 500. As can be seen from Figures 3 and 4,
with the increase of the two AC performance of the
algorithm proposed in this section A is significantly
improved, the number of steps and the balance obtained by
the AC-RLSTD than the AC algorithm step-iLSTD
balancing algorithm to obtain a large number. Also found
that, although the lack of convergence iLSTD-greedy

(15)

constant,

mp  2.0 kg is the mass of the pendulum, mc  8.0 kg is
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algorithm guarantee, however, when   1 , AC-iLSTDgreedy algorithm outperforms AC-iLSTD-random
algorithm. For   1 situation, AC-RLSTD and ACiLSTD-greedy algorithm performance declined slightly,
AC-iLSTD-random algorithm outperforms both above. In
the AC-TD any algorithm  is unstable and, when the
worst performance   0.2 and   0.8 . Therefore, can
be drawn from the above analysis, introduce the RLSTD
(λ) and iLSTD (λ) algorithm into Critic assessment, AC-

RLSTD and AC-iLSTD algorithm can get better than ACTD algorithm performance. Although the AC-RLSTD and
AC-iLSTD each time step algorithm requires more
computation than the AC-TD algorithm, but their data is
AC-TD high utilization ratio, this is because the evaluation
RLSTD (λ) and the Critic iLSTD (λ) than TD (λ) can make
more effective use of empirical data, thus requiring fewer
screen or data to learn a better strategy to successfully
control the inverted pendulum balance.

b)   0.2

a)   0

c)   0.8
d)   1.0
FIGURE 3 Expected returns obtained by different AC algorithms with different  values
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b)   0.2

a)   0

c)   0.8
d)   1.0
FIGURE 4 Number of balancing steps obtained by different AC algorithms with different  values

As mentioned in the previous section, the initial value
of the initial variance matrix will affect the convergence
performance RLSTD (λ) algorithm will RLSTD (λ)
algorithm is applied to the AC, AC-RLSTD algorithm
above problems also exist. For this reason, the impact of
the following test parameters  study on the performance
of AC-RLSTD. Due to the constant RLSTD larger initial
learning performance (λ) algorithm and LSTD (λ) is
similar, therefore, has a larger initial constant learning
performance AC-RLSTD algorithm perhaps is similar to
AC (AC-LSTD) algorithm based LSTD (λ) assessment. To
test this possibility, the following also compare the
performance AC-RLSTD between the algorithm and the

AC-LSTD. Figure 5 shows the performance with different
A and B values in the AC-RLSTD algorithm, wherein
Figure 5a) and Figure 5b), respectively, by the expected
return AC-RLSTD balancing algorithm to obtain the
number of steps and the average results of 20 runs. As can
be seen, the performance of the algorithm when   500
the AC-RLSTD better than at the time   0.1 and   0.5
.Meanwhile, the simulation results also verified the ACRLSTD algorithm performance with a larger initial
constant A is similar to AC-LSTD. Therefore, when the
use of AC-RLSTD algorithm inverted pendulum problem,
choose a larger parameter B can obtain a satisfactory
performance.

a) Expected returns averaged over 20 runs

b) Number of balancing steps averaged over 20 runs

FIGURE 5 Performance comparison of AC-RLSTD algorithm with different initializing constants
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that the initial constants  has an impact on AC-RLSTD
algorithm performance. In the inverted pendulum learning
problems, AC-RLSTD use a relatively large value of 
can get a better performance, while in the car climbing the
learning control problems, AC-RLSTD in a relatively
small value of  can get a better performance.ACRLSTD algorithm showed two different characteristics
according to the recursive least squares method different
SNR [13] to explain the situation.

6 Conclusions
In summary, compared with the AC-TD method, when
0    1 , AC-iLSTD and AC-RLSTD algorithm may use
the screen or less to obtain a good sample data strategy and
their learning better performance. Although iLSTD-greedy
algorithm does not guarantee convergence, however, in
both learning control problems found AC-iLSTD-greedy
algorithm than the AC-iLSTD-random algorithm has
better performance. In addition, the simulation also found
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Abstract
Aims at the problem of industry control system logic being tampered by malicious programs, this paper proposed a deep packet
inspection model for industry control systems. It adopts d-Left Counting Bloom Filter to implement string matching of characteristic
database which has a higher matching efficiency and lower misjudgement rate compared to other algorithms. This model can monitor
malicious behaviours in industry control systems effectively and can basically meet the demand of security and reliability in current
industry control systems.
Keywords: industry control system, deep packet inspection, d-left counting bloom filter, information security

Aims at the problems discussed above, this paper
proposed a deep packet inspection model for industry
control systems based on d-Left Counting Bloom Filter. It
implements inspection of important field or value in data
packets through more detailed rule configuration against
specific industry control system protocols. This model can
monitor malicious behaviours in industry control systems
effectively and improves security and reliability in
industry control systems.

1 Introduction
With rapid development of computer and network
technology, industry control systems have been widely
adopted in areas such as electric power, water power,
petrochemical industry, medicine, food, automobile and
aerospace, and they play a vital role in key infrastructure
of a country. Thus how to maintain information security of
industry control systems is critical to a country’s strategic
security [1]. In early days industry control system
networks are physically separated to external networks,
while in recent years, information technology and the
demand of enterprise administration improves rapidly,
which make industry control system network and external
network integrate smoothly. Especially the adoption of
Ethernet and TCP/IP in industry control networks enable
these systems communicate with external systems directly,
even connect to Internet. While this measure pushes
industry production forward extremely, it brings many
security problems at the same time like Trojans, viruses
and information disclosure and control instruction
tampering caused by network attacks [2, 3]. Unfortunately,
these problems are not paid enough attention until
discovery of Stuxnet in 2010 [4, 5]. After broke into the
control system of uranium enrichment factory and nuclear
power plant in Iran, Stuxnet tampered the control logic of
programmable logic controllers lie in centrifuge control
system to make the spin frequency of centrifuge change
abnormally, which makes the centrifuge break down
ultimately [6-8]. In order to prevent industry control
system components from being destroyed by malicious
programs, we need to monitor network traffic of industry
control system to identify and block malicious behaviours
[9, 10].

2 Deep packet inspection technology
2.1 FUNDAMENTAL OF DEEP PACKET
INSPECTION
Deep packet inspection (DPI) is a kind of message
inspection technology contrary to traditional packet
inspection technology [11]. The so-called "depth" means
the level of packets being analysed is deeper than the
traditional measures, which only analyse content of IP
packets below the Application Layer, including the source
address, destination address, source port, destination port
and protocol type. However, DPI not only has the function
introduced on the front, but also increases the Application
Layer analysis which can recognize and content of various
applications [12]. Although the industry has not formed a
relatively clear definition of DPI technology, it is generally
believed that, a device with DPI enabled in addition to the
analysis with ordinary message inspection ability (i.e. the
message header information, including the source IP
address, destination IP address, source port, destination
port and protocol type), also can be combined with
monitoring between factors such as the payload and the
message to implement "deep" recognition [13]. The

* Corresponding author e-mail: liyi174748@163.com
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fundamental of deep packet inspection is shown in Figure
1.
In this figure, load balancer is responsible for processing
data flow through it, and the position it lies is also the
position a firewall lies usually. We take data flow as a
group of TCP/IP packets, each packet is independent. In
order to ensure data packets arrive in correct sequence, the
packets should be reordered before data flow

reorganization. Then the load balancer reorganize the data,
analyse its protocol in depth, and distribute them to
different destination such as Web server, database system,
security system, application server etc.. With specific
meaning of context, data can be analysed deeply, and can
detect attacks from the network layer to the application
layer, thus to provide comprehensive protection to
computer systems.
Web Server

③

Mobile
Applications
Server
④

①
TCP/IP

②

Applicatio
n Server

Load
Balancer

Security
System

Database

①Data are
grouped and
packaged to
go through
the network.

②The load
balancer
reconstruct
original data in
correct
sequence.

③The load
balancer detects
TCP/IP or UDP
packages of
application
communication
data.

④The load balancer Divides
communication task to the
most appropriate server
based on the type, category
and priority of
application.

FIGURE 1 Fundamental of deep packet inspection

2.2 ADVANTAGES COMPARED WITH
TRADITIONAL PACKET INSPECTION
TECHNOLOGY
Although adopts packet filtering to implement packet
inspection, but deep packet inspection is different from
traditional packet inspection technology, its main
advantage is illustrated in the following three aspects.
1) Recognition of protocols in deeper layers.
The traditional packet inspection technology makes the
decision of whether forward or block a packet by analyzing
its header, for example, it analyses source IP address,
source port, destination IP address, destination port, and
the protocol used in the IP packet header. If it meets the
rules set before, forward it, otherwise it will be dropped.
Whereas the deep packet inspection technology is different,
it not only can analyse packets on the network layer, but
also can analyse packets based on application layer
protocols, thus can clearly know what a data bit means in
data packets. It is also because of this, a firewall with deep
packet inspection can achieve many functions which
traditional firewall cannot achieve.
2) Lower Missing Rate

The traditional packet inspection technology analyses
and filters separate packet, this approach focus on only part
of the overall which makes it easier to miss some attacks,
even with state detection. While firewall with deep packet
inspection is a real application level firewall, it reorganises
packets and can truly realize deep packet content
inspection based on state, so it can provide full and
complete access control and protection from data link layer
to application layer and can reduce missing rate.
3) Stronger Protection Ability
The so-called application layer inspection in some
firewalls based on traditional detecting packet inspection
just use proxy technology such as URL filtering or other
functions in fact, and cannot reconstruct separate packets.
For example, if a data flow contains URL bytes is
separated into packets, it will not be reverted. That is to
say, some malicious programs may bypass this kind of
firewalls if skilfully designed. Deep packet inspection
technology on the other hand, performs "data
reorganization" and "intrusion detection" on the basis of
packet filtering, which will be effective to protect
computer system from being attacked by application layer
attacks [14].
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Through this algorithm solves the problem of counter
overflow may occur in Counting Bloom Filter, it has a flaw
may occur in deletion. As we may insert two elements with
the same fingerprint and the same bucket index for one of
the hash tables, if they are inserted into buckets of different
hash tables, when we want to delete one of them, we
cannot distinguish which one should be deleted.
To this end, Bonomi et al. introduced a group of
random permutations which number is equal to the number
of hash tables. After the bucket indexes are divided, we use
these permutations to map each bucket index into another
value. If we use H  x   f  x    b, r  in which b means

3 Analysis of d-Left counting bloom filter
3.1 PROPOSAL OF D-LEFT COUNTING BLOOM
FILTER
Bloom Filter is an algorithm Burton H. Bloom proposed in
1970 to solve the problem of whether a certain or some
elements are in the set [15]. It uses k independent hash
functions to map each element into k bits of a m bits vector.
For each element x, the corresponding bit will be set to 1
if the hash function h i ( x) maps into this bit 1  i  k . If
the bit has been set to 1, then the value of this bit won’t be
changed even it is mapped for the second time. When we
query an element y, we use these k hash functions to map
it into k bits of the vector. If the value of each bit is 1, we
consider this element is in the set, otherwise is not. Bloom
Filter is a space saving, efficient data representation and
query structure, it uses digit group to represent a collection
concisely, and can judge whether an element belongs to the
set with a very high probability. However, as hash
functions may have collisions, this may cause a fault called
“false positive”, i.e. it may judge an element in the set
which is not in fact. On the other hand, we cannot delete
an element from a Bloom Filter, so we cannot perform
operations like update and deletion [16, 17].
To solve the problem that elements cannot be deleted
in Bloom Filter, Fan L et al. proposed an improved
algorithm known as the Counting Bloom Filter (CBF)
[18]. It expands the bit vector into a set of counters, and
the value of corresponding counter will increase by 1 when
it is mapped by a hash function. Conversely the value will
decrease by 1 when an element is deleted.
As we know, the counter may overflow and in turn may
cause a fault called “false negative”, that is to say, it may
misjudge an element not in the set. To solve this problem,
Bonomi et al. proposed the d-Left Counting Bloom Filter
(dLCBF) algorithm [19]. The constructing process of dLeft Counting Bloom Filter is as follows: first use d hash
tables, each table have many buckets, each bucket can
accommodate a number of (fixed usually) cells, each cell
has a fixed number of bits used to hold a fingerprint and a
counter to deal with collision. Collision should be dealt
with in each table. If there is collision occurs in a hash
table, i.e. the same fingerprint is stored in the same
location, then just increase the value of the counter by 1.
When an element is inserted into the set, we first calculate
its hash value and divide it into d  1 segments, in which
d of them are taken as store address corresponding to these
hash tables, and the other one is the fingerprint to identify
the element. Thus, there are d storage locations and a
fingerprint. Then we look up these hash tables and choose
the leftmost of the lightest load buckets to insert. If the
selected position had been stored the same fingerprint, add
1 to the counter of the cell. Conversely in deletion on an
element, we get its hash value and find the corresponding
counter in the hash table according to the fingerprint and
decrease the value of counter by 1. Figure 2 shows the
principle of d-Left Counting Bloom Filter algorithm.

bucket index, represent storage location; r means
remainder, represent the fingerprint to store. Then the
permutations can be represented like this:

P1  f x   b1 , r1  , P2  f x   b2 , r2  , , Pd  f x   bd , rd 
P1  f x  means storage position and
fingerprint of element x for the corresponding hash table.
Because permutation means one element will be mapped
into another different one, the hash value after the
permutation will be different. Thus we can avoid elements
from being inserted into the same bucket of a hash table.
In process of algorithm realization, linear function can be
adopted to realize random permutation. If the range of hash
value is 2 q , the random permutation can be written as:
In which

Pi  H  x    aH  x  mod 2q ,
in which a is a random odd number in range 2 q .
After that, before insertion, we should look up the
selected bucket indexes to find whether they have the same
fingerprint, if any increase the counter of corresponding
cell by 1. Because of the storage locations of different
elements are not coincident except there are collisions
appeared. Once collision detection is done before insertion,
delete operation will not find two identical fingerprint in
different locations. This would solve the flaw when
deleting elements.
3.2 COMPARISON BETWEEN DLCBF AND CBF
Now we make a comparison between d-Left Counting
Bloom Filter and Counting Bloom Filter. Suppose the set
contains m elements, construct a d-Left Counting Bloom
Filter like this:
1) the d-Left hash table contains 4 subtables;
2) suppose average load of each bucket is 6 elements
ultimately, thus making each subtable contains m/24
buckets;
3) each suitable contains 8 cells, that will be able to
guarantee the counter not overflow with high probability;
4) each counter of cell contains 2 bits, so it can hold 4
identical fingerprints. The value of counter should be set
to 0 at the first time.
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FIGURE 2 Principle of d-Left Counting Bloom Filter

Firstly we compare false positive rate of the two
algorithms. Assuming there is a set contains m elements.
For Counting Bloom Filter, it is constructed by cm
counters, in which c represents ratio parameter between the
number of counters n and the number of elements m, each
counter occupies 4 bits. When the number of hash
functions k in this algorithm adopts the optimal value

 4  6  1 
is          24  2 r . As each counter have 2 bits,
1 1  2 
thus each cell occupies (r  2) bits. And because each
subtable has m/24 buckets, each bucket contains 8 cells,
this algorithm needs
m
4   8   r  2   4m  r  2  / 3 bits in all.
24
From 4cm  4m  r  2 / 3 we can acquire when the
r

c  ln 2 , its false positive rate is  2-ln2  , and it occupies
c

4cm bits in total.

parameter c   r  2 / 3 , the bits these two algorithm

For d-Left Counting Bloom Filter, we use r bits to
represent the fingerprint. If there is false positive occurs,
i.e. there is collision between an element in query and an
in the set, the two elements must have the same storage
location (the same subtable, same bucket and same cell)
and they must have the same fingerprint after hash
calculation and permutation. Hence its false positive rate

occupied is equal. Through calculation we can see that
when r  6 , Counting Bloom Filter has a lower false
positive rate; whereas when r  7 , d-Left Counting
Bloom Filter is lower and the bits of fingerprint occupied
grows, the gap of rate between them is bigger and bigger.
Figure 3 illustrates the comparison situation.

FIGURE 3 Comparison between Counting Bloom Filter and d-Left Counting Bloom Filter

Secondly we compare space occupancy situation of the
two algorithms when they have the same false positive rate.
Assuming Counting Bloom Filter uses 6 dependent hash

functions, each counter occupies 4 bits. According to
Bloom Filter optimal number of hash functions k  c  ln 2 ,
if we want the false positive rate lower than  , the number
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of counters n should be at least k / ln2  8.66 times more
than the number of elements m in set. That is to say, each
counter need to adopt 9 counters to guarantee the false
positive rate low enough, at this time the Counting Bloom
Filter occupies 36m bits in total, its false positive rate is
0.01325. For d-Left Counting Bloom Filter, if each
fingerprint is represented by 11 bits, it occupies
4m 11  2 / 3  52m / 3 bits and the false positive rate is

4 Deep packet inspection model in industry control
systems based on d-Left Counting Bloom Filter
This deep packet inspection model is divided into two
parts: foreground modules and background modules. The
background modules are responsible for recognizing and
processing data packets, and recording the condition of
handling. Background modules are made up of the
characteristic library, traffic recognition module, database
module, traffic management module, and log module. The
Foreground is responsible for issuing user strategy, and
displaying log information [20]. The whole architecture of
the model and interactions between each module are
shown in Figure 4.

0.01172. The space occupancy ratio of them is
52m / 3  36m  0.48 . In other words, d-Left Counting
Bloom Filter achieves a lower false positive rate using just
less than half of the space occupied by Counting Bloom
Filter.
Foreground
Modules

Background
Modules
Characteristic
Library

Drop Packet

Traffic
Recognition
Module

Traffic
Management
Module

Database

Log

Forward Packets

Distribution of
User Strategy

View of Traffic
Recognition and
Management

FIGURE 4 Architecture of Deep Packet Inspection Model

The main process of this model is as follows. The
packets captured by firewall will be sent to the traffic
recognition module then the traffic recognition module
loads the access control rules of the characteristics library
and perform access control detection to these packets. If
they do not meet the requirements of rules the packets will
be discarded directly and the recognition results will be
stored into database at the same time. Otherwise the
packets will be transmitted to the traffic control module, in
which recognition strategy is taken out from database
module to determine which measure to take on the next
step according to the strategy.

amount of corresponding protocol, percentage of total
traffic and the type the traffic belongs to etc.
4.2 TRAFFIC RECOGNITION MODULE
In recognition of data traffic, we need to choose different
recognition technology according to the characteristic of
traffic. To content of some protocols, it can be identified
by matching with rules stored in the characteristic library.
But to some protocols, we should take other information
into consideration like packet size and packet rate, or take
load content for deep analysis, hence we should provide
specific recognition method for these protocols. According
to analysis of industry control system protocols like
Modbus and Profibus and some commonly known
application protocols, we summarizes the following
protocol recognition process, as Figure 5 illustrates [21,
22].
Firstly, we distribute the data packets and check
whether they meet the entrance condition, which usually
contains common access control parameters like packet
size, IP address and port. Then if they meet the entrance
condition, we will check whether these packets use known
protocols. If they are, the content of packets will be
reconstructed and matched with corresponding application
protocol rules in characteristic library. If the packets do not

4.1 FOREGROUND MODULES
Foreground modules provides display function of the
system, mainly including user strategy distribution and
viewing traffic recognition and management.
With user strategy distribution module, users can
decide IP addresses, protocols, feature strings in packet
content and type of control (forward or block). The
strategy information will be stored in database after that.
With traffic recognition and management viewing
module, users can query traffic recognition results in real
time or sometime before. The results also contain traffic
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meet entrance condition or they use protocols not known
before, the reconstructed content will be matched with
specific rules (e.g. feature codes or key words) lie in
characteristic library. If the rules are traversed without
matching anyone, we consider the recognition results as
unknown. Finally, we achieve the recognition results,
deposit them into database and transmit them to traffic
management module.
Start

Capture
packets

Entrance
condition meets?
No

No

Yes

Known
protocols?
Yes

Match with
specific rules in
feature library

Wu Kehe, Li Yi, Chen Long, Chen Fei

the data source of the log module. This measure not only
avoids much network communication between other
modules, but also saves large amount of memory space
occupied for data storage.
The database stores various kinds of packet
information (e.g. packet size, capture time, header
information, load content, recognition result and
processing result); the user strategy such as target IP
address and protocols. The traffic recognition module
deposit recognition results into database for viewing in
foreground modules or exporting to log module.
Foreground modules put user strategy into database for the
use of querying in traffic management module, while
foreground modules can view results of recognition and
management stored in database, through which avoid
direct communication between foreground modules and
traffic management module. From this point, the database
not only becomes data transmission channel between other
modules, but also persistent data.
When there are data packets arrive in traffic
management module, if the results of protocol recognition
are unknown, it will alert the user to determine whether to
forward the packets or block them. Otherwise it will
traverse the linked list of strategy, if the strategy
corresponding to this protocol order to block this traffic,
the packets will be dropped directly; if not, the packets will
be forward to user applications. At the same time, the
results will be stored to the database; hence can interact
between the log module and the foreground module.

Match with rules
of corresponding
protocols

4.5 LOG
The function of log module is to record the operation
performed by the model and error information, monitor
health condition of system, as well as regular export
recognition results and condition of blocking from the
database for long-term preservation.

Achieve
recognition result
and store it into
database

Finish

5 Conclusions

FIGURE 5 Process of Protocol Recognition Module

On system initialization, the traffic recognition module
takes user strategies out from characteristic library and put
it into a linked list. When there are traffic recognition
results achieve, this module determine whether to forward
or block the packets according to strategies lies in the
linked list. The purpose of doing so is because query in
linked list is faster than in the database, but we need to scan
the user policy in database regularly, and reload the
strategy into the linked list if there are any updates.

Focuses on special demand in industry control system
application process, through study of deep packet
inspection technology and d-Left Counting Bloom Filter
in depth, this paper put forward a deep packet inspection
model of industry control system based on d-Left Counting
Bloom Filter. As d-Left Counting Bloom Filter algorithm
has lower space complexity and error rate, it is suitable for
implementation in chips; thereby it is convenient for using
in high speed integrated circuits integrated into the
network equipment, which has a high degree of
deployment flexibility with high performance at the same
time.

4.4 DATABASE
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Abstract
China is seeing large-scale construction of indemnificatory community being. Yet due to lack of dynamic planning and arrangement
in advance and little consideration of public service facility configuration sequence, the configuration of public service facility in
indemnificatory community is lagging behind and inefficient, failing to attract the residents to move in the community. This paper
structures the MIV-BP Neural Network Model, and gives an empirical analysis on the influence sequence of the indemnificatory
community public service facilities to the population occupancy rate. The results suggest that the configuration of public service facility
in indemnificatory community should be sequentially configured in period and in grade according to the community’s specific present
situation and developmental conditions as well as the continuous increase of population occupancy rate.
Keywords: indemnificatory community, public service facility, configuration sequence, MIV-BP neural network

interview to study the accessibility to public service
facility by individuals. The accessibility study from the
time geography perspective examines the chance of
obtaining service based on the behaviour space model and
analyses the impact of space distribution of chance on the
choice of individual behaviour [4].
A representative scholar of the spatial fairness study of
public service facility is Nicholls, who uses the park
system of Bryan, Texas, as example and the geography
information system technology as platform, analyzes the
social and economic attributes of the corresponding
regional populations through Mann-Whitney U test, and
conducts a comprehensive evaluation of the spatial
fairness of the park facilities in Bryan City [5]. Kinman [6]
proposes the spatial equality of health care and medical
care service facility. Hay [7] believes that urban citizens
have equal opportunities of utilizing public service facility.
Bach [8] examines the relationship between spatial
fairness and benefit of service implementation of public
service facility.
Only few scholars have studied the configuration
sequence of public service facility. This study uses the
MIV-BP Neural Network model to examine the effect of
indemnificatory community public service facility on
occupancy rate, studies the configuration sequence of
indemnificatory community public service facility based
on the analysis of the model conclusion and the demand
characteristics of public service facility, and is therefore of
high practical value.

1 Introduction
Recent years has seen large-scale construction of
indemnificatory communities, such as low-rent housing,
affordable housing, and relocation-oriented housing. The
traditional indemnificatory community public service
facility configuration and planning theory only focuses on
the configuration at the end of the planning, without giving
consideration to, or before-hand planning and arrangement
of, the configuration process of public service facility from
the beginning to the end, with little consideration of the
sequence of public service facility, blindly follows the plan
of public service facility without considering the
population change and demands change in indemnificatory
community. Consequently, some facilities were
constructed prematurely, causing waste due to limited
population; some facilities failed to meet the daily
fundamental needs of existing residential population and
to attract intake population. Therefore, it is high time to
study the configuration sequence of indemnificatory
community public service facility.
Current researches by domestic and foreign scholars
mainly focus on the accessibility and fairness of public
service facility configuration. Macintyre S.L [1] holds that
the spatial accessibility of public service facility, which is
an important indicator of the city residents' life quality,
concerns the social fairness and justice of the city public
resources allocation. Luo W [2] finds that the accessibility
of public service facility is usually positively related to the
type of profession and the level of income; individuals
with a relatively low social and economic standing usually
have a relatively low accessibility to public service facility.
Coombes and Jones [3] use questionnaires and field
*
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demand for the basic necessities of life, such as food,
clothes, housing and transportation, involving the most
fundamental demand for daily material and cultural life
and the minimum standard of living, such as real property
maintenance, cleaning, security, transportation, and water
and electricity. The dissatisfaction of these low-level
demands, though not affecting the residents’ survival, will
severely undermine their basic life and therefore require
the government and the community to provide
corresponding public service facility. The mid-level
comfort demand refers to the demand for services for the
convenience of residents’ life, such as housekeeping,
restaurant, shopping, medical care, and children’s
education. The satisfaction of the mid-level demands
improves the convenience level of residents’ life and the
quality of their material life, which can be realized by the
development of public service facility. The high-level
developmental demand mainly refers to residents’ need for
spiritual and cultural life and the demand for community
self-governance, including culture, entertainment, and
democratic management, which is equal to the high-level
demands such as self-respect and self-actualization in
Maslow’s demand theory. These different levels of
demands are summarized in Table 1.

2 Demand analysis of indemnificatory community
public service facility and construction of MIV-BP
neural network model
2.1 DEMAND ANALYSIS OF INDEMNIFICATORY
COMMUNITY PUBLIC SERVICE FACILITY
The indemnificatory community public service facility in
this study mainly refers to the 11 types of public service
facilities defined based on the different functions of the
facility according to the Configuration Standards of Public
Service Facility in Urban Residential Areas and Urban
Residential Communities (DGJ08-55-2006 J100-2006) of
Shanghai, including commercial facility, education,
culture, fitness, finance, medical care, public
administration, municipal public utilities, and greenbelt
[9].
Based on the levelled demand theory of Abraham H.
Maslow and the questionnaire results, we can divide the
demands of indemnificatory community residents for
public service facility into several levels, from the lowlevel fundamental demand to the mid-level comfort
demand and the high-level developmental demand. The
low-level fundamental demand is the basic subsistence
TABLE 1 Demands for indemnificatory community public service facility
Lowlevel
Midlevel
Highlevel

Demand Level
Living demands
Fundamental demands
Security demands
Social intercourse
demands
Comfort demands
Respect demands
Self-actualization
Developmental
demands
demands

Shown As
Food and clothes
Utilities

Corresponding Public Service Facility
Business service
Fundamental
municipal public utilities
facility
Medical treatment and
Amelioration
public health
facility
Community service
Culture and fitness
Advancement
Education
facility

Healthcare, rest
Welfare
Cultural entertainment
Pursuit for knowledge

The above table suggests that residents’ demands for
public service facility evolve gradually from low-level to
high-level; when a lower level of demands are satisfied,
people would have a next level of demands. In other
words, when people’s physical demands are met, they will
inevitably pursue spiritual demands. The nature of
demands gradually evolving has determined that there is a
sequence in residents’ demands for public service facility.

of the function. When the input node number is N and
output node number is M, the BP neural network expresses
the functional mapping relationship from N independent
variables to M dependent variables. Before it is put into
use, the BP neural network must be trained to have
associative memory and prediction ability.
ij

X1

2.2 CONSTRUCTION AND THEORY OF MIV-BP
NEURAL NETWORK MODEL

Y1

 jk

X2

BP network is a multilayer feed forward network in singledirection dissemination. As shown in Figure 1, it is a
neural network of three or more layers, including the input
layer, the middle layer (hidden layer), and the output layer,
with complete connection between two neighbouring
layers and no connection between the neurons of each
layer. Luan Qinghua et al. [10] pointed out that the BP
neural network features strong mapping ability, flexible
self-adapting data processing ability, rapid self-learning
ability, and a highly parallel internal link structure. The BP
neural network can be regarded as a nonlinear function, in
which the network inputs and predictions are the
independent variable and dependent variable respectively

…

…

…

Xn

Ym
输入层

隐含层

输出层

Input layer
Hidden layer
Output layer
FIGURE 1 BP neural network topological structure diagram

In many practical application cases, due to lack of clear
theoretical basis, the independent variables, or the network
input characteristics, of the neural network can hardly be
predetermined. The introduction of some non-important
independent variables into the neural network reduces the
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precision of the model. Therefore, choosing meaningful
independent variables characteristics as the network input
data is more often than not a crucial step in analysing
prediction problems of using the neural network. To
improve the network performance and reduce the errors
between prediction output data and expected data, scholars
have tried to optimize the network and its input and output
data from different perspectives. Yuan Changfeng, Wang
Wanlei et al. [11] point out that algorithms such as rough
sets algorithm, genetic algorithm, and fuzzy theory can be
used to improve the BP neural network training ability. Li
Jun et al. [12] introduce the method for accurately
predicting film popularity using two indicators by training
the neural network through normalization of data in their
study of interactive network system. Ding Shifei et al. [13]
also hold that the BP neural network based on the genetic
algorithm has more powerful local data search capability.

Dombi et al introduce the method of using the Mean
Impact Value (MIV) - considered as one of the best
indicators for evaluating variable correlation in the neural
network - to reflect the variation of weight matrix in the
neural network, thereby creating a brand-new thought for
solving similar problems [14].
3 Empirical analyses
3.1 DATA COLLECTION
This study uses data from Shanghai Statistical Yearbook,
Shanghai Baoshan District Statistical Yearbook, and
Questionnaire for an Indemnificatory Community in
Baoshan District, Shanghai from 2006 to 2010, as shown
in Table 2 and Table 3.

TABLE 2 BP Neural Network Input Data
Year

Public
Administration

Fitness

Commerce

Community
service

Municipal
public
utilities

Culture

Education

Medical
care

Finance

Greenbelt

Total
number of
apartments

2006.6
2006.12
2007.6
2007.12
2008.6
2008.12
2009.6
2009.12
2010.6
2010.12

2460
2460
3721
4432
5738
6608
6608
6608
6720
6720

960
960
1280
1280
2520
2840
2840
2840
2960
2960

1500
1500
5351
8927
8927
15161
15161
15161
16500
16500

60
80
120
120
120
120
320
320
320
320

2300
2680
2680
2704
3511
3511
3511
3511
3511
3511

60
60
200
200
1290
2010
2882
3642
3642
3642

11507
34980
34980
34980
34980
34980
34980
34980
34980
34980

340
360
360
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560

804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804
804

69839
82804
88056
92414
106601
106601
112850
112850
112850
112850

6563
6563
12458
12458
12458
12458
12458
12458
12458
12458

TABLE 3 BP neural network output data
Year
2006.6
2006.12
2007.6
2007.12
2008.6
2008.12
2009.6
2009.12
2010.6
2010.12

on tests, at last this study sets one hidden layer, with 10
neurons, in the BP neural network.
Step 3. BP neural network transfer function set. Set the
transmission function tansig for the hidden layer neurons,
with output as purelin, and use the Levenberg-Marquardt
method (trainlm) for the training of the BP neural network.
Step 4. Set the BP neural network training parameters.
To prevent overfitting, set the number of network
trainings as 2000 times and choose trainlm training
function. Use default values for other parameters.
Step 5. Use the 10th set of data as input and use the
trained neural network for prediction to verify the BP
neural network effect. Compare the result with the actual
value so as to determine the effect of network category
prediction.
Step 6. Evaluate using the MIV algorithm.

Number of households
236
652
2018
2449
3015
3314
3613
3771
3841
3962

3.2 THE IMPLEMENTATION STEPS OF MIV-BP
NEURAL NETWORK
Step 1. Training data selection. From the data shown in
Table 2 and Table 3, use the data of the first nine of the ten
available time spots as training samples for the neural
network and the number of households at the last time spot
2010.12 as the prediction output value of the neural
network to test the reliability of the model.
Step 2. BP neural network hidden layer neuron number
set. The number setting of neurons in the hidden layer of
the BP neural network follows the following principles:
First, there need not to be too many hidden layers in the
BP neural network; usually one hidden layer suffices to
meet the precision requirements. Second, the number of
neurons in the hidden layer varies according to different
cases; too many neurons are not necessarily good. Based

3.3 THE BP NEURAL NETWORK TRAINING AND
EXPLANATION
Neural Network Training, Figure 2a) suggests that the
neural network achieves the training effect after five
trainings. It is far less than the maximum number we have
set and it is the result of normalization processing of
selected data that made the training data is more suitable
for the neural network training. Figure 2b) and Figure 2c)
suggest that the fitting degree R2 = 1 of the neural network
training data and the prediction effect of the neural
network for the training data is better after training.
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a)
b)
c)
FIGURE 2 a) Neural Network Training Effect, b) Neural Network Training Parameters, c) Neural Network Training Regression.

3.4 MIV RESULT ANALYSIS

3) Municipal public utilities, as fundamental living
facility, is the prerequisite for the intake population in the
community and ranks the first in the importance ranking,
which suggests its crucial effect on the occupancy rate.
Although the community business facility includes food
market, small supermarket, all types of clothes and beauty
salons, food and beverage, and service, due to the limited
scale and insufficient number, it has a limited contribution
to the occupancy rate of the community despite its high
ranking and results in low occupancy rate of communities.

Based on the MIV-BP neural network program calculation
results, the impact of the public service facility of
indemnificatory community on the occupancy rate is
shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4 Importance ranking of the impact of public service facilities
in an indemnificatory community on occupancy rate.
Variable
Public administration
fitness
Commerce
Community service
Municipal public utilities
Culture
Education
Medical care
Finance
Greenbelt

MIV
108.4404
3.093
373.8412
-35.1358
546.009
31.8653
85.0184
-159.2199
-151.5123
273.9467

Importance Ranking
6
10
2
8
1
9
7
4
5
3

4 Conclusions
The indemnificatory community intake population is
mainly mid-income and low-income classes, whose
education background, occupational skills, consumption
ability, and living standard are relatively low and,
compared with the mid-and high-level income classes, are
at a relatively low demand level, with the fundamental
fund for daily life. In the meanwhile, due to the dynamic
and stage nature of the occupancy process, the demand
level for public service facility varies at different stages,
with different configuration focuses. The dynamic strategy
of sequential configuration objective construction for
public service facility includes the dynamics of the time
dimension and the dynamics of the spatial sequence.
In the time dimension, establish the near-term targets
and long-term targets of indemnificatory community
public service facility. The near-term targets should have
implement stability and operability, giving priority to the
configuration of fundamental public service facility to
address the existing fundamental living demand for the
community residents. The long-term targets should have
foresight, giving priority to amelioration and advancement
facilities to satisfy residents’ increasing comfort and
developmental demands. In the meanwhile, during the
configuration process, under the influence of the
community construction development and residents’
demand variation, new facilities should be provided.
In the spatial dimension, establish the target system
composed of diversified facilities dominated by public
welfare facility. Public welfare facility aims to meet
residents’ major demand and has strong population
aggregation effect, while other types of facilities focus on
addressing a specific demand level of the residents.
Therefore, the configuration of indemnificatory
community public service facility should adopt by-stage
planning, abide by the principles of promoting community

Calculation results suggest that the importance ranking
of the impact of indemnificatory community public service
facilities on occupancy rate is: municipal public utilities,
commercial, and greenbelt facilities of the first group;
medical, financial, and public administration facilities of
the second group; and education, community service,
cultural, and fitness facilities of the third group. In
summary:
1) There is a large gap between the cultural and fitness
facilities of the community and residents’ expectation,
lacking cultural exchange centre, indoor fitness gym, and
outdoor fitness area; the community service facilities, such
as youth activity centre and senior citizen activity centre
are also deficient; in terms of education facility, despite the
sufficient scale of the fundamental education facility, the
teacher resources still lag behind, with a vacuum area in
adults education and continuing education. As a result,
these facilities become impediments to, instead of the main
driving force for, the intake population.
2) The current administrative facilities in the
community only meet the ordinary office management
requirements of the neighbourhood committee and the
property management. Therefore, the financial facility
cannot meet the demand and the medical care facility is
only limited to the community health centre, unable to
meet residents’ demand in cases of serious diseases and
emergency treatment. Accordingly, these facilities have no
significant attraction for the intake population.
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development, accelerating the scale construction of public
service facility, and reasonably and sequentially improving
public service facility configuration in the middle and long
term to determine the public service facility planning
objectives, and at the same time improve the public service
facility configuration gradually and by stage with full
consideration of the operation requirements, economic
benefits, and resource sharing. Due to resource limitation,
the configuration of indemnificatory community public
service facility should first address the problem of
“absence”, followed by the problem of “deficiency”. The
public service facility configuration should satisfy
residents’ different levels of demand in the sequence from
the low level to the high level:
1) The near-term planning should focus on
fundamental living facility.
The near-term planning objective of indemnificatory
community public service facility should focus on the
fundamental living service facility for which residents
have strong demand for in their daily life and some of the
amelioration public service facility for which residents
have a pressing demand and control the scale, reserve the
land for future demands, leave the room and space for
further development, and set the solid schedule. In the
meanwhile, it should give consideration to the
government-subsidized public welfare facility, such as
education and medical care, which have a major impact on
population aggregation.
2) The mid-and long-term planning should focus on
amelioration and developmental facilities.
The mid-and long-term plan for indemnificatory
community public service facility should follow the layout
model of balanced configuration and, by evaluating and
optimizing the layout models constructed at different
stages, obtain the layout model that is more suitable for the
indemnificatory community characteristics. In terms of
facility configuration, it should make flexible adjustment
and supplementation based on the variation of population

Wu Tianyan, Zhan Jianjun,Yan Wei

demands at different stages, so that the balance of layout is
reflected both in time and in space, thereby realizing the
coordinated development between the public service
facility and the intake population scale and demands and
satisfy residents’ increasing requirements for living
standards and self-development. Specially, besides the
configuration of fundamental public service facility, a
series of amelioration and developmental public service
facility should be planned and configured to meet
residents’ higher level of demand for material and spiritual
cultural life. This type of facilities make residents’ living
conditions more convenient and improve their life value,
such as the community service facility of senior citizen
recreation service centre, cultural entertainment facility,
comprehensive gym, comprehensive stadium, and
different types of restaurant and business facilities.
3) A complete public service facility system should
be established.
The reasonable planning for the public service facility
configuration should be made, identifying the facilities and
projects to be configured in the near term, the middle term,
and the long term, so as to facilitate the residents that have
early moved in, bring into full play the service function and
improve the operation efficiency of the facilities. In terms
of the spatial configuration, a public service facility
network service system should be established with
hierarchical functions and spatial layout, more pertinent
service, richer contents for each demand level, and greater
flexibility.
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Abstract
KNN (K-Nearest Neighbours) algorithm is a classification algorithm that can apply to question classification. However, its time
complexity will increase linearly with the increase of training set size, which constrains the actual application effects of this algorithm.
In this paper, based on a discussion of disadvantages of traditional KNN methods, an improved KNN algorithm based on Apriori
algorithm was proposed. This method extracts the frequent feature set of training samples of different categories and the associated
samples. Next, on the basis of correlation analysis of each category of samples, a proper nearest neighbour number k was determined
for an unknown category of questions. In the training samples of known categories, k nearest neighbours were selected. And then,
according to the category of nearest neighbours, the category of unknown question was identified. Compared with the question
classification method of traditional KNN, the improved method could efficiently determine the value of k and decrease time complexity.
Our experimental results demonstrated that the improved KNN question classification method improved the efficiency and accuracy
of question classification.
Keywords: question classification, KNN, correlation analysis

sample to be categorized, the classification performance
will be far from satisfactory.
In order to overcome the disadvantages of traditional
KNN methods, in this research, an improved KNN
algorithm based on Apriori algorithm was proposed. This
method extracts the frequent feature set of training samples
of different categories and the associated samples. Next,
on the basis of correlation analysis of each category of
samples, a proper nearest neighbour number k was
determined for an unknown category of questions. In the
training samples of known categories, k nearest neighbours
were selected. And then, according to the category of
nearest neighbours, the category of unknown question was
identified. Compared with the question classification
method of traditional KNN, the improved method could
efficiently determine the value of k and decrease time
complexity. Our experimental results demonstrated that
the improved KNN question classification method
improved the efficiency and accuracy of question
classification.

1 Introduction
In the question and answer system, users can give concise,
accurate, and user-friendly answers to questions input by
natural language. Answers are generally a length of text.
In 1999, a special project of the question and answer
system evaluation was introduced in TREC conference.
Hence, the question and answer system in the open domain
has become a key branch and research focus in the field of
natural language processing and information retrieval.
Generally, the question and answer system is comprised of
three modules, namely, question comprehension,
information retrieval and answer extraction. For question
comprehension, the recognition of question type is a
crucial part, that is, question classification. Question
classification is a key factor to locate and test answers and
formulate answer extraction strategy.
Currently, the often used question classification
algorithms include Native Bayes [4], K-Nearest
Neighbours (KNN) [5], SVM (Support Vector Machine)
[6] etc. In these algorithms, k-nearest neighbour algorithm
is most widely used. However, two issues in KNN
algorithm need to be solved: firstly, the way to determine
the nearest neighbour number K of samples to be
categorized. Secondly, in the classification, the distance
between each sample to be classified and all training
samples needs to be calculated. Meanwhile, the size of
classification samples is often large. To calculate the
similarity between thousands of training samples and the

*

2 Related work
KNN is an extension of the nearest neighbour algorithm.
Based on the thinking of nearest neighbour, K nearest
neighbours of the test samples are selected, and the type of
K new nearest samples can be determined. As a nonparameter classification algorithm, KNN has a simple and
intuitive principle that is easy to realize. Thus, KNN is
widely applied in the field of pattern recognition such as
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classification and regression [5]. However, two issues in
KNN algorithm need to be solved: firstly, the way to
determine the nearest neighbour number K of samples to
be categorized. According to Bayesian Decision Theory,
in order to obtain reliable classification, the larger K is, the
better results will be. However, on the other hand, K
nearest neighbour samples should be as close to the test
samples as possible. Hence, compromises need to be made
in reality. The general practice is to determine an initial
value first, then keep modifying based on the experimental
results and finally reach the optimal value. Many
researchers explored into this issue. For example, a
comparatively classic reference [7] proposed a K nearest
neighbour algorithm that can automatically select the
optimal K value. Reference [8] presented a weighted KNN
algorithm, which assigns a comparatively large weight to
a comparatively nearer neighbour according to the
distance from nearest neighbour samples to the test
samples. In this way, even K is very large, samples that
determine the category of the test sample are nearer
samples to it. The weighted method enables the KNN
algorithm to be less sensitive to K selection and enhance
the robustness of the original algorithm. Secondly, in the
classification, the distance between each sample to be
classified and all training samples needs to be calculated.
Meanwhile, the size of classification samples is often
large. To calculate the similarity between thousands of
training samples and the sample to be categorized, the
classification performance will be far from satisfactory. If
some samples in the training set can be reduced before the
classification and the final classification accuracy can be
ensured, this issue will be solved. Based on this goal,
researchers have proposed various approaches to reduce
the number of training samples, which can be mainly
divided into editing and condensing. Editing methods can
remove those samples that may generate classification
error or samples surrounded by those samples in other
categories, such as references [9,10]. The condensing
methods are established based on the following views:
samples at the decision boundary are crucial to
classification accuracy while samples far from decision
boundary impose little impact on the classification. Under
the premise of not changing decision boundary, this
method removes samples far from the boundary and
obtains a comparatively small training set. For these
reduction algorithms, commonly used methods include
condensed nearest neighbour number rule (CNN)
algorithm proposed by reference [11] in 1968. This
algorithm can effectively reduce the size of training set,
but often retain some samples far from classification
boundary. In reference [12], a condensing method based
on Voronoi diagram was proposed. The condensing set
obtained from this algorithm not only accurately classifies
training samples but also generates a classification
boundary for all training samples. However, since the
Voronoi diagram is introduced, the complexity of this
algorithm is considerable. Reference [13] proposed a
Decremental Reduction Optimization Procedure 1

(DROP1), and a series of improved algorithms on this
basis, including DROP2 and DROP5. Subsequently,
reference [14] presented the Improved KNN (IKNN).
Through repeated iteration, this algorithm reduces most
samples in the training set that cannot match the sample to
be tested. This algorithm especially applies to the
circumstance of high sample feature dimension. In
addition, reference [15] proposed a Template Reduction
for KNN (TRKNN), which defines a nearest neighbour
chain table. Based on the table, the training set can be
divided into the condensing set (generally comprised of
samples near classification boundary, i.e. the new training
set) and reduced set (generally the internal samples). In
addition to the above algorithms, references [16, 17]
presented a condensing algorithm based on other
principles. Reference [18] presented a mixed model
algorithm that combines editing and condensing. Based on
KNN, our research proposed a K nearest neighbour
algorithm based on Apriori algorithm.
3 Question classification background
3.1 QUESTION CLASSIFICATION AND PROCESS
Question classification is an instructional learning process.
It identifies the relation model between question features
and question category based on a classified training
question set. Next, the relation model from the
instructional process can determine the category of new
question. Let us set a group of conceptual question C and
a group of training question Q. Conceptual questions and
questions in the question base may satisfy the hierarchical
relation h of a concept. There is also a target concept T:

T :Q C .

(1)

T maps a question case to a category. For question q in
Q, T(q) is known. By instructing the study of the training
question set, we can find a model H similar to T:
g j  x   argi max  ki  .

(2)

For a new question qn, H(qn) indicates the
classification results of qn. The establishment of a
classification system or the objective of classification
study is to identify a H most similar to T. In other words,
when an evaluation function f is given, the goal of study
should enable T and H to meet:
min



D
i 1



f T  d i   H  d i   .

(3)

Generally, question classification needs to settle 5
problems:
1) To acquire the training question set: whether the
training question set is properly selected imposes
remarkable impact on question classifier. The training
question set should be able to represent question in each
category to be processed by the classification system. In
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general, the training question set should be widely
recognized corpus through manual sorting.
2) To establish question representation model: to select
language elements (or question features) and mathematical
forms to organize these language elements to represent
questions. This is a key technical issue in question
classification. At present, most question classification
methods and systems adopted characteristics or phrases to
represent language elements of question semantics.
Representation models mainly include Boolean model and
vector space model.
3) To choose question features: language is an open
system so that the digitalized question as language should
be open. Its size, structure, language elements and the
information contained in the question are open, and
characteristics of the question are not limited. The question
classification system should select as few question features
as possible accurately and closely related to the question
theme for question classification.
4) To select the classification method: the selection of
methods to establish the mapping relation from question
features to question category is a core issue of question
classification. Commonly used methods include Native
Bayes, KNN, class-centre vector, regression model, and
Support Vector Machine and so on. In fact, KNN method
and Support Vector Machine method are often used, which
present efficient classification effects and remarkable
stability.
5) Performance evaluation model: ways to evaluate
classification methods and system performance. The
performance evaluation model that truly reflects the
internal characteristics of question classification can be
used as the target function to improve the target function
of classification system. In the question classification, the
selection of valuation parameters is subject to the specific
classification question. Single-label classification question
(one test question only belongs to one category) and multilabel classification question (one test question can belong
to several categories) adopt different evaluation
parameters. Currently, commonly used classification
performance evaluation indicators include recall ratio and
precision ratio, which originate from two terms in
information retrieval.

selection and classification training are adjusted so that the
classifier can reach the optimal classification effects.
3.2 INTRODUCTION OF TRADITIONAL OF KNN
KNN is a question classification method based on vector
space model. Assume x is a question, and its vector model
is x   x1 , x2 ,..., xn  . Each dimension of question vector x
corresponds to each word of question representation, also



known as attribute. Ci  x1i , x2i ,..., xnii

feature
extracton

m question training classification questions C1 , C2 ,..., Cm ,
the classification process of KNN is as follows: for a given
test question x, in the training question set of all categories
C1 , C2 ,..., Cm , the similarity between two questions can be

used to find k  k  1 nearest training questions. The
number of questions of Category Ci was ki (i  1, 2,..., m)
and:
m

k
i 1

k.

(4)

i  1, 2,..., m and X  C j ) is decided according to

Equation (5):
g j  x   argi max  ki  .

(5)

In other words, the determination of category of test
question adopted the relative majority vote method. In
other words, among the category of K nearest neighbour
question, the category containing the most questions is
taken as the category of ultimate test questions.
Reference [19] presented the weighted KNN decision
rule as:
score  d , Ci  



d j KNN  d 

sim  d , d j    d j , Ci  ,

(6)

where sim  d , d j  is the similarity between d and d j (the
samples to be tested), KNN(d) is the k nearest neighbour
set of question d and   d j , Ci  is used to indicate whether
question dj belongs to Ci:

classification model Evaluation
model
DB

feature extraction
method

i

The discrimination function of two commonly used
question classification is as follows:
Discrimination function 1: (Let gi  x   ki ,

classific
ation
training

training question
Database

is a question

category with class identifier containing question
x1i , x2i ,..., xnii . The number of questions is ni. Let there be

test and evaluation

question
represent
ation




1,

0,

  d j , Ci   

classification
method

FIGURE 1 Question classification process

d j  Ci
d j  Ci

.

(7)

Methods to calculate the question similarity include
Euclidean distance, vector inner product and included
angle cosine. The included angle cosine is often used to
calculate the similarity between questions. The equation is
as follows:

As shown in the Figure 1, feature selection,
classification training and testing constitute a loop.
According to the test results, parameters of feature
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sim  d1 , d 2  




n

W1iW2i

i 1
n

4.2 BASIC IDEA OF THE ALGORITHE
(8)

WW
i 1 1i 2i

Let there be two categories, P and Q, and 4 feature words,
p1, p2, q1 and q2. 4 feature words can produce 15 kinds of
non-empty sets {p1}, {p2}, {q1}, {q2}, {p1, p2}… {p1,
p2, q1, q2}. Apriori algorithm was used to record question
objective that contains the characteristic set under different
circumstances. For example, there are 6 objectives that
contain the feature word p1, and 2 objectives that contain
the feature word p1, p2 and q1. In this way, the frequent
item set of feature word was established. When classifying
the classification question (p1, p2, q1), we can directly find
the question corresponding to the frequent item set of
feature word {p1, p2, q1}. As an initial nearest neighbour
of classification question, the nearest neighbour number K
of the questions to be categorized could be determined
ultimately according to the number of initial nearest
neighbours. Next, the similarity of questions can be
calculated. According to the categories of the first K
nearest neighbours, the category of questions to be
classified can be determined. For example, the square
category in the Figure 2 made for 2/3. Thus, circular
objectives were determined as the square category.

where W1i and W2i represented the weight of the i-th
feature word in question vector of question d1 and d2. The
greater the cosine is, the more similar the two questions
become, and the more likely the question represented by
two vectors may belong to the same category, and vice
versa.
The question d to be tested belongs to the category with
the highest score  d , Ci  . X is used to replace d and X 1i is
used to replace the first question of Ci category in k nearest
neighbours. The actual value of  (d j , C i ) was substituted
into it. And the following decision function was obtained:
Discrimination function 2: let
ki

fi  X    sim  X , X li  , i  1, 2,..., m ,

(9)

l 1

X  C j was determined by Equation (10):

g j  x   argi max  gi  X  .

(10)
p1

q1

4 Improved KNN question classification algorithm
p1,p2
q1

In the implementation process of traditional KNN
algorithm, the distance between tested question and each
training question must be calculated. Besides, the nearest
neighbour number k cannot be determined. This influences
the promotion of KNN algorithm classification. This paper
proposed an improved KNN-based question classification
method using the correlation analysis.

p1,p2
q1

p2

q1,q2
p1,p2
q1,q2

p1,p2

4.1 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF
ASSOCIATION RULES

p1,p2
q1
p1,q1,q2

FIGURE 2 Diagram of improved KNN question classification algorithm

It can be seen that the improved classification
algorithm could efficient reduce the time complexity of
algorithm. However, at the earlier stage, a mapping
relation between feature word frequent item set and
associated training question objective set can be
established, which requires certain time-space
consumption.

Let item set I  i1 , i 2 ,..., im  be the set of m different
symbols. Each symbol was called an item. D is a set
comprised by several transactions T. T is the subset of
transaction set I. Each item has the unique identifier TID.
If X is a sub-set of T, T contains item set X.
Definition 1, item set: set of items; the set including k
items is known as k-item set.
Definition 2, supportive number of item set: the
number of items in D is regarded as the supportive number
of item set X, which can be expressed as:

4.3 QUESTION SIMILARITY CALCULATION
METHOD
Methods to calculate the question similarity generally
include the Euclidean distance, vector inner product and
included angle cosine. In order to enhance the accuracy of
question similarity calculation, this research applied
HowNet to adopt semantics-based question similarity
calculation method.
HowNet is a repository with the description objective
of concepts represented by Chinese and English terms,
which can reveal the relationship between concepts as well
as between the basic attributes of concepts. HowNet

support_num( X )  T | T  D, X  T  .
Definition 3, item set support degree indicates the
probability of item set occurred in D.
Definition 4, frequent item set: the item set with the
minimum support threshold larger or equivalent to that
designated by users.
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describes the Chinese terms based on the conceptual
framework of “sememe”. Sememe can be regarded as the
smallest and fundamental Chinese semantic unit that is not
easy to divide. Since Chinese words express different
meanings in different contexts, Hownet comprehends
Chinese words as a set of several sememes. Each entry of
the semantic dictionary of HowNet is comprised of a
sememe of a word and its description. In other words, one
entry corresponds to one sememe of a word. Meanwhile,
each sememe is described by several sememe. HowNet
provides a classification tree of sememe, and there is a
hyponymic semantic relation between parent-node and
child-node. Thus, the classification tree of sememe can be
used to calculate the semantic similarity between two
words.

4.3.3 Similarity calculation of Chinese words
For two Chinese words W1 and W2 , if W1 has n sememe
items: c11 , c12 ,..., c1n and W2 has m sememe items
c21 , c22 ,..., c2m . Let the similarity between W1 and W2 be
the maximum similarity of each sememe items. Then we
have:

sim(W1 ,W2 ) 

2  Spd ( p1, p 2)
,
Depth( p1)  Depth( p 2)

For two sentences S1 and S 2 , S1 has n words:
w11 , w12 ,..., w1n . S 2 has m words: w21 , w22 ,..., w2 m . The
calculation method of sentence similarity is: based on the
word set of two sentences, one word is selected from one
set to calculate the similarity with each word in another set.
The word pairs of the maximum similarity are selected.
The loop is not stopped until the first set word is empty.
Next, the similarity of selected word pairs is added and
then divides the word number contained in the first set.
Finally, the calculation results based on two sets are
averaged to obtain the similarity of two sentences. The
calculation equation is as follows:

(11)

where p1 and p 2 represent two sememe sources, and
Spd ( p1, p 2) shows the coincidence degree of p1 and p 2 .

Depth  p  is the depth of a sememe in the sememe tree.

n

4.3.2 Similarity calculation of notional words

sim( S 1, S 2) 

In HowNet, the concept of content words (sememes)
can be divided into 4 parts:
1) primary fundamental sememe description: the first
sememe in DEF item;
2) description of other fundamental sememe: all the other
independent sememe or specific words in DEF item;
3) description of relational sememe: in DEF item,
“relational sememe =fundamental sememe ” or “relational
sememe = (specific words) ” or “ (relational sememe
=specific words)” to describe the notional part;
4) description of symbol sememe: in DEF item, “relational
symbol fundamental sememe ” or “relational symbol
(specific words)” to describe the notional part.
Thus, the similarity corresponding to 4 parts of the 2
notions is respectively marked as sim1  C1 , C2  ,

n

m



 max sim( w1u, w1u )

v 1 1 u  n

m

2 .(13)

Our research proposed a KNN question classification
method based on Apriori algorithm. With correlation
analysis, the nearest neighbour was selected, which
avoided defects of traditional KNN. Compared with
traditional methods, our method effectively improved time
complexity and K selection. The improvement methods are
mainly divided into two stages:
1) based on correlation analysis, the frequent feature word
set and the associated training question were extracted;
2) based on findings of correlation analysis, the initial
nearest neighbour of questions to be classified was
determined, as well as the final nearest neighbour number
K. Next, KNN was used for question classification.
1) Extraction of frequent feature word set and
associated training question based on correlation analysis
a) Let the total number of question category be m, and
the category is C1 , C2 ,..., Cm . The number of training

way, the entire similarity of notional words is:
4

i 2

 max sim( w1u, w1u )

u 1 1 v  m

4.4 REALIZATION OF ALGORITHM

sim2  C1 , C2  , sim3  C1 , C2  and sim4  C1 , C2  . In this

sim(C 1, C 2)   1sim1(C 1, C 2)    1 i sim i(C 1, C 2) ,

(13)

4.3.4 Similarity calculation of Chinese sentences

4.3.1 Calculation of sememe similarity

sim( p1, p 2) 

max sim(C 1i, C 2 j ) .

1 i  n ,1 j  m

(12)

where  i satisfies:

samples of each category is noted as N1 , N2 ,..., Nm ;
questions in the training set are processed in advance. With
χ2 statistical approach, a certain amount of questions of
different categories in the training set are selected, and
noted as the feature word of Nf (for example, 10
characteristics are selected from each category);

 1   2   3   4  1,  1   2   3   4  0 .
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b) Scan all training questions and express each
question as m  N f -dimensional question vector

5 Experiment

comprised by feature word of all categories. TF-IDF is
used to calculate the characteristic weight;
c) Extract the frequent feature set and the associated
questions from each category; this step only considers the
characteristics of the category of each training question,
and the rest will be omitted for now; each category is
processed respectively, including the following procedures:
i) each question of this category is seen as a single
transaction, and the included characteristics of this
category are seen as the data item of transaction. Item set
is also a feature word set of this category. The minimum
supportive degree is set and Apriori algorithm is used to
enable the question category to meet all item sets of
minimum supportive degree threshold, that is, the frequent
item set of this question category is produced;
ii) for each frequent item set, the associated training
question is preserved, and the training question that
contains all features of a frequent item set is the associated
training question of this frequent item set;
2) With the findings of correlation analysis, the initial
nearest neighbour of the question to be classified is
determined as well as the ultimate nearest neighbour
number K. The question classification is conducted based
on the category of nearest neighbour.
a) For a question to be classified, the pre-treatment is
conducted. Next, the extracted feature word of each
category can be used to represent this question and to
obtain m  N f -dimensional question vector. TF-IDF is
also applied to calculate the characteristic weight;
b) The feature word weight of each category in
question vector of a question to be classified is respectively
summed up and arranged in a declining order. Categories
in the top 3 are selected and noted as C x, C y, C z and the
characteristics;
c) Feature words belonging to the top 3 categories as
obtained from ii are selected. The maximum frequent item
set is found in the corresponding category to acquire the
associated training question. These training questions are
used as the initial nearest neighbours for a question to be
classified. Let the associated training question set be Sx, Sy
and Sz respectively. The number of questions is Nx, Ny and
Nz. Let k  min  2.5  N x , N x  N y  N z  ;

5.1 DATE SET
For Chinese question classification, there is no uniform
standard question test set and training set so far. In our
research, the proposed question set is a set of sentences of
demarcated question type by a certain question
classification system. Since the addition of QA test tasks
in TREC-8, TREC conference provides masses of English
question sets for QA evaluation in an annual fashion. Thus,
the free question set of TREC2013 was used in our
experiment, which was adopted into a part of the Chinese
question set by translating some questions and
transforming some questions. In addition, some questions
were extracted from the previously developed recruitment
question and answer system of Shandong Economic
University. Besides, some questions were collected from
the Internet. Both formed the Chinese question set in the
context, and a total of 1500 questions were included.
5.2 RESULT ANALYSIS
Evaluation of a classifier is a key research topic in question
classification. For different goals, researchers have
proposed many evaluation approaches for question
classification such as: recall ratio, precision ratio, F1 test
value, and macro-averaging, micro-averaging and so on.
In our research, the classic information retrieval evaluation
criteria of recall ratio, precision ratio and F test value are
used for our evaluation: recall ratio indicates the ratio
between accurately identified sample size by the classifier
and the sample size belonging to this category. The
accuracy rate indicates the proportion of samples really
belonging to this category among samples classified in this
category by the classifier. The mathematical equation is:

R

A
,
AC

(14)

P

A
.
A B

(15)

A represents the number of questions that belong to the
category in the manual sorting criteria and are actually
classified by the classifier in this category. B represents the
number of questions that do not belong to the category in
the manual sorting criteria but are actually classified by the
classifier in this category. C represents the number of
questions that belong to the category but are distributed in
other categories; D represents the number of questions that
do not belong to the category and are not classified in the
category, as shown in Table 1:

d) The cosine similarity between the question to be
classified and each initial nearest neighbour question is
calculated;
e) The similarity is arranged in a declining order, and
the first k training questions are selected. The file number
of 3 categories is noted and the similarity is accumulated
according to different categories. Thus, the average
similarity between the question to be classified and the
nearest neighbour question of each category. The category
with the maximum mean is determined as the category of
the question.
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TABLE 1 Meaning of ABCD
Number of questions
truly belong to this
category

Number of questions
truly not belong to
this category

A

B

C

D

Number of
questions belong to
this category
Number of
questions not belong
to this category

of classification system, recall ratio and precision ratio
should be comprehensively considered. The integration of
the two indicators will produce a new indicator of
evaluation - F1 test value. The mathematical equation is as
follow:

F1(P, R) 

For a certain category, recall ratio and precision ratio
reflect two aspects of the classification quality. Recall ratio
and precision ratio are mutually influenced. Under normal
circumstances, precision ratio will decrease with the rise
of recall ratio, and it is hard to ensure that both are high.
Thus, in order to comprehensively reflect the performance

2 P  R
.
PR

(16)

In order to avoid the influence of a small size of sample
on the test results, the cities, dates, specific Figures 3-5,
the total number of money, the definitions are selected
because they contain 381 questions for the test. The results
are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2 Comparison of experimental results
Classification Method
Question type
Date
City
Specific Figure
Sum
Money Amount
Definition

Conventional KNN

Improved KNN

precision ratio

recall ratio

F1 test value

precision ratio

recall ratio

F1 test value

87.4
84.8
87.1
55.6
78.2
83.7

82.8
84.9
84.1
90.3
52.3
85.3

85.0
84.8
85.6
69.3
62.7
84.5

93.8
83.6
90.9
66.2
89.4
89.5

86.4
89.5
87.3
93.2
71.6
92.1

89.9
86.4
89.1
77.4
79.5
90.8

FIGURE 3 Recall ratio contrast

FIGURE 4 Precision ratio contrast
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selection approach effectively reduced the involvement of
training questions with limited similarity in the category
judgment of test question. Meanwhile, as frequent item set
was produced by Apriori algorithm and the minimum
supportive degree was set, the proposed method is not very
sensitive to the local features of samples so that it can
improve the accuracy of the classification to some degree.
6 Conclusions
Our research proposed an improved KNN question
classification method based on Apriori algorithm, which
modified the determination method of nearest neighbour
number k and reduced the time complexity of classification.
The experiment demonstrated that compared with
traditional methods, time complexity of the improved
KNN question classification method was relatively smaller
and the classification accuracy was high. Of course, this
method presents certain disadvantages: firstly, correlation
analysis using Apriori algorithm of various categories of
questions causes remarkable consumption temporally and
spatially. Secondly,
For a test question, the retrieval of frequent item set
that meets the minimum supportive degree cannot
accurately find all the neighbour question vectors. In the
experiment, about 80% nearest neighbours of test question
can be found. In addition, if the characteristic of a category
is not remarkably obvious, this will result in the failure of
or greatly limited extraction of associated information that
abides by the minimum supportive degree. The solution of
the question needs further improvement of Apriori
algorithm to extract the associated information, thus
improving the recall ratio of test question nearest
neighbour.

FIGURE 5 F1 test value contrast

It can be observed from the experimental results of
traditional KNN algorithm that the recall ratio of money
amount is comparatively low, and the precision ratio of the
total number is low. It should be noted that the training
question number of the category of total number is larger
than other categories, and the money amount features share
similarity with that of the total number. These led to the
mis-categorization of money amount questions in the
category of the total number. Meanwhile, the improved
KNN algorithm conducted correlation analysis for
question vectors in each category and applied the average
similarity between the question to be classified and nearest
neighbour samples of each category in category
determination. This improved algorithm effectively
reduced the mis-categorization of text category.
The above experiments presented that feature word
from correlation analysis and related information between
training questions can be feasibly used to select the nearest
neighbour of nearest question. Compared with the
traditional KNN method, the calculation load of selecting
nearest neighbour can be substantially reduced to about 1/3
of time complexity of traditional methods; meanwhile,
nearest neighbours in training samples of different
categories can be found via the frequent feature word set.
The nearest neighbour number in different categories is of
great reference values for determining the nearest
neighbour number k of test question. The experimental
results presented that the proposed nearest neighbour
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Abstract
Real-world predictive data mining (classification or regression) problems are often cost sensitive, meaning that different types of
prediction errors are not equally costly. In this paper we propose a new algorithm for cost-sensitive classification in a multiple time
series prediction problems. The fitness function of the genetic algorithm is the average cost of classification when using the decision
tree, including both the costs of tests (features, measurements) and the costs of classification errors. The proposed model is evaluated
in a real world application based on a network of satellite network map distributed in land spatial pattern evolution in Chengdu Plain.
These satellite networks generate multiple time series data representing land spatial pattern. This study presents a new algorithm for
cost-sensitive classification that deal with class imbalance using both recompiling and CSL. The method combines and compares
several sampling methods with CSL using support vector machines (SVM). We build our cost-benefit model for the prediction process
as a function of satellite network in a distributed land spatial and measured the optimum number of satellite network that will balance
the expenses of the system with the prediction accuracy.
Keywords: cost sensitive learning, prediction, distributed satellite network, cost benefit analysis

apply simple accuracy measures [2]. Only some theoretical
approaches exist for specific data mining methods such as
neural networks and support vector machines.
In this research, we propose a new approach and
develop a methodology to apply the cost benefit analysis
to real world prediction problems. Our application is
prediction of land spatial pattern. Data for our research is
collected from a patented distributed satellite network of
land spatial pattern. In this paper, we have proposed a
model for cost-benefit analysis in a multiple time series
prediction problems. We have identified three distinct
areas of the cost function and analysed the behaviour in
each region. We have experimentally found out the
threshold values corresponding to these regions. We
presents a new algorithm for cost-sensitive classification
that deal with class imbalance using both resembling and
CSL. The method combines and compares several
sampling methods with CSL using support vector
machines (SVM). Results are compared and analysed. We
have discussed how this methodology can be utilized in
similar distributed systems.
Following a brief introduction to previous work in
section 2. Section 3 introduces multiple time series
prediction problems and its formalization for prediction of
land spatial pattern based on daily satellite network data.
We report our recent research efforts in introducing cost
sensitive analysis for this real world prediction application
in Section 4. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

1 Introduction
Machine learning and data mining reply heavily on a large
amount of data to build learning models and make
predictions, and thus, the quality of data is ultimately
important. To evaluate in a real world application based on
a network of satellite network distributed in land spatial
pattern evolution in a region. We use real-world data-sets
in land spatial pattern evolution from 2008 to 2013.
Cost/Benefit Analysis is a relatively simple and widely
used technique for deciding whether to make a change [1].
Profit and costs drive the utility of every land resource use
decision. As land resource use decision making, from
strategic to operational planning, is based upon future
realizations of the decision parameters [2]. The real trick
to doing a cost benefit analysis well is making sure you
include all the costs and all the benefits and properly
quantify them. Cost-benefit analysis has already attracted
much attention from the machine learning and data mining
communities [3]. Thus, cost-sensitive learning algorithms
should make use of only known values. Under costsensitive learning, we impute values of data, and the
learning algorithms make use of values to minimize the
total cost of tests and classifications.
In the literature of cost sensitive analysis for data
mining applications, most emphasis is given to
classification problems. Recent research and related
publications show that cost sensitive analysis is not deeper
analysed, modelled, and applied to prediction problems.
Conversely, data mining methods for regression and time
series analysis generally disregard economic utility and
*
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of performance, stability and ease of use to build cost
estimating relationships. The results show that SVM have
performed well when dealing with data, which there is
little prior knowledge about the cost estimating
relationship to select for regression modelling. However,
regression models have shown significant improvements
in terms of accuracy in cases where an appropriate cost
estimating function can be identified [12].

In recent years data mining community has attempted
incorporating cost benefit analysis into classification
problems, where the “Cost” could be interpreted as
misclassification cost, training cost, test cost, or others [5].
Among all different types of costs, the misclassification
cost is the most popular one. In general, misclassification
cost is described the cost of predicting that an example
belongs to class i when in fact it belongs to class j [6].
Hollmen et al., and Elkan introduce a cost model that
inland resource uses the specific properties of objects to be
classified. Instead of a fixed misclassification cost matrix,
they utilize a more general matrix of cost functions. These
functions operate on the data to be classified and are recalculated for each data point separately [7, 8].
Most of the existing cost sensitive classifiers assume
that datasets are either noise free or noise in the datasets is
less significant. However, real-world data is never perfect
and suffer from noise that may impact models created from
data. Zhu and Wu have addressed the problems of class
noise, which means the errors introduced in the class
labels. They have studied the noise impacts on cost
sensitive learning and proposed a cost guided noise
handling approach for effective learning [6]. The class
imbalance problem has been recognized as a crucial
problem in machine learning and data mining. Such a
problem is encountered in a large number of ranges, and it
can lead to poor performance of the learning method [9].
It has been indicated that cost-sensitive learning is a good
solution to the class imbalance problems and Zhou and Liu
have studied methods that address the class imbalance
problems applied to cost-sensitive neural networks [3].
Similarly, for predictive data mining problems of
regression and time series analysis the costs arising from
invalid point prediction, costs of under prediction versus
over prediction, etc. are also analysed in the literature.
Crone et al. have analysed the efficiency of a linear
asymmetric cost function in inventory management
decisions, training multilayer perceptions to find a cost
efficient stock-level for a set of seasonal time series
directly from the data [2]. A similar work has been
proposed by Christoffersen and Diebold by introducing a
new technique for solving prediction problems under
asymmetric loss using piecewise-linear approximations to
the loss function [10].
Wang and Stockton have investigated how the
constraints imposed by changing export market affect the
identification of “cost estimating relationships” and
investigated their relative benefits and limitations in terms
of their effects on the overall cost model development
process. Neural network architecture has been used and a
series of experiments have been undertaken to select an
appropriate network [11].
Cost estimation generally involves predicting labour,
material, utilities or other costs over time given a small
subset of factual data on “cost drivers.” Alice has
examined the use of regression and SVM models in terms

3 Prediction of total power production
This paper presents our research results in analysis of
distributed land spatial pattern in a region, and
development of prediction model based on data collected
from multiple distributed satellite network related to
specific land spatial pattern. These land spatial pattern
operate data throughout the year continuously.
Each land spatial keeps record of real-time land spatial
pattern, current land spatial output and real time changes
and variations in land spatial usage and supply availability.
These data are taken at specific time intervals and they
vary from a day to a week or a month. The sampling
frequency depends on the type of data that are collected at
the land spatial.
The data for our analysis comprises readings of
satellite network at 417 distributed land spatial pattern, and
the cumulative variable that correspond to the total land
spatial pattern of those 417 land spatial pattern. The data
set that we are using is collected daily and we use a
repository of three years from year 2008 to year 2013. It
has 365 data for each land spatial in years 2011, 2012 and
2013. These historic data can be used to build and improve
relative models used for short and long term land spatial
pattern forecasting. They are currently used by land trading
and marketing firms and federal regulatory agencies
including Homeland Security.
Prediction systems have to obtain these data sets at a
cost. Getting data from more land spatial pattern to make
prediction means increase in expenses. Our goal is to
predict the total land spatial pattern with reduced number
of satellite network, where we can compromise between
the expenses for collecting data and the quality of
prediction accuracy. Based on the analysis of different
multiple time series prediction methods we have selected
SVM as the best candidates for our study in building cost
sensitive prediction model [13-15]. Our approach shows
that it is possible to measure the total land spatial pattern
using reduced number of satellite network stations. The
modelling results and general approach may be used in
other systems to determine the required number of satellite
network to be used for data collection.
3.1 DATA COLLECTION AND PRE-PROCESSING
The data for analysis is collected daily for the years from
year 2008 to year 2013. Most of the machine learning
methods including SVM requires that all data sets to be
normalized. We use MATLAB to normalize data between
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[-1,+1] for 417 land spatial pattern. In the raw data set there
are some entries with 0 values. They correspond to days in
which a satellite network does not record a value for a
given day. In our problems, all those 0 values are taken as
actually recorded values after proving with the authorities
[16].
We have used year 2008 data as training data set and
year 2012 and year 2013 data as testing data. Main goals
of our research are a) To measure and compare the quality
of different prediction methodologies, and b) To measure
optimum number of satellite network, which will give the
best results balancing expenses of the system. We used
several sampling methods with CSL using support vector
machines (SVM). Accuracy of this model is measured, by
computing the correlation coefficient, between actual
values and predicted values in the testing data set.
Prediction accuracy is lie on the amount of satellite
network we use, i.e. number of power land spatial inputs
we use in the prediction. To prove this we have built
training and testing data sets by varying the number of
satellite network from which the data are collected. In our
study we considered data from 16, 64, 128, 512 and 1024
land spatial inputs. An overview of these steps is presented
in Table 1. In the following sections, we elaborate on these
steps.

Yang Qin, Zhou Changyao

year and the single output represents predicted value for
the land spatial pattern in the region. We have
experimented the SVM model with different combinations
of the parameters and determined that the values 0.001 for
accuracy parameter and 0.04 for learning rate with
Tangent-Sigmoid activation function give the best
prediction results. Figure 1 shows the results for prediction
using the SVM with 40, 70, and 100 satellite network with
the correlation coefficients (r) 0.84, 0.93, and 0.95
respectively. A toolbox called LIBSVM (A Library for
Support Vector Machines) was used for SVM
methodology [17].

FIGURE 1 Graph for solution of all hyper dataset.

We use support vector machines (SVM) as the base
classifier. Grid search is used to determine the best hyper
parameters for SVM and the resembling techniques.
(a) Method 1: Combination of Sampling techniques with
CSL, called S-CSL.

TABLE 1 Classify land resources

Algorithm 1: S-CSL
Begin
while NFC < MAXNFC dob
for i=1 to ps do
Update velocity of the ith location point according to (1);
Update position of the ith location point according to (2);
Calculate the fitness value of the ith location point;
NFC++;
end for
Update the pbest and gbest, if needed.
for i=1 to ps do
if rand(0,1) < po then
Generate a mutant location point according to (3);
Calculate the fitness values of the mutant location point;
NFC++;
Select the fitter one between the current location point and the
mutant location point as the new current location point;
end if
end for
Update the pbest and gbest, if needed.
end while
End

Step: Assessment of land resources:
1. Land resources classification:
–identify the land resources role in the organization
2. Define land resources policy goals:
–assign weights to land resources policy goals (C,I,A)
3. Classify land resources:
–enumerate resources available on the given system
–determine the resource importance for each land resources policy goal
–compute the overall resource weight for each land resources policy goal

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In SVM, a selected number of satellite network data (time
series) are used in prediction. We have 417 satellite
networks as data sources, and there are various ways of
selecting the subset. Selection of a subset of satellite
network (in our case 10, 20, 30, 40 tc.) will cause
combinatorial explosion. We made one heuristic
approximation in this step to eliminate computational
complexity. Each of 417 satellite network time series is
compared with the total land spatial pattern by computing
the correlation factor. We wanted to measure how much
each of satellite network measurements are correlated to
the output. Then, we sorted satellite network based on the
correlation factor, and selected subset is a portion of top
ranked satellite network.
We used a feed forward neural network with back
propagation learning using only one hidden layer. The
algorithm was implemented in MATLAB ver6.5.
Experiments showed that equal number of input and
hidden nodes give the best results in prediction. Inputs to
the network are the data columns corresponding to satellite
network’ recordings at each land spatial throughout the

(b) Method 2: Using CSL by Optimizing Cost Ratio
Locally, called CSL-OCRL.
Algorithm 2: CSL-OCRL
Begin
while NFC < MAXNFC do
for i=1 to ps do
Update velocity of the ith location point according to (1);
Update position of the ith location point according to (2);
Calculate the fitness value of the ith location point;
NFC++;
end for
Update the pbest and gbest, if needed;
Calculate the boundaries of current search space;
Create a random location point Y according to (3);
Create a trail location point X* according to (5);
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f 2   i 1 xi   i 1 xi ,

Calculate the fitness value of X*;
NFC++;
If X* is better than Xw then
Replace Xw with X*;
end if
Update the pbest and gbest, if needed.
end while
End

D

D

where xi   10,10 , D=30, and the global optimum is 0.
f3   i 1
D



i
j 1

,
2

xj

where xi   100,100 , D=30, and the global optimum is

Standard facilities of matrix algebra in MATLAB are
used for MR analysis. The Figure 1 shows the variations
of quality of prediction results obtained with SVM 128
input satellite network, r = 100
(c) Using SVM with 16 input satellite network, r = 10
(d) Using SVM with 1024 input satellite network, r =510
Input satellite network for three methods MR for
different number of input time series.
Detailed comparison of these methods and discussion
about optimal number of satellite network for different
models are given in our previous article. The hypothesis
that optimal number of satellite network should be the
trade off between accuracy of prediction and costs of the
monitoring system is the initiating point of the current
research [16].

0.

f4  maxi  xi ,1  i  D  ,
where xi   100,100 , D=30, and the global optimum is
0.
2
D 1
2
f5   i 1 100  xi 1  xi2    xi  1  ,



where xi   30,30 , D=30, and the global optimum is 0.
f 6   i 1   xi  0.5  ,
2

D

where xi   100,100 , D=30, and the global optimum is

4 Cost benefit analysis in multiple time series
prediction

0.

f 7   i 1 ixi4  rand 0,1 ,
D

Should we collect data from all areas? If not what would
be the optimum number of areas to use for prediction?
What are economic benefits from the prediction system?
These questions are essential part in analysis of a solution
for our prediction system based on distributed satellite
network system which monitors land spatial pattern. A
cost benefit analysis for multiple time series prediction, we
are developing and applying in this research, will give
some of the answers.

V  t  1  wV  t   c1r1  pbesti  t   X i  
c2 r2  gbesti  t   X i  t   ,

0.

f8   i 1  xi sin
D

(2)

X  gbest  a1  gbest  X i   1  a1  X i1  X i 2  .

(3)





xi ,

where xi   500,500 , D=30, and the global optimum is
-12569.5.

f9   i 1  xi2  10cos  2 xi   10 ,
D

(1)

X i  t  1  X i t   Vi t  1 ,
*
i

where xi   1.28,1.28 , D=30, and the global optimum is

where xi   5.12,5.12 , D=30, and the global optimum
is 0.



1 n
f10  20 exp  0.2  i 1 xi2  
n


1 n

exp   i 1 cos  2 xi    20  e,
n


In order to verify the performance of the proposed
approach, ten famous benchmark functions are selected in
our experiments [12]. According to their properties, they
are divided into two types: functions f1 to f7 are uni-modal
functions and f8 to f10 are multimodal functions. All the
functions are minimized problems. The specific
definitions, dimensions, and the global optimum are listed
as follows:

where xi   32,32 , D=30, and the global optimum is 0.
There are several costs involved in building our
prediction system. They can be of two types: fixed cost and
variable cost. In optimization problems, fixed cost only
shifts the cost curve into a higher or lower level. So, we
only considered variable cost in our analysis. In building
and maintaining the satellite network system, these
expenses correspond to hardware installation and
maintenance, data collection, data processing and data
analysis.

f1   i 1 xi2 ,
D

where xi   100,100 , D=30, and the global optimum is
0.
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These
expenses
would
include,
OPTIMIZECOSTRATIO(DTrain;_; _)

procedure

Input: DTrain, SVM parameters _, step length _
Outputs: the best cost ratio for GMean
2: (DLocalTrain;DHoldout) DTrain . split for 5-fold CV
3: ImbaRatio jMajorj
jMinorj . imbalance ratio of DTrain
4: maxRatio ImbaRatio _ 1:5
5: currentRatio 1:0
6: bestGMean 0
7: while currentRatio <= maxRatio do
8: buildLocalModel(DLocalTrain; _)
9: currentGMean testLocalModel(DHoldout)
10: if (currentGMean > bestGMean) then
11: bestGMean currentGMean
12: bestCostRatio currentRatio
13: end if
14: currentRatio currentRatio + _
15: end while
16: return bestCostRatio
17: end procedure

FIGURE 3 Graphical interpretation of Ann dataset

4.1 COST BENEFIT MODEL

Cost may also include a risk factors that would
compensate increase of prices, depreciation etc. For these
reasons it should be determined very carefully by experts
in the range.
Accuracy of prediction is a nonlinear function of the
number of satellite network [16]. We selected the
polynomial model with relative small error and at the same
time enough simple. We experimentally confirmed that
polynomial function of third order makes a good
approximation of the prediction non-linearity:

We experimentally determined parameters in relative
formulae y(n) for the SVM (SVM y) methodologies. We
can find the relative relationship between the accuracy and
the number of inputs for each of the methods applying a
curve fitting procedure and assuming that the function is a
polynomial third order. The approximated equations fits
the graphs of Figure 2:
These three functions represent our cost-benefit
models for prediction. Each model is based on two input
parameters:' C -ratio of cost constants, and n - number of
satellite network.

1: procedure HYPERSEARCH(DTrain;)
returns the best hyperparameters _ for eval. metric E
2: (DLocalTrain;DHoldout) DTrain //split for 5-fold CV
//Raw search:
3: bestC; besty ←0
4: for i ←15,……10 do
5: for j ←15,……0 do
6: y←2j ; C←2i
7:
buildLocalSVM(DLocalTrain; ;C)
8:
TestLocalModel(DHoldout) //using metric E
9:
Update bestC; best
10: end for
11: end for //Smooth search:
12: for i← bestC-1,…… bestC + 1; step r do
13: for j← best -0.1,…… best + 0:1; step q do
14: y←j; C←i
15: buildLocalSVM(DLocalTrain; ;C)
16: TestLocalModel(DHoldout) //using metric E
17: _ C; //Update the best parameter values
18: end for
19: end for
20 : return _
21: end procedure

4.2 INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
We can analyse how the actual cost function changes with
values of constant 1 2 C C or ' C, and we will try to find a
minimum of these functions for different ' C values using
experimental results.
4.2.1 Large benefits
Figure 3 gives a plot for cost function C for very small
value of ' C 0.0001based on our experimental results.
Three graphs represent the three applied prediction
methodologies. Small ' C means that the value of 2 C is
very high, relative to the value of 1 C i.e. the users measure
that the benefit of prediction accuracy is very high and its
overweight any cost 1 C for satellite network installation
and maintenance. As it is expected, the cost function C is
continuously decreasing function, where its minimum is
with maximum number of satellite network n (in our case
417). That means, we accept all expenses for installation
of all 417 satellite network and there is no prediction
system. Output will be just calculated as a sum of all
satellite network values. Even if the satellite network are
expensive, it is not a sufficient reason to influence the cost
function, which is minimum for maximum n.

FIGURE 2 Graph for solution of hypothyroid dataset
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4.2.2 Large costs

Yang Qin, Zhou Changyao

value for the cost function. In general cost will determine,
if it is useful to build the prediction system or not. Based
on the experimental results, we can see that the behaviour
of the cost function defines three regions. The cost
function behaves as an asymptotically increasing function,
where the minimum cost can be found at minimum number
of satellite network in all three methods. Accuracy at this
situation is at its minimum values. In both previous cases
we do not need a prediction system. The cost function
clearly defines a minimum value for the number of satellite
network at a point inside the range.
Accuracy and the number of satellite network used
depend on prediction technique. This is a good engineering
design heuristics, obtained from cost benefit analysis, to
determine whether prediction analysis is economically
feasible for our system.

Figure 3 shows the variation of total cost as a function of
a number of input satellite networks for cost 64. It gives its
minimum value with minimum number of input areas
close to 0. If the installation of satellite network
determined by cost CSL is very costly, and benefits (profit)
determined by Cost CSL is relatively low, the function will
be continuously increasing. The Figure 3. Graph for
solution may found at extremely small number of satellite
network (close to 0). Again, we do not need prediction
system because the expenses are so high, that the system
is not economically feasible.
4.2.3 Costs and benefits are balanced
The most interesting case is when the cost ratio is
increasing. We believe that it is the common case in real
world applications. Minimum value for total cost , will
determine necessary number of satellite network to obtain
maximum benefits from the prediction system. Based on
the number of satellite network we can measure the quality
of prediction for the recommended configuration.
It shows the case where the minimum of cost, occurs
between the minimum and the maximum number of areas.
As expected, simple SVM model shows the minimum cost
where the required number of input satellite network is
around 128. Both simple SVM and CSL using support
vector machines (SVM). It shows a minimum at around
100 input satellite networks for this value. As shows the
variation the total cost with the different values, and the
number of satellite network. In addition, data shows the
accuracy of prediction at the optimum number of satellite
network for each case. As we discussed so far, it is clear
that the value plays a major role in selecting the minimum

5 Conclusions
In this paper we describe a new methodology for the costbenefit analysis in multiple time series prediction. It is
applied in a real world distributed satellite network.
Satellite network generate time series data representing
land spatial pattern evolution in Chengdu Plain. For
establishing the prediction model, we use three common
prediction methods SVM. Training and testing data were
available for year’s 2008 to 2013 land spatial pattern
evolution in Chengdu Plain. Our results show that CSL
using support vector machines (SVM). Technique gives
the best prediction model.
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Abstract
Medical quality evaluation is the key and important link of the current medical institutions improve the core competitiveness,
considering the characteristics of the medical industry, the paper constructs the surgical and non-surgical medical quality evaluation
index system. In addition, the traditional medical quality evaluation in determining the index weight coefficients are too single, it is
easy to cause the subjective assessment results too much or the accuracy is not high. Therefore, the paper using the Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) for subjective weight and using the Rough Set (RS), then get them together and put forward an approach of medical
quality evaluation method based on combined weight, this method absorbs the advantage of them and overcomes the disadvantages of
them and achieve the complementary advantages. Finally through the case analysis, verifying the feasibility and effectiveness of the
method.
Keywords: medical quality evaluation, indicator system, combined weight, AHP, RS

objective evaluation results and get a comprehensive
evaluation results.
This paper basis for the indicator system of medical
quality evaluation, combine the subjective weight based on
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and the objective weight
based on rough set, then build the optimization model of
the comprehensive weights. Finally, though the function of
Lagrange verify the feasibility of the model.

1 Introduction
With the development of medical and health services, the
evaluation of medical quality has become one of the key
of medical institutions improve the core competitiveness,
the evaluation of medical quality not only can evaluate the
medical quality of the medical institutions, also can
objectively reflect the existing problems and the weak
links in the medical institutions, then provide decisions for
the managers of the medical institutions and further to help
the medical institutions to change and improve the medical
quality in some specific ways. Domestic experts in the
field of medical management has carried on the
exploration and research for a long time. According to
different provinces and different levels of medical
institutions, the corresponding evaluation indicator system
is also different each other, but is gradually perfect. The
medical management department of the centre and
provinces has already taken all kinds of means and
measures to evaluate the medical quality of the medical
institutions. The current evaluation of medical quality
mainly includes qualitative analysis and quantitative
analysis. Qualitative analysis includes expert experience,
scores of patient satisfaction and hospital grading system,
etc. Only use qualitative analysis often cause subjective
evaluation results. Single use qualitative analysis often
cause subjective evaluation results; Quantitative analysis
includes calculate indicator data, analyse the number of
changes, etc. although depend on quantitative analysis can
get objective evaluation results, but if the evaluative data
is not real also lead to the deviation of results. Therefore,
at present the main problems of medical quality evaluation
is how to combine the subjective evaluation results and

2 Medical quality indicator system
The indicator of medical quality evaluation is a scientific
concept which reflects the pros and cons of medical
quality, on the basis of the statistics, getting different
indicator together and building the indicator system of
medical quality evaluation are the premises and
prerequisites of the medical quality evaluation. In this
paper, the acquisition of the indicator system of medical
quality evaluation and the construction of indicator
system, mainly from the following several aspects:
1) Reference 2005-2010, the ministry of health
department completes <the establishment and application
research of indicator system of China hospital medical
quality evaluation>, it propose the Chinese Medical
Quality Indicator System (CHQIS), the system set up the
three categories of 11 1 level indicators and 33 2 level
indicators which include the in-hospital death related, nonplans to return relevant, related adverse events. Currently
CHQIS has 730 single indicators and 4610 composite
indicators.
2) Consult and reference many documents which elated
to the medical service quality evaluation at home and
abroad, foreign medical quality evaluation develop earlier
and the choice of many indicators are through strict
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screening and clinical trials that can reasonably reflect the
medical quality, it has good scientific and sensitivity. Such
as the International Quality Indicator Proiect [1, 2] (IQIP)
that divided into 25 categories and 285 indicators, it used
for evaluate all levels of hospital and medical institutions,
etc. IQIP pays attention to the results of the medical service
and patients interests; focus on the influence of "negative
event"; stress on the comparability of indicators; the choice
standard of indicators are more rigorous.

not have a unified format, etc. Causing some data of
indicators cannot acquire or the data quality cannot meet
the conditions of evaluation, therefore in the process of the
selection of indicators, we need to refer medical data, and
then confirm the collection of the indicators.
2) Refer to some opinions and suggestions, which are
given by relevant experts, these experts, are expert in the
field of health care or medical management for a long time,
they bear rich experience and provide authoritative
evaluation indicators, these indicators can scientifically
and reasonably reflect the medical quality.
Based on the research of the above several aspects and
established the medical quality evaluation indicator system
that direct at the surgical and non-surgical. Among them
non-surgical categories including five primary indicator
and 16 secondary indicator, surgery including 5 primary
indicator and 20 secondary indicator (Table 1 and 2).

TABLE 1 Non-surgical medical service quality evaluation indicator
system
Indicator
classification

First
indicator
Therapeutic
effect
Work
efficiency

Non-surgical
Diagnostic
level

Medical
records
writing
Cost

Second indicator
Cure rate
Improvement rate
Not cured rate
Death rate
Inpatient Amount
3-day-correct-diagnosis rate
Average length of stay
The coincidence rate of
Admission and Discharge
The coincidence rate of clinic and
pathology
The coincidence rate of radiation
and pathology
Adverse reaction rate of blood
transfusion
Adverse reaction rate of
transfusion
Medical record rate class a
Medical record rate class b
Medical record rate class c
All-in cost

3 Confirm indicator weight
3.1 ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) was first proposed
by Thomas l. Saaty who is the famous American
operations research expert and the professor at the
university of Pittsburgh in the 1970 s [4]. AHP not only is
a good subjective weighting method, but also a multicriteria method of thinking. It makes the processes of
people's thought hierarchical and quantitative [5, 6] and
applies to the target complex and lacks the necessary data,
meanwhile it brings us a problem-solving ideas that from
the perspective of problem as a whole, by constructing a
hierarchical structure, evaluating the influence of each part
on the whole, so as to achieve the purpose of solving the
problem.
The specific steps of calculate the subjective weight
are as follows:
1) Establish hierarchical structure: the purpose of
establishing hierarchical structure is to bring the complex
issues organized and hierarchical, according to the target
layer, criterion layer and measures layer construct the
hierarchical model. The target layer only has one element,
criterion layer can be divided into different levels and
groups, the elements of different levels belong to the
subordinate relation. Measures layer is located in the
bottom of the hierarchy, the layer provides solutions to
achieve objectives (elements) and has a plurality of
measures.
2) Construct judgment matrix and assignment: after
confirming the hierarchical structure, we need to compare
between two indicator elements under the same layer that
impact on the upper indicator elements at the criterion
layer and construct judgment matrix, Thomas l. Saaty
proposed the 1-9 scaling method to measure the
importance between the two elements of two indicators, as
shown in Table 3:

TABLE 2 Surgical medical service quality evaluation indicator system
Indicator
classification

First
indicator

Therapeutic
effect

Work
efficiency

Non-surgical
Diagnostic
level

Medical
records
writing
Cost

Second indicator
Cure rate
Improvement rate
Not cured rate
Death rate
Healing rate class a
Healing rate class b
Healing rate class c
Inpatient Amount
3-day-correct-diagnosis rate
Average length of stay
The coincidence rate of
Admission and Discharge
The coincidence rate of clinic
and pathology
The coincidence rate of
radiation and pathology
Adverse reaction rate of blood
transfusion
Adverse reaction rate of
transfusion
The coincidence rate of
preoperative and postoperative
Medical record rate class a
Medical record rate class b
Medical record rate class c
All-in cost

1) Quantitative analysis [3] based on medical data,
while due to the large amount of data, data scattered, do
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TABLE 3 Element 1-9 important degree
Two indicators
compared

aij

d) Calculate and determine the consistency of proportion
C.I .
C.R., C.R. 
. When C.R. < 0.1,the consistency of
R.I .
judgment matrix is acceptable, C.R. > 0.1, we consider the
consistency of judgment matrix does not meet the
requirements and need to re-amend the judgment matrix.
2) Hierarchical total sorting and inspection: In general,
the sorting result of the last layer in the criterion layer,
calculation and test steps are similar to the single sorting
and inspection.

Explain

Indicator i and j equal
important
Indicator i and j little
Little important
important
Indicator i and j more
More important
important
Obviously
Indicator i and j
important
obviously important
Absolutely
Indicator i and j
important
absolutely important
Between two adjacent important degree

1

Equal important

3
5
7
9
2, 4, 6, 8
The reciprocal of
the above

3.2 ROUGH SET THEORY

Two goals in turn

Judgment matrix A   aij  n  n , A meet the following

In 1982 Z. Pawlak formally proposed rough set theory [7],
which is a new mathematical tool to analyse and deal with
incomplete data and fuzzy knowledge representation. By
using this incomplete and vague information, analysis and
processing, we can find some hidden knowledge and
useful information. Rough set theory has the advantage
that in addition to data set, does not need require any
preparative or additional information about the data, so the
description of the uncertainty and processing are relatively
objective [8].
Definition 1: A knowledge representation system
K  (U , Q,V , F ) , U is the domain, Q is a set of attributes,
divided into condition attribute set C and decision attribute
set D, Q  C D , C D   , V  aAVa is a

properties: 1) aij  0 ; 2) aij  1/ a ji , (i, j  1, 2.....n) ; 3)

aii  1 .
1) Hierarchical single sorting and inspection: after
determine all the matrixes, we need to sort each matrix,
namely solving matrix eigenvector, thus obtained weight
value of each indicator. Taking an example of matrix
B   bij  n  n , the steps of calculate the weight vector are
as follow:
a) For each column as normalized

Bij 

bij
n

b

,

ij

i 1

(i  1, 2.....n) ;
b) For the sum of each row by row Wi   Bij ,

collection of property values, Va represents a range of
attributes a  Q , f is U  A  V mapping.
Definition 2: Given a domain U, x, y U , P  Q , if

(i, j  1, 2.....n) ;

meet q  P : f q ( x)  f q ( y ) , said object x and y to

n

i 1

c) For vector Wi  (W1 , W2 ....Wn )

t

attribute set P is not identified. Denoted Ind(P), that is the
intersection of all equivalence relations. Expressed as
Ind ( P)  {( x, y) U U | p  P, p( x)  p( y)} .

as normalized, get

wi  ( w1 , w2 ....wn ) as the approximate solution of the
characteristic vector for matrix, namely the weight
coefficient of indicator. After get the weights of indicators,
we need check consistency of judgment matrix and ensure
the matrix bear transitivity and consistency.
The steps to check consistency are as follow:
a) Calculate the maximum eigenvalue of the judgment
n
( Bw)i
matrix max  
;
i 1 nwi
t

b) Calculate consistency indicator C.I.: C.I . 

Definition 3: An information system S  U , A , meet
object set X  U and attribute set R  A . Under U
certainly belongs to the set of all the objects that consists
of a set X is called X lower approximation, expressed as
R ( X )  {x U | [ x]R  X } . Under U certainly or maybe
belongs to the set of all the objects that consists of a set X
is called X upper approximation, expressed as
R ( X )  {x U |[ x]R  X  } . R is the positive

 max  n

;
n 1
c) Look-up table to determine the corresponding average
random consistency indicator R.I., according to different
order of judgment matrix to check the table and get the
average random consistency indicator R.I., the average
random consistency indicator R.I. as shown in Table 4:

domain of X POSR ( X )  R ( X ) ; R is the negative domain
of X NEGR ( X )  U  R  ( X ) . The boundary of X
BN R ( X )  R  ( X )  R ( X ) .
Definition 4: The information entropy H(P) of
n

knowledge P is defined as H ( P )   p ( X i ) log( p ( X i )) .

TABLE 4 Average random consistency indicator R.I.
Matrix order
R.I.

1
0

2
0

3
0.52

4
0.89

5
1.12

6
1.26

i 1

7
1.36

Definition 5: the condition entropy H (Q | P) of

8
1.41

knowledge Q(U / ind (Q))  {Y1 , Y2 ,...Ym } to knowledge

P(U / ind ( P))  {X1 , X 2 ,... X m } is defined as:
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n

m

i 1

j 1

L
0,
 wck

H (Q | P)   p( X i ) p(Y j | X i ) log( p(Y j | X i )),
p(Y j | X i ) 

| Yj

Xi |

| Xi |

m

w

ck

k 1

1  0 ,

solve equations:

, i  1, 2....n , j  1,2....m .

m
 wck  1  0
,
 k 1
  ( w  w )  (1   )( w  w )  0
ck
ai
ck
bj


Definition 6: S  (U , R,V , f ) is a decision making
system, C  D  R , C is condition attribute, D is decision
attribute, A  C , the importance of any attribute
xi  C  A, SGF ( xi , A, D) is defined as:

get wck   wai  (1   ) wbj , (i, j, k  1, 2.....n) .

SGF ( xi , A, D)  H ( D | A)  H ( D | A {xi }) ,

According to the above proof we can know that the
combination empowerment not only overcomes the
subjective factors of excessive reliance on experience, but
also avoid the only rely on the objective factors of data,
thus improve the accuracy of the evaluation results.

the greater the value of A, the greater the importance of the
attribute, namely the indicator weight coefficient is larger,
on the contrary, the smaller the importance of attribute, the
smaller the indicator weight coefficient.

4 Example analysis

3.3 COMBINATION WEIGHTING

In order to verify the feasibility of the evaluation method,
based on the HIS data in a hospital of Zhengzhou City,
using the combined weight method to evaluate five
doctors' medical quality in the diagnosis of coronary heart
disease (non-surgical). Due to the indicator system is
numerous, so we select cure rate (A), the coincidence rate
of admission and discharge (B), medical record rate class
a (C), average length of stay (D), all-in cost (E) as the
evaluation indicators.

Assuming
a
decision
information
system
K  (U , Q,V , F ) , the subjective weight coefficient
wai  ( wa1 , wa 2 ....wan )t (i  1, 2.....n) obtained by the AHP,
the
objective
weight
coefficient
wbj  (wb1 , wb 2 ....wbn )t ( j  1, 2.....n) obtained by the RS,

wck is the combination of both weight coefficient, wai ,
wbj , wck meet the following conditions:

4.1 AHP CALCULATE SUBJECTIVE WEIGHT
COEFFICIENT

m
m
m
 wai   wbj  wck  1, (i, j , k  1, 2.....n)
j 1
k 1
 i 1

0

w

1
.

ai
0  w  1
bj

0  wck  1

First of all, establish hierarchical structure,
Di (i  1, 2,3, 4,5) represent five doctors shown in Figure
1.
target layer

The doctor medical service quality evaluation

Establish an optimization model in the feasible region  :

 m
min   [  ( wck 2 / 2  wai 2 / 2  wck  wai ) 
i , j , k 1

criterion layer

cure rate

the coincidence rate of
Admission and
Discharge

medical record
rate class a

average length
of stay

all-in cost

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

(1   )( wck 2 / 2  wbj 2 / 2  wck  wbj )] ,

measures layer

 is experience factor, 0    1 , the feasible region 
meet   {wck

m

w
k 1

ck

FIGURE 1 Hierarchical structure.

 1, 0  wck  1, ( k  1, 2.....n)} and

the optimization model has only one
wck   wai  (1   ) wbj , (i, j, k  1, 2.....n) .

Then construct judgment matrix, as shown in Table 5:
TABLE 5 Judgment matrix

solution

A
B
C
D
E

Proof: for the Lagrange function:

L( wck ,  ) 

m

 [ (w

i , j , k 1

ck

2

/ 2  wai 2 / 2  wck  wai ) 


(1   )( wck 2 / 2  wbj 2 / 2  wck  wbj )]   


m

w
k 1

ck

A
1
1/5
1/7
1/4
1/3

B
5
1
1/3
4
5

C
7
3
1
5
6

D
4
1/4
1/5
1
3

E
3
1/5
1/6
1/3
1

Then calculate the weight vector, get the weight
coefficient of indicator wa = (0.4699, 0.0733, 0.0484,
0.1448, 0.2636). Finally check the consistency, when n =
5, R.I. = 1.12, the maximum eigenvalue max = 5.2465,


 1 ,
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Equation wck   wai  (1   ) wbj , (i, j, k  1, 2,..., n) .

C.R. = 0.055 < 0.1, the matrix meets the requirement. We
can be seen that the weight coefficient accounted for the
largest, followed by the all-in cost, average length of stay,
the coincidence rate of admission and discharge, and
finally the smallest proportion of medical record rate class
a.

When tend to subjective experience,  [0.5,1] ; when
tend to objective experience,  [0,0.5] ; here take μ =
0.38, make the subjective and objective weight coefficient
ratio of the golden number. Calculated combination weight
coefficient and the subjective and objective weight as
shown in Table 8:

4.2 RS CALCULATE OBJIECTIVE WEIGHT
COEFFICENT

TABLE 8 Combination weight coefficient

Firstly, normalize and discretize the initial sample data
(Table 6), obtain evaluation data set and construct decision
table (Table 7), regard the five evaluation indicators as the
condition attributes, reference wa as decision attribute (F).

AHP
Rough
Combination
weight

TABLE 6 The initial sample data table
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5

A
97.4%
90%
91.7%
78.8%
69.2%

B
96.1%
98%
93.3%
100%
84.6%

C
98.7%
100%
98.3%
92.9%
100%

D

TABLE 7 Decision table
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5

A
1
1
1
2
3

B
2
1
2
1
3

C
2
1
2
3
1

D
3
2
1
3
3

E
1
2
1
3
3

B
0.0733
0.1394

C
0.0484
0.1333

D
0.1448
0.2444

E
0.2636
0.2254

0.3381

0.1143

0.1010

0.2067

0.2399

As can be seen from the results, the combination
weight and the subjective and objective weight basically
have the same sorting, weight coefficient between the two
weights, it make the result more accurate and reasonable.
Finally, the combination of combination weight
coefficient with sample data, to get the final rank of five
doctors, D3 ranked the highest, followed by other D1, D2,
D4, D5.

E
2345
2468
2180
3216
3238

26
23
5
29
35

A
0.4699
0.2573

F
1
2
1
3
3

5 Conclusions
Against the disadvantages of the AHP and RS, this paper
combines the two methods and discusses the application of
combination weight in the medical quality evaluation.
Through the example analysis, it proved that the method is
feasible and improve the accuracy of the evaluation result
to a certain extent and provide a new method for medical
evaluation and research direction.

According to the definition by using the information
entropy theory, solve the importance degree of condition
attributes, the weight coefficient of indicator.
4.3 COMBINATION WEIGHT CALCULATE THE
WEIGHT
After confirm the subjective weight coefficient wa and
objective weight coefficient wb, generating into the
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Abstract
The goal of this study is to obtain accurate human dimension of current Chinese shape. Anthropometric data of adult male in GB1000088 is adopted as sample observation data in this paper. Based on similarity theory of human body and the correlation of human body
static dimensions, by statistical analysis of the sample date, the regression equation is established which determines the relationship
between measurement of each part of the male body and height, weight. The maximum measurement error is within 5% by comparing
the measurement data with calculating dimension data obtained by regression equations established in the paper, which verifies the
rationality and accuracy of the regression equations. Once parameters of height and weight are given, the regression equations can
quickly and easily provide effective body dimensions data used to build crash simulation model specifically for Chinese and manmachine product.
Keywords: automobile crash, dummy model, human dimensions, occupant restraint, regression equation

dimension in Beijing and other three big cities in china in
2009, the collecting data showed that the adult male’s
height and waist circumference have increased 2
centimetres and 5 centimetres, and the size variance of bust
and waist has diminished. On November 27, 2013, the
project of "Chinese adults ergonomics basic parameter
survey" was launched officially by China National
Institute of Standardization as a leader, and was expected
to complete by the end of May 2018, then the database of
Chinese human dimensions would been fully updated at
that time. In this case that the database has not been
updated yet now, Bai and Cao [8] made the height and
weight data of Chinese human acquired from the National
physique monitoring reports in 2000 as two basic
parameters, and then used empirical formulas of human
body to obtain the main parts sizes and posture dimensions
of Chinese human, and modified the frontal crash dummy
to meet Chinese human characteristics. Zhang [9] divided
the human body model into 15 parts, and then made
correlation analysis and regression analysis of the 15 parts
about height and weight respectively.
Zhang [10] proposed and proved mathematically the
similarity theory of human body; he found that the same
group human has similar shape. According to the
similarity theory of human body [10] and the correlation
of human body static dimensions, the relationship between
human body parts dimension and human height and weight
of Chinese adults is studied based on the data of human
statistical parameter provided by GB10000-88. Then, the
prediction linear regression equations of measurement
parts of human adults male is established by using methods
of correlation analysis and regression analysis. According
to the linear regression equations, Chinese human

1 Introduction
Human body dimension determines the geometry space
and range the human body occupied, which is a basic data
for industrial product design, architectural design, and
military industry, the technical reformation, equipment
update and labour safety and protection [1]. The crash test
dummy model made according to accurate human basic
data is beneficial to design and evaluate automobile
occupant restraint system. Chinese had carried on the
human body measurements for the first time from1986
to1988 according to standards GB3975 [2] and GB5703
[3], and established a national database of human body
dimension. Then, the national standard GB 10000-88 is
drew up [4]. However, the data of human body dimension
has strong timeliness. With the living standards improving
greatly in China, body dimensions changes
correspondingly since 1988. Hence, many body data can't
meet the needs of life and survival design. Accurate
information of Chinese human body size is important.
In order to obtain the accurate information of human
body, Yu et al [5] studied body surface area measurement,
using 3D scanner, and derived a simple body surface area
measurement estimation formula for Chinese adults. Han
et al [6] analysed the difference between body scan
measurement and manual measurement, and the
comparative analysis provided guidelines to use body scan
measurement for obtaining accurate body measurement
result. Wang used three statistical methods [7] to collect
and analyse the body measurement data in static and
dynamic measurement. In China, the China National
Institute of Standardization carried out a sampling
measurement pilot investigation about Chinese adult body
*
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dimensions with body height and weight can be predicted,
which can provide current body data for human body
simulation modelling and guide man-machine product
design. The simulation dummy of frontal crash is made in
Madymo environment, which is as an application of the
updated Chinese human dimensions in this study.

2.2.1 Regression equation of significance test
F criterion is used to test the linear regression equation
determined initially.
Examine whether the regression coefficients of B1 and
B2 are all zero, if they are all zero, then the linear
relationship is not significant; otherwise, linear
relationship is significant. The step of F criterion is as
follows:
1) Suppose H0: B1 =B2=0
2) Calculate the observed value of F according to the
observation sample:

2 Methodologies
In order to study Chinese current human body dimensions,
the sample observation data of body measurement in static
state is from national database established in 1988. After
analysis and discussion, height and weight are as two
regression variables, and regression analysis method is
applied to build the binary linear regression equation of
human dimension. Human dimensions can be derived in
single body and group human according to the regression
equation in this paper.
Regression analysis is a statistical analysis method
which studies the correlation relationship between a
random variable and a (or several) controlled variable. The
forecast model of human body dimensions is established
based on correlation theory and linear regression analysis
methods, which can better reflect the variability of each
dimension of human body part and make the results more
reasonable and credible. Regression analysis mainly
includes three aspects:
1) Establish the empirical formula containing related
variable (mathematical relationship).
2) Significance test:
Firstly, test whether the empirical formula established
is valid, and then give the test of significance of each
variable factor respectively;
Secondly, modify the empirical formula according to
the situation;
Finally, determine the optimal regression equation.
3) Prediction and control according to the empirical
formula.

( x11, x12 , y1 ), ( x21, x22 , y2 )...(xn1, xn 2 , yn ) ,
where, F is test statistic, F 

SR / m
S e /(n  m  1)

, SR is

regression sum of square, Se is residual sum of square, for
binary linear regression equation m=2. The calculation
process in detail is omitted here.
3) Check if F meets the condition:
F  F1 (m, n  m  1) , then refuse H 0 , consider that
linear regression effect of the linear regression equation is
significance.
If F meets the condition as: F  F1 (m, n  m  1) ,
then accept H 0 , It means that linear regression effect of
the linear regression equation is not significance.
2.2.2 Significance test of each variable factor
For the binary linear regression, it is not enough to only
make test of significance of regression equation, test of
significance of each regression coefficient also needs to be
done. Eliminate the insignificant variable from regression
equation, through test of significance of each regression
coefficient and then re-establish regression equation
containing all significant variable factors. Here, t criterion
is used to examine whether the single variable factor is
significance, respectively.
It is similar with F criterion; build the test statistic of t,
and calculate the observed value of t according to the
observation sample.
If t meets the condition: t  t1 / 2 (n  m  1) , then

2.1 ESTABLISH THE EMPRICAL FORMULA
After analysis, height and weight of human body are
selected as two variable factors to establish the binary
linear regression equations of Chinese human adults body
dimensions, the mathematical relational expression is:

y  B0  B1 x1  B1 x2 ,

Du Xuejing, Guo Huanhuan, Wang Zhanyu

2.2 SIGNIFICANCE TEST

(1)

consider regression variable factor xk has significance
effect on dependent variable y;
If t meets the condition: t  t1 / 2 (n  2) , then

where, y is the dependent variable, dimension of part of
human body that changing with height or weight; x1, x2 are
variables of height and weight; B0 is regression constant;
B1, B2 are regression coefficients of height and weight.
When the regression empirical formula is determined,
the next step is to analyse and calculate the sample data,
and then work out the unknown regression coefficients B0,
B1and B2 in Equation (1). In view of the large amount of
data, Excel software is used to make regression analysis of
the sample data and calculate the regression coefficients in
this paper.

consider regression variable factor xk has insignificance
effect on dependent variable y, then eliminate the
unremarkable variable factor xk and re-establish regression
equation.
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2.2.3 Correlation coefficient test
r-statistics is used to test whether the dependent variable y
has linear correlation with variable xk in correlation
coefficient test. In the similar way like F-test and t-test.
The observed value of r is calculated, if r  r (n  m  1) ,

Excel software is used to calculate the all parameters
of the regression equation, because the size of the observed
data provided by the GB10000-88 is large. The final linear
regression equations of parts of human body are
determined by regression significance analysis.
Eye height and shoulder height are discussed as
examples to introduce the process of establishment of
regression equation and prediction. The preliminary
parameters related to regression equations of eye height
and shoulder height are in the following Table1. Where,
  0.05 , n =7, m =2, the results can be obtained by table
lookup [11].
r0.05 (4)=0.8114; F10.05 (2,4) =6.94; t10.05 / 2 (4)
=2.7764.
For eye height: r = 0.99989  r0.05 (4) =0.8417, then
eye height has significant correlation between height and
weight.
As F =90092.52  F (2,4) =6.94, then the linear
regression equation of eye height about height and weight
is significant. As t1  42.9528  t1 0.05 / 2 (4)  2.7764 and

then there is linear correlation between dependent variable
y and variable xk; if r  r , then there is not linear
correlation between dependent variable y and variable xk;
and the more r close to 1, the greater the correlation; he
more r close to 0, the smaller the correlation.
2.2.4 Determine the optimal regression equation
The method named "all out without in" is applied to
determine the optimal regression equation, as the
regression variables determined are only height and weight
of human. That is, firstly make significance test for linear
regression equation containing selected regression
variables, if the equation is significance, make significance
test for each regression variable, and secondly eliminate
variable factor that has min effect on regression equation
in non-significant factors and re-establish regression
equations, thirdly, make significance test for the new
equation. Do as the three steps until the optimal regression
equation is obtained.

t2  3.5629  2.7764 , then the regression variables of
height and weight are all has significant effect on eye
height, and we can know that the variable of height has
more significant effect than variable of weight according
to the calculation result.
Finally, the regression equation of eye height with
variables of height and weight is determined as follows:

2.3 PREDICTION
It can predict the value of y if the fixed values of x are
given, according to the linear regression equation
established. In other words, the dependent variables of
dimensions of body parts can be obtained with the
indicators of height and weight according to the regression
equation established with variables of height and weight.
Prediction methods are point prediction and interval
prediction. Point prediction can get fixed value of y when
the x1 , x2 are assigned according to the identified

y  0.2077  0.9153x1  0.5302 x2 .
We can make prediction eye height of a Chinese adult
male with his height and weight.
For example, make point prediction and interval
prediction as the height and weight are assigned as 1,700
mm and 65 KG.
The eye height of point prediction is 1,590.68 mm.
When   0.05 , ( y  t10.05 / 2 (4), y  t10.05 / 2 (4))
is the confidence interval of eye height, take data into the
confidence interval model we can get (1587.65, 1592.35)
For shoulder height, we can know that the variable of
weight is non-significant factor for regression equation of
shoulder height based on the calculation shown in Table 1,
for t 2  1.9866  t10.05 / 2 (4)  2.7764 , and then reestablish the regression equation without variable of
weight. The parameters of the correction regression
equation of shoulder height are shown in the Table 1. The
correction regression equation is the optimal regression
equation through significance test.
The regression equations of the other parts of the body
dimensions are determined as above, the regression
equations of Chinese adult male dimensions are shown in
Tables 2-5.

regression equation: y  B0  B1 x1  B1 x2 . Interval
prediction is suitable for the situation that confidence level
( 1   ) is demanded, the prediction interval of y with
confidence level ( 1   ) can be calculated according to
following Equation (2):

( y  t1 / 2 (n  m  1), y  t1 / 2 (n  m  1)) ,

Du Xuejing, Guo Huanhuan, Wang Zhanyu

3 Determine the regression equations of Chinese adult
male dimensions

(2)

where, σ is standard deviation of observation sample.
It depends on a specific situation, which method to
choose (point prediction or interval prediction).
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TABLE 1 Parameters for regression equations of height of eye and height of shoulder
Parameters
Items
(mm)

B0
(Constant
coefficient)

B1
B2
(Regression
(Regression
coefficient of height) coefficient of weight)

Eye height

0.2077

0.9153

0.5302

Shoulder height

-68.7784

0.8352

0.5627

Correction of
shoulder height

-168.661

0.91530

0

Value of t
t1=42.9528
t2=3.5629
t1=20.5926
t2=1.9866
t1=-163.4247

Value of F

r
(Correlation
coefficient)

σ
(Standard
deviation)

90092.52

0.999989

0.601475

21225.36

0.999953

1.144811

26707.62

0.999906

1.44324

TABLE 2 Dimensions regression equations of Chinese adult male in standing posturea
Parameters
Items(mm)

B0
(Constant
coefficient)

B1
B2
(Regression
(Regression
coefficient of height) coefficient of weight)

Eye height

0.2077

0.9153

0.5302

Shoulder height

-168.6610

0.91530

0

Elbow height

-96.1686

0.6411

0.7290

Functional hand
height

-320.1850

0.6321

0

Value of t

Value of F

r
(Correlation
coefficient)

σ
(Standard
deviation)

90092.52

0.999989

1.144811

26707.62

0.99906

1.44324

17175.25

0.999942

1.03578

18956.25

0.999868

1.182973

t1=42.9528
t2=3.5629
t1=-163.4247
t1=17.4710
t2=2.8450
t1=137.6817

t1=10.7862
7986.99
0.999875
1.37951
t2=3.0722
Tibial height
-190.2750
0.37843
0
t1=85.8505
7370.31
0.999661
1.135892
a
The linear regression equation is: y= B0+B1x1+ B2x2, where, B0, B1, and B2 are constant coefficient, regression coefficient of height and regression
coefficient of weight; x1 is regression variable of height, the unit of measure is millimetre; x2 is regression variable of weight, the unit of measure is
kilogram; y is the dimension of parts of human, the unit of measure is millimetre.
Perineum high

-157.5050

0.5272

1.0485

TABLE 3 Dimensions regression equations of Chinese adult male in sitting statea
Parameters
Items
(mm)
Seated height
Cervical height,
sitting
Eye height, sitting
Shoulder height,
sitting
Elbow height,
sitting
Thigh clerance
height, sitting
Knee height,
sitting
Lower leg-foot
length
buttock-popliteal
length
Hip to Knee length

29.4508

B1 (Regression
coefficient of
height)
0.5233

B2 (Regression
coefficient of
weight)
0

-11.2640

0.3827

0.4368

-57.9047

0.51003

-139.463

0.43973

-348.764
0

B0 (Constant
coefficient)

r (Correlation
coefficient)

σ (Standard
deviation)

0.999927
0.999965

0.729855

42390.03

0.999941

0.638347

39379.19

0.999937

0.571013

t1=183.8339

33794.92

0.999926

0.51083

t1=24.90017

620.018

0.99599

2.130455

61190.08

0.999984

0.292406

16297.06

0.999939

0.480346

46652.21

0.999979

0.32068

15056.88

0.999934

0.619591

Value of t

Value of F
34142.54

0

t1=184.777
t1=-22.40156
t2=3.661877
t1=205.8884

0

t1=-198.4419

0.36442

0

42.83445

1.4376

-89.3428

0.3304

0.4671

36.10362

0.18772

1.0427

-122.988

0.334096

0.3231

-59.482

0.348349

0.4835

t1=-31.89367
t2=6.457367
t1=11.03096
t2=8.773861
t1=29.40696
t2=4.073074
t1=15.86938
t2=3.154525

28267.74

1.44324

Lower extremity
-257.64
0.744658
0
t1=107.3962
11533.95
0.99783
1.786747
length, sitting
a
the linear regression equation is: y= B0+B1x1+ B2x2, where, B0, B1, and B2 are constant coefficient, regression coefficient of height and regression
coefficient of weight; x1 is regression variable of height, the unit of measure is millimetre; x2 is regression variable of weight, the unit of measure is
kilogram; y is the dimension of parts of human, the unit of measure is millimetre.
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TABLE 4 Horizontal dimensions regression equations of Chinese adult malea
Parameters
Items
(mm)

B0
(Constant
coefficient)

B1
(Regression coefficient
of height)

B2
(Regression
coefficient of weight)

Value of t

Value of
F

r
σ
(Correlation (Standard
coefficient) deviation)

t1=17.41333
118350.3
0.999992
0.389786
t2=35.94846
t1=17.81247
Shoulder breadth
-238.711
0.383433
-0.51102
8687.282
0.999885
0.607597
t2=-3.39955
Maximum shoulder
t1=12.31861
-59.9154
0.265599
0.768275
12616.46
0.999921
0.608576
breadth
t2=5.102706
t1=10.17592
Hip breadth
-11.0878
0.163048
0.738698
11697.28
0.999915
0.452264
t2=6.601968
t1=8.448848
Hip breadth, sitting
-0.5424
0.152158
1.132055
12652.08
0.999921
0.508334
t2=9.001536
Elbow to elbow
t1=5.568218
-84.555
0.200735
2.883844
12045.24
0.999917
1.017552
breadth, sitting
t2=11.45549
t1=12.25684
Chest circumference
206.7272
0.215358
5.070317
119385.6
0.999992
0.495945
t2=41.3238
Wrist circumference
220.7002
0
8.928137
t2=46.9323
2202.64
0.998867
7.019918
t1=3.9654
Hip circumference
159.1552
0.289085
3.943903
5701.406
0.999825
2.05773
t2=7.7470
a
the linear regression equation is: y= B0+B1x1+ B2x2, where, B0, B1, B2 are constant coefficient, regression coefficient of height and regression coefficient
of weight; x1 is regression variable of height, the unit of measure is millimetre; x2 is regression variable of weight, the unit of measure is kilogram; y is
the dimension of parts of human, the unit of measure is millimetre.
Chest depth

-45.6245

0.101804

1.467621

TABLE 5 Dimensions regression equations of head, hand and foot of Chinese adult malea
Parameters
Items
(mm)
Head to chin height

B0
(Constant
coefficient)
-46.7679

B1
B2
(Regression
(Regression
coefficient of height) coefficient of weight)
0.1534

0.208854

Value of t
t1=20.83667
t2=4.0626
t1=87.58131
t1=128.1097
t1=60.39968
t1=79.75548

Value of F

r
(Correlation
coefficient)

σ
(Standard
deviation)

25793.95

0.999961

0.207797

Sagittal arc
-91.8649
0.2629
0
7670.485
0.999674
0.773485
Transver-sel arc
-25.1947
0.22997
0
16412.09
0.999848
0.462575
Head breadth
-14.6533
0.1006
0
3648.122
0.999315
0.429352
Head length
-11.3772
0.1163
0
6360.936
0.99607
0.375763
Head
118.7744
0.2633
0
t1=135.6043
18388.52
0.999864
0.500274
circumference
Morphological
-69.9696
0.1128
0
t1=96.07359
9230.135
0.999729
0.302615
facial length
Hand length
-48.1905
0.1377
0
t1=105.8872
11212.1
0.999777
0.335154
Hand breadth
-30.0341
0.0668
0
t1=65.67084
4312.659
0.999421
0.26221
Index finger length
-46.3113
0.0689
0
t1=53.06254
2815.633
0.999113
0.334408
Foot length
-52.5146
0.1785
0
t1=103.0215
10613.44
0.999765
0.446494
Foot breadth
-35.0796
0.0781
0
t1=42.1762
1778.83
0.998598
0.477074
a
the linear regression equation is: y= B0+B1x1+ B2x2, where, B0, B1, and B2 are constant coefficient, regression coefficient of height and regression
coefficient of weight; x1 is regression variable of height, the unit of measure is millimetre; x2 is regression variable of weight, the unit of measure is
kilogram; y is the dimension of parts of human, the unit of measure is millimetre.

regression equations of Chinese adult male established are
accurate and have practical meaning.

4 Analysis and conclusion
4.1 ACCURACY ANALYSIS OF REGRESSION
EQUATION

4.2 CONCLUSIONS

The source of measurement data (from the Chinese human
dimensions standard published in 1988) ensures the basic
sample data in this study accurate and meaningful; the
similarity theory of the same group human body ensures
the regression equations established are reasonable. To
further validate the regression equations, some Chinese
male volunteers are chosen to participate in body
measuring experimentation. It is found that the maximum
error between actual measurement data and prediction
dimension data derived from regression equations
established is within 5% by comparative analysis. The
theoretical analysis and actual experiment prove that the

As the measurement, data of most of the human body in
static state approximately conforms to normal distribution
for single-sex group. When the indicators of stature and
avoirdupois are given, the measurement values of other
parts of Chinese human body can be derived quickly. The
result has population statistical significance for Chinese
adult male with the regression equation prediction model.
The regression equations established can provide
effective method to get Chinese human dimensions
quickly and easily, and complements the measurement
empirical formulas of Chinese human body in static state.
Meanwhile, the method in this paper applies to other
groups like female and minors.
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5 Application

rigid dummy model with Chinese body feature is built by
modifying 50 percentile dummy model in MADYMO
software. The Chinese simulation dummy and original
dummy model in MADYMO are in Figure 1. In the figure,
the original dummy model is green and as reference,
Chinese simulation dummy is yellow, we can see the
Chinese simulation dummy with standing posture and
sitting posture.

The frontal crash dummy model with Chinese civil shapes
can be built in the software environment of MADYMO.
When the height and weight of 50 percentile adult male are
1,690.3 millimetre and 68.8 kilogram, the body
measurement data can be calculated according to
equations established in this paper. Based on this, the multi

a) standing posture, the original dummy model is green, Chinese
b) sitting posture, the original dummy model is green, Chinese
simulation dummy is yellow
simulation dummy is yellow
FIGURE 1 Chinese simulation dummy and original dummy model in MADYMO
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Abstract
The leading innovation strategy is one of the important methods used to rescue failed product innovation projects. Rescuing failed
projects based on the leading innovation strategy, rescuing time and points of competitors participating in the market can affect the
probability of success. The established mathematical economic model can be used to analyse the cost of rescuing failed product
innovation projects and income when competitors participate in the market in the introduction period, growth period, or mature period.
The model can also be used to determine the feasibility of the leading innovation strategy and measures that enterprises should take to
obtain greater profits under different competitive environments.
Keywords: leading innovation, product innovation, failed projects, rescue

must constantly research new technologies and new
products to occupy or expand market shares [4]. The
leading innovation strategy seeks the leading technology
and products, and establishes and maintains the
competitive advantages. According to Siemens, the profit
of a new product will increase by 0.3% if set into
production one day in advance, 1.6% if five days in
advance, and 2.5% if ten days in advance. Based on failed
product innovation projects, enterprises should draw from
their experiences, maximize the use of the resources of
failed projects, and continue product innovation using the
innovation strategy to meet consumers’ needs. Thus,
enterprises can achieve optimal allocation of resources,
differentiate the new product from other products, and
determine the low cost advantage of the new product,
which are important to rescue failed product innovation
projects.
According to the study of Graves S. B. and Griffin A.,
the R&D cycle of the product D, R&D cost of the product
C, and product performance Q have the following
relationship: C = C (Q, D) = Q (α – βD + D2), (α > 0,
β > 0, and 4α > β2).
The R&D cycle D is the time from R&D to market
entry for new products. The R&D cost of the product C is
the sum of labour, materials, equipment, and other
expenses in the process of R&D. The product performance
Q is the level of the quality, function, and appearance of
new products.
Whether products meet the demand of users is the key
to success for projects [5]. Lei K. and Schmidt E. J. [6]
believe that the uniqueness of products and degree of
meeting users’ demand are very important to the success
or failure of product innovation projects. Enterprises must
continue to research and develop new products so that the

1 The connotation of failed product innovation
projects
According to the definition of project from the American
Project Management Institute, the product innovation
project is defined as a set of all types of technological
activities with start and end dates to provide better
products and services to customers in the prescribed time,
cost, and performance parameters. It has a specific target
to be completed, clear start and end dates, and limited
project budget. It is an investment activity that has high
risk and low success rate. Nearly 16,000 types of new
products entered the market in 1991, but 90% did not
achieve their business goals [1], thereby demonstrating the
characteristics of product innovation projects.
Research showed that two-thirds of new products fail
when they enter the market, and only less than 15% of
innovative products achieve real success [2]. Numerous
failed projects have brought heavy burden to enterprises.
Failed projects are projects that fail to obtain the expected
economic benefits and are unable to have a normal
operation because of some uncertain factors. Failed
product innovation projects are projects that do not reach
anticipated goals. However, such projects are not
worthless because they help the succeeding projects avoid
risk. Knowledge gained from failed projects, as well as
technical ability, will lay a solid foundation for subsequent
projects [3].
2 Cost analysis of rescuing failed product innovation
projects using the leading innovation strategy
Any new products with new technology have difficulty in
achieving long-term endurance in the market. Enterprises
*
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performance of products can be improved after failure. The
performance of a new product will reach (Q + M) (M  0),
and the R&D cycle will reach (D + N) (N  0). In addition,
some costs, including the human resource cost, machine
and equipment depreciation cost, and capital cost (such as
interest from the original product entering the market),
should be considered in the research and development of a
new product. At the same time, the product in this period
can obtain a certain income. The difference between the
two parts is shown in C0. The R&D cost C is expressed as
follows: C = C0 + (Q + M) (α – β (D + N) + (D + N) 2),
(α > 0, β > 0, and 4α > β2).

1) Only two enterprises exist, namely, the enterprise
and competitor.
2) The barriers of entry to the market are low.
Enterprises can choose any strategy to rescue the failed
product innovation projects.
3) No other factors influence the enterprises to use the
leading innovation strategy.
3.1 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL MARKET DEMAND AND
CONTRIBUTION MARGIN
3.1.1 Market demand of the new product changes with
time

3 Benefit analysis of rescuing failed product
innovation projects using the leading innovation
strategy

As shown in Figure 1, N is the R&D cycle of the new
product. ρ1 is the average growth of sales in the
introduction period and tg  = ρ1. ρ2 is the average growth
of sales in the growth period and tgθ = ρ2 − ρ1. ρ3 is the
average reduction in sales in the recession period and tg 
= ρ3. N + r1 is the time the new product enters the
growth period. N + r1 + r2 is the time the new
product
enters
the
mature
period
and
N + r1 + r2 + r3 is the time the new product
enters the recession period.

Enterprises need to analyse the target market and select the
target customers, economy, technology, and other factors
prior to researching a new product [7]. Thus, the failed
project enterprises gain more experience. This experience
can help enterprises promote the rate of rescuing failed
product innovation projects using the leading innovation
strategy. For better analysis, we assume the following:
Total
market
demand

The
introduction
period

The growth
period

The
mature period

The recession
period

t
0
N

N+r1

N+r1+r2

N+r1+r2+r3+r4

N+r1+r2+r3

FIGURE 1 Total market demand of the new product in different periods

The total sales M of different periods are as follows:

3.1.2 Contribution margin of unit product in different
times

If N  t  N  r1 , M = 1  t  N  ;

Suppose that P1 is the average price of the new product in
time t, and C1 is the average manufacturing cost of the new
product in the time t. With the continuous application of
the new technology, the average sales price P1 of the new
product will decline with the time t, C1 will reduce with
increasing of the production scale. According to the nature
of y = e−x, y = e−x will decrease with increasing production
scale. According to the nature of y = e−x, it will decrease
with increasing x if x > 0. Thus, we suppose that P1 and C1
are the exponential functions of base e−1.

If N  r1  t  N  r1  r2 , M =  2  t  N  r1  ;
If N  r1  r2  t  N  r1  r2  r3 , M =  2 r2 ;
If N  r1  r2  r3  t  N  r1  r2  r3  r4 , M =

3  N  r1  r2  r3  r4  t  .
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Suppose that P1 = pe−εt (ε>0) and C1 = ce−εt (ε>0),
where p is the unit price of the new product entering the
market, c is the average manufacturing cost of the new
product entering the market, and ε is the time trend
coefficient.
Therefore, R = P1 − C1 = (p − c) e−ε = ve−εt, where v is
the contribution margin of the unit product entering the
market.

T2: -after the competitor enters the market, the profit of the
enterprise is: T2 = T3 + T4 + T5 + T6.
According to the study of Cooper and Nakanishi, the
market share of the new product is the performance
function of new products of the enterprise and competitor:
S(Q,Qc) = γQ / (γQ + Qc). In this formula, Q is the
performance of the new product of the enterprise, Qc is the
performance of the new product of the competitor, and γ is
the market advantage of the enterprise to the competitor. If
the performance level is the same, Q = Qc.
γ  1 indicates that the market share of the enterprise is
over 50%.

3.2 PROFIT ANALUSIS OF RESCUING FAILED
PRODUCT INNOVATION PROJECTS
3.2.1 Profit analysis when the competitor enters the
market during the introduction period

If N  r5  t  N  r1 , G  1  t  N  ,

T1  

N  r5

N

N  r5

N  r1  r2

1  t  N   ve t dt .



N  r1  r2  r3

N  r5
N

1  t  N   ve  t dt  



C  C0   Q  M      D  N    D  N 




N  r5

N  r1  r2
N  r1

1  t  N   ve t dt  

N  r1

N  r5

N

N  r1  r2  r3

N  r1  r2

N  r1

2  t  N  r1   S  Q, Qc   ve  t dt .

If N  r1  r2  t  N  r1  r2  r3 , G  2 r2 ,
T5  

N  r1  r2  r3

N  r1  r2

2 r2  S  Q, Qc   ve t dt .

If N  r1  r2  r3  t  N  r1  r2  r3  r4 ,

G  3  N  r1  r2  r3  r4  t  ,

T6  

N  r1  r2  r3  r4

3  N  r1  r2  r3  r4  t   S  Q, Qc  ve  t dt.

Thus, the profit of the enterprise in all the periods can be
expressed as follows:

N  r1
N  r5

1  t  N   S  Q, Qc   ve  t dt 

 2 r2  S  Q, Qc   ve  t dt 

(2)

2

S  Q, Qc  

,

 Q  M 

  Q  M   Qc

.

1  t  N   S  Q, Qc   ve  t dt 

 2  t  N  r1   S  Q, Qc   ve  t dt  

N  r1  r2  r3  r4

T4  

3  N  r1  r2  r3  r4  t   S  Q, Qc  ve  t dt.

After R&D

1  

N  r1  r2  r3

N  r1  r2

N  r1  r2  r3  r4

If N  r1  t  N  r1  r2 , G  2  t  N  r1  ,

(1)

 2  t  N  r1   S  Q, Qc   ve  t dt  

N  r1

1  t  N   S  Q, Qc   ve t dt .

N  r1  r2  r3

T1  T2  T1  T3  T4  T5  T6  



N  r1

T3  

Suppose that the competitor enters the market while
(N + r5) (0 ≤ r5 ≤ r1) in the introduction period because of
low barriers of entry to the market. The profit of the new
product can be divided into two sections in the leading
innovation strategy. One is the profit T1 before the
competitor enters the market. The other is the profit T2
after the competitor enters the market.
T1: suppose that the enterprise has obtained the market
capacity G before the competitor enters the market,
and G = ρ1 (t − N), (N ≤ t ≤ N + r5). R = ve−εt. G × R = ρ1
(t − N) × ve−εtdt. Given that G and R change with time, the
profit of the enterprise before the competitor enters the
market is expressed as follows:

N  r1  r2  r3
N  r1  r2

 2 r2  S  Q, Qc   ve  t dt 



(3)



3  N  r1  r2  r3  r4  t   S  Q, Qc  ve  t dt  C0   Q  M      N  D    N  D  .
2

If 1 / N  0 and 1 / M  0 , the extreme value of

1

is obtained.
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When the R&D cycle and performance meet the above
two formulas, the enterprise can obtain maximum profits.


  0.



3.2.2 Profit analysis when the competitor enters the
market during the growth period
When the competitor enters the market in the growth
period, the profit is as follows:
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When the R&D cycle and performance meet the above
two formulas, the enterprise can obtain maximum profits.
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3.2.3 Profit analysis when the competitor enters the
market during the mature period
When the competitor enters the market in the mature
period, the profit is as follows:
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When the R&D cycle and performance meet the
above two formulas, the enterprise can obtain maximum
profits.


  0.




(11)

enterprise will analyse the profits of different investment
activities to determine the optimal investment scheme, and
decide whether to rescue the failed project. Moreover,
introducing the concept of rescuing costs in the model,
which is related to s rescuing time, may help enterprises
determine the best rescuing chance according to the final
conclusion of the model.
2) 1  2  3 or 1  3  2 shows that the greatest
effect to the profit is observed when the competitor enters
the market during the introduction period. In this case,
enterprises can increase the intensity of research and
development of innovative products, promote the degree
of differentiation of the product, reduce costs, maintain a
high market threshold to entry, and decrease the speed of

4 Conclusions
By analysing the profit in these three cases, enterprises can
examine different situations while rescuing. Enterprises
can analyse the feasibility of the leading innovation
strategy, as well as different measures to confront
competitors using the leading innovation strategy.
1) 1  0 , 2  0 , or 3  0 shows that rescuing the
failed product innovation project in the leading innovation
strategy is profitable. For the maximized value, the
402
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other enterprises entering the market to obtain more
profits.
3) 2  1  3 or 2  3  1 shows that the greatest
effect to the profit is observed when the competitor enters
the market during the growth period. In the growth period,
enterprises can quickly grab the market share by
innovation products. If a competitor enters the market in
this period, it will change the pattern of the market and
influence the goal of expanded market share within a short
time period. Only by accumulating adequate resources and
shortening the growth period of innovative products can
the enterprise reduce the negative effects from a
competitor.
4) 3  1  2 or 3  2  1 shows that the greatest
effect to the profit is observed when the competitor enters
the market during the mature period. An enterprise in the

Xu Xuanxuan

mature period has formed a relatively stable customer
base. If the competitor chooses to join the market at this
time, the risk and probability of failure are high. Therefore,
the probability of 3  1  2 or 3  2  1 is low.
In the different life cycles, the internal and external
environments of enterprises differ, so an optimal
innovation model does not exist. Enterprises need to create
new products constantly to meet the needs of customers
because of unstable customer demand. Even though a
competitor enters the market, enterprises should continue
to innovate, seek for the best balance point in the R&D
cycle, and develop product performance, and research
development costs and benefits to obtain the largest profit.
In view of failed product innovation projects, rescuing
time and rescuing strategy are the keys to success.
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Abstract
There is the fierce competition for investment introduction among local governments in China. Thus, the auction relationship about
urban industrial land belongs to a kind of reverse auction between local government and investment enterprise. To explore the
mechanism of formation in the selling price of urban industrial land, we build a multi-attribute first-score sealed-bid auction model.
Our studies reveal that the selling price of urban industrial land is the decreasing function of local government’s expected
comprehensive earnings from the investment introduction, the intensity of competition for investment introduction among local
governments or its cost factors of providing some attributes. However, it is the increasing function of enterprise's weights for different
attributes. They appropriately explain why the selling price of urban industrial land has been at the low level for a long time in China.
Yet, the comprehensive earnings and the realization of land asset value are not a pair of irreconcilable conflicts. Local governments
should prioritize the attributes, which the investment enterprises care about, then reduce the cost of providing these attributes. In the
end, it will resolve the interest conflicts in the process of industrial land operation.
Keywords: industrial park, industrial land, selling price, multi-attribute auction

price.
To understand the mechanism of formation in the
selling price of urban industrial land in China, Wu
analysed the relationship between the low selling price and
the earnings from the investment introduction by building
a game model [1]. Zhang studied the mechanism from the
view of the competition among local governments in
China [2]. Xu explored the forming process and
mechanism of industrial land selling price based on the
game model and cost-benefit analysis method [3]. Yang
analysed why the low selling price of industrial land was
caused by the failure of local governments' roles in China
[4]. Wang explored the factors affecting the selling prices
of urban industrial land, such as industrial agglomeration
and government intervention based on a panel data of 35
Chinese cities from 2000 to 2010 [5]. Liu investigated the
city-level impact of the economic fundamentals on the
selling prices in China by using the panel data model [6].
Now we focus on the mechanism of formation in
selling price of urban industrial land by using the multiattribute auction theory in the context of fierce competition
for investment introduction among local governments in
China.

1 Introduction
The urban land is owned by the local governments in
China. The ownership of the urban land is forbidden to
merchandise. However, it is the land use rights for a certain
period that are traded in the land market. According to the
Chinese law, the maximum selling period of the urban
industrial land is 50 years. Local governments have to sell
the use rights of their land based on this law. In this sense,
the selling price of the land is equivalent to the selling price
of the land use rights. Based on the average selling price
levels of the urban lands mainly monitored in China from
2001 to 2011, the selling price of commercial land rose by
2.4 times; residential land by 3.68 times. However, the
selling price of urban industrial lands only rose by 0.44
times. When compared with the absolute values of the
average selling price levels in 2011, the urban industrial
land was only 11.5% of the commercial land and 14.4% of
the residential land. Even though the selling price of
industrial land in Shanghai was far higher than the national
average level, it was only 45% of that in Shanghai in 2011.
From 2001 to 2011, the industrial land price level rose by
0.63 times in Shanghai, which was also far higher than the
national average.
Therefore, the changes in selling price of urban
industrial land are significantly different from those of the
commercial land and the residential land. The formation of
selling price of the urban industrial land in China has its
unique mechanism, which is possibly associated with the
competition for investment introduction among local
governments and the land-related properties besides the

2 The multi-attribute auction theory
Multi-attribute auction is an auction mode that the
auctioneer and bidder have multiple negotiations on price
and other attributes [7]. For example, in a procurement
process, the buyer (auctioneer) announces the desired
characteristics of a particular item, which may include the
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price, quality, delivery deadline, and warranty period. A
fixed number of n sellers (bidder) who decide to send bids
have to specify the full configuration. Finally, the buyer
decides which bid it prefers, and the agent who suggests
this bid, is called the winner agent and committed to
providing it. Multi-attribute auction is an evolution of
traditional auction, mainly suitable for the reverse auction
centred on the buyer. It fully satisfies a variety of
individual demands of the auctioneer, and is more in line
with the real economic activity.
Che put forward a two-dimensional multi-attribute
auction model, and studied several deformation auction
protocols under sealed auction mechanism [8]. On the
basis of Che's research, Brallco studied further the
influence of the related costs for the bidders on the auction
results [9]. Parkes and Kalagnanam analysed the multiattribute auction of multi-rounds with the linear
programming method [10]. David studied systematically
multi-attribute auction [11-13]. In addition to the above
theoretical researches, Bichler and Chen-Ritzo compared
single-attribute auction with multi-attribute auction by the
method of experimental economics, and found out that
multi-attribute auction can improve both the buyer's and
the seller's utilities. Chinese scholars gave priority to
theoretical research, mainly focusing on the optimal
mechanism design of multi-attribute auction, such as the
optimal bidding strategy for bidders and the system design

3 The characteristics of the urban industrial land
auction in China
As a developing country, there is the fierce competition of
investment introduction among local governments in
China. This kind of competition is beneficial to the
investors when they are in the game with local
governments. As is well known, when an enterprise
chooses its investment place, it considers not only the
industrial land selling price, but also such factors as
location, industry development, tax level and social
management. If having several invitations from local
governments, an enterprise will have the right to choose
investment place. It can select the most suitable region to
set up a company according to its own revenue function.
Under such circumstances, the negotiations about
investment place between investment enterprise and
multiple local governments are a multi-attribute first-score
sealed-bid auction. Investment enterprise, as auctioneer,
has its own scoring function; while local governments, as
bidders, bid on the land-related attributes including the
selling price. In the end, the investment enterprise decides
which place it prefers, and the local government that
suggested this bid, is committed to offer it and wins the
enterprise to invest in the local area, as illustrated in Figure
1.
···

Local Government 1 Local Government 2

Local Government n

Enterprise A
about online multi-attribute auction, etc.
FIGURE 1 The auction relationship between enterprise and local governments

4 The multi-attribute auction model about the urban
industrial land in China

4.1 MODELING ASSUMPTIONS

In the multi-attribute auction model about the urban
industrial land in China, the buyer of land (investment
enterprise) is the sponsor of the auction, the seller of land
(local government) is the bidder. Local governments carry
on bidding competition on the multiple attributes that
investment enterprise requires. In the study of multiattribute auction, though each model is not identical, they
all consist of five functions associated with the buyer or
the seller:
1) the bidder's cost function;
2) the bidder's utility function;
3) the auctioneer's utility function;
4) the auctioneer's scoring function;
5) the auctioneer's announced bid's value function.
Based on the characteristics of industrial land multiattribute auction, the modelling assumption and the
corresponding functions are provided in the following subsections.

Both local government and enterprise are risk neutral and
the multiple attributes related to the industrial land are
utility independent. Given this assumption, we can use the
additive weighting utility function to combine the different
attributes into a decision rule.
Both local government and enterprise are rational, and
the game between local governments is non-cooperative.
This hypothesis suggests that local government and
enterprise will try to maximize their utility and will not
take any action that brings them negative utility. Moreover,
the local governments are rivals with each other, so there
is no cooperation or conspiracy among them.
Local government's cost parameter  i is an
independently and identically distributed function F i 

over  ,   0  i  i    , F i   0 , F  i   1 , for
which a positive, continuously differentiable density
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function f i  exists. This is the common knowledge for
local governments and investment enterprise. Such
assumption is similar to the retention value assumptions in
the traditional single price auction mechanism. Because of
complete symmetry among local governments, the
subscript i will be omitted in the rest of the paper.
The industrial land is of independent private values for
local governments. The local government can clearly
know its earnings from investment introduction according
to the exact value of cost parameters, but cannot know how
many earnings other local governments will get.
Transaction cost is considered as zero here. In the
competition of investment introduction, information cost,
participation cost and opportunity cost do exist. In order to
simplify the complexity of model, this paper does not
however take into account of the transaction cost.

This equation indicates that for local government, the
comprehensive earnings it can obtain mean a reduction to
the cost of providing all attributes.
3) Enterprise's utility function Ub  :
m

U b    i qi  P .

(4)

i 1

Enterprise's utility is the quasi-linear function of the
attribute qi ,  i is the weights associated with qi , which
indicates enterprise's preference for different attributes.
Given enterprise's utility function, it will announce a
scoring function, which is used for choosing among bids.
If the number of bidders is large enough, the auctioneer
can announce its true preferences [13]. Under the
circumstance of the fierce investment introduction, the
scoring function of enterprise is considered as the same
with its real utility function in the multi-attribute firstscore sealed-bid auction. That is:

4.2 THE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROTOCOL AND
THE UTILITY FUNCTIONS

m

Sb    i qi  P .

Multi-attribute auction focuses mainly on the relationship
between price and other attributes. When analysing a case
of multi-attribute auction, there are an arbitrary number of
attributes (m + 1). We can divide all these attributes into
two categories: One is the price P , the other are the
attributes besides price. Given the assumptions mentioned
above, if the interest features of local government and
enterprise are taken into account, the two sides' utility
functions can be expressed as follows:
1) Local government's utility function U s  :

From the scoring function, we can infer that the
announced value of industrial land for the enterprise is:
m

Vb    i qi .

4.3 THE OPTIMAL ATTRIBUTE VALUES OF
INDUSTRIAL LAND FOR LOCAL
GOVERNMENT

(1)

i 1

In the case of multi-attribute auction, the local government
faces the challenge of how to bid to maximize its expected
utility. If the seller is rational, in order to determine the
optimal non-price attribute values maximizing the seller's
utility, we need to introduce the following important
lemma:
Lemma 1: In a multi-attribute auction protocol, given
the scoring rule and the seller’s utility function, the optimal
non-price attributes qi that maximize the seller's utility can

Rs represents the comprehensive earnings of local
government from investment introduction, including tax,
employment, etc. There are fixed coefficients for each of
the attributes, namely,  i is the cost coefficient of the
attribute qi . ki is the index of the attribute qi , and ki  1 ,
this means that as qi increases, local government's cost
and marginal cost of providing the attribute qi both
increase.
2) Local government's cost function  Cs  :
In the multi-attribute auction theory, cost function is
opposite to price, so the Equation (1) can be reformed as
the Equation (2):
 m

U s  P      i qiki  Rs  .
 i 1


be chosen at qi   for all    ,   , where,

qi    arg max Vb  q1 , , qm   Cs  q1 , , qm ,  .
qi

(7)

The optimal attribute values are calculated
independently of the price and the seller’s beliefs about the
other participants. This proof can be found in David's
thesis [12]. Lemma 1 is critical for solving the bidder's
optimal bidding strategy of multi-attribute auction.
Because the choices of the optimal non-price attributes are
independent of the price, the multi-attribute auction will be
turned into traditionally single price attribute auction by
solving the optimal non-price attribute values first.
According to the lemma 1, the differences between

(2)

Thus, local government's cost function can be
expressed as follows:
m

Cs     i qiki  Rs .

(6)

i 1

m

U s  P  Rs     i qiki .

(5)

i 1

(3)

i 1
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enterprise's announced bid's value Vb and local
government's cost function Cs can be shown in Equation
(8).
m

m

i 1

i 1

m
  
P       i  i 
i 1
 i ki 



(8)

The optional attribute values q   of industrial land
which maximize y, should satisfy Equation (9):

i

y
k 1
|   i   i si qi i   0
qi qi

  
i  i 

i 1
  i ki 
m

(9)

1

   ki 1
q     i  ,
 i ki 

(10)

where, i  1, 2,..., m ; ki  1 .
4.4 THE OPTIMAL SELLING PRICE OF
INDUSTRIAL LAND FOR LOCAL
GOVERNMENT

   

After calculating each optimal attribute value, what local
government needs to do is to determine the selling price of
industrial land. Thus, the multi-attribute auction of
industrial land is turned into a typical single price attribute
auction. Under the first-score sealed-bid mechanism, the
optional selling price of industrial land for a local
government can be calculated by using Che's method [8],
as follows:





n 1



t 


1
 1 
 1
 
k 1
 i



n 1

dt 

ki
ki 1

  t 





n 1

(11)



n 1

ki

 t  k 1
i


dt   Rs .



n 1



  t 
t 

n 1

ki
ki 1

dt  





  t

  





n 1

1
ki

 t  k 1

dt

and

i

 t
 1 , so P   is the decreasing function of n. This
 
indicates that the competitive intensity for investment
introduction among local governments significantly
influences the selling price of industrial land. The fiercer
the competition among local governments is, the lower the
demand for the selling price will be.
3) P   is the increasing function of  i . This means:

P    Cs  q1   ,..., qn   ,  
n 1

ki
ki 1



1

 1  F t  
Cs  q1  t  ,..., qn  t  ,   

1  F   

  t 



From the Equation (11), we know that the optional
selling price of industrial land for a given local government
is affected by its cost parameters, the estimation of cost
parameters for other local governments, as well as the
scoring function announced by the enterprise. Thus, there
are the following properties regarding the optional selling
price for a given local government.
1) The optional selling price of industrial land for a
given local government is the decreasing function of its
expected comprehensive earnings from the investment
introduction. The more the expected comprehensive
earnings are, the lower demand for the selling price will be.
2) Where

Through solving Equation (9), the optimal attribute
values of industrial land are shown as Equation (10):

i

 Rs 

ki

   ki 1
1
i  i 


k
i 1
 i i
 
m

y  Vb  Cs  Rs    i qi     i qiki



ki
ki 1

,

if some land-related attributes qi is valued by investment
enterprise, local governments will provide more such
attributes qi to cater to enterprise's demand. Obviously,
this will lead to cost addition for a local government. The
local government has to improve the selling price of
industrial land to get some earnings.
4) To transform the Equation (11) into the
Equation (12):

dt

Cs
. Here, local government's cost

parameter  is considered to subject to independent,
identical and uniform distribution over  ,  . Substitute

where, Cs   

1

   ki 1
 
and qi     i 
into the equation
F   
 
 i ki 

P   
ki

1  i  ki 1  1
1




1
1

i 1
 ki   ki 1   
 i ki 1


above, then the optional selling price of industrial land for
local government is:

m



Given ki  1 , then





n 1



  t 

n 1

ki

 t  k 1
i


(12)
dt   Rs .



1
 0 , so we know that P   is
ki  1

the decreasing function of  i . According to

P  


0,
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it can be inferred that P   is also the decreasing

S1  15.2  Rs1 ; S2  10.4  Rs2 ; S3  8.33  Rs3 .



function of  , which was already proven in Zheng's thesis
[14].
Cost factors (  i and  ) for a local government both
negatively impact on the selling price of industrial land.
When its cost factors of providing some land-related
attributes are bigger, it will provide fewer amounts of such
attributes. The local government has to lower the selling
price of industrial land to increase its desired probability
of investment introduction.

From the example above, we can learn that as the cost
coefficient decreases, the local government may provide
this type of attribute more. Thus it will require the higher
selling price of industrial land. According to the calculated
results, we can also learn that the selling price of industrial
land is directly affected by the comprehensive earnings
brought by the introduction of an enterprise. The higher the
comprehensive earnings are, the lower the demand for the
selling price is. Then the final bidding result will be
affected accordingly. When Rs1  Rs2  Rs3 , that is, the

5 Example

three local governments can get the same comprehensive
earnings from the investment introduction, the winner in
this case will be the local government s1 who obtains a
score equal to S1 .

To illustrate the real situation of urban industrial parks in
China, we now assume that a foreign enterprise (b) is
trying to select a city to set up a factory. There are three
local governments  s1 , s2 ,s3  competing for the

6 Conclusion

settlement of such a factory in their respective cities. The
foreign enterprise may conduct a reverse auction against
the three local governments. Consequently, the foreign
enterprise becomes the auctioneer, and the three local
governments are the bidders. Here, we assume that the
attributes which the enterprise considers are the industrial
agglomeration level q1 , the infrastructure condition q2 ,

We explore the mechanism of formation in the selling
price about urban industrial land in China based on the
theory of multi-attribute first-score sealed-bid auction. Our
results show that the competition for the investment
introduction among local governments will significantly
influence the selling process of industrial land. When faced
with an alternative between the realization of land asset
value and the comprehensive earnings from the investment
introduction, local governments have to make efforts to
win the competition for the investment introduction at the
expense of land asset value in order to maximize the
overall revenues. If there are more and more local
governments to participate in the auction, and the
enterprise possesses the strong negotiation ability, local
governments will be forced to provide a number of
preferential policies including land price. This will make
each other fall into the predicament of “competition hitting
new lows”. Obviously, such results are in line with the
basic characteristics of the transaction of urban industrial
land in China. They explain why the selling price of urban
industrial land has been at the low level for a long time.
Our results also indicate that the comprehensive
earnings and the realization of land asset value are not a
pair of irreconcilable conflicts. Local governments need to
differentiate the attributes, which the investment
enterprises more care about first, such as industrial
agglomeration level, infrastructure construction level,
management environment etc. They then reduce the cost
of providing these attributes through scientific planning
and strict management if possible, so as to improve the
amount of these attributes and to obtain the higher selling
price of industrial land. In this way, local government
cannot only improve the successful rate of investment
introduction, it also can better the market value of
industrial land gradually. Thereby, local government can
resolve the interest conflicts in the process of industrial
land operation, and make land operation as well as industry
operation develop in coordinate with each other.

and the management environment q3 in their industrial
parks. At the same time, we assume the utility functions of
the participants are as follow:

Ub  p, q1 , q2 , q3   P  2  q1  4  q2  6  q3 ,

U s1  q1 , q2 , q3   Ps1  Rs1  0.2  1 q12  2  q22  3  q32  ,

U s2  q1 , q2 , q3   Ps2  Rs2  0.2  1 q12  3  q22  5  q32  ,
U s3  q1 , q2 , q3   Ps3  Rs3  0.2  1 q12  4  q22  7  q32  .
Since the three local governments decide about their
bids based on the enterprise's scoring function, here, let the
scoring function still be consistent with the enterprise's
utility function:

Sb  p, q1 , q2 , q3   P  2  q1  4  q2  6  q3 .

(13)

Given the information above, under the first-score
sealed-bid auction protocol, we can calculate the optimal
attribute values of industrial land, the selling prices of land,
and the scoring values of three local governments
respectively based on Equations (10), (11) and (13). List
them separately as follows:





BID1  P  44.8  Rs1 , q1  5, q2  5, q3  5 ,





BID2  P  30.8  Rs2 , q1  5, q2  3.3, q3  3 ,





BID3  P  24.51  Rs3 , q1  5, q2  2.5, q3  2.14 ,
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Abstract
In recent years, Qingdao faces inflationary pressure along with the fast development of economy. The urban consumer price index
(CPI) is an important measure of regional inflation level. Thus, analysing the influencing factors of the CIP and determining the key
factors is necessary to supply scientific evidence for the economic management departments to adjust the industrial structure. This
paper filtrates and eliminates six indexes likely to affect urban CPI of Qingdao based on Studentized residual, correlation analysis, and
multiple collinearity diagnosis. This paper also performs a statistical analysis of the urban CPI of Qingdao from 2005 to 2012 and
draws the conclusion that food price is the largest index that affects CPI. Basing on this conclusion, corresponding prediction models
are established to supply statistics for departments that adjust the economy for the future.
Keywords: Studentized residual, correlation analysis, collinearity diagnosis, multiple linear regression model

analysing the data in advance, the Studentized residuals
and related analysis are used to determine the degree of
correlation among these indexes and to further filter out
the most important indicator of the urban CPI. Multicollinearity diagnosis is employed for the selected
variables to estimate the capability of the multiple
regression model. Finally, the selected indicators are used
to establish a regression model for the principle component
of the urban CPI and to further analyse the effectiveness
and accuracy of the model. Given that the real effect factor
is fully considered, this model reflects the status of
multiple layers in CPI effect well, and both its fitness and
significance are superior.
An applied technical route is used as follows: Raw data
extraction - gross error analysis (Studentized residual
analysis) - related analysis, - multicollinearity diagnosis multiple regression model is established.

1 Introduction
Along with the rapid development of the Chinese
economy, the consumption level is rising and has become
an important measure of a regional economy. Consumer
price index (CPI) has also become an important measure
of the level of inflation. Much research has been conducted
on CPI. For example, Zhu Wei and Zhong Weijian have
researched the application of the ARMA model in CPI [1].
He Weiwei and Tianhao have analysed the influencing
factors of CPI according to the VAR model [2]. Yu
Hongyan and Chu Delin have analysed the dynamic
correlation between the Chinese customer price index and
food price index according to the H-P filtering method [3].
Currently, although the economy of Qingdao is developing
rapidly, it also suffers from inflationary pressure. The
major reasons for this pressure are that industrial structure
is irrational to some extent, and some industries fail to
meet the needs of the society. This paper, based on an
analysis of Qingdao urban CPI statistics, attempts to
determine the positive and negative factors that affect
economic development and offers some proposals about
optimizing the industrial structure to reduce the pressure
of inflation.
The possible factors affecting urban CPI (X1) include
the following: the commodity retail price index (X2), the
food price index (X3), industrial producers purchase price
index (purchasing price index of raw material, fuel, and
power) (X4), the producer price index (X5), the price index
of investment in fixed assets (X6), and service price index
(X7). The index data are collected from the online
Statistical Yearbook of Qingdao from 2005 to 2012 and
other related information sources. After preparing and

2 Establish mathematical model and solve model
2.1 DATA PREPROCESSING
2.1.1 Raw data extraction
Given that a human extracted the raw data used, some
measurement errors are inevitable. Thus, the data should
be pre-processed first. The index data of some years are
incomplete. Thus, we finally chose Qingdao data from
2005 to 2012 to analyse the CPI of this city. Although the
sample size decreased, the actual test data can be reflected
maximally. The primary index data [4] are shown in Table
1:

*
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TABLE 1 Annual target data of the primary variables (Last year = 100)
Year
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

X1
102.3
100.9
104.5
104.7
100.5
102.2
105.0
102.7

X2
99.3
99.7
102.7
103.9
98.6
101.4
104.5
101.7

X3
102.1
101.7
111.6
111.7
101.6
106.4
111.1
104.3

X4
106.5
105.8
106.7
115.9
90.4
112.2
109.4
97.0

2.1.2 Gross Error Analysis

n

x

i 1

i

,

(2)

vi  xi  x .

(3)

n

Definition 1: Sample Studentized residual is the ratio
of residuals to the sample standard deviation, that is:
yi 

vi
.
s

X7
101.4
100.8
102.4
99.8
100.6
100.4
103.1
102.1

n

s

v

2
i

i 1

.

n

(5)

Definition 2: The absolute value of the sample
Studentized residual is the ratio of the absolute value of the
residuals to the absolute value of the sample standard
deviation, that is

yi 

vi
s

.

(6)

“Studentized” here refers mainly to the common
residual without homogeneity of variance. We suppose
that expectation is 0 and variance is 1 [7] for easier
comparison.
According to the above definition of Studentized
residual, the annual data of each indicator are processed.
The result is shown in Figure 1. When the absolute value
of the Studentized residual is more than 3, the data should
be eliminated as variable data, that is, the gross error.
However, Figure 1 shows that each absolute value of the
indexes’ Studentized residuals is less than 3. Thus, the
above index data have no gross error and can be directly
used for further analysis.
The above value indexes are all prices that share the
same unit. Thus, they do not need to be further
standardized.

(1)

The mean x and residual vi respectively are:

x

X6
103.1
102.6
104.1
111.0
94.6
104.7
107.0
100.0

In the following formula, s stands for a sample
standard deviation, and the value of s is given by:

Bulky errors or gross errors, also known as outliers, are
individual values in the samples that obviously deviate
from the other samples [5]. When processing the data, if
the outliners mixed in the measurement data are not
eliminated, the statistical analysis would be less accurate.
Conversely, if normal data have been eliminated as outliers,
the statistical analysis would have less information. Hence,
correct result must first determine and process the outliners
rationally.
This paper uses the Studentized residual to analyse the
gross error of the original data. The basic concepts of
Studentized residuals [6] are depicted as follows:
Assuming n times independent measurements are obtained,
the column measurement X is obtained as follows:

X  x1 , x2 ,...,xi ,...,xn  (i  1,2,...,n) .

X5
101.4
101.1
101.5
105.3
95.8
103.8
104.9
98.6

(4)
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a) Consumer price index

b) Retail price index

c) Food price index

d) Price indexes for investment in fixed assets

e) Service price index

f) Purchasing price indexes for industrial producers

g) Producer price indexes for industrial producers
FIGURE 1 Studentized residual figure of each index variable data

2.2 INDEX VARIABLES ANALYSIS BASED ON
CORRELATION ANALYSIS

n



Correlation analysis is a statistical method that studies the
quality of relationships between variables. Through
correlation analysis, this paper presents a preliminary
understanding between urban CPI and other indexes. Thus,
factors that are not significant are eliminated to reduce
model dimension.
Pearson correlation coefficient between any two
variables can be calculated according to Equation (7):

（ X

ik

 X i）( X jk  X j )

k 1

,

n

(X
k 1

(7)

n

ik

 X i )2

(X

jk

 X j )2

k 1

X is the average of single variables, and
represents the k-th variable in the i-th data.

X ik
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SPSS software was used for the correlation analysis of
the data in Table 1. The Pearson correlations among each
index value can be obtained, as shown in Table 2:

Table 3 shows that the tolerance is close to 1, and the
variance inflation factor is also close to 1. Thus, the
independent variables X2 and X3 have a weak collinearity
problem.

TABLE 2 Pearson correlation coefficient matrix among each index
X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

Pearson
1
.936** .938** .773* .436 .614
correlation
Significant
.001 .001 .024 .280 .105
(both sides)
Pearson
**
1
.935** .777* .357 .618
correlation .936
X2
Significant
.001 .023 .386 .102
(both sides) .001
Pearson
.938** .935**
1
.750* .274 .628
correlation
X3
Significant
.032 .511 .095
(both sides) .001 .001
Pearson
*
*
1
−.040 .953**
correlation .773 .777* .750
X4
Significant .024 .023 .032
.926 .000
(both sides)
Pearson
1
−.148
correlation .436 .357 .274 −.040
X5
Significant .280 .386 .511 .926
.727
(both sides)
Pearson
.614 .618 .628 .953** −.148
1
correlation
X6
Significant
(both sides) .105 .102 .095 .000 .727
Pearson
*
*
.702 .963** .008 .968**
correlation .709 .740
X7
Significant .049 .036 .052 .000 .985 .000
(both sides)
**. At the .01 level (both sides) significant correlation
*. At the 0.05 level (both sides) significant correlation

2.4 URBAN CPI BASED ON MULTIPLE LINEAR
REGRESSION MODEL

X7
.709*

X1

A multiple linear regression model is a linear regression
model with several explanatory variables. Such models are
used to illustrate the linear relationship among explained
variables and several explanatory variables, and its
regression equation is given by:

.049
.740*
.036
.702

E ( y)   0  1 x1   2 x2  ...   n xn .

.052

In this paper, the multiple linear regression model is
analysed using SPSS software, and its process is as follows:
On the basis of previous correlation analysis, two
indicators are significant: the commodity retail price index
(X2) and the food price index (X3). The original data of
these two indexes in Table 1 are extracted and are used to
establish multiple linear regression models by using the
stepwise regression method. The results are summarized in
Tables 4-7:

.963**
.000
.008
.985
.968**
.000

TABLE 4 Input/remove variables

1

Model

1

Generally speaking, two vectors will have strong
correlation when the absolute value of the Pearson
correlation coefficient is greater than 0.8. According to this
criterion, the correlation is not strong between urban CPI
and investment in fixed assets, service price, industrial
producers purchase price, or producer price. Therefore,
these four indexes can be eliminated first. Then, the rest of
the indicators are analysed.

Input
variable

Model

R

R2

Adjusted R2

1
.938a
.880
a. Independent: (constant), X3

.861

Standard
estimate error
.64430

TABLE 6 Coefficient table

(constant)
X3
a. Dependent: X1
1

Standardized
coefficients
Standard
B
error
65.056
5.689
.356
.053

Standard
coefficient
Trial
version
—
.938

t

Sig.

11.435
6.648

.000
.001

TABLE 7 Variables have been ruled out
Collinearity
Partial
statistics
correlatio
n
tolerance
1
X2
.464a
1.210 .280
.476
.126
a. Prediction of the variables in the model: (constant), X3
b. Dependent: X1
Model

TABLE 3 Tolerance calculation table

X3
X2

—

Step by step (guidelines:
The probability of F-toenter <= .050. The
probability of F-toremove >= .100).

TABLE 5 Model summary

Two variables remain after eliminating unimportant
variables, and multiple collinearity diagnosis must be used
to determine whether a linear correlation is present
between these two variables.
Collinearity can be measured through tolerance [8]. If
the value is less than 0.1, then a collinearity problem may
be present between the two indexes. The tolerance between
retail price and food price in SPSS software is shown in
Table 3:

X2
X3

Methods

a. dependent: X1

Model

Independent

Remove
variable

X3

2.3 MULTIPLE COLLINEARITY DIAGNOSIS

Dependent

(8)

Collinearity statistics
Tolerance
VIF
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Beta
In

T

Sig.

In the process of stepwise regression, the variable X2
has been removed. Therefore, only X3, the food price
index, has been left as an independent variable. Table 5
shows that the model has extremely good fitting. Table 6
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shows that the variable coefficient is significant
(   0.05 ). According to the above regression results, the
prediction model of urban CPI can be concluded as:

X1  65.056  0.356X3   .

This article performs statistical analyses and predictions of
influencing factors on urban CPI in Qingdao and
concludes that a close relationship exists between urban
CPI and food price. Figure 2 illustrates that a stable longrun equilibrium relationship exists between CPI and food
price index. Over the past decade, food price has been the
main influencing factor of CPI. Additionally, through
Studentized residual and correlation analysis, we can infer
that non-food prices also affect CPI to some extent, and the
effect will gradually increase with the development of the
society. Therefore, the government department concerned
must focus on the effect of food prices when considering
CPI and price level. Meanwhile, in the long process of
revising food prices to stabilize CPI and price level, other
relative prices, especially some affecting factors that
change widely or greatly, must not be ignored. Doing so
will promote the sound, balanced, and sustained
development of the industrial economy.

(9)

Figure 2 illustrates that the observed and predicted
values tend to agree with each other, which further
indicates the good quality of the model.
Observation and comparison of predicted value

The consumer price
index

106
104
observations
Predictive value

102

Dai Linlin

3 Conclusion

100
98
Year

FIGURE 2 Comparison chart of observed and predicted CPI values

In this paper, the statistical analysis and prediction of
the Qingdao urban residents’ consumption index have been
proposed. The close relationship between the urban CPI
and food prices will greatly help relevant government
departments make correct decisions. Government
departments must strictly control food prices to ensure the
stability of the urban CPI, which will maintain the balance
of the industrial economy in Qingdao City as well as
maintain a healthily developed and sustained economy.
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Abstract
Although equipped with comprehensive and complex technologies on the railway to avoid collisions between trains, such as train
control system extensively deployed in the infrastructure, there are still enormous amount of collision between trains. The safety of
railway operation mainly depends on the correct operation of the interlocking and train control system, because only the control
centre has an overall overview of the traffic situation, and a train driver could only be warned of a possible collision if the operation
centre decides it. Experiences from the aviation, the maritime navigation and road transportation have shown that the probability of
collisions could be significantly reduced with infrastructure-less collision avoidance system. In this paper, an enhanced safety
strategy, namely, Collision Avoidance System overlay Train Control System (CASOTCS) for Chinese railway was provided, which
was based on direct vehicle-to-vehicle communication and independent of the regular control mechanism. CASOTCS can receive
and evaluate the information broadcasted by other neighbouring trains all the time, which will trigger collision alert and provide a
solution for the collision when a potential collision is detected. The unit architecture and its key issues of CASOTCS were also
discussed. After the analysis of reliability and safety of both the traditional train control system and the enhanced CASOTCS, the
reliability block diagram and isomorphic Markov model were established in the paper. Through the calculation of the indexes of the
reliability and safety about the two kinds of control systems, a significant conclusion has been made, that is, the reliability and safety
of the train control system plus collision avoidance system are much higher than that of the traditional one and CASOTCS has the
ability to increase the reliability, safety and efficiency in the future.
Keywords: Collision Avoidance, Chinese Train Control System, Safety Verification, Reliability, Markov

1 Introduction

product design to improve the reliability and safety of the
systems, as well as online fault diagnosis technology. In
terms of safety, reliability and cost, dual hot spare
dynamic redundancy structure is a kind of ideal design
scheme, and has already been widely applied in modern
railway signal systems. Analysis of reliability and safety
of redundant systems have been researched extensively.
As in [7], He applies fault tree to investigate the safety of
the switch control unit of all-electronic computer
interlocking system. Zhang [8] analyzes and compares
the reliability and safety of several common-used
redundant structures. Hence, the paper aims at dynamic
redundant communication systems between trains, which
has already been widely applied in Chinese high-speed
railway, and established reliability block diagram of
centralized TCS and CASOTCS. Synthetically
considering the influence of many factors such as
coverage of diagnostic systems, online maintainability
and many failure modes, we finally established the
Markov model and analyzed the safety indexes. The
result shows collision avoidance system has the ability to
increase safety and efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 we describe the state of art in Chinese train control
system. Section 3 introduces the collision avoidance
systems in maritime, air, and road transport, and

Actual statistics of the European Railway Agency (ERA)
[1] and German Aerospace Centre (DLR) show that there
are serious train-collision accidents all over the world,
despite millions of money have been invested in
infrastructure equipment. In order to increase safety in
railway system, many countries are installing Train
Control Systems (TCS), mainly centralized management
ones, where trains are monitored by control centre.
Additionally, TCS used in rail transportation is
heavily infrastructure-based, it is therefore clear that there
is a need for a completely new safety system or overlay
system that improves safety while reducing infrastructure
and maintenance costs[2].
Experiences from the state of the art of collision
avoidance system for different transport means, i.e.
Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS)
[3], Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast (ADSB) [4], Automatic Identification System (AIS) [5] and
Car-to-Car (C2C) [6] have shown us that the probability
of collisions can be significantly reduced collision
avoidance system, which do hardly require infrastructure
components To meet the requirements of the systems for
high safety and high reliability, various redundancy and
restructuring cells are widely applied in electronic
*
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discusses the unit structure of Collision Avoidance
System overlay Train Control System (CASOTCS) and
its key issues. Section 4 verifies the reliability and safety
of CASOTCS. Finally, conclusion is given in section 5.

be installed on the line. The requirements for track circuit
in blocks and at stations are higher than that in the level
0. The control mode for ATP could be the distance to go
or speed steps.
CTCS level 2. It consists of digital track circuits (or
analog
track
circuits
with
multi-information),
transponders (Balises) and ATP system. It is used for the
trains with the speed higher than 160 km/h. There is no
wayside signaling in block for the level 2 anymore. The
control mode for ATP is the distance to go. The digital
track circuit can transmit more information than analog
track circuit. ATP system can get all the necessary
information for train control. With this level, fixed block
mode is still applied. The system indicates the special
feature of Chinese railway signaling.
CTCS level 3. It consists of track circuits,
transponders (Balises) and ATP with GSM-R. In the level
3, the function of the track circuit is only for train
occupation and train integrity checking. Track circuits no
longer transmit information concerning train operation.
All the data concerning train operation information is
transmitted by GSM-R. GSM-R is the core of the level.
At this level, the philosophy of fixed block system is still
applied. It was firstly used on the Wuhan-Guangzhou
High-speed Railway services, where trains have speeds
up to 350 km/h on DPL, which was started operation in
December 2009. It has two subsystems: ground
subsystem and onboard subsystem. The ground
subsystem includes Balises, track circuits, a wireless
communication network (GSM-R), and a Radio Block
Centers (RBCs). The onboard subsystem, on the other
hand, includes onboard devices and an onboard wireless
module.
CTCS level 4. It is the highest level for CTCS.
Moving block system function can be realized by the
level 4. The information transmission between trains and
wayside devices is made by GSM-R. GPS or
transponders (Balises) are used for train position. Train
integrity checking is carried out by on-board system.
Track circuits are only used at stations. The amount of
wayside system is reduced to the minimum in order to
reduce the maintenance cost of the system. Train
dispatching can be made to be very flexible for the
different density of train operation on the same line.
From the above categories, we can see that the safety
of railway operation is mainly ensured by the centralized
infrastructures, such as interlocking and block system,
which set and lock the train route. The trains are equipped
with the onboard part of the train control system, which
triggers automatically a braking if the train passes a
signal at danger.
The safety of railway operation depends on the
correct operation of the train control system where the
trains are monitored by devices located along the rail.
These devices send the collected information to an
operation center named Train Control Center (TCC) or
Radio Block Center (RBC) that can pass specific
instructions to the train, as shown in Figure.1. Human

2 State of the art in CTCS
Conventional trains in China were manually controlled
and operated by drivers based on trackside interlocking
and blocking, in conjunction with various train signaling
and surveillance devices [9]. As the high-speed railway
systems being rapidly developed in China recently, the
old Track Based Train Control (TBTC) has gradually
been replaced by the modern Communication Based
Train Control (CBTC).
The Chinese Train Control System (CTCS) is a train
control system implemented since 2002, which is
specified for compliance with the high-speed and the
conventional interoperability and directives. CTCS by
nature is an automatic train protection (ATP) system,
based on cab-signaling and signal aspects as well as
continuous tracking to the data transmission on the train
system. The movement authority (MA) and the
corresponding line information are transmitted to the
control unit of the train and then being displayed in the
cab for the driver as commands or references. A train
with complete CTCS equipment and functionality can
operate on any CTCS line without much technical
restriction.
Based on the signaling system of Chinese railway
network, Chinese Train Control System (CTCS) has been
divided into five levels, namely CTCS level-0, 1, 1, 2, 3
and 4, referring to European Train Control System
(ETCS) [10]. The definition of the levels depends on how
the line is equipped and the way the information is
transmitted to the train. Interoperability is necessary for
the train control system to achieve joint operation among
Dedicated Passenger Lines (DPL, another name for highspeed railway in China) and rebuilt lines, where CTCS
levels-2, 3 and 4 are back-compatible with lower levels.
CTCS level 0. It consists of the existing track circuits,
universal cab signaling (the digital, microprocessorsbased cab signaling that be compatible with the six kinds
of track circuits on Chinese Railway Network, designed
by the research team of Beijing Jiaotong University ten
years ago) and train operation supervision system. With
level 0, wayside signals are the main signals and cab
signals are the auxiliary signals. It is the most basic mode
for CTCS. It is no necessary to upgrade the wayside
systems for CTCS level 0. The only way to realize the
level 0 is to equip with the on-board system. CTCS level
0 is only for the trains with the speed less than 120km/h.
CTCS level 1. It consists of the existing track circuits,
transponders (or Balises) and ATP system. It is for the
train with the speed between 120km/h and 160km/h. For
this level, the block signals could be removed and train
operation is based on the on-board system, ATP, which is
called as the main signals. Transponders (Balises) must
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errors and the communication failure between train and
control center lead to most of the accidents. Additionally,
only the operation center has an overall overview of the
traffic situation, and a train driver could only be warned
of a hypothetical collision if the operation center decides
it.

avoidance system available or in the development phase,
we find no satisfactory solution of this type of technology
in railway transportation. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop a system that will allow the train conductors to
have an up-to-date accurate knowledge of the traffic
situation in the vicinity and act in consequence. The
system is intended to not rely on components in the
infrastructure, this way substantially reducing its rollout
and maintenance costs, as well as inherently providing a
migration strategy. The basic idea is to communicate
relevant own context information to all other nearby
trains.
Experiences from the TCAS and ADS-B, as well as
AIS and C2C, have shown that the probability of
collisions can be significantly reduced with collision
avoidance systems. In this section, we introduce our
CASOTCS approach consisting only of Train-to-Train
communication components, i.e. without the necessity of
extensions of the railway trackside infrastructure, as
depicted in Figure 2. Each train determines its position,
direction and speed using Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) and broadcasts this information,
complemented with other important information in the
region of its current location. This information can be
received and evaluated by other trains, which may – if a
potential collision is detected – lead to traffic alerts and
resolution advisories up to direct interventions (usually
applying the brakes).

Train control system

Wayside
subsystem

TCC
RBC

On-board
subsystem

Track
Circuit

ATP

FIGURE 1 Control strategy of CTCS

3 State of the research in CAS and applicability to
CTCS
3.1 CAS AND ITS APPLICABILITY
Collision avoidance systems related with aviation,
maritime, and road transport systems have gone through a
rapid evolution and improvement with significant
growths.
Aviation: TCAS relies on the Secondary Surveillance
Radar (SSR). By means of this radar, a TCAS equipped
aircraft interrogates other aircraft in its vicinity and
listens for the transponder replies [11]. Computer analysis
of these replies determines which aircraft represent
potential collision threats. Consequently Traffic
Advisories (TA), in TCAS I, and resolution advisories
(RA), in TCAS II and III, can be provided. ADS-B
conform the evolution of TCAS. Based on the Global
Positioning System (GPS), an aircraft can automatically
broadcast its identification address. GPS derived latitude
and longitude, altitude and the 3D velocity.
Maritime navigation: The maritime surveillance
application of AIS consists of a continuous interchange of
driving data from ships like GNSS position, speed and
direction, as well as relevant information like
identification numbers, length and beam, ships draught,
route plan etc..
Road Transport: The Car 2 Car Communication
Consortium aims to establish an open European industry
standard for the ad-hoc communication between vehicles
and vehicles to infrastructure, which is currently in the
development phase. Together with the position
determined by a GNSS receiver this information is
broadcast to the vehicles in the vicinity which may detect
the presence of traffic jam by exploiting the received
information.
Applicability to Chinese Railway: While maritime, air,
and road transport have a vehicle integrated collision

3.2 KEY ISSUES OF CASOTCS
In the designed CASOTCS, each trains has to calculate
its own position and movement vector and broadcast this
information as well as additional data like vehicle
dimensions to all other trains in the area. Thus, the
driver’s cabin could be equipped with a MMI showing
the position of the other vehicles in the region. CAS vital
computer analyzes all received context information, the
own position and movement vector and an electronic
track map detects possible collisions, displaying an alert
signal, and advising the driver of the most convenient
strategy to follow in order to avoid the danger. The
system can take into account different danger sources,
like advancing trains or road vehicles or obstacles, and
classify them according to a specific scale.
In principle, the CASOTCS is very similar to
TCAS/ADS-B used as a “safety overlay system” in
aeronautical transport, which is as well controlled by a
number of operation centers. The advantages of such
infrastructure-less collision avoidance overlay system are:
 Collision avoidance system works independently
of the regular traffic control mechanism.
 No changes are required on the existing train
control system infrastructure.
 Direct train-to-train communication as the
supplement of GSM-R to enhance safety.
 Continuous “roll-out” is possible.
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 Lower costs compared to infrastructure based
system.
 Potential to increase efficiency, e.g. shorter
distances between trains.
The railway specific boundary conditions require new
design considerations [12]. The major components of an
infrastructure-less collision avoidance system for CTCS
are position detection, direct train-to-train communication
and collision surveillance resolution.

communication system, a six phase work approach was
conducted: preliminary analysis and selection of an
adequate frequency band, characterization of the
propagation channel, MAC layer design, physical layer
design and verification of the system [13, 14]. The
following challenges arise designing the system: no
infrastructure can be used, transmission is broadcast and
the system will run in high speed line.
3.2.3 Collision surveillance resolution

3.2.1 Speed detection and positioning system
Each collision avoidance system unit produces messages
with a fixed length that are broadcasted with a variable
rate based on its own speed and the vicinity traffic
situation. The Train Number (TN) or the Locomotive
Number (LN), the current speed, the braking distance,
and the forward and the backward length of the train with
respect to the localization unit are included in the
messages to allow other vehicles to identify potential
collision (head-on, rear-end or flank collision). To avoid
collision, a Collision Alert (CA) signal as the first step
shall warn the driver in case of a detected close approach
to another CAS unit on a collision course, and the driver
is prepared to perform a braking operation in the second
step. Reliability of collision detection in time is the most
important property in CAS, and it is the estimated
braking distances that can distinguish collision scenarios
from regular operation.

The precise detection of the position plays a key role for
collision avoidance system and train control system. The
positioning system proposed in CASOTCS determines
the position of the train independently from the trackside
equipment. Because of inadequate fulfillment for safetycritical application, GNSS-based positioning system has
to be combined with at least one additional positioning
technique such as digital map, odometer or inertial
system.
3.2.2 Direct train-to-train communication
Simulations have been done in shown that using an air
brake system to stop a train at initial speed of 300 km/h,
it will take 4.1 km for the train to arrive at a complete
stop. In order to design a suitable direct train-to-train

Speed Detection & Positioning System

CTCS

Man-Machine Interface

CAS Vital Computer

Electronic Map Database

Man-Machine Interface

Train to Train
Communication
System

Train to Train
Communication
System

Self-test and record system

Speed Detection & Positioning System

CAS Vital Computer

Self-test and record system

CTCS

Electronic Map Database

FIGURE 2 Unit architecture CASOTCS

4 Reliability and safety verification of CASOTCS

probability according to the configuration of the
components within the system, compute a system’s
reliability.
Corresponding to the reliability, the unreliability can
be defined as

Reliability is defined as the probability that a system
(component) can complete the regulated function under
specified conditions and in range of the prescribed time.
To express this relationship mathematically we define the
continuous random variable T to be the time to failure of
the system (component) [15]. Then reliability can be
expressed as
 P(T  t )
R(t )  
0

t0
t0

,

F (t )  P(0  T  0)  1  R(t )

(2)

Thus, mean time to failure (MTTF) can be presented
by




0

0

MTTF  E (T )   td R(t ) 



(1)

where Rt   0 , R0  1 and lim t  Rt   0 . In analyzing
a complex system, an alternative approach is to determine
an appropriate reliability or reliability model for each
component of the system, and by applying the rules of

 R(t )dt .

(3)

Safety refers to the ability that the system could not
generate the dangerous side outputs when the fault occurs.
Reliability, availability, and MTTF are only for the
normal work of the system concerned. As the system
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enters into the failure state from the normal one, we can
say that it breaks down and terminates the job, and cannot
continue to perform the regulated function. At the
moment, there are two significant states to need to be
considered, that is, the safety failure state and the
dangerous failure state. The former is corresponding to a
safe failure probability (PFS) and the latter is
corresponding to a dangerous failure probability (PFD) .
Thus, the unreliability may be written as

t . Generalizing to n mutually independent components,
serial system reliability is expressed as

F (t )  PFS(t )  PFD(t ) .

n

Rss 

where Ri represent the reliability of the unit i . System
reliability for n parallel and independent components is
given by
n

RSN  1 

In terms of the repairable systems, the availability is

The safety availability is different with the availability,
and defined as
(6)

Through online condition monitoring and fault
diagnosis, we can reduce maintenance time and control
the implementation of some tolerant structure. The
diagnostic coverage rate can be applied to express the
power of the diagnostic system, which reflects the
probability that if a failure occurs it can be detected. In
the numerical value, it equals the sum of the detected
failure rates is divided by total failure rate. Hence, it is
necessary to consider the influence of failure detection
system when analyzing a system safety [16].
Without consideration common cause, the failure rate
of the channel is partitioned as the two parts, that is, the
safety failure rate S , and the failure rate D , and then

  S  D .

safety failure rate 

 
S

SD



SU

SU

Channel 3
Train 2
Channel 4

FIGURE 3 Fundamental mode of train to train communication channel
RS 1  1  (1  RCh1 )(1  RCh 2 )
RRBC  1  (1  RCh 3 )(1  RCh 4 )

,

(12)

where RCh1 , RCh2 , RCh3 and RCh4 represent the
reliability of Channel1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively, and RRBC
is the reliability of RBC.
Channel 1
Train 1

Channel 2

Radio
Block
Center

Channel 3

Channel 4

Train 2

,and the undetected
Direct Channel

FIGURE 4 Enhanced mode of communication channel in CASOTCS

.

Let the direct channel reliability be RDC , we have

(8)

RS 2  1  (1  RS1 )(1  RDC ) .

For D , likewise, we let  DD expresses the detected

D  DD  DU .

Radio
Block
Center

Channel 2

, and then

dangerous failure rate, and 
dangerous failure rate. We have

Systems typically contain components in both serial
and parallel relationships. To compute the system
reliability, the network may be broken into serial or
parallel subsystems.
There are dynamic redundant structures applied in
modern train control system, which are here respectively
defined as the fundamental mode is shown in Figure 3.
The
enhanced
mode
including
train-to-train
communication channel is shown in Figure 4.
Channel 1

Consider the role of online diagnostic systems, the
failure rate  S is divided as the two parts, that is to say,
the detected safety failure rate 

(11)

i

Train 1

(7)

SD

 1  R  .
i 1

(5)

S (t )  1  PFD(t ) .

(10)

i

i 1

(4)

A(t )  1  [PFS(t )  PFD(t )] .

R ,

DU

be the undetected

(13)

According to equation (12) and equation (13), the
diverse reliability and their difference are calculated as
shown in Table 1 and Figure 5. Clearly, system reliability
relies on the reliability of units. The higher is the unit
reliability, the higher is the system reliability. Enhanced
mode is more reliable than the fundamental mode, but
differences between them are minimized.
The security of single channel with single version
software only relies on channel own security, which is
difficult to meet the safety requirements. Dual channel
with double version software cannot only detect the most
software faults, but also can find the hardware faults, and
the requirements on the hardware are not so high. If the
self-diagnosis program detects and prompts the

(9)

Components within a system may be related to one
another in two primary ways: in either a serial or a
parallel configuration. In series, all components must
function for the system to function, while in a parallel, at
least one component must function for the system to
function.
To simplify the notation, the argument of Rt  will be
dropped [17] In this case, it is understood that all
reliabilities are to be evaluated for the same point in time
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emergence of a failure, then the failure can be
immediately repaired, and otherwise it may not still
known. To be able to find the failures early, the regular
repairing and detecting on the equipment’s is necessary.
Regular maintenance is implemented by the professional
and technical personnel, who manually examine each part
of the equipment to see whether they operate normally.
Assume that the manual inspection can find all the
problems, then two specific maintenance rates occur. One
is on-line maintenance rate, which occurs as the diagnosis
programs detect and prompt the emergence of a failure,
and the other is regular maintenance rate, which occurs
during periodic detection and maintenance, and includes
the testing time and repairing time. Compared with online maintenance rate, the regular maintenance rate is
lower.

communication channel to ensure the system safety. This
kind of structure, as shown in Figure 6, adopts single
machine performing double- channel software, and each
channel possesses the diverse software, which makes the
system realize 2-vote-2 from the hardware to the software.
This ensures the system safety, further. This kind of the
structure cannot only find most of the software errors in
the process of operation, but also can detect the hardware
failures. Therefore, its security is very high.
Passage A
Program A
Channel A

Input

Switching
cell

Output

Passage C
Program C
Channel B

Comparator
Passage D
Program D

FIGURE 6 Reliability structure of the enhance mode

TABLE 1 Reliability calculation
R
0.9000
0.9100
0.9200
0.9300
0.9400
0.9500
0.9600
0.9700
0.9800
0.9900
0.9950
0.9955
0.9960
0.9965
0.9970
0.9975

Comparator
Passage B
Program B

RS 1

RS 2

Rdiff

0.88209000
0.89531771
0.90826168
0.92090833
0.93324418
0.94525594
0.95693046
0.96825479
0.97921616
0.98980201
0.99495025
0.99545968
0.99596813
0.99647559
0.99698205
0.99748753

0.98820900
0.99057859
0.99266093
0.99446358
0.99599465
0.99726280
0.99827722
0.99904764
0.99958432
0.99989802
0.99997475
0.99997957
0.99998387
0.99998766
0.99999095
0.99999372

0.10611900
0.09526089
0.08439925
0.07355525
0.06275047
0.05200686
0.04134676
0.03079286
0.02036817
0.01009601
0.00502450
0.00451989
0.00401574
0.00351208
0.00300889
0.00250619

According to the former analysis, the Markov models
of three kinds of dynamic redundant structures are
isomorphic. Though observing carefully the states, we
find two states meet the condition of mergers. Hence, we
may establish a merged state transfer model for them as
shown in Figure 7.
In Figure 7, the state zero expresses the two channels
are perfect and work normally, and the state one
expresses one channel is in failure and can be detected,
and the state two represents one channel generates the
failure (dangerous or safety) that self-diagnostic program
cannot find but comparison program may detect out, and
the state three presents the system safety failure, and the
state four expresses the system dangerous failure but can
be detected, and the state five presents the system
dangerous failure undetected. In process of modeling, we
assume that when one channel gets inspection and
maintenance, and another channel also will have a chance
to get detection and repairing. In addition, we also
assume a maintenance rule of online repairing system
under the condition that the system is not terminated.
Likewise, we also assume that periodic detection and
maintenance is perfect and can find any problem, and
after repairing the system restores to the initial state. Thus,
we may ignore the service arc from the state six to the
state zero, as well as its service rate up. In fact, in terms
of high security and high reliability system, it is
meaningless to solve the steady state indexes.
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FIGURE 5 Reliability of fundamental and enhanced mode

The working principle of the enhanced mode is
basically consistent with the fundamental mode, but it
adds train-to-train direct channel to perform redundant
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FIGURE 7 Merged isomorphic Markov model of enhance mode

According to Figure 7, we can acquire its state transition matrix P below
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0
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0
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(1  C1 ) DU










TABLE 3 Security and reliability indexes values of diverse modes
Types
Fundamental mode
Enhanced mode

PFS( 105 )
3.752355
3.351301

PFD( 104 )
6.814555
3.144774

MTTF(h)
799033
894919

Seen from Table 3, the security and availability
indexes of the enhanced mode are higher than the ones of
the fundamental mode. For the hardware requirements,
the enhanced mode is the highest, and from the hardware
and software demands and technology implementation
difficulty degree, generally, the fundamental mode is
lower than the enhanced one. Hence, for modern railway
train control system, it is very necessary to select the
suitable redundant structures combining the requirements
on safety and reliability, and cost, and the difficult-easy
degree in technology realization.

Numerical value ( 105 h-1)

SDN



0

As t  8760 , under the conditions of the fundamental
mode with C1  0 , the enhanced mode with C1  99.9%
we calculate the security and reliability indexes of the
fundamental mode and the enhanced mode, as shown in
Table 3.

TABLE 2 Failure rates values

DUC

0

0

0

moment is S n  S 0 P n . According to S n , we may
solve PFD and PFS . The PFS is the probability of state
three, and PFD is the probability sum of state four and
five, and the availability is the probability sum in state
zero, one, and two.



0

0



probability is p n , and then the transient probability at n



 DUC  2(1  C1 ) DUN 

1   0  S  D



S

In accordance with the matrix, the transient
availability at any moment can be calculated based on
Markov chain method in a detection cycle. Assume that
the initial state is S 0 , and the n-step state transient

Failure rate type

 DDC
D
 DD

0



2C1  DUN   SUN



 SDC   SUC  2(1  C1 ) SUN
S
S
  C1 DU
1   SD

S

5 Conclusion
expressed

by

S  1.184  10 5 h-1, the dangerous failure rate
D  0.296  10 5 h-1, and the diverse failure rates are
listed in Table 2, 90% of the safety and dangerous
failures can be found by self-diagnostic program, and the
diagnostic coverage rate of comparison program is 99.9%,
and online maintenance rate  0 equals 0.1. If the system
generates a safety failure, then it could restart within 24
hours.

In this paper, we have presented the supplement collision
avoidance system for Chinese railway, namely Collision
Avoidance System overlay Train Control System
(CASOTCS), which is located completely on board and
uses basically the information about position, speed and
direction as well as additional data broadcasted by other
CASOTCS with direct vehicle-to-vehicle radio
communication. The on-board computer can analyze all
the received context information, self-position and
movement vector and an electronic track map to detect
possible collisions, display an alert signal, and provide
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the driver the most convenient strategy to avoid the
potential danger. After the comparison of the reliability
and safety between the traditional train control system
and the enhanced CASOTCS, the reliability block
diagram and isomorphic Markov model have been
established. According to the relevant analysis and
calculation, we have found that the enhanced train control
system by adding collision avoidance system has the
better reliability and safety than the traditional one.
In recent years, the Chinese railway systems have
gone through a massive phase of upgrading and
expansion, especially after the establishment of Chinese
Train Control System (CTCS). Collision avoidance
system has the ability to increase safety and efficiency.

The key issues to complete this system discussed in this
paper will be further researched and a prototype should
be realized to show the feasibility of the strategy.
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Abstract
It is of great significance to research PV forecasting techniques for mitigating the effects of the randomness of the Photovoltaic output.
This paper analyses many factors from PV which impact photovoltaic output and extracts the main factors, forming sample data
combined with the historical database generation data from PV monitoring system. And an error correction SVM method (ECSVM) is
used to calculate the open integration of photovoltaic power storage system in advance or after the time in order to try to eliminate the
system error between the predicted and actual values. At the same time, using genetic algorithm to optimize kernel function parameter
and the error penalty factor and other parameters in this model, the establishment of the GA-ECSVM model improves portfolio
optimization model parameter prediction accuracy and efficiency of the selected type. Finally examples verified and compared with
standard SVM methods and ECSVM method, predicting effects show that: The GA-ECSVM optimization model presented in this
paper has better learning ability and generalization ability in the short term prediction of photovoltaic power generation, with the
prediction accuracy of 95.2016%.
Keywords: PV, SVM, error correction, GA, forecast

1 Introduction

error correction SVM method (ECSVM) is still deficits in
the technical parameter selection. In allusion to these
problems, this paper use genetic algorithm to optimize
kernel function parameters and the error penalty factor and
other parameters in this model, the establishment of the
GA-ECSVM model improves portfolio optimization
model parameter prediction accuracy and efficiency of the
selected type.

Along with the intensity of environmental pollution caused
by global energy shortage and the use of fossil resources,
solar power as one of the important renewable energy, has
received wide attention [1, 2]. Photovoltaic system has
more practice value in this area because of its technical
improvement. Because of the stochastic weather and
fluctuation of illumination intensity, it will inevitably
influence generation scheduling greatly [3-5]. The
accurate PV power generation forecast is one of the
effective means to improve the PV power capacity, the
stability and economy of the power grids operation.
The theory of PV power generation forecasting has been
researched in recent years, and a lot of forecasting methods
are proposed. In [6], using historical weather data sources
to make predictions about illumination intensity in future.
But the accuracy of PV power generation prediction needs
to be improved to satisfy the actual production. In [7], a
back propagation (BP) neural network forecasting model
was proposed whose input parameters were ambient
temperature, humility and cloud cover, which improve
accuracy of PV power generation prediction. But
photovoltaic (PV) generation forecasting models need to
take cloud cover as their input parameters. However, they
were difficult to implement in China due to insufficient
weather stations available.
Extraction temperature, Solar Radiation Intensity and
sunshine time were the main factors, which affect PV
power generation. This paper provides error correction
SVM method (ECSVM) according to historical data. But
*

2 Important factors affecting PV generation
For different districts and locations, meteorological
factors, including solar irradiance, temperature, and so
forth, are always changing [8, 9]. In order to efficiently
utilize renewable energy using solar energy, an analysis of
the characteristics of meteorological factors at a potential
site should be considered. Data from the solar energy gridconnected PV plants, including the amount of solar
electricity being produced and the meteorological factors,
will be made available to analyse.
The output power of photovoltaic power station on
sunny days is presented in Figure 1. It has strong
randomicity, but similar on the whole.
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The change rules of the output power were similar with the
change tendency of temperature [13, 14]. As shown in
Figure 4, there is a positive correlation between
temperature and the output power. In addition, the
temperature will be used as one significant impact of the
predictive model.

FIGURE 2 Solar radiation and power output of PV system

2.1 SOLAR RADIATION INTENSITY
As shown in Figure 2, The intensity of solar radiation has
a significant impact on photovoltaic power generation. In
photovoltaic system, the output of photovoltaic battery is
affected greatly by the Solar Radiation Intensity, it has
obvious non-linear features [10]. Thus, the intensity of
solar radiation will be used as one significant impact of the
predictive model.

3 The theory of SVM
The advantage of support vector machine predictive model
can overcome the shortcoming of traditional methods,
which are over-fitting, non-linear, disaster of
dimensionality, local minimum.

2.2 CLOUD

3.1 THE THEORY OF SVM REGRESSION

The effects of the cloud on solar radiation is considered.
The response time of a PV (photovoltaic) plant is very
short and its output power follows the abrupt change in
solar irradiance level due to alternate shadow by clouds
[11, 12]. As shown in Figure 3, When the cloud covers a
large area, the output power will be reduced relatively, also
the shadow by clouds will be used as one significant
impact of the predictive model.

Regression problems was based on a new input stylebook
data x to inference corresponding output y .
Data sample set is

{( xi , yi ),...,( xl , yl )} , where

xi  R , yi  R, i  1, 2,3,..., l .
n

The basic idea of SVM estimate regression means,
performing the data of input space into a high-dimensional
feature space through non-linear mapping relationship.
The
value
of
sample
data
{xi , yi } ,
i  1, 2,3,..., s( xi  R n , yi  R) , where yi is the exception,

s is the total number of data points.
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Regression problem is solved by Loss function in
SVM. Use function: y  f ( x)  [w ( x)]  b .
Take the extreme value of optimization goal:
min Q 

n
1
|| w ||2 C  (i   i ) ,
2
i 1
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3.2 THE METHOD OF PREDICTING
The time series are {x1 , x2 , x3 ,..., xn }, i  1, 2,3,...n and
predictive goal value is {xn } . This paper set up the
functional projective relationship which is Rm  R from
the input to the output .m is embedded dimension. We can
get samples for learning SVM:

(1)

 yi  [ wk ( xi )]  b    i

s.t. [ wk ( xi )]  b  y   i   i ,
 ,   0, i  1, l , s
 i i

 x1
 x
X  2
 L

 xn  m

where C is error penalty factors;  i and  i are relaxation
factor;  is loss function. Loss function can show decision
function through sparse data points. The loss Equation (2)
introduced has a good effect.
| f ( x)  y | 
0
L ( y )  
.
(2)
 | f ( x)  y |  | f ( x)  y | 

x2

L

x3

L

L

L

xn  m 1

L

xm 
 xm 1 



xm 1 
x
, Y   m2  .
M 
L 



xn 1 
 xn 

Regression function:
nm

yi   (ai  ai' )k (ai  a j )  b, j  m  1,..., n .

(4)

i 1

Using Lagrangian multiplication ai and bi , which
facilitate convex optimization problems into quadratic
maximum.

The first step:
nm

xn 1   (ai  ai' )k (ai  an  m 1 )  b ,

(5)

i 1

TABLE 1 Common kernel function

where an m1  {xn m1 , xn m 2 ,..., xn } .

1

Name
Liner kernel function

Expression
k u, v   u  v 

2

Polynomial kernel function

k  u, v    r  u  v   coef 0

3

RBF kernel function

k  u, v   exp r u  v

4

Sigmoid kernel function

k  u , v   tanh  r  u  v   coef 0 



2

Then:

d

an m 2  {xn m 2 , xn m3 ,..., xn , xn1} .



Therefore:
nm

Note: the r is kernel function parameter.

xn  2   (ai  ai' )k ( xi , xn  m  2 )  b .

Support vector machines(SVM) method is developed
for solving highly nonlinear classification,whose program
are mapped into a high-dimensional feature space through
a certain transformation function to nonlinear data
variables and then from line regression of high dimension
using kernel function k  x, xi     x   xi  . Introduce

i 1

Result:
nm

xn  l   (ai  ai' )k (ai  an  m  l )  b ,

where xn  ml  {xn  ml , xn  ml 1 ,..., xn l 1} .

kernel function to replace inner product computation.
optimization goal integrated as shown below :
n

n

i 1

i 1

3.3 PV GENERATION PREDICTION MODEL
BASED ON ECSVM

max W ( ai , bi )=  yi ( ai  bi )    ( ai  ai' ) 
1 n
 (ai  ai' )(a j  ai' )( xi  x 'j ),
2 i , j 1
n
n
'
 ai   ai
s.t.  i 1
i 1
0  a , a '  C
i
i


(6)

i 1

(3)
PV system affected by the environment, there are many
uncertain disturbance sources. The errors between
predictive value and the actual value were unavoidable. In
order to minimize error, error integral method is proposed.
Its characteristics are as follows:

i  1, 2,..., n ,

where C is used to control the complexity of the model
and compromises approximation errors. When the C
larger, the fitting degree higher;  was used to control
regression approximate error and generalization ability
models.

Yy   x(1) x(2) x(3)x(120) ,

(7)

Ys   y(1) y(2) y(3) y(120) , (n  120) .

(8)

Y y – predictive power, Ys – real generation power,
n

Er   [Yy (i )  Ys (i )], (t  n  120) ,

(9)

i t
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4 PV Generation prediction model based on GAECSVM

where Yy (i ) – real generation power at time i equals; –
Predictive power at time i equals; Er – the errors between
predictive value and the actual value.
t

Er  Eg inv
Pd r

,
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SVM can have different performances of classification
through choosing different Kernel Functions and
parameters [15, 16]. The performance of the SVM is
influenced by kernel function parameter r [17, 18].
Meanwhile, kernel function is the key technology of SVM.
Using different kernel function will affect the learning
ability and generalization ability of SVM. In view of the
present insufficiency in the selection technology aspect of
SVM, several proposals were put forward, which will
improve SVM learning ability, generalization performance
and the ability to choosing the kernel function and
function's parameters.
Genetic Algorithm is based on the nature selection and
genetic transmission mechanisms, whose advantages is
high collateral, stochastic, self-reliance [19, 20]. To
improve the SVM, ECSVM optimized by GA are given in
Figure 5.

(10)

where t – energy storage opening time error; E g – the
errors between predictive value and the actual value; Pd –
energy storage equipment output power; inv – efficiency
of PV power generation system;  r – efficiency of energy
storage output energy.

Data preprocessing, Feature
extraction, Create the sample matrix
Encode the nuclear parameters of the
SVM and penalty factor

Produe the initial population random

Chromosome in the population and
Calculate the fitness function

Newer population is
generated from current
population by copying,
crossing and variation.

Use the MAPE to calculate fitness of
each chromosome

No

Whether meet the maximum number of
iterations or Less than a given accuracy
Yes
Stop counting and output the optimal
chromosome

Encode optimal chromosome and get
optimal parameter

Implement forecasting and compare

FIGURE 5 Flow chart
C0

C1

C2

Kernel function type

C3

Cl1+1

...

Cl1+2

Cl1+l2+1

The error factors

Kernel function parameters

FIGURE 6 Decoding process

Step 1: In PV power generation data processing, the
programme checks and modifies the bad-data.
Step 2: The factors which affect PV power generation
multiple. The main factors, such as solar radiation

intensity, sunshine time, and temperature, are considered
in the paper.
Step 3: Consider the couple role of above factor. We can
get an input matrix.
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5 Case study

Step 4: The training set data and test data consist of kernel
function and penalty factor, which is produced by a
population of randomly generated each individual genes in
the string of decoding, were input into model for training
and simulation. Decoding process as show in fig. (6).
Step 5: The mean absolute percentage error of test sample
MAPE is considered mean function to evaluate the
population:

MAPE 

1 N psimu .k  ptrag .k
100% ,
 p
N k 1
trag .k
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PV monitoring system historical electricity generation data
and environmental parameters are included in the sample
data of prediction system. Experimental samples are
selected from Nanchang University rooftop photovoltaic
power generation data, which recorded for 5 min interval.
Foe the training sample the period from August 1 2011 to
August 6 2011 was selected. The data from August 7 2011
are tested as forecast samples.
A quick look at the Table 2 above indicates that
forecast accuracy and training accuracy of GA-ECSVM is
better than ECSVM. Forecast effect of GA-ECSVM is
given in Figure 7, which has high accuracy of prediction.
In order to verify the superiority of the GA-ECSVM,
Comparative forecast effect of SVM, ECSVM and
GA_ECSVM can help rank forecast accuracy. The error of
measurement using different methods are compared in
Figure 8.
From Figure 8 the accuracy of prediction of GAECSVM model is higher than SVM and ECSVM. In order
to calculate the errors between predictive value and the
actual value accurately, mean absolute error method are
proposed.
From Table 3 we know that ECSVM model, which has
optimized the GA is more exactitude. The relative
prediction error precisions are all below 5%.

(12)

Step 6: The next generation of individuals were choose
based on the individual fitness and selection principle.
Step 7: Selection, crossover and mutation operations were
used to produce the next generation.
Step 8: judging whether the terminal condition is meet, if
meet, turn into the next step, otherwise go to step 5.
Step 9: The best individual were exported and considered
as its proximate optimum solution in this problems.
Step 10: Then, the forecast is realized by the use of
Genetic algorithm that used to derive the corresponding
kernel function , kernel function parameter and error
warning factor.
Step 11: MAPE is used to predict and evaluate the
performances, and last, they were compared with the
traditional methods.
TABLE 2 Contrast GA-ECSVM with ECSVM predictions
Experiment

Experience choice

GA optimization

Kernel function
type
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
2

SVM parameters
Kernel function
parameter r

1
10
1
10
1
10
7.375

Penalty factor

Training accuracy
(%)

Forecast accuracy
(%)

1
10
10
1
10
1
10
1
11.91

62.5
72.5
95
86
95
94
57.5
52.5
98

86.67
83.33
90
56.67
86.67
73
73.33
33.33
96

FIGURE 7 The power generation forecasting
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FIGURE 8 Forecasting error curve
TABLE 3 Forecasting error
MAPE (%)

GA-ECSVM
4.7984

ECSVM
9.6255

SVM
15.3654

6 Conclusions

portfolio optimization model parameter prediction
accuracy. Finally, an application example shows that : the
GA-ECSVM model has better learning ability and
generalization ability in the short term prediction of
photovoltaic power generation than SVM and ECSVM,
with the prediction accuracy of 95.2016%.

Power forecasting has received a great deal of attention
due to its importance for planning the operations. In this
paper, the GA-ECSVM model is proposed to forecast the
output of PV power generation. Firstly, an error correction
SVM method (ECSVM) is used to calculate the open
integration of photovoltaic power storage system in
advance or after the time in order to try to eliminate the
system error between the predicted and actual values.
Meanwhile, using GA to optimize kernel function
parameters and the error penalty factor and other
parameters in this model, GA-ECSVM model improves
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Abstract
Hotel management become much important with the increase of services of hotel. And the traditional hotel management pattern have
not adapted to the modern hotel management. Therefore, management with high-tech technology is needed in modern hotel.
Computer application can well solve management mode of modern hotel and improve the service level of hotel. With the
development of IT technology and hotel industry, current hotel management have developed into a new age and new systematic
development direction emerges constantly. This paper mainly discusses the application value of computer technology in hotel
management. And it illustrates the importance of computer technology in hotel management by explaining the systematic design and
implement of hotel management.
Keywords: hotel management, computer, information system

Therefore, hotel managers must realize that current hotel
portal system should not only fully advertise their brand
in network space, but also meet different requirement of
customers. Different customers have different purchasing
behaviour. Hotel portal system should meet different
requirement of consumption as possible. Hotel need
provide more personalized and diversity service to
improve customer satisfaction for transforming potential
customers into practical customers and cultivating loyal
customers. For instance, Hilton Hotel Corporation has
near one hundred years of history. It owns 520
subbranches and 475 thousands of guest room in the
world. It can also establish portal systems with regional
characteristics adopting different management principle
according to the cultural background of different area [2].
In addition, Yinfeng Days Inn Business Hotel is a
business hotel managed by American Days Inn Hotel
Corporation. Yinfeng Days Inn is characterized by far
geographic position, quiet and comfortable environment
and low price. The system can be clear at a glance and
shorten the time of browsing system.

1 Introduction
Anthropogenic flow scale expands with social progress.
Large anthropogenic flow amount promotes the rapid
development of hotel industry and improves the
requirement of service quality. Thus, management pattern
should keep pace with age progress and high technology
is needed in hotel management to better solve the value
and economic benefit of hotel. Application of computer
technology in hotel management solves the problem.
Based on information technology and computer
technology, hotel management system achieves the
management of manpower, physics, capital, logistics and
information.
Application of computer information technology will
not decrease service to customer. It can improve working
efficiency in hotel service operation level and make stuffs
have more time to provide more service for customers. It
can directly improve service quality and provides more
prefect and comfortable experiment for customer in
service product. It can provide better tools and improve
marketing effect in hotel marketing area. It greatly
enhances the management control and marketing
prediction and analysis ability by establishment of rapid
communication channel [1], design work process and
automatic monitoring and feedback analysis of database
flow.
More and more hotels tend to combine emerging
network technology with the rapid development of
network technology. A large amount of manpower and
material resources are put in to develop internet booking
business. E-commerce war begins secretly. Portal system
of hotel industry is facing with the huge challenge.


2 Overview of Relative Technology
2.1 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
The involved computer technology is mainly computer
networking technology. Computer network is the product
combining computer and communication technology. It
can connect the scattered computer users together by
transmission media. With the support of relative
communication software, computer users can share
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computer equipment, application software and data and
realize the transmission of voice band and video.
Network of current hotel management information
system can share server, for example, Novell NetWare
and NT72000 server. Server is a computer. Its operation
system can make multiple users to visit the software.
Meanwhile, it can provide services such as network
printer management and fax service management. In this
network, a computer accepts servers are termed as client.
Client can communicate with server and acquire various
service application provided by server. Information
transfer is shown in Figure 1.
Client

The applied B/S architecture mainly applies WWW
browser technology that is constantly mature combining
with multi-scripts language. It realizes strong function,
which can only achieved by complicated special software
in the past and saves development cost [4]. System
installation, modification and maintenance all rely on
server, which brings convenience for hotel management
and also saves maintenance cost of systems technology.
Administrator need only one browser to operate all
modules. It really achieved function of zero client side
and is easy to update automatically in runtime.
Meanwhile, software frame technology of B/S also
provides heterogeneous machine, heterogeneous network
and online of heterogeneous application service. It
combines with computer radio interface technology,
which is convenient for different clients to fulfil guest
room booking in different places to a larger extend.

Client

Client

Ethemet

Printer

File server

File server
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2.3 SOFTWARE FRAME TECHNIQUE

3 Design of Hotel Management Information System

Data

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of computer network structure

3.1 DEMAND ANALYSIS OF HOTEL
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

For guest room booking, system mainly adopts radio
interface technology, which is composed of series
transmitting entity between exchanger interface and
network interface of relative user. It provides wireless
implementation systems that have transmission capacity
for transmitting telecommunication services. Computer
technology is also needed in PSTN access technology and
digital data network access technology.

In current hotel management information system, system
content is easy to operate and structure is simple. It
mainly has function bar, booking system and propaganda
picture [5]. Browser is easy to find the information and
operation is simple and effective. Client only needs to
input user name, password and real name when booking
guest room online and then fulfil booking. Client can
check whether the booking is completed any time. The
booking is usually submitted in form. The whole
processes only need one conversion process. Then the
basic information of user can be stored and it is
convenient for administrator to management client’s
information. Hotel administrator only need to input
username and password for login and then manage the
relative information of client. There can be more than one
administrator. Administrators can be added in admin
table.
Current hotel management information system does
not have enough multi-media factors [6]. A good hotel
management information system needs to insert video
and voice band in system page. Streaming media
technology adopts buffer storage to realize basic
technology of streaming transmission. It can not only
show real time dynamic information of hotel to clients
but also integrate specialty catering and tourism of the
located area of hotel to meet clients’ individual demand.
Database safety should be improved to prevent the reveal
or damage of clients’ information. The basic operation
principle of streaming media technology is shown in
Figure 2.

2.2 DATABASE TECHNOLOGY
Core technology applied in systematic development is
ASP+SQL Server 2000. It is a hotel management
information system based on B/S pattern [3]. Design of
database should according to the practical demand of
hotel management. The following designs are mainly
fulfilled:
(1) Design of user’s jurisdiction. Distributed database
model is established for the overall planning of hotel
management information system. Users can share the
information in database record.
(2) Design of index file. The information submitted by
clients should be quick positioned and accurately found
for managing a large amount of data information of client
network booking for guest room.
(3) Design of file and format. In practical index file,
database table should be established for administrators to
accurately find client information.
(4) View design. View is established based on the
name of client, room number and ID number. Inquire of
this information or other operation can be carried out on
view.
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FIGURE 2 Operation principle of streaming media transmission

Client information needs to be encrypted for safety.
Encryption technology mainly adopts DES algorithm [7].
In addition, network access control, network jurisdiction
space, network server safety control, safety control of
network node and port are also need to be carried out.
Firstly, access of database need to be controlled for the
safety and integrity of database. Then recovery
technology is applied. And DBA store data into another
disk at fixed period. When the database is damaged, it
can help to recover database operation. Working
operation flow diagram of hotel management information
system is shown in Figure 3.
Booking
application form

Data layer

FIGURE 4 Architecture diagram of system software

Management and control system of guest room are
composed of backend database, guest room intelligent
controller, supervisory control computer in every floor,
guest room server, power engineering server, reception
desk supervisory control computer and other accessory
equipment. System structure adopts second level
distributed network structure and applies C/S star
network topological structure between supervisory
control computer of every floor and guest room server. It
adopts TCP/IP protocol to communicate, links by fast
Ethernet and achieve by Winsock. Lower computer is the
second level system of controller. Upper computer is PC.
RS232 full-duplex serial port is used for communication
between lower computer and upper computer [9]. Guest
controller is lower computer responsible for field control
and information collection. Floor supervisory control
computer is upper computer. It monitors all guest rooms
in the floor in real time and achieves modification of
demonstration and control parameter and process of
information.
Hotel management information system contains
various functions. Every function has several correlation
subfunction modules.
(1) “Administrator management” function module is
used for managing the account of administrator such as
adding administrator’s account, modifying password,
delete account.
(2) “System management” function module is used
for management system allocation, system notice and
database backups. Allocation of management system is
mainly used for controlling the demonstration of
information in system. These information include
demonstration pieces, number of character, limitation of
file size, storage of file catalogue, catalogue of backend
management file, permitted file type, delete operation
supported by FSO and effective time of backend login.
System notice is used for managing, modification and
deletion of title and release of notice content. Backups of
database mainly includes backup of system data file and
data storage path.
(3) “Enterprise information management” function
module is mainly used for managing hotel information
such as hotel introduction, manager speech, hotel course,
hotel honour, location, etc. It has function of viewing,
modification and deletion. Meanwhile, new column such
as content and character can be added in this module.

Cancel
booking
Booking
information

Searching
request

Booking
Check in
information form

Modified
application form

Room choosing
information form

Check in

Client
information

Informations
Room
change
Material
Room
continued

DB

Client room using
information

Check-out

FIGURE 3 Flow diagram of hotel management information system

3.2 OVERALL ARCHITECTURE OF HOTEL
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
The architecture of system software mainly has three
layers: data layer, web service and dedicated browser, as
shown in fig.4. Data layer, that is, database, is data that
stored in certain form in computer storage device. In
hotel management information system, clients’
information should be stored for later further searching
after storage and collection. It is convenient for system
administrator to process and obtain needed information.
With the rapid development of computer technology,
people now have changed storing data in file cabinet.
People store and manage large amount of complicated
information scientifically with computer and database
technology. These precious information resources can be
conveniently applied and managed, which improves the
efficiency of hotel management and lower management
cost [8]. Data stored in the database is organized,
described and stored according to certain data model.
These data have small redundancy, high data
independence and expansibility and can be shared by
users.
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(4) “Service management” function module is mainly
used for managing service item classification, service
item management, service item addition, service item
review, room price addition, room information
management and room booking management.
(5) “News management” function module is mainly
used for all news management and news classification
management. All news management is mainly focus on
modification or deletion of tourism news, industry
information and enterprise news. News addition mainly
includes addition of news title, news content and news
classification.
(6) “Message management” function module is used
for inquiring, replying or deleting message.
A basic hotel management system database contains
multiple tables, which respectively store data information
of relative subfunction. “Guest room information” and
“guest information” are expressed as critical tables,
which are used for storing the basic information of guest
room and information of check in client. Other table
involving guest room are just used for recording relative
guest room number: “guest room information”.
Design of backend management system includes
administrator information, system information, service
management, news management and message
administrator. Administrator can enter the backend
management module of hotel management information
system by input user name, password and verification
code. Administrators mainly have two operations in
backend module: one is the basic setting of room
information; second is the modification and deletion of
room historical material module.
Function of database backup is backup of data file of
enterprise system management. Current database path can
be showed in the dialog box for administrator’s
operation. When system occurs accident, recovery of
database file can prevent loss or omission of relative
information [10]. The system will show name of backup
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database and automatically generate the time of database
backup when administrator backup data file or material.
Backup of database module is good to the storage of
information in the whole management system and the
safety of relative data.
Service management module mainly includes service
item classification, service item management, service
item addition, service item review, room price addition
and room booking management. Service item
classification is mainly the management of product
classification setting. Specific items have guest room
service, catering service, entertainment and banquet
service. Administrator can add, modify and delete subcolumn. Jurisdiction of adding sub-column is adding
subclass and choosing from the belonged large class.
4 Conclusion
Hotel management information system is related to
whether the hotel can develop and the prospect of hotel
industry. It is the core of long term development of hotel.
Hotel industry so far devote to developing more effective
management information system. It updates the
management of hotel and brings rich economic benefit to
hotel. With the development of network information,
most industry tends to develop e-commerce. E-commerce
developments of hotel industry represent the general
trend. Therefore, more application of computer
technology in hotel management is the develop trend of
current hotel industry. Hotel computer application system
is different from the computer system application of other
industry. It has its own characteristic. Combining with
computer technology, hotel improves the management
mechanism inside hotel. It makes hotel administrators
comprehensively see the business situation of hotel,
meets the demand of customer’s individual demand and
improves service efficiency and improves economic
benefit.
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Abstract
Theoretical study of anisotropy changes of crystal structure in Al alloys as a result of senescence is performed. The appropriate
model is developed that allowed to explain experimental results concerning the influence of tempering and cold rolling on the
anisotropy of electrical conductivity of Al alloy D16.
Keywords: crystal anisotropy, plastic deformation, diffusion, dislocations, electrical conductivity list

are important to understand their defect structure and
their influence on service characteristics of these
materials.

1 Introduction
Aluminium (Al) alloys are the most important
construction materials in the modern industry. Further
development of nuclear energetics, all transport modes,
space vehicles demand an application of these materials.
The typical alloying elements in these materials are
copper, magnesium, manganese, silicon and zinc. There
are two principal classifications of Al alloys, namely
casting alloys and wrought alloys, both of which are
further subdivided into the categories heat-treatable and
non-heat-treatable. About 85% of aluminium is used for
wrought products, for example rolled plate, foils and
extrusions. Cast aluminium alloys yield cost-effective
products due to the low melting point, although they
generally have lower tensile strengths than wrought
alloys. The most important cast Al alloy system is Al–Si,
where the high levels of silicon (4.0–13%) contribute to
give good casting characteristics. Al alloys are widely
used in engineering structures and components where
light weight or corrosion resistance is required [1, 2].
Different factors are responsible for the anisotropy of
physical properties of Al alloys. Texture, or
crystallographic anisotropy, is probably the most
important one, but also the grain shape, precipitates and
dislocation structures may influence the properties. While
a single crystal is highly anisotropic, an aggregate of
completely differently oriented grains might be also
isotropic. This relates to the variation in strength of
different orientations, which for a tensile test is given by
the Schmidt factor for each grain. In textured polycrystals
a large number of the grains have approximately the same
orientation, causing anisotropy.
Physical characteristics of Al alloys (electric and heat
conductivity, diffusion, thermal expansion) are described
by second-order tensors and very structurally - sensitive
[3, 4]. Studies of the anisotropy properties of Al alloys

2 Description of the model and obtained results

, mcOmcm

As a result of plastic deformation the metals with
homogeneously distributed lattice defects form a defect
fractal structure [5]. It has been found that after
considerable deformation the metals with cubic
lattice exhibits anisotropy of physical properties that can
be described by a second-order tensor.
Rectangular samples with sizes 10x100 mm were
investigated. Samples were cut at various angles relative
to the rolling direction (see Figure 1).
Figure 1 shows changes of electric resistivity of
freshly deformed D16 alloy (as a result of quenching and
rolling). One can see anisotropy of resistivity. The
analogous results were observed previously in sheets of
copper alloys Cu. [6].

Angle, degree
FIGURE 1 Changes of the resistivity of D16 alloys a result of
quenching and rolling; the points correspond to experimental results; the
solid line is obtained theoretically

In the process of significant plastic deformation (more
than 50 % in thickness) as a rule, cellular dislocation
structure is formed in metals and alloys. In metals with
pure texture deformation cellular dislocation structure is
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different for different textural components. The walls of
cells with large concentration of dislocations have a
fractal nature with unequal fractal dimension [7 - 9].
Present study of anisotropic electric conductivity for
alloy D16 is based on the accounting a fractal structure
that can be depicted as in Figure 2. To compose such
fractal model the details of the dislocation structure must
be accounted.

{110} <112>) and the switched (component {112}
<111>) are oriented as shown in Figure 3.
Taking into account the anisotropy of the properties,
the first iteration step can be written as a function of the
angle φ in the plane xOy of the laboratory coordinate
system:




1 m
m

σ()  






 σм   σм`  σм  cos2 σв`   σв`  σв`  sin 2 
22 
22  11 22 
 22  11


1

(1)

,

where m is a volume content of inclusions (meso - region
texture components {112} <111>).
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σ22м is a part of the conductivity tensor matrix along Ox 2,
which coincides with Oy, that is σ22м`= σ22м ,
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FIGURE 2
a) Fractal model of the structure of deformed sample: A, B corresponds
to a highly disoriented meso- region with small intrinsic misorientation
of dislocation cells, C is a boundary between strongly disoriented meso
- regions (texture components) consisting of dislocations;
b) Fragment shows the accommodation between cells of meso  areas
AB (large dislocation density) and between cells AA and BB (low
dislocation density).
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(4)

Then we transform the experimental values of electric
conductivity in relative units as the ratio
    0 /    , where ρ0is resistivity of the aged

It is known that aluminium has high stacking fault
energy (~ 0.2 J/m2). Therefore, a cellular dislocation
structure at earlier stages of deformation is formed unlike
the situation in copper, which has a lower stacking fault
energy (0.04-0.05 J/m2).
As mentioned, alloy D16 after rolling by 50% in
thickness has a texture similar to the texture of the copper
after rolling by 95 % in thickness. The structure of Al
alloys after deformations is characterized by rectangular
grains. Within the relative strain ε <1 the grain
boundaries consist of a plexus of high density of
dislocations. So it can be assumed that in D16 alloy the
formed cellular dislocation structure similar to the
structure of the deformed copper. Therefore, the model
calculations of anisotropic electric conductivity for
deformed alloy D16 can be based on the data of the
structure of the deformed copper.
Developing the model we selected a representative
volume of heterogeneous material. The inclusion matrix
is a parallelepiped with edges of length li. The problem
reduces to the calculation of the effective electric
conductivity in micro-volume of homogeneous material.
The details of the model are illustrated in Figure 3.
Since the orientation of sub-boundaries in general
case does not coincide with the axes of the laboratory
coordinate system, we introduce the crystallographic
coordinate system axis Ox1, Ox2 and Ox3, which are
oriented along the principal axes of the electric
conductivity tensor σii (i = 1, 2, 3). Then, in accordance
with the appropriate types of the dislocation structure, the
axes of the electric conductivity tensor (the component

alloy D16 equal to 5.2 10-4 ohms-cm.
In the expression (1) σ11м`, σ22м, σ22в` and σ22в are the
electric conductivity values of the matrix and inclusion,
reduced to x and y axes of the laboratory system.
The calculated contribution of dislocations, in the
laboratory frame, to electric conductivities relatively
texture components are presented in Table 1. As we see,
the values of the electric conductivity tensor expressed in
the laboratory coordinate system are markedly different
for the main texture components for D16 alloy.
Expressions (3) - (4) show these differences.

FIGURE 3 Model structure: 1 is an external matrix; 2 is an inclusion, b,
c are the principal axes of the conductivity tensor matrix (texture
component {110} <112>) and inclusion (texture component {112}
<111>),ψ1=300, ψ2=350, φ0=390.
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TABLE 1 Dislocation contribution to electric conductance of texture
components of alloy D16
Texture components

{110}<112>

Components of the electric
conductivity tensor
σ11м` = 0,769
σ22м` = 1,755

{112}<111>

σ11в` = 1,755
σ22в` = 0,672

We calculate the anisotropic resistivity of D16 alloy
using the data in Table 1 and experimental values of
electric conductivity.
For computer simulation of the fractal model of
electric conductivity of deformed alloy, we use a method
of renormalization  group transformations [10]. On the
first iteration step in formula (3 and 4) were substituted
for the original values of the parameters of matrix and
inclusion with a given volume concentration m1= 0, 4 and
ef
calculate  11ef and  22
conductivity. At the second step

FIGURE 4 The function mk  f  mk 1  determined at the interval [0, 1].
Solid line reflects the change of dislocation concentration and their
ef
inclusion in the calculation  11ef and  22
.

3 Conclusions
1) The anisotropy of electric conductivity was measured
for D16 Al alloy with cube lattice after tempering and
cold rolling.
2) It was established that the electric conductivity of
studied alloy in the direction of rolling is 30 % less
than in transversal direction of sheet. The anisotropy
of electric conductivity can be described by the
second-order tensor, which is consistent with the
fractal model and experimental results.
3) Using a developed fractal model of the structure of
deformed metallic materials it was determined the
dislocation role in formation of the main components
of texture that explain the nature of the general
anisotropy of electric conductivity of alloy D 16.

iteration in the appropriate formula (3), (4) instead of  11


and  22
tripped conductivity coefficients  11ef and  22
,
calculated in the first step, and the new concentration m2,
the ratio found in the interval [0, 1]:

m  m2  4  8m
 14m2  40m3
 16m4  288m5

k
k - 1
k 1
k 1
k 1
k 1
k 1
 655m6
 672m7
- 376m8
 112m9
 14m10 
k 1
k 1
k 1
k 1
k 1 

, (5)

The function (5) is shown in Figure 4.
As a result equation (1) gives a curve of the ellipse
form relatively the principal axes. Thus, we obtained that
the electric conductivity of deformed Al alloy D16 with a
cubic lattices described by a second-order tensor.
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Abstract
According to the problems as low efficiency, aging of organic heat transfer material and frequent accidents in the operation of the coil
organic heat transfer material heater, with the finite time thermodynamics, this paper studies the actual processes including combustion
process, flow and heat transfer process, considers the irreversible factors as combustion condition, the fuel characteristics, flow
resistance and heat transfer temperature difference, derives the calculation formula of energy loss for three processes and to determine
the minimum energy loss. Based on this, this paper proposes energy-saving optimization strategy and gives examples, the results accord
with the analysis. In design and operation, the outlet flue gas temperature of furnace, flue gas temperature and flow velocity of hot oil
are important.
Keywords: the coil organic heat transfer material heater, finite time thermodynamics, energy loss, energy-saving optimization

flue gas exergy

1 Introduction

inflow oil exergy

fuel exergy

Nowadays, the coil organic heat transfer material heaters
are widely used in industrial processes in which indirect
heating under high temperature is needed. Compared with
traditional vapour heating, the organic heat transfer
material heating has many advantages such as high
temperature under low pressure, without heat loss of
condensation, high efficiency of heating system, but the
most important is the energy-saving effect by 35~45%
theoretically. However, in the operation of the coil organic
heat transfer material heater, there are still some problems
as low efficiency, aging of organic heat transfer material,
frequent accidents, and so on. For the heater, there exist
three processes, which occur at the same time. These
processes are the combustion process of fuel, the flow
process of oil and the heat transfer process between the
flue gas and oil. These processes are irreversible with the
irreversible factors such as the fuel, combustion condition,
flow resistance and heat transfer temperature difference.
The more irreversible of the process, the great the entropy
generation, and the great the energy loss, this means the
waste of energy. Thus, in this paper, the energy loss in the
coil organic heat transfer material heater is analysed, the
measures to reduce the energy loss are studied, and
furthermore the energy-saving optimization strategy is
obtained.
In the operation of the coil organic heat transfer
material heater, the energy flow is shown in Figure 1.

air exergy
inflow oil exergy

The Coil Organic Heat
Transfer Material Heater

exergy loss of combustion
exergy loss of oil flow
exergy loss of heat transfer

FIGURE 1 The energy flow in the coil organic heat transfer material
heater

2 The finite time thermodynamics analysis of
combustion process
The combustion process of fuel is an intensive chemical
reaction, and the reaction heat released depends on the
types of fuel and chemical reaction conditions directly.
According to the thermodynamics principles, the
combustion is irreversible. For this process, the entropy
generation indicates the irreversible degree of the process,
and the energy loss indicates the energy loss in the process.
The more irreversible the process, the greater the entropy
generated, and the greater the energy losses.
Combustion process occurs in the furnace, fuel and air
entering the furnace, mixing and burning, and producing
flue gas. The furnace is a control volume system, the media
in and out the system are fuel, air and flue gas. However,
as the energy flow of the furnace, besides the energy of
fuel, air and flue gas, there exists energy loss.
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2.1 FUEL ENERGY

flue gas exergy
fuel exergy
Furance

air exergy

The fuel energy is the energy entering the system with fuel,
which consists of chemical energy Ex, f ,ch and physical

exergy loss of combustion

energy

FIGURE 2 Energy flow of adiabatic combustion in furnace

Assume the combustion process is adiabatic, the
energy flow of the process is shown in Figure 2. The
energy entering the system are the fuel energy and the air
energy, the energy leaving the system is the flue gas energy,
besides, there exists energy loss caused by the
irreversibility of combustion and the energy balance
equation of combustion is as following [1].
Ex , f  Ex , a  Ex , g  Ex ,l .

(1)

x , f , ph



.

Because



Ex , f ,ch

Ex , f , ph ,

the

E x , f  Ex , f , ch . For chemical energy, the standard state is 1

atm, 25°C. For gas fuel, the chemical energy can be
obtained with theory formula, and for solid and liquid fuel,
the experienced formulas are used to obtain the chemical
energy because of their complex component.
2.1.1 Gas fuel energy
The standard chemical energy of gas fuel can be obtained
with following Equation (2), (3):

From Equation (1), the energy loss can be calculated as
following:
Ex ,l  Ex , f  Ex , a  Ex , g .

E



Ex0, f  Gn0   n j Ex0, j   nO2 Ex0,O2 

(H 0f  T0 S 0f )   n j Ex0, j   nO2 Ex0,O2

(2)

The energy loss can be obtained by determining the
other terms in the energy balance equation.

.

(3)

When the environmental state is different with standard
state, the temperature must be corrected.
2.1.2 Liquid fuel energy and solid fuel energy
The standard chemical energy of solid fuel and liquid fuel
can be obtained with following Equation:

Ex0, f  34218.87[C ]  21.97[ N ]  116702.76[ H ]  18260.357[ S ]  13278.593[O ]  24114.107[ F ]  11759.425[Cl ] 
5038.791[ Br ]  2897.42[ I ]  (298.15)(0.71768)ma , h  0.6276[O ]  32792.8[C ]  141791.11[ H ]  16019.49[ S ] 

(4)

17723.842[O ]  18607.798[ F ]  7493.126[Cl ]  2853.363[ Br ]  1401.054[ I ].

2.2 FLUE GAS ENERGY

quantities of solid fuel, liquid fuel and gas fuel are 1 kg, 1
kg, and 1 m3; the environmental state is standard state, so
the air energy is zero; the combustion is adiabatic, the
temperature is theoretical combustion absolute
temperature; the combustion is completed combustion
without excess air coefficient; the function of specific heat
capacity is [2]:

The flue gas energy consists of chemical energy and
physical energy. The chemical energy can be omitted
because of the fixed components of flue gas in engineering
applications. And, for flue gas, the physical energy is
dominant. The standard chemical energy of solid fuel and
liquid fuel can be obtained with following equations:
g
x , ph

  xi [( H g  H )  T0 (Sg  S )] ,

g
x , ph

dT
.
   xi c pi dT  T0   xi c pi
T

E
E

0
g

0
g

c pm  a0  a1 103 T  a2 106 T 2 .

(7)

(5)
2.4.2 Typical fuels
(6)
The solid fuel is bituminous coal (AII), theoretical
combustion absolute temperature is 1767 K/1494℃, the
flue gas volume is 5.43 m3 with 1 kg fuel, Qnet , v , ar is

2.3 ENERGY LOSS IN COMBUSTION

18726.4 kJ/kg.
The characteristics of bituminous coal (AII) are shown
in Table 1.

From Equation (2), the energy loss can be obtained with
fuel energy, air energy and flue gas energy.
2.4 THE ENERGY LOSS OF TYPICAL FUELS

TABLE 1 Matter fraction of solid fuel (%)

2.4.1 Basic assumptions

Car

Har

Oar

Nar

Sar

War

Aar

Vdaf

47.53

3.56

6.95

0.9

0.33

10.33

30.4

28.8

For simplification, consider following assumptions: the
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The liquid fuel is light diesel oil (0#), theoretical
combustion absolute temperature 2128 K/1855°C the flue
gas volume is 11.587 m3 with 1kg fuel, Qnet , v , ar is 42914.7

nO2 , E

x – the matter fraction of elements;
ma,h – the matter fraction of ash;
T – combustion temperature;
T0 – environment temperature;
cpm– specific heat capacity;
a0 and a1 – constants.

TABLE 2 Matter fraction of liquid fuel (%)
Car

Har

Oar

Nar

Sar

War

Aar

13.49

0.66

0.04

0.25

0

0.01

– the mole number and chemical energy of O2

needed for 1 kmol fuel;
H 0f – standard reaction enthalpy;

kJ/kg.
The characteristics of light diesel oil (0#), are shown in
Table 2.

85.55

0
x , O2

The gas fuel is pyrogenous coal gas, theoretical
combustion absolute temperature 1959 K/1868℃, the flue
gas volume is 4.28 m3 with 1 m3 fuel. The function of
specific heat capacity is:

2.6 ANALYSIS OF ENERGY LOSS WITH THREE
TYPICAL FUELS

The characteristics of pyrogenous coal gas are shown in
Table 3.

For gas fuel, liquid fuel and solid fuel, the energy loss ratio
is 16.4%, 39.2% and 55.1%. The energy loss is relatively
great in combustion, and the energy utilization ratio is
relatively low. The effect factors include the combustion
condition and the fuel characteristics.

TABLE 3 Volume fraction of gas fuel (%)

2.6.1 The effect of combustion condition-temperature

2

c pm  a0  a1 10 T .

xi

(8)

H2

N2

CH4

NH3

66.0

21.0

9.0

4.0

a0

29.08

28.882

19.874

27.55

a1

-0.1918

-0.1570

5.0242

2.5644

As shown in Equation (2), under certain environmental
state, the fuel energy is constant, and the energy depends
on the flue gas energy directly. As flue gas energy
increases, the energy loss reduces. From Equations (5) and
(6), flue gas energy depends on the combustion
temperature. The higher the temperature, the great the flue
gas energy. The combustion temperature of solid fuel is
lower than that of the liquid fuel and gas fuel in the
example, and the energy loss ratio is greatest.

2.4.3 The energy loss of typical fuels
With the data and formula above-mentioned, the energy
loss of combustion with typical fuels is shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4 Energy loss of combustion with different fuels
Solid Fuel
20339.65
kJ/kg

Fuel energy

2.6.2 The effect of fuel characteristics-component

Liquid Fuel

Gas fuel

45427.1 kJ/kg

10892.9 kJ/m

Flue gas
energy

9130.68 kJ/kg

Energy loss

11208.97
kJ/kg

27628.87
kJ/kg
17798.23
kJ/kg

Energy loss
ratio

55.1%

39.2%

The flue gas energy also depends on the quantity of flue
gas produced by combustion, and the quantity of flue gas
depends on the component of fuel directly. The solid fuel
and liquid fuel has the same elements, but different matter
fraction, especially on the C and H, which results in the
different quantity of flue gas. In this example, the matter
fraction of C is 85.55% and 47.53%, in liquid fuel and
solid fuel, the matter fraction of H is 13.49% and 3.56%,
thus the energy loss ratio of solid fuel is higher than that of
liquid fuel.

3

3

9103.37 kJ/m

3

1789.53 kJ/m
16.4%

2.5 NOTATION
The following terms are used in equations abovementioned:

2.6.3 The effect of fuel characteristics-existing form of
flammable substances in fuel

Ex,f – fuel energy;
Ex,a – air energy;
Ex,g – fuel gas energy;
Ex,l – energy loss;
Ex,f,ch – chemical energy;
Ex,f,ph – physical energy;
Ex0, f – standard chemical energy of gas fuel;

In the combustion, the flammable substances in solid fuel
and liquid fuel must separates out firstly, which causes
excess energy consumption, thus the energy loss ratio of
solid fuel and liquid fuel is higher than that of gas fuel.
3 The finite time thermodynamics analysis of flow and
heat transfer process

Gn0 – Gibbs function;

n j , Ex0, j – the mole number and chemical energy of
resultant according to 1 kmol fuel;

In the operation of the coil, organic heat transfer material
heater, the hot oil flows in tubes and absorbs heat. When
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 m  p  QT 
L  S g T0  

  2  T0 .
 T  l  T 

the temperature of hot oil increases to specified
temperature, the hot oil leaves boiler and enters the heat
consumers. That means the flow process and heat transfer
process occurs at the same time. The model of the flow and
heat transfer process of hot oil in tubes is shown in Figure
3.
T

From Equation (13), the entropy generation ratio
consists of two parts, the first part is entropy generation
ratio of dissipation effect which caused by the flow
resistance, the second part is entropy generation ratio of
potential difference which caused by the temperature
difference in heat transfer. The flow resistance and
temperature difference are the irreversible factors of the
flow and heat transfer process. The entropy generation
ratio of dissipation effect depends on the type of hot oil,
the flow pattern, physical parameters, structure and
operation of the coil organic heat transfer material heater.
The entropy generation ratio of heat transfer with
temperature difference depends on heat transfer coefficient,
heat transfer area, mean exothermic temperature and mean
endotherm temperature.

T+¦ ¤
T
Q

¦ Ø

dl

FIGURE 3 The flow and heat transfer process of hot oil in tube

Figure 3 shows the flow and heat transfer process of m
kg hot oil in tube. Set Infinitesimal length be dl, set the
heat absorbed per unit tube length be Q, the temperature of
hot oil increases from T to T+ΔT, the velocity of hot oil in
the tube be ω. Because of the flow resistance and the
temperature difference in heat transfer, the flow and heat
transfer process is irreversible, and the entropy generation
can be obtained with follows:

dS g  mds 

Qdl
.
T  T

3.1 THE ENERGY LOSS RATE OF DISSIPATION
EFFECT
From Equation (14), the energy loss ratio can be obtained
based on the entropy generation ratio and the environment
temperature. From Equation (13), obtains the entropy
generation ratio of dissipation effect shown in
Equation (15).

(9)

According to the thermodynamic relations, considers
the relationship between enthalpy change and heat in
isobaric process, obtains the entropy change in the process
shown in Equation (10).
 Q 1 dp  dl
ds   
 .
 m  dl  T

S g 

m
T

QT
 p 


 l  T 2 1  T

T






.

S g 

(11)

S g 



QT
 T 
T 2 1 

T 

.

m  p  QT

.

l  T2

T 

m  p 

,
l 

(16)

2
d 2T

T0 

 2 Re 2
2Td 3

T0 .

(17)

From Equation (17), energy loss ratio L is the function
of λ, ω, d and T. Among these parameters, λ depends on
the Re, and the Re is related to the υ, ω and d. In
engineering, when a heater puts into practice, the pipe
diameter is determined, that means the energy loss ratio of
dissipation effect mainly depends on the viscosity and
velocity. Viscosity υ depends on the type of hot oil. The
influence of temperature is on the viscosity. So the
comprehensive influence of viscosity and velocity can be
considered with constant pipe diameter.
The following example is a comparison among three
types of hot oil (YD-300, XD-300, L-Q300), calculation
conditions: L=1 m, d=45 mm, k=0.046 mm. The example
is about the influence of viscosity and velocity on the
energy loss ratio. The results are shown in Figures 4-6.

(12)

When τ→0, the entropy generation ratio per unit length
is shown in Equation (13).
S g 

(15)

T 

L  S g , f T0 

Considers time factor τ, obtains the entropy generation
ratio per unit length shown in Equation (12).
m  p 


T  l 

m  p 

.
T  l 

From fluid mechanics, the entropy generation ratio and
energy loss ratio of dissipation effect are related to the onway resistance λ, Reynold number Re, viscosity υ, velocity
ω and pipe diameter d, as shown in Equations (16) and
(17).

(10)

Combined Equations (9) and (10), obtains the entropy
generation per unit length shown in Equation (11).
Sg 

(14)

(13)

The energy loss ratio per unit length is shown in
Equation (14).
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The hot oil absorbs heat from flue gas in the coil organic
heat transfer material heater. To simplify the analysis,
mean temperature is adopted, high temperature flue gas
releases heat at mean exothermic temperature, and hot oil
absorbs heat at mean endotherm temperature. The heat
released is equal to that absorbed.
According to the thermodynamic theory, the energy
loss ratio of heat transfer with temperature difference in
isolated system is as follows [5, 6]:
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FIGURE 4 The influence of viscosity and velocity for XD-300
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(18)

From Equation (18), as the environment temperature is
determined, the energy loss ratio mainly depends on heat
transfer coefficient, heat transfer area, mean exothermic
temperature and mean endotherm temperature. When the
structure and medium of the organic heat transfer material
heater are determined, the energy loss ratio only depends
on mean exothermic temperature and mean endotherm
temperature. To obtain smallest energy loss, the mean
endotherm temperature must be near to the mean
exothermic temperature, thus the irreversible degree of
heat transfer with temperature difference is small, and so
does the energy loss. The following is an example of
energy loss ratio calculation, the type of the organic heat
transfer material heater is QXS0.93-280/260-Y. The fuel
is 0# light diesel oil, and different mean exothermic
temperature and mean endotherm temperature are adopted.
The results are shown in Table 5.
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so the temperature range in which the viscosity and
velocity is dominant in part is different. Thus, in operation,
the type of hot oil must be considered to decrease the
energy loss ratio of dissipation effect and the velocity must
be controlled to avoid overheat.
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FIGURE 6 The influence of viscosity and velocity for L-Q300

Figures 4-6 show the influence of viscosity and
velocity on energy loss ratio of dissipation effect. The
influence is similar for the three types of hot oil. With the
increase of temperature, viscosity decreases, and the
energy loss ratio of dissipation effect decreases, on the
other hand, with the increase of velocity, the energy loss
ratio of dissipation effect increases. In operation, the
organic hear transfer material experiences temperature
rising stage and normal operation stage. In the temperature
rising stage, because of the great variation of hot oil
viscosity, the influence of viscosity on energy loss ratio of
dissipation effect is larger than that of the velocity.
However, in the normal operation stage, the viscosity is
basically steady, and the influence of velocity is dominant.
For different type of hot oil, the variation range is different,

TABLE 5 Energy loss of heat transfer with temperature difference
Name
Flue gas temperature
The outlet flue gas
temperature of furnace
The inlet temperature of
heat transfer oil
The outlet temperature of
heat transfer oil
Low thermal value
The mean endotherm
temperature
The mean exothermic
temperature
Energy efficiency
Energy loss ratio

Symbol
Θpy

Unit
°C

Value 1
380

Value 2
300

Θll

°C

938

800

Tl1

°C

260

260

Tl2

°C

280

280

LJ/kg

42914.7

42914.7

Tlm

°C

270

270

Thm

°C

618

486

ηex.B
L

/

32.9
67.1

34.9
65.1

y
dw

Q
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3.3 NOTATION

Gu Wei Li, Wang Han Qing, Kou Guang Xiao, Cao Qiao Ying

theoretical basis. Thus sets energy loss as evaluation
index, obtains function relationship between the total
energy loss of irreversible processes and the outlet flue
gas temperature of furnace. Setting this functional
relationship as objective function, the outlet flue gas
temperature of furnace can be optimized, and provides
theoretical basis for the determination of the outlet flue
gas temperature of furnace.
2) Determination of flue gas temperature. The flue gas
temperature is the temperature of flue gas emitted into
the environment. The flue gas temperature affects the
energy loss of heat transfer with temperature difference.
The higher flue gas temperature means the higher mean
exothermic temperature, and the more the energy loss;
the lower flue gas temperature means the lower mean
exothermic temperature, and the less the energy loss.
However the flue gas temperature must be higher than
the outlet temperature of heat transfer oil. The
temperature difference determines the area of heating
surface and affects the cost of equipment directly.
However, in actual design process, the determination
of the flue gas temperature is experiential, and lacks
theoretical basis. Thus sets energy loss as evaluation
index, establishes function relationship between the
total energy loss of irreversible processes and the flue
gas temperature. Setting this functional relationship as
objective function, the flue gas temperature can be
optimized, and provides theoretical basis for the
determination of the flue gas temperature.
3) Determination of flow velocity of hot oil. In
determining the flow velocity of hot oil, two aspects
must be considered. One is the energy loss caused by
the higher velocity, the other is the overheat of hot oil
caused by the lower velocity. Besides, the higher
velocity means large circulation pump, which causes
further waste of energy. Thus, the determination of
flow velocity must base on the flow pattern of the hot
oil in tubes. The appropriate velocity means that the
flow pattern of hot oil in tubes is turbulence without
too large Re.

The following terms are used in equations abovementioned:
dl – Infinitesimal length
Q – the heat absorbed per unit tube length
T – temperature of hot oil
ΔT – temperature increase
ω – velocity of hot oil in the tube
s – entropy generation
L – energy loss ratio
λ – on-way resistance
Re – Renold number
υ – viscosity
d – pipe diameter
k – heat transfer coefficient
F – heat transfer area
THm – mean exothermic temperature
TLm – mean endotherm temperature
4 The energy-saving optimization strategy of the
organic heat transfer material heater based on finite
time thermodynamic analysis
Based on the finite time thermodynamic analysis on the
irreversible processes, the main influencing factors of
combustion process, flow process and heat transfer process
are obtained. By analysing these factors, the energy-saving
optimization strategy can be achieved in design and
operation management.
4.1 DESIGN
4.1.1 Determination of Design Parameters
In the design of the coil organic heat transfer material
heater, the design parameters related to combustion and
heat transfer with temperature difference are the outlet flue
gas temperature of furnace and flue gas temperature. The
design parameters related to flow process is velocity of hot
oil.
1) Determination of the outlet flue gas temperature of
furnace. The outlet flue gas temperature of furnace is a
parameter reflecting the heat operation capacity in
furnace. Too lower the outlet flue gas temperature of
furnace can cause the lower reaction temperature,
which causes less flue gas energy, increases the energy
loss and energy loss ratio of combustion, and reduces
the energy utilization efficient. However, the reduction
of the outlet flue gas temperature of furnace can reduce
the mean exothermic temperature, decrease the energy
loss of heat transfer process with large temperature
difference, and improve the transfer efficiency of
energy. So in order to determine an appropriate outlet
flue gas temperature of furnace, it is necessary to
consider the two aspects in design. However, in actual
design process, the determination of the outlet flue gas
temperature of furnace is experiential, and lacks

4.1.2 Design of structure
In design of structure, the related parts include the
determination of the ratio between radiant heating surface
and convective heating surface, and arrangement of
assistant heating surface. Based on the analysis abovementioned, the ratio between radiant heating surface and
convective heating surface can be described with the outlet
flue gas temperature of furnace. Besides, the component of
fuel affects the capacity of flue gas energy, and the reaction
temperature in furnace affects the production of flue gas.
Thus, the optimization on the ratio between radiant heating
surface and convective heating surface can be achieved at
the basic of the optimization on the outlet flue gas
temperature of furnace with the characteristics of fuels.
Because higher flue gas temperature can cause larger
energy loss, the waste heat recovery devices should be
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adopted for flue gas. The increased cost of devices can be
evaluated with economic analysis.

Gu Wei Li, Wang Han Qing, Kou Guang Xiao, Cao Qiao Ying

5 Conclusions
1) Studies the combustion process based on the theory of
finite time thermodynamics, compares the energy loss of
different fuels, analyses the influencing factors on energy
loss of combustion.
2) Studies the flow process and heat transfer process based
on the theory of finite time thermodynamics, compares
energy loss at different mean exothermic temperature and
mean endotherm temperature, compares the energy loss of
different types of hot oil, analyses influencing factors of
the flow process and heat transfer process.
3) On the basis of this analysis, proposes the energy-saving
optimization measures on design and operation
management of the coil organic heat transfer material
heater, and specially points out that in the design process,
objective function can be constructed with the energy loss
as evaluation index to determine the outlet flue gas
temperature of furnace and the flue gas temperature, and
provides theoretical basis for the determination of design
parameters.

4.2 OPERATION MANAGEMENT
Based on the analysis above-mentioned, the optimization
on the operation management can be carried out from
following aspects:
1) Implementing the real-time monitoring on the outlet
flue gas temperature of furnace and the flue gas
temperature in order to avoid the increase of energy
loss caused by large temperature difference in heat
transfer.
2) Prohibiting the change of design fuel optionally in
order to avoid the increase of energy loss of
combustion caused by the change of flue gas energy
with different fuels.
3) Implementing the real-time monitoring on the
combustion in order to avoid the increase of energy
loss of combustion caused by the combustion
instability under lower reaction temperature.
4) Implementing the real-time monitoring on flow pattern
to avoid the increase of energy loss of flow process
caused by the higher velocity of hot oil, besides avoid
the overheat of hot oil at too lower velocity.
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Abstract
Aiming at the requirement of the high precision rolled piece plastic coefficient in the hot rolling process, this paper puts forward an
on-line calculation method for the plastic coefficient. Based on the rolling mechanism model and fitting the plastic curve by the
quadratic curve, the paper is to solve the tangency at the rolling pressure point, which is the plastic coefficient. The plastic coefficient
calculation method exploited in the paper could be embedded in the basic automation directly before the calculation of the automatic
gauge control (AGC) regulation quantity. According to the changes of the rolling force and the roll gap, the method can make the
correction computation on the plastic coefficient, so as to improve the thickness compensation accuracy of the AGC system.
Keywords: hot rolling, plastic coefficient, quadratic curve, AGC

and send to basic automation as AGC control parameter
before biting rolled piece [8-11].
In mill spring and plastic curve diagram, the average
plastic coefficient is compared with actual plastic
coefficient, as shown in Figure 1. The intersection point of
the plastic curve and the coordinate axis h corresponds to
the entry thickness of rolled pieces. The intersection point
of plastic curve and elastic curve corresponds to the exit
thickness of rolled pieces. The tangent slope of the point
on the plastic curve is actual plastic coefficient. During the
rolling process, the shape of plastic curve will change
because of the plate width fluctuation, the uneven
temperature of longitudinal direction, and other
conditions. So the exit thickness and plastic coefficient is
constantly changing. This is the reason for on-line
calculation of plastic coefficient. Average plastic
coefficient is directly calculated using the average entry
thickness, exit thickness and average rolling force. There
are following drawbacks in adopting the method of
average calculation.

1 Introduction
At present, the hot rolling mills generally adopt the
automatic AGC. The common AGC control models are the
gauge meter AGC control model and the dynamic setting
AGC model [1-4], the forms of these models are shown as
Equations (1) and (2):
S k  

M Q
 hk ,
M

M Q
Q

S k    S k 1 
 Pk  ,
2
M
M


(1)
(2)

where, M is the mill stiffness, Q is the rolled piece plastic
coefficient, ΔSk-1 is the roll gap control quantity at the last
time.
In the AGC control model, the mill stiffness M and the
rolled piece plastic coefficient Q are the key parameters
and they directly affect the rolled piece thickness
compensation accuracy. Through the spring curve
obtained during the stiffness test, the mill stiffness based
on strip width compensation gets the accurate calculation.
The plastic coefficient Q is defined as the needed rolling
force when the rolled pieces come up with the unit
transformation [5-7], that is:
Q

P
,
h

average plastic coefficient

P

Q
M

actual plastic coefficient

(3)

where, Q is the parameter to reflect the rolled pieces’
mechanical properties in rolling process. In the present
AGC system, the plastic coefficient calculation is mainly
accomplished by the process computers. According to the
rolling schedule, it needs to calculate out an approximate
plastic coefficient by the equation P/(H-h) as the each pass,

H
∆S

S0
h

h

∆h

H – entry thickness, h – exit thickness, S0 – roll gap, ΔS – mill spring
FIGURE 1 The comparison of average plastic coefficient and real value
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The error of the approximate calculation is large,
namely the difference between the tangency of actual
rolling pressure point and the average slope is large.
During the rolling process, because the rolled piece is
affected by the temperature difference between the head
and the tail, the watermark and other factors, the plate
thickness fluctuation directly affects the actual value of the
plastic coefficient. So it will cause the system thickness
control to be inaccurate in using a fixed average plastic
coefficient to conduct AGC model calculation.
The calculation of average plastic coefficient is often
done by process computer, so the control functions of
automation system depend on the process computer. When
the process computer is down, the accuracy of thickness
control will be lower.

The actual exit thickness of rolled pieces can be
calculated according to date from the production site, as
shown in Equation (7).

hact  gapact  ( Pact  Pzero ) / M  W ,

where, hact is the rolled pieces’ actual thickness in the
rolling process, gapact is the actual gap; Pact is the actual
rolling force.
The plastic curve reflects the relationships between
rolled pieces’ thickness and rolling force. In order to use
conic to fit plastic curve, we need to solve out the key
points in the plastic curve. There are two known key
points: (H, 0), and (hact , Pact).
Suppose that in the rolling process, the strain is  ,
according to Equation (4), we can get the rolling force
P( ) when strain is  (0<  <1). The ratio of P( ) to

2 Model building

P( ) is shown as following formula:

According to the calculation and application of plasticity
coefficient, this article proposes a calculation method
using a quadratic curve fitting plastic curve, so that the
tangent slope at the pressure position can be easily solved.
The method for solving the plastic coefficient does not
depend on the process computer, it can be directly
embedded in the basic automation and calculated in each
PLC cycle time. With the rolling processing, according to
the change of the rolling force and roll gap, the plasticity
coefficient continues to be modified. Thereby, the
compensation precision of thickness control system is
improved.
The force calculation equation in hot rolling process
adopts the SIMS equation [12, 13]:

P  1.15    QP  lC  B ,

P ( )
 ( )QP ( )lc ( ) B ( )

.
P ( )  ( )QP ( )lc ( ) B ( )

small, they can be ignored. The Equation (8) can be
simplified as followed:

P ( )
 ( )lc ( )

.
P ( )  ( )lc ( )

(9)

Strain  is represented by entry and exit thickness.
H 
,
 h

  ln 

(4)

(10)

Under the strain  and  , the ratio of rolling
reduction, resistance to deformation and contact arc length
can be expressed as:

h( )
He  H
( 1) e  1
,
 e 

e
h( )
He  H
e  1

(5)

 ( )
1

 ( )  a3  a4

where, T=(tº+273)/1000, ε is the strain, ε is the strain rate,
and a0~a4 are the regression coefficients corresponding to
different steel grade.
The hot rolling process is generally multi-passes
rolling. For the first pass, the entry thickness is the slab
thickness and for other passes, it adopts the Equation (6)
to calculate the entry thickness:

H  gapavg  ( Pavg  Pzero ) / M  W ,

(8)

In the rolling process, the changes of deformation zone
shape influence function Q p and rolled piece width B is

where, σ is the resistance to deformation, QP is the shape
influence function in the deformation zone, lC is the
contacted arc length considering of the elastic flattening, B
is the rolled piece’s width.
The resistance to deformation model is defined in the
following equation:

  a0  exp( a1  a2T )   a3  ε a4 ,

(7)

LC ( )

LC ( )

(6)

 ( 1) e  1 
e


e  1 




(11)

a4
2

,

H
1/ 2

e   e ( 1) e  1  .

H
e n  1 

H  
e

(12)

H

(13)

Substituting the Equations (12) and (13) into Equation
(9) and we get:

where, gapavg is the average gap of the last pass, Pavg is the
average rolling force of the last pass, Pzero is the zero point
of rolling force, M is the mill stiffness considering the
compensation of the roll size and the rolled pieces’ width,
W is other thickness influence items.

P( )
1
 a a
P( )  3 4

 ( 1) e  1 
e


e  1 


1 a4
2

.

(14)
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In the place of strain  , the rolling pressure is:


e  1 
P( )  P( ) a3 a 4 / e ( 1) 

e  1 


control algorithm. When plate exiting thickness is obtained
based on the roll gap and the rolling force, compared with
set thickness to obtain thickness deviation. Then the plastic
coefficient and mill stiffness are sent to the AGC control
model to obtain the compensation value of the hydraulic
system, and achieve high-precision thickness control.

1 a4
2

.

(15)

It follows from Equation (15) that when  takes
different values, we can get P( ) by P( ) which means

h0

that we have got other key points ( h( ) , P( ) ) needed
by fitting curve, that is:



H / e , P( )

a 3 a 4


e  1 
/ e( 1) 

e  1 


—

Plastic coefficient

Δh

AGC algorithm
Mill stiffness

＋

h
Roll gap

1 a4
2

＋
Exit thickness

.

＋

Rolling force

Mill spring

＋
Roll wear, heat expansion, etc.

FIGURE 2 Schematic diagram of system for thickness control

In order to get the third key point needed by conic
fitting, this paper adopts   0.5 , then gets ( h(0.5 ) ,

3 Calculation process

P(0.5 ) ). Fitting the plastic curve of three points as
follows: (H, 0), ( h(0.5 ) , P(0.5 ) ), (hact , Pact).
Suppose the conic shape is shown as follow:

y  b0  b1x  b2 x 2 .

The rolling force is constantly changing because of the
fluctuations of the plate width, the rolling temperature and
other factors during the rolling process. So the mill spring
is constantly changing meanwhile. For this reason, the exit
thickness of rolled pieces deviates from the set value. After
the rolling mill gauge control model is put, the thickness
correction is calculated based on the real-time
measurement of the thickness changes, and then the
compensation of the thickness fluctuation is implemented
by adjusting the roll gap. The typical tendency of rolling
force and roll gap is shown in Figure 3 in the rolling
process.

(16)

Substitute (H, 0), ( hact , Pact ) and ( h(0.5 ) , P(0.5 ) )
to the above formula, then we can get b0, b1 and b2, as
shown below:

Pact (h(0.5 )  H )  P(0.5 )(hact  H )
(h(0.5 )  H )(hact  H )(hact  h(0.5 ))

Pact
b1 
 b2 (hact  H )
hact  H

18.0
60000

.

(17)

rolling force

17.5

50000

Rolling Force/kN

b0  b1 H  b2 H 2
The plastic coefficient is the tangency of the conic in
actual rolling pressure point ( hact , Pact ), that is:

17.0

40000
30000

16.5

20000

16.0

roll gap adjustment

Roll Gap/mm

b2 

10000

Q  y (hact )  b1  2b2hact .
'

15.5

(18)

0
15.0
0

In Equation (17), the coefficients b0, b1 and b2 of
plasticity coefficient calculation need only to be related to
plate thickness, rolling force, strain, and the deformation
resistance coefficient a3, a4. The equations are simple in
structure, but also the derived model based on the rolling
mechanism is consistent with the definition of plasticity
coefficient, without loss of computational accuracy.
The given above equation of plastic coefficient is
simple and stable, it is easy to embed in the basic automatic
system, and can achieve the fast and high-precision plastic
coefficient calculation. Automation system for thickness
control diagram is shown in Figure 2. Plastic coefficient
on-line calculation module embedded before thickness

2

4

6

8

Rolling Period/s

FIGURE 3 The rolling force and roll gap change tendency

To achieve accurate compensation for thickness
fluctuations of rolled pieces, actual plastic coefficient must
be calculated on the basis of actual rolling force and actual
exit thickness. That is, the plastic coefficient of on-line
calculation can maximally meet the requirements to
eliminate thickness deviation.
Based on the above deduction of plastic coefficient
calculation formula, we can get the following plastic
coefficient’s computational processes.
Step 1. Select deformation resistance model and force
calculation equation. The calculation method of plastic
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TABLE 1 Rolling process parameters

coefficient is derived based on the deformation resistance
Equation (5) in the paper.
Step 2. Confirm the regression coefficients of
deformation resistance corresponding to different steel
grades by primary data input.
Step 3. Get the current pass rolled pieces’ entry
thickness. If the current rolling pass is the first pass, the
entry thickness is slab thickness; otherwise the entry
thickness is the exiting thickness of preceding pass.
Step 4. Making use of displacement and pressure
sensor installed on the mill, measure the gap changes and
rolling pressure in the rolling process and calculate rolled
pieces’ actual exit thickness.
Step 5. Make sure two known key points (H, 0) and
(hact, Pact) in the plastic curve, and deduce the third key
point based on the rolling force formula.
Step 6. Bring the three known point coordinates to the
quadratic curve equation, and use the conic to fit plastic
curve and solve the equation’s coefficients b0, b1 and b2.
Step 7. In the fitting curve we have calculated the
actual rolling pressure point (the actual exist thickness and
actual rolling force), that is the tangency at (hact , Pact) and
then we can get the plastic coefficient.
Step 8. Put the actual plastic coefficient into thickness
control model, calculate the compensation value of the roll
gap, and execute this value by the control system to
achieve the thickness compensation.
The calculation process diagram of plastic coefficient
is shown in Figure 4.

Category
Roller length
Work roll diameter
Steel grade
Slab thickness
Slab width
Slab length
Entry thickness
Exit thickness
Rolled piece width
Average temperature
Average speed
Average rolling force
Zero point force
Mill stiffness

Value
3000 mm
950 mm
Q345
230 mm
1550 mm
2750 mm
27.1 mm
25.0 mm
2200 mm
915 ℃
60 rpm
11856 kN
20000 kN
7200 kN/mm

The on-line calculation result is shown as Figure 5
during the last rolling pass. From the figure we can see
plastic coefficient changes constantly in the rolling
process. The calculated plastic coefficient is less than the
average value, so the thickness accuracy will be reduced
by using average plastic coefficient in control system.
Since the average plastic coefficient is calculated by
process computer, the plate prediction thickness is poor,
and the difference between real plastic coefficient and
average plastic coefficient is bigger.
7000

Plastic coefficient/kN·mm

-1

average plastic coefficient

Start
First pass: entry thickness is slab thickness
Others pass: calculate the entry thickness
Obtain actual roll gap and force

6000

5000

4000

calculated plastic coefficient

3000

Calculate actual exit thickness

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Rolling period/s

FIGURE 5 Schematic diagram of plastic coefficient change

Confirm the key points of plastic curve

The variation of calculated plastic coefficient shows
the fluctuation of plate thickness, width, and temperature
in the rolling process, the fluctuation results illustrate the
change in plate plasticity, and reflected by plastic
coefficient. The plate’s head and tail temperature is lower
than middle temperature, therefore the head and tail’s
plastic coefficient is bigger than middle position. The
calculation result also reflects this changing process.

fit plastic curve by the quadratic curve
Solve the tangency of the conicin actual
pressure point
Get plastic coefficient of rolled piece
End

5 Conclusions

FIGURE 4 Calculation diagram of plastic coefficient

1) The plastic coefficient on-line calculation model is
derived based on the rolling mechanism model, and the
calculation formula is not influenced by the production
site’s complex factors. The result is stable and is easy to
embed in the automatic system of hot rolling. The
calculation results of plastic coefficient can be directly
transferred to the thickness control algorithm and applied
to high-precision AGC control system.

4 Result analysis
Use the above formula to calculate the plastic coefficient
with Q345 and 25 mm thickness plate during the last
rolling pass, and verify the accuracy of the plastic
coefficient calculation formula. The details of rolling
parameters are shown in Table 1.
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3) The plastic coefficient got by the paper’s calculation
is the tangency of the actual rolling pressure point in the
plastic curve. It exactly matches the plastic coefficient’s
definition, and the computational accuracy is higher than
traditional method. Compared to the traditional method to
solve plastic coefficient mean, its solving accuracy is
increased by more than 6%, and the coefficient is more
suitable for high-precision thickness control system.

2) Based on determining the key points of plastic curve,
the method that using quadratic curve instead of plastic
curve is developed in the paper, and then the plastic
coefficient is solved. The calculation formula of plastic
coefficient is simple and fast in calculation speed. If more
precision plastic coefficient is needed, the above formula
can be adopted to determine the more critical point on the
plastic curve, and use high-order curve fitting plastic
curve.
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Abstract
Depth estimation is the precondition in obstacle avoidance for mobile robots. To improve the obstacle detecting effectiveness and
quickness in poor-textured backgrounds, we used the centroid abscissa difference of corresponding obstacle region in image pairs as
parallax to estimate obstacle depth. The error of parallax and depth were studied analytically and numerically. Wood blocks of different
shapes and sizes were used for demonstrating the relationship between estimated depth and actual depth. A quadratic function model
was obtained after experiments. Although the depth estimation error was relatively higher compared to conventional grayscale
correlation-based method, the proposed method was expected to satisfy the accuracy requirement of depth estimation for common
mobile robots.
Keywords: error model, depth estimation, stereo vision, radial distortion

between accurate estimation and other parameters [12]. So
we suggested estimation strategy be based on acceptable
error in specific applications. For mobile robots, less depth
estimation accuracy is acceptable in return for real-time
performance. The lost accuracy can be balanced by setting
safe margin for obstacle areas referencing the strategies of
UAV obstacle avoidance and route planning which
represents the obstacle areas as circles [13]. As to the
errors of parallax and depth estimation in our strategy,
analytical and numerical studies were given in Sections 2
and 3.

1 Introduction
Depth estimation is prerequisite to obstacle avoidance
for mobile robots and various sensors can be adopted [1,
2]. Being lightweight, power-efficient and inexpensive,
stereo cameras are preferred in range finding [3, 4].
However, cameras need accurate calibration and
algorithms rely seriously on scene textures. To guarantee
estimation accuracy, image rectification is inevitable.
Meanwhile, stereo matching is needed which uses
similarity functions including region descriptors [5, 6] and
feature descriptors [7, 8]. These procedures lead to heavy
calculation burden. Moreover, high mismatching rate
happen to applications in poor-textured scenes. In this
paper, we presented a strategy for depth estimation in
poor-textured scenes. Conventional distortion rectification
was avoided and density-based matching was substituted
with calculating the centroid abscissa difference of
corresponding obstacle regions in image pairs. That
difference was taken as parallax to estimate obstacle depth.
Zou analysed the influence on depth estimation by
hardware system error, camera calibration error, feature
extraction error and stereo matching error [9]. Rodriguez
analysed the quantization error of stereo vision system and
presented the probability density functions [10]. Fooladgra
gave a geometrical approach to estimate the amount of
localization error [11]. However, the studies mainly
focused on theoretical analysis. Some models help to
minimize depth estimation error but increase
computational burden, so they are more suitable for
preliminary theoretical design rather than real-time
application. Rodriguez indicated that acceptable error
should be decided before selecting relevant parameters
[10]. Llorca suggested that a trade-off should be reached
*

2 Depth estimation error analysis
The strategy we proposed for obstacle depth estimation
included three steps. First, image pairs were blocksegmented in space domain. Then feature vector of
candidate obstacle areas were extracted. Finally, the
centroid abscissa difference of corresponding obstacle
areas was taken as parallax for depth estimation. There
were several studies on image block segmentation [14].
Meanwhile, the components of feature vector are mainly
coordinates easy to be extracted. So we mainly focused on
modelling of obstacle depth estimation error, assuming
that images are segmented correctly and the extracted
centroids coincide with their actual position.
Considering point P ( xw , yw , zw ) in the world
coordinate system (Figure 1), if the projective points of
P in left and right image planes are Pl ( xl , yl ) and

Pr ( xr , yr ) in each image coordinate system, then the
theoretical depth of P can be expressed based on
triangulation method:
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z

B f
,
λ d

Among common errors [9], calibration error and
matching error are not involved in this paper. Ignoring
the hardware system error and feature extraction error,
we analyse the parallax error caused by camera lens
distortion.
Camera lens distortions mainly include radial
distortion, decentring distortion and prism distortion
[15]. We considered only the radial distortion here
because it dominates in all the distortions.
In image coordinate systems, the projective points of
optical centre for left and right camera lens are denoted
as Ol ( xl , yl ) and Or ( xr , yr ) , and we have the following
commonly used equations:

(1)

where B is baseline length and f is camera lens focal
length. The parallax of corresponding points is denoted
as d . The size of pixel is  . Assuming xl  xr , then we
have:

d  xl  xr .

(2)
Right image
Left image
Pr

Or

xl'  ul  ( xl  ul ) 

Ol

kl ( xl  ul )[(xl  ul ) 2  ( yl  vl ) 2 ],

Pl

Optic axis

xr'  ur  ( xr  ur ) 

Optic axis

P
B

Xw

Zw

k r ( xr  ur )[(xr  ur ) 2  ( yr  vr ) 2 ],

Ow

The pixel size is given in camera manual. The focal
length can be calculated by calibration. The measurement
accuracy of B is easy to be guaranteed. So we take only
the error of parallax d into account while analysing the
error of depth z .
The error of parallax caused by lens distortion is
denoted as d , then the relationship between measured
parallax d ' and ideal parallax d is given by:
d '  d  d .

(8)

d  ( xl'  xr' )  ( xl  xr ) 
kl ( xl  ul )[(xl  ul ) 2  ( yl  vl ) 2 ] 

(9)

k r ( xr  ur )[ xr  ur )  ( yr  vr ) ].
2

2

We assumed that the lens parameters of the left and
right cameras are similar and neglect the centroid
ordinate difference of corresponding blocks in the left
and right images:

(3)

Thus, the estimated depth can be calculated as:

B f
.
  d'

(7)

where xl' and x'r are the actual abscissas in left and right
images containing distortions, kl and k r are the first
order distortion coefficients of the left and right camera
lenses.
Using Equations (2), (3), (7) and (8), we obtained:

Yw

FIGURE 1 The stereo vision system model

z' 

,

ul  ur  u , vl  vr  v , yl  yr  y , vl  vr  v .

(4)

(10)

Using Equations (1) and (3), the error of depth
estimation can be written as:

Combining Equations (2) and (10), Equation (9) can
be written as follows:

B f B f
z  z  z ' 


 d  d'
B f
B f

d

 z2

.
  d   (d  d )
B  f 1  d / d

d  k ( xl  u )[(xl  u ) 2  ( y  v) 2 ] 
k ( xr  u )[(xr  u ) 2  ( y  v) 2 ] 

(5)

(11)

k (d  3d  d ( xr  u )  d ( y  v) ).
3

2

2

2

Finally, we have:
Based on Equation (5), we expected that within certain
range ( zmin , zmax ) for z , if:
g (d , d ) 



g (d , d )  g (d , xr , y )

d
 Ce (constant) ,
B  f 1  d / d





d


B  f 1  d / d

k (d 3  3d 2  d ( xr  u ) 2  d ( y  v) 2 )

.
B  f 1  k (d 2  3d  ( xr  u ) 2  ( y  v) 2 )

(12)

the following relation will become true:

z  Ce  z 2 .

(6)
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a) k = 0.0001

b) k = 0.0005

c) k = 0.0025

d) k = 0.0125

e) k = 0.0625

f) k = 0.3125
FIGURE 2 Value range of f (d , xr , y )

were obtained (Figure 2).
Points in every image from Figure 2 represented the
overlap of data when d varied from 1 to 319. It can be
learned that the values of g (d , xr , y) kept approximately
invariable (flat areas) and the change of k only exerts
significant influence on the value of breaking points
which appeared sparsely. The depth estimation value
surging caused by the breaking points can be suppressed
by using Kalman Filter. Therefore, Equation (6) is
basically suitable for depth estimation error modelling in
engineering applications.
Regular blocks of different shapes and sizes were used
as objects to evaluate the proposed error model for depth
estimation. Part of the results is given in Table. 1.

3 Numerical simulation and experiment
To observe the range of g (d , xr , y) , image resolution
was set as 640×480. Denoting xdist  xr  u ,

ydist  yr  v , then xdist  (1, 319) , ydist  (1, 239) . The
value of k which means the first order radial distortion
coefficient is less than 1, so we took a candidate value set
as {0.0005, 0.0025, 0.0125, 0.0625}. The camera system
we adopted was STH-DCSG-VAR from Videre Design,
parameters
were
obtained
as
f  4.6 mm ,
  0.006 mm , B  135 mm .
By setting the depth estimation extent as 600mm to
4000mm, the range of d was determined as (25.875,
172.5) based on Equation (1). Then the simulation results
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TABLE 1 Data from testing experiment (Unit: cm)
Cube
Side length=7
z
z’
530
486
930
929
1330
1406
1730
1923
2130
2451
2530
3048
2930
3690
3330
4378

Sphere
Side length=10
z
z’
550
416
950
856
1350
1327
1750
1821
2150
2368
2550
2963
2950
3589
3350
4249

Radius=3.5

Radius=5

z’
742
1205
1700
2228
2799
3416
4142
4768

z
730
1130
1530
1930
2330
2730
3130
3530

z
545
945
1345
1745
2145
2545
2945
3345

z’
516
960
1432
1943
2464
3060
3652
4306

C1  0.997 C1  6.8 105 . It can be seen that the
regression result basically coincided with the proposed
error model.

All the testing data were utilized for regression. The
quadratic regression curve was shown in Figure 3. The
regressed coefficients for model z'  C1z  C2 z 2 were

FIGURE 3 All data of validation experiment

time was obviously shortened. The proposed strategy was
feasible in general. In future works, the authors will use the
proposed strategy combining Kalman Filter for mobile
robot indoor obstacle avoidance. Efforts will also be put
into improving the proposed model to reduce depth
estimation error and processing time.

4 Conclusions
To facilitate the stereo vision-based obstacle avoidance for
mobile robot in poor-textured scenes, we proposed a
strategy which needed not the conventional distortion
rectification and area-based stereo matching. By image
segmentation and obstacle centroid coordinates extraction,
abscissa difference was used as parallax to estimate the
depth of obstacles. Analytical deduction and numerical
simulation were given to prove the feasibility of the
hypothesis model. Regression validated the error model in
subsequent experiment.
The depth estimation error was larger than the
conventional method but still acceptable for mobile robot
obstacle avoidance while the processing and calculating
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Abstract
Characteristic selection is a key to accurate signal recognition. Specific to the signal recognition of dynamic pressure waves in pipelines,
this article proposes to use EMD method to decompose dynamic pressure signals into a series of IMFs, adopt the correlation theories
of signals to determine and eliminate noise, retain valid IMFs from 4th to 8th level and extract kurtosis, energy and statistical
characteristics. The experiment analyses and verifies that the energy or statistical characteristics (mean variance, mean standard
deviation, mean range and mean quartile range) can effectively represent signals.
Keywords: EMD, kurtosis, energy, statistics, characteristic

IMFs are decomposed according to the frequency
sequence from high to low. Analysis of all variants is
useful for measuring the signals’ characteristics more
effectively and accurately. Such an assembly of IMFs
according to the frequency equals to the high-pass, lowpass and band-pass filtration of all signals. Among
common filtration methods, Fourier transform primary
function is a trigonometric function , suitable for timefrequency analysis of stationary signals. The short-time
Fourier transform (STFT), Gabor Transform, wavelet
analysis and other methods were proposed to analyse nonstationary signals. However, their primary functions are
fixed without adaptively, and the de-noising effects of
wavelet analysis rely on the artificial selection of wavelet
basis and decomposition layers [5]. Therefore, EMD
method with adaptively is more suitable for the processing
and analysis of the instant pressure signals in non-linear
and non-stationary pipelines.
This article adopts EMD method to decompose the
pressure signals in petroleum pipeline into a series of IMFs
and measure the signal fluctuations of the IMFs under
different frequencies. It analyses the validity of IMFs
according to autocorrelation and cross-correlation with
original signals and composes all valid IMFs to constitute
de-noising signals. It proposes to pick up kurtosis [6],
energy and statistical characteristics of the de-noising
signals and, through SVM method, compares the
effectiveness of these characteristics to describe pressure
signals.

1 Introduction
The research of pipeline leakage detection technology
started from 1970s. Due to the differences in measuring
media, there are mainly two detection methods: direct
detection and indirect detection [1].The negative pressure
wave method used in indirect detection method only
requires pressure transmitters on both sides of the pipeline
to detect the real-time changes in pressure. It is widely
used in China as it does not need a mathematic model, is
convenient in construction and maintenance, costs
relatively low and fits China’s pipe network [2]. When a
pipeline leaks, the pressure in the leaking point decreases
out of a sudden and surrounding fluid will flow towards it.
Such a phenomenon is called the wave fluctuations of
negative pressure wave which spreads to both sides of the
pipeline when leakage takes place. It has characteristics of
long distance of spread, instant responsiveness and reliable
signals. Actual pressure signals, including normal pressure
wave, negative pressure wave and other effective signals
and noises generated by environment, are collected by
pressure transmitter. They are non-linear, non-stationary,
vibrating signals with noise and can be analysed and
recognized after de-noising.
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD), a non-linear,
non-stationary signal processing method, was proposed in
1998 by Dr. Nomen E, Huang (Huang E) and his
colleagues in Goddard Space Flight Centre in National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) [3]. It has
been applied in damage detection, biotechnology,
filtration, de-noising and other areas. EMD aims to
decompose adaptively a time series signal, according to its
own time measurement, into an Intrinsic Mode Function
(IMF) with both orthogonally and completeness [4]. These
*
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lower envelops of IMFs and due to the requirement of
symmetry on the time axis during the decomposition, there
exist pseudo-IMFs among all the IMFs decomposed that
will interfere the signal analysis. The 6th and 7th articles
cited uses the former 6 and former 4 IMFs respectively to
re-compose signals, reduce low-frequency signals and
residual signals and maintain high-frequency IMFs. The
8th article calculated the correlation of all IMFs with
original signals, and used three IMFs with highest
correlation coefficients to de-compose negative pressure
wave signals. The 5th article selected IMFs from 5th to 8th
levels and residual signals to compose valid signals. It used
the cross-correlation and auto-correlation of signals to
measure the valid IMFs within all the actual signals in the
test oil fields.
The 9th article proposed the detection of noise by
analysing the cross-correlation and auto-correlation of
IMFs and original signals. The correlation coefficient of
white noise and original signals is zero. If the correlation
coefficient Rx ,imfi   of a certain imfi  t  and original

2 De-noising of dynamic pressure signals based on
EMD
The pipeline pressures signals that dynamic pressure
transmitters collect are non-linear, non-stationary, noiseincluding, vibrating signals. With EMD, signals can be
decomposed into a series of IMFs according to the
frequency from high to low. Choose IMFs within valid
frequencies according to signals characteristics to
compose new signals. Such a process equals to the
filtration of original signals.
2.1 DECOMPOSITION OF DYNAMIC PRESSURE
SIGNALS BASED ON EMD
The EMD method assumes that [3] all signals composed of
a series of different IMFs. Each IMF can be linear or nonlinear, stationary or non-stationary. Each IMF should
satisfy two requirements: the number of extreme points
and the number of zero points of the curves equal or have
a maximum difference of 1; on any point in the curve, the
average of the maximum extreme point and minimum
extreme point of the envelop equals zero, namely that the
envelop is symmetrical on the time axis. EMD method
decomposes signals according to the time characteristics
of the data series. There is no need to present a primary
function. It is a data-driven signal analysis method with
adaptively, suitable to process frequency-transient signals,
non-stationary and non-linear signals.
When the negative pressure wave method detects
pipeline leakages, the pressure wave signals that the
pressure transmitters at both sides of the pipeline collect
are non-stationary. The EMD method, when decomposing
signals, can analyse IMFs with different frequencies and
different vibrating modes, therefore requiring wave
information within the signals. After decomposition,
original signal x  t  is decomposed into a combination of

signal x  t  is smaller, then such a function can be noise:
Rx ,imfi    E  x t imfi t   ,

where if the correlation coefficient R

imf i  

of suspected

noise imf i  t  is small at each point except the maximum
at point zero, such a function can be determined to be
noise. Therefore, it is verified that the correlation
coefficient of white noise is zero at each point except the
maximum at point zero.

R

imf i  

 E imf i  t imfi  t   .



(3)

Due to the existence of decomposition error of regional
wave, last few functions are always pseudo-functions. As
pseudo-functions have low correlation with original
signals, they can be excluded without influencing the
analysis result.

finite IMFs and one residual r  t  .
n

x(t )   imf i  t   r (t ) .

(2)

(1)

i 1

2.3 CORRELATION ANALYSIS AND DE-NOISING
OF FIELD-MEASURED SIGNALS

Each IMFs is decomposed according to the frequency
from high to low and represents the fluctuations of signals
under different frequencies. The residual r  t  represents

The characteristic of field-measured signals is that the
intrinsic signals are overwhelmed by noise and that signals
tend to perform like high-frequency noise. Therefore,
correlate the decomposed IMFs with original signals.
Those IMFs with high correlation coefficients represent
noise and those with the lowest are usually pseudofunctions. If the correlation coefficient R
of IMFs is

the tendency of the signals.
2.2 SIGNAL ANALYSIS AND DE-NOISING BASED
ON EMD
Recently, EMD method has been used in pipeline leakage
detection technology to reduce noise interference and to
analyse valid signals. As EMD uses cubic spline
interpolation data structure to compose the upper and

imf i  

small except the maximum at point zero, it can be
determined to be noise.
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FIGURE 1 Normal Signals and its IMFs after EMD

Normal signals and its IMFs after EMD are shown in
Figure 1, where x  t  is the collected signal. IMF 1 to IMF

of the cross-correlation coefficients of each IMF and
original signals x  t  is shown in Table 1. In the table,

11 are IMFs after EMD at various levels. They are
decomposed according to the frequency from high to low
and the decomposed form is unique. Each IMF represents
the changes of signal amplitude under a certain frequency
with the changes of sampling time. r  t  is the residual

those IMFs with high correlation coefficients at the upper
levels are noise; those with low correlation coefficients at
the lower levels are pseudo-functions. Calculate and draw
an auto-correlation graph of IMFs, as shown in Figure 2. It
can be seen that, the IMFs decomposed earlier have more
obvious characteristics of white noise.

which represents the tendency of signals. The calculation
TABLE 1 Cross-Correlation Coefficients of Normal Signals and its IMFs
R0,1
0.6272

R0,2
0.4285

R0,3
0.2942

R0,4
0.2072

R0,5
0.1407

R0,6
0.1106

R0,7
0.0761

R0,8
0.0448

R0,9
0.0688

R0,10
0.0759

R0,11
0.0786

R0,12
0.0165
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FIGURE 2 The Correlation of Normal Signals and its IMFs

The leakage signals and its IMFs after EMD are shown
as Figure 3. The leakage signals are also decomposed into
IMFs of 11 layers and one residual r  t  . The cross-

correlation coefficients of each IMF and the original signal
x  t  are shown in Table 2. The auto-correlation of each
IMF is shown in Figure 4.
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FIGURE 3 Leakage Signal and its IMFs after EMD

TABLE 2 The Cross-Correlation Coefficients of Leakage Signals and its IMFs
R0,1
0.5793

R0,2
0.4870
1
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FIGURE 4 Cross-correlation of Leakage Signals and IMFs

To analyse comprehensively, eliminate the IMFs with
high frequencies and white noise characteristics and
pseudo-IMFs with low frequencies and low amplitude,
retain IMFs from 4th to 8th level and reconstruct signals.
The signals retain the characteristics of original signals
after de-noising and adopting transform the average value
of function to nought, as shown in Figures 5 and 6.
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FIGURE 5 Normal Signal
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3.2 ENERGY CHARACTERISTIC

5000

original leak signal
denoised & de-meaned leak signal
4000

The 2nd article pointed out that Hilbert-Huang transform
could provide accurately the conjoint analysis of signal
energy with changes in frequency and time. Use the
normalized energy of IMFs from 4th to 8th level as signal
descriptive signal. The signal characteristics in Graph 7 are
shown in Figure 8.
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FIGURE 6 Leakage Signal

3 Three characteristic extraction methods

imf4
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imf6
imf7
imf8

0.8
0.6
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0.2

After de-noising and de-meaning, the turbulence
characteristic of dynamic pressure wave signals is very
obvious, with noticeable characteristics of a onedimensional time series. The signal characteristics of
normal signals and leakage signals are remarkably
different. The following analysis selects signal
characteristics from kurtosis, energy and statistics, and
compares the effective characteristic description method
of signals.

0
1
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7

10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40
test data

FIGURE 8 Energy Characteristics of IMF of Test Data

3.3 STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTIC
Statistical characteristic is an efficient method to describe
time series data with even intervals. Use the mean value of
statistical characteristics of IMFs from 4th to 8th level to
describe the signals. The signal characteristics (Figure 7)
are shown in Figure 9.

3.1 KURTOSIS CHARACTERISTIC
Kurtosis is a non-dimensional parameter to describe the
peak of waves, often used in fault diagnosis. The 6 th and
7th articles used the normalized kurtosis of IMFs as the
main characteristic parameter of dynamic pressure signals.
This article uses the normalized kurtosis of the IMFs from
4th to 8th levels of an oil field measured signals as the signal
descriptive characteristic.
The Equation (4) is for kurtosis calculation. imfi and

FIGURE 9 Average Statistical Characteristics of IMFs in Test Data

 imf are the mean value and the standard deviation of the
i

IMF on i level. E  t  calculates the expected value of the

3.4 CHARACTERISTIC EXTRACTION

variant, i   4,8 .
Ki 



E imf i  imfi

 imf 4



The 10th article proposed 3 standards to select leakage
signals:
1) given that data length stays the same, wherever the
leakage signals appears in this data, its characteristic
values are basically the same;
2) for the leakage signals that take place at different
time and under different working conditions, the
characteristic values collected at a same detection spot are
basically the same;
3) the maximum characteristic values of normal signals
are smaller than the characteristic values of leakage signals
or at least most characteristic values satisfy this standard.
Therefore, in characteristic extraction, the characteristic
values of normal signals and of leakage signals have their
respective data range and the differences in values are
large and they stay stable in their own range. According to
these standards and the result of data analysis, this article
chooses two characteristic descriptive pressure wave
signals, namely the energy characteristics and the average
statistical characteristics of IMFs from 4th to 8th level:

4

.

(4)

i

1.2

kurtosis

1
imf4
imf5
imf6
imf7
imf8

0.8
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0.4
0.2
0
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7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40
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FIGURE 7 Kurtosis of IMF of Test Data

Figure 7 illustrates the zoomed kurtosis (between 0 and
1) of IMFs from 4th to 8th level from an EMD of 40 pairs
of test data. The previous 30 pairs are normal data while
the latter 10 are leakage data.
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mean variance, mean standard deviation, mean range and
mean quartile range.

4.1 SIGNAL RECOGNITION EXPERIMENT BASED
ON SVM

4 Study of Signal Recognition

This article uses C-SVM method (suitable for small
samples) with LibSVM tool cabinet. It chooses RBF
kernel functions to build models for the 2 characteristics of
40 pairs of field-measured data and optimizes with grid
method. Then it applies the model to categorize the 10
pairs of test data with 100% categorization accuracy. It is
shown in Table 3.

Whether the selected signal characteristics can effectively
represent the actual signals needs to be verified by field
measurement. This article uses SVM to select
characteristics and to carry out leakage identification
forecast for the leakage signals after EMD and de-noising.
TABLE 3 Recognition Result of Different Characteristics
Selected Characteristic
Energy Characteristic
Statistical Characteristic

c
0.1895
0.1895

g
3.0314
1.7411

Categorization Accuracy of Training Set
100%
100%

4.2 LOCATING EXPERIMENT OF SIGNAL
LEAKAGE WITH EMD AND DE-NOISING

the pipeline to collect instant pressure signals. The interval
of sampling signals is 20 ms with sampling frequency of
50Hz. Each sampling takes 1 minute. Total sampling
points are 3000. To ensure the completeness of the signals,
the experiment combines the previous one-minute data
with the present one to get an observation signal. So each
signal is 2 minutes long and in total there are 6000
sampling points. The pressure wave spreads in the
petroleum medium at a speed of 456m/s. Then, carry out
correlation analysis of both pressure signals gained from
the upper and lower streams of the pipeline and the EMD
decomposed and re-composed signals to gain different Δt.
Then, use the Equation (5) to calculate the position of
leakage. The result is shown in Table 4. The positioning
by EMD and de-noising signals is more accurate.

The experimental pipeline has a length of L(km). If a
leakage occurs X(km) from the upper stream, the negative
pressure wave spreads to the upper and the lower stream
with a speed of v(m/s). The time difference to reach the
upper and the lower stream is Δt. So the pipeline leakage
locating formula is as below:

X

1
 L  v  t  ,
2

Categorization Accuracy of Testing Set
100%
100%

(5)

where the method of maximum auto-correlation of signals
in the upper and lower streams can get Δt. The pipeline is
4.2 km with dynamic pressure transmitters at both sides of
TABLE 4 Leakage Positioning Result
Experiment
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Actual
Leaking Point
(km)
2
2
1
1
1

Δt (ms)
10
98
108
8
6

Original Signals
Positioning Error
(km)
2.0977
0.0977
2.0777
0.0777
2.0754
1.0754
2.0982
1.0982
2.0986
1.0986

Positioning (km)

Δt (ms)
482
474
4226
1476
1490

EMD and De-noising Signals
Positioning
Positioning Error
(km)
(km)
1.9901
0.0099
1.9919
0.0081
1.1365
0.1365
1.7635
0.7635
1.7603
0.7603

4) The energy characteristics of IMFs from 4 th to 8th
level can effectively represent signals;
5) The mean statistical characteristics, including mean
variance, mean standard deviation, mean range and mean
quartile range can effectively represent signals.
6) C-SVM method can effectively recognize dynamic
pressure signals.

5 Conclusions
This article is based on research data from an oil field
measured dynamic pressure signals and comes to the
following conclusions:
1) EMD method is applicable to the de-noising of
dynamic pressure signals in petroleum pipelines.
2) The field-measured data of a pipeline can recompose signals from 4th to 8th level.
3) EMD and de-noising signals perform better to
position the leakage than original signals.
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Abstract
The paper mainly described a mathematical model of calcium ion oscillation of non-excitable cells. Based on the model, complex
oscillations caused by variations of bifurcation parameters were analysed in detail and effects of variation of parameters to
synchronization were discussed when the coupling intensity of two gaps-junction- coupled calcium ion cells was certain. Through
numerical simulation, under less stiffness of coupling and among a certain scope of parameters, the phenomenon that the larger the
parameters were, the easier the system occurred approximate synchronization were further illustrated.
Keywords: cluster oscillation, bifurcation, fast-slow dynamics, synchronization

basic
phenomenon
of
nonlinear
dynamics.
Synchronization of coupled neurons system has been a
preliminary study, for example, Zheng Y H [15] have
studied synchronization in ring coupled chaotic neurons
with time delay, Ge M L [16] have studied synchronization
oscillatory on the electrically coupled chay neurons.
Studies show that Ca2+ transfers from a cell to another cell,
intercellular coupling make multicellular calcium
oscillations perform synchronization. So the study of
synchronous calcium oscillations behaviour in biological
cells under the reasonable parameters in changing
conditions has important significance. In the paper,
dynamical behaviour and coupling synchronization of
oscillatory activities in a parameter changing range is
analysed and the effect of synchronization of the two gapsjunction-coupled calcium ion cells is discussed on the
basis of Borghans model [4].

1 Introduction
Calcium is the most important second messenger used to
activate various cellular processes relaying information
within cells to regulate their activity. The calcium signal is
a transient increase of the intracellular concentration [1-3],
the increase of Ca2+ dues to entry through the cell
membrane and release from internal storage compartments
especially the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the
sarcoplasmic reticulum, which results in many cells to the
formation of spatiotemporal signals in form of waves of
high Ca2+ concentration travelling across the cell and
global oscillations. The information transmitted by these
signals arrives as a stimulus at the plasma membrane and
is translated into intracellular Ca2+ oscillations.
A lot of researches show that many cell functions are
closely related to the changes of intracellular calcium
concentration [4-6], such as muscle excitation contraction
coupling, neurotransmitter release, maintenance of cell
membrane excitability, regulation membrane on various
ion permeability and hormone secretion. The major
intracellular calcium libraries have IP3 Ca2+ library,
Ryanodine Ca2+ library, Ca2+ library of interactions
between endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria and so on.
Many scholars [7-14] established the model of the calcium
oscillation and studied the calcium oscillation and
synchronous behaviour in nonlinear dynamics method,
revealed the oscillation complex dynamic behaviour of the
biological cell system, and found that the oscillation mode,
such as cycle, quasi-periodical, chaotic and integer times,
the model can well simulate the oscillations of intracellular
calcium, so get the very extensive research.
Synchronization of coupled systems is a new research
field of nonlinear dynamics, coupling synchronization is a

2 Dynamical model
To study the dynamical behaviour and coupling
synchronization of oscillatory activities and the effect of
synchronization of the two gaps-junction-coupled calcium
ion cells, the model proposed by Borghans et al [4] was
used in the paper. The model consists of three basic model
compartments, which is the cytosol, the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) and the mitochondria (for details see
reference [6]). Consequently, the three main variables are:
free Ca2+ concentration in the cytosol (Cacyt), free Ca2+
concentration in the ER (Caer), and concentration of the
inositol 1, 4, 5-trisphosphate (IP3). The evolution of the
model system is descried by the following differentials.
The Cacyt changes due to the influx of extracellular Ca2+
(Jin), the passive efflux of Ca2+ changes from the cytosol

* Corresponding author e-mail: wkj@mail.lzjtu.cn
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into the extracellular medium (Jout), and from the
intracellular Ca2 store into the cytosol (Jer). Moreover, Ca2
is pumped into (Jpump) and released from (Jleak) the
intracellular store. The evolution of the model system is
descried by the following differential equations:
dCacyt
dt

 J in  J leak  J pump  J er  J out ,

Wu Kaijun, Luo Tianqi, Lu Huaiwei, Shan Yazhou

appears the cluster oscillation pattern shown in the Figure
1a. We use the fast and slow dynamics fork graph in Figure
1b to analyze its dynamics characteristics and type of the
cluster oscillation.

(1)

dIP3
 J A  J D  JC ,
dt

(2)

dCaer
 J pump  J leak  J er ,
dt

(3)

where:

J in  kin1r  kin 2 ,
J leak  rkleak

(4)

Cacyt 4
Caer 2
IP 34
,
IP 34  ka 4 Caer 2  k y 2 Cacyt 4  k z 4

J pump  k pump

Cacyt 2
Cacyt 2  k2 2

FIGURE 1a the time series of busting oscillations of the whole system

(5)

,

(6)

J out  kout Cacyt ,

(7)

J er  k f Caer ,

(8)

J A  rk p ,

(9)

J C   IP3 ,

(10)
4

J D  kd

Cacyt
IP 32
.
2
2
IP 3  K p Cacyt 4  K d 4

(11)
FIGURE 1b the bifurcation diagram of fast subsystem with Caer as the
bifurcation parameter, the red closed trajectories represents for the
phase diagram of (Caer, Cacyt)

In the paper, we take kpump as parameter to consider the
influence of the oscillation to the model, other parameters
are listed in the Table 1, among of them, the unit of kleak,
kin1, kin2, kp and kd is μMmin-1 and the unit of kf and kout is
min-1, the unit of k2, ka, ky, kz, Kd and Kp is μM.

The balanced point of fast parameter system along with
the change of its slow parameter Caer forms a resembling
S-shape bifurcation line (the part between two full lines is
the unstable part) on (Caer, Cacyt) plane in Figure 1b, and
Figure 1a adds the corresponding Cacyt time course
diagram. S-shape bifurcation line formed in fast parameter
system can divide into upper, middle and below parts. In
Figure 1a there exists a point-point bursting, whose main
characteristic is that whatever bursting is active or resting,
it all rely on the stabilize state of fast parameter system.
Oscillation of point-point bursting is very commonly seen
in the cytoplasm calcium oscillation model and can be well
described by fast and slow dynamics.
The upper and below parts of bifurcation line of fast
parameter system are made up of stable points, while the
middle part consists unstable points. Observed Figure 1b
in anticlockwise direction, the beginning and the ending of
oscillation accompany with a folding bifurcation, and with
the increasing of the time, the below part loses the stable
state step by step through a folding bifurcation until
reaches the stable upper part where Cacyt achieves its first

TABLE 1 Model parameters for all calculated results unless stated
parameter
value
parameter
value

kleak
19.5
ka
0.4

kin1
1.0
ky
0.2

kin2
2.0
kz
0.3

kp
2.5
Kd
0.4

kd
80
Kp
1.0

kf
1.0
r
1.12

kout
10
ε
0.1

k2
0.1

3 Analysis of corresponding dynamical behaviour
3.1 BIFURCATION ANALYSIS OF FAST AND SLOW
DYNAMICS
Regarding of the system, we use method of fast and slow
dynamics. Take the third equation as tardyon system and
other equations as tachyon systems, which mean that Caer
works as slow parameter and studies the model through
changing the value of kpump. When kpump = 6.6 the system
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maximum value as spiking. Therefore, when kpump = 6.6,
cluster oscillation pattern of the model presents “fold/fold”
point-point cluster oscillation. Point-ring calcium
oscillation might occur in the model with the change of
kpump when takes Caer as the slow parameter.
3.2 OVERALL BIFURCATION ANALYSIS ON kpump
When parameter kpump changes in [5, 16] of system (1), we
use C language and four order Runge-Kutta method with
variable step size to make numerical simulation. The
overall bifurcation diagram of the entire system is shown
in Figure 2a. Concluded from the figure, calcium
oscillation only occurs in a limited range: first it starts from
a stable state to an unstable state through a hopf bifurcation
and then reaches the final stable state through a hopf
bifurcation. When kpump = 5.862, system occurs hopf
bifurcation to generate limit cycle and enters in the
oscillation state. When kpump = 15.31, again system enters
in the stable state through a hopf bifurcation. We testify
the result by observing Figure 2b. To learn the dynamic
characteristic of the model perfectly, we analyse phase
diagrams by setting the different parameters of kpump.

FIGURE 2d the small periodic window

With the increasing of parameter kpump, oscillation
system gets into the bursting state that we can observe the
periodic bursting, quasi-periodic bursting and chaotic
bursting. It is rarely seen in the calcium oscillation
mathematics model about quasi-periodic phenomenon [8],
which is able to well observe in this model with the
changing of parameter kpump, moreover some relatively
narrow quasi-periodic windows such as Figure 2b, Figure
2c and Figure 2d can also be found. Quasi-periodic
phenomenon is normally judged by calculating its
corresponding Lyapunov exponents value, because when
the exponent value is larger than 0, the corresponding
oscillation is in chaotic state and when the value is smaller
than 0, the oscillation is in stable state, however, when
Lyapunov exponent equals with 0, the oscillation is in
periodic state. Quasi-periodic phenomenon can also be
differentiated from phase diagrams, normally a circular
ring can be observed in corresponding phase diagrams. In
Figure 2b system is in periodic movement when
kpump = 6.5; in quasi-periodic movement when kpump = 10.5
for we can see a circular ring clearly in the second phase
diagram of Figure 2d. When kpump = 10.4, however, system
lies in chaotic movement state. If kpump continues to
increase, system repeats periodic-quasi-periodic-chaotic
movements.
4 Analysis of gap-junction-coupled synchronization of
two calcium oscillation cells

FIGURE 2a the bifurcation diagram of Cacyt versus the bifurcation
parameter kpump

Study of synchronization started from 1673, till now many
scholars from variety fields have obtained some significant
results [15-21]. Synchronization phenomenon broadly
exists in biological cell system and plays important role in
some basic activities of organism. Synchronization only
occurs under smaller coupling intensity for chaotic system
[19]. This paper mainly studies two Borghans models
through junction coupling and the effect of
synchronization with the changing of bifurcation under
small coupling intensity. The coupling system consists
with the following equations, among of them,
D(cacyt 2  cacyt1 ) and D(cacyt1  cacyt 2 ) are coupling terms, D

FIGURE 2b the small periodic window

is coupling intensity and its value is in (0,0.1). Values of
other parameters are same with the system listed in Table
1.

FIGURE 2c the small periodic window
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dcacyt1

 J in  J leak  J pump 
dt
J er  J out  D(cacyt 2  cacyt1 ),

(12)

dIP31
 J A  J D  JC ,
dt

(13)

dcaer1
 J pump  J leak  J er ,
dt

(14)

dcacyt 2

 J in  J leak  J pump 
,
dt
J er  J out  D(cacyt1  cacyt 2 ),

(15)

dIP32
 J A  J D  JC ,
dt

(16)

dcaer 2
 J pump  J leak  J er .
dt

(17)

FIGURE 3c the time series of bursting oscillations when kpump = 8
FIGURE 3 the time series of Cacyt in the first (red solid line) and in the
second (blue dotted line) coupled cell when D=0.001

FIGURE 4a the time series of bursting oscillations when kpump = 6.6

FIGURE 3a the time series of bursting oscillations when kpump = 6.6

FIGURE 4b the time series of bursting oscillations when kpump = 8

FIGURE 3b the time series of bursting oscillations when kpump = 8

FIGURE 4c the time series of busting oscillations when kpump = 9
FIGURE 4 the time series of Cacyt in the first (red solid line) and in
the second (blue dotted line) coupled cell when D=0.003
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Seen from Figure 3, when coupling intensity is fixed
(D = 0.001) and other parameters remains unchanged and
parameter kpump changes in a certain range, coupling
system achieves approximate synchronization but not
completely synchronization with the increasing of kpump.
Similarly, when D = 0.003, observed from Figure 4, we
can conclude that, when kpump = 6.6, two coupling system
don’t synchronize; when kpump = 8, two coupling system
gradually synchronize approximately; when kpump = 9,
system reaches approximate synchronization. Thus, we
can conclude: when coupling intensity is confirmed, the
occurrence of approximate synchronization of two gapjunction-coupled biological cells is related to the values of
the parameters. In this system, in a certain range, the larger
the parameters are, the easier the system is likely to occur
approximate synchronization.

Wu Kaijun, Luo Tianqi, Lu Huaiwei, Shan Yazhou

observed. For instance, the system went through the
periodic, quasi-periodic and chaotic oscillation patterns
orderly when the value of kpump was 6.5, 8, 8.2. When kpump
equalled to 8.4 to 10.0, the above process repeated. Finally,
the paper mainly discussed the synchronization problem of
two gap-junction-coupled calcium ions. Through the
analysis and numerical simulation, we found that complete
synchronization could not happen. The value of kpump can
affect the synchronization of the coupling model when the
coupling intensity is confirmed. To be specific, in the
changing range of kpump, the larger the value is, the closer
the coupling system approach to the approximate
synchronization state. These results are helpful to the
understanding of the effect of kpump in complex calcium
oscillations.
Cluster oscillation pattern has attracted more and more
concentrations of scholars for its varied cluster types, and
synchronization of coupling biological cells plays a
significant role in biology information transmission and
coding, therefore, studying the synchronization problem of
coupling cluster oscillation has a positive guiding meaning
to solve some practical issues.

5 Conclusions
For Borghans model of non-excitable calcium ion
oscillation, we firstly took the calcium ion concentration
in endoplasmic reticulum as the slow-change parameter
and mainly researched the dynamical mechanism of the
“fold/fold” point-point cluster oscillation generated in the
model when kpump = 6.6 using fast and slow dynamic
bifurcation method. Of course, if kpump were given other
values, the model might have other complex oscillation
patterns. Secondly, we analysed the overall bifurcation
diagram taking kpump as the bifurcation parameter and got
complex calcium oscillation patterns through the diagram
and the corresponding phase diagrams. In some small
intervals of kpump, quasi-periodic movements can be
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Abstract
For the purpose of probe soft landing on small bodies safely, this paper focuses on the orbital dynamics and describes a new control
algorithm for the probe descent near a rotating small body. The general formulation of the probe equations of motion in the BodyFixed Coordinate system is obtained through Newton’s second law firstly. Then the nominal polynomial trajectory of vertical direction
is planned in the condition of fuel consumption suboptimum. Considering uncertainties and perturbations, the control laws based on
Adaptive Terminal Sliding Mode with compensation term are developed to track the desired trajectory finally. Suppose the initial
conditions presented in this paper, position and velocity errors tend to zero in the finite time in the phase of sliding mode motion so it
will make the task succeed during descent phase near small bodies. Finally, the effectiveness of the guidance and control algorithm is
verified by MATLAB simulations. The proposed algorithm can fast and accurately track the planned trajectory in the finite time and
is robust to parameter uncertainty, feedback state error and external disturbances. The validity is conformed by computer simulation.
Keywords: adaptive terminal sliding mode control, soft landing, descent near small body, guidance and control

account, a new solution to the fuel optimal vertical landing
on an asteroid was obtained. The open-loop guidance
based on a pseudo way-point generation algorithm is
provided that uses a discrete linear time-varying model of
the dynamics that incorporates required thruster silent
times. Then it is transferred to second-order cone
programming problem. Feedback control is implemented
to track the pseudo way-point trajectory [11]. Since the
gravitation on an asteroid is low, a wheeled vehicle would
likely bounce back from hitting the surface, and be
difficult to control. A first order model of the dynamics of
hopping robots is developed to estimate the total time and
distance covered from an initial bounce to a stop due to
friction and restitution coefficients. Then sliding-mode
control is applied to discrete formation control [12].
The rapidity and robustness of tracking the desired
trajectory are not ideal in condition of uncertainties and
perturbations for normal Sliding Mode Control. The
Terminal Sliding Mode Control with compensation term is
proposed to deal with MIMO system [13, 14]. The
nonlinear term is introduced into the design of the sliding
mode surface such that the state variable of the sliding
mode tends to zero in the finite time in the phase of sliding
mode motion.
The body of this paper consists of four main sections
followed by a conclusion. Section 2 describes the probe
descent orbital dynamic model through Newton’s second
law referring to lunar soft landing as well as the irregular
gravitation potential model of small body through
harmonic series expansion method. The nominal
trajectories considering fuel suboptimal are designed in

1 Introduction
In recent years our solar system is small bodies (e.g.,
mainly asteroids and comets) have received increased
attention because of the insight they can give about the
history of the solar system. In this respect, several studies
have been conducted and some missions have been flown
and planned [1]. The missions flown include: On 12
February 2001, Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR)
Shoemaker became the first spacecraft landing on a small
body 433 Eros after a busy 4-year cruise [2-4]. ISAS had
planed to launch a sample and return spacecraft MUSESC in 2002 and the spacecraft arrived at near earth asteroid
1989ML in 2003 [5, 6]. And Rosetta - ESA Comet
Mission, will fly by asteroids Steins and Lutetia in 2004.
The small size, irregular shape, mass distribution as
well as the state of rotation of an asteroid, have significant
effects on the evolution of the orbit of the spacecraft. The
high precise guidance, navigation, and control (GNC)
system is needed for safe and precise asteroid landing [7].
Several papers have addressed the problems of orbital
dynamics, autonomous guidance and control for landing
on small body about asteroids. PD and Sliding Mode
Controller are designed to tracking the fuel consumption
suboptimal nominal trajectory [8]. The authors provide
scope for precision landing of payloads on minor solar
system bodies using a probe as a reference to generate a
line of sight to the landing location [9, 10]. In these
methods the probe commanded acceleration is collinear
with the vehicle velocity, and the spacecraft trajectories are
restricted to a plane. With gravitational effects taken into
* Corresponding author e-mail: liyc@mail.ccut.edu.cn
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section 3. In section 4, an Adaptive Terminal Sliding Mode
Controller with compensation term is designed to track the
desired trajectory so the probe can land on the surface of
small body quickly and safely while the boundary of
uncertainties and perturbations are unknown. Computer
simulations are carried out to illustrate the effectiveness
and robustness of the control laws.

ux 
 dV 
 
   P1 u y   Gijk  ijk ,
dt
  ijk
u 
 z  ijk

 cos  cos 
P1    cos  cos 
 sin 

2 Small body and probe models
2.1 PROBE ORBITAL DYNAMICS MODEL

motion of probe, u x , u y and u z complied with the right
handed system. We define position and velocity vector of
probe R and VL in the Body-Fixed Coordinate, and  is
the Body-Fixed Coordinate system oxyz rotating velocity
relative to Central Inertial Coordinate oijk.
The following equation is derived based on Koch law:
 
 
(2)
V  VL    R .

probe



O

x

Taking the derivative of the Equations (2), the
acceleration of probe in the Body Central Inertial
Coordinate is deduced as Equation (3):




0

coinciding with the vector from the small body mass centre
to the probe, u x perpendicular with u z and pointing to the

O1

z

cos 

 sin  cos  
sin  sin   ,
cos  

where V and U are velocity vector and gravity function
of probe in oijk coordinate, and Δ is perturbation force
acceleration which includes solar radiation pressure
perturbation and solar gravitational perturbation.
ux , u y , uz are components of control acceleration, and u z

The probe orbital dynamic model is built in the three
dimensional coordinates referring to model of soft landing
on lunar [15], as shown in Figure 1. The small body has
the instantaneous rotation angular velocity vector of ω.
Affected by the irregular and weak gravitational potential,
the perturbation force accelerations such as solar radiation
pressure and solar gravitational, the probe cannot always
retain the same plane during landing.
k

sin 

(1)

i

 dVL 
 dV 
 dR 
 d 
    

 
 R.
 dt  ijk  dt  ijk
 dt  ijk  dt  ijk

j

(3)

y

Similarly, Equation (4) is derived based on Koch law

FIGURE 1 Viewing geometry of coordinate systems

For further understanding of equations of motion, it is
convenient to define the following coordinate frames. The
small body Central Inertial Coordinate system oijk with the
body equator as the reference plane, coordinate system
origin o is the centre of mass of the small body. The
asteroid Body-Fixed Coordinate system oxyz is defined.
Let the coordinate system origin o is fixed with the asteroid
mass centre, and the z-axis coinciding with the asteroid’s
maximum moment of inertia, the x-axis and the y-axis
coinciding with the minimum and intermediate moments
of inertia, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that the
spin axis of the target asteroid is coincided with the
asteroid’s maximum moment of inertia. All the
coordinates are satisfied with right handed systems.
Without lose of generality, we assume that oijk and oxyz
coincide with each other at the beginning of descending
and soft landing. And o1 is the centre of mass of the probe.
Supposed the small body is a unit mass and the fuel
consumption is omitted, system orbital dynamic equations
in the Body Central Inertial Coordinate can be derived
based on Newton’s second law. The detail process is
presented as below:

 dVL 
 dVL 

 
    VL
 dt  ijk  dt  xyz
.

(4)

 dR 
   VL    R
 dt  ijk

Suppose the small body rotation speed is uniform with
the constant rate of revolution ω:

 d 
 dt   0 .

 xyz

(5)

Substituting Equation (4) and Equation (5) into
Equation (3):

 dVL 
 dV 

 
  2  VL      R .
 dt  xyz  dt  ijk





(6)

Therefore, the acceleration of probe is in the BodyFixed Coordinate:
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ux 
 dV 
 

P
P
 
1 2 u y   GL  2  VL      R ,
dt
  xyz
 uz 



cos 
P2   0
 sin 



descent and landing, we assume the small body is a
homogeneous tri-axial ellipsoid with axes a, b, c . The
gravitational potential can be expanded into a series of
spherical harmonics [16], that is:

(7)

0  sin  
1
0  .
0 cos  

m

n


 R0 
GM 1      Pnm (sin  ) 
V ( R) 
 n 1 m  0  R 
 , (9)
R 

[Cnm cos m  S nm sin m ]

Small body gravitation acceleration projection
formation in the Body-Fixed Coordinate is indicated as:

where GM equals to the product of the gravitational
constant and the mass of small body, n is the degree and m
is the order. R0 is the reference radius(generally the
largest equatorial radius), R ,  and  are the distance
from the mass centre of small body to the spacecraft, the
latitude and longitude respectively in a Body-Fixed
Coordinate system whose origin is at the centre of mass of
the body. Pnm is the associated Legendre polynomials,

U L  GL    (  R) .

Substituting above equation into Equation (3),

VxL 
 u x  U xL   2LVzL 
 
  
 

0
VyL   P1 P2 u y   U yL   
.
V 
 u  U   2 V 
L xL 
 zL 
 z   zL  

Cnm and S nm are coefficients of the potential determined
by the mass distribution with in the small body. We can
calculate the coefficients taking into account the above
suppose, for such a symmetric body. Snm  0 for all n or

VxL , VyL and VzL are probe velocity projection in the
Body-Fixed Coordinate,  L is the rotation rate of small
body, U xL , U yL , U zL are gravity acceleration projection

m, Cnm  0 for n or m odd and while other conditions:

in the Body-Fixed Coordinate. Quadratic component is
omit due to  L is very small, then the orbital dynamics of
the probe in the Body-Fixed Coordinate is:

Cnm 

xL  VxL , yL  VyL , z L  VzL ,
VxL  u xL  U xL  2VyL   xL ,
VyL  u yL  U yL  2VxL   yL ,

nm
int(
)
4



,

i 0

(8)

3 ( n / 2)!( n  m)!
(2   0 m ) 
R0 n 2m (n  3)(n  1)!
n  m  4i
2

m  4i
2

 2 1 2
2 
(a  b )
 c  2 (a  b ) 
n  m  4i m  2i
16i (
)!(
)!i !
2
2
2

2

,

VzL  u zL  U zL   zL

where  0m is Kronecker symbol, and the value of  0m is

where xL , yL , zL are probe velocity projections in the
Body-Fixed Coordinate.

 0m  

U xL 

0, m  0
.
1, m  1

V ( R)
V ( R)
V ( R)
, U yL 
, U zL 
.
x
z
y

For our purposes we have stopped the expansion of
Equation (9) to the second order, so we get the following
coefficient:

V ( R) indicates gravitational potential function, which is
expressed using spherical harmonics. And:
u xL

u yL

T

u zL   P1 P2 u x

uy

C

20



T

u z  ,

2c 2  ( a 2  b 2 ) ,
C
10 R0 2

22



a 2  b2 .
20 R0 2

So, components of small body gravity are obtained as
follow:

is the component of acceleration in the Body-Fixed
Coordinate.  xL ,  yL and  zL are perturbation force

U xL 

accelerations such as solar radiation pressure and solar
gravitational.

V ( R )

xL

2
2
 3


R   z
1  C20  0   5 L2  1
,
 R  R
GMxL  2



3


2
2
2
R
 3C  R0   5 xL  yL  2  

22 
 

R2
 R 



2.2 GRAVITY FIELD MODEL OF SMALL BODY
The two main methods calculating the gravitational
potential include harmonic series expansion method and
polyhedral method. To simplify the calculation, the second
method which has the analytical form is adopted in this
paper. Considering the special performance during probe

(10)
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U yL

V ( R )


yL

3.2 TERMINAL SLIDING MODE CONTROL WITH
COMPENSATION TERM

2
2
 3
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Substituting x11  xL , x12  VxL , x21  yL , x22  VyL ,

(11)

x31  zL and x32  VzL into Equation (8):

 x11  x12
 x  u  U  2 x  
xL
xL
L 22
xL
 12

x

x
 21
22
,

x

u
yL  U yL  2 L x12   yL
 22
x  x
32
 31
x

u

zL  U zL   zL
 32

2

(12)

 U xL  2L x22 
1 0 0 


f ( X , t )   U yL  2L x12  , b( X , t )  0 1 0  .


0 0 1 
U zL

R  xL 2  yL 2  zL 2

Modelling uncertainties related to irregular
gravitational potential and perturbations as below:

3 Guidance and control
3.1 NOMINAL TRAJECTORY GUIDANCE

 0.2sin(L t )  U xL 
0.02sin(2 t ) 


f ( x)  0.2sin(L t )  U yL  , d (t )  0.02sin(2 t )  .
 0.2sin( t )  U 
0.02sin(2 t ) 

L
zL 

The desired descent altitude and velocity is planned in
order to satisfy the requirements of soft landing on the
surface of small bodies. We suppose the nominal trajectory
is fuel suboptimal polynomial trajectory employed by
Apollo landing lunar. The acceleration of one axis is
planned as a  c0  c1t , and then desired descent altitude
and velocity are shown after the integral.

1
2
v  c0  t  t0   c1  t  t0   v0 ,
2

So the model is similar with the following nonlinear
system:

 x1  x2

 x2  f ( X , t )  f ( X , t )  b( X , t )u  d (t ) .
T T

Suppose:
(14)

disturbance

T T T
1 1

Uncertainty
are

d (t )

f ( X , t )
bounded

and
and

external
satisfy

f ( X , t )  F ( X , t ), d (t )  D(t ) , F ( X , t ) and D(t ) are

The undetermined parameters c0 and c1 are obtained
if the boundary condition is given by on the condition of
the limited descend time.

c1 

(18)

X  [ x x2 ]  [ x x ]
T
1

(13)

1
1
2
3
r  c0  t  t0   c1  t  t0   v0 (t  t0 )  r0 .
2
6

c0  

(17)

nonnegative functions. Definition error vector:
E  X  X d  [eT

2vt  4v0
r r
 6 t 2 0 , (15)
t go
t go

eT ]T , e  xi  xi d  [e1

e2

e3 ]T .

Sliding surface is given as:

 ( X , t )  CE  W (t ) ,

6vt  6v0
r r
 12 t 3 0 , (16)
2
t go
t go

(19)

C  [C1 C2 ] is normal constant matrix.
W (t )  CP(t ) ,

The parameters with subscript t stand for final states of
the probe, and the parameters with subscript 0 stand for
initial states of the probe, t go is the descent time.

P(t )  [ p (t )T

(20)
p (t )T ]T , p(t )  [ p1 (t )

p2 (t )

p3 (t )]T .

and satisfy the following conditions: for a constant T  0 ,
pi (t ) is bounded in [0, T ] , and
pi (0)  ei (0), pi (0)  ei (0), pi (2) (0)  ei (2) (0), i  1, 2,3 ,
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 1
a jl

(k ) k
(l ) 
j  n 1
,0  t  T
 ei (0) t     j l  n 1 ei (0)   t
pi (t )   k  0 k !
,
j 0  l 0 T


0, t  T
n

n

n

the order of this system n  2 .
The following coefficients are obtained by solving the
equation:

a00  10

a10  15 ,
a  6
 20

a01  6

a11  8 ,
a  3
 21

Based on the suppose and sliding surface Equation
(19),

 ( X , 0)  CE (0)  W (0)  CE (0)  P(0)



a02  1.5

a12  1.5 .
a  0.5
 22

0.

3.3 ADAPTIVE TERMINAL SLIDING MODE
CONTROL WITH COMPENSATION TERM
T

C eT e T   C  pT (t ) pT (t )  
n 1

C2  e  p (t )    Ck e

(k )

k 1

The uncertainties such as small body rotating, solar
radiation pressure and solar gravitational are more
complex, so it is hard to obtain the boundary. The
efficiency is not well if parameters in the control law are
too large, on the contrary, the sliding mode is not
conformed to exit if they are too small. Controller with the
simple parameter adaptive law is effective for estimating
the unknown parameters. This section presents a novel
adaptive Terminal Sliding Mode Control law combined
with variable structure and adaptive control for probe
descent near the small body when the boundary of the
uncertainties and external disturbances are unknown.
Suppose: The boundary of uncertainty f ( X , t ) and

 p (t )  
(k )

C2  x1  x1d  p (t )   C1 e  p (t )  
C2  x2  x1d  p (t )   C1 e  p (t )  ,

 ( X , t )  C2 [ f ( X , t )  f ( X , t )  b( X , t )u 
d (t )  x1d  p(t )]  C1 e  p(t ) 

.

Lyapunov function is:

V   T 
 T C2 { f ( X , t )  x1d  p(t )  C2 1C1 e  p(t ) }
 T

T
  C2 b( X , t )u   C2  f ( X , t )  d (t ) 


external disturbance d (t ) are unknown, and satisfy the
following inequality:

 T C2  f ( X , t )  x1d  p(t )  C2 1C1 e  p (t ) 

.
  T C2 b( X , t )u   T C2  f ( X , t )  d (t ) 

f ( X , t )  d (t )   0  1 X ,





1
b( X , t ) { f ( X , t )  x1d  p(t )



1
u (t )  C2 C1 (e  p(t ))}
.


T
b( X , t ) 1 C2  F ( X , t )  D(t )  K 


C2T 



The adaptive laws are proposed as follows to estimate
the uncertainty and disturbance:

ˆ0 (t , X )  0 1 CnT 
ˆ1 (t , X )  11 CnT   X

(22)

,

(24)

,
ˆ0 (t , X )   0 (t , X )   0 , ˆ1 (t , X )  1 (t , X )  1
 0 (t , X ) and 1 (t , X ) are the adaptive estimation of
unknown parameters  0 and 1 , 0 and 1 are positive
adaptive gain.  0 and 1 are constants, so the Equation

K is positive constant.

 C2T   f ( X , t )  d (t )   F ( X , t )  D(t ) 
V 

T
 K C2 

f ( X , t )  F ( X , t )    d (t )  D(t ) 

(23)

 0 and 1 are unknown nonnegative constants.

The final terminal controller is:



T

The initial state of the system reach sliding surface, and
global stability is guaranteed since the reach phase is
removed. Therefore, it makes the systems stability and
strong global robustness.

 ( X , t )  CE  CP(t ) 

C2T 

T

 C  e(0)T e(0)T    p (0)T p (0)T 

Sliding surface is finally gained.
The terminal sliding mode controller is deduced by
Lyapunov function as follows:

T

(21)

(24) can be rewritten as follow:

 0 (t , X )  0 1 CnT 

.

 K C 2T    K C2T   0

1 (t , X )  11 CnT   X

.

(25)

Considering Lyapunov function:
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2V ( , ˆ0 , ˆ1 )   T   0ˆ02  1ˆ12 ,

 

V ( , ˆ0 , ˆ1 )   T    0ˆ0ˆ0  1ˆ1ˆ1 

S 

 f ( X , t )  x1d  p(t ) 
u (t )  b( X , t ) 1 

1
C2 C1 (e  p(t )) 
C2T 

(

0

 1 X )  K  ,

 K C T  ˆ (  ˆ  C T  ) 


2
0
0 0
2


T
ˆ
ˆ
1 ( 1 0  C2   X )

 K C2T   0,

C 2T 
C 2T   

,    0  1 e ,  0 and 1 are two

4 Simulation and analysis
(27)

The initial conditions and other simulation parameters of
the target small body are listed in Table 1 referring to
references [17, 18].
The trajectory of z axis is planning as Polynomial
method mentioned in section 3.1 in order to landing on the
surface of small body safely. The position curve zc (t ) and

 C2T  ( 0  1 X )  K 


V ( , ˆ0 , ˆ1 )   C2T  ( 0  1 X )



 0ˆ0ˆ0  1ˆ1ˆ1


velocity curve zc (t ) of z axis are as follows if the above
initial condition and descent time t go  4000 s are given.
Based on the Equations (13) - (16), z-axis is planed
Nominal Polynomial trajectory.
(28)

Based on Equations (26) and (28):

V ( , ˆ0 , ˆ1 )   T   0ˆ0ˆ0  1ˆ1ˆ   K C2T 

2

 z0  z0t  (3zn  3z0  2 z0t go )(t / t go ) 

zc (t )  
,
3

(2
z

z
t

2
z
)(
t
/
t
)


0
0 go
n
go



(30)

2

 z0  (6 zn  6 z0  4 z0t go )t / t go 

zc (t )  
.
2
3

(6
z

3
z
t

6
z
)
t
/
t


0
0 go
n
go



(31)

z0 and z0 are the initial position and velocity of z axis, z n
and z n is landing position and velocity of z-axis. The
landing position and velocity of x-axis, y-axis and z-axis is
desired as shown in table 1 in the finite time, and x-, yaxes are expected to zero but not the nominal polynomial
trajectory.

That is:
X   K C2T  ,

 T   ˆ0 C2T  ˆ1 C2T   X  K C2T   0

TABLE 1 Parameters and Simulation value
Parameters
GM(m3/s2)
Spin period(h)
Reference radius R0(m)
C20
C22
Initial position
Landing site
Initial velocity
Landing velocity

    ˆ0 C2T  ˆ1 C2T   X  K C2T 
 

(29)

positive constant.

K is positive constant.

 T   0ˆ0 0 1 C2T   1ˆ1 11 C2T 

.

S .

The final adaptive terminal controller is:

b( X , t )



So the sliding mode  convergences to zero in the
finite time.
Meanwhile in order to reducing buffeting,
T
C2  C2T  is replaced by continuous function vector

(26)

 T C [ f ( X , t )  b( X , t )u  x  p (t )]
2
1d




T
C1  e  p (t )   Cn   ( 0  1 X )  .


  0ˆ0ˆ0  1ˆ1ˆ1


C2T 

0

 ˆ1   X  K 

 ˆ0  ˆ1  X  K  K (   0)

 T  f ( X , t )  f ( X , t )  b( X , t )u  d (t )  
 C2 
 
  x1d  p (t )
 



C1  e  p (t )   0ˆ0ˆ0  1ˆ1ˆ1


1

ˆ

ˆ0 C2T  ˆ1 C2T   X  K C2T 
(   0)


1 0 
without loss of generality, let C2  
 , and:
0 1 

Simulation value
4.842×105
10.54
1138.5
-0.003
0.0396
[350,300,9000]
[0,0,7000]
[-1.2,0.2,-1.0]
[0,0,0]
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Equation (18) and ATMSC with compensation term
Equation (27) described above are incorporated into the
simulation software that is used to generate time history of
the probes dynamical state during the probe descent phase
near rotating small body. The simulation results are shown
in Figures 2-13 and all data are described in the BodyFixed Coordinate oxyz.
The controller parameters are K  10 , T  10 ,
 0  0.03 , 1  1, 0  1, 1  1 :
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9020

Figures 2-4 give the descent position simulation time
history of x-, y-, and z-axes respectively under the
controller Equation (27) and here all data are described in
the Body-Fixed Coordinate system. Figure 6 gives the
velocity simulation time history of z-axis under controller
Equation (27). The descent positions of x- and y- axes
approach zeros quickly, meanwhile descent position and
descent velocity of z-axis conform to the planed Nominal
Polynomial trajectory Equations (23) and (24). Figures 5
and 7 give the descent position and velocity tracking
curves of z-axis. These results show that positions and
velocity of x-, y- and z-axes can reach desired site in the
finite time about 10s. Control force in Figure 8 can
satisfied engineering requirements. Figures 9, 10 and 11
give the descent position and velocity time simulation
curve of x-, y-, and z-axes based on normal Sliding Mode
Control. The tracking time is about 50s and the curves are
affected by perturbation obviously. We can see the
guidance and control algorithm based on Adaptive
Terminal Sliding Mode Control can fast and accurately
track the planned trajectory in the finite time and is more
robust to parameter uncertainty, feedback state error and
external disturbances than the normal Sliding Mode
Control. The performance of tracking the desired
trajectory fast is also verified from three-dimensional
curves in Figure 12 and 13.
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FIGURE 11 SMC descent velocity tracking of z-axis

The present paper examines the three dimensional orbital
dynamics and control aspects of the probe descent near
rotating small bodies. The relative kinetics equations for
the system are derived using Newton’s second law in the
Body-Fixed Coordinate system with the assumption that
the small body is a homogeneous tri-axial ellipsoid. The
nominal polynomial trajectory is employed for z-axis
taking account of the fuel suboptimal. Terminal Sliding
Mode Control law with compensation term is derived and
the efficacy of the controller performance is tested via
numerical simulation. The Adaptive Terminal Sliding
Mode Control law with compensation term is then derived
in the case the boundary of uncertainties and external
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disturbances are unknown. Results of the numerical
simulation match with closed-form solutions and
demonstrate the proposed algorithm can ensure fast and
accurately respond in conditions of parameter uncertainty,
feedback state error and external disturbances compared
with SMC, and the system can ensure the descent accuracy
requirement and a safe landing velocity.

potential function when the probe landing on the surface
of small body. Harmonic series expansion method is
adopted when the probe is far from the small body and
polyhedral approach is adopted when the distance is close.
Nominal polynomial trajectory in the present paper has
limitations only considering fuel suboptimal. The future
work is focused on descent trajectory planning taking fully
account into the fuel and irregular gravitation etc.
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Abstract
ANSYS is one of the most influential finite element analysis software in the world because of its very powerful calculation and analysis
ability, but its pre-process function is weak relatively. SolidWorks is the three-dimension parametric feature modelling software of
100% feature modelling and 100% parameterization, which provides product-level automated design tools. In this paper, combining
with the intake tower, it discusses the method of modelling in three-dimension CAD software SolidWorks and the interface processing
between SolidWorks and the ANSYS code, which decreases the difficulty in modelling complicated models in ANSYS. In view of the
function of the birth-death element and secondary development with APDL (ANSYS parametric design language), simulation analyses
of thermal field and stress during the construction and impounding periods were conveniently conducted.
Keywords: computer modelling, SolidWorks, interface processing, birth-death element, APDL, simulation analysis, ANSYS

1 Introduction

dimension solid geometry that is then used to create
drawings, manufacturing instructions, instruction
manuals, animations, full-colour renderings, and other
types of documentation. Regardless of the complexity of
the item being created, the creation process is easy and
follows the same basic steps. Firstly, a sketch is created
that is turned into a base feature. The base feature is then
further refined by adding features that add or remove
material from the base feature. Individual part models can
then be used to build assemblies that represent the final
design. After creating the three-dimension part or
assembly models, drawings are made to document the
design and manufacturing process. SolidWorks is the
three-dimension parametric feature modelling software of
100% feature modelling and 100% parameterization,
which has the following outstanding characteristics.
(i) Characteristics of the administrator functions.
(ii) Full-related data management of the zero part
design, assembly design and two-dimension drawings,
which are interrelated.
(iii) With tightly interface of a number of CAM, CAE
software.
At present, modelling by SolidWorks is mainly applied
to railway, aerospace, machinery manufacturing, national
defence industry, electronics, shipbuilding and other fields
[12-15], and is rarely applied to hydraulic engineering.
ANSYS is a type of large universal finite element
software that has a powerful ability to calculate and
analyse aspects of structure, thermal properties, fluid,
electromagnetic, acoustics and so on, which has been
widely used in civil engineering, traffic, water
conservancy, railway, petroleum chemical industry,
aerospace, machinery manufacturing, national defence,

Recently, mass concrete is widely applied to hydraulic
engineering. The internal temperature of concrete rises due
to cement hydration heat, and thus generates thermal stress
of the concrete structure. Excessive stress may cause
concrete cracks, which affects safety of the concrete
structure. It is necessary to analyse the thermal field and
thermal stress of important mass concrete structures with
both routine methods and the finite element method
(FEM). Some researchers have done a large amount of
simulation analyses using FE software [1-6], but
difficulties in these methods remain. There are two main
difficulties:
(i) Modelling of mass concrete structures in FEM
software are difficult because of their complexity [7, 8].
(ii) The construction processes and boundary
conditions of concrete structure are complex, so complete
simulation is difficult with FEM software [9, 10].
How to solve these two difficulties is of concern to
engineers and researchers.
SolidWorks is a CAD/CAE/CAM/PDM desktop
system, and the first three-dimension mechanical CAD
software in Windows developed by the SolidWorks
company. It provides product-level automated design tools
[11]. Since its introduction in 1995, SolidWorks has
become a favourite design tool for many of today’s
engineers, mechanical designers, and industrial designers.
In part because of its easy-to-learn graphical user interface
and powerful set of tools. SolidWorks is used by many top
companies worldwide to design, engineer, and document
their products in a variety of fields. At the core of
SolidWorks is the ability to create parametric three* Corresponding author e-mail: 1694440@qq.com
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electronics, shipbuilding, biological medicine, geological
mining, household appliances and other general industrial
and scientific research [16]. Since developed in 1970 by
John Dr Swanson at the university of Pittsburgh, ANSYS
has occupied a pivotal position in the FES field and been
widely accepted by the industrial areas, which is
recognized as the standard analysis software of more than
20 professional and technical associations. But the preprocess function of ANSYS is weak relatively. The
modelling ability in ANSYS is inferior and the complex
model building is very complex by ANSYS. So the
reprocessing wastes most time and affects work efficiency
seriously.
In the paper, the structure of intake tower was modelled
in the three-dimension CAD software SolidWorks and
imported into ANSYS with an interface tool. Then, the
simulation analysis during construction and impounding
periods was conducted by the APDL program in ANSYS.

(iii) Optimal model. Modelling the right side wall and
modifying the model by stretching removal command. The
optimal model is shown in Figure 3. In addition,
SolidWorks provides the command of insert 
characteristics  split for model splitting, by which the
simulation analyses for the construction impounding of the
mass structure become convenient.
(iv) Examining the section of model from different
perspectives. In SolidWorks, we can easily check the front
and back, up and down, left and right sides of model, and
even different location of the section, which helps us
conveniently check whether the model is optimal. The
cross section of model is shown in Figure 4.

2 Modelling in SolidWorks and interface processing
between SolidWorks and ANSYS
2.1 MODELLING IN SOLIDWORKS
The process of modelling is undertaken from the inside to
the outside because of the complexity of internal structure
of the intake tower.
(i) The base plate and the left side wall modelling.
Firstly, selecting sketch map and using sketch rendering
tools to draw L-shaped cross-section of base plate and side
wall. Secondly, entering the values of stretching length and
stretching the cross-section by stretching convex body
command, and the three-dimension model of base plate
and the left side wall is obtained, which is shown in Figure
1.
(ii) Internal structure modelling. Firstly, selecting
sketch map and drawing the two-dimension plan for
stretching. Secondly, entering the values of stretching
length and stretching the plan by stretching convex body
command, and the three-dimension model internal
structure is obtained. The internal structure model is shown
in Figure 2.

FIGURE 1 3D L-shaped model

FIGURE 3 Integrated model

FIGURE 4 Cross section

2.2 INTERFACES BETWEEN SOLIDWORKS AND
ANSYS
ANSYS provides some interface tools for CAD software,
which imports the CAD model conveniently and reduces
the difficulties of model processing. The interface tools are
given in Table 1.
TABLE 1 CAD software packages and preferred interface tools
CAD software
package
AutoCAD

File
type
*.sat

Pro/ENGINEER

*.prt

SolidWorks

*.x_t

Interface tool
Interface tool for SAT
Interface tool for
Pro/ENGINEER
Interface tool for Parasolid

The model needs to save as type Parasolid (*.x_t) to
import into ANSYS correctly, concrete steps are as
follows, choose “file  save as”, it is requested to write
the model’s name and choose the saving type as Parasolid
(*.x_t) in the ejecting dialog box, then choose the saving
folder and save. In ANSYS, using the command
“PARAIN, Name, Extension, Path, Entity, FMT, Scale” or
choosing “File  Import  PARA...” in the GUI
interface. There are two means of importing, and the
differences of whether selecting "Allow Defeaturing" or
not are given in Figures 5 and 6. Both of models can be
pre-processed in ANSYS in practice.

FIGURE 2 Internal structure
model
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FIGURE 5 With defeaturing

Killing the elements is not removing the element from
the model, but reducing its stiffness by multiplying a small
factor with its stiffness matrix. At the same time, the
element loads, strains, mass, damp, specific heat and other
similar parameters of the dead element are set to zero,
which are not included in the results. As the same process
as above, the activated element is not added to the model,
but to re-activate it, then the stiffness, mass and other
parameters return to the original values. All elements must
be generated in PREP7, including to the dead elements
which will be activated later, because the elements cannot
be generated in equation solver. In analysis, all elements
are killed at the beginning and the elements which are
needed to analyse are re-activated later.
The commands of setting birth-death element by
APDL are written as:

FIGURE 6 Without defeaturing

3 Analysis of thermal field of intake tower
There are 5 products of ANSYS to thermal analysis as
shown in Figures 7, which can be classified into ANSYS/
Multiphysics, ANSYS/Mechanical, ANSYS/Thermal,
ANSYS/FLOTRAN and ANSYS/ED.

ESEL, … ! Selecting the elements that will be killed
EKILL, … ! Killing the elements
ESEL,… ! Selecting the elements that will be activated
EALIVE, … ! Activating the elements

It can be used the loop commands to realize the layered
construction of concrete, which solves the problem of
simulating difficultly in GUI interface of ANSYS. The
loop commands are written as:
*DO, Par, IVAL, FVAL, INC
Commands section
*ENDDO
FIGURE 7 ANSYS thermal analysis products

The written commands can be saved in text file. Using
the command “/INPUT, 'file name', 'txt', 'saving path' ” or
choosing “File read input from...” in the GUI interface, and
importing the text file with commands, which realize the
simulation of construction progress conveniently.
The life and death of element functions are realized by
modifying the stiffness. When the element was "killed",
the stiffness matrix of which is not removed, but its values
reduced to a minimum. The stiffness of killed elements
multiplied by a tiny reduction factor (default is 1e-6), and
the values of the stiffness is not zero to prevent matrix
singularity.

The heat balance equilibrium equation of thermal
analysis in ANSYS is based on the principle of energy. In
calculating, the temperature of each node is calculated, and
then other thermal physical parameters are exported. and
export the finite element method to calculate. It can figure
out the problems of heat conduction, convection and
radiation. In addition, the problems of phase transition,
inner heat source and the thermal contact resistance also
can be analysed [17-19].
The thermal analysis in ANSYS can be classified into
steady heat transfer analysis and transient heat transfer
analysis. The steady heat transfer is that the thermal field
does not change with time, and the transient heat transfer
is that the thermal field changes significantly with time.
The temperature analysis of the intake tower during the
construction and impounding periods involves aspects of
the thermal field and thermal stress. The calculation must
deal with the problems of simulation of layered
construction, dynamic boundary conditions, hydration
heat, dynamic elasticity modulus, autogenously volume
deformation of concrete and thermal creep stress, which
are difficult to simulate directly in ANSYS. APDL is a
scripting language based on the style of parametric
variables. It is used to reduce a large amount of repetitive
work in analysis [20-22]. This study carried out a
simulation analysis of the thermal field considering nearly
all conditions of construction, using the birth-death
element and programming with APDL.

3.1 ANALYSIS OF THERMAL FIELD OF INTAKE
TOWER
3.1.1 Unsteady thermal field analysis
Many factors such as the effect of hydration heat of cement,
air temperature and water temperature cause the
temperature of concrete changes. This is a heat conduction
problem of internal heat sources in the area. The unsteady
thermal field is written as [23]:
T
   2T  2T  2T  



,


 c   x 2 y 2 z 2  

(1)

where  is the age of concrete, c is the specific heat of
concrete,  is the density of concrete,  is the thermal
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conductivity of concrete, and  is the adiabatic
temperature rise of concrete.
For the three-dimension unsteady thermal field, the
e
functional form I (T ) is:

 1  T  2  T  2  T  2 
I e T      
 
 
 
2  x   y   z  
R 

 T 



 
R 

The air temperature formula during impounding period
is written as,

T =15.8+11.9  cos[  (t  281)/180] .

After impounding finished, the following formulas are
given to describe the water temperature variation of
different height. Height from 89m to 107m, T =18C .
Height from 107m to 110m:

(2)

 
1 2

 T  dxdydz     T  Ta T  ds,
2
 


D

T =18+2  cos[  (t  281)/180] .

(9)

Height from 110m to 112m:

where R is a subfield of unit e, the thermal diffusivity



(8)

T =18+3  cos[  (t  281)/180] .



,  
,  is the exothermic coefficient, D
c
c

(10)

Height from 112m to 113m:

is the area on surface D, which is only in boundary units,
and Ta is the air temperature.

T =18+5  cos[  (t  281)/180] .

3.1.2 Initial and boundary conditions

3.2 THERMAL FIELD ANALYSIS IN ANSYS

In analysis, the calculated initial temperature of concrete is
10°C.
The index formula of hydration heat of cement is
written as [24, 25],

Table 2 shows the construction scheme of layered
construction. A layer is not poured until the former layer
is poured. The pouring days in Table 2 are all the total days
of construction for each layer.

Q t  =71610 1  exp  0.36t  ,

TABLE 2 Construction scheme

(3)

Construction
elevation (m)
86.5-89.0
89.0-95.0
95.0-96.8
96.8-103.0

where t is the pouring time, and Q is the hydration heat.
The relation between Q and  is written as:

 Q
.

 c 

(5)

When concrete is exposed to the air, the boundary
condition is:

 T 
 
   T  Ta  ,
 n 

Pouring day
(d)
122-152
153-179
180-201
202-221

TABLE 3 Coordinates and maximum temperature of feature points
Feature point
Maximum
x
y
z
height
number
temperature (°C)
2
7.4
6.0
1.0
92.5
24.268

(6)

where n is the normal direction. Both Ta and  are
constants or variables.
The steel formworks and straws are used as the
insulation materials during the maintenance period, and
the exothermic coefficients of which are 45 kJ/(m2h°C)
and 10 kJ/(m2h°C), respectively.
The air temperature variation formula is written as:

 
T  26.1  25.1cos 
 t  79   .
284



Construction
elevation (m)
103.0-108.0
108.0-114.0
114.0-120.0
120.0-121.0

In the analysis, the simulation of layered construction
and impounding is settled conveniently by function of the
birth-death element and secondary development with
APDL (ANSYS parametric design language).
The coordinates and maximum temperatures of feature
points in every layer are given in Table 3 and the
temperature curves are shown in Figure 8.

The boundary conditions involve the laws of
interaction between concrete and the surrounding medium.
When concrete is exposed to the water, the boundary
condition is:

T ( )  f ( ) .

Pouring day
(d)
1-25
26-50
51-89
90-121

(11)

3

8.4

9.9

5.0

96.4

24.353

4

16.4

16.0

5.0

102.5

25.743

5

8.4

20.0

5.0

106.5

24.346

6

16.4

25.0

8.0

111.5

26.611

7

1.0

30.0

2.0

116.5

29.224

8

8.4

34.5

5.0

121.0

29.934

(7)
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Figure 9 shows that the maximum temperature of each
layer occurs on the 60th day after impounding, and then
the temperature decreases with time. In Figure 6, the
numbers of feature points from 2 to 7 are corresponding to
their maximum temperature curves from Nodetemp 2 to
Nodetemp 7, and the curve of Nodetemp 8 is the air
temperature curve. Feature point 6, the coordinates of
which are (5.0, 26.0, 24.0), the maximum temperature of
which underwater is 24.413 ℃, occurring on the 285th day
of the total construction and impounding periods.
4 Analysis of thermal stress of intake tower

FIGURE 8 Maximum temperature curves

In Figure 8, the curves from Nodetemp 2 to
Nodetemp 8 express temperature variation of feature
points from 2 to 8, and the curve of Nodetemp 9 is the air
temperature curve. It is shown that the maximum
temperature occurs on the 3rd or 4th day after pouring and
decreases with time. Feature point 4, the coordinates of
which are (16.4, 16.0, 5.0), shows the maximum
temperature difference of 23.534°C. Feature point 8 shows
the maximum temperature rise during the construction
period, and the maximum temperature of which is
29.934°C, occurring on the 206th day of the total
construction period.
The impounding commenced immediately after the
construction of the intake tower, which lasted for 16 days,
and the calculating lasted for 170 days. In particular, the
reservoir elevation started from 84.0m and finished at
108.0m, at the rate of approximately 1.5m per day. The
feature points are selected in every layer above the base
plate. The maximum temperatures and the temperature
curves are given in Table 4 and Figure 9, respectively.

Expansion or contraction of the structure occurs along with
heating and cooling. The thermal stress occurs when the
expansion or contraction is limited. In this paper, the
temperature of nodes was applied to the structure as a body
load after the analysis of the thermal field.
4.1 SELECTION OF CALCULATING PARAMETERS
The parameters of concrete are given in Table 5.
TABLE 5 Parameters of concrete

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

x
5.0
1.0
10.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

z

Coefficient of linear
expansion (1/℃)

Poisson
ratio

Concrete

2 447.5

9×10-6

0.167

E1  3.6  1010 1  exp  0.40t 0.34   .

(12)

The creep effect is considered in analysis of
temperature stress, and the formula of the creep degree is
written as,

Maximum
temperature
(°C)
2.0
23.0
88.5
18.979
7.0
23.0
93.5
18.145
15.04
7.632
101.54
22.221
24.0
8.632
110.5
23.729
26.0
24.0
112.5
24.413
34.5
17.632
121.0
27.698
Air temperature variation curve
y

Density
(kg/m3)

The elasticity modulus is written as:

TABLE 4 Coordinates and maximum temperature of feature points
Feature point
number

Material

height

C = 0.23 1  9.2t 0.45  1  et1  0.52 1  1.17t 0.45  



1  e  10
t2

10



. (13)

3.60.

The creep degree is influenced by the cement type,
water-cement ratio and admixture.
where

t1  0.3  t  3 and t2  0.005  t  3 . When

t1  80 , we consider t1  80 ; and when t2

 80 , we

consider t2  80 .
Considering the creep degree, the formula of the
elasticity modulus is adjusted to be:

E  E1 / 1  CE1  .

(14)

4.2 THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS IN ANSYS
ANSYS software provides the following two methods of
thermal stress analysis:
(i) The indirect method. Thermal field analysis is
constructed first, and then the node temperature is applied
to the structure as a body load.

FIGURE 9 Maximum temperature curves
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(ii) The direct method. The results of thermal field and
thermal stress are gained by using coupling elements with
both temperature and displacement degree of freedom.
In this paper, the thermal field and thermal stress
analyses during the construction and impounding periods
belongs to the conditions that temperature of nodes are
unknown and thermal and structural coupling is
unidirectional, so the first method which is the indirect
method is selected in analysis.
The coordinates of feature points in thermal stress
analysis were same as those in thermal field analysis.
Table 6 shows the maximum thermal stress of each point.
Feature point 9 is the point with the maximum thermal
stress.

The maximum thermal stress of each point during
impounding period is shown in Table 7. Feature point 6,
the coordinates of which are (5.0, 26.0, 24.0), is the point
with the maximum thermal stress.
TABLE 7 Maximum thermal stress of feature points
Maximum
thermal stress
(MPa)
-0.10
0.12

Feature point
number
2
3
4

Feature point
number
5
6
7

Maximum
thermal stress
(MPa)
0.22
0.26
0.23

The thermal stress curves of feature points are shown
in Figure 11.

TABLE 6 Maximum thermal stress of feature points
Feature point
number
2
3
4
5

Maximum
thermal stress
(MPa)
0.25
0.26
0.38
0.37

Maximum
thermal stress
(MPa)
0.17
0.13
0.14
1.68

Feature point
number
6
7
8
9

The thermal stress curves of feature points are shown
in Figure 10.

FIGURE 11 Maximum stress curves

Here the numbers of feature points from 2 to 7 are
corresponding to their maximum stress curves from S1_2
to S1_7. The figures and table show that the maximum
thermal stress of the intake tower is 0.26 MPa, occurring
on the 18th day of the impounding period, and the
maximum thermal stress of each point in the intake tower
during the impounding period is less than the ultimate
tensile stress of concrete.

FIGURE 10 Maximum stress curves

Here the curves from S1_2 to S1_9 express the
maximum stress variation of feature points from 2 to 9, and
the S1_10 curve is the ultimate tensile stress of concrete.
The formula of concrete’s ultimate tensile stress is written
as:

5 Conclusions
(i) In this paper, the method of modelling in threedimension CAD software SolidWorks and the interface
processing between SolidWorks and the ANSYS code
are discussed, which realizes an effective combination
of the advantages of both SolidWorks and ANSYS.
(ii) The thermal field and thermal stress during the
construction
and
impounding
periods,
considering multi factors such as layered
construction and impounding, hydration heat,
dynamic elasticity modulus, autogenous volume
deformation and creep of concrete, are
conveniently obtained by birth-death element and
secondary development with APDL.
(iii) It is known that the temperature rises rapidly in
the early stage of construction, and reaches a
maximum value of 29.934°C on the 3rd or 4th day

2

 t  0.232 106 33.5 1  0.2  ln  t / 28   3 .

(15)

The maximum thermal stress occurs on 90th day of the
construction period on feature point 9, which is located at
the interface between the third layer and the fourth layer,
and the value of which is 1.68 MPa. It is known that the
thermal stress increases with the temperature difference.
Thus, it is postulated that the maximum thermal stress is
caused by the instantaneous temperature difference
between two layers in the pouring period. It is known that
the maximum thermal stress of each point during the
construction period is less than the ultimate tensile stress
of concrete from Figure 10.
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after pouring. The maximum temperature during
impounding period is 24.413°C, occurring on the
early stage of impounding. The thermal stress
increases with the temperature difference, and the
maximum thermal stress occurs at the interface of
new and old layers, which is caused by the
instantaneous temperature difference. The values
of maximum thermal stress of construction and
impounding are 1.68 MPa and 0.26 MPa, which

are both less than the ultimate tensile stress of
concrete.
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Abstract
Driving ranges was a key factor that may affect the popularization and development of pure electric vehicle (PEV) with dual-energy
storage system (DESS). It relied on neural network for its prediction. However, the prediction effect was not satisfactory due to local
minimization, slow convergence rate, overfitting phenomenon and so on. In order to be more accurate in prediction, this paper
introduced the Support Vector Regress (SVR) to the vehicle with parameters optimized by particle swarm optimization (PSO). Compare
to BP neural network algorithm, PSO-SVR algorithm is more accurate and practical.
Keywords: pure electric vehicle with dual-energy storage system, particle swarm optimization algorithm, support vector machine, driving ranges

[9]. So it points a direction for EV driving ranges
prediction. The paper uses SVM to predict PEV with
DESS driving ranges. As the prediction accuracy of SVM
is closely related to training parameters, particle swarm is
introduced to optimize the parameters. The results show
that the accuracy rate of prediction based on PSO SVM is
higher, therefore, it can apply in the prediction of EV
driving ranges.

1 Introduction
Electric vehicles (EV) are more environmental-friendly
with less noise and save more energy compared with fuel
vehicles. But their driving ranges are a big problem, with
the battery of EV as the primary obstacle. Therefore, it is
significant to study the relationship between SOC (state of
charge) of batteries and driving ranges.
In recent years, many experts and scholars propose the
prediction methods based on non-linear theory. Li
Dinggen, Deng Jie, et al study the relationship curves
between SOC of batteries and driving ranges according to
the energy equivalent principle between EV energy
consumption and output energy of batteries [1]. Xu Wenle
uses RBF neural network to predict driving ranges
according to EV speed, temperature, current and voltage.
It is proved to be feasible after the comparison between
predicted data and actual data [2]. Zhang Wanxing
establishes a SOC model of lithium iron phosphate battery
through BP neural network and simulates driving ranges
of the model in cruise software [3].
At present, the prediction of EV driving ranges by
neural network is widely accepted. Neural network can
map the complex nonlinear relationship and has strong
nonlinear fitting ability. However, its learning speed is
slow and samples should be of high quality. If there are a
large amount of samples, the system may be in the state of
local minimization and the generalization ability will be
far from satisfactory [4-7]. Vanpik proposes a new
machine learning method: support vector machine (SVM)
[8]. It can address the nonlinear problem, cope with small
samples, high dimension and local minimal phenomenon

2 The principle of PSO algorithm to optimize
parameters of SVM
2.1 SVM REGRESSION MODEL
The method of SVM is based on VC dimension theory of
statistical learning and minimal principle of structural risk,
in which the main idea of classification is to find the
optimal classification plane and improve the accuracy rate
of classification [10,11]. The regression is based on
classification. It estimates the function through sample
learning [12].
Suppose regression training sample set is: A={(x1, y1),
…(xl, yl)}, where, xi∈X=Rn, yi∈Y=R, i=1, 2, …, l. xi refers
to input variables, yi refers to expected values
corresponding xi and l refers to the number of training
samples. Regression function is described as:
f (x)=< w x > + b, (1)
where w∈Rn, it refers to weight vector. b∈R, it refers to s
bias threshold. < > refers to inner product operation. In
order to ensure the generalization ability of SVM model,

* Corresponding author e-mail: dushuang234@sina.com
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1 2
w should be minimized. Regression diagram of two2
dimensional plane is shown in Figure 1, where dots refer
to the training samples and the solid line refers to the ultra
plane f (x). The dotted lines H1 and H2 refer to the planes
which are parallel to f (x) and the distance between the
dotted lines and f (x) is ε. Regression aims at finding
optimal solution of Equation (2).

maxW (α i , α*i )  
n

ε∑
i 1

∑f

i , j 1

(4)

( xi )( i   i* ),

i , j 1

∑( i   i* )  0 , 0 ≤ αi≤ C

i=1,2, … , N,

i 1

H1

f (x) = <w·x> +b

ε

n

∑( i   i* )( j   *j )K ( xi , x j ) 

n

s.t.
ξi＞0

( i   i* ) 

1
2

n

0  i*  C ,

H2

where α i and α *i refer to Lagrangian multiplier.

ε

n

w

ξ *i > 0

∑( i   i* )k ( xi , x) . (5)
i 1

FIGURE 1 Diagram of SVR

So the Equation (1) can be expressed as:

l

min

1
2
w  C ∑( i +  i* ) ,
2
i 1

n

(2)

f ( x) 

∑( i   i* )k ( xi , x)  b .

(6)

i 1

s.t. f (xi)－<w xi> －b ≤ ε + ξi,
<w xi> + b－f (xi) ≤ ε + 

2.3 THE BASIC PRINCIPLE OF PSO

*
i ,

PSO [15-17] is a new algorithm of swarm intelligence
which is proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart. Its basic idea
originates from the research on artificial life and birds
preying behavior. The difference between PSO and the
genetic algorithm is that PSO has not selection, crossover
and mutation. It finds the optimal solution through
searching the optimal solution of particles in the solution
space. Suppose there are D particles in the swarm, the
position vector of the i-th particle is Xi={Xi1, Xi2, … , Xid}T.
The velocity vector of the i-th particle is Vi={Vi1, Vi2, … ,
Vid}T. The position vector of each particle corresponds to a
fitness function value. In the iterative process, the particle
updates own speed and position through tracking the
optimal position of individual best position and global best
position.

i ,i*  0 ,
i=1,2, …, N,
where C refers to penalty factor. i and  i* refer to slack
variables. ε refers to insensitive loss coefficient. If there is
the nonlinear relationship between the input variables and
expected values, the kernel function will be introduced in
SVM operation. Map input variables into high dimension
space so the nonlinear problem in low dimensional space
is shifted to a linear problem in high dimensional space
[13,14]. In this paper, RBF is selected as the kernel
function:





K xi , x j  exp(

- xi - x j
2g 2

k
k
V k id1  wVidk  c1r1 ( Pidk  X idk )  c2r2 ( Pgd
 X gd
),

2

),

(3)

X k id1  X idk  Vidk 1 ,

where g refers to the parameter of RBF kernel function.
With Lagrangian function, the optimization of Equation (2)
will be shifted to solving quadratic programming.

(7)

(8)

where Pidk refers to the individual extremum of the k-th
k
iteration. Pgd
refers to the global extremum of the k-th

iteration. c1 and c2 refer to acceleration constant. r1 and r2
are random numbers from zero to one. w refers to inertia
weight.
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2.3 PSO ALGORITHM FOR PARAMETERS OF SVM

start

In real situation, the choice of SVM parameters affects its
performance to a great. The penalty factor C can define a
Lagrange multiplier [18] and it also reflects the degree of
punishment in the given feature space when the training
model distributes erroneous sample data. The smaller the
C value is, the smaller the punishment of sample data will
be, but the bigger the training errors are. If the C value is
greater, there will be more learning accuracy. But the
generation ability of the model decreases. The appropriate
C value can anti-interfere to a certain extent and enhance
the stability of the model. g is the width coefficient of RBF
kernel function which reflects the radial range of RBF core.
If g value is smaller, the connection among SVM is loose
and the generalization ability of model increases. If the g
value is bigger, the number of support vectors will increase.
But mode complexity also increases and is prone to
produce under fitting [19]. Optimal methods for
parameters of SVM are commonly used the grid search
method [20,21], genetic algorithm and PSO. The paper
uses PSO to optimize the parameters of SVM.
The steps of particle swarm algorithm to optimize the
parameters of SVM are as follows:
1) Initialize the parameters C and g of PSO and
determine the population size, then initialize the speed and
position of the particle and set the number of iterations.
2) Regard individual optimal solution Pibest of each
particle as the current position and the current particle is
substituted into the SVM model, and then calculate the
fitness value of each particle. Regard the particle with
maximum fitness value corresponding to individual
optimal solution as the current global optimal solution
Pgbest.
3) Update the position and speed of the particle
according to the equation (7) and the equation (8).
4) Compare the fitness value of each particle with Pibest.
If the fitness value is better, Pibest will be updated.
Otherwise, the original value is retained.
5) Compare the fitness value of each particle with Pgbest.
If the fitness value is better, Pgbest will be updated.
Otherwise, the original value is retained.
6) Judge whether the system meets the exit conditions.
If it does, the optimal fitness value will be returned.
Otherwise, skip to step 2).
Flow chart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

initialize particle
swarm, determine the
population size and the
number of iterations

initialize the
position and speed
of the particle

determine the initial
individual extremum
and group extremum

calculate the fitness
value of each particle

evaluate the fitness
value of each particle

update the position
and speed of
individual

N

judge whether the
system meets the
conditions

Y
transmit the optimal
parameters to SVM

end
FIGURE 2 Flow chart of PSO-SVR
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3 Driving Ranges prediction of PEV with DESS
3.1 CALCULATING DRIVING RANGES
The driving ranges are one of the economic performances
of EV. It refers to the distances from the completion of
charge to the required standard. At present, EV driving
ranges is calculated in the way that the output energy of
batteries is equal to consumption energy of EV [22]. The
driving force of EV:

Ft  mgf 

CD Av2
 δmj ,
21.15

(9)

FIGURE 3 The cycle curve of EV

As we can see from Figure 3:
1) Electric vehicles drive at uniform speed from 0 to 7
seconds. Driving distances S1=v1t=62.23m; driving force
Ft1 = mgf + CD Av /21.15 = 77.81N; Energy consumption
of batteries EB1 = Ft1 × (S1/1000)/ηηMηCηB×3600=
0.0019kw·h.
2) Electric vehicles accelerate from 7 to 27 seconds.
Driving distances S2 = v2 / 2j1 = 432.78m; driving force Ft2=
mgf + CD Av / 21.15 + m×j = 173.28N; Energy
consumption of batteries EB2 = Ft2 × (S2 / 1000) /
ηηMηCηB×3600=0.0298kw·h.
3) Electric vehicles drive at uniform speed from 27 to
50 seconds. The method is the same as 1). Driving
distances S3= 287.5m; driving force Ft3= 79.16N; Energy
consumption of batteries EB3= 0.0091kw·h.
4) Electric vehicles accelerate from 50 to 75 seconds.
The method is the same as 2). Driving distances
S4=1051.57m; driving force Ft4=134.57N; energy
consumption of batteries EB4= 0.0563kw·h.
5) Electric vehicles drive at uniform speed from 75 to
93 seconds. Driving distances S5= 275.02m; Driving force
Ft5= 80.5N; energy consumption of batteries EB5=
0.0088kw·h.
6) Electric vehicles decelerate from 93 to 100 seconds.
The driving distances S6=v/2j3=43.42m.
The total energy consumption of batteries is 0.106
kw·h and driving ranges is 2152.52m. The driving time of
EV is 9500 seconds. The driving ranges of EV in the
driving condition is Stotal=2152.52×9500/100=204.49km.

where m refers to EV mass; f refers to the coefficient of
rolling resistance; CD refers to the coefficient of aero
dynamic drag; A refers to frontal area; v refers to the
driving speed of EV; δ refers to the coefficient of increased
mass; j refers to the acceleration of EV. The expression of
EV in the acceleration and deceleration is:

S

v2
.
2j

(10)

The battery consumption energy is expressed as:

EB 

Ft S
,
ηηM ηC ηB  3600

(11)

where Ft refers to the driving force of EV;S refers to the
driving ranges of EV; η refers to mechanical transmission
efficiency; ηM refers to the efficiency of motor driving; ηC
refers to the efficiency of motor controller; ηB refers to the
efficiency of discharged batteries[23]. The parameters of
PEV with DESS in the paper are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1 The parameters of PEV with DESS
Parameter

Value

Vehicle Weight/kg

520

Frontal Area/m2
Coefficient of Aero
Dynamic Drag
Coefficient of
Rolling Resistance

1.05
0.35
0.015

Parameter
Mechanical transmission
efficiency
Motor driving efficiency
Motor controller
efficiency
Discharged batteries
efficiency

Value
0.92
0.93
0.96
0.85

3.2 SAMPLE DATA AND PROCESSING
The driving conditions of EV include starting,
acceleration, uniform speed, deceleration and stop. The
driving distances of a complete driving condition is called
driving section. The driving ranges are acquired by
accumulated driving sections.

The energy storage devices of PEV with DESS include
batteries and ultra-capacitor. There is a close connection
between SOC changes of batteries and ultra-capacitor and
driving ranges. Establish the model of PEV with DESS
under Matlab/simulink. When the pure electric vehicles
run in the normal state, the SOC change curves of batteries
and ultra-capacitor are shown in Figure 4. The curve of
driving ranges and time is shown in Figure 5. In general,
the safe working ranges of batteries SOC are from 0.4 to 1
and the safe working ranges of ultra-capacitor SOC are
from 0.2 to 1 [25]. As can be seen in Figure 4, 9500
seconds are needed when the SOC of batteries decreases
to 0.4 and the SOC of ultra-capacitor decreases to 0.2.

k

S   Si ,

(12)

i =1

where Si refers to the driving distances of EV in each
section; k refers to the number of driving condition [24].
The driving condition of EV in the paper is shown in
Figure 3.
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Import the data of Figure 4 and Figure 5 into Matlab.
The mutation data are removed according to the denoising
experience then the smoothness of the signal is improved.
According to the above, the prediction sample data are
available. They are shown in Table 2.

3.3 THE PROGRAM OF PSO SVM ALGORITHM
PSO parameters of SVM are run in the Matlab
environment. Establish the PSO model according to the
Figure 2. The specific implementation programs are as
follows:
load A.txt;
% import sample data
load B.txt;
c1 = 1.7;
% set the acceleration constant
c2 = 1.6;
maxgen=200; % the number of iterations
sizepop=20;
% population size
popcmax=10^(2);
% set the scope of optimal parameters C
popcmin=10^(–1);
popgmax=10^(3);
% set the scope of optimal parameters g
popgmin=10^(–2);
k = 0.6;
Vcmax = k*popcmax;
% set extreme speed of C
s=3;
%% produce the initial particles and speed
for i=1:sizepop
pop(i,1) = (popcmax-popcmin)*rand+popcmin;
% generate initial population randomly
pop(i,2) = (popgmax-popgmin)*rand+popgmin;
V(i,1)=Vcmax*rands(1);
% initialize speed
V(i,2)=Vgmax*rands(1);
%% calculate the initial fitness value
cmd = ['-s',num2str(v),' -c ',num2str( pop(i,1) ),
' –g ',num2str( pop(i,2) )];
fitness(i) = svmtrain(trainx, train, cmd);
fitness(i) = -fitness(i);
end
%% find extremum and extremum point
[global_fitness bestindex]=min(fitness);
% global extremum
local_fitness=fitness;
% initialize individual extremum
global_x=pop(bestindex,:);
% global extremum point
local_x=pop;
% initialize individual extremum point

FIGURE 4 The SOC-time curve of battery and ultra-capacitor

FIGURE 5 The curve of driving ranges and time
TABLE 2 The prediction sample data
NO.

Batteries
SOC

Ultra-capacitor
SOC

Driving ranges
(km)

1

1

1

0

2

0.8212

0.5615

85.5521

3

0.7391

0.5117

106.9241

4

0.6656

0.4618

120.8139

5

0.6016

0.4115

134.7040

6

0.5464

0.3617

148.5938

7

0.4986

0.3113

162.4842

8

0.4572

0.2612

176.3737

9

0.4213

0.2116

190.2642

10

0.4000

0.2000

209.2100

Run the program of the above and the fitness curve is
shown in Figure 6. As can be seen from Figure 6, the
optimal fitness value is 0.91. The results show that the
optimal parameters of SVM are C = 2 and g = 0.25 which
are shown in Figure 7. The prediction results are evaluated
by the mean square error and the square correlation
coefficient. Mean square error:

From Table 2 it is clear that the driving range of EV
which is measured through simulation experimental is
209.21km. It is close to 204.49km that is derived from
theoretical calculation and the error is 2.3%.

MSE 

1
N

N

∑( X i - Yi )2 ,

(13)

i 1

Square correlation coefficient:
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(N
r2 
(N

∑

N

i 1
N

i 1

BP neural network is a multilayer feed forward neural
network. It is composed of input layer, hidden layer and
output layer. There are two circulation signals between
layer and layer, namely, the working signal and error
signal. The working signal propagates forward after the
input signal until the actual output signal at the output
terminal. It is the function of the input signal and the
weight. The error signal is the difference signal between
actual output and expected output of neural network. It
propagates back layer by layer through the output terminal
[26,27].
Establish PSO-SVM algorithm prediction model
according to the optimum parameters in section 2.3 and
compare the prediction results between BP network model
and PSO-SVM model.
From Figure 8, we can draw the conclusion that the
change tends of SVM prediction, BP neural network
prediction and the measured values is basically the same.
But SVM prediction results are closer to the measured
values. The prediction value of BP neural network has
significant fluctuation. So its error is obvious. From Table
3, it is clear that the prediction results of SVM model are
good. The maximum value of relative error of ten
prediction samples is 1.91%. But the maximum value of
relative error of BP neural network is 4.88%. So the
prediction model of PSO parameters for SVM is reliable
and reasonable and its accuracy rate is higher.

N

∑X iYi - ∑X i ∑Yi )2

N

X i2
i 1

N

-(

∑X i )

2

) - (N

i 1

i 1
N
Yi 2
i 1

∑

,

N

-(

∑Yi )

2

(14)

)

i 1

where Xi refers to measured values. Yi refers to prediction
values. N refers to the number of prediction sample.
Establish the prediction model of SVM under the
optimal parameters and predict the test data. The mean
square error is calculated to be 0.005 according to
Equation (13) and the square correlation coefficient is 0.98
according to Equation (14).
3.4 PREDICTION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Vcmin = -Vcmax ;
Vgmax = k*popgmax
Vgmin = –Vgmax ;

% set extreme speed of g

FIGURE 6 Fit curve of PSO

FIGURE 8 Results comparison diagram of between SVMand BP neural
network driving ranges prediction

FIGURE 7 Diagram of C and g optimization results
TABLE 3 Comparison of prediction results between SVR and BP neural network
NO.

Measured values

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.0102
85.5521
106.9241
120.8139
134.7040
148.5938
162.4842
176.3737
190.2642
209.2100

Prediction values of BP
neural network model
2.6434
82.5505
101.7097
119.6689
136.1486
151.1705
164.8946
177. 5508
188.9525
203.1256

Relative errors %
—
-3.51
-4.88
-0.95
1.07
1.73
1.48
0.67
-0.69
-2.9

Prediction values of SVM
model
0.0082
87.1834
107.4154
121.5251
135.7710
150.8951
163.9965
177. 4479
191.0705
205.5227

Relative errors%
—
1.91
0.46
0.59
0.79
1.55
0.93
0.61
0.42
-1.76
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error of BP neural network is controlled within 5%. The
results indicate that PSO parameters of SVM model have
high fitting precision and are feasible for PEV with DESS
to predict the driving ranges.

4 Conclusions
The paper proposes to predict the driving ranges
of dual-energy PEV with SVM. It can overcome the local
minimum phenomenon and overfitting phenomenon. At
the same time, it can also address the uncertain hidden
nodes of neural network.
The penalty coefficient and the width of radial basis
function are optimized by particle swarm algorithm, then
we establish SVM model. The comparison between SVM
to BP neural network shows that the maximum relative
error of SVM is less than 2%. But the maximum relative
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Abstract
There are a lot of factors that affect the gas emission, and among those there is a complicated and nonlinear relationship, so a BP neural
network model based on immune genetic algorithm (IGA) was constructed to solve the problem of the traditional BP neural network
such as, slow training speed, easy to be trapped into local optimums, and the premature convergence. In order to further improve
accuracy of the prediction, the Markov chain was used to modify the residual series for the sample of bigger error. The correction result
is more close to the measured value. The results showed that both the prediction accuracy and convergence speed of the IGA-BP model
are better than the BP neural network model. The prediction after modified by Markov chain was further improved, the absolute average
relative error of the prediction of the IGA-BP model is 2.40%.
Keywords: gas emission, immunity genetic algorithm, BP neural network, Markov chain, prediction

1 Introduction

2 Immune Genetic Algorithms (IGA)

Gas is one of the important factors threatening the safety
production of mine. The situation of safety in production
of coal mine is becoming more and more serious. The
security incidents occurred in small and medium sized coal
mines are particularly frequent. According to statistics,
more than 80% of the accidents are related to gas emission.
Therefore, accurate prediction of gas emission become
more important [1].
The gas emission is affected by geological structure,
coal seam, coal seam thickness and other factors, various
factors mutual restraint, is a nonlinear dynamic system,
time-varying, makes it difficult to accurately predict the
[2] of gas emission. In recent years, some scholars use BP
neural network prediction of mine gas emission, and
achieved good results, but BP neural network has slow
convergence speed, easily falling into local minimum
problems [3].
In order to solve these problems, this paper presents a
BP neural network optimization algorithm -- the improved
immune genetic algorithm BP neural network algorithm
(Immunity Genetic Algorithm-BP neural network, referred
to as IGA-BP), and to establish prediction model of
underground gas emission of working face of dynamic
prediction.
Although the improved algorithm better prediction
results, but some relative error between predicted value
and measured value is too large, so this paper use Markoff
chain modified prediction error residual value, the
correction value is more close to the measured values of
[4].

In recent years, people began to biological immune
technology into the bionic algorithm in traditional artificial
immune algorithm, resulting in [5]. The theory based on
this algorithm with immune operator, immune vaccination
and immune selection operator has two aspects, the former
is based on the prior knowledge of individual genes in the
improvement, improve the individual fitness; the latter is
testing the vaccine individual after inoculation, the
individual fitness increased retention, or eliminated. The
improved immune algorithm is applied to BP neural
network design, use of biological immune technology in
the concentration mechanism and individual diversity
retaining strategy of immune regulation, effectively solve
the premature convergence problem of [6].
IGA algorithm mainly uses the following features [7]:
1) immune system) ability to generate antibody
diversity, the differentiated cells, the immune system
produces antibodies to different antigens in many. Use this
function to maintain the individual diversity of the
evolutionary process, improves the global search ability of
the algorithm, to avoid falling into local optimal solution;
2) self regulatory mechanism, balancing mechanism of
immune system by promoting and inhibiting antibody,
quantity can be self regulating necessary antibody
inhibition concentration, individual this correspondence in
genetic algorithm and the promotion, can improve the local
search ability of the algorithm;
3) immune memory function and antibody producing
cells will retain some memory cells, for the same antigen
into the future, the corresponding memory cells can be
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rapidly stimulated and produced a large amount of
antibody. Through this antigen memory recognition
function in IGA algorithm, can speed up the search speed,
improve the algorithm's search ability overall.
In general, the IGA algorithm is an improved genetic
algorithm by biological immune mechanism is
constructed, it will be practical to solve the problem of the
objective function corresponds to the antigen, and the
solution for the problem corresponding to the antibody [8].
The biological immune principle knowable, cell invasion
of life body antigen immune system of division and
differentiation, automatic produce antibodies to fight, this
process was called immune response. In the process of
immune responses, some antibodies as a memory cell to be
preserved, when similar antigen invaded again, memory
cells stimulated and rapidly produce large amounts of
antibodies, the secondary response than the initial response
more quickly, strong, reaction of the immune system and
memory function. Combined with the antibody and
antigen, destroys the antigen in a series of reaction. At the
same time, mutual promotion and inhibition between
antibody and antibody, used to keep the diversity of
antibodies and immune balance, the balance is based on
the concentration mechanism, namely antibody
concentration is high, are inhibited; low concentration, is
promoted by the reaction of the self-regulatory function,
immune system.
Compared with the standard GA algorithm, based on
the characteristics of the main IGA algorithm immune
principles:
1) characterized by immune memory, this feature can
improve the search speed, the ascension of the whole GA
algorithm search function;
2) has the characteristics of antibody diversity, local
search using this feature can improve GA algorithm;
3) has the ability of self-regulating, this function can
improve the global GA algorithm search function, to avoid
falling into local solution.
In short, the characteristics of IGA algorithm not only
keeps the global GA algorithm parallel random search
function, but also avoids the premature convergence
problem in a certain extent, to ensure rapid convergence to
the global optimal solution [9].

fitness or close to the number of antibodies and antibody
ratio of total maximum fitness is.
Specific Methods IGA BP neural network optimization
algorithm is as follows.
3.1 ANTIBODY CODING
BP neural network learning is a continuous parameter
optimization process repeatedly, if you use a binary
encoding, will lead encoded string is too long, and in the
time and you want to calculate the antibody decoded into
a real number, which may affect the accuracy of network
learning and algorithm running time. Therefore, the use of
real-coded way, each antibody corresponds to one network
structure, the number of hidden nodes to the right of remixed and network real-coded.
3.2 ANTIBODY FITNESS FUNCTION
Assuming an amount of the antibody population, each
antibody corresponds to a network, as a combined network
structure. Corresponding to the error of each antibody as
an antigen of IGA Therefore, the fitness function of the
antibody to the antigen [10]:

F (i) 

1
,
Ei  const

(1)

Ei   (Tp , out  Yp ,out ) 2 , (i  1, 2,..., n) ,
p

out

(2)

where const is greater than zero; T p , out , Y p , out respectively
the p training samples of the first two desired output and
actual output; Ei antibodies corresponding to the i error.
3.3 GENETIC MANIPULATION
3.3.1 Cross
Use way cross at the intersection of two points, establish
X 1l  [ x11 , x12 ,..., x1n ] , X 2l  [ x12 , x22 ,..., xn2 ] - the l-generation
of two antibodies. In the i two arithmetic crossover point
and j point, the next generation of antibodies is:

X 1l 1  [ x11 ,..., xi,..., xj , x1j 1..., x1n ]

3 IGA-BP algorithm methodologies

X 2l 1  [ x12 ,..., xi,..., xj , x 2j 1 ,..., xn2 ]

Realization depends on BP neural network algorithm
based on BP neural network IGA.
First, IGA receives an antigen (corresponding to a
particular problem), followed by a set of randomly
generated initial antibody (corresponding to the candidate
solution); then calculates the fitness of each generation of
the antibody, the antibody of crossover and mutation;
groups through the concentration update strategy to
generate the next generation of antibody group; until the
termination condition is met, the algorithm ends. Which
has the largest concentration of population is defined

,

(3)

The xk and xk ( i  k  j ) is produced by the
following linear combination:
xk   x1k  (1   ) xk2
xk   xk2  (1   ) x1k

,

(4)

type in the ζ ratio, moreover  [0,1] .
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3.2.2 The variation

bed pitch ( p4 ), mining height ( p5 ), working face length (

p6 ), working face production rate ( p7 ), adjacent layers of
primitive gas content ( p8 ), adjacent layer thickness ( p9 ),
interlayer lithology ( p10 ), mining intensity ( p11 ). The
combined gas emission as output layer of the model.
Model of the topological structure of BP neural
network in the form of the 11-16-1 (as shown in Figure 1),
a total of 28 the activation function of neurons in hidden
layer neurons are s-shaped function:

Variation using the gauss mutation and the specific
operation is the first antibody decoding into corresponding
network structure. One by one according to the
Equation (5) the ownership of the mutation network
weight, mutated by hidden node components and weights
to form a new antibody:

W  a F (i) (0,1) ,

(5)

where: a [0,1] ;  (0,1) is Gaussian operators.

f ( x) 

3.4 BASED ON THE CONCENTRATION OF
UPDATES

(7)

Output layer neuron activation function using linear
function:

Concentration group to update the overall goal is to
restrain high levels of antibodies, while ensuring the
selected probability high fitness individuals a greater
concentration of antibody is C, adjust the chance for
individual choice:
 F (i ) 
F (i )
p(i)   C 1 
,

Fmax
 Fmax 

1
,
1  e x

f ( x)  x ,

(8)

x1

wij

x2

(6)

where:  ,  [0,1] ; Fmax is the biggest fitness or close to
the largest fitness antibodies.
From the Equation (6), the antibody concentration is
higher, the fitness of antibody is likely to be selected is
smaller. Antibody concentration, the smaller the fitness of
antibody the greater the chance of being chosen.

w jl

y

x11

FIGURE 1 Topological structure of BF neural network

According to the characteristics of the immune genetic
algorithm (GA), population size selected 50, type (1) =
0.001, (5) = 0.1, (4) = 0.5, the concentration of population
in the total number of antibodies in the number and group
is greater than 0.8, the ratio of evolution algebra for 200
generations.

3.5 BASIC STEP
Step 1 randomly generated antibodies in a certain weight
distribution interval of initial population, and each
antibody denotes a BP network.
Step 2 calculate the fitness of each antibody according to
each antibody coding to draw corresponding BP network
and its connection weights.
Step 3 will assess whether or not the performance of the
BP network can converge to the desired accuracy range, if
can output optimal BP networks, good execution Step 4 if
not.
Step 4 genetic operation to antibody group, crossover and
mutation.
Step 5 choice based on the concentration of antibody,
produce a new generation of antibody group, jump to Step
2 continue to cycle.

5 Experimental studies
This paper selects kailuan mining group money mining
camp in May 2007 to December 2008 working face of
absolute gas emission quantity and influencing factors of
statistical data (as shown in Table 1) as sample, 1~15
group of BP neural network model is used to IGA - training
the BP model 16~18 group for testing, predictive results of
the two models (see Figure 2) convergence contrast (as
shown in Figure 3).
Through the experiment of Figures 2 and 3, the
simulation curve can be seen that the BP neural network
model of prediction in poor convergence speed, and the
error is bigger; IGA - BP model is the improvement of BP
neural network model, so the prediction curve can more
accurately fitting the measured curve, precision and
convergence speed are improved, but still part of the
forecast error is bigger, so this article use Markov chain
correction IGA - BP model prediction error of the salvage
value, in order to improve the prediction accuracy.

4 The establishment of the absolute gas emission
prediction model
This article selects several main influencing factors of
absolute gas emission [11, 12] as the input layer of the
model: Mining layer primitive gas content ( p1 ), buried
depth of coal seam ( p2 ), thickness of coal seam ( p3 ), coal
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TABLE l The statistical data of coalface gas emission influencing factors
Serial
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

p1 (m3/t)

p2 (m)

p3 (m)

p4 (°)

p5 (m)

P6 (m)

P7

P8 (m3/t)

p9 (m)

p10

p11 (t/d)

1.92
2.15
2.14
2.58
2.40
3.22
2.80
3.35
3.61
3.68
4.21
4.03
4.80
4.80
4.67
2.43
3.16
4.62

408
411
420
432
456
516
527
531
550
563
590
604
634
634
640
450
544
629

2.0
2.0
1.8
2.3
2.2
2.8
2.5
2.9
2.9
3.0
5.9
6.2
6.5
6.5
6.3
2.7
2.7
6.4

10
8
11
10
15
13
17
9
12
11
8
9
9
12
11
12
11
13

2.0
2.0
1.8
2.3
2.2
2.8
2.5
2.9
2.9
3.0
5.9
6.2
6.1
6.5
6.3
2.2
2.7
6.4

155
140
175
145
160
180
180
165
155
175
170
180
165
175
175
160
165
170

0.960
0.950
0.950
0.950
0.940
0.930
0.940
0.930
0.920
0.940
0.795
0.812
0.785
0.773
0.802
0.950
0.930
0.803

2.02
2.10
2.64
2.40
2.55
2.21
2.81
1.88
2.12
3.11
3.40
3.15
3.02
2.98
2.56
2.00
2.30
3.35

1.50
1.21
1.62
1.48
1.75
1.72
1.81
1.42
1.60
1.46
1.50
1.80
1.74
1.92
1.75
1.70
1.80
1.61

5.03
4.87
4.75
4.91
4.63
4.78
4.51
1.82
4.83
4.53
4.77
4.70
4.62
4.55
4.60
4.84
4.90
4.63

1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
1
2
3

6 Markov correction error salvage value

Pij 

Markov chain is a kind of probability prediction method
about the incident It is based on the status of the current
events to predict its future changes each time a forecasting
method of [13]:
1) Markov chain state Spaces is established.
2) To determine the state transition probability and the
state transition matrix. In the process of development and
change of events, the state Ei after k step move to the state
transition probability of Ej to Pij [14]:

mij( k )
Mi

,

T
(m3/min)
3.34
2.97
3.56
3.62
4.17
4.60
4.92
4.78
5.23
5.56
7.24
7.80
7.68
8.51
7.95
4.06
4.92
8.04

(9)

where: A total number Mi state Ei; mij  state step Ei by k
to Ej ; m is the division of state. Markov step m transition
probability matrix in P(m):
k

 P11( m )

P ( m)  
 P(m)
 n1

P1(nm ) 

.
(m) 
Pnn 

(10)

11

Absolute gas emission rate /(m/t)

3

10

BP NN model

9

IGA-BP model
Measured value

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
2

3

4

5

6

7

8
No.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

FIGURE 2 The prediction results of BP neural network model and IGA-BP model
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100

101

BP神经网络模型

102

IGA-BP模型

103
FIGURE 3 The convergence contrast of BP neural network model and IGA-BP model

3) IGA-BP model for Markov prediction results:

F  FIB (1  q) ,

x
(11)

where IGA - BP model prediction; to the original state of
boundary value of the range according to the situation of
training sample relative error of prediction (as shown in
Table 2. Markov chain state interval is determined
according to the actual situation can be divided into three
intervals divided on the basis for E1[0 x  0.5s] ,
E2 [ x  0.5s x  0.5s] , E3 [ x  0.5s 1] as sample mean
square error.
Due to the hierarchical sequence must be positive, you
must first make use of the equation:

x  xmin
.
xmax  xmin

(12)

Normalized relative error sequence to [0, 1], between
state interval.
According to the above formula of three state Markov
state set respectively E1[0,0.5458] , E2 [0.5458,0.7021] ,

E3 [0.7021,1] Using Equation (12) reduction divided
interval, thus can be concluded that the relative error for
sequence of three kinds of state. E1[0.2892, 0.0988] ,
E2 [0.0988, 0.0443] , E3 [0.0443,0.0596] . According
to the division of the state of the set of probability transfer
matrix are obtained:

TABLE 2 The state of relative error distribution
Serial
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

gas emission quantity(m3/t)
measured value
predictive value
3.34
3.19
2.97
3.01
3.56
3.66
3.62
3.75
4.17
4.10
4.60
4.79
4.92
4.86
4.78
5.35
5.23
4.70
5.56
5.23
7.24
7.17
7.80
8.46
7.68
8.05
8.51
9.61
7.95
7.50

absolute error/relative
error (%)
4.54
1.32
2.83
3.54
1.66
4.09
1.29
11.85
5.96
4.91
0.95
8.42
4.77
12.87
5.60

The normalized
relative error (%)
83.05
82.88
82.84
82.82
82.97
82.80
82.96
82.58
83.09
83.06
82.95
82.68
82.78
82.55
83.08

Status
E3
E3
E3
E3
E3
E3
E3
E1
E3
E3
E3
E2
E2
E1
E3

TABLE 3 Prediction of IGA-BP model and Markov chain revised
Serial
number
16
17
18

measured value /( m3/t)
4.06
4.92
8.04

IGA-B model
predictive value (m3/t)
relative error (%)
4.26
-4.96
5.89
-19.63
10.08
-25.36

Markov
modified value (m3/t)
relative error (%)
3.97
2.23
4.96
-0.81
8.47
-5.36
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0.5714 0.1429 0.2857 
,
P(1)  0.6667 0.3333 0

0.0909 0.1818 0.7273 

Yan Xiaoheng, Fu Hua, Chen Weihua

error was 2.40% to prove the author proposed method of
residual error correction effect is obvious.
7 Conclusion

0.4477 0.1812 0.3711
P(2)  0.6032 0.2063 0.1905 ,
0.2393 0.2058 0.5549 

This paper presents a BP neural network based on IGA is
applied in gas emission prediction IGA in Gaussian
mutation genetic algorithm on the basis of introducing and
updating strategy based on antibody concentration
regulation mechanism, on the basis of effectively keep the
diversity of antibodies, both retained the characteristics of
global convergence of genetic algorithm, and can avoid the
premature convergence problem in the very great degree,
improves the convergence efficiency. By experimental
verification show that IGA-BP model has a faster
convergence speed and strong global convergence On this
basis, the salvage value correction of Markov chain is
applied to forecast error, the accuracy of IGA – prediction
of BP model is further improved. Therefore, based on
IGA-BP and Markov chain of coal mine gas emission
prediction has certain application value.

0.4104 0.1918 0.3978 
P(3)  0.4996 0.1896 0.3109  .
0.3244 0.2037 0.4719 

So the Markov revised as shown in Table 3. As you can
see from the result of modified Markov correction IGA - BP
model can improve the prediction accuracy to make revised
more close to the measured values With the actual and
estimated values of the maximum relative error is 5.36%,
the minimum relative error is 0.81%, the average relative
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Abstract
In order to increase the reliability and efficiency of the kineto-static analysis of complex robot systems, the corresponding vector bond
graph procedure is proposed. From the algebraic relations of input and output vectors in the basic fields, junction structure and Eulerjunction structure of system vector bond graph model, the unified formulae of driving moment (or force) and constraint forces at joints
are derived, which are easily derived on a computer in a complete form. For the algebraic difficulties brought by differential causality
and nonlinear junction structure in system automatic modelling and kineto-static analysis, the effective bond graph augment method
is proposed. Based on the kinematic constraint relations, the vector bond graph model of the spatial robot mechanism with five degrees
of freedom can be made. As a result, the automatic modelling and kineto-static analysis of complex robot system on a computer is
realized, its validity is illustrated.
Keywords: robot mechanism, kineto-static analysis, vector bond graph, causality, joint constrain

1 Introduction

this problem, the Lagrange multiplier approach and
Karnopp-Margolis approach can be employed to model
multibody systems based on scalar bond graph concept [5,
6].
For spatial multibody systems, the scalar bond graph
technique is found to be complex and difficult. To address
this problem, the vector bond graph techniques were
proposed [7-9]. In vector bond graphs, single power bonds
are replaced by multi-power bonds, this makes it posses
more concise presentation manner and be more suitable for
modelling spatial multibody systems. But some problems
should be studied further, such as modelling spatial robot
mechanism with different constraint joints by vector bond
graphs, augmenting the vector bond model to avoid
differential causality, developing the generic algorithm for
automatic kineto-static analysis of spatial robot
mechanism. To solve above problems, a more efficient and
practical computer aided kineto-static analysis procedure
for spatial robot mechanism based on vector bond graph is
proposed here.

The kineto-static analysis is very important for the control,
static and dynamic strength check of robot system. For
complex robot systems, e.g. the spatial robot systems
containing different constraint joints, determining driving
moment (or force) and the constraint forces at joints is a
very tedious and error-prone task on account of the
nonlinearities and couplings involved. The Newton-Euler
technique and Lagrange technique are two of the well
known methods used for the dynamic analysis of a robot
system [1, 2]. These techniques however, are only suitable
for a single energy domain systems, e.g. mechanical
systems, and cannot be used to tackle systems that
simultaneously include various physical domains in a
unified manner.
The bond graph technique developed since the 1960’s
has potential applications in analysing such complex
systems and has been used successfully in many areas [3,
4]. It is a pictorial representation of the dynamics of the
system and clearly depicts the interaction between
elements, it can also model multi-energy domains, for
example, the actuator systems, which may be electrical,
electro-magnetic, pneumatic, hydraulic or mechanical. But
for spatial multibody systems such as spatial robot
mechanism with different constraint joints, the kinematic
and geometric constraints between bodies result in
differential causality loop, and the nonlinear velocity
relationship between the mass centre and an arbitrary point
on a body leads to the nonlinear junction structure. The
bond graph procedures mentioned above were found to be
very difficult algebraically in automatic modelling and
kineto-static analysis of system on a computer. To solve
*

2 The vector bond graph model of spatial cylindrical
joint
The diagram of spatial cylindrical joint is shown in Figure
1. This joint allows only a straight displacement and one
direction rotation between its joined body B α and B β ,
fixing the remaining two translational and two rotational
degrees of freedom. Therefore, only two generalized
coordinates are free to change. Joint point P and Q are
fixed on rigid body B α and B β respectively, vector hα is
used to describe the relative motion of the two rigid bodies,
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hα  r  r . Where r and r represent the position
vector of joint point P and Q in global coordinates
P
α

P
α

Q
β

 0

d   d βzi
i
-d βy


Q
β

T

i
β

T

respectively, rαP   xαP yαP zαP  , rβQ   xQ yQ zQ  .
d 1β and d β2 are two unit vectors fixed on rigid body B β ,

-d

d 

-d  , (i=1,2).
0 

i
βz

i
βy
i
βx

0
i
d βx

The velocity and angular velocity constraint equations
shown as Equations (3) and (4) can be presented by vector
bond model shown in Figure 2.

which are all orthogonal to slide axis, and orthogonal to
each other. dα is the unit vector fixed on rigid body B α
along slide axis, d α' , d β'1 and d 'β2 are the corresponding
vectors in body frame. From the kinematic constraint
condition of spatial cylindrical joint [1], we have

FIGURE 2 The vector bond graph model of spatial cylindrical joint

3 The unified formulae of driving moment and
constraint forces for spatial robot systems
FIGURE 1 The diagram of spatial cylindrical joint
T



d d  d A A d 
r
 2  (d , d 1 , d 2 )   2T     ' 2T  T  '   0 ,
 d  d   d  A A d 
1T

'1T

d2 

(1)

vector variable of independent storage energy field
corresponding to independent motion, X i2 represents

 d 1T h   d  A  r  r  
  0 , (2)
(h, d 1 , d 2 )   2T    
 d  h   d ' 2T A T  rQ  rP  
'1T



The basic fields and junction structure of system bond
graph is shown in Figure 3 [3], where Euler-junction
structure (EJS) [9, 10] is added. X i1 represents energy

'

T

Q

P

energy vector variable of independent storage energy field
corresponding to dependent motion, Z i1 and Z i2 are the
corresponding coenergy vector variables. Din and Dout
represent input and output vector variables in resistive
field, U and V represent input and output vector variables

where A and A are the direction cosine matrices of
body B α and body B β respectively.
The corresponding velocity and angular velocity
constraint equations can be written as:


 r2 

 d 2T     

( d , d  , d  )  
 d 1T     


1

d2 

 d ' 2T A T     
0,
(h, d 1 , d 2 )  
 d '1T A T     



source

field

respectively,

U  U1 U 2 U 3 

T

,

V  V1 V2 V3  . Where U1 is driving moment (or force)
T

2

 d ' 2T A T     

  0,
 d '1T A T     




of

vector, U 2 is the constraint force vector of joint and U 3 is
known source vector. Ein and Eout are the input and
output vector variables in Euler-junction structure(EJS).

(3)

(4)

where  α and  β represent the angular velocity vectors
of the rigid body B α and B β determined in global
coordinates,  αb and  βb are the corresponding angular
velocity vectors of the rigid body determined in body
frame.
FIGURE 3 The basic field and junction structure of system
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1

A4  J Lu1  J EL R( I1  J LL R) J Lu1 ,

For independent energy storage field, we have:
Zi1  Fi1 X i1 ,

(5)

A5  J Eu2  J EL R( I1  J LL R)1 J Lu2 ,

Zi2  Fi2 X i2 ,

(6)

A6  J Eu3  J EL R( I1  J LL R)1 J Lu3 ,

B1  ( I1  J LL R)1 ( J Li1 Fi1  J LE RE A1 A2 ) ,

where Fi1 and Fi2 are m1  m1 and m2  m2 matrices

B2  ( I1  J LL R) 1 ( J Li2 Fi2  J LE RE A1 A3 ) ,

respectively.
For resistive field, we have:

B3  ( I1  J LL R)1 ( J Lu1  J LE RE A1 A4 ) ,

Dout  RDin ,

B4  ( I1  J LL R)1 ( J Lu2  J LE RE A1 A5 ) ,

(7)

where R is L  L matrix.
For Euler-junction structure (EJS), we have

Eout  RE Ein ,

B5  ( I1  J LL R) 1 ( J Lu3  J LE RE A1 A6 ) ,
Ti1i1  Ji1i1 Fi1  Ji1L RB1  J i1E RE A1 A2 ,

(8)

Ti1i2  J i1i2 Fi2  J i1L RB2  J i1E RE A1 A3 ,

Ti1u1  Ji1L RB3  Ji1u1  Ji1ETE A1 A4 ,

where RE is LE  LE matrix [9-11].
The corresponding junction structure equations can be
written as:

X i1  J i1i1 Zi1  J i1i2 Zi2  J i1L Dout 

Ti1u2  J i1L RB4  J i1u2  J i1ETE A1 A5 ,

Ti1u3  Ji1L RB5  Ji1u3  Ji1ETE A1 A6 ,

H1  J Ci1 Fi1  J Ci1 Fi1 Ti1i1  J Ci2 Fi2 Ti2i1 ,

(9)

J i1u1U1  J i1u2 U 2  J i1u3 U 3  J i1E Eout ,

H 2  J Ci2 Fi2  J Ci1 Fi1 Ti1i2  J Ci2 Fi2 Ti2i2 ,

X i2  J i2i1 Zi1  J i2i2 Zi2  J i2 L Dout  J i2u1U1 

H3  JCi1 Fi1 Ti1u1  J Ci2 Fi2 Ti2u1 ,

(10)

J i2u2 U 2  J i2u3 U 3  J i2 E Eout ,

H 4  JCi1 Fi1 Ti1u2  J Ci2 Fi2 Ti2u2 ,

H 5  J Cu3  J Ci1 Fi1 Ti1u3  J Ci2 Fi2 Ti2u3 ,

Din  J Li1 Z i1  J Li2 Z i2  J LL Dout  J Lu1U1 

(11)

J Lu2 U 2  J Lu3 Z 3  J LE Dout ,

Su1u1  Ti1Tu1 [Ti1u1  Ti1u2 ( H 4 ) 1 H 3 ] ,
Su1i1  Ti1Tu1 (Ti1u2 H 41 H1  Ti1i1 ) ,

Ein  J Ei1 Z i1  J Ei2 Z i2  J EL Dout  J Eu1U1 

Su1i2  Ti1Tu1 (Ti1u2 H 41 H 2  Ti1i2 ) ,

(12)

J Eu2 U 2  J Eu3 U 3  J EE Eout .

Su1u3  Ti1Tu1 (Ti1u2 H 41 H 5  Ti1u3 ) ,

From the flow summation of 0-junctions
corresponding to m2 constraint force vectors in system
vector bond graph model, we have:
0  J Ci1 Zi1  J Ci2 Zi2  J CL Fout  JCu3U3  J CE Eout .

If J CL  0 or J CE  0 :
U1  Du11u1 ( Du1i1 X i1  Du1i2 X i2  Du1u3 U 3  

Ti1Tu1 X i1 )
(a ) 
,
U 2  (TCu2 ) 1 (TCi1 X i1  TCi2 X i2  TCu1U1  

TCu3 U 3 )
(b) 
where:

(13)

By the algebraic manipulation from Equations (5)-(13),
the system driving moment and constraint force equations
can be written as:
If J CL  0 , J CE  0 :

TCi1  J Ci1 Fi1  J CL RB1  J CE RE A1 A2 ,

1
4

T X i1  T T H J cu3 U 3 )
T
i1u1 i1u2

TCi2  J Ci2 Fi2  J CL RB2  J CETE A1 A3 ,



(a ) 
 , (14)


(b) 

U1  Su11u1 ( Su1i1 X i1  Su1i2 X i2  Su1u3 U 3 
T
i1u1

(15)

U 2  ( H 4 ) 1 ( H1 X i1  H 2 X i2  H 3U1 
H 5U 3  J cu3 U 3 )

TCu1  JCL RB3  J CETE A1 A4 ,

TCu2  J CL RB4  J CE RE A1 A5 ,
TCu3  JCL RB5  JCu3  JCE RE A1 A6 ,

Du1u1  Ti1Tu1 [Ti1u1  Ti1u2 (TCu2 )1 TCu1 ] ,

where:
1

Du1i1  Ti1Tu1 (Ti1u2 TCu12 TCi1  Ti1i1 ) ,

1

A1  [ I 2  J EL R( I1  J LL R) J LE RE  J EE RE ] ,

Du1i2  Ti1Tu1 (Ti1u2 TCu12 TCi2  Ti1i2 ) ,

1

A2  J Ei1 Fi1  J EL R( I1  J LL R) J Li1 Fi1 ,

Du1u3  Ti1Tu1 (Ti1u2 TCu12 TCu3  Ti1u3 ) .

A3  J Ei2 Fi2  J EL R( I1  J LL R)1 J Li2 Fi2 ,
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point O0, and the body frame CiXiYiZi ( i =1,2,3,4 ) is
located at the centre of mass. T1 , T2 and T3 are the driving
moments, F1 and F2 are the driving forces along Z1 axis

Giving the system independent moving state variable
vector X i1 and its derivative X i1 , the corresponding
system driving moment (or force) vector U1 and
constraint force vector U 2 can be determined from
Equations (14) or (15) directly.

and Y2 axis respectively. The structure parameters of the
robot mechanism are shown in Table 1, c = 0.05m,
L=0.50m. The system input motion are as following,
Z C1  cos  t  , 1  sin  t  , YC2  cos  2 t  ,

4 Example System

2  sin  2 t  , 3  sin  3 t  .

A robot mechanism with five degrees of freedom is shown
in Figure 4, global coordinates O0X0Y0Z0 is located at the

FIGURE 4 The robot system with five degrees of freedom
TABLE 1 The structural parameters of robot mechanism
Body i

Mass（kg）

1
2
3

250
150
100

Moment of inertia（Kgm2）
Y
10
0.75
1

X
90
13
4

The components for this example are four rigid bodies,
which are joined by two cylindrical joints and one revolute
joint, shown as Figure 5. For revolute joint, the constraint
limits the relative translation of the two bodies B α and
B β along three directions, and limits the relative rotation

Z
90
13
4.3

and the cylindrical joints, the overall robot system vector
bond graph model can be obtained and shown as Figure 6,
where part I represents the cylindrical joint between body
1 and body 2, and part II is the revolute joint between body
2 and body 3.
Here, the constraint force vectors of joints can be
considered as unknown source vectors, such as Se3 ,
Se7 , Se12 , Se14 in Figure 6 and added to the
corresponding 0-junctions to eliminate differential
causality. As a result, all differential causalities in this
system vector bond graph can be eliminated, thus the
procedure presented here can be used directly.

of the two bodies B α and B β along two directions,
leaving only one rotation degree of freedom free. From the
kinematic constraint condition, its vector bond graph can
be obtained [11]. By the procedures mentioned above, the
vector bond graph model of cylindrical joints can be
made. By assembling the vector bond graph models of a
single space moving rigid body [9, 11], the revolute joint,
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FIGURE 5 The jointing structure diagram of robot system
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FIGURE 6 The vector bond graph model of robot mechanism system

J1Z  [IZ1 ]

,

J  diag(IX2 IY2 IZ2 )
b
2

Inputting the physical parameters of the robot
mechanism, the coefficient matrices of Equations (5)(13), known source vector U 3 , system independent

,

J 3b  diag(IX3 IY3 IZ3 ) . rC2 , rC3 are the mass centre
velocity vector of body 2 and body 3 in global
coordinates, 1b ,  2b and  3b are the angular velocity
vector of body 1, body 2 and body 3 in body frame
respectively, 1b  θ1 . 1 , 2 and 3 are the angular
velocity vector of body 1, body 2 and body 3 in global
coordinates. The mass of body i is mCi , M1  mC1 ,

moving state variable vector X i1 , and its derivative X i1
into the program associated with the procedure presented
here based on MATLAB [12], the system driving
moment (or force) and constraint force equations in the
form of Equation (15) can be derived on a computer. The
corresponding driving moment (or force) and constraint
forces can be determined. Some of results are shown in
Figures 7-10.

M 2  diag(mC2 mC2 mC2 ) , M 3  diag(mC3 mC3 mC3 ).

FIGURE 7 The driving force of body 1

FIGURE 8 The driving moment of body 1
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FIGURE 9 Resultant constraint force between body 1 and body 2

FIGURE 10 Resultant constraint force between body 2 and body 3

are easily derived on a computer in a complete form.
These lead to a more efficient and practical automated
procedure for kineto-static analysis of complex robot
systems over a multi-energy domains in a unified manner.
The validity of the procedure is illustrated by successful
application to the kineto-static analysis of spatial robot
systems with five degrees of freedom.

5 Conclusions
The vector bond graph procedure presented here is very
suitable for dealing with computer aided kineto-static
analysis of complex robot systems with the coupling of
multi-energy domains. Compared with traditional scalar
bond graph method, this vector bond graph procedure is
more suitable for complex spatial robot mechanism
because of its more compact and concise representation
manner. The differential causalities in the vector bond
graph model of spatial robot mechanisms can be avoided
by the bond graph augment method proposed here, thus
the algebraic difficulties in system automatic modelling
and kineto-static analysis can be overcome. In the case of
considering EJS, the unified formulae of system driving
moment and constraint force equations are derived, which
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Abstract
A dynamic modelling and simulation procedure for vehicle suspension system based on vector bond graph is described. According to
kinematic constraint relations of components, the vector bond graph model for vehicle suspension system is built. In consideration of
the coupling of energy variables and coenergy variables in independent energy storage field and dependent energy storage field. The
unified formulae of system state space equations which are easily generated on a computer is derived. As a result, the automatic
modelling and simulation of dynamics for vehicle suspension system can be realized based on MATLAB.
Keywords: vector bond graph, vehicle suspension system, modelling and simulation, mixed causality

1 Introduction

2 The vector bond graph model of vehicle suspension
system

To increase the reliability and efficiency of the dynamic
modelling and simulation of complex mechanical systems,
different procedures have been proposed in previous work
[1, 2]. But these procedures are only suitable for a single
energy domain, such as strict mechanical one, and cannot
be used to deal with the problems of computer aided
dynamic analysis of mechanical systems containing the
coupling of multi-energy domains. Bond graphs [3] have
potential applications in analysing such complex systems
because of their ability to describe the dynamics of
interacting systems over a multi-energy domain in a
unified manner and the unification of graph and
mathematical descriptions. In many fields, bond graph
techniques have been used successfully [4-6]. Compared
with scalar bond graph [3], vector bond graph is more
suitable for modelling complex systems such as vehicle
suspension system because of its more concise
representation manner [7-9]. In order to make the dynamic
modeling and simulation of a system be carried out
automatically on a computer, it is essential that a unified
formula of system state space equations be derived. In
what follows, the vector bond graph model for vehicle
suspension system is built. In consideration of the coupling
of energy variables and coenergy variables in independent
energy storage field and dependent energy storage field,
The unified formulae of system state space equations
which are easily generated on a computer is derived.
Finally, the automatic modelling and simulation of
dynamics for vehicle suspension system can be realized
based on MATLAB.

*

The vehicle suspension system is shown in Figure 1, it
consists of vehicle body, passenger and seat system, front
and rear suspensions, where vr1 and vr2 are the driving
velocity of front and rear wheel from road. From kinematic
analysis [1, 2], we have:
 asin(q) 
VA  VC  
q ,
 acos(q) 

(1)

  bsin(q) 
VB  VC  
q ,
 bcos(q) 

(2)

 dsin( q) 
VD  VC  
q ,
  dcos(q) 

(3)

where, q and q are the pitch angle and pitch angular
velocity of the vehicle body, VA , VB and VD are the
velocities of point A, B and D on vehicle body, VC is the
mass centre velocity of vehicle body, M is the mass of
vehicle body, and J is the rotational inertia of vehicle body.
From Equations (1)-(3), the vector bond graph model of
vehicle body can be obtained and shown in Figure 3, where
the modulus matrices of MTF can be obtained from
Equations (1)-(3) directly.

Corresponding author e-mail: wzhsh1962@163.com
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FIGURE 1 Vehicle suspension system

FIGURE 2 Vehicle body

FIGURE 3 The vector bond graph model of vehicle body

The passenger and seat system is shown in Figure 4,
where M 3 is the mass of passenger. K 3 and R3 are the
spring coefficient and damper coefficient of seat
respectively. Thus, the vector bond graph model of the
passenger and seat system can be obtained and shown in
Figure 5, where Vd is the velocity of passenger.
FIGURE 4 The passenger and seat system
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FIGURE 6 The front and rear suspension systems

where M 1 and M 2 are the mass of front wheel and rear
wheel, K1 and R1 are the spring coefficient and damper
coefficient of front suspension, K 2 and R2 are the spring
coefficient and damper coefficient of rear suspension, K 4
and K 5 are the spring coefficient of front tire and rear tire.
Thus the vector bond graph model of the front and rear
suspension systems can be made and shown in Figures 7a
and 7b.

FIGURE 5 The vector bond graph model of passenger and seat system

The front and rear suspension systems are shown in
Figure 6,

FIGURE 7 The vector bond graph model of front (a) and rear (b) suspension systems

By assembling the vector bond graph model of vehicle
body, passenger and seat system, front and rear suspension
systems, the overall vector bond graph model for vehicle
suspension systems can be built and shown in Figure 8.

storage energy field respectively, Z i and Z d are the
corresponding coenergy vector variables respectively.
Din , Dout represent input and output vector variables in
resistive field, U, V represent input and output vector
variables of source field respectively.
For energy storage field, we have:

3 The unified formula of system state-space equations
The basic field and junction structure of system bond graph
is shown in Figure 9, this is a basic field of system on
which mixed causality is imposed [3]. In Figure 9,
independent storage energy field consists of inertia
element I and capacitance element C which posses integral
causality, dependent storage energy field consists of inertia
element I and capacitance element C which posses
differential causality. Resistive field consists of resistance
element R, and source field expresses the input to system
from outer environment. Where X i and X d represent
energy vector variables of independent and dependent

 Z i   F11
Z   F
 d   21

F12   X i 
,
F22   D d 

(4)

The coupling relations of vector variable X i , X d , Z i
and Z d are expressed by Equation (4).
For resistive field, we have:

Dout  LDin ,

(5)

where R is a L×L matrix.
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FIGURE 8 The overall vector bond graph model of vehicle suspension system

FIGURE 9 The basic field and junction structure of system

The corresponding junction structure equations can be
written as:

By the algebraic manipulation from Equations (4)-(8),
the system state space equations can be written as:

X i = J i Z i + J id X id + J iL Dout + J iuU ,

X i = AX i + B1U + B2U ,

(6)

1
1
3

(9)

1
1
4

Z d = J di Zi + J duU ,

(7)

B1 = T T , B2 = T T , T1 = I  J id D  J iL D3 ,

Din = J Li Z i + X d J Ld + J LL Dout + J LuU ,

(8)

T2 = Jii ( F11 + F12 D) + JiL D2 ,
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N·s/m, a=1.4m, b=1.6m, d=0.8m. The driving velocities of
front and rear wheels from road are as follows:

T3 = Jii F12 D1 + J iu + J iL D4 ,
T4 = Jid D1 + JiL D5 ,

   t  3 2 
Vr1  0.057  t  3 exp 
 m/s,
 1.75 

1 1 1
1
D = ( I  F22
) ( F22 J di F11  F22
F21 ) ,

1
1
D1 = ( I  F22
J di F12 )1 F22
J du ,
1
D 2 = ( I  LJ LL ) [ LJ Li ( F11 + F12 D)] ,

   t  3  0.216  2 
Vr2  0.057  t  3  0.216  exp 
 m/s.
1.75



1

D3 = ( I  LJ LL ) LJ Ld D ,
D4 = ( I  LJ LL )1 ( LJ Li F12 D1 + LJ Lu ) ,

From the vector bond graph model shown in Figure 8,
the energy vector variables of independent and dependent
storage energy field X i and X d , the corresponding

1

D5 = ( I  LJ LL ) LJ Ld D1 ,

where I is a unit matrix.
For the system state space equations shown as
Equations (9), many numerical solving algorithm that are
available can be used. The corrected adaptive step size
Runge-Kutta method based on MATLAB program [10] is
explored here.

coenergy vector variables Z i and Z d , the input and output
vector variables in resistive field Din and Dout , the input
and output vector variables of source field U and V can be
defined.
Inputting the initial values of state variable vector, the
physical parameters of system, the coefficient matrices of
Equations (4)-(8) into the program associated with the
procedure presented here based on MATLAB [10], the
system responses are obtained and shown in Figures 1013.
For this example, the Newton-Euler method [1, 2] was
used to determine the corresponding responses of the
system, the results are in good agreement with that
obtained by the procedure in this paper.

4 Example System
A vehicle suspension system is shown in Figure 1, the
physical parameters are as followings, M=600 kg, M1=35
kg, M2=35 kg, M3=80 kg, J=2500 kg·m2, K1=15700 N/m,
K2=15700 N/m, K3=1000 N/m, K4=120000 N/m,
K6=120000 N/m, R1=1000 N·s/m, R2=1000 N·s/m, R3=500

FIGURE 10 The elastic displacement of front tire
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FIGURE 11 The elastic displacement of rear tire

FIGURE 12 The elastic displacement of passenger and seat system

FIGURE 13 The momentum of vehicle body in vertical direction
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over a multi-energy domains in a unified manner. The
validity of this procedure is illustrated by a practical
example.

5 Conclusions
A vector bond graph procedure was presented for
modelling and simulation of vehicle suspension system.
Compared with standard scalar bond graph model, the
procedure presented here is more compact and clear. In
consideration of the coupling of energy variables and
coenergy variables in independent energy storage field and
dependent energy storage field, the unified formulae of
system state space equations are derived. These lead to a
more efficient and practical automated procedure for
modelling and simulation of complex large-scale systems
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Abstract
This paper attempts to use a simple and practical method based on the finite element theory and orthogonal design for the optimal
structural parameters of machine tool bed. Dynamics finite element model of MCH63 machine tool bed has been established with the
finite element analytic technique in order to improve the dynamic characteristics. The thickness of the ribs are looked as the design
variables, the orthogonal design is used to optimize the natural frequency and the total mass. The simulation result indicates that the
method is simple, effective and feasible.
Keywords: machine tool bed, optimal design, modal analysis, orthogonal design

structural parameters of machine tool bed in order to obtain
a better performance in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the model and modal analysis of the
machine tool bed. The optimizing structural parameters
based on orthogonal design are given in section 3.
Concluding remarks are presented in section 4.

1 Introduction
Machine tool bed is the major component of CNC machine
tool, and its structural deformation affects machine tool’s
machining precision and dynamic characteristics greatly.
With the ever-increasing demand in higher machine
precision, the requirement for bed’s stiffness is also
increasing. At the same time, lightweight design is also
being pursued for bed structure, which is important for a
lower cost of material. However, it is difficult to obtain
such a successful design due to the intricacy involved,
including the diversity of layout pattern, the complexity of
structural features as well as the variability of design
parameters [1]. Recently, some researchers and scholars
have done some work on machine tool bed [1-7]. However,
there is much work to be done on CNC machine tool and
its components in order to improve its stiffness, strength
and dynamic characteristics.
As we know, the orthogonal design method is one of
the experimental design methods. It samples some level
combinations, which are orthogonal with each other, to
represent the whole solution space. The selected
combinations distribute uniformly in the solution space
and more or less present some properties of their
neighbours. The number of combinations to test is much
smaller than the total number in solution space, and the
combinations are representative and the results are
convincing, so the experiments can be finished in a shorter
time [8].This method can provide an effective way to find
the near optimal solution combination of levels for the
experiments, and it has been widely successfully applied
in different areas [8, 9]. Therefore, it is more suitable for

2 Modelling and modal analysis of the machine tool
bed
The work space of MCH63 machine was designed to be
3768×2080×482mm3. Bed material is HT300, and its
density is 7350kg/m3. The Poisson’s ratio and elastic
modulus are 0.27 and 1.3E11Pa respectively. A "well"
structural layout for bed structure is formed in order to
improve the stiffness, strength and dynamic
characteristics. As a result, the simplified machine tool bed
can be modelled, as shown in Figure 1. The finite element
method (FEM) is popular and widely used in industrial
area. Several studies have been carried out, modelling
machine components with the FEM [10, 11]. Furthermore,
the FEM is useful in the design process because many
FEM software packages have useful interfaces to 3D CAD
systems. Therefore, we also use FEM to process modal
analysis for machine tool bed in this paper, and the finite
element mesh is shown in Figure 2. By adding the
boundary conditions to the finite element mesh model, the
modes from the first order to the fourth order can be
obtained, as shown in Figure 3-Figure 6. The natural
frequencies from the first order to the fourth order are
shown in Figure 7.

*
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FIGURE 1 The simplified 3D model

FIGURE 6 The fourth order mode of the bed

FIGURE 2 The finite element mesh

FIGURE 7 Natural frequencies for each order mode

3 Optimal design based on orthogonal design
In this section, optimal selection of structural design
parameters using orthogonal design for machine tool
bed is given.

FIGURE 3 The first order mode of the bed

3.1 L25 (56) ORTHOGONAL ARRAY EXPERIMENTS
The three five-level parameters, i.e. the thickness of the
rib in the x direction (t1), the thickness of the rib in the
z direction (t2) and the thickness of the rib on both sides
(t3) are considered. The optimal parameters and their
selected levels are presented in Table 1. For three
parameters at five levels each, the traditional full
factorial design would require 5 6 experiments.
However, in the current design (L25 (5 6) orthogonal
array) the required experiments are only 25.

FIGURE 4 The second order mode of the bed

TABLE 1 Parameters and their respective levels in the present
experimental design
Parameters
t1(mm)
t2(mm)
t3(mm)

Level 1
22
26
22

Level 2
24
28
24

Level 3
25
29
25

Level 4
26
30
26

Level 5
28
32
28

The experimental lay out for genetic parameters
using L25 (5 6) orthogonal array and the frequencies
(f/Hz) and mass (M/Kg) are shown in Table 2. This
design involves 25 separate experiments with specified
levels and particular combination of parameters.
However, the sequence in which the experiments were
carried out was randomized to avoid any kind of

FIGURE 5 The third order mode of the bed
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personal or subjective bias, which may be conscious or
unconscious. This procedure ensures greater validity of
test results [9].

Therefore, we select the optimal scheme 1 as the final
result.
TABLE 3 Summarized results of frequency f and mass M
Scheme

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Index

optimal scheme 1(t1=26，t2=28, t3=24)
optimal scheme 2(t1=22，t2=26, t3=22)

As mentioned above, we use the natural frequency f and
mass M as the evaluation indexes. As far as f is
concerned, it for bigger-the-better characteristics is
considered. The extreme difference analysis is carried
out from Table 2, it can be obtained that the processing
condition for attaining optimal f are t1 at level 4, t2 at
level 2 and t3 at level 2 (optimal scheme 1). In addition,
we use the mass M as the evaluation index. As far as M
is concerned, it for smaller-the-better characteristics is
considered. The extreme difference analysis is carried
out from Table 2, it can be obtained that the processing
condition for attaining optimal f are t1 at level 1, t2 at
level 1 and t3 at level 1 (optimal scheme 2). The results
are shown in Table 3. From the comparison results of
these two kinds of optimal combination of parameters in
Table 3, although the total mass M is a little bigger in
optimal scheme 1 than that in optimal scheme 2, yet the
natural frequency is improved in the optimal scheme 1.

f/Hz
6.031
5.720

M/Kg
183.750
167.727

Finally, the 3D model for the machine bed tool by
using the optimal combination parameters is shown in
Figure 8.

FIGURE 8 The optimal 3D model of the machine tool bed

TABLE 2 L25 (56) orthogonal array design and results
Experiments
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Parameters
t1(mm)
1(22)
1(22)
1(22)
1(22)
1(22)
2(24)
2(24)
2(24)
2(24)
2(24)
3(25)
3(25)
3(25)
3(25)
3(25)
4(26)
4(26)
4(26)
4(26)
4(26)
5(28)
5(28)
5(28)
5(28)
5(28)

t2(mm)
1 (26)
2 (28)
3 (29)
4 (30)
5 (32)
1 (26)
2 (28)
3 (29)
4 (30)
5 (32)
1 (26)
2 (28)
3 (29)
4 (30)
5 (32)
1 (26)
2 (28)
3 (29)
4 (30)
5 (32)
1 (26)
2 (28)
3 (29)
4 (30)
5 (32)

Index
t3(mm)
1(22)
2(24)
3(25)
4(26)
5(28)
2(24)
3(25)
4(26)
5(28)
1(22)
3(25)
4(26)
5(28)
1(22)
2(24)
4(26)
5(28)
1(22)
2(24)
3(25)
5(28)
1(22)
2(24)
3(25)
4(26)

f (Hz)
5.725
5.713
5.658
5.632
5.587
5.773
5.752
5.735
5.704
5.683
5.794
5.783
5.780
5.803
5.872
6.012
5.994
6.003
5.889
5.793
6.014
6.032
5.904
5.897
5.789

M(kg)
167.727
178.458
183.823
189.189
199.920
170.814
181.325
186.690
192.276
201.243
172.358
182.868
188.454
192.276
203.007
173.901
184.632
188.454
194.040
204.550
176.988
185.955
191.541
196.907
207.417

With this model, the finite element method can be easily
and economically employed to process modal analysis of
the bed structure under actual operation conditions. Then,
the thickness of the ribs are looked as the design variables,
the orthogonal design is used to optimize the natural
frequency and the total mass. Optimization results are
finally elaborated to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed method.

4 Conclusions
This paper attempts to develop a simple and practical
method based on the finite element method and orthogonal
design for the optimal structural design of machine tool
bed in order to meet increasingly stiffness, strength and
dynamic characteristics requirement. The proposed
approach involves a two-phase procedure. Firstly, a
simplified 3D model for machine tool bed is established.
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Abstract
As the natural barrier, the health situation of grassland is relate to the change of social and economic development. According the
natural environment of low rainfall and high evaporation, a comprehensive calculation model is established for evaluating the
development patterns based on water resources carrying capacity. In present year, the social and grassland carrying capacity of
BAILINGM is in the overload situation and there is a wide variance among different administrative region. By designing five different
development patterns, we can find that carrying out the most strict water resources management policy can solve the overload problem
of grassland carrying capacity effectively and the B-2 is the best development pattern. This paper show that the calculation results can
provide reliable information and guide for macroscopic water resources management in large watershed and administrative region.
Keywords: development pattern, water resources, carrying capacity model, pastoral area

and space scales [8]. Hui Yanghe considered the effects of
both natural condition and human being activities [9].

1 Introduction
China Pastoral area is mainly located in Inner Mongolia,
Sinkiang, Qinghai and other province. It is easy to see
worse nature conditions in these places, such as drought
and less precipitation, higher frequent of sand and other
natural disasters, more fragile ecological environment [13], so the quantity and quality of water resources can
decide the suitable development of society and economy.
Therefore, it is necessary to research the carrying capacity
of water resources in pastoral area so that the protection of
grassland ecology and environment can be strengthened.

2.2 DEFINITION
The concept of water resources carrying capacity should
comply with the following requirement:
1) Space and time attribute. There are different
grassland types, animal husbandry development level, the
situation of water resources management, the grazing way
with the change of water resources system in pastoral area.
2) Sustainable attribute. When the irrational
development pattern surpass the recover ability of water
resources, the water resources system will face the
problems of quantity decreasing, poor quality and lower
hydrology cycle stability.
3) Systematic attribute. The research of water
resources carrying capacity is not only containing the
subjective layer and objective layer, but also considering
the coupling layer so that the relationship between the
subjective layer and objective layer can be descried.
In some special period, taking the available water
resources quantity as carrying subjective, considering the
effects of history, policy, natural conditions, human
activities and science technology, the water resources
carrying capacity in pastoral area is described as the
maximum carrying capacity of water resources system for
supporting the balanced development of society, economy,
ecology and environment.

2 Concepts and definition
2.1 CONCEPTS
The concept of water resources carrying capacity was
introduced firstly by the teams of Shiyang Feng in the
process of their investigating for water resources in
Xinjiang Autonomous Region in 1992. The relative
concept is given as “taking the change of society, economy
and science technology as comprehensive index and
selecting the population, the development and other factors
as objective index [4]. Considering the principle of suitable
development, Xu Xinyi pointed out that water resources
optimization allocation is the key approach to improve
water resources carrying capacity [5]. Then the expression
of water resources carrying capacity was divided into
direct evaluation and indirect evaluation by Ruan Benqing
[6]. Jia Rong analysed the integration between the region
and basin and the coordination between economy and
ecology [7]. Wang Jianhua expanded the research into time
*
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3 Basic theory

4.2 DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS

According the relationship between the carrying subjective
and carrying objective, the calculation model based on
supply-demand balance, which refer to the research fruit
of Zuo Qiting [10], is established to calculate the water
resources carrying capacity in pastoral area. The equations
can be expressed as following:

According to the national grassland protection
construction development planning, national grassland
ecological construction planning and the need of
protecting typical grassland environment, natural
grassland grazing level must be controlled within the
appropriate scope of grazing capacity, the problem of
excessive grazing must be prohibited so that the natural
grassland can recover the original balance between
ecology and environment. As we known, there is not a
conflict between the development of ecology and society
and the protecting of grassland environment, and the key
solution is the development pattern of typical grassland.
From the successful experience of the development
patterns in the domestic and foreign countries. We can find
that the suitable development road of grassland animal
husbandry is decided by planning the scientific animal
husbandry carrying capacity and choosing the appropriate
grazing way, such as increasing higher production or better
quality grass, improving the supply ability of artificial
forage, developing the rotational, seasonal or regional
grazing way, controlling the grazing frequency.
Under the above background, many problems will
appear and we have to solve these difficulties, such as the
protecting of grassland environment, population
increasing, the change of grassland utilization way, the
augment of pastoral economic aggregate, the improving of
herdsman’s net income, the irrigation scale of the artificial
grassland.
Based on the practical situation of water resources
conditions in typical grassland and the development need
of economy and society in pastoral area, this paper mainly
consider five different development patterns to forecast the
future situation of pastoral area, and all the subsystem must
be contain in the pattern in 2009 and 2019.
The present development pattern maintain the practical
level in Damao County, and then the present water
carrying capacity will be calculated for analysing the water
consumer level and water using structure in different
industries.
The planning year can be designed as following:
1) The subjective layer: assuming the initial water
rights have been obtained, the available water resources
use the present calculation results with considering the
change of precipitation and evaporation.
2) The objective layer: in future water supplying
conditions, the living water using and ecological water
using should be satisfied first. In short, the living water
using containing the third industry water using, the
ecological water using including artificial and controlled
water resources beyond the scale of river. Considering the
vulnerable of ecology and environment conditions in
pastoral area, the water supplying order of industry, animal
husbandry and artificial grassland irrigation are superiority
to farmland irrigation.
3) The coupling layer: water using efficiency and the
net quantity of each unit are the primitive influence factors

Ct    Wp E p

 C
GDP  We EGDP

C  W  W  W  E ,
a
i
s
g
 g
Wr  Wa  We  Wt  W p

where Ct is the capacity of water resources for supporting
the population growth, ε is effective water using
coefficient. Ep is total quota per person. CGDP is the
capacity of water resources for supporting the economy
development. We is economic water demand quantity,
EGDP is GDP water consumption per ten thousand yuan. Cg
is the capacity of water resources for supporting the
grassland protection. Wr is total water resources quantity,
Wa is first industry water consumption. Wp is living water
consumption. We is second and third industry water
consumption. Wt is ecology water consumption. Wi is
farmland irrigation water quantity. Ws is animal husbandry
water consumption. Eg is water using quota per farmland
or artificial irrigation area.
4 Case study
4.1 GENERAL SITUATION
Damao County, which located in the middle-west of Inner
Mongolia Province, is taken as studying area in this paper.
Damao County is an area, which less precipitation and
longer winter period, the average temperature per year is
4.34℃, the average precipitation per year is about
260.73mm, but the average evaporation is as high as
2480.57mm, and the evaporation value is 9.5 times than
precipitation value. The grassland can be classify as four
types: the fist type is type grassland which mainly
including xerophytes herbs. The second type is desert
grassland, which is less sparse distribution than the first
and filled with xerophytes shrubs. The third type is
grassland’s desert that is filled with less bunch grass and is
located in river basin. The last type is non-regional
grassland among above three types. Damao County not
only is a boundary county and animal husbandry base, at
the same time, but also contains a lot of mineral resources.
With the development of society and economy, the average
disposable income in urban city has rose by 14.9
increasing rate per year, and the net income in village also
has 12.5 increasing rate, and the industrial outcome has get
to the level of the 10 billion RMB.
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4.3.1 Present year
The evaluation results of calculation model show that the
water resources carrying capacity of supporting economic
development in Bailingm Town and Mandul Town is
overloading, because the distribution of the second and
third industry in these two towns is intensive. Bailingm
Town is the centre capital area of Damao County and its
population density is high, so the population carrying
capacity is overloading. However, in grassland ecology
and environment aspect, the grassland carrying capacity of
many towns is overloading expect the Bayinh Town and
Mandul Town. Table 2 is the evaluation results of
calculation model.

TABLE 1 Typical Grassland Development Pattern in Planning Year
Pattern Water Resources
Society
Economy
W=Wr
Ep(+1.0%) EGDP(-2.0%)
A-1
W=Wr
Ep(+1.0%) EGDP(-5.0%)
A-2
Ep(+0.8%) EGDP(-2.0%)
W=0.9Wr
B-1
Ep(+0.8%) EGDP(-5.0%)
W=0.9Wr
B-2
Ep(+1.0%) EGDP(-2.0%)
W=1.1Wr
C
W is the designed total available water resources quantity

Long Yinhui, Liao Zilong, Guo Zhongxiao, Song Yifan

4.3 RESULTS

in water resources coupling layer. Water using efficiency
can be determined according to the development of
industry standard. Based on the present standard, the net
quantity of each unit will be improved with taking advance
coefficient into account, other factors also be considered,
such as the adjustment of agriculture farming structure,
water saving irrigation upgrade.
Ecology
Eg(-1.0%)
Eg(-2.0%)
Eg(-1.0%)
Eg(-1.0%)
Eg(-1.0%)

TABLE 2 Results of Water Resources Carrying Capacity Calculation in Present Year
Town
WUKE
SHIBAO
MINGAN
BAILINGM
BAYINH
MANDUL
DAERHAN
XILAMR
DAMAO County

Ct
4.4
4.7
1.7
2.7
0.8
0.3
1.6
1.6
14.4

Present
Overload
10 thousand people
3.1
-1.3
3.1
-1.6
0.5
-1.2
3.6
0.8
0.4
-0.3
0.2
-0.1
0.4
-0.1
0.5
-1.1
12.0
-2.4

CGDP
5.2
56.0
20.6
32.6
9.4
3.7
19.1
18.9
170.5

Present
Overload
10 million RMB
11.7
-40.6
8.2
-47.8
8.0
-12.6
58.3
25.7
9.5
0.1
4.2
0.5
5.4
-13.7
1.4
-17.5
106.9
-63.7

4.3.2 Planning year

Cg
882.2
764.6
1591.9
2045.7
2289.2
2330.7
1799.9
987.8
12691.9

Present
km2
984.4
827.4
1646.6
2846.4
2192.7
1542.2
3961.6
1098.7
14500.0

Overload
102.2
62.8
54.7
800.7
-96.4
-788.5
2161.6
110.9
1808.1

The whole Damao County is taken as the average
calculation unit of rainfall and economic development so
that the administrative region is ignored. Forecasting the
change of social and economic conditions, the carrying
capacity of society, economy and grassland supported by
water resources is be calculated and analysed in the
planning year. The calculation results are shown in Table
3.

Based on proper stocking rate and the natural rehabilitate
by the recover ability of grassland itself, the income and
the living level of herdsman should be considered the
calculation model. When the grassland carrying capacity
supported by water resources is in the overload situation,
the surpass part can be supplied by artificial irrigation
fodder grass.

TABLE 3 Results of Water Resources Carrying Capacity Calculation in Planning Year
Patterns
Present Year
A-1
A-2
B-1
B-2
C

Ct (10 thousand people)
Result
Variant
12.0
0.0
13.7
1.7
13.8
1.8
13.1
1.1
13.3
1.3
15.7
3.7

CGDP (10 thousand people)
Result
Variant
106.9
0.0
188.6
81.7
220.3
113.4
209.3
102.4
245.8
138.9
242.4
135.5

Compared with the present development patterns, the
calculation results show that all carrying capacity of
Damao County is in higher level. The C pattern is mostly
improving the carrying capacity of society, economy and
grassland due to the adding of water resources supplement.
The A-1 and A-2 pattern, which is representing the current
development situation is in higher social and economic
carrying capacity but the grassland carrying capacity
remain in the overload situation leaded by the irrational
water demand structure and low ecological water available

Cg (km2)
Result
Variant
14500.0
0.0
13346.0
-1154.0
14040.9
-459.1
13338.9
-1161.1
14787.5
287.5
14680.6
180.6

quantity. By limiting the water using in first and second
industry, the Cg of B-1 and B-2 pattern is up to 13338.9
and 14787.5 km2 respectively. Although C pattern can
solve the problem on excessive grazing activities, B-2
pattern is more suitable than C pattern in considering the
management cost and technological feasibility. Therefore,
putting on the strict water resources management policy is
the most effective way to optimize the distribution of water
resources supplement and comprehensive carrying
capacity supported by water resources systems.
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representing the social, economic and ecology conditions.
As the natural barrier, the health situation of grassland is
relate to the change of social and economic development.
By calculating five different development patterns, the
results show that B-2 pattern, which is designed for
carrying out the most strict water resources management
policy, can solve the overload problem of grassland
carrying capacity compared with other development
patterns.
3) From the research work, we can see that the
calculation model of water resources carrying capacity is
available and feasible at the aspect of management cost
and technology, and the calculation results can provide
reliable information and guide for macroscopic water
resources management in large watershed and
administrative region.

5 Conclusions
5.1 GENERAL SITUATION
Analysing the above calculation results, some conclusions
can be summed as following:
1) The results of present year show that there is a wide
variance among different administrative region, the water
resources carrying capacity of supporting economic
development in Bailingm Town and Mandul Town is
overloading. And the population carrying capacity of
Bailingm Town is overloading. In ecology and
environment aspect, the grassland carrying capacity of
many towns is overloading. Lower water resources
carrying capacity is meaning the little water utilization
effective, and the practice value of water resource, which
is very limited, has not been revealed.
2) Damao County is located in the north of China, and
its characteristic is low rainfall and high evaporation.
Because of lacking the controlling the project of surface
water, improving water resources system carrying capacity
itself is the only way to remiss the overload situation.
Considering the current development situation in pastoral
area, five different development patterns are designed for
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Abstract
To solve a nonlinear constrained economic load dispatch (ELD) problem in which the minimized generation cost is taken as objective
and valve point effect of thermal units and operation constraints of power grid are taken into account. A saturation memetic algorithm
was presented. To avoid the blindness in the search by the proposed using saturation increase efficiency and using adaptive penalty
function to deal constraints. Calculation results of 3-machine system verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Compared
with the other existing techniques, the proposed algorithm has been found to perform better. This method seems to be a promising
alternative approach for solving the ELD problems in practical power system.
Keywords: memetic algorithm, economic load dispatch, valve point, saturation

function of each generator can be represented quadratic
function as given in Equation (1) whose solution can be
obtained by the conventional mathematical methods 10]:

1 Introduction
Economic load dispatch (ELD) is an important
optimization task in power system operation. The practical
ELD problems with valve-point are represented as a nonsmooth optimization problem with equality and inequality
constraints, and this makes finding the global optimum
difficult. Not only traditional mathematical methods are
difficult to solve [1,2], but many intelligent optimization
algorithms have their own limitations. Such as chaos
optimization algorithm (COA) [3,4], the genetic algorithm
(GA) [5] artificial immune algorithm (IA) [6], (PSO) [7],
the free search algorithm [8], and the differential bee
colony algorithm [9].
In this paper, an alternative approach is proposed to the
ELD problem using a modified MA. In general, MA is a
synergy of evolution and individual learning, which
improving the capability of evolutionary algorithms like
GA for finding optimal solutions in function optimization
problems with accuracy and convergence speed. Genetic
Algorithm due to its good exploration capability is used as
main algorithm and simulated annealing are used as local
searches. And use the variable scales penalty function to
improve the performance of the algorithm.

n

F ,

obj  min

i 1

(1)

i

Fi  ai  Pi  bi  Pi  ci ,
2

(2)

where obj is total generation cost; a, b, c is cost coefficients
of generator; n is number of generators in the system; Pi is
output generation for unit i.
While minimizing the total generation cost, the total
generation should be equal to the total system demand plus
the transmission loss. This gives the equality constraint:
a) power balance constraints:
n

P  P
i 1

i

total

 Ps ,

(3)

where Ptotal is the total system demand and Ps is the
transmission loss.
b) the generation output of each unit should be between
its minimum and maximum limits.
That is, the following inequality constraint for each
generator should be satisfied generating capacity
constraints:

2 Economic load dispatch mathematical model

Pi,min  Pi  Pi,max ,

The ELD problem is to find the optimal combination of
power generation that minimizes the total cost while
satisfying the total demand. The most simplified cost

(4)

where Pi,min, Pi,max is the minimum, maximum output of
generator.
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In the actual operation, the turbine intake valve
suddenly turned caramelized phenomenon consumption
characteristics of the unit will generate valve point effect.
To model the effects of valve-points, a recurring rectified
sinusoid contribution was added to the input-output
Equation [11,12]. The result is:
Ei | ei sin( f i ( Pi  Pi ,min )) | .

The fuel-cost function considering
loadings of the generating units is given as:
Fi  ai  Pi 2  bi  Pi  ci  Ei ,

1
,
s ( x) 
1  q ( x)
q( x) 

f  f min
,
f max  f min

(9)

where s(x) is saturation Fmax, Fmin is maximum and minium
respectively, Fi is the objective q(x) is intermediate
amount.
For every violated constraint a penalty term
proportional to the amount of the constraint violation is
added to the fitness function. The penalty factor is chosen
sufficiently large to discourage the selection of solutions
with violated constraints.
The penalty function PF is:

(5)
valve-point
(6)

Transmission losses are a function of the unit
generations and are based on the system topology. Solving
the ELD equations for a specified system load requires an
iterative approach since all unit generation allocations are
embedded in the equation for each unit.
In practice, the loss penalty factors can be calculated
directly using the B matrix loss formula. B coefficients are
used for this example. The relations between transmission
losses and Generator active power:
Ps  PT BP  PT B0  B00 ,

(8)

n

PF  MAX (0,| PTotal   Pi |   (t )) ,

(10)

i 1

where λ(t) is penalty factor. In this paper using adaptive
penalty function for constraints, according to the optimal
solution meet the degree of constraints adjust the penalty
function. Adaptive penalty function is constructed as
follows:

(7)

 (t ) / (21 / ( 1   2 )), case1

 (t  1)   (t ) / (2 2 / ( 1   2 )), case2 ,
 (t ),
case3


where P is the N-dimensional generator active power
vector; B is loss coefficient; the B0 dimensional symmetric
matrix for N-dimensional vector, B00 is constant.
3 Memetic-based ELD

(11)

where β1 is a random number between (1,2), β2 is a random
number between (0,1); case1 reduce the penalty factor to
increase Infeasible solution; case2 increase the penalty
factor to increase the feasible solution; case3 the penalty
factor remain unchanged. Fitness function becomes:

Memetic algorithm [15, 16] is a hybrid algorithm
population-based global search and individual-based local
search. Algorithm is a framework, using different search
strategies can constitute different algorithms. For solving
specific problems, use genetic algorithms as the global
search method, use simulated annealing algorithm as the
local search strategy.
The unique aspect of MA is that the chromosomes are
facilitated to gain some experience with a local search
process in between regular evolutionary process. Similar
to the GA, MA also generates an initial population
randomly and searches in the fitness landscape.
Subsequently, the local search process leads solutions in
the direction of local optima. These improvements are
going to accumulate over all generations, resulting in a
larger improvement in total performance.
In order to avoid the blindness of search, introduced the
concept of saturation, do a selective mutation, crossover
and selection. Saturation is a metric which set on the
solution space. For minimum optimizing, the more smaller
value and saturation, the more close to the optimal
solution. On the contrary, far from the optimal solution. In
searching process, through saturation adjusts populations.
High saturation means small choice probability, so as to
ensure the diversity of population. Always searching for
the optimal solution from the global, ensures that focus on
the local optimal solution, while maintaining the global
optimal solution.

n

min F  min( Fi  PF ) ,

(12)

i 1

The hyper-heuristic search mechanism in the memetic
algorithms offers the speed and quality of convergence.
This paper uses Genetic Algorithm as main algorithm and
the SA are used as the local search, where both the local
search algorithms are heuristic algorithms. The algorithm
steps are as follows:
Step1: encoding.
For the application of MA to the ELD problem, a float
encoding was chosen to encode a solution. Individual’s
position at iteration 0 can be represented as real power
outputs. Initialization of a group at random while
satisfying constraints.
Step2: fitness functions.
Evaluation of the chromosome string is calculating the
objective function for the problem.
Step3: genetic operators.
a) select. This operator use roulette, individuals which
high fitness value have a greater chance to be selected to
the next round of operations.
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b) crossover. This operator is applied with a certain
probability. When applied, the parent genotypes are
combined (exchange bits) to form two new genotypes that
inherit solution characteristics from both parents. In the
opposite case the off-springs are identical replications of
their parents.
new
 P1  1 P1  (1  1 )  P2
.
 new
 P2  2 P2  (1  2 )  P1

The transmission loss coefficients (B coefficients) used
for the power system follow:
 0.676  103 0.953  104  0.507  104 


B   0.953  104 0.521 103 0.901 104  ,
 0.507  104 0.901 104 0.294  103 



(13)

P  P  (bsub  P)  r  (1  t ) ,

To compare the results between MA and various
methods in a statistical manner, every case was calculated
50 times. All the programs were run on a 1.8 GHz, with
2GB RAM PC. The crossover and mutation rates for
binary GA were chosen as 60% and 0.05%, respectively,
following common literature. The optimal result is
provided.
The input data of the system are given in [3], where the
system demand considered is 500MW. Table 2 shows the
comparison of the results from MA, COA [3], GA [5], IA
[6] and IFS [8]; Table 3 shows the results of considering
valve-point effect neglecting transmission losses; Table 4
shows the results of considering valve-point effect and
transmission losses.

(14)

Variable step size crossover and mutation probability

 Pc j  Pc j 1  ( Pc o  0.6) / max iter
,
 j
j 1
0
 Pm  Pm  (0.1  Pm ) / max iter

(15)

d) elitism. The best solution of every generation is
copied to the next so that the possibility of its destruction
through a genetic operator is eliminated.
If any element of an individual violates its inequality
constraint then the position of the individual is fixed to its
maximum/ minimum operating point.
Step4: local search strategy
Local search strategy based on simulated annealing.
Step5: stopping criteria:
The MA is terminated if the iteration approaches to the
predefined maximum iteration.

TABLE 2 Comparison among different methods neglecting valve-point
effects (demand= 500 [MW])
Method
GA
IA
COA
IFS
MA

4 Examples and results

Method
GA
IA
COA
IFS
MA

b
7.92
7.85
7.97

c
561
310
78

e
300
200
150

F
0.0315
0.0420
0.0630

Pmin
100
100
50

P2
227.20
187.58
202.29
202.15
202.13

∑P
500
500
500
500
500

P3
58.20
74.69
69.01
68.92
68.87

Cost
5084.31
5083.04
5082.33
5082.22
5082.22

P1
299.22
199.76
299.41
199.74
199.73

P2
101.34
250.24
100.70
250.25
250.27

∑P
499.86
500.00
500.01
500.00
500.00

P3
99.30
50.00
99.90
50.01
50.00

Cost
5131.74
5121.47
5095.47
5095.40
5095.38

TABLE 4 The results of considering valve-point effect and transmission
losses (demand= 500 [MW])
Metho
d
GA
IA
COA
IFS
CPSO
MA

P1

P2

P3

∑P

Ps

Cost

295.09
299.41
299.46
299.45
299.47
299.47

173.43
172.00
171.95
171.91
171.88
171.91

101.71
98.84
98.82
98.85
99.87
99.86

570.23
570.30
571.23
571.21
571.22
571.22

70.23
70.24
71.23
71.21
71.22
71.22

5772.27
5735.93
5735.76
5735.74
5735.89
5735.72

As seen in Tables 2, 3 and 4, the MA has provided the
global solution with a very high probability, exactly
satisfying the equality and inequality constraints.
Whether to consider the effect of transmission losses
and valve point, the result is difficult, in the actual should
consider the valve point effect and transmission loss. The
MA has provided the global solution satisfying the
constraints with a very high probability for the ELD

TABLE 1 Units data for test case
a
0.00156
0.00194
0.00482

P1
214.60
237.73
228.71
228.93
229.00

TABLE 3 The results of considering valve-point effect neglecting
transmission losses (demand= 500 [MW])

Proposed MA algorithm has been applied to ELD
problems in three different test cases which the objective
functions can be either smooth or non-smooth. The results
obtained from the MA are compared with those of other
methods: chaos optimization algorithm (COA) [3], the
genetic algorithm (GA) [5], artificial immune algorithm
(IA) [6], (PSO) [7], the free search algorithm [8].
Three separate runs were made to demonstrate the
ability of the program using different initial random seed
numbers. The cases considered were:
1) Input-output curves neglecting Valve-point effect and
transmission losses.
2) Input-output curves considering Valve-point effect
neglecting transmission losses.
3) Input-output curves considering Valve-point effect and
transmission losses.
No.
1
2
3

 0.342  102 1.89  10 2  ,

B00  4.0357 .

c) mutation. With a small probability, randomly chosen
bits of the offspring genotypes change.
2

T

B0   7.66  102

Pmax
600
400
200
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problems with smooth cost functions. For the ELD
problems with non-smooth cost functions due to the valvepoint effects, the MA has also provided the global solution
with a high probability for 3-generator system which are
better than other methods. The MA has shown superiority
to the conventional numerical method.

method performs good convergence property and can
avoid the premature convergence as compared to other
numerical method and artificial intelligence algorithm to
obtain better quality solution. This promises a great
potential of the proposed method for real-time economic
load dispatch.

5 Illustrations
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Abstract
Hull vibration is inevitable in large vessel’s operation. Too large hull vibration will not only cause damage to the hull structure, but
also will affect the normal use of marine equipment and crew at work and life. Therefore, to predict the performance of the ship's
structure vibration in ship design stage is essential, which can guide reasonable solutions and necessary damping measures. The
vibration calculation report includes: Ship’s free vibration calculation and forced vibration response calculations caused by vibration
source on board the ship. The former is mainly to obtain the free vibration characteristics of the whole ship structure, to find hull’s 1~3
order of vibration modes which are most likely to occur and the corresponding frequency values. The latter is mainly get the vibration
response of hull ship’s forced vibration caused by excitation source, to avoid low-frequency vibration’s affect to the work and life of
the crew. Its response should meet the relevant standards and requirements.
Keywords: modelling, free vibration, forced vibration, container ship, FEM

the increasing speed and capacity of modern computers,
it’s possible to analyse the low frequency dynamic
response of a complete ship structure in a threedimensional model using finite element analysis (FEA).
FEA is used increasingly in the analysis and design of
complex ship structures [5].
Lin and Pan [6, 7] used a closed form solution to define
the characteristics of input mobility [8] of finite ribbed
plate structures to force and moment excitations. Their
research showed that the point force input mobility of a
finite rib-stiffened plate is bounded by those of the
corresponding unribbed plate and beam(s) of the ribbed
plate. The input mobility is dominated mainly by the beam
bending stiffness when the force excitation is applied to
the beam, and its plate stiffness controlled when the beam
is more than a quarter of plate bending wave length away
from the force location. The result has been verified
experimentally by Nightingale and Bosmans [9]. The
torsional moment input mobility of a ribbed plate (for ribs
having relatively small torsional stiffness) is dominated by
the plate bending stiffness and its frequency-averaged
value can be represented by that of the corresponding
infinite plate. Lin [7, 10] extended the study to further
investigate the characteristics of wave propagation and
attenuation of finite periodic and irregular ribbed plates by
employing a modal approach. He found that vibration of a
ribbed plate structure can be confined by imposing
irregularity to rib locations on the plate. The study of
vibration characteristics of rib-stiffened plates provides a
general understanding of wave propagation and its control
mechanism in ribbed plate structures. However, when the
structure becomes complex as in the case of a complete

1 Introduction
The rapid increase in speed and size of the ships
constructed during the 1960's led to the realization that
wave-induced ship hull vibrations can give rise to
significant stresses in the hull. The vibrations are usually
classified as either whipping or springing, depending on
whether the vibration mode is transient or steady state [1].
Ship hull vibration can be generally classified into two
categories, global and local vibrations. For global
vibration, the whole hull girder of a ship is vibrating in
response to the excitation at particular revolutions of the
main engines, propellers and auxiliary machinery, or from
water waves [2]. Local vibration occurs when only an
isolated part of the ship structure is in resonance [2,3].
Local resonance can be treated locally by modifying the
resonating structural component or by adding vibration
absorption and damping devices. Nevertheless, excessive
deformation of the ship hull is more likely to come from
global vibration, particularly at the first few fundamental
modes of the ship structure.
Generally speaking, the global vibration of a ship,
including natural frequencies and mode shapes of a
complete ship hull structure, is analysed by strip theory
where natural frequencies of the entire ship are calculated
from beam theory and the estimation of weight and
moment distributions at each strip of the ship hull. A
method of such an approach is given by Todd [2]. Van
Gunsteren also investigated wave-induced ship hull
vibration [4], the two-node vertical vibration mode of two
ship models using a modified strip theory is calculated.
Because of the fast advance of computer technology and
*
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ship hull structure, the complexity of analysis increases
due to the coupling of different wave types and multiple
wave propagation paths in the structure[11].
In this paper, the calculation includes two parts:
Calculation and analysis of the hull free vibration and
forced vibration caused by vibration source on board. The
former is mainly to ascertain the free vibration
characteristics of the hull girder to determine whether the
hull girder may be related to the main exciting force
resonance under normal operating conditions. The latter is
to ascertain the forced vibration characteristics (velocity
and acceleration) of hull girder and superstructure caused
by hull excitation source under normal operating
conditions. To compare the vibration response values of
some important local structure in the superstructure and
engine room with the corresponding requirements of ISO
standards to check whether necessary measures to be taken
to improve the vibration performance of the ship [12].

Han Fenglei, Hu Ankang, Liu Yachong, Wang Chunhui

Finally, there are and 450000 finite elements and
1320000 degree of freedom. Finite element models used in
different loading conditions are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
During the process of establishing the finite element
model the hull weight and the position of gravity centre are
controlled by adjusting density of material of some
elements and adding structural mass point. The
deadweight in different loading conditions is adjusted by
adding structural mass points at corresponding loading
position and the mass points are linked to surrounding
nodes by MPC. Final total weight and gravity centre of the
model and those in loading manual are shown in Table 1.
Hull added mass is computed by empirical equation.
Vertical and horizontal added mass is respectively
computed in each loading condition. The computed added
mass is added to shell underwater in the form of
concentrated mass point.
In the computation of vertical vibration, the added
mass is computed by the formula proposed by F M Lewis
and F H Todd:

2 Large container ship’s finite element model

1
mav   av CV Ki b2 ,
2

The calculation is based on the 9200TEU container ship
designed by CIMC Naval Architecture and Ocean
Engineering Design Institute. The finite element model
used in 9200TEU container ship’s vibration calculation is
built entirely in accordance with the relevant design
drawings, and the processing and analysis operations is
completed by commercial finite element analysis software
MSC/PATRAN and NASTRAN.
Global coordinate system of the model is right hand
Cartesian coordinate system:
 X direction goes along ship’s length pointing to bow;
 Y direction goes along ship’s breadth pointing to
Portside;
 Z direction goes along ship’s depth pointing to deck.
Structural model and applied loads are in International
System of Units (N, mm, s)
All plate structures, such as shell, transverse bulkhead,
inner bottom, web frame and longitudinal bulkheads etc.
are modelled by CQUAD4 and CTRIA3 shell elements.
All girders and stiffeners are modelled by eccentric beam
with appropriate combination. Small structures with hole
are adjusted when finally balancing the quality of the
whole ship structure and large structures with holes are
modelled according to their actual shape as possible.
Mesh size in longitudinal direction is strong frame
spacing and in transverse direction is longitudinal spacing.
There are 2 elements in vertical direction between
platforms. The floors and girders in double bottom are
divided into 3 elements along the height direction.

(1)

added mass formula in horizontal vibration is:

1
maH   aH CH Ki  d 2 .
2

(2)

FIGURE 1 14TD loading condition element modal

FIGURE 2 Ballast loading condition element modal

TABLE 1 Finite element modal’s weight adjustment
Loading Condition
Mass
Centre of gravity-X
Centre of gravity-Y
Centre of gravity-Z

Ballast Arrival
Loading manual
Finite element model
66958.4
66100
-16.09
-17
0
0.073
11.48
11.48

Loading manual
147442.0
-6.13
0
18.676

14TD
Finite element model
146900
-6.4
9.09e-2
20.5
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which is close to the 2-nd order vertical natural vibration,
frequency1.356Hz under the BLSA condition, the
difference is 4.3%; compared with the 3 order vertical
natural vibration frequency under the 14TD condition is
1.476Hz, the difference is 13.53%, satisfies the
requirements.
According to the “Ship vibration control guide 2000”,
in order to avoid the resonance between the low order
vibration frequencies and the excitation frequencies, the 13 order natural frequencies must be different from the
excitation frequency at the level ±8%～±10%,
±10%～±12%, ±12%～±15%.
If the requirements are not satisfied, the vibration
response calculation and the vibration response
measurement are necessary, which will be done according
to the ISO standard (6954 resolution, 1979.9): vertical and
horizontal vibration evaluation criteria of merchant ships,
whose length are greater than 100 m. If the response values
are greater than the standard values, vibration reducing
measures should be taken.

3 Free vibration analysis and calculation of global
structure
Calculation and analysis of free vibration of global ship
structure is to test whether the main excitation source
frequency is close to the natural frequency of the hull, so
as to modify the design to avoid resonance when
necessary. In global ship structure analysis of free
vibration, a very important part is to simulate the ship free
floating in the water without boundary conditions.
Table 2 shows the typical free vibration frequencies
from FEM calculation, some of the global ship typical free
vibration typical modes under the 14TD loading
conditions are shown in Figure 3-5, and Figure 6-8
represent the global ship typical free vibration modes
under the ballast loading conditions.
Main engine excitation frequency is:

f 

78
 1.3Hz ,
60

(3)

TABLE 2 Typical free vibration frequencies from FEM calculation (Hz)
Loading
condition
14TD
BLSA

Vertical vibration
1 order
2 order
3 order
0.470
0.897
1.476
0.716
1.356
1.914

Torsional vibration
1 order
0.354
0.516

1&2 order
0.603
0.674

Horizontal& Torsional vibration
2&2 order
2&3 order
3&3 order
0.933
1.056
1.279
1.43
1.68
--

3&4 order
---

FIGURE 3 1 order torsional vibration mode under the14TD loading
condition (0.299Hz)

FIGURE 4 2 order vertical vibration mode under 14TD loading
condition (0.897Hz)

FIGURE 5 3 order horizontal and torsional vibration modes under
14TD loading condition (1.279Hz)

FIGURE 6 2 order vertical vibration mode under BLSA arrival loading
condition (1.356Hz)
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FIGURE 7 3 order horizontal and torsional vibration modes under
BLSA arrival loading condition (2.437Hz)
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FIGURE 8 4 order vertical vibration mode under BLSA arrival loading
condition (2.32Hz)

Basically the structural damping could be obtained from
ship experiment. However, in calculation usually the
advantage of the damping coefficients obtained from
classification societies through a large number of
experiments, such as DNV and GL defined the damping
coefficients in vibration response calculation, could be used.
In this report we use the damping coefficient defined by GL
in the vibration response calculation of 2750TEU container
ship, the damping coefficient is 1% when the frequency is
0Hz, 8% when the frequency is 20Hz; under the BLSA
loading conditions that is 0.5% when the frequency is 0Hz,
6% when frequency is 20Hz, shown as in Figure 11.

4 Global ship forced vibration response calculation
A Global ship forced vibration frequency response
analysis considering the excitation force, which is the main
excitation force, is a method to define the whole hull
vibration response characteristics, so as to make an
investigation of the working and living comfort on the
supper structure.
Theoretically, propeller excitation force is the surface
force, which is calculated from the integral along the hull
surface, the force applying area is DD (D is the diameter
of the propeller). When the bottom is V type, the excitation
force distribution is very irregular, accursedly usually, the
value calculated by the propeller surface pressure
formulation is used in the dynamic response calculation.
The pressure could be applied on the active area directly.
In this calculation the measured values of the typical points
provided by the manufacturer is used, the applied area is
DD, about 8.9m*8.9m. Figures 9 and 10 are excitation
force diagrams.

FIGURE 11 Damping factor to frequencies

Main engine excitation source has been shown in Table 3,
the vibration excitation source would be loaded on the centre
of gravity of the main engine through the junction points of
the main engine and the internal bottom plate, the local
structure diagram is shown in Figure 12.
FIGURE 9 Propeller excitation force acting diagram (14TD loading
condition, draft 14.8m)

Ta=10.459m
Propeller Shaft

FIGURE 12 Local structure diagram with excitation source of main
engine

FIGURE 10 Excitation force range diagram (BLSA arrival loading
condition, there is almost no pressure on the bottom plate)
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TABLE 3 Engine imbalance force and imbalance moment
External forces(KN)
1.order:Horizontal
1.order:Vertical
2.order:Vertical
4.order:Vertical
6.order:Vertical
External moments(KNm)
1.order:Horizontal a)
1.order:Vertical a)
2.order:Vertical
4.order:Vertical
6.order:Vertical
Guide force H-moments in (KNm)
1x No.of cyl.
2x No.of cyl.
3x No.of cyl.

16
16
19
80
3
835
835
764
468
107
1078
97
-

Guide force Xmoments in (KNm)
1. order:
503
2. order:
21
3. order:
1905
4. order:
1947
5. order:
1987
6. order:
4103
7. order:
758
8. order:
545
9. order:
100
10. order:
176
11. order:
126
12. order:
174
13. order:
61
14. order:
76
15. order:
140
16. order:
76

FIGURE 17 Velocity curves of typical points on A deck

The velocity and acceleration to frequencies curves of the
typical points are shown in the Figures 13-20; the absolute
values of velocities and accelerations are used.

FIGURE 18 Acceleration curves of typical points on A deck

FIGURE 19 Velocity curves of typical points on B deck
FIGURE 13 Velocity curves of typical points on A deck

FIGURE 20 Acceleration curves of typical points on B deck

By the velocity and frequency response curves and
acceleration frequency response curves it could be shown
that, when the frequency is equal to 0.498Hz and 0.896Hz,
velocity and acceleration response become larger values.
Compared to the free vibration mode of 14TD loading
condition, 0.47Hz is the frequency of the 1 order vertical
vibration mode. So when the excitation force frequency is
0.498Hz, the vibration response of the local structure of the
supper structure will be larger; 0.897Hz is the natural
frequency of 2 order vertical vibration, so when the excitation
force frequency is 0.897Hz the second vibration peak value
appears. However all the calculated velocities and
accelerations are under the corresponding criteria values in
ISO6954 (2000E).
From the velocity and acceleration frequency response
curves it could be seen that, with the increase of vibration
frequency, vibration response amplitude increases as well,
when the excitation frequency approach to the 1st order
natural frequency of the hull girder. The amplitude will reach
the maximum value firstly, at this moment the mode of the

FIGURE 14 Acceleration curves of typical points on A deck

FIGURE 15 Velocity curves of typical points on B deck

FIGURE 16 Acceleration curves of typical points on B deck
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forced vibration is close to the 1 order mode, and the
resonance will occur.
When the excitation frequency is further increasing, the
hull response decreases quickly, then increases gradually,
until the excitation frequency approach to 2 order natural
frequency, the amplitude will reach the second peak point,
and the second resonance is going to happen, followed by the
third order, fourth order resonance and so on.
Through calculation and analysis, under this condition,
the velocity response and acceleration response of typical
points satisfy the corresponding requirements.

Han Fenglei, Hu Ankang, Liu Yachong, Wang Chunhui

mass to equal the loading mass distribution in the manual.
Added mass is calculated by empirical formula calculate,
and added to the mass points below the water line.
From the calculation, we can see that, vibration response
amplitude increases with the increase of vibration frequency,
the amplitude will reach the maximum value when the
excitation frequency approach to the 1st order natural
frequency of the hull girder, the resonance will occur at the
moment the mode of the forced vibration is close to the 1
order mode. And hull response decreases quickly when the
excitation frequency is further increasing, then increases
gradually, until the excitation frequency approach to 2 order
natural frequency, the amplitude will reach the second peak
point, and the second resonance is going to happen, followed
by the third order, fourth order resonance etc.
Through the analysis of free vibration and forced
vibration of 9200TEU container ship, most of the forced
vibration response values of checking points are less than the
standard criteria and satisfy the vibration requirements.

5 Conclusions
The calculation of free vibration and forced vibration of
9200TEU container vessel is carried on in a 3D FEM
environment, with the help of the large commercial FEM
software MSC/PATRAN and NASTRAN to achieve, by
adjusting the material density and applying concentrated
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Abstract
The proposed technique ECPS aims to design and implement a constant pressure hydraulic regenerative braking system with flywheel
that can operate the problems of short driving range and improve efficiency of braking energy recovery about electrical vehicle. We
established ECPS after comparing several hydraulic regenerative braking schemes .Then we explored the correlation between
displacement of pump/motor and efficiency of energy recovery by undertook experiment on using variable displacement of
pump/motor. After that, we investigated braking and ECE-15 driving condition simulation based on AMESim, evaluated correlation
between displacement of pump/motor and efficiency of energy recovery. The results indicate that the driving range of electrical vehicle
has been increased by 25% and the service life of battery was prolonged because depth of discharge was decreased.
Keywords: recovery efficiency, regenerative braking, experiment

parameters; parallel structure, such as Cumulo driving
system from Swedish Volvo [4], it changes little on
vehicle and has high energy efficiency; hybrid structure,
such as the last century nineties developed Constant
Pressure Source (referred to CPS) hydraulic drive
system in Japan, it has become one of the main forms of
vehicle energy recovery system due to its good energy
saving and simple structure [5]. CPS system through the
engine and flywheel hybrid drive for the power system,
the use of Constant Pressure Source hydraulic system to
transform energy.

1 Introduction
Regenerative braking system refers to the vehicle's
braking energy recycling; there are a variety of forms,
such as Electrical energy recovery and hydraulic energy
recovery. Using motor regenerative braking energy
recovery systems have a significant effect in pure
electric vehicles, but there are still some drawbacks: it
limited capacity of the braking energy recovery because
of the electric energy storage’s energy density is low,
thus affecting the driving range of electric vehicles
mileage; motor regenerative braking belongs to the
electronic system, due to the brake factors, mechanical
power system is more reliability than the electric power
system [1]. Owing to hydraulic energy recovery power
density is higher than the electric energy recovery [2],
using hydraulic brake energy recovery in pure electric
vehicle under the same conditions and at the same time
can able to recover and release more energy, so it can
better improve driving range of electric vehicles. In
addition, automotive powertrain changes for the use of
hydraulic energy recovery is little, relative to the
electric energy recovery control link is simple and more
reliability.
At present, there are many different forms of
hydraulic fuel-efficient vehicles in foreign research and
development, depending on its configuration and
powertrain combinations in different ways, it can be
divided into: series structure, a typical representative of
the U.S. EPA's hydraulic hybrid system [3], Its structure
is simple, the system is easy to control different

The system in this article will use the rearmounted parallel structure; CPS flywheel hydraulic
regenerative braking system was put forward. Its
high energy efficiency and control link is relatively
simple, small changes to vehicle power system, also
the cost is relatively low.
2 Electric vehicle hydraulic regenerative braking
system
According to the CPS, we proposed electric vehicle
regenerative braking hydraulic system (referred ECPS),
in parallel with the power system, determine the drive
system to be rear driveline parallel system. The ECPS
system structure shown in Figure 1.
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1. Electromagnetic clutch 2. Flywheel 3.Tank 4.Variable pump /
motor 5. Manometer 6. Check valve 7. Throttle 8. Accumulator
9. Relief valve 10. Wheel speed sensor
FIGURE 2 Test apparatus schematic diagram of hydraulic
regenerative braking system

1. Tank 2. Check valve 3. Variable pump / motor connected with
the drive axle 4. Manometer 5. Variable pump / motor connected
with the flywheel 6., 11. Clutch 7. Flywheel 8. Three-way valve 9.
Accumulator 10. Pressure relief valve

Its equivalence principle is: When the motor drives
the flywheel, the clutch between flywheel and motor
disconnected, this time representing the flywheel as
energy components provide energy for the hydraulic
system. Pump/motor as a pump regenerative braking
energy, transforms mechanical energy into hydraulic
energy can be stored in the accumulator until the
flywheel stops; the accumulator release energy after its
pressure stabilized, the pump/motor as a motor
transforms hydraulic energy into mechanical energy
stored in the flywheel. Flywheel as the energy storage
element in the actual pure electric vehicles, along with
the hydraulic system and electric power systems
arranged in parallel chassis. The corresponding
processes are when vehicle accelerating driving
conditions and driving conditions when braking.
Displacement of pump/motor as experimental variables,
measured final pressure of accumulator and final speed
of the flywheel, calculated the efficiency of energy
storage about accumulator, flywheel energy storage
efficiency and hydraulic energy efficiency of
regenerative braking system, as the test results shown in
Table 1.

FIGURE 1 ECPS system structure

When the car braking deceleration, the drive wheel
connected to the 3 pump/motor and the 3 pump/motor
works as a pump, the resistance generated by this pump
to brake wheel while the transform brake mechanical
energy into hydraulic energy, the braking energy
recovery. The braking force adjust by the displacement
of 3 pump/motor to achieve. High pressure oil flow from
3 to 5, the 6 clutch connected flywheel 7 with 5, at this
time 5 is as a motor driven flywheel, transform hydraulic
energy into flywheel kinetic energy storage. If the car
recovered energy is greater than the set maximum kinetic
energy of the flywheel, then the clutch is disengaged. At
this time 8 solenoid valve is energized, the excess energy
is stored in the accumulator, if the system pressure
exceeds the upper limit, the remaining energy release
through the relief valve. When the vehicle accelerates,
the 3 pump/motor as a motor, high pressure oil power
the wheels, the system pressure is reduced. 5
Pump/motor as a pump, the system pressure is kept to a
level, high pressure oil flow through the outlet 5 to the
bottom of the entrance 3. When speed of the flywheel is
in minimum speed allowed, the6 clutch and connecting
the total driveline 11 clutch disconnect, ECPS system
does not provide power. 9 Accumulator prevent the
system pressure too volatile and maintain a substantially
constant system pressure.

TABLE 1 Braking energy recovery test results
Displacement
of
pump/moto
r (L)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3 ECPS regenerative braking principle test system
Verify ECPS regenerative braking system energy
recovery efficiency, the vehicle system can provide
maximum braking torque is 1/16 to 1/8 for the
calculation of the test standard. ECPS equivalence
principle test device structure shown in Figure 2.

85
75
95
105
115
125
135
145

Initial
kinetic
energy of
vehicle (J)
167580
167580
167580
167580
167580
167580
167580
167580

Final
shaft
speed of
flywheel
(r/min)
1200
1410
1550
1795
1910
2130
1790
1460

Energy
store in
flywheel
(J)
39844
55134
66529
89320
101050
125685
88817
78763

Energy
utilizati
on of
ECPS
system
23.8%
32.9%
39.7%
53.3%
60.3%
75.0%
53.0%
47.0%

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
When displacement of hydraulic pump/motor 5L,
according to Figure 3, connect 1clutch between the
flywheel and motor, then disconnect clutch between 4
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pump/motor and flywheel, close throttle, after the
rotational speed of the motor driving the flywheel to
1500r/min, speed keep stability for 1 min. Then connect
the pump/motor and flywheel clutch, disconnect 1 and
4 as a pump, high pressure system oil is stored in the
accumulator. When flywheel stop, the accumulator’s
pressure is 3.61Mpa. Energy stored in accumulator is
E1=3638J, the initial kinetic energy of system is
E0=7395J, recovery efficiency of the accumulator is η1
= 49.2%.

51.5%.
In this same test method, the measured results of the
other seven sets of data shown in Table 1.
The ratio of final kinetic energy of the flywheel to
initial kinetic energy equals the hydraulic regenerative
braking energy efficiency of the total system [6].



E2
 25.3%
E0

In the same test method, the measured results of the other
six groups of data shown in Table 1.

3.2 ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS
Experiments show that: with different displacement of
hydraulic pump/motor, the final recovery of the energy
and recovery efficiency of flywheel and accumulator is
different, the greater displacement is the more energy is
recovered. But when pump/motor displacement above a
certain value, because the pump/motor resistance
increases, energy recovery efficiency of hydraulic brake
energy recovery system will decline; Further data
indicate that accumulator energy recovery efficiency is
lower than recovery efficiency of flywheel. Hydraulic
system requires a good match between the components
to achieve optimal energy recovery results.

1. Motor 2. Tachometer 3. Flywheel 4.Variable pump/motor 5.
Tanks 6. Accumulator 7. Electromagnetic clutch 8. Wheel speed
sensor 9. Pipes 10. Manometer
FIGURE 3 ECPS test device

4 System simulation analysis

Changing the pump/motor displacement, do in the
same test method, the measured results of the other
seven sets of data shown in Table 1.
After the accumulator pressure is 3.61Mpa stable,
open the throttle, connect the clutch between flywheel
with 4 pump/motor, disconnect 1, using the stored
energy in accumulator drives flywheel, 4 working as a
motor at this time , wheel speed sensor records the
flywheel in the process to achieve the maximum speed
of 755r/min. The kinetic energy of the flywheel is
E2=1784J. Flywheel energy recovery efficiency is of

Based on Figure 1 shown a hydraulic regenerative
braking energy recovery system, created simulation
model of the desired vehicle system on AMESim [7].
Vehicle simulation model shown in Figure 4, in which
the hydraulic energy recovery system shown in Figure 5.
Driver’s control system parameters are divided into
acceleration and braking control parameters, the control
type is PID control [8].

FIGURE 4 The simulation model of vehicle powertrain system with hydraulic regenerative braking system
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FIGURE 5 ECPS hydraulic system model

Ning Xiaobin, Li Ning, Jiang Junping

a) Vehicle speed comparison chart

One model of electric vehicles as the research
platform and determine the hydraulic regenerative
device system parameters. Assuming that the vehicle
goes straight, pump/motor drives alone, calculate
displacement of pump/motor results. Make sure the
flywheel size parameters: flywheel radius is 250 mm,
flywheel thickness is 30 mm, maximum rotate speed is
2500 r/min. Since the hydraulic accumulator system
pressure is substantially constant, the fluctuations
between 20-25MPa. Select accumulator about the text
minimal inflation pressure is 18MPa [9]. Calculate the
total volume of the accumulator to be 10L.

b) The rear axle torque
FIGURE 6 The vehicle braking condition when 0 <z ≤ 0.3

4.1 COMPOSITE REGENERATIVE BRAKING
SYSTEM BRAKING CONDITION

Figure 7 is the change of flywheel rotate speed when
change displacement of the pump/motor between 75L145L.

According to Figure 4 shows a simulation model and
vehicle simulation parameters be calculated, then do the
simulation of vehicle braking condition. Fully loaded
vehicle driving conditions: initial pressure accumulator
be set 18Mpa, let hybrid electric vehicle accelerate to
50km/h in 20s, when the time is 30s begins to brake and
park. Simulation purpose is to verify the ECPS system
and its feasibility of the control system; changing
pump/motor displacement to calculate braking energy
recovery efficiency under different displacement of
pump/motor, and comparison with the corresponding
test results. When the brake intensity is 0 <z ≤ 0.3,
simulation results shown in Figure 6.
When the brake intensity is 0 <z ≤ 0.3, Figure 6a
shows vehicle can decelerate smoothly to stop when
braking , driving state and control target is close, means
good control effect. The solid red line in Figure 6b
represents the secondary component during acceleration
and constant speed don’t work in the 0-30s, accelerating
only by a motor torque which is represented in green
solid line; in 30-45s secondary component recovered
braking energy when braking, suppose rear tires without
friction brake, braking force provided by the ESPS
system only. Blue curve presents the sum of the rear
axle torque, means motor torque in 0-30s and the toque
after secondary component torque multiplied by the
gear ratio in the 30-45s.

FIGURE 7 The flywheel shaft speed change

Figure 7 shows the rotate speed of flywheel can be
affected by pump/motor displacement size. When the
pump/motor displacement is small, flywheel rotate
speed is increased with the increasing of displacement,
and the more stored energy; but when the pump/motor
displacement is above a certain value, flywheel rotate
speed will reduce with increasing of pump/motor
displacement, energy recovery is also reduced. From
changing rotate speed of the flywheel can know how
much energy storage in flywheel, according to the initial
kinetic energy of vehicle can obtain energy recovery
efficiency of the hydraulic regenerative braking system,
the results shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2 Energy recovery efficiency of hydraulic regenerative braking system

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Pump/motor
displacement
(L)
5
7
9
10
11
12
14
15

Initial Shaft
speed of flywheel
(r/min)
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

Final speed of
flywheel
(r/min)
755
775
781
812
820
809
780
774

Final pressure of
accumulator (MPa)
3.61
3.69
3.74
3.80
3.82
3.79
3.75
3.70

Figure 6a shows, the simulation condition is
consisted by acceleration and braking conditions,
corresponding to the release energy and regenerative
braking energy of ECPS system. Since the test
parameters for the vehicle simulation parameters
obtained according to certain scaling, so during the
simulation and testing process will let pump/motor
displacement as variables, respectively get the impact of
pump/motor displacement for energy efficiency of
regenerative braking system (shown in Table 2 and
Table 1 ECPS system energy efficiency), the test results
and simulation results can be verified with each other. In
the test, the pump/motor variable range for 5-15L; in the
simulation study, the pump/motor variable range for 75145L.
By comparing Tables 1 and 2, when pump/motor
displacement is small, the flywheel speed is increased
with the increase of displacement and the more stored
energy. But when the pump/motor displacement value
higher than a certain time (in Table 1, this value is about
11L; simulation shown in Table 2, this value is about
125L), the flywheel speed will decreases with the
increases of pump/motor displacement, also the
recovered energy is reduced. Mainly due to resistance
increases of the pump/motor, after displacement higher
than a certain value, the energy recovery efficiency will
decline, that indicate secondary component parameters
need to good match to get the best effect of energy
recovery.
Although tests can verify the system can recover
some energy during braking (ECPS system as shown in
Table 1, the highest energy efficiency is about 30%), but
this is difference between energy recovery efficiency
and simulation result (as Table 2 shows ECPS system
energy use rate of 75%). Mainly reason in the test:
1) air resistance and bearing resistance caused energy
loss during flywheel rotating in high speed, the bearing
resistance is a larger proportion of energy loss account
when flywheel in low speed;
2) there may be leaks in high pressure pipes, throttle
adjustment is manual adjustment, there are some errors;
3) hydraulic components need to optimize matching.

The efficiency of
energy storage of
accumulator
49.2%
50.2%
51.2%
52.3%
52.7%
52.1%
50.9%
50.7%

The efficiency of
energy storage
of flywheel
51.5%
53.4%
53.0%
56.0%
56.7%
54.7%
51.9%
50.7%

Energy
utilization of
ECPS system
25.3%
26.8%
27.1%
29.3%
29.9%
28.5%
26.4%
25.4%

paper according to GB/T 18386-2005 specified urban
driving cycle (condition ECE-15) to work conditions
simulation [10], worked for 800s simulation in urban
conditions. Simulation results are shown below.

a) Driving- cycle speed comparison

b) Depth of discharge comparison

c) Output torque of motor comparison

4.2 COMPOUND REGENERATIVE BRAKING
SYSTEM DRIVING CYCLE SIMULATION
d) System pressure comparison.
FIGURE 8 ECE-15 driving cycle simulation results

To test the effect of ECPS energy recovery system, this
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Figure 8a shows that vehicle speed curve of electrohydraulic hybrid is basically close to speed curve of
ECE-15 conditions, it’s means that the braking
efficiency of ECPS system is stability; Figure 8b shows,
the depth of discharge of ECPS electro-hydraulic hybrid
vehicle lower than pure electric vehicles (ECPS electrohydraulic hybrid vehicles is 5.11%, pure electric
vehicles 6.88%), the battery life can be increased
accordingly. In terms of percentage calculations, ECPS
electro-hydraulic hybrid vehicles compare to pure
electric vehicles, driving range can increase about 25 %.
Figure 8c shows, motor load and load change of
ECPS electro-hydraulic hybrid vehicle is small,
basically the motor is working at rated torque , with little
need to peak torque output; Figure 8d shows, ECPS
system pressure is stable can avoid high pressure impact
hydraulic components and good system dynamic
performance.

5 Conclusions
Studies show that electro-hydraulic hybrid vehicle with
ECPS’s driving range increased by 25 % compared with
electric vehicle without ECPS; Because of motor load
decreases, reduce the depth of battery discharge, so battery
life can be extended. The main factors impact recovery
efficiency of ECPS braking energy is the pump/motor
displacement, and how to control the pump/motor
displacement change in a variety of braking intensity to
achieve energy efficient recovery, there is reference value
about the results of this study.
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Abstract
Static thrust line is an important measuring parameter of solid rocket engine. Factors that affect the misalignment and deflection of
thrust line of multi-nozzle solid rocket engine were analysed in static condition, and a measuring method by Laser Tracker for thrust
line was researched. A calculation model of the thrust line was established based on simplified force spiral rule, which synthesizes the
space force systems. The simulation results of misalignment and deflection indicate that the method has high measurement accuracy.
Keywords: solid rocket motor, static thrust line, multi-nozzle, laser tracker

data processing methods are studied further to achieve
efficient and accurate results.

1 Introduction
Before shipment, various geometric parameters of solid
rocket motor need to be measured accurately under static
conditions. Misalignment and deflection of the engine’s
thrust line are very critical parameters. The misalignment
indicates the vertical distance between the thrust line and
the engine axis in space. The deflection refers to the angle
of the vector with the engine axis of the thrust line in space,
the two parameters directly affect the pitch and yaw of the
rocket during the flight to control the attitude [1].
Thrust of rocket engine is generated like this, jet flow
from burning huge quantities of fuel acts upon internal
curved surface of the nozzle, therefore static thrust line can
be substituted by the geometry centreline of the surface.
The thrust line of multi-nozzle solid rocket engine can be
obtained by synthesizing the thrust produced by each
nozzle, while the factors affect the thrust line are due to the
deviation relative to the theoretical position of nozzles in
the engine. During the machining and assembling process,
the deviations of engine nozzle parts exists inevitably, and
owning to the accumulation and amplification, will affect
the action points and direction of each thrust line. Thus,
the misalignment and deflection will be brought in the
synthesis of thrust line eventually [3, 4].
In the past for a long time, under static conditions, the
thrust line of a single nozzle is substituted by the
connection from the centre of the throat neck and the
centre of the nozzle outlet end face. Meanwhile, in multinozzle engine, the synthesis of the thrust line is calculated
based on the arithmetic average of each centre of the throat
neck and the nozzle’s outlet end face indirectly, apparently
there will be deviation in principle. In [5], we have already
researched the measuring technology of a solid rocket
engine with single nozzle’s structure. In this letter, a fournozzle solid rocket motor is taken as a measuring object,
the thrust line measurement on multi-nozzle engine and

2 Static thrust line measurement of single nozzle
rocket engine
The measurement of a single nozzle’s thrust line can be
realized by surveying the geometric centreline of the
internal surface, which is determined by the centres of the
nozzle throat neck and outlet. In the geometric measuring
point of view, typically, between the nozzle throat neck
and outlet end face, a number of cross-sections of the
nozzle parallel to the outlet plane are needed to be
measured in order to improve accuracy, and then the
geometry centreline is fitted from these sections’ centres
by least square method. The measurement diagram is
shown in Figure 1.
parallel plane

outlet plane

throat plane

F

FIGURE 1 Diagram of thrust line measurement

After fitting, the space equation of the thrust line F can
be expressed as Equation (1) shows.
x  x1 y  y1 z  z1


.
l1
m1
n1

(1)

For multi-nozzle solid rocket motor, the same method
can be applied to get the other nozzles’ thrust line
equations.
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F  F 2  F 2  F 2
x
y
z
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Fx

l Fc  F
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Fy
mFc 
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Fz

nFc  F
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3 Static thrust line analysis of multi-nozzle rocket
engine
According to the force translational theorem of rigid body
in theoretical mechanics, any force system acting on the
same rigid body can be simplified to any point and
synthesized into a resultant force and an additional spatial
force couple. In multi-nozzle engine, the action points and
direction of each sub-thrust are different; in order to
calculate the misalignment and deflection of the synthesis
engine thrust line, each nozzle’s thrust vector needs to be
simplified and synthesized of the space force.
Assume that the direction number of the thrust line F1

When each component of thrust is simplified to the
origin of coordinate system, the additional space moment
of couple is shown as below in Equation (4).

is (l1, m1, n1), the action point’s coordinate is (x1, y1,
z1); the direction number of the thrust line F2 is (l2,
m2, n2), the action point’s coordinate is (x2, y2, z2); the
direction number of the thrust line F3 is (l3, m3, n3),
the action point’s coordinate is (x3, y3, z3); the
direction number of the thrust line F4 is (l4, m4, n4),
and the action point’s coordinate is (x4, y4, z4), the

4

M x   Fi  ni yi  mi zi 
i 1
4

M y   Fi  li zi  ni xi  .
4

M z   Fi  mi xi  li yi 
i 1

According to the calculation by Equation (4), the
synthesis results and direction of the resultant additional
couple moment Mc also can be calculated based on
projection and analysis as Equation (5) shows.

F4

M  M 2  M 2  M 2
x
y
z
 c
Mx

lM c  M
c

.

My
mM c 
Mc

M

z
nM c  M
c


F3

O′

O

X

F1
F2

Y
front face

back face

FIGURE 2 Diagram of thrust forces distribution of multi-nozzle

Decompose the thrust component along each
coordinate axis of the product coordinate system and then
synthesize them in each axis direction separately, the
component of the resultant force can be obtained as shown
in Equation (2).
According to the calculation by Equation (2), all the
force components along the coordinate axis direction can
synthesize the magnitude and direction of the resultant
thrust line Fc based on projection and analysis.
4

 Fx   Fi li
i 1


4
 Fy   Fi mi .
i 1


4
 Fz   Fi ni

i 1

(4)

i 1

distribution of each thrust’s vector is shown in Figure 2,
the illustrated coordinate system is the product coordinate
system of the engine.
Z

(3)

(5)

Due to the influence of the deviation in machining and
assembling process, each nozzle thrust of multi-nozzle
solid rocket motor in space inevitably acts as nonconverging system of forces, and cannot be a parallel
forces system. Thus, the results of the thrust component
simplified to the origin of product coordinate system need
to be further simplified to synthetic force screw, as shown
in Figure 3, then the principal vector Fc is the physically
meaningful synthetic thrust line.
The synthesis process of force screw is as follows: first
build the auxiliary space coordinate system parallel to Fc
according to Equation (3), project and decompose the
additional moment of couple under the coordinate system
built above on the basis of Equation (5), the relative
coordinates of the main vector which need to be translated
can be obtained in the force spiral synthesis process. Then
in accordance with the spatial relationships between the
products and auxiliary coordinate systems, convert
translational coordinates of the principal vector into the
product coordinate system, the coordinates of the feature
points of the principal vector equation can be acquired, and
finally the equation of synthesis thrust line is achieved.

(2)

The magnitude and direction of Fc is shown as below
in Equation (3).
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TABLE 1 Fitting results of nozzle throat and outlet

The process is realized in specific data-processing
software based on Visual Basic language.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Z

θ

Fc

d

O

X

O′

Mc

back face

FIGURE 3 Diagram of simplified force screw

Based on the theory above, the line distance equation
and angle equation in space, the misalignment d and the
deflection θ of the synthetic thrust line can be calculated in
Equations (6) and (7).
x1  x2

y1  y2

z1  z 2

l1

m1

n1

l2

d
m1

n1

m2

n2



m2
2



n2

n1

l1

n2

l2

2



l1

m1

l2

m2

2

,



.
 l 2  m 2  n 2  l 2  m 2  n 2 
1
1
2
2
2 
 1

  arccos

l1  l2  m1  m2  n1  n2

y (mm)
-365.16
364.95
-0.17
0.02
-365.04
365.14
0.11
0.05

z (mm)
0.21
0.13
365.16
-365.01
-0.13
-0.07
364.88
-365.09

By fitting the results in Table 1 respectively, each space
expression of the thrust component can be obtained.
In accordance with the force screw synthetic rule, the
space equation of the synthetic thrust line (to ensure the
accuracy of calculation, the coordinates of the feature
points are retained to six decimal) is as shown in Equation
(8).

Y
front face

x (mm)
0.12
0.04
-0.09
-0.41
-400.03
-400.01
-399.94
-399.91

x y  0.112834 z  0.000114


.
1
 0.000388
0.000563

(8)

Based on Equations (6) and (7), the misalignment and
deflection of the thrust line are separately calculated, the
results is illustrated in Table 2. Other processing results are
listed in the table simultaneously, which use geometric
mean method based on centre points of the end face of the
throttle and nozzle outlet.

(6)

TABLE 2 Results of thrust line measurement

(7)

Method
force screw
geometric mean

misalignment (mm)
0.093
0.005

deflection ()
2.349
2.349

From Table 2, we can see that the two methods have a
large deviation between the misalignments, while no
deviation between the deflections of the thrust line. This is
because the decomposition and synthesis operation to the
space force system axis has a linear relationship with the
geometric mean arithmetic, and has the same effect in
space; while in the geometric mean method, the role of
space additional couple is not considered, thus a larger
schematic deviation exists.

4 Simulation
Firstly, the engine product coordinate system is defined,
the X-axis is the centreline from the engine front and rear
skirts of the end face, i.e. the engine reference axis, the Yaxis is determined by the first quadrant of engraved line of
the rear skirt, and the Z-axis is determined by the righthand rule.
Secondly, according to the definition of the thrust line,
use the internal grate of the nozzle as the reference plane,
measure 8 uniform sampling points which are set on a
circle of the internal throttle of the nozzle in the engine
product coordinate system.
Thirdly，according to the definition of the thrust line,
use the internal end face of the nozzle outlet as the
reference plane, measure 8 uniformly distributed sampling
points, which are set on a circle of the outlet end face of
the nozzle in the engine product coordinate system [6].
Finally, fit the simulation coordinates obtained above
separately, which are on the laryngeal neck and the nozzle
outlet end, the fitted centre coordinates is as shown in
Table 1.

5 Conclusions
On the basis of the measurement technology of a single
nozzle solid rocket motor’s thrust line, multi-nozzle static
thrust line measurement techniques were researched using
laser tracker, a space geometry model of synthetic static
thrust line was established according to the synthetic force
screw rule, and the equation was given. The simulation
showed that the measuring techniques we introduced could
overcome the principle error of the geometric mean
method, and had higher accuracy.
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Abstract
Wire bonding, a process of the connection between a semiconductor chip and a lead frame by a thin metal wire, is one of the important
processes of electronic packaging. Vibration characteristic and friction behaviour of capillary of Microelectronic Packaging ultrasonic
bonding system are studied. A dynamic contact model of capillary was built by finite element method to gain bonding mechanism of
wire bonding system. Vibration response and contact friction property of the capillary are calculated. The effects of the loading
frequency and static compressive force to the vibration response and contact friction stress were obtained, and the relationships between
the loading frequency, the static compressive force and the vibration response were given. The researching conclusions can be used as
references for having a better understanding of the bonding mechanism and the study of fault diagnose techniques for bonding process.
Keywords: ultrasonic wire bonding, contact analysis, finite element, capillary

ultrasonic signal generator, is transformed into high
frequency mechanical vibration energy through
piezoelectric transducer. Over the years, various models
have been postulated in describing the possible mechanism
involved in ultrasonic wire bonding [7, 9].
For quality control purposes, it is convenient to model
the mechanism as follows: the materials being bonded are
first brought into contact under an external static
compressive force, producing some initial deformation but
no adhesion due to the presence of surface films or oxides.
Energy is then introduced via the transducer, which
vibrates at ultrasonic frequency, thus it results in
oscillatory forces parallel to the wire-pad interface. The
wire softens upon absorption of energy and flows under
loading, breaking up the surface oxides and exposing a
fresh surface of both the wire and the boding pad.
Interfacial movement is progressively restricted by the
formation of multiple micro welds in the peripheral area of
the contact zone. Continued application of cyclic stresses
produces plastic deformation of wire [1].
Figure 1 shows that the system is a strong coupling
connection with tribology and dynamics. Bonding process
is a very short time, especially for high-speed bonder.
Capillary is a key device of wire bonder, so in this paper
its dynamics characteristic and bonding mechanism are
studied through finite element method.

1 Introduction
Wire bonding is a process for connection between a
semiconductor chip and a lead frame by a thin metal wire
[1-3]. For every error bonding point will cause the IC
circuit failure entirely, thorough researches about bonding
mechanism and the effect factor of bonding quality are
indispensable. Capillary is a key device of bonder, so the
research on its dynamic characteristic and contact friction
behaviour will help to master bonding mechanism well.
For capillary’s high-speed and non-linear vibrate
characteristic, it is very difficult to study bonding
mechanism through routine methods. In this paper finite
element method is presented to investigate the vibration
characteristic of capillary. First, the mode of capillary is
analysed and first nature frequency is got, second a
dynamic contact model is built and referring to the
parameter, got from mode analysis, the load to capillary is
confirmed. The effect factor of contact friction stress is
acquired in bonding process. The result can be used as
references for having a better understanding of the bonding
mechanism and the study of fault diagnose techniques for
bonding process [4-8].
2 Ultrasonic wire bonding system introduction
Ultrasonic wire bonder (shown as Figure 1) by and large
consists of a phase-locked-loop (PLL) ultrasonic
generator, an ultrasonic transducer system (a piezoelectric
driver, a barrel, a concentrator and a capillary), a work
holder to support the materials to be bonded, and means
for applying a static compressive force to the materials
being bonded [1]. The ultrasonic, generated from PPL

FIGURE 1 Structure of an ultrasonic wire-bonding system
*
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adjacent with work frequency of capillary. The mode of
only x-axis or y-axis direction is inspired for
concentrator’s horizontal vibration.

3 Model of capillary
In order to accurately reflect bonding system properties
and simultaneously simplify system model, only a model
of capillary is built here. Vibration energy, imputed from
concentrator, is loaded to the tail end (7.73 mm to 11.1
mm) of capillary through a function as Equation (1) (see
Figure 2). A work holder is built under the capillary to
study contact friction behaviour between capillary and
work holder [2].

a) First order mode

FIGURE 2 Size and model of capillary/mm

Capillary is a high-density and high hardness ceramic
material. Solid 45 is selected for capillary and work holder
and Combine 14 for spring. Refined mesh is generated at
the tip of capillary to accurately reckon its deformation.
Target element and contact element are selected Target
169 and Contact 171 respectively [5]. In order to simulate
real movement and restraint of capillary, only x direction
freedom vibration of capillary’s top (7.73 mm to 11.1 mm)
is allowed. The equation is:
F  1 106  sin(2t ) ,

b) Second order mode

(1)

Frequency range from 60 kHz to 68 kHz, size of static
pressure is from 0.02 N to 0.2 N, and computation time is
10ms at a time interval of 2×10-3 ms. Beside y direction
freedom of work holder, others are restrained.

c) Torsion mode
FIGURE 3 Mode deformation of capillary

4.2 SELECTING FRICTION MODEL OF CONTACT
ANALYSIS

4 Vibration response of capillary
4.1 FREE VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF CAPILLARY

Bonding process is a flexible contact process, which is still
pending further study. So far, there is still no universally
agreed specific solution. For a long time, many dynamicity
and mathematicians have been working hard to solve the
contact problem. With the development of computer
science, numerical-based and similar-deal approach are
rapidly developed. Finite element method is the main tool
among them. Here, a contact pairs must be defined where
contact might occur during the deformation of model.
Once potential contact surfaces are identified, we can
define them as target and contact elements, which will the
track the kinematics of the deformation process. Target
and contact elements make up a contact pair are associated
with each other via a shared real constant set (Figure 4).
In the basic Coulomb friction model, two contacting
surfaces can bear shear stresses up to a certain magnitude

Capillary is multi-DOF cantilever structure. It is difficult
to extract the intrinsic mode through theoretical or
experimental methods. In this paper inherent modal are
calculated and extracted by the finite element method.
Finite element analysis software, ANSYS80, is used to
calculate its mode and dynamic response. Here, we are
more interested to extract the mode range from 0 to 300
kHz. Table 2 shows the other order mode of capillary. We
may see that mode of capillary about x axis and y axis is
same as the structure of capillary is symmetry.
Mode deformations of capillary are shown in Figure 3.
Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c show the deformations of first order,
second order and torsion respectively. The first order
nature frequency about x-axis is 65,140 Hz. It is very
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across their interface before they start sliding relative to
each other. This state is known as sticking. The Coulomb
friction model defines an equivalent shear stress τ, at
which sliding on the surface begins as a fraction of the
contact pressure p (τ = µp + COHE, where µ is the friction
coefficient and COHE specifies the cohesion sliding
resistance). Once the shear stress is exceeded, the two
surfaces will slide relative to each other. This state is
known as sliding. The sticking/sliding calculations
determine when a point transitions from sticking to sliding
or vice versa [5].

Feng Wuwei

the capillary tip are selected to study bonding mechanism.
The amplitude response of capillary tip with loading
frequencies from 63,140 Hz to 67,140 Hz (where static
pressure is 0.02 N, frequency interval of 1,000 Hz) is
shown in Figure 6. We can see from the figure that the
amplitude response increase straight until it become stable
under natural frequency, while there are continuous wave
when loading frequencies are deviated with natural
frequency. Furthermore, with the incensement of
deviating, the amplitude response will be gradually
reduced.

FIGURE 4 Localized contact zones

5 Result of calculation
According to vibration theory, case 1, amplitude response
of capillary’s tip will be changed at different loading
frequencies. Amplitude response of capillary’s tip is the
biggest under natural frequency. Considering energy point,
the system energy inspired will be the biggest when
loading frequency is natural frequency. Case 2, when the
static pressure is changed, amplitude response of
capillary’s tip will also be changed. The reason is that
bonding system is a damping system and friction change
will affect damping coefficient. With damping increasing,
the amplitude response will reduce, vice versa. Much static
pressure will be carried in order to improve bonding
quality, but over high static pressure will also arouse
destruction. In this paper, the effect relations between the
amplitude response and frequencies or static pressure are
studied. The deformation of capillary under loading is
shown as Figure 5.

FIGURE 5 Vibration deformation of capillary

5.1 AMPLITUDE RESPONSE WITH DIFFERENT
FREQUENCIES
Here, we have more interests about the amplitude response
of capillary tip and its friction situation. So some nodes at

FIGURE 6 Applications response of capillary’s tip
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The curves between amplitude response and loading
frequencies are shown in Figure 7. Figure 7a denotes the
change that the amplitude response reach stable, Figure 7b
is the biggest of amplitude response with different loading
frequencies. As expected, there is a peak-amplitude at the
65 kHz and it is showed in the harmonic response analysis.
The stable amplitude is same with the amplitude extremum
under the natural frequency, while the earlier is smaller
than latter under the others frequencies. Furthermore, the
amplitude fluctuant are severe when run at non-natural
frequency. It will affect bonding quality seriously.
The contact friction stresses are also different when
different loading frequencies are adopted. The curve
between maximum contact friction stresses and different
loading frequencies (where the same static pressure is used
as 0.02 N) is shown in Figure 8. We can see from Figure 8
that the maximum contact stress appears at the natural
frequency. When the loading frequencies are increased or
reduced, contact stresses are smaller than that under
natural frequency. Bonding process is carried out to use
friction stress mainly, so it is expected that the work
frequency should be most close to the natural frequency.

5.2 AMPLITUDE RESPONSES WITH DIFFERENT
PRESSURES
Contact stress and amplitude response of capillary tip are
changed under the static pressure is different. Insufficient
static pressure will result in shortage of contact stress, at
the same time, exorbitant one cannot be achieved fairly
good results. Figure 9 shows the curves between loading
pressure and amplitude response of capillary tip (where
there are five curves, they denote five different loading
frequencies, respectively). Amplitude responses of
capillary tip are reduced with bonding force increasing.
The minimum amplitude of natural frequency is bigger
than the maximum amplitude of other frequencies.
0,07

D/mm

0,05
0,04
0,03
0,02
0,01
0
0,02

Stable amplitude

V/mm

0.6
0.5
0.4

60

0,155

0,2

However, the amplitude response will be quite unstable
under exorbitant bonding force. Figure 10 shows
amplitude response of capillary tip versus loading times
under exorbitant bonding force of 2 N. We may see that
amplitude response of capillary tip is mostly near to zero
sometime. As expected, the capillary tip cannot move due
to too high friction.
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FIGURE 9 Applications response versus bonding force (where five
curves denote five different frequencies, respectively)
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FIGURE 7 Applications response versus frequencies
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The contact friction stress curve and its spectrum when
bonding force is 2 N are shown in Figure 11. Contact stress
is increased or reduced periodically. Its trend is very close
to Figure 10. There is a peak-amplitude at 120 kHz from
frequency spectrum curve. The main reason is that there
are two contacts occurring within every vibration cycle.
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FIGURE 10 Amplitude response versus bonding time (bonding
force=2N).
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FIGURE 8 Maximum contact stress versus frequencies (bonding
force=0.2 N)
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method to master wire bonding system bonding
mechanism. Vibration response and contact friction
property of the capillary are calculated. The effects of the
loading frequency and static compressive force to the
vibration response and contact friction stress were
obtained. From above researching works, the following
conclusions may be gained: First, amplitude response of
capillary relatives with the loading frequencies. Under
non-natural loading frequency, amplitude response wave
severely. Second, a suitable bonding force must be
selected in bonding process. Excess high or low bonding
force will affect bonding quality seriously. Third, times to
reach stabilization of amplitude response are different
under various bonding force. The bigger bonding force, the
shorter bonding stable times, vice versa.
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6 Conclusions
In this paper, the dynamic characteristics and contact
friction behaviour of capillary are studied. A dynamic
contact model of capillary was built by finite element
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Abstract
In this paper, we present two types of damage model, coupled pressure-shear damage model and tensile damage model, according to
the different stress state and different damage mechanism in concrete. Combining microscopic and macroscopic mechanics, we derive
the damage evolution equation and obtain relevant material parameters by fitting the test data of one-dimensional compression and
tension test. In order to verify the proposed damage model, we carry out numerical simulation on wave propagation problems caused
by the explosive charge in concrete columns. The simulation results are consistent with experimental results, which show successfully
the evolution of damage in explosion process.
Keywords: concrete, coupled pressure-shear damage, tensile damage, damage evolution

Many studies such as Li Yongchi et al. [12] have
demonstrated that there are mainly two different types of
damage form for concrete-like materials: one type of
damage behaves as growth and connection of micro-voids
(supplemented by extension and connection of microcrack), which is microscopically caused by the falling off
and rupture of molecular bonds, and macroscopically
shows the so-called “plastic volume dilatation
phenomenon” related to pressure-shear coupling yield
properties, that is the “coupled pressure-shear” damage.
The other type of damage is the tensile damage which
behaves as extension and connection of micro-crack
(supplemented by expansion and connection of microvoid) caused by tensile stress in concrete. However, for
current research on the damage of concrete, some damage
models [13-15] are only suitable for simple stress state
(tensile, compressive or shear). Others can be only applied
to the case that the effects of pressure and shear stress in
material is decoupling [16-18], which can also not well
describe the actual damage evolution process or reflect
“plastic volume dilatation phenomenon” for the material.
In this paper, the damage in concrete is divided into the
coupled pressure-shear damage and tensile damage
according to the different stress states and different
evolution mechanism. Combining microscopic and
macroscopic mechanics, we derived the damage evolution
equation and obtained relevant material parameters by
fitting the test data of one-dimensional compression and
tension test. To verify the proposed damage model, we
carried out numerical simulation on wave propagation

1 Introduction
It is well known that in brittle materials such as concrete,
there are two kinds of damage forms, one is the tensile
damage caused by tensile stress, and another is the coupled
pressure-shear damage related to plastic volume dilatation
phenomena caused by coupling effect of pressure and
shear. From this point of view, in [1-4], damage is defined
as a function of strain or stress to describe the material
damage softening. And in [5], the damage is defined as a
function of the hydrostatic pressure, equivalent plastic
stain and accumulated plastic volumetric strain, which has
been widely used in engineering and adopted by the
commercial software LS-dyna. In reference [6], the
damage evolution was related to the average tensile stress,
crack density and volume strain, which can better reflect
the cratering and caving in the penetration problem.
Although many scholars have carried out a lot of work
about the damage evolution of concrete and they have
obtained some important achievements, there are still
some shortages. First, most of the researches [7-11] are
based on the macroscopic or microscopic damage theory,
however, the macroscopic description has not combined
together well with microscopic mechanism and hence the
damage model lacks microscopic physics background; and
in the microscopic model, it is difficult to combine
macroscopic mechanical quantity with a variety of
microscopic material parameters measured by precision
instruments. Secondly, the different damage mechanism in
different stress state has not been specifically considered.
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problems caused by the explosive charge in concrete
columns. The simulation results show that the distribution
and evolution about the coupled pressure-shear damage
and the tensile damage are in good agreement with
experimental results.

evolution equation is obtained:
V
v
D  (a1 DW  D ) / WB  (a1 DW  D ) / WB ,
V
v

where v is specific volume. Equation (5) is the general
form of the coupled pressure-shear damage evolution
equation. If it is further assumed that the volume of the
solid part Vs  V  Vd is incompressible, i.e. Vs  0 , by
Equation (1) we will have

2 The coupled pressure-shear damage
From the perspective of the material microstructure, there
are large amounts of micro-voids and micro-cracks with
different shapes, sizes, and spatial orientation, which are
the micro-damage in concrete material. the "coupled
pressure-shear" damage behaves as growth and connection
of micro-voids, which is microscopically caused by the
falling off and rupture of molecular bonds, and
macroscopically shows the so-called "plastic volume
dilatation phenomenon" related to pressure-shear coupling
yield properties, The growth of these micro-voids results
in damage evolution. Macroscopically we define the
damage D as follows:
D

Vd
, Vd  DV ,
V

D  (1  D )

D  a1 D(1  D)W / WB .

(1)

  E (1  b )(1  D) ,

(7)

(8)

where E is Young modulus, b is a dimensionless parameter
which is to be determined together with a1 and WB in
Equation (7) by numerical fitting the MTS experimental
stress-strain curve. From Equations (7) and (8), for the
one-dimensional compression experiment with constant
strain rate  c , we can obtain the following system of
ordinary differential equations for  , D,  :

(2)

  c


  E (1  D) 1  2b    E 1  b  D ,

D  a1 D(1  D) / WB


(9)

or

(3)

  c


  E (1  D) 1  2b   c  E 1  b  a1 D(1  D) c / WB .(10)

D  a1 D(1  D) c / WB


where vd (i) is the volume of the i-th micro-void, W is
the formation work, a1 is a material constant, and WB
may be taken as the formation work at the peak of stressstrain curves. By summing Equation (3) for all microvoids, and according to component, we have:

The initial conditions for Equations (9) and (10) are:

  t  0   0 ,   t  0  0 , and D  t  0   D0 . The
terminal condition is that the stress-strain curve will reach
the end point when the material completely fails, and at
this point, the damage reaches the ultimate damage Dc .

v (i )  vd (i ) Vd
a1W / WB  d 

,
vd (i ) vd (i) Vd

The initial damage D0 and the ultimate damage Dc
will be determined by numerical fitting the experimental
curves together with a1 , WB and b .
The representative stress-strain curves of C40 concrete
under the three kinds of constant strain rates obtained by

i.e.:
Vd Vd  a1W / WB .

(6)

Our task is to optimize the material parameters a1
and WB by numerical fitting the MTS experimental
stress-strain curve. For this paper, we assume that the
material obeys the following nonlinear constitutive
relation with damage:

For the coupled pressure-shear damage, if the damage
mainly occurs at the plastic stage and to evolve with plastic
volume dilatation caused by coupling effects of hydrostatic
pressure and deviatory stress, it can be assumed that the
relative growth rate of each micro-void is proportional to
the plastic formation work rate; and if the damage is
believed to occur in both elastic stage and plastic stage, it
can be assumed that the relative growth rate of each microvoid is proportional to the total work rate. As an example
for simplicity, the latter has been chosen. Then we have:
vd (i) vd (i )  a1W / WB ,

V
V
DD
, D 
.
V
V 1 D

Then Equation (5) can be transformed into the
following damage evolution equation:

where V is the bulk volume of the representative
element, Vd is the total volume of micro-voids.
Differentiating Equation (1) with time t, we have:
Vd  DV  VD .

(5)

(4)

From Equations (1), (2) and (4), the following damage
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x

MTS one-dimensional experiment are shown in Figure 1.
The optimal material parameters are shown in Table 1,
which are got by fitting the constant strain rate curve
   c  104 / s . The comparison between experimental
curve and simulate curve is shown in Figure 2, in which
the relationship D ~  between damage and strain is
also given.

y

y

li
x

FIGURE 3 The micro crack of representative volume element

The macroscopic damage D is defined as a ratio of the
total effective length of micro-crack and the total material
length. The damage is assumed to be irreversible:

D

Ld L  Ls
, D0,

L
L

(11)

where Ld is the total length of micro cracks, Ls the
total length of no damage solid material within the total
length L of material, Ls  L  Ld . From Equation (11)
we can obtain:

FIGURE 1 The constant strain rate stress-strain curves

Ld  DL  DL .

(12)

On microscopic scale, a large number of micro-cracks
with the different size inside the material can be studied
with the statistical methods, the growth of each crack may
be assumed statistically independent, the interaction
between micro-cracks is ignored; Thus the total length Ld
of the crack in material can be described by the statistical
sum of all the micro-cracks length in material, that is:
Ld   li .

FIGURE 2 The stress-strain and damage-strain curves
TABLE 1 The material parameters of coupled pressure-shear damage
evolution equation

c
10-4/s

D0
10-5

a1
9.2

Dc
0.38

b
0.0001

Wb (MPa)
0.04

3 The tensile damage
The main form of the tensile damage for brittle materials
like concrete is the extension and connection of microcrack caused by tensile stress in concrete. Taking mode I
crack as an example, when the material is subjected to
tensile stress mainly along a certain direction, the microcracks perpendicular to the stress will become the
dominant growing crack which is the main reason for the
fracture of brittle material.
Imagine there is a thin plate with a width L and unit
thickness, in which there is a series of micro cracks with
length of li perpendicular to the stress inside the material.
The micro crack in representative volume element is
shown in Figure 3.

(13)

In order to analyse the growth process of a single
micro-crack, the following hypothesis similar to Fen et al.
[19] for micro void is made.
1) In the process of micro cracks growing up, the
surface energy due to an increase in surface area of the
micro-crack is supplied by the elastic strain energy of a
limited area around the medium, and the limited area is
determined by the velocity of Rayleigh wave propagation
along the crack surface.
2) The threshold condition of micro-cracks growing up
can be determined based on Griffith fracture theory.
The threshold stress  c in critical state for quasi-static
growth of the plane stress crack (length 2l) is:

c 

2 E
,
l

(14)

where E is the Young modulus, and η is the surface energy
per unit area. The strain energy of unit volume is:
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w    d  



c

1 
1 
 d 
E
2E
2

2



2

  c2  ,

If the growth length of crack is assumed to equal the
decrease length of the solid material, namely Ld   Ls ,

(15)

where  is Poisson ratio. In the process of micro-cracks
(length 2l) growing up, the elastic strain energy in volume
element is:

then L  Ld  Ls  0 and Equation (23) can be simplified
as:

2 1  2  2   c2  2
1  2 2
W
   c2  2l  2l 1 
l . (16)

2E
E

D

After the crack (length 2l) growing 2Δl, the increase of
surface energy ΔU in volume element is:

tensile stress exceeds the threshold stress  c .
For our concrete material C40, the tensile fracture
strength by experiment is ft  3.48MPa , which will be

U  4l .

2

(17)

4 1  2  2   c2 
E

lCR t ,

0.862  1.14
0.862  1.14
Cs 
1 
1 

0.862  1.14
1 



CR 

(19)

E
2 1   

2

2

  c2 

E

1  
2

2

  c2 

E

1  
2

2

lCR t .

lCR .

E

  c2  CR

0.862  1.14
1 

v
0.2

stress

c

,

namely

E

2 1   

1  2 2
D
(   c2 )CR D  L .
E
L

E(GPa)
29.3

σc(MPa)
3.48

CR(m/s)
2109

4 The wave propagation problems caused by explosive
load
As an example to verify and apply the damage models
presented, a numerical simulation of the cylindrical
concrete under the internal uncoupled explosive load has
been carried out by the finite element program HVP
similar to EPIC-2 [21, 22]. By the experiments on MTS
with confining pressure and SHPB, we have obtained the
following dynamic coupled pressure-shear viscoplastic
yield criterion for damaged concrete:

(21)

Ld .

η(J/m2)
0.08

(20)

(22)



This is the kinetic equation of crack growth. Using
Equations (12) and (22) we can get:

D

threshold

TABLE 2 The material parameters in tensile damage evolution

And using Equations (13) and (21), the rate of change
of the total length of the crack is:
Ld 

the

The material parameters in tensile damage evolution
are shown in Table 2.

So the growth rates of a single crack is:

l

as

0.862  1.14  0.2
29.3GPa
 2109m / s .
1  0.2
2 1  0.2  2306kg / m3

where Cs is the velocity of transverse wave, G the
shear modulus,  the density,  the Poisson ratio.
According to the above hypothesis (1), W  U ,
we have:

1  
l 

(24)

The
Young
modulus
is
E  29.3GPa and the Poisson's ratio is   0.20 . The
specific experimental methods and specimen preparation
have been illustrated in Li Ping et al. [20]. When the microcrack length is taken as 130 m , the surface energy 
will be 0.08 J/m2 by Equation (14). And the velocity of
Rayleigh wave C R obtained using Equation (19) is:


,

D.

 c  ft  3.48MPa.

(18)

G

  c2  CR

E

taken

where C R is the velocity of Rayleigh wave, which is
equal to:

CR 

2

The condition of damage developing is    c , the

The released strain energy W of limited area around
the medium can be obtained by Equation (16)

W 

1  

  
  (1  D) ,
 0  

  f c  ( p* ) 1  B ln 


(23)

(25)

where:

Equation (23) is the general form of tensile damage
evolution equation.
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 p

*

p* 

 

*
m

  fc e

  ( p  p3*t )/ f c

,

p

p
, p3*t  3t ,  m*  m .
fc
fc
fc

(26)

where  is Mises equivalent stress and f c is the static
uniaxial compression strength, variables with the
superscript “*” are dimensionless quantities normalized by
the static uniaxial compression strength f c ; the influence
of hydrostatic pressure on the yield strength is described
by the yield factor  ( p* ) which is a function of
hydrostatic pressure, p* 
p

p
is the normalized pressure
fc

is the actual pressure,

p3t

Li Ping, Li Yongchi, Duan Shiwei, Liu Mingtao, Huang Ruiyuan

The calculation results are shown in Figures 5-8, in
which Figures 5 and 6 are the moiré patterns of coupled
pressure-shear damage at the t=45 μs and t=90 μs after the
centre initiation respectively. It can be seen from the two
figures that in the inner region of the concrete column, the
coupled pressure-shear damage reaches the ultimate value
accompanying with completely crushing destruction of
material; while in the outer region of the concrete column,
the coupled pressure-shear damage has not yet occurred,
and in the middle region of concrete column, the damage
value is between initial damage and ultimate damage. Due
to the probability perturbation method adopted in the
calculation, the damage manifests itself an asymmetric
distribution in the circumferential direction, which is
consistent with experimental results.

is the maximum

hydrostatic tensile strength,  m ,  ,  are the material
parameters;  is the strain rate, and  0 is the reference
strain rate, B is the strain rate coefficient; D  D1  D2
is the total damage which includes the coupled pressureshear damage D1 and the tensile damage D2 , i.e. the
two kinds of damage will all decrease the material strength
with a linearly weakening manner. By experiments of
triaxial confining pressure, we have also obtained the
relationship between the hydrostatic pressure and volume
strain  :
p  k0  k1 2  k2 3  k3 4 , (  v / v0  1) ,

FIGURE 5 t=45μs coupled pressure-shear damage moiré pattern

(27)

where k0 , k1 , k 2 and k3 are material parameters. All
relevant material parameters in Equations (25)-(27) are
shown in Table 3
TABLE 3 The material parameters of concrete
k0 (GPa)
6.98

k1 (GPa)
124.50

γ

β

k2 (GPa)
-3251.3
p3t*

6.7825

0.2958

0.025

k3 GPa)
21330

 m*
7.0

FIGURE 6 t=90μs coupled pressure-shear damage moiré pattern

Figures 7 and 8 are the moiré patterns of tensile damage
at the t=45 μs and t=90 μs after the center initiation
respectively. It can be seen from the two figures that in the
inner region of the concrete column, there is no tensile
damage occurring; while in the outer region, the tensile
damage occurs because of tensile stress exceeding
threshold σc generated due to the reflection of compression
wave from the free surface of concrete column. As the case
for coupled c pressure-shear damage calculation, the
probability perturbation method is also adopted in the
tensile damage calculation, and the tensile damage also
manifests itself an asymmetric distribution in the
circumferential direction.

The calculation model is shown in Figure 4: the outer
radius of concrete column is 30 cm, the inner radius is 5
cm, the radius of TNT explosive in the center of concrete
column is 1 cm, the foam is padded between the explosive
and concrete materials. The explosive column is detonated
by means of centerline initiation.

FIGURE 4 The calculation model
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5 Conclusions
1) In this study, the damage in concrete is divided into the
coupled pressure-shear damage and tensile damage
according to the different stress states and different
evolution mechanism;
2) Based on the idea “concrete being a system with many
micro voids” and “growth of existent damage-nucleus in
material”, the evolution equation of the coupled pressureshear damage is obtained by the microscopic statistics
method. The relevant material parameters in the evolution
equation are determined by numerical fitting the test data
of one-dimensional compression.
3) Based on the idea “concrete being a system with many
micro cracks” and “the crack surface energy is supplied by
the elastic strain energy around cracks”, the evolution
equation of the tensile damage is obtained by the
microscopic statistics method. The relevant material
parameters in the evolution equation are determined from
concerned theory and some test data.
4) To verify the proposed damage models, numerical
simulation on wave propagation problems caused by the
uncoupled explosive charge in concrete columns has been
made. The simulation results show that the distribution and
evolution about the coupled pressure-shear damage and
the tensile damage are in good agreement with
experimental results.

FIGURE 7 t=45μs tensile damage moiré pattern

FIGURE 8 t=90μs tensile damage moiré pattern

The above calculation results are reasonable and
credible by compared with experiment [23] and the
theoretical analysis, and verifies the dynamic constitutive
model with damage put forward in the paper is scientific
and practical.
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Abstract
In order to ensure the research and development production of coal mine "KJYF - 96/8 portable hardware capsule" in the coal mine
use can effectively resist gas explosion shock pressure, structural strength meet the safety requirements. The finite element model is
set up, to take specific gas coal dust explosion triangle under the action of shock waves, the stress, strain and displacement response.
The results show that the peak of 0.6 MPa and 1.2 MPa, 300ms triangle shock wave, the capsule basic no plastic deformation, overall
no failure parts, ships were able to be whole, the structure safety. Depending on the overall displacement nephogram view of
displacement nephogram and components parts after shock wave action, maintain the overall coordination deformation, minimal
relative displacement, sealing well.
Keywords: capsule, gas explosion, shock wave, dynamic response, numerical simulation

1 Sample description and explanation

1.2 THE CAPSULE GAS FIXED WITH THE GROUND

1.1 THE CAPSULE GAS MAIN STRUCTURE,
MATERIAL, SIZE

Chassis slipper of KJYF-96/8 coal mine mobile hardware
capsule is provided with 10 steel compositions, capsule
chassis slipper and slide placed with. It can be capsule and
the tunnel bottom surface constraint simplification is
determined according to the actual size, simply supported
connection.

KJYF-96/8 mine mobile hardware lifesaving cabin
assembled into a split. The body is divided into four parts
from the structure: transition cabin, cabin escape pod,
personnel, equipment cabin, transition cabin crew capsule
1.2 meters, 3.6 meters, 1 meter of escape pod, equipment
cabin crew capsule 3.9 meters, are provided with personnel
doors and maintenance hatch. The escape pod length is 1
meter, the escape pod unilateral with escape door,
equipment cabin length is 3.9 meters, the size structure.
Intermediate basic cabin unit is whole steel structure,
both ends are flange structure, the basic unit of the adjacent
cabin flange connection structure. Capsule thickness is 12
mm basic cabin, cabin bolted flange thickness of 25 mm.
The basic bodies through flange structure are connected by
bolts. Both ends of the flange plate and the plate adopt
welding connection. When assembling the internode with
M16 bolts, internodes with seal. The front door plate is in
thickness of 25 mm. The main doors hole size is 600
mm×1200 mm, 420 × 670 mm emergency escape door.
Observation window for explosion-proof glass is 70 mm,
materials for the FBZ-B-70-HX. Reinforcing rib is
arranged outside the cabin, 5 channels, reinforced chassis
is provided with 8 channels consisting of slipper, chassis is
provided with 10 channels. The door is connected by a
shaft seat and the end shaft. Lifesaving cabin chassis
slipper and slide placed with [1-4].
*Corresponding

1.3 THE ANTIKNOCK STRESS ANALYSIS
REQUIREMENTS
The peak of 0.6 MPa, for 300 ms gas and coal dust
explosion triangle shock wave; limit peak triangular shock
reaching overall structural damage, damage of the key
parts of 1.2 MPa wave.
2 The numerical calculation
2.1 THE CALCULATION SOFTWARE
Calculation under shock wave loading KJYF-96/8 mine
mobile hardware lifesaving cabin stress and plastic
deformation, large displacement problem is non-linear,
time-varying shock wave loading. The explicit nonlinear
dynamic analysis program ANSYS/LS-DYNA for
numerical simulation, mechanical model of cabin under
shock wave response.

author e-mail: liujianying74@163.com
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2.2 CALCULATION MODEL

maximum element size is 25 mm, the details at the
maximum unit size is 10~15 mm, is divided into thin shell
element, solid element, rigid unit 429545, the final model
selected grid more appropriate parameters. KJYF-96/8
mine mobile hardware lifesaving cabin model grid, see
Figure 1. The finite element model of node and element
number is moderate, the lifesaving cabin loading explosive
shock wave calculation accuracy. The grid quality check,
cell size is uniform, meet the engineering requirements.

2.2.1 The choice of unit type
The KJYF-96/8 mine mobile hardware capsule simulation
antiknock performance numerical modeling on the basis of
the actual need, the size, modeling preserved during the
main structure characteristics, reasonable simplification
for small parts. Reasonable selection of unit types, to
shorten the time for solving the model for improving the
precision of simulation, the effective rescue capsule plays
an important role in the shift of shock wave. ANSYS/LSDYNA in the application display may use in the dynamic
analysis of unit: bar element, beam element BEAM161,
LINK160 surface unit PLANE162, SHELL163 thin shell
element, solid element SOLID164, spring damper element
COMBI165, MASS166 and other quality unit.
Simulation by finite element under impact load values
of the rescue capsule, the selecting unit, to consider the
need to model the actual size and calculation, the
lifesaving cabin basic cabin skin thickness relative to the
rescue capsule size thickness is very thin, so the basic hull
skin plate shell element SHELL163 mesh is reasonable.
Need to door key processing, according to the size,
determine the entity unit SOLID164 divided the main
doors and doors mesh is more reasonable. The solid
elements SOLID164 flange structure grid division. Bolt
connection, using spring damper element COMBI165
mesh [5-9].

FIGURE 1 KJYF-96/8 mine mobile hardware capsule mesh model

3 Material model
Nonlinear material constitutive relation are elastoplastic
finite element method, the rigid plastic finite element
method, elastic viscoplastic finite element method, the
rigid viscoplastic finite element method four types, as
shown in Figure 2. Metal material constitutive relationship
can reflect the accuracy of material properties of metal
with finite element simulation. The capsule will produce
plastic deformation under shock wave, the main concern
of plastic deformation, therefore, lifesaving cabin in the
wave finite element analysis using LS-DYNA JohnsonCook in shock when the strain rate effect and the effect of
temperature on the elastic-plastic constitutive model
considering.

2.2.2 The mesh
The structural characteristics of cabin model, the shape is
irregular, the different combinations of parameters after
many experiments, a general parameters and the mesh
parameter: ratio coefficient is the default value of 1, set the
maximum cell size of 50 mm shell element, solid element

elastic-plastic

rigid plastic

elastic viscoplastic

rigid viscoplastic

FIGURE 2 Metal material nonlinear constitutive curves

structure does not exist any the manufacture or installation
deformation; bolt connection is reliable, it has no effect on
the structure of pre-stressed.

4 The initial conditions and boundary conditions
Because the KJYF-96/8 coal mine mobile hardware
lifesaving cabin structure mainly by welding and bolt
connecting part, not the relative movement of the parts. So
the hypothesis: welding structure is completely reliable,
structural parts have penetration, there is no welding stress,
welding leg length of structure has no effect; the capsule

4.1 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
In the ANSYS implicit finite element analysis program,
the contact interaction between moving objects, the
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contact element to simulate, it makes the analysis process
is extremely complex and very difficult to understand. In
the ANSYS/LS-DYNA program, no contact element, as
long as the definition may contact surface, the contact type
and contact with some related parameters, the contact
interface does not occur between the penetration
guaranteed in the calculation process, and consider the
effect of friction at the contact interface for relative motion.
Contact types include single contact (Single Surface), the
node to surface contact (Nodes to Surface) and surface to
surface contact (Surface to Surface) several. The
simulation of blast wave to the rescue capsule, directly to
the lifesaving cabin pressure, there is no definition of
contact problems.
Chassis slipper of KJYF-96/8 coal mine mobile
hardware chassis is provided with 10 steel compositions,
lifesaving cabin chassis slipper and slide placed with. It
can be lifesaving cabin and the tunnel bottom surface
constraint is modeled as a simply supported is determined
according to the actual size of the connection.

Jianying Liu, Qiaoxin Zhang, Lixia Deng

5 Hull structure response calculation results and
analysis
At 0 ms, forward propagating shock wave reaches the
capsule surface, the KJYF-96/8 mine mobile hardware
lifesaving cabin applied peak for 0.6 MPa, 1.2 MPa for 300
ms, triangle shock wave pressure, the computation time is
400 ms. Read the waves on the lifesaving cabin effect of
explosion, achieve the deformation results, nephogram
rendering nodes or unit, the interception of the required
information.
Two kinds of loads, lifesaving cabin structure stress
and displacement nephogram because of the limited space
omission but strain, shown in Figure 3.

4.2 THE INITIAL CONDITIONS
After a simple model analysis showed that, lifesaving
cabin elastoplastic deformation under explosive blast wave,
deformation mainly occurred in the capsule and blast
shock wave contacts the outer boundary, the deformation
amplitude relative to the rescue capsule size is very small,
the reasonable mesh, mesh deformation is not too serious,
in view of the Lagrange algorithm to deal with the free
surface and material the interface intuitive and natural, and
can track material boundary accurately and describe the
material interface and other advantages, the Lagrange
algorithm. The initial conditions of static, in addition to the
capsule itself gravity, do not consider other load. Method
there is usually several create shock wave pressure, one is
to build a preset pressure time curve, and the other is the
numerical simulation of explosive effect. Generated by
explosive explosion pressure pulse in the air grid, will limit
the pressure pulse amplitude, duration and other
parameters. Considering the calculation procedure and the
actual effect of explosion shock wave, calculated using the
method of loading the pressure wave simulation of shock
wave on the class action.
The lifesaving cabin under explosive blast wave may
damage into consideration, take lifesaving cabin front,
back end face is positive, according to the peak load; the
rest of the surface according to half peak. Due to the
presence of certain errors between the numerical
simulation calculation and real situation, and it is
necessary to consider the safety factor, the calculation of
the shock wave overpressure is tentatively scheduled for
0.6 MPa, peak value and pressure of explosion shock wave
1.2 MPa calculations.

a) Peaks at 0.6 MPa, the capsule overall plastic strain field

b) Peaks at 1.2 MPa, the capsule overall plastic strain field
FIGURE 3 Capsule overall plastic strain field

The lifesaving cabin overall typical nodes (unit) as an
example, the KJYF-96/8 mine mobile hardware lifesaving
cabin in the coal mine gas explosion under conditions of
stress and displacement time history.
1) Capsule whole stress maximum unit stress time
history results.
Two kinds of loads, the stress reaches the maximum
value at the unit 125825th unit and 2089th unit, extraction
of σ-t curve (stress time curve), shown in Figure 4.
Visible, the lifesaving cabin under the wave crest is 0.6
MPa and 1.2M Pa two kinds of load, stress values were
0~260.0 MPa, 0~363.5 MPa, lifesaving cabin to meet the
strength requirements.
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6 Conclusion
To ensure that the R & D and production of the “KJYF96/8 mine mobile hardware capsule” can effectively resist
the impact pressure of gas explosion in coal mine use,
structure strength to meet the safety requirements, using
explicit nonlinear dynamic analysis program, the finite
element model is established, more comprehensively and
objectively shows the gas explosion accident occurred,
bear peak is 0.6 MPa 300 ms, 1.2 MPa, duration of gas and
coal dust explosion triangle waves, KJYF-96/8 mine
mobile hardware lifesaving cabin generated stress, plastic
strain, displacement response.
Crest 0.6 MPa, persistent 300 ms triangular shock
wave, lifesaving cabin no plastic deformation without
failure, the whole parts, cabin remain intact, structural
safety. According to the overall displacement nephogram
and parts displacement nephogram view, parts in the shock
wave, keep the overall coordination of deformation,
displacement minimum, seal intact.
Crest 1.2 MPa, persistent 300 ms triangular shock
wave, lifesaving cabin produces only approximate to the
plastic deformation in the flange, zero rib frame, shell
structure of the minimal unit, no overall failure
components, cabin remain intact, structural safety.
According to the overall displacement nephogram and
parts displacement nephogram view, parts in the shock
wave, keep the overall coordination of deformation,
displacement minimum, seal intact.
By the analysis of visible, capsule displacement
maximum value appeared in the middle position of the two
side capsule shell, such as the need to further improve the
lifesaving cabin anti impact capability, can strengthen the
internal reinforcement structure and quantity of the
structure was strengthened, increase its flexural rigidity.
Capsule stress reached the maximum at the connection
position of the capsule shell and the flange frame structure,
can strengthen the material and structure of these
structures by local, to become further strengthen the antishock strength of the rescue capsule.

a) Peaks at 0.6 MPa, the capsule stress peak position unit σ-t curve

b) Peaks at 1.2 MPa, the capsule stress peak position unit σ-t curve
FIGURE 4 Capsule stress peak positions unit σ-t curve

2) The displacement peak 42307 nodes and 42308
nodes, extract the delta time curve δ-t (displacement time
curve), curve, shown in Figure 5.
Therefore, two kinds of loads, lifesaving cabin overall
displacement values are 0~7.941 mm, 0~15.82 mm.
Capsule is meeting the stiffness requirements, and no
failure.

a) Peaks at 0.6 MPa, the capsule reach maximum displacement of the
nodes of the δ-t curve

b) Peaks at 1.2 MPa, the capsule reach maximum displacement of the
nodes of the δ-t curve
FIGURE 5 Capsule stress peak positions unit δ-t curve
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Abstract
This study proposed a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (M-Z)-based disturbance detection interferometric fibre optic sensor system. In
this system, two single-mode optical fibres passing through the central tube of cable were used as the signal arm and reference arm of
the M-Z interferometer. In the coherent length range of laser light source, as long as encountering suitable optical path difference, can
the photosynthesis generate a series of alternately dark and bright interference fringes. Reference arm is dependent from the external
signals, while the signal arm is subject to the disturbance of external signals. Affected by the disturbance, signal interference fringes
significantly generated fluctuations with the variation of the optical distance between the two arms. The interference signals were then
collected and stored through digital storage oscilloscope. By detecting the variations of the interference fringes from stability to
instability, and from regularity to irregularity, it had access to judging whether or not there was external disturbance invasion.
Experimental results suggested that the sensor system was very sensitive. In case of slight touch on the cable, the waveform will
generate variations.
Keywords: interferometer, optical fibre senescing, disturbance, optical path difference

system. This system integrated the fibre in optical cable
and the two arms of the M-Z interferometer into a new
structural interferometer. On the basis of light interference
theory, two single-mode fibres in the central tube of a 60
m cable were used as the two arms of the M-Z optical
interferometer respectively. One arm was set as for
reference, while the other one was used for sensing. Such
application is difference with the transformation of general
fibre interferometers. The fibre used as the reference arm
is irreverent with the external signals and the optical phase
delivered from this arm keeps constant, while the fibre
serving as the sensing arm is subject to the disturbance of
external signals. The variations of sensing arm are prone
to cause the slight variations of the optical path. Thus in
the coherent length of laser source, interference fringes
generate significant variations. By detecting the variations
of the interference fringes from stability to instability and
from regularity to irregularity, it has access to judging
whether or not there is external disturbance invasion.

1 Introduction
Optical fibre can serve as the sensor in security protection.
Once optical fibre sensor is influenced by external
interferences, will part of characteristics in the light
transmitted in the optical fibre generate variations. By
analysing the signals collected by optical sensing devices
and comparing the characteristic variations of the light
detected, it is accessible to detecting and monitoring a
number of invasion events and corresponding status. As
for the optical fibre-based disturbance detection system,
the intensity-modulated vibration sensor is advantageous
in its simple structure, easily achievable optical path, and
low production cost. However, it shows low precision and
thus can merely used in the detection system with low
requirements [1, 2]. Its working principle is indicated as
that: by changing the phase difference of the two optical
signals in Michelson interferometer [3], Mach-Zehnder
interferometer [4-6], or Sagnac interferometer [7, 8] using
vibration signals, the interference output changes with the
sensing arm’s length. According to the changes, the
detection on external vibration signal detections is
realized. However, such detection is conducted based on
the internal structure of interferometer to trigger the
variations of interference fringe when external signals
reach to the interferometer. This is the traditional
application of interferometer.
This paper proposed an M-Z interferometer-based new
perturbation detection interferometric fibre optic sensor

2 The principle of the system
2.1 THE SENSING PRINCIPLE OF M-Z
INTERFEROMETER
The sensing principle of Fibre M-Z interferometer is
indicated as follows: by modulating the measured object,
the optical properties of the measuring arm of
interferometer, such as frequency and phase etc., generate
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variations. Since the modulated light is correlated with the
local oscillator of the reference arm, intermediate
frequency signals can be obtained through the frequency
mixing by photoelectric detection components. The related
information of the measured object was thereby perceived
to realize the sensing function on the pre-measured
information. Fibre M-Z interferometer is generally
composed by single-mode fibre, two X or Y type couplers,
light source, and photoelectric detection system [9].
Single-mode optical fibre, acting as the sensing element,
receives and transmits the signals. Two optical fibre
couplers are used as a multiplexer demultiplexer of light.
As shown in Figure 1.
Laser light
source

Single-model
fiber

Coupling
multiplexer

Single-model
fiber

propagation constant; in the case of weak waveguide
approximation, the longitudinal component E z and H z in
optical fibre are very weak. Thus, the light in the fibre is
approximated as the propagation of plane wave in the
fibre. Considering the time factor of electric field
component, the component is recorded as [10]:

Ei  r, t   Ei  r  cos 0t  0  ,

where,  0 and 0 refer to the angle frequency and initial
phase of incident light respectively.
Under certain modulation, the maculated optical signal
and the signals of the local oscillator in the other arm are
combined by coupling demultiplexer and then irradiate to
the surface of the photoelectric detector. In case of the
electric vectors of the two beams being parallel, the total
wave field is given as:

Single-model
fiber

Coupling
demutiplexer

Ei  r, t   EL0  r  cos L0t  L0   EM 0  r  cos L0t  L0  , (3)

Photoelectric
detector

Modulator

where, L0 and M 0 represent the corresponding quantity
of the local oscillator and modulated light respectively.
The light current formed in the photocurrent photoelectric
conversion can be expressed as:

FIGURE1 The composed figure of M-Z interferometer

Being free of modulation, the optical transmission
mode of the single-mode fibre is expressed as Equation (1)
under the approximation of weak waveguide [10].


 A ' J0  r  ,
 

Ei  r   
J
A' 0   K   r ,
 K 0    0  a 


i t  

0ra

,

(1)

e P  t 
h

,

(4)

η refers to the quantum efficiency of photoelectric
detector. P(t) is the efficiency of the light field irradiating
to the surface of the detector:

ra

where, i=x or y expresses that the electric field component
of the fibre polarize along direction x or y. a is the radius
of the core of single-mode fibre,

P t  

 2  a 2 (n12 K 2   2 ),  2  a 2 (  2  n2 2 K 2 ); k  2  ;

E 2  r, t  A

,

Z0

(5)

Z 0 is the wave impedance in the vacuum. A is the area of
the surface detected. By combining Equations (2)-(5) is
yielded:

n1 and n2 refers to the refection rates of the fibre core and
outer layer respectively;   K z is a longitudinal
i t  

(2)

e A 1
1
1
EL 0 1  cos 2 L 0t  L 0   EM2 0 1  cos 2 M 0t  M 0   EM2 0 1  cos 2 M 0t  M 0  
h Z 0 2
2
2

(6)

EL 0 EM 0 cos M 0  L 0  t  M 0  L 0  t   EL 0 EM 0 cos M 0  L 0  t  M 0   L 0  t  .
Since M 0 , L0 , and the combined frequency M 0 +
L0 echo with the optical frequency, the detector shows
no response and can be neglected. Thus Equation (6)
transforms into Equation (7) finally [10].

iM 0 

e A 2
EM 0 ,
2hYZ 0

M 0  L0  if

(9)
is

intermediate

frequency,

iL 0  iM 0  2 iL 0  iM 0 cos if t    ,

M 0  L0   is initial phase difference. Since general
modulated signal is far smaller than the optical frequency,
there is M 0 << L0 . Thus the light current varying with

where, iL 0 and iM 0 are DC terms and calculated by:

if is detectable. It is given by:

i  t   iL 0  iM 0  2 iL 0iM 0 cos M 0  L 0  t   M 0   L 0  t  
(7)

iL 0 

e A 2
EL 0 ,
2hYZ 0

iif  2 iL0iM 0 cos if t    .

(8)

(10)
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At time of t  ti , the two beams show minor differences
and develops into beat frequency signals. The beat
frequency signals generated between t si and t xi keep
constant and merely relates to the light path difference.

By detecting the variations of the light current, it is able
to perceive the variations of the pre-measured object.
2.2 THE SENSING PRINCIPLE OF THE
DISTURBANCE DETECTION INTERFERMETRIC
OPTICAL FIBRE

ƒ

Figure 2 shows the sensing principle of the disturbance
detection interfermetric optical fibre. The principle is
indicated as that: basing on the M-Z interferometer, the
two single-mode fibres in the central tube of a 60 m long
cable are used as the reference arm and sensing arm of the
M-Z interferometer respectively. Fibre coupler Y1 divides
the light emitted from the laser source into two beams.
Through the two single-mode fibres in the centre tube of
the cable, the two beams were transmitted to the optical
fibre coupler Y2. The optical fibre coupler Y2 combines
the two beams into one and interfere the beam. The
interfered beam develops into light current in the photo
detector, Meanwhile, the optical signals are transformed
into weak electric signals and then analysed under the
amplification of the photoelectric detection circuit.
The disturbance detection interferometric fibre optic
sensor system is based on M-Z interferometer. Since the
interferometer arms are two single-mode fibres of a 60 m
long optic cable, the light paths of the interferometer are
basically symmetric. However, affected the uncertainties
in the links of the production process of the two arms, such
as the welding of light path and the processing of the end
surface of fibre etc., the two arms are not completely
symmetric in fact in length and show an error of 4 cm
around. Attributing to this error, it is unable to guarantee
that the symmetry of the two arms is in the coherent length
of the light source. Therefore, the interference fringes
produced in the disturbance detection system is not a yield
of the coherence of the light source itself.
Light source driver

ts1 tx1

Coupler
Y13

Sensing arm
Photoelectric detection circuit
Y22

60 m

Coupler
Y23
Y2

Power
supply

Y12 Y22

：The light path of the reference arm

Y22 Y23

：The light path of the sensing arm

ts3 tx3

ts4 tx4

t

When the sensing arm is disturbed, the vibration
frequencies of the two beams combined by fibre coupler
Y2 generate differences and optical “beat frequency”. In
the coherent length of the light source, as long as the
optical paths of the two arms are suitable, it is prone to
yield a series of alternately dark and bright fringes by
photosynthesis. The sensing arm located between the two
couplers. The fibre of reference arm is independent from
the external signals and the optical phase therein keeps
constant. When sensing arm fibre is subjected to the
disturbance of external signals, the optical phase
transmitted in the fibre will generate variations and
produce optical phase difference in the case of the minor
variations of light path, followed by the obvious variations
of signal interference fringes. After the interference singles
were then detected by the detection system and applied
with signal processing, it is accessible to modulating the
phase displacements of the pre-measured signals. When
the reference light path and sensing light path are given the
same disturbance simultaneously, the interference fringes
of the signal basically remain constant. In case of stable
disturbance, the interference fringes are supposed to be
simple and harmonic vibrations under the influence of
external forces, such as vibration [11]. When being applied
with external disturbances, the cable generates
symmetrical bending on a macro level. However, on the
micro level (wavelength magnitude), the two single-mode
sensing fibre are significantly asymmetric on bending and
thus produce fringes (beat frequency) inevitably. The beat
frequencies here, which are random variation frequency
instead of regular harmonic frequency now, fluctuate
randomly. Normally, the interference fringes vary slowly
and stably. However, when there are external disturbance
forces on the cable, the interference waves will show
significant large fluctuations. Relying on these
fluctuations, it is able to judge whether or not there are
disturbances.

Y12

Y21

ts2 tx2

FIGURE 3 The Principle figure of interferometer singles

Reference arm

Y1
Y11

O

FIGURE 2 Schematic of disturbance detection interferometric fibre
optic sensor system

Due to the objective existence of the length error of the
two arms, there is light path difference between the two
beams of the modulated light emitted from the laser
divided by coupler Y1. We set the lengths of the reference
arm and sensing arms as L1 and L2 respectively, and the
light path difference of the two arms as L  ct . The t
therein refers to the time delay caused by the length
difference of the two arms. Figure 3 shows the principle of
production of the interference signals. The solid and
dashed lines refer to the two beams to be interfered
respectively. The ordinate represents the light frequency.

3 The structure of the system
Figure 4 shows the structure of the disturbance detection
interfermetric fibre optical sensor system, which mainly
includes the circuit part, light path part, and signal
collection part.
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generator
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peak detection (12 ns Burr), sampling, averaging and
single passing; being capable of setting menu and selecting
waveforms automatically; owning waveform and setting
memory (two or four 2500 point reference waveform, 10
front panel setting options); being provided with fast
Fourier transform (FFT) function. When cable suffers
external distribution, the oscilloscope displays the
waveform. Basing the memorizing function of the
oscilloscope, the waveforms stored can be used for
analysis.

PIN light
detector

Digital storage
oscilloscope

FIGURE 4 Schematic of diagram of experimental device of disturbance
detection interferometric fibre optic sensor system

The triangle wave signals produced by the function
signal generator are applied to the drive circuit and thus to
input the triangle wave-formed current to the LD laser
source. The output optical frequency of LD laser is the
linear function of the input current. The optical carrier
generated by LD laser source transformed the electric
signals generated by the function signal generators into
optical signals. Optical signals are divided into two beams
after reaching to the coupler Y1. The two beams are
transmitted along the two fibres, namely, reference light
path and sensing light path. Then the two beam of optical
signals are integrated by coupler Y2 into interference
fringes. Since the sensing fibres in the disturbance
detection interfermetric fibre optical sensor system are
asymmetric in length, the two beams show time delay
when reaching to the coupler Y2 and develop into optical
beat frequency.
After the sensing cables are allocated, the interference
beat frequency signals is prone to yield significant
variations in case of the external disturbances on the fibre.
The interference lights are collected by the PIN detector.
Related light signals are converted into electrical signals
and finally displayed on the oscilloscope after voltage
transformation and amplification. In case of no external
disturbances, the interference waveforms are stored in the
oscilloscope. By simulating the external disturbances, the
waveforms under difference disturbances can be recorded
for comparison and analysis.

Digital
oscilloscope
Signal
generator
Sensing
source
Test box

FIGURE 5 The test apparatus

To test the detecting ability of the system to the
disturbance signals, the FFT transformation function of the
digital oscilloscope was utilized in the test to convert the
waveform of the signals into frequency. The frequency of
the function signal generator was set at 20 Hz around.
Figure 6 shows the frequency spectrum of the system in
case of no external disturbance; the frequency spectrum of
the interference wave tends to be monodromy and constant
beat frequency.

4 Test Results
FIGURE 6 The frequency spectrum without continuous perturbation

Figure 5 shows the experimental device. In the device, the
waveforms were collected and stored by the digital storage
oscilloscope. The characteristics of the oscilloscope are
described as follows: bearing bandwidth of 60 MHz, 100
MHz, and 200 MHz; with sampling rate of 2 GS/s; having
four 2 or 4 Channel acquisition modes; being applicable to

a)

By randomly applying discontinuous equal-amplitude
disturbances on three places of the cable respectively, it is
observable that the spectrums displayed by the
oscilloscope exhibits significant variations in similar
amplitude, as shown in Figure 7.

b)
FIGURE 7 The diagram of three discontinuous disturbance frequency spectrum

c)
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Figure 8 shows the frequency spectrum displayed by the
oscilloscope after artificially applying continuous
disturbances on other three places of the cable
respectively. As it shown, under continuous vibration, part

a)

of the frequency spectrums shows variations in amplitude.
The amplitude variations of the waves on the three
positions are similar.

b)
FIGURE 8 The frequency spectrum of three places at continuous perturbation

By comparing the frequency spectrums in Figures 7
and 8, it is easy to judge whether or not there are external
disturbances.

c)

this study developed specific test device. Finally, the
system was applied with disturbance test. The test result
suggested that this system was very sensitive. Once there
were minor disturbance on the cable, could the wave
generate vibrations. Thus, it is easy to judge whether or not
there are external disturbances using this system.

5 Conclusions
This study proposed an M-Z interferometer -based
disturbance detection interferometric fibre optic sensor
system and analysed the sensing principle of the system.
In this system, two single-mode optical fibres passing
through the central tube of cable were used as the signal
arm and reference arm of the M-Z interferometer.
Subsequently, basing on corresponding working circuit,
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Abstract
This paper proposed research on wind computation fluid dynamics(CFD) analysis and visualization in scientific computing facing to
OSG in order to obtain numerical result of aerodynamic characteristics stimulated by windmill and to display vivid and direct 3-D
effect for easy observation experiment. This paper applied CFX module in ANSYS Workbench software to conduct CFD analysis
and calculation of windmill through computer graphic display technology based on CFD principle and realize numerical stimulation
of aerodynamic characteristics of windmill. Then the research on visualization in scientific computing of aerodynamic characteristics
of windmill was realized combining with OSG software that face to virtual display technology
Keywords: computation fluid dynamics, computer graphics display technology, numerical stimulation, 3-D geometric model

1 Introduction

simulation analysis technology of aerodynamics
characteristics of relative model [6]. Car virtual wind
tunnel research of Jili University and virtual wind tunnel
research on aircraft of Beijing University of Aeronautics
and Astronautics [7] have problem of few application
cases and few departments that can provide 3-D data.
Therefore, this paper explored and studied how to realize
application of visualization in scientific computing more
deeply.

Various countries in the world are searching for new
energy shortcut for the shortage of world energy [1].
Therefore, wind energy becomes an area, to which many
countries pay high attention. For large volume and super
high large wind driven generator, wind load is a quite
important control load. However, problems such as wind
pressure distribution and smooth interference usually
cannot solved by normative solution pattern when
important parameter of wind load is mentioned.
Traditional action is to put entity or integration model
into wind tunnel to conduct analysis and stimulation
experiment of relative data so that obtain relative wind
load experimental data result [2], which is used for design
and improvement data of relative entity model. For
instance, when airplane and car is done improved design,
we usually extract relative experimental data in wind
tunnel experiment [3]. However, wind tunnel has
drawbacks of insufficient scale effect, high cost, long
period and bad flexibility.
Scientific visualization has become the important
research direction of current computation graphics [4].
People use traditional original visualization technology
method to count or draw chart on scientific analysis data
for observation experiment [5]. We aims to display 3-D
flow field result figure generated by numerical simulation
of aerodynamics characteristics of windmill in vivid and
direct effect, make users observe the process when wind
blowing over windmill more directly, increase
perceptibility of windmill flow field and improve
scientific research level of windmill. Therefore, we
introduce “numerical wind tunnel” by combination of
software and hardware for conducting numerical
*

2 Overview of computation fluid dynamics
Computation fluid dynamics (CFD) refers to systematic
analysis and research on physical phenomenon such as
heat conduction and fluid flow by computer numerical
analysis and calculation and graphics display technology
[8]. CFD is to conduct numerical simulation on fluid flow
under the control of three flow basic equation [9].
Fundamental physical quantity in various position within
fluid field and their basic situation of changing over time
can be derived from these numerical simulation. CFD can
display simulation result on computer screen by specific
calculation means. In addition, it can also observe
detailed effect in flow field to display flow scene directly
and vividly.
Procedures of numerical simulation on fluid flow
characteristics by CFD are as follows. First, a
mathematical model that reflects problem nature should
be set up. That is, to build up integro-differential equation
that reflects the relationship between quantities of
problem with definite condition and three conservation
equation with their definite condition which is easy for
calculation simulation solution. Then numerical discrete
optimization method should be constructed as the core of
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CFD, which is easy for research and analysis on CFD.
Moreover, compilation and calculation are carried out. It
includes division of computer network, import of initial
conditions, boundary conditions, setting of control
parameter, etc. At last, the result is conducted refine
processing to obtain a high quality of display result.
The practical solution process of CFD is very
complicated. The application of CFD is also complex.
Therefore, many users select CFD commercial software.
The structure of this commercial CFD software mainly
includes pre-processing, solution and post processing.
3 Pre-processing and data conversion of 3-d geometric
model of windmill
3.1 PREPROCESSING OF 3-D GEOMETRIC MODEL
OF WINDMILL
Wind turbine blade and overall stand is selected to
analyse and calculate and conduct numerical simulation
research of aerodynamic characteristics of windmill.

FIGURE 1 3-D geometric model of UG windmill

3.2 DATA CONVERSION OF WINDMILL 3-D
GEOMETRIC MODEL FROM UG TO ANSYS

3.1.1 Construction of Windmill 3-D Model
Windmill whose rated power is 1.5 megawatt designed
by some enterprise was selected. And UG software
produced by Siemens PLM Software Corporation was
used for windmill 3-D geometric modelling. Fig.1 is UG
windmill 3-D geometric model. Tower in tapered tubular
steel structure was made of low-alloy high tensile
structural steel Q 345. Hub centre is of 70 m high, 11 m/s
rated wind speed, 3.5 m/s cut-in wind speed, 25 m/s cutout wind speed and 3847 m2 swept area. CFX application
module in ANSYS-Workbench was selected to do one
way fluid-structure interaction analysis to realize
calculation process of numerical simulation of
aerodynamic characteristics of windmill because UG
software itself is hard to realize that process.

We have pre-processed windmill geometric model and
realize interface function of data conversion of UG and
ANSYS. Therefore, we can directly do data conversion
on windmill 3-D geometric model into IGES file format
and then import it into ANSYS Workbench software to
do research on numerical simulation analysis of
aerodynamic characteristics of windmill.
IGES file derived from windmill 3-D geometric
model should be prepared before analysis. We selected
Start Menu, through the path “ALL Programe,
ANSYS14.0 > Workbench”, start ANSYS Workbench
module, open “fengjizhengti, igs” file in window of “File
> Import” path and select Geometry to conduct “Update”
geometric model load.

3.1.2 Realization of UG and ANSYS Software Data
Interface

4 Application of CFD module from ANSYS software
in numerical simulation of aerodynamic
characteristics

UG is a software system of CAD and CAM that can
realize interaction function. After 3-D model design
software UG was used for constructing windmill 3-D
geometric model, is was done data conversion and then
applied into ANSYS-Workbench software to realize
numerical simulation of aerodynamic characteristics of
windmill. And IGES file format which is the sharing
common format of UG and ANSYS-Workbench. Their
characteristic was applied to read complete data from
different platform to realize standard of data interchange
between CAD and CAM system [10]. Thus, UG software
could be used for deriving 3-D geometric model of
windmill. Then it was derived into ANSYS-Workbench
to conduct windmill 3-D geometric reconstruction to
achieve
numerical
simulation of aerodynamic
characteristics of windmill.

Preparation of geometric file was basically fulfilled
through the previous work. Next, CFX module in
ANSYS software was applied to do numerical simulation
of aerodynamic characteristics of windmill. CFD
commercial software, which has regularity and
systematicness was needed to solve the problem because
CFD calculation involves allocation of computer software
and hardware and the complexity of problem. CFX was
constantly integrated the most advanced global physical
geometrical model and simulation solution algorithm for
ensuring the accuracy and stability of calculation result.
Meanwhile, finite volume method based on finite element
was also used for ensuring basic conservation
characteristics and accuracy of numerical value [11].
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blade model was removed. We did Boolean calculation of
windmill 3-D geometric model through path “Create >
Primitives > Box”. We selected “Yes” order in Preserve
Tool Bodies for reservation of blade model. At last, after
rotating field setting, square external flow field was
constructed through path “Create > Primitives > Box”.
Then Boolean calculation was done again. Fig.3 is square
external flow field. Fig.4 is square external field after
Boolean calculation.

Pre-processing of 3-D geometric model mainly involves
functional operation in DesignModeler on the model that
has been imported to realize modelling process of
rotating field and external flow field.

4.2 FLOW FIELD MESH DIVISION OF 3-D
GEOMETRIC MODEL OF WINDMILL
After pre-processing of 3-D geometric model of windmill
by ANSYS Workbench, we used Mesh module to divide
3-D geometric model mesh of windmill to generate the
needed calculation mesh.
First, we constructed Mesh module, dragged
GeometryA2 into MeshB2 and imported pre-processed
windmill 3-D geometric model into Mesh module. Then
we expanded path “Project > Model > Geometry” to
observe some Solid body. Windmill model was
suppressed and only the flow field was remained. Solid
body would show out X mark after suppression. Then we
revised Solver Preference value as CFX through path
“Project > Model (B3) > Mesh”. CFX-meshing under
Mesh was right clicked. At last, we realized the setting of
boundary condition by setting entrance of external flow
field, exit of reserve side of windmill, ground and part
surface of windmill stand. Meanwhile, some specific
network properties were set. At last, mesh model of
windmill flow field is generated as shown in Fig. 5.

FIGURE 2 windmill model of cylindrical rotating field

FIGURE 3 square external flow field of windmill

FIGURE 5 Mesh model of windmill flow field

FIGURE 4 square external flow field of windmill after Boolean
calculation

First, we double clicked GeometryA2 module to
conduct windmill 3-D geometric model load to enter
DesignModeler analysis module and selected Meter unit
system in “unit” dialog box. Second, we constructed
cylindrical rotating field of windmill 3-D geometric
model through path “Create > Primitives > Cylinder”.
Fig.2 is windmill model of cylindrical rotating field. Then

FIGURE 6 load figure of rotating field and external flow field
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Through application of CFX module in ANSYS
Workbench software, 3-D flow field figure removing
windmill can also be independently produced. Fig. 8 is
flow line of 3-D flow field removing windmill.

After division of windmill 3-D geometric model mesh,
we entered into fluid analysis setting including designing
boundary condition and properties of solver.
First, we set analysis category and imported divided
Mesh file into CFX-Pre for fluid calculation. Then CFX
module was generated automatically and connected. Then
rotating field and external fluid field were constructed. At
last, the relative boundary parameter condition was set.
Fig. 6 is the load figure of rotating field and external fluid
flow field after setting of relative parameters.

5 Conclusion
This paper mainly illustrated application and basic
knowledge of common commercial software in CFD in
order to study windmill CFD. Based on it, we preprocessed windmill geometric model and realized
interface function of data conversion between UG and
ANSYS. Windmill 3-D geometric model constructed in
UG was directly conversed into IGES format and then
imported into ANSYSWorkbench software for study of
numerical simulation of aerodynamic characteristics of
windmill. IGES file derived from windmill 3-D
geometric model should be prepared before analysis. And
CFD module in ANSYS software was applied for
numerical simulation of aerodynamic characteristics of
windmill. CFX module can ensure accuracy and stability
of calculation result as well as basic conservation
characteristics and accuracy of numerical value. Preprocessing of 3-D geometric model mainly involved
functional operation in DesignModeler on model that
have been imported to realize the modelling process of
rotating field and external flow field. Through preprocessing of windmill 3-D geometric model by ANSYS
Workbench, we used Mesh module to divide the mesh of
windmill 3-D geometric model to generate the needed
calculation mesh. After division of windmill 3-D
geometric model mesh, we entered into fluid analysis
setting including designing boundary condition and
properties of solver. We only need to do simple solver
setting after calculation of fluid and then solution result
could be achieved. At last, the numerical simulation of
aerodynamic characteristics of windmill was achieved.

FIGURE 7 windmill 3-D flow field
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Xiaochun Zhao Distributed systems software architecture modelling and research methods
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 7-11

With the development of computer network technology, the open, heterogeneous and distributed systems have become
the mainstream in current computer applications because of the sharing resources, high availability, parallel processing
and so on. However, due to the problems of development, which are constant expansion of systems size, evolution and
continuous improvement, maintenance that required, specific distribution, autonomy and heterogeneity, a lot of
research and software development practice shows, the introduction of software architecture which guide distributed
system to develop and assume component blueprint is a practical and effective way to solve the difficulties of the
development of distributed systems and build distributed systems successfully. Therefore, how to improve the quality
and efficiency of distributed systems development by using software architecture, and ensuring system maintenance
and space evolution are the key to develop distributed systems, also the core of this study. Software architecture,
formal description of distributed systems interaction style, refinement and mapping architecture, distributed
architecture systems development methods under evolution and reconstruction driving were studied based on the
current distributed systems development methods as well as the problem of inadequate means.
Keywords: Software architecture, distributed systems, interaction style, software architecture refinement

Jiguang Chen, Huanyan Qian Three-dimensional deployment algorithm based on ideal fluid dynamics
model for mobile sensor networks
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 12-18

In the paper, a three-dimensional deployment algorithm based on ideal fluid model for sensor networks is proposed.
On this basis, the proposed ideal fluid model is analysed, and the concept of flow field model is applied in deployment
of wireless sensor networks. Sensor networks are abstracted as ideal fluid, with nodes as fluid micelles. In the
deployment process, motion of nodes follows momentum conservation law of fluid micelle. Moreover, a simulation
experiment is performed in this paper with the proposed deployment algorithm as the experimental subject. Coverage
and uniformity are 2 indexes employed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Shown by the
simulation result, the three-dimensional deployment algorithm based on ideal fluid model for sensor networks leads to
good deployment effect.
Keywords: three-dimensional deployment, mobile sensor networks, ideal fluid model

Ming Lei, Mingming Chen, Hanshan Li Goal's three-dimensional trajectory reconstruction based on the
adaptive multiple target surface iteration method
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 19-25

In order to solving the problem of the multiple bullet target matching and multiple bullet three-dimensional trajectory
calculation., this article proposes a method for bullet three-dimensional trajectory measurement based on an adaptive
multiple target surface and multiple iteration algorithm. In this method, it set up a virtual cuboids target space which
includes multiple bullet trajectories. It used two high speed cameras, one in left and another in right, to capture images.
In the vertical direction of the bullet flying, these images were segmented into infinite plane, which are multiple target
surfaces. It used the projective transformation to recover the target two-dimensional image from the left and the right
images, and repeated this process until finding the bullet point in left view is coincide with that in right view. If the
points were found, it indicated that it achieves the goal's accurately matching and every space location of the bullet.
The simulation experimental results show that this method is feasible, image processing and analysis is merely
influenced by background. This method can effectively realize the bullet three-dimensional trajectory target matching,
and it has strong maneuverability.
Keywords: three-dimensional trajectory, target matching, perspective transformation, multiple iterations, adaptive multiple target
surface

Juan Yang, Xuesong Han Verification of calculation efficiency of a new CS-PSO algorithm and its
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application
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 26-33

Intelligent algorithm is developing rapidly with the development of computer technology. And it is widely used in
scientific research and industrial application. As a kind of intelligent algorithm, particle swarm optimization (PSO) has
been used in solving problem for a long time. It is based on the bird group behaviour and uses biological group model
to find the optimal solution. Its advantages are fast calculation speed and easy implementation while the disadvantages
are easily getting into the local extreme, slow convergence speed in the late evolutionary and poor precision. In order
to avoid the disadvantages, some modification has been studied for PSO algorithm and establishes the concentration
degree and steady degree based PSO (CS-PSO) algorithm in the paper. Based on the convergence performance of
particle swarm depends on the particle exploration ability, search space has been adaptively adjusted to improve the
convergence performance of particle swarm optimization with the variation of optimal fitness value. Corresponding
adjusted method has been shown in the paper. According to the example verification, the CS-PSO is effective and then
the algorithm is used in the bellow structure optimization.
Keywords: intelligent algorithm, particle swarm optimization, space adjusted, experimental test

Jianmin Xu, Lizhi Gu, Shanming Luo Structure optimization of cycloid gear based on the finite element
method
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 34-39

A numerical model of cycloidal gear is created by using three-dimensional software and finite element analysis is
applied with ANSYS platform. The first six natural frequencies and mode shapes are obtained, as a result. Influences
from structure, material and thickness of the gear are investigated. Analysis shows that, modal shapes of cycloid gear
are mainly circumferential modes, umbrella-type modes, torsional vibration mode and radial modes. The first six
natural frequencies of 5 kinds of cycloid gear with variable cross-section were smaller than those of ordinary cycloid
gears, and cycloid gears with variable cross-section can avoid resonance frequencies easily. Dynamics of five new
cycloidal gears with variable cross-sections are consistent with ordinary cycloid gears. Modal frequencies of ordinary
cycloid gears increases in accordance with materials, such as bearing steel, alloy steel and plastics; also, natural
frequency increases with the increase of the thickness of the gear. Conclusions of this paper provide a basis for
dynamic designing of cycloid gears.
Keywords: cycloid gear, finite element modal analysis, free modal, constraint modal

Yong-jun Zheng, Fei Wang, Shan-an Zhu Stochastic resonance induced by over-damped fractional
Langevin equation with  -stable noise
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 40-45

Stochastic resonance phenomenon induced in a system described by over-damped fractional Langevin equation with
 -stable noise is investigated. When there is no external  -stable noise, the stochastic resonance is observed in case
of the fractional order less than one certain threshold. By applying  -stable noise, the influences of the noise intensity
and characteristic exponent of  -stable noise on the occurrence of stochastic resonance phenomenon are
characterized. We find that the proper noise intensity enlarges the peak value of output power spectrum which is
significant for stochastic resonance. Adjusting the noise intensity, the behaviour of signal-to-noise ratio is nonmonotonic and with a maximum value. Under the same conditions, the lower value of characteristic exponent of  stable noise leads to the smaller noise intensity to achieve stochastic resonance.
Keywords: stochastic resonance, over-damped fractional Langevin equation,  -stable noise

Huanda Lu, Xin Yu, Ying Liu, Kangsheng Liu The simulation and analysis of fish school behaviours with
different body lengths
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 46-51

In this paper, through simulating and modelling of fish school with different body length, we study the influences of
the body length difference of fish school on spatial structure and group behaviour. Based on attraction/repulsion
model, we obtain three typical spatial structure of group with different model parameters: mixture structure, periphery
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structure and front-back structure. Moreover, we analyse the polarization index and average angular speed of group
with different model parameters and get the corresponding relationship between these indices and model parameters.
The results obtained in this paper coincide with the phenomenon observed in the natural world and the methods
provide an effective way to study the fish school behaviour.
Keywords: computer simulation, attraction/repulsion model, aggregation behaviour, spatial structure

Feng He, Haican Peng, Kun Yao Research on the software trustworthiness extended measurement based
on IMC
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 52-57

This paper introduces two methods of extension measure based on model checking algorithm of interactive Markov
chains (IMC) to decide the software trustworthiness. The first extended measurement is to establish multiple
corresponding temporal logic relations for each software trustworthy attribute that affecting software trustworthiness,
also is to use multiple temporal logic to describe a software trustworthy attribute, which is aim to measure the software
trustworthiness on the multi-level and fine-grained. Then the paper will determine the measurement ultimately. The
second extended measurement is to locate for the untrusted states, then find out the detail path and detail parameters of
the path. Next, we will get the location that not trusted through further analysis. Eventually meet people’s expectations
by improving.
Keywords: software trustworthiness, model checking, finite state machine model, trustworthy attribute

Guancheng Lu, Yanmei Meng, Jian Chen, Zhihong Tang, Xiaochun Wang, Xian Yu A nonlinear system
modelling approach to industrial cane sugar crystallization
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 58-64

Cane sugar crystallization is a non-linear process where multiple control parameters are involved, which makes it
rather difficult to reveal its internal mechanism by mechanism modelling. Derived from variants of standard support
vector machine method, an online control system modelling method based on multi-input and multi-output proximal
least square support vector machine is proposed to be applied in sugar crystallization process. This method takes
multiple process control parameters as the input and output of machine learning algorithm, through which the inherent
law between key and auxiliary parameters in the sugar crystallization process is established. The ultimate goal is to
control the sugar crystallization process automatically. The experimental results show that the accuracy rate of the
model output is 95%.
Keywords: multi-input and multi-output proximal least square SVM, sugar crystallization control system, machine learning,
nonlinear modelling

Liping He, Limiao Qian, Zijing Wang, Kai Long Finite element modelling and modal analysis of structure
with bolted joints
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 65-70

In order to investigate a modal analysis of structure with bolted joints, five kinds of finite element models, a solid bolt
model, a no-bolt model, a modified bolt model, a beam bolt model and a rigid bolt model, are introduced. Among
these models, the solid bolt model, modified bolt model and rigid bolt model provide good accurate responses
compared with the modal test results. The solid bolt model, which can also be used for stress analysis, is
recommended in view of applicability. The rigid bolt model is recommended in view of usefulness and effectiveness.
For bolted flanged connection, the magnitude of bolt pretension has little influence to structural modes. To improve
the calculation accuracy of higher modes, a better idea is to modify the finite model by modal test.
Keywords: bolted joints, flange, pretension, modal, finite element analysis

Wei Liu, Zhigang Hu, Hongtao Liu An automatic approach to detecting and eliminating lazy classes based
on abstract syntax trees
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 71-76

To detect and eliminate lazy classes in source code, an automatic approach based on abstract syntax trees (ASTs) is
proposed. Source code files transform to ASTs at first, then the relationships between classes are extracted from the
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ASTs. Three common relationships are considered, which are generalization, association and dependency. Some
definitions are proposed to represent the classes set of different kinds of relationships. After carrying out several set
operations on these sets, the candidate lazy classes set is obtained. By further manual examination, the true lazy
classes are acquired. Finally, a specific lazy class will be removed automatically from the project. Four projects are
tested to detect and eliminate the lazy classes. The experimental results show that the proposed detection algorithm has
high precision rate. In addition, this approach has good efficiency, and its execution time has a linear relationship to
the size of a system.
Keywords: code smells, lazy classes, abstract syntax trees, refactoring, classes set

Youxin Luo, Qiyuan Liu, Xiaoyi Che New information multivariable optimization MGM(1,n) model with
non equidistance and based on background value optimization
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 77-81

The function with non-homogeneous exponential law, based on index characteristic and integral characteristic of grey
model GM(1,1), was used to fit the one-time accumulated sequence, and the formula of background value was given,
aiming at the problem of lower precision as well as lower adaptability in non-equidistant multivariable model
MGM(1,n). A new information optimization model MGM(1,n) with non equidistance and multi variable based on
background optimization was put forward, took the m-th component of the original sequence as initial condition, the
mean relative error as objective function, and the modified one of initial value and the parameters of background value
as design variables. This proposed MGM(1,n) model can be used in equidistance & non-equidistance modelling with
higher precision as well as stronger adaptability. Examples have validated the practicability and reliability.
Keywords: multivariable, background value; optimizing, new information, non-equidistance sequence, non-equidistant MGM(1,n)
model, least square method

Jiansheng Xia, Shasha Dou The study on elliptical flange hole forming based on finite element analysis
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 18(9) 82-89

The flange hole forming is a complex process, Under the assumption of Prandtl-Reuss flow rule and von Mises yield
criterion, the incremental elasto-plastic large deformation finite element model was established based on the Updated
Lagrangian Formulation (ULF).The elasto-plastic conversions of boundary and deformation are reduced with r-min
rule. The friction phenomenon of slippage and viscosity at the boundary interface is revised with increment of revision
Coulomb rule. The increment rules are led into the whole stiffness matrix, and derived out the stiffness equation. The
studies show that the influence on steel elliptical hole flange forming deformation is influenced by punch structure and
parameter. The dates show that finite element simulation and experimental result have a good consistency.
Keywords: elasto-plastic, FEM Simulation, elliptical hole flange

Lianhua Hu, Xinping Li, Wei Tang Adaptive IMC for variable parameter systems with large dead-times
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 90-94
Dead-time variation can cause object mismatches in traditional internal model control (IMC) systems and may result in a significant
overshoot. The adjustment time may increase due to this variation and sometimes even causes oscillation instability. An adaptive
IMC method is proposed in this paper to solve the problem of variable parameters in the control process. The adaptive law is
designed to optimize local parameters relative to the output error of both the plant and model, ensuring that the model approximates
the real plant. The control structure adopts IMC and simulation results show that this type of control structure exhibits some
promising characteristics, such as high accuracy, robustness and disturbance rejection. This model is therefore suitable for systems
with large dead-time varying parameters.
Keywords: Large dead-time, Internal model control (IMC), Adaptive, Variable parameter

Computer and Information Technologies

Weili Pan Research on construction of normative ideological instruction teaching management system
based on ZigBee wireless sensor network
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 95-99

In the process of standard ideological and political teaching management, teaching quality management, teacher
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management, student management and education environment management etc are all very important links. In order to
establish and perfect the management system of ideological and political teaching in school, management utility
should be developed. And the system optimizing should be comprehensively enhanced in teaching. We are to
construct a management system on the basis of ZigBee through wireless sensor, RMON (remote monitoring) of
ideological instruction teaching supervision, multimedia teaching and classroom environment management etc. will be
designed through coordinating with Go-Ahead technology. The corresponding hardware and software facilities will be
designed and developed. The role of wireless sensors in teaching management will be reflected through the image of
flow image. Standardized teaching management would be genuinely realized with its advantages of convenience,
utility, high efficiency, and energy conservation.
Keywords: teaching management, wireless sensor, ZigBee, RMON (remote monitoring)

Ning Liu, Cheng Bin Hotel room design based on face recognition, environment monitoring and AV
regulating system
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 100-102

With the improvement of people's living standard, the tourism industry has transformed from the traditional
sightseeing tourism to the vacation tourism, In order to improve the quality of the overall experience of resort hotel,
the article by using the image acquisition technology, the facial expression recognition technology, the changes of
Gabor and the DIB support, VC++ of bitmap provided by Visual Studio, has designed the basic member variables
required by bitmap processing packaging DIB and the unrelated CDib of the member function device, and has
constructed the facial expression recognition module of the mood regulation system of hotel interior. On the side of
audio stream, use PC port as the audio stream scheme of the sound source, in the PC port, separate Av signal, preset
the operation and treatment on the end of the playback software, and make self-regulation of sound adjustment in the
output end of sound. The highly fidelity of sound has been established.
Keywords: hotel interior, Influence acquisition, feature extraction, frequency

Wei Yuan, Jianqi Zhang The study of eccentric bunghole self-positioning system based on computer vision
technology
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 103-108

This paper on the basis of deeply understanding the domestic automatic filling equipment’s, develops an eccentric
bunghole self-positioning system based on computer vision technology, through full automatic camera calibration and
improved Hoff conversion algorithm to obtain the coordinate information of circle centre of eccentric fillers, thus
controls the operation of driving stepper motor, realizes the automatic positioning of sprue guns to eccentric bunghole.
The experiment proves the operation accuracy of this system is high, the speed is fast, the algorithm is efficient, stable,
and a high practical value.
Keywords: computer vision technology, eccentric bunghole, automatic positioning, camera calibration, Hoff transformation
algorithm

Yutian Liu, Junjie Hu The analysis and avoidance of fault agent in flocking of multi-agent
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 109-115

In the last decade considerable research efforts have been spent to the motion of flocking of multi-agent. Special
attention has been put in the applications, especially for those operations in real environment where a high degree of
safety as well as self-diagnostics capabilities are required. The development of effective strategies of fault diagnosis
for flocking of multi-agent is a critical research task. In this paper, the flocking motion of multi-agent with a leader is
studied. When flocking in the real environment, it is inevitable for agents to occur faults. The faults occurred in
different agent will lead to different effects for flocking. According to the variety of the velocity of agents, the fault
types are classified. A fault agent avoidance method is proposed and implemented in a multi-agent flocking system.
The simulation results show the method can help the agents to avoid the fault agent.
Keywords: multi-agent, flocking, fault agent, fault agent avoidance, leader

Xiaoyu Li, Dai Wang Quantum public-key cryptosystem without quantum channel between any two users
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based on the Bell state measurement
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 116-123

In this paper, a quantum public-key cryptosystem without quantum channel between any two users based on the Bell
state measurement is presented. A user Alice shares a set of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) pairs with key
management centre (KMC) as the private key and the public key. By performing the Bell state measurement on the
public key and the auxiliary qubits any other user can send encrypted message to Alice. On the other hand, digital
signature can also be achieved by this public-key cryptosystem. The laws of quantum physics guarantee the
unconditional security of this public-key cryptosystem. No quantum channels are needed between any two users. So it
is easier to carry out in practice and more robust against possible attacks.
Keywords: public-key, quantum cryptography, EPR pair, the Bell state measurement, digital signature

Weijun Cheng Dual-hop variable gain relaying in mixed multipath/shadowing fading channels
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 18(9) 124-130

In this paper, we investigated the end-to-end performance of a dual-hop variable gain relaying system over mixed
fading environment. In such environment, the wireless links of relaying system undergo different fading conditions,
where one link is subject to the Nakagami-m fading, the other link is subject to the composite Nakagami-lognormal
fading which is approximated by using mixture gamma fading model. Based on the cumulative distribution function of
the end-to-end signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), some novel closed-form expressions of the average end-to-end SNR, the
outage probability, the symbol error rate and the ergodic capacity for the dual-hop variable gain system are derived,
respectively. Then, some approximate analysis and the diversity order are found based on the above new expressions
in high SNR region. Finally, numerical and simulation results are shown to verify the accuracy of the theoretical
analysis.
Keywords: dual-hop relaying, mixed fading channels, mixture Gamma distribution, performance analysis

Xuping Ren, Haiping Zhang, Yunfa Li, Xindong You Scalable authentication protocol in RFID-based systems
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 131-138

Because of vast highly sensitive business information within RFID system, there is an urgent need for an effective and
secure protocol to ensure the interests of various stakeholders. In this paper, we propose a scalable authentication
protocol to provide classification protection. GNY logic formal approach is used to verify the design correctness of the
protocol. The performance is evaluated and compared with other related protocols in three aspects: storage,
computation requirement and communication overload. The analysis shows that the proposed protocol need less
computation requirement and memory with acceptable communication overload. The conclusion indicates that the
protocol is reliable and more scalable in RFID-based sensor systems.
Keywords: RFID security, authentication protocol, scalable

Jian Wang, Le Wang A new anonymity-based protocol preserving privacy based cloud environment
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 139-144

With the development of cloud computing application, more and more people would like to do business under this
environment. But more attention should be paid to the disclosure of privacy during the transaction. Customers will
reject to do business on the cloud platform if the cloud environment cannot avoid disclosing their private data.
Nowadays, little work has been done about how to prevent sensitive attributes leaking between service providers.
Therefore, this paper proposed a new anonymity-based protocol to protect privacy.
Keywords: anonymity, cloud computing, privacy preserving, sensitive attributes, protocol

Xingchen Li, Shenglin Li, Heng Zhang, Hui Cai The research of data conflict in digital camp management
and control system based on IOT
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 145-152

A core technology in IOT (Internet of Thing) is data processing and there may be a mismatch between data collection
and data interface. Aiming at data conflicts in the DCMCS (Digital Camp Management Control System), this paper
defines data conflicts with formal description and divides the data conflicts of the DCMCS into six types. For each
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type of the data conflicts, a resolution strategy is designed to solve it. Then the paper designs the DCRS (Data Conflict
Resolution System) to detect and resolve the data conflicts automatically and quickly. The solutions provide technical
support for data interaction, which have been successfully verified in the DCMCS.
Keywords: formal description, data conflict, resolution strategy, DCRS

Peng Wang, Yan Qi, Hua-min Yang Analysis and study on the performance of query based on NOSQL
database
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 153-159

With the rise of the Internet web2.0 and the arrival of the era of big data, NOSQL database has already developed
rapidly. The traditional relational database in the treatment of high concurrent Web2.0 pure dynamic website and
large-scale data encountered bottleneck. This paper introduces the concept of NOSQL database and data storage
model. Taking the HBase database as an example, it describes the system structure and data model of HBase, and it
demonstrates data query efficiency of the HBase database which is superior to the relational database. In view of the
HBase database storage mechanism, the HBase database and MySQL database for performance, which is proceeding
comparison, the result shows that NOSQL database performance in processing large data has obvious advantage over
the traditional relational database.
Keywords: data model, NOSQL, HBase, MySQL, performance analysis

Xiaoli Wu, Yating Ying, Feng Zhou Cognitive deviations of information symbols in human-computer
interface
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 160-166

In the design of information symbols in human-computer interface, one meaning usually has several design forms. In
order to solve cognitive deviations generated during information exchange, in the paper, we tested the recognition
rates of common information symbols. The testing results indicated that users under different cultural backgrounds
showed significant differences in information symbol cognition. Users prefer to clear and concise information
symbols. Users are inclined to understand the surface meaning of information symbols. Through the study of the
recognition rates of typical information symbols, we established the perceptual confusion models of information
symbols. Based on different models, designers can improve cognitive deviations of existing symbols and design
information symbols, which are consistent with user cognition, for reasonable human-computer interaction.
Keywords: human-computer interface, information symbol, cognitive deviation, perceptual confusion

Yan Zhao, Suyu Dong, Jing Yang Chinese sentiment analysis for commodity price level fluctuation news
comments
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 167-176

With the rapid development of the Internet technology and news media, people pay more attention on news especially
about commodity price fluctuation. Hence, more and more Chinese news comments about commodity price
fluctuation appear on Internet. These comments contain all kinds of sentiment. Analysing the sentiment of these
comments will make government know more about Netizen emotion on this information and enhance efficiency of
management, which has important practical significance. In this paper, we adopt three supervised learning methods
(naive Bayes, maximum entropy and support vector machines) to automatically classify user comments as two classes
(positive and negative). Through a lot of experiments, we found that machine learning techniques perform quite well
in the domain of commodity price fluctuation news comments sentiment classification. Meanwhile, the effects of the
feature representations and dimensions for the classification of the three machine learning techniques are analysed and
discussed in detail. Experimental results show that maximum entropy classifier is best overall. Frequency is a better
method of feature representation, which can use fewer features to get better result.
Keywords: sentiment classification, online reviews, supervised machine learning algorithm

Huaping Li Optimal model of highway road based on GPS
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 177-180

Intelligent transportation system (ITS) has gradually become reality with the increasingly wide application of GPS in
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car navigation system. It is wider and wider applied into traffic management to support short-tern traffic prediction,
provide the information for public travel rapidly and effectively and realizes the effective supervision on traffic state.
It can also relieve the pressure of highway road in our country. This paper focused on the study of floating car data
technology based on GPS in ITS and developed relative procedure based on algorithm theory. It designed out a
solution suitable for highway real time road condition system based on GPS floating car data technology after the
demand analysis, functional decomposition and concept design on highway real time road condition system and best
road and shortest time selection on driving by mathematical modelling so that achieve highway road optimization.
Keywords: GPS floating car data, GPS, ITS, mathematical modelling, driving time

Jianping Qiu, Lichao Chen, Guifang Chen Information propagation in social network
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 181-185

Information propagation network analysis provides a new way to investigate online activities. From the perspective of
information propagation analysis we can understand it in a constant evolving way, that is, the content of the
information is modified by the netizens with a certain probability during the whole propagation process. By analysing
the online behaviour of netizens, we constructed an information propagation network on social networks. In this paper,
we found that the original information can keep its influence on the netizens only when most of them are forwarders.
Meanwhile this paper reveals influence propagation is aggregated, for example, netizens tend to give a low rating after
a low rating, as well as a high rating following a high rating. Our findings are helpful in better understanding
information propagation.
Keywords: information propagation, social network, scale-free network, power-law distribution, influence propagation

Peng Pan, Xiaojun Cai A complete solution for duplication detection over uncertain data
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 186-190

As the problem of uncertainty for duplication is increasingly prominent with the sharp growth of amount and scale for
data sources, we need to pay more attention on it. However, the research on uncertainty about duplicated data is still
on its start. In this paper, we propose a complete method for duplication detection with probability, which is efficient
and suitable for large-scale dataset. Considering the large-scale background, firstly, we adopt the rapid cluster
algorithm based on canopies to get blocks. Secondly, in order to generate the record sets, which represent entity, we
provide one fuzzy cluster method over each block by assigning two thresholds. By doing these, we balance the
complexity and accuracy. Finally, we assign the probability for each record in one block. The experiments show
advantages over other present algorithms for performances.
Keywords: duplication detection, data uncertainty, canopy, data probability

Hsin-Ke Lu, Peng-Chun Lin Towards an organizational learning framework for IS development
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 191-195

Information systems (IS) development has been one of IT managers’ concerns for decades. To improve the
effectiveness of IS development, many studies argued that development methods need the continuous learning
mechanism to better utilize the knowledge along with all development stages. In this study, we discoursed the essential
important of organizational learning for development team to deal with the complexities of IS development. The
development team failed to learn from the experience in prior IS development projects because of limits of individual
learning. Knowledge management concepts are gradually mature and will be fundamental theories to integrate the
organizational learning mechanism into IS development. This paper illustrated all related literature and theories and
proposed an organizational learning framework for IS development. The framework could aid the development team
to recognize the value of organizational learning in the IS development activities and guide for devising the
mechanisms for acquiring, maintaining and transferring that knowledge.
Keywords: IS development, organizational learning framework, knowledge management

Wei Li Robust face and facial feature localization using the dual skin model
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 196-202

A fast and adaptive face and facial feature localization algorithm for colour images with sophisticated background is
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present. In this algorithm, a self-adaptive pre-processing method was provided to depress the colour bias and the high
light. Then the CbgCbr-YIQ dual skin model was proposed to acquire the integrated skin similarity for improving the
quality of skin segmentation and extraction. After the morphological post-processing, by using the Adaboost classifier
and the information of spatial position, the facial feature positioning was fast realized finally. Experimental results
showed the robustness and good performance of the proposed algorithm.
Keywords: pre-processing, dual skin model, facial feature localization, face recognition, Adaboost

Xiaolei Sun, Ning Huang, Jian Zhou, Yue Zhang A novel multi-factor simulation algorithm about tactical
network connectivity reliability
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 203-206

Tactical network is a cooperative engagement of a collection of mobile nodes without the requirements of any
centralized access points or existing infrastructures. Its connectivity is very crucial. Thus, the calculation of network's
connectivity reliability has great significance to further research of tactical network. At present, the study of network is
mainly through analytical methods. Those methods build abstract models alone without considering the transmission
characteristics and terrain environment of a tactical network. Meanwhile, the existing simulation methods like Monte
Carlo, is too abstract and simple. The OPNET simulation can solve the above problems better. In this paper, we
analysed the related characteristics of tactical network and designed tactical network connectivity calculating
algorithm based on the OPNET simulation. Through the algorithm, we take the transmission and environment features
into consideration. As a result, we analysed the effects of wireless transmission characteristics, mobile models and
terrain environment on network two-terminal reliability in specific cases.
Keywords: tactical network, OPNET simulation, two-terminal reliability, mobile networking, wireless networks

Jian-Feng Zheng, Ji Zhang Video target tracking with fisher discriminant dictionary learning
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 207-213

As one of the state-of-the-art tracking methods based on sparse coding, l1-tracker finds the target with the minimum
reconstruction error from the target template subspace. But the high computational costs restrict its application in
practical terms heavily. In this paper, we incorporate the discriminant information into original l1-tracker, and
introduce it into the tracking framework, called FD2LT. In our framework, tracking is considered as a problem
consisting of object location with dictionary learned in the last frame in generative tracking framework, training
samples selection, and dictionary learning with fisher discriminant dictionary learning (FDDL). With our method, the
dictionary is much smaller than that in original one, moreover, without loss of tracking performance (and even better
in some scenarios). The discriminant power explored from the dictionary is used in generative tracking. Experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed tracking algorithm.
Keywords: Fisher discrimination dictionary learning, generative and discriminant tracking, sparse coding, video object tracking

Jingfei Cui, Jinlin Wang, Zhen Zhang Implementation of network management software for HINOC
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 214-217

HINOC (High performance Network Over Coax) is Coaxial cable access technology with independent intellectual
property rights in China. In the structure of network management software, network topology discovery and
maintenance plays an important role in the system. By analysing the traditional algorithms of topology discovery, this
paper introduces an algorithm based on SNMP trap and polling. On the basis of test results, the algorithm which has
been implemented in HINOC proved to be reliable, efficient and with low-burden.
Keywords: network management, topology management, HINOC, SNMP

Zhiding Chen, Qilun Zou, Qian Liu Evaluating method of DB contracting based cloud model and Gray
relational degree
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 218-222

The proposed evaluating method based Cloud Model and Gray Relational Degree aims to solve the fuzziness and
randomness problems of evaluation methods and the outcome efficiently. Cloud model is implemented to convert
qualitative concept into quantitative value based index system. Gray Relation Degree theory is implemented to access
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to evaluation index weights.
Keywords: Cloud Model, Gray relational degree, DB contracting, evaluation of bid, weight

Qiang Fan, Dongjian He, Min Zhang WSN image acquisition method based on interleaving extraction and
block compressed sensing
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 223-227

Aiming at disadvantages of current wireless sensor network in the aspect of image acquisition, this thesis proposes a
WSN image acquisition method based on Interleaving Extraction and Block Compressed Sensing (IE-BCS). The
method uses interleaving extraction to divide an original image into several sub-images at an encoding terminal, then
compressive sampling and encoding for each sub-image by means of observation matrix weighted BCS and transmits
data to a decoding terminal by their own independent channels. Next, the decoding terminal chooses corresponding
decoders according to reception situations and reconstructs the original images by solving sparse optimization
problems. Experimental results show that the method can save hardware resources effectively and improve robustness
of image transmission.
Keywords: compressed sensing, interleaving extraction, observation matrix, block strategy

Yuansheng Wang, Huarui Wu, Lei Luo, Weihong Ma, Kun Liu Research on cloud storage technologies of
typical crop growth environment monitoring data
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 228-235

The typical crop is an important part of regional economy, using of information technology tools to enhance the fine
management of typical crop, improve the efficiency and level of agricultural production will play an important role to
promote regional economic development. The Internet of things technologies can provide conditions for precise
management of crop, but it will also lead to new technical application difficult problems, focusing on the storage and
processing problem of the ”real time, high frequency, mass, rapid growth” monitoring data of the crop growth
environment, this paper put forward a network management and scheduling method for massive data based cloud
storage technologies to solve the large data storage and concurrently access bottlenecks of the traditional relational
storage, and provided good technical conditions for the typical crop production management.
Keywords: typical crop, growth environment monitoring, cloud storage

Wangcheng Cao, Lin Zheng, Kuiling Dong Image adaptive filtering based on the improved Alpha-trimmed
mean algorithm
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 236-239

Filtering is an important research direction of image processing. In view of the characteristics of image noise, an
adaptive image filtering algorithm is proposed based on the improved Alpha-trimmed mean algorithm. The algorithm
dynamically selects parameter d of Alpha-trimmed mean algorithm through the calculation of the pixel correlation
within the filter window, so that the algorithm can filter accordingly with the degree of noise. The experiment results
show that the filtering effect of the proposed algorithm is excellent for the images corrupted by Gaussian noise, salt
and pepper noise or mixed noise, and this algorithm is also capable of maintaining the detailed information of the
original image.
Keywords: image filtering, alpha-trimmed mean filter, neighbourhood correlation

Operation research and decision making

Lei Ren, Stephen Nash, Michael Hartnett Optimal interpolation data assimilation of surface currents by
utilizing pseudo measurement with Monte Carlo simulation
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 240-248

Optimal Interpolation (OI) data assimilation is a technique to combine available observations with background states to
improve prediction states. In this research, pseudo measurement of surface currents generated by adding noise with
Monte Carlo simulation is used to update the background states with optimal interpolation. The core of Optimal
Interpolation data assimilation is the definition of background error covariance, which determines to what extent the
model background states will be corrected to match the observations. The background error covariance is computed
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before the data assimilation process. The model background errors are calculated from the mean over a short time
interval ten minutes. A series of sensitivity tests with Optimal Interpolation are done by calculating Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) to decide the appropriate parameters. The improvement of Optimal Interpolation at reference points is
measured in Taylor diagrams, and the surface current maps of test domain show the effectiveness of Optimal
Interpolation.
Keywords: Optimal Interpolation, data assimilation, Monte Carlo, pseudo measurement, background error covariance

Yanwen Wang, Xiuju Gao, Liming Yang Logistics outsourcing and selecting of logistics service provider of
the e-commerce companies: a fuzzy TOPSIS approach
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 249-255

Logistics outsourcing has become the development trend of enterprise logistics operations. A good logistics service
provider can improve the customer satisfaction, as also as reducing the cost of the whole supply chain, so it is very
important to evaluate the logistics outsourcing service for the corn companies in the supply chain. This paper is an
attempt to identify the main factors of selecting satisfactory logistics service provider of the electronic commerce (ecommerce) companies in China. GRA and Fuzzy TOPSIS are employed to evaluate the service of the logistics
companies. The managerial implications are also discussed in the last section.
Keywords: logistics outsourcing, e-commerce, Fuzzy TOPSIS, evaluation

Dong-min Xu, You-fang Huang, Bin Yang Model study on stochastic flow logistics network considering
neighbourhood information of nodes
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 256-264

The significance and stochasticity of node have an effect on logistics network activity. This paper describes the
importance of node by integrating the node neighbourhood information, which relates to the neighbourhood arc energy
consumption and node degree which shows the node connectivity in logistics network, and during which this paper
introduces the parameter  to represent the preference degree of energy consumption. This paper develops a multiobjective model seeking to energy consumption minimization and reliability maximization in the light of node
stochasticity and the influence of node importance. The MPs (Minimal Path Set) is employed during the process of
modelling. Genetic algorithm is applied to solve this model and a numerical experiment is presented to demonstrate the
effect of significance and stochasticity of node to logistics path choice and flow assignment.
Keywords: stochastic flow network, neighbourhood information, energy consumption constraint, multi-objective model, logistics
network

Yang Zhao, Jie Tan Research on the relationship between knowledge transfer models to various strategic
alliances
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 265-271

As a part of knowledge management research, this paper focuses on knowledge transfer within strategic alliances and
attempts to classify the basic models of knowledge transfer that actually take place within SA so that get to know on
how partners chose the most suitable knowledge transfer model in SA. This paper presents four kinds of knowledge
transfer model in strategic alliances by summing up the outcome of research on this issue. Based on the conclusion, this
paper then discusses the correspondence between the types of the strategic alliances and choosing these knowledge
transfer models and five corresponding propositions about the issue is given at last.
Keywords: knowledge management, strategic alliances, knowledge transfer, tacit knowledge, explicit knowledge

Qiang Song, Ai-min Wang Power transformer diagnostic prediction research based on quantum neural
networks and evidence theory
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 18(9) 272-276

Aiming at the fault of power transformer fault information diversity and uncertainty, a large amount of data and no
regularity characteristics, a new fault diagnosis method of quantum neural network based on information fusion. In
order to accurately and effectively identify transformer fault model, combining the quantum neural network and
evidence theory combination of transformer fault diagnosis. A quantum neural networks to collect data on the
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macroscopic, microscopic quantum corrections in the interval of fuzzy intersection data according to a certain
proportion of the rational allocation of the associated mode, so as to improve the accuracy of pattern recognition; use of
the evidence theory can improve the convergence speed of quantum neural networks. The results were compared with
the diagnosis and BP neural network input, that this method has a higher accuracy in transformer fault pattern
recognition.
Keywords: transformer diagnostic prediction, combination forecasting, quantum neural networks, evidence theory

Nan Ma, Yun Zhai, Bingru Yang Survey of research directions in fuzzy cognitive map
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 277-283

Fuzzy Cognitive Map as a generally recognized intelligent tool has been widely used in the data mining and the
machine leaning fields. This paper reviewed the present research situation of Fuzzy Cognitive Map at home and abroad
in recent years. Firstly, it reviewed the development progress of Fuzzy Cognitive Map with its advantage over other
fuzzy learning methods, followed by the research papers indexed by EI database, ACM database and the SCI database.
Then it summarized the classification and the learning methods of Fuzzy Cognitive Map. Furthermore, the applications
of Fuzzy Cognitive Map are analysed finally. We hope our work help the people to have a general understanding and
push the Fuzzy Cognitive Map forward.
Keywords: fuzzy cognitive map, development, classification, learning methods

Lin Li Exploring the relationship between inventory level and bullwhip effect in the supply chain
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 284-289

This paper intends to work out an expected inventory level formula for the retailer in the two-stage supply chain. It aims
at disclosing the quantitative relationship between bullwhip effect and expected inventory level and does analysis of
simulation experiment. The model supposes the market demand faced by the retailer follows the autoregressive process
AR(1) and that the retailer makes anticipation of the market demand during the replenishment lead time by mean square
error method. Moreover, if the interference factor follows normal distribution with mean 0 and variance σ2, market
demand in every period, demand estimation during the replenishment lead time and the order quantity made by the
retailer are all proved to follow normal distribution.
Keywords: bullwhip effect, first-order autoregressive model, supply chain management, inventory level, demand forecasting

Chengduan Wang A research into location routing problem based on hybrid genetic simulated annealing algorithm
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 290-297

With the diversified and personalized commodity requirements as well as small batch dispatch and frequent dispatch
features under the circumstance of E-commerce, the environment for logistics dispatching system becomes increasingly
complicated and the inter-influence between different subsystems in logistics system optimization becomes increasingly
significant. As a result, judged from the aspect of logistics system integration, after taking customer’s personalized
dispatching time into consideration, it’s necessary to establish location routing problem with changeable softtime
windows model. Based on the feature of the model, this paper adopts hybrid genetic simulated annealing algorithm to
gain solution. The experimental result shows that this algorithm is much better than gaining solution solely by adopting
hybrid genetic algorithm or simulated annealing algorithm in the aspect of optimal solution, solution quality, calculating
efficiency and algorithm stability.
Keywords: hybrid genetic simulated annealing algorithm, logistics system, location routing problem

Hongxia Wei Research on computer network English language learning
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 298-302

Network information technology affects English language learning mode all the time with the rapid development of
information technology. University English course teaching also turns from traditional classroom to modern network
teaching. As a bran-new teaching form, university English teaching brings not only advantage for classroom teaching
but also impact on teaching idea, teaching means, teaching pattern, etc. It breaks through the ecological balance of
traditional university English course and affects the successful implementation of teaching reform mode. Aiming at
improving university English course teaching quality and perfect teaching reform mode, this paper studied new English
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teaching means based on computer network technology, analysed imbalance of university course teaching in teaching
reform mode and then strove to construct a frame of ecologicalization university English course teaching.
Keywords: network environment, university English teaching, voice recognition confidence level, digital game teaching

Lizheng Liu, Fangai Liu, Feng Yang A research about the predictive control of dynamic feedforward neural
network based on particle swarm optimization
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 303-311

The paper proposes the Dynamic Feedforward Neural Network based on Hidden Particle Swarm Optimization (HPSODFNN) to deal with the model predicative control problem of unknown nonlinear delay systems. It realizes quick,
precise system modelling for controlled objects. Besides, the Smith predictive double controllers are designed to
separate fixed set point control from external disturbance. The DFNN based on large-scale PSO is treated as an
identifier and a predictor for the complex controlled objects with the purpose of increasing the robustness of the control
system. Furthermore, aiming at the problem of constrained multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) model predictive control,
rolling optimization is conducted to obtain controlled quantity through the PSO algorithm. After that, a combined neural
network structure is put forward and applied to system modelling. Finally, the paper uses the typical nonlinear model to
verify its effectiveness.
Keywords: nonlinear delay systems, dynamic feedforward neural network, particle swarm optimization

Min Liu, Jing Cao, Yanru Xue, Yinghua Yao, Xuezuo Zhao Development and research on remote online
education information system based on Web
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 312-318

Remote education is a way of developing education-teaching activities, which transmits outstanding teaching resources
to massive students scattered in different time and space by the Internet, satellite and other methods of communication
technologies. The Internet is the most convenient way to participate in distance learning. This paper applies B/S threelayer architecture and ADO data access technology to complete the design of the remote online education information
system based on Web. The system according to the actual business needs of remote education, carry on the design based
on the role of application and division of the task, and it composed of modules of courseware on demand, online
management, online examination, online exercise, teacher management, student management, etc.
Keywords: remote online education, information system, Internet

Shunye Wang A research on the intelligent multi-objective optimization problem based on wavelet theory
and neural networks
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 319-328

Aiming to solve the multi-objective optimization problem caused by wavelet multiresolution a1nalysis (MRA), the
thesis improves the original multi-objective non-dominated genetic algorithm. After fast non-dominated sorting, the
evolution of population is achieved through particle swarm optimization (PSO). In this way, the thesis realizes a more
effective, organic combination of the multi-objective optimization problem and neural networks. MRA is a natural fit
for the multi-objective optimization problem. The ability of neural networks to deal with complex errors is improved
through error decomposition based on different wavelet decomposition scales.
Keywords: multi-objective optimization problem, wavelet theory, PSO, neural networks

Yulan Zheng Design and algorithm of supply chain network model based on uncertain environment
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 329-333

Under the conditions of modern market economy and the increasing pressure of competition, a growing number of
product life cycles are getting shorter, customer demand is constantly changing, this force the companies began to pay
attention to their own internal management and supply chain management. Supply chain refers to the suppliers,
manufacturers, distributors and end-users, and the network, which design both directions of material flow, information
flow and capital flow [1]. In order to manage and use it better, People put network information technology in supply
chain management, developed or purchased ERP implementation systems software, thus can share information between
departments and enterprises. But problems have gradually exposed, faster access and processing does not produce a
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good decision automatically. So this paper under the premise of uncertainty, started studying supply chain’s network
model, establishing optimization model, design algorithms, therefore reducing the total costs, to avoid risks.
Keywords: uncertain environment, supply chain, model, design

Zhiming Wang, Shuzhen Zhu An empirical study on China listing corporation industrial-financial
combination based on the regression method
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 334-338

This paper takes Chinese listing corporation as research samples to find the best combination area or point about the
industry-finance combination on enterprise operating performance. Research on the combination of behaviour impact is
carried out through EPS, RPE, ROE, Tobin Q four indicators. The paper is mainly using the nonlinear regression
method based on steel listing corporation annual data from 2005 to 2008. Experiments show that the relation by EPS,
RPE and Tobin Q meeting the cubic function curve is significant; the relation by ROE meeting the curve function is not
significant. In a certain stage of development of the enterprise the appropriate industry-finance combination area or ratio
exists, but the ratio of each index is different.
Keywords: industrial-financial combination, the nonlinear regression, the cubic curve, China steel listing corporation, the best
combination point

Xiuli Li, Yuhong Zhang, Sujuan Zhao Research on grey correlation analysis model of enterprise human
resources competitiveness
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 339-344

Human resources is one of the key indexes in measuring the competitiveness of en enterprise. However, evaluation of
enterprise human resource competitiveness, evaluation index system and evaluation model remain a problem in
academic and practice. Nowadays, key factors in evaluation of enterprise human resources competitiveness and
evaluation index are incomplete and imperfect, and processing methods of corresponding evaluation index is not
scientific. Thus, studies on analysis model of enterprise human resource are of great importance. In this paper, an
improved grey correlation analysis model of human resource competitiveness was put forward. This model provides
relative restrictive factors in analysis of enterprise resource competitiveness, and analysed enterprise competitiveness
from the aspects of human resource quality competiveness, market development competiveness, management quality
competiveness, etc. and evaluation analysis based on improved grey correlation analysis method was conducted. Its
evaluation result can be a basis of selection of human resource developing strategies for direction and of frame of
decision-making. Finally, the model and algorithm was proved feasible by implementation of actual case.
Keywords: human resources, competitiveness, grey correlation analysis, evaluating indicator, model

Qiaojuan Feng, Yongjiao Wang A membership degree algorithm of collaborative design roles in distributed
design transaction
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 345-349

As there is a priority in multiple design transaction and multiple design roles in the distributed design traction, this
paper studies the distribution hierarchy of collaborative design roles and proposes a membership degree algorithm based
on grey related analysis. In this algorithm, design constraint degree about the design roles is acquired through grey
related analysis. Under different design constraint degree, design roles and incidence coefficient are acquired together
with corresponding matrix. Then the membership degree can be available by the constraint degree and the matrix.
Empirical test proves the efficacy and practicability of this algorithm.
Keywords: distributed design, collaborative design, membership degree, algorithm, artificial intelligence

Zhenyu Yang Actor-Critic reinforcement learning based on prior knowledge
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 350-357

In order to improve the incremental learning algorithm Actor-Critic learning efficiency, from a policy learning,
introduce experience sample data into incremental Actor-Critic algorithm, make effective use of the useful information
contained in the sample data of experience in the learning process. Given the recursive least-squares temporal
difference, RLSTD (λ) algorithm and incremental least-squares temporal difference, iLSTD (λ) algorithms are able to
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make good use sample data collected in the past, respectively RLSTD and iLSTD algorithm is applied to policy
evaluation Critic’s. Then, Critic learned value function based on RLSTD or iLSTD algorithm, Actor gradient update
strategy based on conventional parameters, so the improvement of Critic effectiveness assessment will help Actor to
improve strategy-learning performance. Finally, simulation studies on two control problems with continuous state
space, analyse the impact of different parameters on the performance of the learning algorithm and verify its
effectiveness.
Keywords: actor-critic, RLSTD, on-policy, ILSTD

Kehe Wu, Yi Li, Long Chen, Fei Chen Research of deep packet inspection technology in industry control
systems based on d-Left counting bloom filter
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 358-364

Aims at the problem of industry control system logic being tampered by malicious programs, this paper proposed a deep
packet inspection model for industry control systems. It adopts d-Left Counting Bloom Filter to implement string
matching of characteristic database, which has a higher matching efficiency and lower misjudgement rate compared to
other algorithms. This model can monitor malicious behaviours in industry control systems effectively and can basically
meet the demand of security and reliability in current industry control systems.
Keywords: industry control system, deep packet inspection, d-left counting bloom filter, information security

Tianyan Wu, Jianjun Zhan, Wei Yan Study on configuration sequence of indemnificatory community public
service facility based on MIV-BP Neural Network
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 365-370

China is seeing large-scale construction of indemnificatory community being. Yet due to lack of dynamic planning and
arrangement in advance and little consideration of public service facility configuration sequence, the configuration of
public service facility in indemnificatory community is lagging behind and inefficient, failing to attract the residents to
move in the community. This paper structures the MIV-BP Neural Network Model, and gives an empirical analysis on
the influence sequence of the indemnificatory community public service facilities to the population occupancy rate. The
results suggest that the configuration of public service facility in indemnificatory community should be sequentially
configured in period and in grade according to the community’s specific present situation and developmental conditions
as well as the continuous increase of population occupancy rate.
Keywords: indemnificatory community, public service facility, configuration sequence, MIV-BP neural network

Caixian Chen, Huijian Han, Zheng Liu KNN question classification method based on Apriori algorithm
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 371-379

KNN (K-Nearest Neighbours) algorithm is a classification algorithm that can apply to question classification. However,
its time complexity will increase linearly with the increase of training set size, which constrains the actual application
effects of this algorithm. In this paper, based on a discussion of disadvantages of traditional KNN methods, an improved
KNN algorithm based on Apriori algorithm was proposed. This method extracts the frequent feature set of training
samples of different categories and the associated samples. Next, on the basis of correlation analysis of each category of
samples, a proper nearest neighbour number k was determined for an unknown category of questions. In the training
samples of known categories, k nearest neighbours were selected. And then, according to the category of nearest
neighbours, the category of unknown question was identified. Compared with the question classification method of
traditional KNN, the improved method could efficiently determine the value of k and decrease time complexity. Our
experimental results demonstrated that the improved KNN question classification method improved the efficiency and
accuracy of question classification.
Keywords: question classification, KNN, correlation analysis

Qin Yang, Changyao Zhou Cost-Sensitive learning on classification
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 380-386

Real-world predictive data mining (classification or regression) problems are often cost sensitive, meaning that different
types of prediction errors are not equally costly. In this paper we propose a new algorithm for cost-sensitive
classification in a multiple time series prediction problems. The fitness function of the genetic algorithm is the average
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cost of classification when using the decision tree, including both the costs of tests (features, measurements) and the
costs of classification errors. The proposed model is evaluated in a real world application based on a network of satellite
network map distributed in land spatial pattern evolution in Chengdu Plain. These satellite networks generate multiple
time series data representing land spatial pattern. This study presents a new algorithm for cost-sensitive classification
that deal with class imbalance using both recompiling and CSL. The method combines and compares several sampling
methods with CSL using support vector machines (SVM). We build our cost-benefit model for the prediction process as
a function of satellite network in a distributed land spatial and measured the optimum number of satellite network that
will balance the expenses of the system with the prediction accuracy.
Keywords: cost sensitive learning, prediction, distributed satellite network, cost benefit analysis

Shenyi Qian, Yanling Zhu, Shen Li A medical quality evaluation method based on combined weight
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 387-391

Medical quality evaluation is the key and important link of the current medical institutions improve the core
competitiveness, considering the characteristics of the medical industry, the paper constructs the surgical and nonsurgical medical quality evaluation index system. In addition, the traditional medical quality evaluation in determining
the index weight coefficients are too single, it is easy to cause the subjective assessment results too much or the
accuracy is not high. Therefore, the paper using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) for subjective weight and using
the Rough Set (RS), then get them together and put forward an approach of medical quality evaluation method based on
combined weight, this method absorbs the advantage of them and overcomes the disadvantages of them and achieve the
complementary advantages. Finally through the case analysis, verifying the feasibility and effectiveness of the method.
Keywords: medical quality evaluation, indicator system, combined weight, AHP, RS

Xuejing Du, Huanhuan Guo, Zhanyu Wang Research of body dimension of Chinese adult male and
application
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 392-397

The goal of this study is to obtain accurate human dimension of current Chinese shape. Anthropometric data of adult
male in GB10000-88 is adopted as sample observation data in this paper. Based on similarity theory of human body and
the correlation of human body static dimensions, by statistical analysis of the sample date, the regression equation is
established which determines the relationship between measurement of each part of the male body and height, weight.
The maximum measurement error is within 5% by comparing the measurement data with calculating dimension data
obtained by regression equations established in the paper, which verifies the rationality and accuracy of the regression
equations. Once parameters of height and weight are given, the regression equations can quickly and easily provide
effective body dimensions data used to build crash simulation model specifically for Chinese and man-machine product.
Keywords: automobile crash, dummy model, human dimensions, occupant restraint, regression equation

Xuanxuan Xu Decision to rescue failed product innovation projects based on the leading innovation
strategy
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 398-403

The leading innovation strategy is one of the important methods used to rescue failed product innovation projects.
Rescuing failed projects based on the leading innovation strategy, rescuing time and points of competitors participating
in the market can affect the probability of success. The established mathematical economic model can be used to
analyse the cost of rescuing failed product innovation projects and income when competitors participate in the market in
the introduction period, growth period, or mature period. The model can also be used to determine the feasibility of the
leading innovation strategy and measures that enterprises should take to obtain greater profits under different
competitive environments.
Keywords: leading innovation, product innovation, failed projects, rescue

Jian-gang Shi, Jin-can Liu Mechanism of formation in the selling price of urban industrial land in China
based on the multi-attribute auction theory
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 404-409
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There is the fierce competition for investment introduction among local governments in China. Thus, the auction
relationship about urban industrial land belongs to a kind of reverse auction between local government and investment
enterprise. To explore the mechanism of formation in the selling price of urban industrial land, we build a multiattribute first-score sealed-bid auction model. Our studies reveal that the selling price of urban industrial land is the
decreasing function of local government’s expected comprehensive earnings from the investment introduction, the
intensity of competition for investment introduction among local governments or its cost factors of providing some
attributes. However, it is the increasing function of enterprise's weights for different attributes. They appropriately
explain why the selling price of urban industrial land has been at the low level for a long time in China. Yet, the
comprehensive earnings and the realization of land asset value are not a pair of irreconcilable conflicts. Local
governments should prioritize the attributes, which the investment enterprises care about, then reduce the cost of
providing these attributes. In the end, it will resolve the interest conflicts in the process of industrial land operation.
Keywords: industrial park, industrial land, selling price, multi-attribute auction

Dai Linlin Statistical analysis and prediction of Qingdao urban consumer price index
Computer Modelli Ng & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 410-414

In recent years, Qingdao faces inflationary pressure along with the fast development of economy. The urban consumer
price index (CPI) is an important measure of regional inflation level. Thus, analysing the influencing factors of the CIP
and determining the key factors is necessary to supply scientific evidence for the economic management departments to
adjust the industrial structure. This paper filtrates and eliminates six indexes likely to affect urban CPI of Qingdao based
on Studentized residual, correlation analysis, and multiple collinearity diagnosis. This paper also performs a statistical
analysis of the urban CPI of Qingdao from 2005 to 2012 and draws the conclusion that food price is the largest index
that affects CPI. Basing on this conclusion, corresponding prediction models are established to supply statistics for
departments that adjust the economy for the future.
Keywords: Studentized residual, correlation analysis, collinearity diagnosis, multiple linear regression model

Junting Lin, Xiaoming Wang, Jianwu Dang Reliability and safety verification of the new collision avoidance
strategy for Chinese train control system
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 18(9) 415-422

Although equipped with comprehensive and complex technologies on the railway to avoid collisions between trains,
such as train control system extensively deployed in the infrastructure, there are still enormous amount of collision
between trains. The safety of railway operation mainly depends on the correct operation of the interlocking and train
control system, because only the control centre has an overall overview of the traffic situation, and a train driver could
only be warned of a possible collision if the operation centre decides it. Experiences from the aviation, the maritime
navigation and road transportation have shown that the probability of collisions could be significantly reduced with
infrastructure-less collision avoidance system. In this paper, an enhanced safety strategy, namely, Collision Avoidance
System overlay Train Control System (CASOTCS) for Chinese railway was provided, which was based on direct
vehicle-to-vehicle communication and independent of the regular control mechanism. CASOTCS can receive and
evaluate the information broadcasted by other neighbouring trains all the time, which will trigger collision alert and
provide a solution for the collision when a potential collision is detected. The unit architecture and its key issues of
CASOTCS were also discussed. After the analysis of reliability and safety of both the traditional train control system
and the enhanced CASOTCS, the reliability block diagram and isomorphic Markov model were established in the
paper. Through the calculation of the indexes of the reliability and safety about the two kinds of control systems, a
significant conclusion has been made, that is, the reliability and safety of the train control system plus collision
avoidance system are much higher than that of the traditional one and CASOTCS has the ability to increase the
reliability, safety and efficiency in the future.
Keywords: Collision Avoidance, Chinese Train Control System, Safety Verification, Reliability, Markov

Yun-jun Yu, Yun-tao Xue, Sui Peng, Chao Tong, Zi-heng Xu Short-Term photovoltaic system power
forecasting based on ECSVM optimized by GA
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 423-429
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It is of great significance to research PV forecasting techniques for mitigating the effects of the randomness of the
Photovoltaic output. This paper analyses many factors from PV which impact photovoltaic output and extracts the main
factors, forming sample data combined with the historical database generation data from PV monitoring system. And an
error correction SVM method (ECSVM) is used to calculate the open integration of photovoltaic power storage system
in advance or after the time in order to try to eliminate the system error between the predicted and actual values. At the
same time, using genetic algorithm to optimize kernel function parameter and the error penalty factor and other
parameters in this model, the establishment of the GA-ECSVM model improves portfolio optimization model parameter
prediction accuracy and efficiency of the selected type. Finally examples verified and compared with standard SVM
methods and ECSVM method, predicting effects show that: The GA-ECSVM optimization model presented in this
paper has better learning ability and generalization ability in the short term prediction of photovoltaic power generation,
with the prediction accuracy of 95.2016%.
Keywords: PV, SVM, error correction, GA, forecast

Wensu Xu, Leilei Wang Research on the application value of computer technology in hotel management
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 430-434

Hotel management become much important with the increase of services of hotel. And the traditional hotel management
pattern have not adapted to the modern hotel management. Therefore, management with high-tech technology is needed
in modern hotel. Computer application can well solve management mode of modern hotel and improve the service level
of hotel. With the development of IT technology and hotel industry, current hotel management have developed into a
new age and new systematic development direction emerges constantly. This paper mainly discusses the application
value of computer technology in hotel management. And it illustrates the importance of computer technology in hotel
management by explaining the systematic design and implement of hotel management.
Keywords: hotel management, computer, information system

NATURE PHENOMENA AND INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING

N P Pravednaya, S F Baranova Fractal model of electric conductivity of aging Al alloys
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 435-437

Theoretical study of anisotropy changes of crystal structure in Al alloys as a result of senescence is performed. The
appropriate model is developed that allowed to explain experimental results concerning the influence of tempering and
cold rolling on the anisotropy of electrical conductivity of Al alloy D16.
Keywords: crystal anisotropy, plastic deformation, diffusion, dislocations, electrical conductivity list

Wei Li Gu, Han Qing Wang, Guang Xiao Kou, Qiao Ying Cao The finite time thermodynamics analysis and
the energy-saving optimization of the coil organic heat transfer material heater
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 438-444

According to the problems as low efficiency, aging of organic heat transfer material and frequent accidents in the
operation of the coil organic heat transfer material heater, with the finite time thermodynamics, this paper studies the
actual processes including combustion process, flow and heat transfer process, considers the irreversible factors as
combustion condition, the fuel characteristics, flow resistance and heat transfer temperature difference, derives the
calculation formula of energy loss for three processes and to determine the minimum energy loss. Based on this, this
paper proposes energy-saving optimization strategy and gives examples, the results accord with the analysis. In design
and operation, the outlet flue gas temperature of furnace, flue gas temperature and flow velocity of hot oil are important.
Keywords: the coil organic heat transfer material heater, finite time thermodynamics, energy loss, energy-saving optimization

Chunyu He, Zhijie Jiao, Di Wu Plastic coefficient on-line calculation method for hot rolling
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 445-449

Aiming at the requirement of the high precision rolled piece plastic coefficient in the hot rolling process, this paper puts
forward an on-line calculation method for the plastic coefficient. Based on the rolling mechanism model and fitting the
plastic curve by the quadratic curve, the paper is to solve the tangency at the rolling pressure point, which is the plastic
coefficient. The plastic coefficient calculation method exploited in the paper could be embedded in the basic automation
directly before the calculation of the automatic gauge control (AGC) regulation quantity. According to the changes of
the rolling force and the roll gap, the method can make the correction computation on the plastic coefficient, so as to
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improve the thickness compensation accuracy of the AGC system.
Keywords: hot rolling, plastic coefficient, quadratic curve, AGC

Bo Jin, Lijun Zhao, Shiqiang Zhu Error modelling of depth estimation based on simplified stereo vision for
mobile robots
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 450-454

Depth estimation is the precondition in obstacle avoidance for mobile robots. To improve the obstacle detecting
effectiveness and quickness in poor-textured backgrounds, we used the centroid abscissa difference of corresponding
obstacle region in image pairs as parallax to estimate obstacle depth. The error of parallax and depth were studied
analytically and numerically. Wood blocks of different shapes and sizes were used for demonstrating the relationship
between estimated depth and actual depth. A quadratic function model was obtained after experiments. Although the
depth estimation error was relatively higher compared to conventional grayscale correlation-based method, the
proposed method was expected to satisfy the accuracy requirement of depth estimation for common mobile robots.
Keywords: error model, depth estimation, stereo vision, radial distortion

Wei Liu, Hongzhao Liu A study of characteristics extraction of dynamic pressure signals in pipeline based on
EMD
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 455-461

Characteristic selection is a key to accurate signal recognition. Specific to the signal recognition of dynamic pressure
waves in pipelines, this article proposes to use EMD method to decompose dynamic pressure signals into a series of
IMFs, adopt the correlation theories of signals to determine and eliminate noise, retain valid IMFs from 4th to 8th level
and extract kurtosis, energy and statistical characteristics. The experiment analyses and verifies that the energy or
statistical characteristics (mean variance, mean standard deviation, mean range and mean quartile range) can effectively
represent signals.
Keywords: EMD, kurtosis, energy, statistics, characteristic

Kaijun Wu, Tianqi Luo, Huaiwei Lu, Yazhou Shan Dynamical behaviour and coupling synchronization of
oscillatory activities in a cell system of neural network
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 462-467

The paper mainly described a mathematical model of calcium ion oscillation of non-excitable cells. Based on the model,
complex oscillations caused by variations of bifurcation parameters were analysed in detail and effects of variation of
parameters to synchronization were discussed when the coupling intensity of two gaps-junction- coupled calcium ion
cells was certain. Through numerical simulation, under less stiffness of coupling and among a certain scope of
parameters, the phenomenon that the larger the parameters were, the easier the system occurred approximate
synchronization were further illustrated.
Keywords: cluster oscillation, bifurcation, fast-slow dynamics, synchronization

Chunhun Liang, Yuanchun Li Finite time control for probe descent near small bodies
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 468-476

For the purpose of probe soft landing on small bodies safely, this paper focuses on the orbital dynamics and describes a
new control algorithm for the probe descent near a rotating small body. The general formulation of the probe equations
of motion in the Body-Fixed Coordinate system is obtained through Newton’s second law firstly. Then the nominal
polynomial trajectory of vertical direction is planned in the condition of fuel consumption suboptimum. Considering
uncertainties and perturbations, the control laws based on Adaptive Terminal Sliding Mode with compensation term are
developed to track the desired trajectory finally. Suppose the initial conditions presented in this paper, position and
velocity errors tend to zero in the finite time in the phase of sliding mode motion so it will make the task succeed during
descent phase near small bodies. Finally, the effectiveness of the guidance and control algorithm is verified by
MATLAB simulations. The proposed algorithm can fast and accurately track the planned trajectory in the finite time
and is robust to parameter uncertainty, feedback state error and external disturbances. The validity is conformed by
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computer simulation.
Keywords: adaptive terminal sliding mode control, soft landing, descent near small body, guidance and control

Hongyang Zhang Research on modelling of intake tower in three-dimension CAD software and simulation
analysis in FE software
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 477-483

ANSYS is one of the most influential finite element analysis software in the world because of its very powerful
calculation and analysis ability, but its pre-process function is weak relatively. SolidWorks is the three-dimension
parametric feature modelling software of 100% feature modelling and 100% parameterization, which provides productlevel automated design tools. In this paper, combining with the intake tower, it discusses the method of modelling in
three-dimension CAD software SolidWorks and the interface processing between SolidWorks and the ANSYS code,
which decreases the difficulty in modelling complicated models in ANSYS. In view of the function of the birth-death
element and secondary development with APDL (ANSYS parametric design language), simulation analyses of thermal
field and stress during the construction and impounding periods were conveniently conducted.
Keywords: computer modelling, SolidWorks, interface processing, birth-death element, APDL, simulation analysis, ANSYS

Shuang Du, Chuncheng Zuo Application of support vector machine in driving ranges prediction of pure
electric vehicle with dual – energy storage system based on particle swarm algorithm
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 484-490

Driving ranges was a key factor that may affect the popularization and development of pure electric vehicle (PEV) with
dual-energy storage system (DESS). It relied on neural network for its prediction. However, the prediction effect was
not satisfactory due to local minimization, slow convergence rate, overfitting phenomenon and so on. In order to be
more accurate in prediction, this paper introduced the Support Vector Regress (SVR) to the vehicle with parameters
optimized by particle swarm optimization (PSO). Compare to BP neural network algorithm, PSO-SVR algorithm is
more accurate and practical.
Keywords: pure electric vehicle with dual-energy storage system, particle swarm optimization algorithm, support vector machine,
driving ranges

Xiaoheng Yan, Hua Fu, Weihua Chen Prediction of coal mine gas emission based on Markov chain
improving IGA-BP model
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 491-496

There are a lot of factors that affect the gas emission, and among those there is a complicated and nonlinear
relationship, so a BP neural network model based on immune genetic algorithm (IGA) was constructed to solve the
problem of the traditional BP neural network such as, slow training speed, easy to be trapped into local optimums, and
the premature convergence. In order to further improve accuracy of the prediction, the Markov chain was used to
modify the residual series for the sample of bigger error. The correction result is more close to the measured value. The
results showed that both the prediction accuracy and convergence speed of the IGA-BP model are better than the BP
neural network model. The prediction after modified by Markov chain was further improved, the absolute average
relative error of the prediction of the IGA-BP model is 2.40%.
Keywords: gas emission, immunity genetic algorithm, BP neural network, Markov chain, prediction

Zhongshuang Wang, Yangyang Tao A computer aided kineto-static analysis method for spatial robot
mechanism based on vector bond graph
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 497-502

In order to increase the reliability and efficiency of the kineto-static analysis of complex robot systems, the
corresponding vector bond graph procedure is proposed. From the algebraic relations of input and output vectors in the
basic fields, junction structure and Euler-junction structure of system vector bond graph model, the unified formulae of
driving moment (or force) and constraint forces at joints are derived, which are easily derived on a computer in a
complete form. For the algebraic difficulties brought by differential causality and nonlinear junction structure in system
automatic modelling and kineto-static analysis, the effective bond graph augment method is proposed. Based on the
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kinematic constraint relations, the vector bond graph model of the spatial robot mechanism with five degrees of
freedom can be made. As a result, the automatic modelling and kineto-static analysis of complex robot system on a
computer is realized, its validity is illustrated.
Keywords: robot mechanism, kineto-static analysis, vector bond graph, causality, joint constrain

Zhongshuang Wang, Zouqi Shu The dynamic modelling and simulation for vehicle suspension systems
based on vector bond graph
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 503-509

A dynamic modelling and simulation procedure for vehicle suspension system based on vector bond graph is described.
According to kinematic constraint relations of components, the vector bond graph model for vehicle suspension system
is built. In consideration of the coupling of energy variables and coenergy variables in independent energy storage field
and dependent energy storage field. The unified formulae of system state space equations which are easily generated on
a computer is derived. As a result, the automatic modelling and simulation of dynamics for vehicle suspension system
can be realized based on MATLAB.
Keywords: vector bond graph, vehicle suspension system, modelling and simulation, mixed causality

lei Wang Optimal design of machine tool bed based on Ansys and orthogonal design
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 510-513

This paper attempts to use a simple and practical method based on the finite element theory and orthogonal design for
the optimal structural parameters of machine tool bed. Dynamics finite element model of MCH63 machine tool bed has
been established with the finite element analytic technique in order to improve the dynamic characteristics. The
thickness of the ribs are looked as the design variables, the orthogonal design is used to optimize the natural frequency
and the total mass. The simulation result indicates that the method is simple, effective and feasible.
Keywords: machine tool bed, optimal design, modal analysis, orthogonal design

Yinhui Long, Zilong Liao, Zhongxiao Guo, Yifan Song Evaluation of development patterns based on water
resources carrying capacity calculation model in pastoral area
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 514-517

As the natural barrier, the health situation of grassland is relate to the change of social and economic development.
According the natural environment of low rainfall and high evaporation, a comprehensive calculation model is
established for evaluating the development patterns based on water resources carrying capacity. In present year, the
social and grassland carrying capacity of BAILINGM is in the overload situation and there is a wide variance among
different administrative region. By designing five different development patterns, we can find that carrying out the most
strict water resources management policy can solve the overload problem of grassland carrying capacity effectively and
the B-2 is the best development pattern. This paper show that the calculation results can provide reliable information
and guide for macroscopic water resources management in large watershed and administrative region.
Keywords: development pattern, water resources, carrying capacity model, pastoral area

Jianguo Wang, Cong Cong, Xuhua Qing, Xiao Han The application of saturation memetic algorithm in
economic load dispatch
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 518-521

To solve a nonlinear constrained economic load dispatch (ELD) problem in which the minimized generation cost is
taken as objective and valve point effect of thermal units and operation constraints of power grid are taken into account.
A saturation memetic algorithm was presented. To avoid the blindness in the search by the proposed using saturation
increase efficiency and using adaptive penalty function to deal constraints. Calculation results of 3-machine system
verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Compared with the other existing techniques, the proposed algorithm
has been found to perform better. This method seems to be a promising alternative approach for solving the ELD
problems in practical power system.
Keywords: memetic algorithm, economic load dispatch, valve point, saturation
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Fenglei Han, Ankang Hu, Yachong Liu, Chunhui Wang Modelling and hull vibration calculation of very large
container ship
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 522-527

Hull vibration is inevitable in large vessel’s operation. Too large hull vibration will not only cause damage to the hull
structure, but also will affect the normal use of marine equipment and crew at work and life. Therefore, to predict the
performance of the ship's structure vibration in ship design stage is essential, which can guide reasonable solutions and
necessary damping measures. The vibration calculation report includes: Ship’s free vibration calculation and forced
vibration response calculations caused by vibration source on board the ship. The former is mainly to obtain the free
vibration characteristics of the whole ship structure, to find hull’s 1~3 order of vibration modes, which are most likely
to occur and the corresponding frequency values. The latter is mainly get the vibration response of hull ship’s forced
vibration caused by excitation source, to avoid low-frequency vibration’s affect to the work and life of the crew. Its
response should meet the relevant standards and requirements.
Keywords: modelling, free vibration, forced vibration, container ship, FEM

Xiaobin Ning, Ning Li, Junping Jiang Experiment of energy recovery efficiency and simulation research on
EV’s regenerative braking system
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 528-533

The proposed technique ECPS aims to design and implement a constant pressure hydraulic regenerative braking system
with flywheel that can operate the problems of short driving range and improve efficiency of braking energy recovery
about electrical vehicle. We established ECPS after comparing several hydraulic regenerative braking schemes .Then
we explored the correlation between displacement of pump/motor and efficiency of energy recovery by undertook
experiment on using variable displacement of pump/motor. After that, we investigated braking and ECE-15 driving
condition simulation based on AMESim, evaluated correlation between displacement of pump/motor and efficiency of
energy recovery. The results indicate that the driving range of electrical vehicle has been increased by 25% and the
service life of battery was prolonged because depth of discharge was decreased.
Keywords: recovery efficiency, regenerative braking, experiment

Chunfu Zhang, Jianguo Miao, Song Tang Thrust line measurement of multi-nozzle solid rocket engine
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 534-537

Static thrust line is an important measuring parameter of solid rocket engine. Factors that affect the misalignment and
deflection of thrust line of multi-nozzle solid rocket engine were analysed in static condition, and a measuring method
by Laser Tracker for thrust line was researched. A calculation model of the thrust line was established based on
simplified force spiral rule, which synthesizes the space force systems. The simulation results of misalignment and
deflection indicate that the method has high measurement accuracy.
Keywords: solid rocket motor, static thrust line, multi-nozzle, laser tracker

Wuwei Feng Vibration characteristic researching of capillary of ultrasonic wire bonding
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 538-542

Wire bonding, a process of the connection between a semiconductor chip and a lead frame by a thin metal wire, is one
of the important processes of electronic packaging. Vibration characteristic and friction behaviour of capillary of
Microelectronic Packaging ultrasonic bonding system are studied. A dynamic contact model of capillary was built by
finite element method to gain bonding mechanism of wire bonding system. Vibration response and contact friction
property of the capillary are calculated. The effects of the loading frequency and static compressive force to the
vibration response and contact friction stress were obtained, and the relationships between the loading frequency, the
static compressive force and the vibration response were given. The researching conclusions can be used as references
for having a better understanding of the bonding mechanism and the study of fault diagnose techniques for bonding
process.
Keywords: ultrasonic wire bonding, contact analysis, finite element, capillary

Ping Li, Yongchi Li, Shiwei Duan, Mingtao Liu, Ruiyuan Huang Micro-macroscopic statistical description on
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damage evolution of concrete
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 543-549

In this paper, we present two types of damage model, coupled pressure-shear damage model and tensile damage model,
according to the different stress state and different damage mechanism in concrete. Combining microscopic and
macroscopic mechanics, we derive the damage evolution equation and obtain relevant material parameters by fitting the
test data of one-dimensional compression and tension test. In order to verify the proposed damage model, we carry out
numerical simulation on wave propagation problems caused by the explosive charge in concrete columns. The
simulation results are consistent with experimental results, which show successfully the evolution of damage in
explosion process.
Keywords: concrete, coupled pressure-shear damage, tensile damage, damage evolution

Jianying Liu, Qiaoxin Zhang, Lixia Deng Numerical simulation for mine rescue capsule gas explosion
dynamic response
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 550-554

In order to ensure the research and development production of coal mine "KJYF - 96/8 portable hardware capsule" in
the coal mine use can effectively resist gas explosion shock pressure, structural strength meet the safety requirements.
The finite element model is set up, to take specific gas coal dust explosion triangle under the action of shock waves, the
stress, strain and displacement response. The results show that the peak of 0.6 MPa and 1.2 MPa, 300ms triangle shock
wave, the capsule basic no plastic deformation, overall no failure parts, ships were able to be whole, the structure safety.
Depending on the overall displacement nephogram view of displacement nephogram and components parts after shock
wave action, maintain the overall coordination deformation, minimal relative displacement, sealing well.
Keywords: capsule, gas explosion, shock wave, dynamic response, numerical simulation

Youneng Zhang, Dawen Wang, Li Ding A disturbance detection interferometric fibre optic sensor system
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 555-559

This study proposed a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (M-Z)-based disturbance detection interferometric fibre optic
sensor system. In this system, two single-mode optical fibres passing through the central tube of cable were used as the
signal arm and reference arm of the M-Z interferometer. In the coherent length range of laser light source, as long as
encountering suitable optical path difference, can the photosynthesis generate a series of alternately dark and bright
interference fringes. Reference arm is dependent from the external signals, while the signal arm is subject to the
disturbance of external signals. Affected by the disturbance, signal interference fringes significantly generated
fluctuations with the variation of the optical distance between the two arms. The interference signals were then
collected and stored through digital storage oscilloscope. By detecting the variations of the interference fringes from
stability to instability, and from regularity to irregularity, it had access to judging whether or not there was external
disturbance invasion. Experimental results suggested that the sensor system was very sensitive. In case of slight touch
on the cable, the waveform will generate variations.
Keywords: interferometer, optical fibre senescing, disturbance, optical path difference

Jingbin Hao, Haifeng Yang, Zhongkai Li Numerical simulation of aerodynamic characteristics of windmill
based on computer graphics display technology
Computer Modelling & New Technologies 2014 18(9) 560-564

This paper proposed research on wind computation fluid dynamics(CFD) analysis and visualization in scientific
computing facing to OSG in order to obtain numerical result of aerodynamic characteristics stimulated by windmill and
to display vivid and direct 3-D effect for easy observation experiment. This paper applied CFX module in ANSYS
Workbench software to conduct CFD analysis and calculation of windmill through computer graphic display
technology based on CFD principle and realize numerical stimulation of aerodynamic characteristics of windmill. Then
the research on visualization in scientific computing of aerodynamic characteristics of windmill was realized combining
with OSG software that face to virtual display technology
Keywords: computation fluid dynamics, computer graphics display technology, numerical stimulation, 3-D geometric model
s
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